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"Acoustic Aberration
or

The effect, of old valves on receiver
performance
A series of articles by 'An Expert"
weaken its performance ;- at the other end of the set a

VERY valve on its- warthrofigh life must reach
apoint where changes.in some characteristic or
F_J
other will start to take place, so that it eventually
differs substantially .from the original MantifactUreits41

drop in the feed current to the power valve -will
undoubtedly caue serious. distorti* It is essential,
therefore that the output from the rectifier' should be
maintained, and regular replacement of this vital' valve
is strongly advised.

Normally such clanges take place sogradually as to be imperceptible unless 'a direct comparison. is made with the performaneei of a similar
vabie fully complying with the original. speeification:
specification.

======

r

Modern,valves are-made-to suchexacting manufacturing

methods and inspection-that

earl},

a

failures. are a

rarity.

Although not forming part. of the chain of ampli,
fication,, the Rectifier valve is- an essential part of A.C. Mains Receiver. The final- article of this
series deals with this important stage: -

rr
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DIRECTLY HEATED (British 4 -pin base)

FOR NEARLY ALL A.C..MAINS SETS

a

U12/14 (Replaces U12 and U14)

111*

The rectifier is the source of H.T, power to, the

receiver and must maintain its. full' output or- the.
ierforniance of every section- of. the receiver will
Modern sets, are designed to; operate so.
suffer.
that each valve. is. being fed' with a carefully
pre -determined voltage and feed' current.
either of these vary,. the averaill perfonnance of any
stage ;pay 13e seriousTy affected. Thus, a, drop: in,
the " H.T."' voltage to a frequency' changer may.
top, the- valve oscillating. or; at. any- rate. seriously,
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Above are suitable for servicing receivers which have beenon
the market for the past three to four years.
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phones and amplifiers are used in the
television studio and this narrows down

Lessons from " Television Sound " the enquiry to the characteristics of the
studio itself. Unlike the studios at
JUDGING both from our own observations and from the opinions
of readers, it seems clear that the
high quality associated with the
sound accompaniment of television is
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not accounted for solely by the extended
range of frequency response which the
use of an ultra -short-wave transmitter
makes possible. Evidence in support of this argument began to accumulate before the Alexandra Palace
transmitter was put into service. For
instance, the reproduction from the
experimental short-wave transmitter on

the top of Broadcasting House showed

a marked superiority over that of the
same programme from the Brookmans
Park station, in spite of the fact that
the loud speaker used in the test we
have in mind was known _to have a
sharp cut-off at 6;500 c/s.

Broadcasting House, which have been
measured, adjusted and made to conform carefully to the latest precepts of
architectural acoustics, the television
studio, with its multiplicity of scenery,
" props " and electrical apparatus, has
an extremely complex standing wave

pattern which probably accounts for
the characteristic quality of television

sound. Another difference is to be
found in the placing of the microphones

which must always be outside the field
of view of the camera and several feet
from the speaker, who may, therefore,
be weaned from the subconscious urge
to adopt the crooning manner of speech
which the proximity of a microphone
seems to engender.

Proposal for a Test

So far as music is concerned, we suggest
that a most instructive proLand -line Effects ?
gramme would be an " exchange "
At the time this was attributed to concert between the Television Orthe fact that the U -S -W transmitter chestra at Alexandra Palace and a
was taking its modulation directly similarly constituted orchestra playing
from the studio amplifiers without the in one of the studios at Broadcasting
intervening land -line to Brookmans
Park. However, we can now eliminate
the short land -lines in the London area

as possible causes of discrepancies in
quality, since the recent broadcast by
the Director of Television, referred to
by a correspondent in this issue, had

all the earmarks of television sound

quality in spite of the fact that it had to

traverse not only the new line from
Alexandra Palace to the B.B.C. head-

House. The whole programme would
be radiated through the television

sound channel, with London Regional
transmitting it on the medium waves
as a further check. The effects of land lines and different studio acoustics and
technique could then be studied.
Ultra -short-wave quality is not a

myth and although there may be an
occasional broadcast which is below par

there is no mistaking the outstanding
quality resulting from the combination
also - the permanent link from the of the unique studio characteristics at
Broadcasting House control room to Alexandra Palace with the wide fre-

quarters at Broadcasting House but
Brookmans Park.
We are assured that standard Micro-

quency range of the U -S -W transmitter

taking its modulation on the spot.

WlITA@m3

Ett

High - Fidelity Transmission
Programmes on 7 Metres
IT is good news that the B.B.C.--has decided to radiate either the National or
London Regional

programme between

about 8 and 9 p.m. each evening through
the Alexandra Palace transmitter. We
hOPe that this is only a pieliminary to a
wider use of ultra -short -waves for sound
broadcasting.
In view of the discussion now proceeding in our columns on the quality of trans-

missions on these wavelengths, it is interesting that musical items which stand
to gain most from an extended frequency
range are to be chosen.
If 7 -metre sound transmissions become
a regular feature, designers of television
receivers will have to consider the question

of providing means for switching off the
vision section ; facilities for doing so are
now comparatively rare, but will be
necessary in the
valVe life.

interests of tube and

Standardised HT Batteries
Congratulations to the R.M.A.
THE RADIO MANUFACTURERS'
ASSOCIATION is to be congratulated on having issued a specification for
dry batteries as used in wireless receivers.
It is to be hoped that this move will
abolish the abuses that undoubtedly exist
in certain sections of the trade.

In addition to laying down sins of cells
for batteries of four standard capacities,
the specification also sets forth a series of
nominal initial voltages that should be
sufficient for all ordinary requirements.

Second-hand Sets
The Problem of Disposal
IF you want to buy a new set and take
your present one to your dealer, hoping to get an allowance for it, you will
probably be sadly shocked at the price he
will offer you for it ; generally speaking,

you will find it far more satisfactory to

sell your present set privately before you
buy the new one.
The reason is that your set is probably
worth much more to a private purchaser
than it is to a dealer who may have some
difficulty in disposing of it, and, in any
case, may have to recondition it before
he tries to find a buyer.
There are some wonderful bargains to-

day in sets of a year or two years old

which ought to find a market to replace

sets of earlier vintage, which, by now, are
probably giving.; very poor service indeed.
From the manufacturers' point of view, it

is very important that the public should
be able to find a market at a fair price for
their existing sets, because until they do
there is little hope of any large buying of

new sets, now that there are very few

purchasers who are not already owners of
a set of some kind.
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Misleading Terms
Everybody's Responsibility
ALETTER published in our Corre.

spondence columns this week draws
attention to as pretty an example as could
be found of an unfortunate and confusing
piece of technical jargon.
The expression " all -mains," which is

the culprit, admittedly, had a limited
currency in informed wireless circles for
a short while during the transition period
from battery to mains operation of broadcast receivers. It was then used to describe a set deriving all its working volt-

ages-heater, anode and grid-from the

mains, and served to distinguish such sets
from others in which an LT accumulator

(and perhaps a dry -cell bias battery as

well) was retained.

It would now appear that an un-

fortunate purchaser of a broadcast set,

knowing nothing of this fragment of wireless history, assumed the expression " all -

mains" to mean that the receiver would
work on any type of supply mains, AC or
DC. Although we may smile at such a
misunderstanding, it is only fair to admit
that the purchaser's interpretation of the
description was natural enough.
In a new and rapidly growing art such
as ours, one cannot be too careful about
these matters, and it is the responsibility

of everyone to see that our jargon, if it
cannot be made comprehensible to the
layman, at least will not confuse him.

In this Issue
Features for 1939
AS a result of the growing interest in
amateur transmission we are publishing a series of articles which will treat this
subject for the benefit of readers who have

no previous knowledge of transmitting

practice. Although dealing primarily
with the design and construction of a low -

powered amateur transmitter, the articles
will also include information on adjust-

ments and operation, as well as on the
choice of components and accessories.

For reasons explained in the opening

article, which appears in this issue, a start
is being made with a transmitter suitable
for the 40- and 20 -metre wavebands, per-

haps the most popular of those open to
the amateur. Later, however, it will be
shown how the set may be modified for

ro-metre working.
Another feature beginning in this issue

is of quite a different nature, and is designed to appeal to those readers who wish

to test their powers of logical deduction.
Would-be solvers of the problems should
perhaps be warned that, although the
letters addressed to the mythical Henry
Farrad are couched in disarmingly simple
terms, every word is significant.
AMATEUR TRANSMITTING STATION GzUV.

This station owned and operated by Mr.

W. E. Corsham, at Wembley, Middlesex, normally works on the r4 - Mc ,'s band (21.4220.83 metres) using both telephony and CW system of transmission. The station can often
be heard working in the evenings and most mornings at 9 a.m., at which hour Mr. Corsham
usually carries out tests with amateur transmitters in New Zealand.

Next week's issue will be devoted
largely to the subjects of measuring instruments and measurements, and will include
a review of apparatus of wireless interest
shown at the Physical Society's annual
exhibition, which closes to -day.
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The Amateur Transmitting
Part I.-SIMPLE CRYSTAL.

Station

CONTROLLED OSCILLATORS
This is the first of a short series of articles on design and construction,
written for the benefit of the would-be amateur transmitter. No previous

By IL B. DENT (G2MC)

knowledge of transmitting practice is assumed.

A quartz crystal having a fundamental
frequency of, say, 7.2 Mc /s is less than
-hin. thick and though quartz is a very
tough material it could be fractured if the

AVING already discussed the
procedure to be followed in

I

applying

for

a

transmitting

licence,' we now come to what

might be described as the immediate post licence period when the successful applicant is about to build his first transmitter.
At the outset, this will probably be
mainly a communication type of set ; the

experimental apparatus, which may or
may not be subsidiary to it, can be

evolved later. Exchange of ideas with
other amateurs,- arrangements for cooperation in future tests and the acquisition of experience in the adjustment and
operation of transmitters will be the main
purpose for which the set is required. It
goes without saying that the newly
licensed amateur has by now a reasonably
good knowledge of the fundamental principles of wireless transmission, though, so
far, he has had no opportunity to put this
knowledge into practice.
Since many alterations will certainly be
made from time to time, a baseboard layout, with ample space for modifications, is
preferable to the less adaptable rack -built
assembly.

This

form

of

construction

might well be deferred until a semi -permanent design has been evolved from the
experimental baseboard equipment.

The Best Wavelength
A decision must be made regarding the
waveband in which transmission is to be
Unless there is any
effected initially.
special reason why a particular frequency

should be chosen then it would be best
to build the transmitter for use on one of
the lower amateur frequencies, such as
1.7 or 7 Mc/,s 160 or 4,o metres).

additions and modifications. The licence
usually restricts the input to ro watts ; this
is not the total consumption of the trans-

mitter, but the power supplied to the

anode of the valve that is coupled to the

aerial.
There is no restriction on the power

consumed by any other stages in the set,
so the main concern is to extract as much
RF energy as possible from the last valve,
i.e., a high efficiency is necessary in order
to obtain the best performance with the
power permitted. This is of paramount
importance in the design of every amateur
transmitter, even though it may mean
uneconomical operation of stages that
precede the final valve.
A single valve functioning as an oscil-

lator would serve
the purpose of the
RF generator for

length.

A simple form of construction should
be adopted and ample space allowed for
1 "First .Steps to Transmitting," The Wireless World, August nth, 1938.

stal being due partly to its frictional loss at
large amplitudes of vibration and partly to

the RF current circulating in the crystal
circuit.

Actually the two effects are com-

plementary. for it is the RF potential
across the crystal that governs its amplitude of vibration.
We therefore arrive at this conclusion:
the RF generator when crystal controlled
should be operated at comparatively low
power and its output amplified by a
250 V

we

the best use of the
10 watts available.

Some means

must be found to
fixed

fre-

quency, or at least

for

offences

to do is to design

working
the most

the
Fig. r.-The simplest form of crystal -controlled oscillator.

is embodied in the transmitter constant
checking of the frequency is necessary,
and an accurately calibrated wavemeter
becomes an essential part of the equipment.

by

electric crystal.
The logical thing

frequencies al-

lotted for amateur
outside the authorised band is of all

the

means of a piezo-

lations to the band
use,

obtain

frequency

to confine the oscilof

to
and

the same time have
a master oscillator
which can be maintained at a constant

operation

ensure
on a

coupled

aerial

largest amount of
RF power for a
given input to the
transmitter, and at

Unless some form of frequency control

ment and operation on a single wave-

kind, the frequency tends to drift as the
crystal warms up, the heating of the cry-

operating at maximum possible efficiency. In this way

to show up defects in the design of the

another quickly should be resisted. or at
least deferred until a little practical experience has been acquired in the adjust-

lator stage with a power input of I° watts.
It has also been noticed that, with
moderate high -power oscillators of this

stage
the

two as it is of a sufficiently high frequency

apparatus yet not so high that the
beginner is likely to encounter any serious
difficulties in obtaining a reasonably good
performance from the outset.
The temptation to make the set so that
it can be switched from one waveband to

This condition might obtain in an oscil-

delivering power to
the aerial in a small
transmitter, b u t
this arrangement is
not very efficient
and does not make

unpardonable that
any amateur transmitter can commit !

The latter is possibly the better of the

plate is allowed to vibrate too vigorously.

As it is obligatory for every amateur
station to possess a piezo-electric crystal,
with either its fundamental frequency or
one of its harmonics falling within the
band in which transmission is being made,
it has become the customary practice to
use this crystal actually to control the frequency of the valve that generates the RF
oscillations, which may or may not be the
valve feeding energy into the aerial.

crystal

oscil-

lator and get this
working

satisfac-

torily before tackFor this, a pentode, a

ling the amplifier.
tetrode or a triode valve can be used. The

choice is not based solely on the relative
efficiencies of each type, but consideration

ought to be given to possible future requirements as all valves and parts purchased for the first transmitter should be
suitable also for any set that might be
built in the near future.

Let us say that a beginning is to be

made with a 7-Mc/s transmitter. We will
naturally want the set to be as flexible as
possible so that should a move be made
later to the higher frequency bands, such
as 14, 28 and possibly 56 Mc/ s, some of

the parts now being used will be easily
adaptable to the new transmitter.
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The Amateur Transmitting Station-

It might, therefore, be a good idea to
build the crystal oscillator and the 7 -Mc / s

power amplifier un separate chassis, for
the former at least could he designed now
with this possibility in mind without detracting from its efficiency on the initial
frequency chosen, and this is quite practical, for all the amateur wavebands are

the frequency of oscillations, and the correct adjustment is when this circuit is
tuned to a slightly higher frequency than
that of the crystal but sufficiently close to
resonance to give an adequate RF output

the modifications to the circuit are shown
in Fig. 3.
Comparing this with Fig. i it will be

seen that a tuned circuit L2, C5 is now

interposed between the grid bias resistance
R3 and its by-pass condenser and the earth
line, while the crystal is joined to the
cathode end of this circuit. Coil Li is re-

placed by one that tunes with very little

capacity in C3 to the frequency of the

harmonically related.
For .operation on any of the higher frequencies the crystal -controlled oscillator

harmonic required.
Often C5 is made variable

but it need not be, as once
the correct adjustment has

can be made to give an output at twice
or four times the fundamental frequency
of the crystal, and the valves which function best in this way are either pentodes
or tetrodes. A typical
pentode or tetrode oscil-

been found it can henceforth
be left alone. It is only

necessary to find the optimum value for L2 with a
fixed capacity at C5 to en-

lator giving an output

at the crystal frequency

is shown in
when

the

Fig.
circuit

sure the same results. The
tuning of this cir-

I;

cuit is not critical,
and if it is made to

Li, C3 is tuned to

approximately the
crystal frequency

resonate at a

the valve begins to

lower

oscillate, the precise frequency of
the
oscillations

that of the crystal
the oscillator func-

not by Lt, -C3. The
cathode resistance
R3 (shunted by C2
to by-pass the RF) is included to provide
sufficient grid bias to keep the anode current at a safe value when the valve is not
oscillating, but when oscillation starts

allowing

Without excessive current flowing through
the crystal.

This resistance also serves the purpose of

valve employed, can be tried and the

completing the DC path of the grid circuit, as the crystal
is a non-conductor,
so far as DC is

resonance.

satis-

Various adjustments of Li, C3 and of

output observed by means of an RF indicator coupled to Li, C3. The simplest
form of indicator consists of two or three
turns of wire joined to a small flash lamp

several experimental transmitters made by
the writer, and a crystal oscillator unit with
this feature is shown in the illustration.
It is possible to obtain a modest output
at four times the fundamental frequency of

generally one is content to frequency double only in this stage, when sufficient

on the grid is recti-

ments can be made

fied

was described in
The Wireless World

external to

the

valve as measured by a meter is from

cathode to grid. As the grid end of Ri is
negative in relation to the earthed end the
potential difference acts as additional grid
bias when the valve is oscillating.

In most oscillators of this kind Ri is

made 50,000 ohms but if for any reason
it is necessary to lower it an RE choke
should be joined in series with it as this
resistance is in parallel with the crystal and

if its RF impedance becomes too low the
valve will not oscillate.
The small flash -lamp in series with the

crystal acts as an indicator of the RF

current flowing through the crystal. A
low -consumption lamp of, say, the 6o- or
roo-mA type is best for this position.
Normally it should not glow brightly,
though a dull glow will not indicate an
overload. The tuning of Li, C3 governs
the amplitude but, as already stated, not

harmonic operation, and this socket is
fitted with a two -pin shorting plug for

fundamental frequency operation. This
idea has been used quite successfully in

oscillating the RF

diode rectifier) and
the DC component
flows through RI ;
the flow of current

L2, C5 to plug into a two -pin socket for

Rz, which initially should be about 5,000
to I0,000 ohms, according to the type of

ebonite rod.
An RE meter with which actual measure-

a

this

be to arrange for

and mounted on the end of a wood or

(the grid and

for

conversion would

concerned.
When the valve is

cathode form

lamp for indicating

twice

A simple way of

additional grid bias is provided by Ri.

checking circuit with

than

tions quite
factorily.

being determined
by the crystal and

Fig. 2.-Wavelength

fre-

quency slightly

the crystal but the power is small and

of March 24th last
and

this will be

found very useful

when adjusting
transmitters
f or

Fig. 3.-A multi -band
oscillator making use
of harmonics.

maximum power
output. An absorp-

tion wavemeter with

a small flash -lamp
joined in series with
the coil as shown in
Fig. 2 also forms a
useful indicator.
If the crystal
oscillator is made as

a separate unit it is
worth while paying
some attention to

its construction for
it will serve fOr almost any future transmitter working on 40.
metres or lower. With this possibility in
mind sufficient space should be left on the
chassis to accommodate the few extra parts

needed to obtain an RF output at twice
or lour times the fundamental frequency,

power is available to load fully a to -watt
power amplifier.
The screen -feed and the anode -feed

leads should have inserted at the points

marked. X either a jack or a pair of

terminals for connecting a milliammeter.
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Resistance -Capacity Tuning
STAGES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF PRACTICAL RESISTANCE -CAPACITY
CONTROLLED OSCILLATORS
THE purpose of this article is to recapitulate some of the principles
governing the operation of resistance -capacity oscillators and to
describe some recent practical developments.

By P. W. WILLANS, M.A.,
T has been known for some twenty

1

years that retroactively coupled valve
circuits comprising only resistances
and condensers can be made to gener-

ate oscillations.

The best-known device of this kind is,
of course, the two -valve multivibrator of
Abraham and Bloch, which generates
oscillations of extremely irregular waveform. More recently, circuits have been
described which generate or selectively
amplify sinusoidal oscillations, and an
article

on

appeared

this subject by Colebrook
in The Wireless World of

February 8th, 1935, under the title

of

" Resistance -Capacity Tuning."

The reason why a multivibrator should
Work in the way it does has occasioned
some theoretical difficulty. At firseit was

held that there must, so to speak, be a

catch somewhere, and that the oscillations

could only take place by virtue of the
presence of residual inductance in the circuit. The analytical discussion of the multivibrator on this hypothesis was published

by van der Pol in a very well-known

paper (Phil. Mag., Vol. 2, November,
1926).

In a later publication (Zeitschrift fir
Hochfrequenztechnik, XXIX, p. 114) van
der Pol, dealing with an analogous circuit,
has presented an alternative explanation,

stated to be due in the first instance to
Roosenstein, which does not appear to he
generally appreciated. According to the
views therein put forward, the shunt
capacities in a circuit of the multivibrator
type may play the same part as an inductance in explaining the generation of

oscillations and, having regard to the
dimensions of practical circuits, such

capacities come into question before any
stray inductance could exercise an appreciable effect.

The bearing of this explanation upon
possible

capacity

developments

in

tuning

resistance -

437) and in British Patent Specification
No. 395,596.
To appreciate how this device works we

may consider the feed -back lead of the
arrangement to be broken at the points
X, X, and imagine that we introduce a
sinusoidal voltage Vi at the input of the
amplifier and obtain at the output a
voltage. V2 which for simplicity's sake we
will assume also to be a sine wave.

If the condensers and resistances have
fixed values, the same for each stage, the

phase of V2 in relation to VI will be

governed by the frequency of oscillation.

apparatus seems to
have been ignored,
although the multi -

vibrator itself was
known to be capable
of critical adjustment so as to generate sinusoidal oscillations. (W. W., loc.
cit., also May 14th,
1937, article by Led ward) .
Until re
cently, the o n 1 y
practical proposals
for this purpose

Fig. 2. --Coupling network with resistance -capacity alternators in
parallel, due to H. H. Scott.

have been along entirely different lines.
It will be convenient to deal with the

At very low frequencies the resistance capacity coupling will advance the phase

subject in chronological order and to begin

at each stage by nearly 90 deg., and there
will, of course, be a phase -reversal at each

with a short description of some of these
earlier devices.

In the article above referred to, Colebrook deals with a proposal, due to van
der Mark and van der Pol, to generate
sinusoidal oscillations by means of a retro-

active arrangement comprising an odd

number of amplifying stages with resistthe
stages and between the first and last valve
(see Fig. 1). A fuller description of the
ance -capacity

couplings

between

working of this apparatus is given in the
original paper (Physica, Vol. r, 1934, p.
+HT

stage due to the operation of the valve.
The net result will be that the phase will
be advanced nearly 90 deg. If progressively higher frequencies are chosen the
phase -lead per stage will decrease and a
value will be reached at which the total
phase -lead becomes, zero, and thereafter,
for still higher frequencies, changes sign,
becoming a phase -lag. The critical frequency is that for which the phase -angle
is zero ; if at this frequency we adjust the
amplification so that V2 =VI in magnitude

as well as in phase, we may then take
away the external source, join up the
points X, X, and the amplifier " won't
know the difference."

Negative Feed -back Action
X

XJ

vs

Fig. 1.-Basic resistance -capacity sine -wave oscillator circuit employing an odd number of stages.

The condition for oscillation in any
retroactive system is thus that if we divide

the retroactive " chain " at any point, .a
sinusoidal input voltage at this point of
some frequency will generate " on tits,

round trip " a voltage equal to and in
phase with itself. In the case just con-

sidered, the frequency is that for which
the phase -lead due to each coupling is
exactly 6o deg. For higher frequencies
the phase shift of the couplings tends to
zero and the overall phase shift thus
approximates to i8o deg. As a result of

Ninnil.S00
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the strong negative feed -back action there

is no tendency to instability at high frequencies even though the amplification
per stage is high.
The undoubted usefulness of such circuits lies in their flexibility and ease of

adjustment over a large range of frequencies, also more particularly to the

readiness with which oscillations of very
low frequency can be generated without
the necessity for massive iron -cored inductances, often of dubious quality as regards constancy of value and linearity of
wave -form. A further special characteris-

obviously be adapted to give selective
amplification and is stated to have been

quency applied to the grid of the first
valve generates " on the round trip " a

employed as a harmonic analyser. By the
addition of a device giving a measure of

voltage equal to and in phase with itself.
An inspection of Fig. 4 indicates that
one of the two RC networks is redundant
and can be replaced by a coupling which

aperiodic positive feed -back it can be made

to generate oscillations and a circuit for
this purpose is also

given in the paper
referred to.

With the object
of simplifying ap-

paratus of this
kind, attention has
recently been given
to a class of circuit

involving an even
number of valves
or a single valve
having a negative

slope.

The

approach to this

subject may most
conveniently be by

way of the multi -

vibrator in
Fig. 3.-Equivalent circuit having same
voltage attenuation as Fig. 2, though a
different impedance characteristic.

tic of this particular circuit is the possibility of easily obtaining a three-phase
supply on any desired frequency.
A further proposal, involving an arrangement giving negative feed -back at all but
one frequency, is due to H. H. Scott
(P r o c.
I.R.E.,
February,
1938).

light

of

the
Rossen-

stein's above -mentioned theory.

Fig.' 5.-Simplified version of the circuit of Fig. 4 with control concentrated in a single coupling.

In Fig. 4 a conventional multivibrator
circuit is shown, with the addition of conthe grid resistances to
represent the valve capacities (assumed to

densers across
be

of small value compared with the

coupling capacities). The operation of
this circuit as a sine -wave generator may

is made as free as possible from phase shift. The circuit then takes the form of
Fig. 5.
Here, in the first stage of amplification,
a normal " aperiodic " coupling is employed. In the anode circuit of the second

valve (assumed to be of high impedance,
e.g., a pentode) is placed a resistance R

a

coupled by a condenser C to a. second equal
resistance R shunted by a condenser
of equal capacity C. The two condensers
are now assumed to be of substantial value

actively coupled by

they may be air condensers ganged to-

a network consisting of two T atten-

gether.

According to this

arrangement

phase -reversing
amplifier is retro-

in comparison with stray capacities, e.g.,

With this arrangement oscillations are
generated at a frequency given by 2irfRC

uators connected in
parallel (see Fig.

r, and if the condensers C are simultaneously varied the frequency will vary
in inverse ratio. The advantage of such
an arrangement is that a very wide sweep
of frequency can be obtained by operation of the ganged condenser, unlike the

2).

It can be shown

Fig.

4.-Two-valve

cirmultivibrator
cuit modified to give
sine -wave output.

case of a tuned circuit where the frequency

only varies as the inverse of the square
root of the capacity.

that such a network (which passes both

very high and very low frequencies without attenuation or phase -shift) can be

made to give infinite attenuation at a

single frequency, so that the amplifier at
that frequency has full gain and at other
frequencies has a gain which is more or
less drastically reduced by the operation
of

negative

feed -back.

The

voltage

attenuation characteristic of the network,

be roughly understood by considering the effect of the

shunt capacity C2
(which gives an in-

creasing phase lag
with increasing frequency) as being
balanced at t h e
frequency of oscil-

subject to the values of the constituent

lation by that

resistances and condensers being correctly

the

related, is the same as that of an equivalent

in

network,

as shown in Fig.

3,

although the impedance -characteristic is

of

capacity CI
(which gives an inphase
creasing
lead). As in the

different.

previous case,

and capacity are taken to have zero resistance, thus giving an extinction at the frequency of resonance.
An arrangement according to Fig. 2 can

system set at the

It will, of course, be appreciated that in this figure the inductance

assuming

the

threshold of oscil-

lation, a voltage of

the correct fre-

Fig. 6.-Resistance-capacity oscillator due to Dr. N. L. Yates -Fish.
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An alternative arrangement giving a

+HT

similar result is shown, in simplified form,
in Fig. 6.

In this circuit (due to Dr. N. L. Yates Fish) a pair of retroactively coupled valves

comprises a phase -advancing stage followed by a phase -retarding stage. At a
certain frequency the two effects will com-

pensate for each other ; assuming, in the
figure, that the impedances of the valves

are high in comparison with the feed

resistances r, the frequency of oscillations
for weak retroactive coupling is given by

2f(R+r)C=r.

T

A Practical Oscillator
Development work has proceeded on
both of these two circuits primarily with

R2

the object of obtaining an oscillator of
wide frequency range, low harmonic content, constant output and reasonably good
frequency stability. An oscillator operating on the lines of Fig. 6 has been brought
into commercial form in conjunction with
Messrs. Muirhead and Co., and is now on
the market.
Dealing with this type of circuit first of
all,

the values of the components are

determined by the possible values of the
condensers C, and it has been found that
air condensers of some L000 p./tF maxi -

Fig.

Circuit of Fig. 5 with negative feed -back. Oscillations at a frequency of one megacycle have been obtained with this arrangement.

ling is provided between the anode of each

stage and the grid of the next ; this is

essential in the one case to block off HT

and in the other is provided to protect

A two -stage power amplifier is used in

this arrangement which gives an output
up to 2 watts with harmonic content of
the order of I2 per cent. The output of
the oscillator is substantially constant
over each range of frequency.

Reaction may be controlled by a series
feed -back resistance in the

negative

cathode circuit of one valve, the power
output being taken from the other, which
is set to oscillate over a range of its charac-

teristic, where there is a " point of inflection " in the region free from grid current.
As a result of this arrangement the oscilla-

tions build up to a stable value without
any grid current slowing, and careful
adjustment of the grid -bias resistance
enables the second harmonic to be reduced
to a negligible percentage. The figure of

harmonic content above cited is almost
entirely in respect of third harmonic.

With this type of oscillator great care
has to be taken to preserve the constancy
of

the voltage supply to the oscillator

valves,
Fig. 7.-Potentiometer grid connections lessen the effect of valve capacity at the high frequencies.

mum value are the largest that can conveniently be constructed in double -gang
form.

If we allow of a capacity -variation of
i over the practical working range of

10 :

the oscillator (considering one value of R)
we arrive at a minimum value of loo

at the top frequency of the range. It is
highly desirable that the capacities of the
valves should be prevented from affecting
the frequency of oscillation, and if this is
to be clone it is manifest that a modification of Fig. 6 will be necessary. Since
there is amplification to spare if modern

the air condenser from HT voltage. An
additional resistance is provided across the
second condenser to operate as a potential
divider ; it can readily be seen that, as far
as phase -shift is concerned, this merely
alters in effect the value of the series resistance of Fig. 6, while, of course, it enables
the grid connection to be tapped clown on
this stage as well as the preceding, where

there is already a shunt resistance for the
purpose.
In practice all three resistances are made

equal and are tapped in the approximate
ratio of to : I. In the oscillator referred

mains valves are employed, it is possible to
use a " tapped -down " grid connection at
each stage on the lines of Fig. 7.

to the values of these resistances are varied

It will be noted that a supplementary

2,000 and 2,000-20,000 cycles per second,
with generous overlaps.

(" aperiodic ") resistance - capacity coup -

by means of a switch so as to give three
frequency ranges, namely, 20-200, 200-

particularly the first.

In the

absence of such a precaution the amplitude of oscillations tends to be somewhat
unstable, although the frequency is very
little affected by mains fluctuations ; the
requirements of the case can, however,
readily be met by the use of neon stabilisers available on the market.

(For

further details of this type of circuit see
British Patent Specification, No. 489,849.)
The circuit of Fig. 5 has not so far been

embodied in any general-purpose instrument, though it has found application to
one or two particular problems. One of
the advantages of using a single network
of the kind shown in this figure is the fact
that it permits the employment of an
amplifier stabilised by negative feed -back.

A circuit arrangement for this purpose is
shown in Fig. 8,.

Referring to this figure, the two -stage
resistance -coupled amplifier is stabilised
by a feed -back connection consisting of a

Wthr@hoo
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point the less is the amplification required

resistance RI connected (via a blocking

to make the circuit oscillate, the greater

between the anode of the

therefore the possible negative feed -back
and the higher the input impedance.
While it can be shown that this increase
of input impedance is not enough entirely
to offset the effect of moving the tapping

condenser)

second valve and the cathode of the first
valve, together with a second resistance
Rz between cathode and earth of the first
valve. Part of this resistance (next to the
cathode) is fixed in value so as to give a
constant grid bias through the decoupling
circuit as shown in the figure ; the other
part is left variable for the purposes of reaction control.

The amplification of the arrangement
(provided the " natural " gain per stage is
RI +R2,

sufficiently high) tends to

and the

impedance of the valve V2 is effectively
very low. Variations in this impedance
will have only a negligibly small effect on
the frequency of oscillation if the resistances of the network are given a reasonably large value.
Another feature of this circuit is bound
up with the action of the negative feedback in giving a high input impedance to
the amplifier, as a result of which it is no
longer necessary to " tap down " on the

output resistance of the network to the
same extent. The higher the tapping

point up as described, there is no doubt
that the troubles due to the grid circuit
load on the network are greatly reduced
by this arrangement.
A circuit of this type has been made to
generate oscillations of over a megacycle
in frequency.
In conclusion, it is worth remarking that
circuits on the lines of Fig. 5 can be made
to work with a single valve if the arrangement is such that a negative slope is obtained. One of the most efficient devices
for this purpose is a valve comprising a
stage of electron multiplication in which
the auxiliary cathode current flows in the
reverse sense and increases in that sense
with increase of grid potential. It is open
to question, however, whether the simplification due to the use of one valve offsets
the advantage of stability obtained by the
negative ' feed -back
described.

circuit

previously

PROBLEM CORNER -1
Test Your Powers of Deduction
ATTACHED is a letter received by a
certain Henry Farrad, who ha's the
reputation among his friends of

being able to solve their radio problems,
even though through ill -health he is unable
to examine them on the spot. Here is an
opportunity to test your powers of logical
deduction. What would you diagnose in
this case, for instance?
221, Horns Crescent,
Ramsgate.

Dear Henry,

T ENDED up by going in for the motor -A tuned
push-button model you recommended, and had good fun with it until my
Yorkshire wife complained that there wasn't
a North Regional button. Never satisfied
with the wonders of science, these women!

middle of a programme that evening it sort
of dissolved into a speech by Hitler or something of the sort. Another time, during a
concert, a French announcer mysteriously
came on the scene. I tried to make out to

Condensers

Edie that it was part of the B.B.C.'s plan
to broaden our minds; but she looked up

FOR USE IN

the Radio Times, and that excuse didn't go.
At the moment I am suffering from what
the Chinese call loss of face. Have you any
suggestions, old man?
Yours ever,
Arthur.

TRANSMITTERS
AN air condenser of small size, with
spaced

around the edge.

However, after an hour or two's study of
the hook of instructions I felt confident
enough to tackle the job of altering one of
the original buttons to North Regional by
shifting the tie -clip affair round the semicircular bar at the back.
I flattered myself I had made a good job
of it, and so it seemed at first ; but in the

Vacuum
Cartridge

closely

provided by parallel connection of cartridges arranged in the form of a squirrel cage, the cartridges forming the bars of
the squirrel -wheel while the ends consist
of metal discs or flat cones, bearing a terminal at the centre and mounting clips

plates,

normally

" flashes over " at moderate voltage but
if placed in a high vacuum the same condenser becomes useful at high voltage,
providing that the solid insulation necessary to keep the elements in place can
stand up to its job. Briefly, this is the
principle behind 'the Eimac vacuum cartridge condensers, recently introduced in
America.

The actual condenser, consisting of two

concentric cylinders of tantalum, is suspended centrally in an evacuated cylinder
of hard glass, capped at either end by a
metal " hat " which serves as a terminal.

The rolled brim serves to equalise the
electrostatic field near the glass, while the
small crown of the hat permits connection

to be made by a clamp or by a spring
clip such as that used to hold cartridge
fuses.

Though the volume of the condenser
proper is approximately one cubic inch, a
peak voltage rating of 32,000 (for radio
frequencies) is given by the makers, Eitel
McCullough, San Bruno, California. The
32,000 -volt rating must be abandoned if

How did Henry Farrad account for the

trouble, and what did he suggest? Turn to
page 19.

the condenser is to be used at DC or at
audio frequencies, since cold emission

may then cause serious leakage or even
flashover.
The voltage at which this
takes place depends upon a number of
factors. The condensers here described
are not recommended for DC use at voltages above 7,500. In passing, it is also
of interest that the 32,000 -volt radio -frequency rating does not of itself define the
permissible plate voltage of the associated
vacuum tubes, but things fall out so that

for wavelengths under roo metres it is
improbable that the rating will be exceeded for anode inputs of one kilowatt

per condenser cartridge. The cartridges
are available in capacities of 6, 12, 25 and
5o micro-microfarads, all with the same
overall dimensions, which approximate
to z/in. by Glin. This is materially less
than the space requirement of an equivaCapacities larger
lent air condenser.
than 5o micro-microfarads are readily

The Wireless Industry
issued by Philips Lamps,
ALEAFLET
Ltd., 145, just
Charing Cross Road, London,
W.C.z, describes

three special Philips re-

ceivers, of which limited numbers are avail-

able through appointed dealers. 'These models,
known as Types 361A,.- 362B, and 771A, are
essentially short-wave sets, but also cover the
medium broadcast band. No provision is
made for long -wave reception.
<>

Belling -Lee sparking plug and distributor
suppressors have been reduced in price from
2S. bd. to is. 6d.
-cv

descriptive literature regarding the
Simplat direct sound recording system is availNew

able from the V.G. Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
Gorst Road, Park Royal, London, NAV. ro.

ile word

-<> o 0 <t-

" Cinevision," used by " Free

Grid" in our issue of December r5th as a

general term, is actually the registered business

name of Cinevision, electrical and cinema
engineers, of ro, Thorpe Mews, Kensington,
London, W. ro.

The Wireless World, January 5th, 1939
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Keeping the Lines in Step
TIME CONSTANTS OF
COUPLING CIRCUITS
ALTHOUGH the choice of components for the scanning and synchronising circuits in a television
receiver appears to be a straight-

load is common to both line and frame

forward matter, the values of capacity and
resistance chosen have a marked effect on

duce an impulse in the diode load which
will trip the frame -scanning generator.
This would upset the interlacing.
The current in the diode load during the
discharge period of the line scan circuit
could be minimised by the use of a high

the steadiness of the frame at the com-

mencement of the scan, and certain values
of time constant will result in a lateral displacement of the first few lines of the
frame.

The time constants in question are those

of the scanning circuit considered as a
...

whole, and the synchronising circuit when
capacity coupling is used to apply the

sync pulse to the grid of the discharge
valve.
In Fig. i a typical circuit for
electrostatic scanning is shown, the total
effective time constant being that of the
condenser Cr and resistance RI, and the
amplifying stage including C2 and R2.
The grid Of the gas -triode T can be connected to the synchronising circuit through
the condenser C (shown dotted) or directly
to the point AT3. ' The nature and shape

of the synchronising pulse applied to the
grid depends on the point from which it

is derived and the time constant of the

components C and R if these are included.
The diode load resistance may be considered as the first convenient point from

which to take the pulses, as the voltage

variations across the load are proportional

to the vision signal and related to the
DC component. A

separator circuits, it is necessary to ensure

that the current taken by the grid circuit
of the line -scanning generator does not pro-

resistance in series with the grid of the
gas -triode, but the value of this is limited
by the necessity for preserving the steep
front of the pulse. It is usually necessary
to compromise between a suitable value of
series resistance and reduction of the diode
load resistance until the voltage developed
is low enough to avoid interference with
the frame synchronising.

IT is well known that the steadiness
of the television picture depends
on the maintenance of the line syn-

chronisiv pulses during the frame
pulse. In this article, the effects of
variation in the line pulse are discussed
and the importance of the circuit

constants is shown in relation to the
initial lines of the frame.

latter must be kept within definite limits
for reasons which will be seen later.

Although the pulse voltage is higher,

there are still one or two objections to the
use of this arrangement. The discharge
valve bias may be derived from a different
source of HT from that of the VF stage.
If this is so, there is a double possibility
of variation in the HT voltage upsetting
the adjustment and causing the gas -triode
to trip at the wrong point. The variation
in the cathode current of the VF amplifier
Direct Coupling
follows a 3/ 2 power law with variation in
HT voltage, while the grid bias of the disIf the VF stage is directly coupled to charge valve is usually a linear function
the diode load, as is usually the case, ad- of the HT in the scanning circuit. A flucvantage may be taken of the gain of the tuation in the mains voltage, therefore, will
amplifier by taking the pulse voltage from not affect both sides of the circuit equally,
the cathode load resistance at the points and there is a tendency for the balance of
marked AB in the circuit of Fig. i. As potentials to be upset. The steadiness of
in the case of the diode load resistance, it the circuit can be assured by stabilising the
is possible to connect the grid of the dis- screen supply of the VF stage and by decharge valve directly to the cathode resist- riving the bias of the gas -triode from the

ance of this stage and obtain a pulse of
some seven or more times the amplitude
of that across the diode load. With this

method of using
this voltage pfilse
has already been
described,' but
under certain condi-

same point, but this involves the extra
expense of a stabiliser and " bleeder "

circuit and a consequent waste of current.
The third method
of obtaining the
pulse is by interposing a condenser between the source of

sync potential and
the grid of the dis-

tions it may not be
possible to obtain
perfect synchronisation. For example,

charge valve, which
avoids the necessity
for back -balancing

with low values of

the DC potentials

signal

potential
across the diode
load the sync pulse

and reverts more
closely to the conditions obtained with

(being only 3o per

the diode load re-

cent. of the total

sistance.

value) may be still
further reduced in
amplitude owing to

it to an

the

sible in bias fluctuation owing to the

the non -linearity of
the diode character-

istic at low inputs.
This may reduce

At

same time, a wider
tolerance is permis-

greater pulse voltage available from
Fig. 1.-The detector and VF stage of a television receiver is shown here, together with an

effective

value of 15-20 per
cent., which will be insufficient to keep
the picture in step if the bias of the gas triode is altered by fluctuation of the mains
voltage.

A second point is that, since the diode
1 The TVireless World, July 21st, 1938.

outline of a saw -tooth oscillator and amplifier.

direct connection there are two potentials
to balance-the grid bias of the discharge

valve and the DC potential across the

cathode resistance.
For satisfactory synchronising the peak
of the pulse voltage developed across the

the VF amplifier
stage. The intro-

duction of this condenser may modify the shape of the pulse
applied to the scanning circuit to a degree

depending on the time constant of the

condenser C and the grid leak resistance

R (Fig. i).

The modifications to the pulse are shown

Mr® co@o
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in the diagrams of Fig. 2. At the top are
shown the standard line pulses at the end
of a frame, the frame pulse being broken

up by a series of eight half-line pulses
having as their object the keeping in
step

of

the

JANUARY 5th, 1939.

displacement of the lines is to be avoided.
Turning to the scanning circuit itself, we
may now see the effect of the overall time
constant on the scanning (luring the frame
pulse. The saw -tooth developed across

lines

shown in Fig. 2 (a)
the lines are synchronised by t h e
leading edges of
the pulses marked

a, b, c, etc., pulse b

corresponding to the

leading edge of the

Fig. 2.-The sync pulses take the form shown at (a) when the DC

kept in step by the
edges b', c', d', etc.

half-lines the top edge of the frame will
" flutter."
Since the amount of displacement of the
initial lines depends on the effective time
constant of the scanning circuit it is possible to determine this so that the recovery
takes place during the black lines and the
visible lines are in correct position. For a
single stage a time constant of 0.0013 sec.,
for example, will give maximum displacement of the visible lines in the frame, and
is therefore the value to he avoided. To
obtain correct position of the visible lines
it is necessary to ensure optimum displacement on the black lines, as the rate of return to normal also depends on the time

during the frame flyback. For the frame

frame pulse. In the
odd frames the line is

first visible lines. Further, if the amplitude of the sync pulse is such that the discharge valve only trips occasionally on the

constant. Fig. 4 shows two extreme cases,
the first representing a wide displacement

component is retained, but change as in (b) when a resistance capacity
coupling is adopted.

of the first few lines followed by a rapid

In the first cases described, where the
impulse is applied to the grid of the discharge valve by direct connection, this diagram correctly represents the shape of the

pulse, but with condenser connection the
mean level of the half-line pulses will vary
to a degree depending on the time constant
of the coupling circuit. With a very high
value of time constant the conditions approximate to the original direct connection,
but with a lower value the level of the halfline pulses will gradually decline as shown

the output is shown in Fig. 3 for two values

return to normal, and the second a less

of time constant. If the half-line pulses
are of sufficient amplitude to trip the line
scan at every half-line throughout the

displacement resulting in a longer delay.

frame flyback, the saw -teeth will diminish

'-1111112MMIEEr-

to half amplitude during this period, as
If the time constant of the
circuit CR is sufficiently high, the mean
potential level will drop immediately, as
shown, and will remain steady until the
resumption of the full-length scan. With
a lower value of time constant, however,
the mean level -will
creep up during the
shown in (a) .

half-line pulses, as in

777

(b).

At the end of the

MEAN LEVEL

(a)

frame pulse the saw tooth curve repre-

/WV

senting the full scan

(b)

Fig. 3.-With a large time constant in the time -base amplifier
coupling, the output saw -tooth waveform is like that shown at (a),
but with a moderate value of time constant it is more nearly like (b).

in the diagram of Fig. 2 (b). If the amplitude of the frame pulses is smaller than

that of the' normal line pulses, then a

reduction of the sync signal below a certain value will allow the line scan generator to " run free," that is, to become
unsynchronised .

Line Displacement
This will be shown on the raster by a
displacement of the initial lines of the scan
to the left, the degree of displacement de-

pending on the relative " free " speed of
the scanning generator and the frequency
of the sync pulses. In extreme conditions
where there is a wide difference between
the natural frequency of the scanning
generator and the sync frequency, the line
will not resume normal running until after
the frame pulse has ceased. The adjustment of the scanning speed with low value
of sync pulse is thus very critical if some

will then be displaced
upwards owing to the
rise of the mean
level, and several
lines will be scanned
before the saw -teeth
fall back to their
original height.

This effect can be

Fig. 4.-The change in amplitude shown in
Fig. 3 causes a displacement of the upper
Fines of the raster as shown here.

The first condition is obviously prefer-

able from the appearance of the visible
frame, it being quite immaterial how far
the initial lines of the frame are displaced.
The relation between the time constant and
the displacement of the lines is shown in
the curve of Fig. 5. The displacements

seen on a raster in

which the brilliance
has been increased until the top black
border is visible on the screen. The first

have been calculated for a 12in. electrostatic tube giving a picture with a loin.
side. Owing to limitations in the ampli-

few lines of the frame will appear displaced

to the right of the vertical edge as though
the

rectangle

were

curling over at the
top edges. Since the

first few lines of the
frame are black lines
this effect might not
be

considered

imcertain cases the displacement of the
initial line of the

portant, but in
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their correct level, and there will be no

fier circuit and the curvature of the bulb,
the initial line may not necessarily con-

tendency for the mean potential to wander.
This is shown in Fig. 7.

form to the dimensions given by the curve,

Another advantage which this form of

but the proportionality holds good, and

synchronising circuit has over the DC con-

Fig. 6.-Square pulses of the form shown at
(a) are changed to the form of (b) after passing

nection is that with the latter it is not
always possible to guarantee that the line scan generator will trip on the same edge
of the framing pulse each time. In Fig. 2
the voltage at x is nearly sufficient in amplitude to trip the discharge, and any
momentary fluctuation in HT or bias will
trip the scanning generator.
Fig. 8 shows the connections to the grid
of a standard gas -triode scanning generator for producing the sharp pulse. The
the conventional type. The recommended

through a circuit of low time constant.

can be checked by reducing the raster to

this were connected directly in the grid

The advantage of choosing a time constant to give minimum visible displacement consistent with preserving the shape
of the saw -tooth is that a greater tolerance
in sync pulse amplitude and bias voltage
variation is permissible.
With regard to the sync impulse circuit
it has been shown that unsatisfactory results are obtained with a " medium " time
constant, but it does not necessarily follow
that a very high value is required. On the

contrary, it has been found that a very

low value has several advantages, as will
be seen from Fig. 6. If a low capacity of,
say, 2o- jo itµF., is employed in conjunc-

tion with a resistance of 5,000- 25,000
ohms, the reactance of the condenser is large

compared with the resistance and the current flowing is approximately proportional
to the rate of change of the input voltage.

T41 thyraton is 30,000 - 50,000 ohms.

If

circuit there would be a tendency to bend
the line pulse and destroy the sharpness of
the peak. To avoid

frame pulse, for example. This is shown
in (c) and (d) of Fig. 6. From this it will
be seen that even without a DC connection
to the grid of the discharge valve the pulses
required for keeping the line in step during
the framing pulse can be made to maintain

9.30, British Movietonews. 9.40,
" Schubert Night," based on incidents from the
life of the composer, with Harold Child as Franz
Schubert. 10.10, News.
TUESDAY, JANUARY loth.

3, Western Cabaret, including Bill Campbell

OUTPUT

Fig. 8.-This diagram
illustrates the recom-

mended method of
coupling to a gas -

triode so that a suit-

ably low time constant
is obtained.

work C2R2 shown. This maintains the
sharpness of the pulse, and still provides a
high resistance in the grid circuit.
In a frame scan generator, using an

" integrator " type circuit, the extra network is not necessary, and the sync pulse
can be fed to the grid through a o.r 14F.
condenser vith a grid series resistance of

Sound 41.5 Mc/s.

and his Hill-Billys, Evelyn Dalt and the Carson
Knife -Throwers. 3.45, Fashion Parade.
9, Fashion Parade. 9.15, Golf' demonstration
by Ernest Bradbeer. 9.30, Gaumont-British
News. 9.40, Cartoon Film. 9.45, Ernest Milton
and Esme Percy in " The Tell -Tale Heart," by
Edgar Allan Poe. 10.10, News.
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY sith.
3-4, " Bees on the I3oatdeck," a farcical tragedy
in two acts, by J. 13. Priestley.
9, Heath Robinson Again.
9.10, British
Movietonews.

An hour's special film transmission intended for demonstration purposes will be
given from 11 a.m. to 12 noon each

zero for a pulse of longer duration-the

Lambeth will demonstrate how it should be

danced.

cuit is isolated from
the grid by the net -

The voltage across R (Fig. I), which is
the voltage applied to the grid of the discharge valve, is therefore a maximum at
the commencement of the pulse, and falls
to zero when the condenser is fully

direction across R.
After the initial " kick " has taken place
the mean level of potential remains at zero
for the greater part of the duration of the
line pulse, and it will, of course, remain at

Hamilton.

}HT

Television Programmes

rise to a pulse of voltage in the reverse

by Diana Hamilton from a novel by Bruce

resistance is
made 5,000 ohms,
and the low resistance
of the sync pulse cir-

Fig. 7.-The waveform shown in Fig. 2 (a)
be:omes changed to this peaky form after
passing a circuit of tow time constant.

When the pulse ceases, the applied voltage
falls and the condenser discharges, giving

MONDAY, JANUARY 9th.
3-4.30, " Middle -Class Murder," a play adapted

series

ohms.

charged. If the time constant is sufficiently

orchestral programme, including Joan Collier
and Wendy Toye. 3.30, Cartoon Film. 3.35,
The Jacquard Puppets, presented by John
Carr. 3.55, Jane Carr.
8.50, News. 9.5-10.35, Theatre Parade.

this, the actual grid

50,000 ohms and a grid leak of 20,000

low, this fall will take place during the
pulse, as will be seen from the figure.

" Grandfather's Follies," cabaret from Grosvenor
House. 9.40, British Movietonews.
9.50,
" Looking Backwards," a programme of historic
B.R.C. records. 10.5, Cartoon Film. 10.10,
Music Makers-Eunice Gardiner, pianoforte.
10.20, News:
SUNDAY, JANUARY 8th.
3, " Fantastic Garden," a song, dance and

amplifier has been omitted, as this is of 9, The Lambeth \Valk. Representatives from

resistance in the grid circuit of a Mazda

smaller dimensions.

8.30, Final Circus O.B. from Olympia. 9.10,

Vision 45 Mc/s.

weekday.
THURSDAY, JANUARY 5th.
3, Jack Jackson and his Band. 3.30, GaumontBritish News. 3.40, 2o5th edition of Picture
Page.

9, O.B. from Olympia of the Bertram Mills'
Circus. 9.30, Starlight-Gene. Sheldon, com-

9.40, British Movietonews. 9.50,
206th edition of Picture Page. 10.20, News.
FRIDAY, JANUARY 6th.
3-4.30, J. M. Barrie's play, " Mary Rose " ;
cast includes Frank Cellier, Dame May Whitty,
Peggy Ashcroft and Esmond Knight.
9, " Footwork." A demonstration of American
dancing for English ballrooms. 9.20, Film :
" The Ice Man." 9.30, Circus O.H. from
Olympia. 10.10, News Map -8 ; The Mediterranean. 10.30, News.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 7th.
edian.

9.20, " Campbell of Kilmhor,"
an incident in the pacification of the Highlands
after the rebellion of 1745. 9.45, Film : " Sky
High." 10.10, Music Makers-Florence Hooton,
'cello. 10.20, News.

The Wireless Engineer
THE more advanced readers

of

The

Wireless World are reminded that the
beginning of a new year is a good time to
start reading The Wireless Engineer, a
technical monthly publication with features
of special interest to those engaged in wireless in a professional capacity. In addition

to technical articles dealing mainly with
new developments, each issue contains a
unique service of AbstraCts and References

to the radio literature of all countries, so
that no matter what your specialised interest may be you will find a reference to

2.10, Rugger O.B. from Twickenham ; England

every article on that subject published anywhere in the world and in most cases a fairly
complete summary of the article is given.
Each December issue contains a complete
index. to the Abstracts and References
which have appeared during the year.

3.20, Gaumont-British News.
and his Gipsy Orchestra.

2S. 6d. per copy, 2S. 8d. by post or 32s. post
free per year.

v. The Rest. 3, Circus O.B. from Olympia.
3.30, Alfredo

The price of The Wireless Engineer is
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Unb lased
By

Modernising Wireless
THE pearl which the Editor cast among

us the other week (Opus No. Ioo7,

FREE GRID

December 15th) concerning the position of

the loud speaker interested me greatly.
Briefly, he looked forward to the relief
from bondage which the development of
motor -tuning has brought within our reach.
Hitherto, we have been compelled either to

have the loud speaker bellowing right up
against our ears or to put the set on the
other side of the room and be content with
jumping up like a jack-in-the-box every
time we wished to change the programme.
As the Editor rightly remarked, it is but
a step from the present push-button
arrangement to one where the buttons are
mounted in a small unit suitable for attach-

ing to the arm of a chair, and some firms
are already taking this step. This means that
we can, have ,the set at the far side of the

room and the push-button unit on the

arm of our fireside chair, but it is here that
the Editor and I` definitely part company.
If the set could be banished to the far side

of the room why not banish it from the
room altogether leaving only an extension
loud speaker there?

The logical position of the receiver is

near the place where the down lead enters
the house, which, in most cases, is at the
back. By moving the set to this position,
the problem of aerial efficiency and also of

interference elimination would be very
greatly simplified. The best place for the

the majority of you, my con-

UNLIKE
science did not permit me to spend
the recent period of festivities in Bac-

chanalian revels, and while you were all

busy laying the foundations for future
digestive troubles and setting a bad exam-

ple to the children, I was hard at work
in my laboratory endeavouring to work
out a system of applying the principles of
wireless to the thawing of frozen water pipes.

As many of you will know, ordinary
heat waves are nothing more than wireless
waves of extremely short length, the

more and more difficult to get one to tone
with the furnishing scheme of their rooms.
Having found one after laborious search
they are naturally reluctant to enter upon
the wearisome search again. My proposals would eliminate all this heartbreaking business and would also enable people

inspired to enter upon my present

re-

search work and I am, therefore, showing
my gratitude to her in proper fashion by
taking her to see the pantomime, " Aladdin

and his Wonderful Lamp," in order to

impress the importance of the incident on
her mind.
Meanwhile, my experiments are going
ahead and I hope soon to have something

mitters have not yet employed these truly
short wavelengths though doubtless they

plumbers as out of date as a woman's

will do so when the P.M.G. and the

to

put before you

which

will

make

last year's hat.

B.B.C., following their practice of bygone

years, grab the result of their labours on
the present amateur bands and force them

The B.B.C.'s Negligence

to go still lower.
We have, however, all used these wavelengths in an endeavour to heat our

of the
B.B.C.'s psychological make-up have
always amazed me. In some things they
mollycoddle and spoon-feed listeners in a
truly grandmotherly fashion, while in

distance over which these waves travelled.

new sets more often is that they find it

It is is an ill wind that blows nobody any

good, however, for if it had not been for
this unfortunate contretemps caused by
the French maid I should not have been

figure actually being somewhere in the
neighbourhood of one ten -millionth of a
metre. Now even amateur wireless trans-

_.before they produced this heating effect

At present it is too little realised that
one of the reasons why people don't buy

" She misunderstood

Hydrodiathermy

without causing any heating effect until
they reached the internal organs at which
they were directed. By juggling with his
controls he found that he could vary the

elaborate cabinet.

I had to suspend operations.

design as is undoubtedly the case to -day.

right through the outside of the body

be offset by the saving of the cost of an

language that she misunderstood my instructions concerning the direction in
which she should have pointed the blowlamp she was holding, with the result that

my instructions."

using somewhat longer waves he could
produce some remarkable effects.
He
could, in fact, cause the waves to pass

of the remote -control arrangements would

able paucity of my knowledge of the French

to choose sets on their technical merits
alone and not be influenced by cabinet

bodies, but some time ago a research
worker like myself discovered that, by

set would probably be in the loft among
the water tanks and other necessary but
cumbersome contraptions: The extra cost

Actually my use of the direct ray was cut
short by a French maid whom Mrs. Free'
Grid has recently taken into her employ.
It was, I fear, solely owing to the regretta-

"and so could warm up any part of his

innards he wanted to. This new discovery
was labelled with the name of diathermy

and is .widely used to -day, and it is my
task to apply what is really only ultra short -wave wireless to the problem of
thawing the pipes.
Now I suppose that in the pre -Christmas

cold spell all of you experimented with
blow -lamps and made the same discovery
that I did, namely, that the lead covering
of the pipe melted long before the ice inside it, with disastrous consequences ; at
least, I should have made this discovery
if

I had proceeded far enough with my

experiments as I have since found out by
mathematical analysis of the problem.

THE many diverse aspects

other ways they are as callous and in-

human as a New Guinea headhunter. For
years past they have radiated super -

accurate time signals not once, but many
times throughout the day and yet, so far
as I can recollect, they have never once
bothered to radiate figures whereby we
can check and adjust our barometers.
Everybody knows that these devices are
provided with an adjusting screw which
has of necessity to be attended to when
the instrument is first put into use. It is
useless to point out in the B.B.C.'s defence

that the readings vary according to the
locality. They do not vary by any margin that matters over the London district,
for instance, and yet no barometric adjusting figure is ever given out from Brook mans Park, although we have time signals
ad nauseam.
In my own case, it does not matter a jot

I invariably carry a mackintosh and
umbrella, but I have known many unfortunates who have been soaked to the skin
and caught pneumonia all because of the
criminal callousness of the B.B.C. in this
matter.
as

1

i3
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THE

MORE B.B.C. STATIONS ?

B.B.C.'s APPEAL TO THE TREASURY

LORD SELSDON

Bournemouth Will Not Go Yet

Sir Oswa!d Stoll Draws Comparisons

His Work for Television

South

Coast

DESPITE
listeners' fears, the Bournemouth transmitter is to be retained for some time after Start
Point comes into action.
Although the new Devon station

will have a power of ico kW,

which should bring the whole of

the South Coast as far as the
Isle of Wight into its service

aria, there remains a doubt
which can only be settled after
practical tests.
Meanwhile three other districts are hoping for new B.B.C.
East Anglia, with
stations.

Norwich as its centre, looks
eagerly towards Portland Place

for a relay station of at least
5 kW. Aberystwyth has reached

the stage of clamouring for a

transmitter, and residents on the

South Coast east of the Isle of

Wight are wondering when they

will have a " Start Point "

of

their own. They will certainly
not have a soo kilowatt station,

but it

understood that the
Corporation is considering the

' THE B.B.C.'s financial diffi-

culties are almost a case
against Entertainment Duty,"
said Sir Oswald Stoll in his

annual -report to shareholders,
when he compared the financial
conditions of broadcasting and
of Stoll Theatres Corporation,
whose shareholders have gone
without dividends for nine years,

Treasury grant of

2,000,000

should be made to meet B.B.C.

development.
" There is a decline in the

profits of the B.B.C.," remarked
Sir Oswald, " no doulsi. due to

its shortage of cash by reason
of the increase in the number
of licences not being maintained

and the fall in the profits of its

although f,3,000,000 has been
paid to the Government since
the inception of the Entertain-

publications, falling income and
rising expenses. The B.B.C. is

ment Tax.

State funds for certain State
services
rendered
by
the

He went on to say that the

B.B.C.'s confidential report to

the Government would probably
contain a demand for the refund
the £1,100,000 which the
Treasury had deducted from
of

radio licence revenue last year.
It would also be suggested that
as the Treasury had benefited to
the extent of -112,000,000 from
radio licences during the lifetime of the B.B.C. and has done
nothing in return -for it, a

27th. His associations with wireless had been more or less

continuous since 1924 when, as
Sir William Mitchell -Thomson,
he was appointed Postmaster General. It will he recalled that
it was durinu° his term of office
that the first B.B.C. charter was
issued.

Lord Selsdon, who was the

also to demand payment from

B.B.C."
It is perhaps permissible to

regard the sum of money retained by the Treasury from

wireless receiving licences as a
hitherto unsuspected form of
entertainment tax ; Sir Oswald
Stoll boldly -expressed the
opinion that, so far as it affects

the living stage, the tax must
inevitably be abandoned by the
Government.

is

possibility of erecting a relay in
the Portsmouth area. This
would fill in the blind spots in
the Isle of .Wight and help
listeners who are screened from

the Brookmans Park transmitters by the South Downs.

U.S.A. GOVERNMENT BROADCASTS
Transmissions from the White House

THE White House, Washington,

the

U.S.A. Govern-

ment headquarters, is now fitted

have cost about Sioo,000, will
be

operated

by

the recently
of the

created Radio Section

Department of the Interior. The
function of the Section will" be

to co-operate with the various
Bureaux and Divisions of the
Department of the Interior and
the Public Works Administra-

S -W STATION AT
SAN FRANCISCO FAIR
Service to the Orient

tion for the dissemination of
Government news.
From the studios will be

THE new General Electric

station which, as stated in

last week's issue, is being erected

twelve programme lines, which
will link them with the various
transmitting stations or networks, and twelve- lines for

on Treasure Island, the site of

San Francisco's World Fair, has
been allotted the call sign
W6XBE. It is being built in
the Pair's electrical building,

communication

between

the

studios and the stations from
which the programme is being
put " on the air." It will also

and will be open to inspection.
It will transmit to the Far East,
from midnight to 6 a.m., E.S.T.,

be possible to radiate by line to
the Government auditorium in

programmes originating at the
Fair as well as those of the Red

the building a programme origin-

and Blue networks of the N.B.C.

Of the two frequencies to be
employed, that of 9.53 Mc / s will

be used when the path between
the transmitter and the destined
listening points is entirely dark,
and that of 15.33 Mc/s when the

path is partly light and partly
dark.
This

Iis with regret that we record
the death of Lord Scission, at
the age of 6.1, on December

transmitter,
which, it is hoped, will be comzo - kW

pleted for the opening of the

Fair in February, will, with its
beam concentrated within an
angle of 3o degrees, provide

reception in Manila from 4 to
so p.m.; in Tokyo from 5 to is
p.m.; in Calcutta from 1 to 7
p.m.; in Shanghai from 4 to so
p.m., and in Sydney from 6 p.m.
until midnight.

GOVERNMENT
BROADCASTS
in the U.S.A.
will
emanate
from two studios

LORD SELSDON at the opening
cf the Alexandra Palace television

transmitter on November znd,
1936.

Baron, the title having

first

been conferred on him in the

New Year Honours of 1932, will
undoubtedly be remembered by

the wireless fraternity for his
work as Chairman of the Television Advisory Committee. He
was also on the Ullswater Broadcasting Committee.
A Television Committee was

appointed by the Postmaster -

General, Sir Kingsley Wood, in
1934 under the Chairmanship of
Lord Selsdon, and its report was

issued on January 3ist,

1935,

when the present Television Advisory Committee was set up to
advise the P.M.G. on points

arising in connection with the
initiation and development of

the broadcast television service.
It was largely due to Lord
Selsdon's efforts that the Alexandra Palace station was opened
in

November, 1936, and that

the English television service is
what it is to -day.

built in the

Washington. A

TRANSATLANTIC
TELEVISION

staff group is

London Transmission Seen in New

larger studio and

the R.C.A. receiving
station at- Riverhead near
New York, engineers have at
intervals during the past few
weeks received the vision transmission from the B.B.C. station
at Alexandra Palace. The pic-

White

House,

seen here in the

York

AT

the chief ensineer is examin-

ing control-

roomequipment.

with two broadcasting studios
which should soon be available
for use. These studios, which

ating in the studios or vice versa
for transmission to a radio
station.

ture was on several occasions

WAY®r@oo
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MAO

News of the Week-

It is interesting to note that

the comparative intensity of the
sound and vision transmissions
varied considerably. On some
occasions, the i7 -kW vision signal was much weaker than the
3 -kW sound signal and vice
versa.

The great circle distance between London and New York is
approximately 3,300 miles.
TELEVISION -TELEPHONE TEST

TO BE REPEATED

MR. GERALD COCK, B.B.C.

Director of Television, in-

tends to repeat the experiment
of December 23rd, in which he
spoke directly on a telephone
before the Emitron camera to
viewers who rang him up with
questions regarding the
vision service.
questions
Sixteen

State Station. Advertising

NEW YEAR HONOURS

clearly distinguishable, notably
cn November 3rd, when individual items in the 187th edition
of Picture Page were verified.

tele-

were

Awards for Wireless Services

QUITE a number of names
familiar

in

the

wireless

world were to be found in the
New Year Honours List. Sir
Frank Smith, K.C.B., C.B.E.,
D.Sc., LL.D., F.R.S., Secretary
of the Department of Scientific
and Industrial Research, who
has served as Chairman of the
Technical Sub -Committee of the
Television Advisory Committee,
has become a G.B.E.
111r.
Cecil Graves, Deputy

FROM ALL
QUARTERS
Mr S. de Laszlo ,

WE extend our sympathy to
Mr. Stephen de Laszlo, of Hivac,
who was severely injured and his
wife killed when, on Friday last,
they were involved in a car crash
on the London -Newmarket road.
Short Waves from Luxembourg
RADIO LUXEMBOURG has been

authorised by the Government of
the Grand Duchy to transmit on

correspondence since received,
fifty or more intending en-

short waves.

of

num between Sir John Reith's

departure and Mr. Ogilvie's
arrival as D.G., bore the
burden of responsibility, becomes a K.C.M.G. Mr. Ralph
Wade, Director of Office Administration at the B.B.C., receives
the O.B.E. Miss Cecil Dixon,

the well-known solo pianist on
the staff of the B.B.C., receives
the M.B.E.

Scophony for America
MR. S. SAGALL, managing director of Scophony, who recently
completed an American tour,
which was made with the object of

establishing a Scophony television

company there, stated on his return to London that his next visit

to the U.S.A. this month would be
to complete the negotiations. A
station working on the British
Scophony system is expected to be
installed in New York, and an expression of confidence in this project and in the future of American
television was passed at the Com-

pany's annual meeting held

in

London last week.

quirers must have been disap-

diet, more heavy frosts are
Spring, every

B.B.C. transmitter will be prepared and so, it is hoped, avoid
a failure similar to that experi-

the temperature of the water
being taken every half-hour.
Should the temperature drop

below safety level, the trans-

mitters will be started up on
low power.
During cold spells, therefore,
staff will be on duty throughout
the twenty-four hours.

apparatus, which was installed
in a car, was detected by three
soldiers of the Royal Artillery.

A.V.R.O. and V.A.R.A., 1,875
and 301.5 metres.
K.R.O. and N.C.R.V., 415.5
metres.

Police Wireless
last week's

FOLLOWING

an-

nouncement that Denmark had
taken the first step towards the
equipment of her police

with

wireless comes the news that the
Government and the Copenhagen
Municipality had provided sufficient subsidy to enable the city's

Police Force to order a central

police transmitter and transmitter -

receiver equipment fora number
of cars.

Mr. H. Lynton Fletcher, Chief of
the B.B.C. Recorded Programmes
Service in the 'Television programme on Saturday at 9.5o p.m.
The collection of recordings now
exceeds 5,000 and is the biggest
and most comprehensive in the
world. It contains a tribute paid
by Mr. Gladstone in 1897 to the
then new invention of the gramophone, serenades to posterity by

water will be kept circulating,

months' imprisonment when
they pleaded " Guilty " at
the Gibraltar Police Court to
being concerned together in
using within Gibraltar a wireless'
The
telegraphy transmitter.

lows :-

recordings will be described by

valve -cooling systems on cold
nights. In future, however, the

Republican Navy, including the Captain of the destroyer
Jose Luis Diez (which was subsequently grounded during an
action in the Straits last
Friday), were fined X25 each
with the alternative of six

tion of wavelengths will be as fol-

A PROGRAMME of historic B.B.C.

been to drain the water from

GIBRALTAR

wavelengths for quarterly periods.
As the result, however, of a recent
conference of the organisations
concerned for the first three

Historical Recordings

enced at Brookmans Park during
the recent severe weather.
Hitherto, the practice has

THREE officers of the Spanish

in Holland shared the available

Wick radio station began re-

IF, as the weather experts pre -

PIRATE TRANSMITTER IN

Dutch Wavelength Changes

UNTIL the end of 1938 the four
main broadcasting organisations

ceiving telegrams for delivery on
Christmas Day as far back as the
beginning of December, and more
than 5,000 Christmas greetings
were sent by crews of trawlers at
sea. As many as fifty messages
were sent by some trawlers, and
thirty or forty messages from one
vessel was quite common.

B.B.C's ANTI -FROST MEASURES

before

expenses.

Greetings from Trawlers at Sea

pointed.

coming

is only enough to cover half its

months of this year, the alloca-

answered in thirty-five minutes,

but judging by the spate

Director -General of the B.B.C.,
during the interregwho,

THE acceptance of advertisements by French State stations is
illegal, but the Government
station, Radio Algiers, is obliged
to resort to publicity since its
annual allowance of 75o,000 francs

H enr y Hall,

and

rhetorical

speeches by the dictators.
Portrait of Marconi

FOLLOWING its Custom of issuing annually a portrait of a

THE RADIO EDITION of the St. Louis Post Despatch being received
on an R.C.A. set. Each of the nine pages of the first edition took
fifteen minutes to receive. The system of transmission is that an

ordinary printed copy of the edition is placed on a cylinder which,

revolving seventy-five times a minute, is scanned by a small beam of
light, the reflected light actuating a photo -electric cell.
Television from Coliseum Stage
will invade the
TELEVISION

music hall for the first time on
January x3th, when an hour's

excerpt of Doorlay's Christmas
Rocket will be televised direct

from the stage at the Coliseum.

Reversing the usual procedure,
Frederick Grisewood, the commen-

tator, will " cue " the producer
when he wishes to speak, and the
sounds from the stage will then be

faded down to enable the commentaly to be clearly heard.

Signaller's Award for Bravery
SIGNALMAN
PET ER IIEATON,

Royal Corps of Signals, has been

awarded the Military Medal for
gallant and distinguished service
in Palestine. He continued to
send and receive wireless messages
with complete disregard to danger
which increased with the development of the action. Although he

was unable to vacate an exposed
position, all messages got through
efficiently.

pioneer in the field of electrical
communications, the Bureau de
l'Union Internationale des Telecommunications has just produced an engraving of the late
Marchese

Marconi.

Proofs cn

heavy paper can be obtained by
sending 2.50 Swiss francs to the
Bureau at Effingerstrasse
Berne, Switzerland.
NR.E.A.

THE National Radio Engineers'

Association has moved to a new
office at 71, Moorgate, London,
E.C.2, and future correspondence
should be sent to the Secretary at
that address. The Association is
holding a lecture at the Orange
Tree, 234, Euston Road, London,
N.W.x, on Wednesday, January
nth at 8.30.p.m., when Mr. Parr
of Ediswan will be the speaker.
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Noise Limiters
SUPPRESSING INTERFERENCE IN THE RECEIVER
modern communication
type receivers incorporate some

MOST

form of noise suppression circuit, the function of which is to
reduce the effects of unwanted noises such
as atmospherics, switch clicks, motor car
ignition, etc. Such noises, whilst of very

short duration, usually .have a peak amplitude many times greater than the
desired signal.
The noise impulse is rectified and used

to supply negative bias to certain valves

much of its advantage if the noise
impulses cause overloading of the
earlier stages.

Two circuits of this kind are
shown in Fig. 2. In the arrangement
(a) the noise suppressor is connected

that a double -diode is used as a ,noise
rectifier, the two diodes being connected
in reverse

directions across the head-

phones. For this reason it is essential to
use a valve having two separate cathodes.

The two anodes are at a potential of
1.5 volts negative with respect to their
cathodes, this initial bias being obtained
from two small batteries.

I

When the amplitude of the desired signal is less than
this initial bias the anodes of the diodes
will not go positive, and in this condition
the valves will be non-conductive so that
normal reception will in no way be impaired. However, when a loud noise
peak occurs its amplitude will be suffi-

cient to cause the anode of one of the

(a)

diodes to go positive with respect to its
cathode and the impedance of this diode

will fall to a value of a few hundred ohms,
thus effectively short-circuiting the headphones for the duration of the noise pulse.
The two diodes are necessary to ensure

vJ
(b)

that the headphones are short circuited
for both negative and positive cycles of
the noise peaks, for if a single diode were

Fig. I.-In (a) is shown high peaks of noise

superimposed on the received signal while in

(b) the amplitude of these peaks has been
reduced by means of a noise silencer.

is the receiver (usually the IF amplifiers).
In this way the receiver is rendered insen-

used approximately half the noise only
would be reduced.

If this type of circuit is used the headphones cannot be joined in the anode circuit of the last valve or the silencer will
not work, but they must be connected in
parallel with the diodes by using a choke -

sitive for a very short period whilst the

noise is present. As shown in Fig. I this
has the effect of replacing the noise peaks

+HT

receiver and a scheme which commends
itself by virtue of its simplicity is

described in this article.

condenser output circuit as shown in
Fig. 2 (a).
The circuit of Fig. 2 (b) is a modifica-

tion of the one just described, the sup-

pressor circuit being inserted in the anode

circuit of the detector, or the second detector in the case of superheterodyne
receivers. It will be seen that the only

additional components necessary are a

centre -tapped low -frequency choke and a
double -diode valve.
A valve having a
common cathode is satisfactory in this
case.

The initial bias may be obtained if de-

sired from a single dry cell connected
between the cathode of the rectifier and
the earth line of the receiver, the negative
pole of the battery being earthed. Alternatively the dry cell can be eliminated by
obtaining the initial bias from the cathode
circuit of the AF amplifier or output valve.
A small variable resistance of 5o or roo
ohms joined in series with the normal bias

resistor, as shown in the diagram, will
supply the volt or so required. In this
arrangement the positive and negative
noise peaks cause the appropriate diode
to become conductive and so short circuit
the output of the detector valve. The
two arrangements described are particu-

larly effective in reducing the effects of
motor car ignition on the short- and ultra -

short -wavebands.
+HT

by " holes " in the signal, which, being

Fig. 2.-Two methods of using a pair
of diodes for noise silencing; (a)
joined across the headphones and (b)
interposed between the detector and
the AF amplifier.

of very short duration, do not appreciably

affect the quality, and so the average
ratio is considerably imThis effect, which is hailed as a

signal -noise

proved.

CERTAIN types of interference
which are particularly troublesome on the short- and ultra -shortwaves can be made less objectional
by including a noise silencer in the

directly in the output of the final

valve and is particularly suitable for
receivers which are normally used
with headphones. It will be seen

By D. P. TAYLOR

new discovery, is actually only an im-

provement of the balanced -crystal circuit
used in the pre -valve days of marine communication to combat atmospherics.
Unfortunately it is by no means easy to

add an arrangement of this kind to an

existing receiver as it involves designing
circuits of suitable time -constant to prevent the IF stages remaining inoperative
for too long a time, and in any case it is

only applicable to superheterodyne receivers.

It is, however, comparatively simple to
add a noise suppressor to the AF stages
of a receiver, and this will prove very useful, though such an arrangement will lose

(a)

(b)

r6
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Armstrong

FEATURES. - Waveranges.-

MODEL

(1) 12.5-35 metres. (2) 30-95 metres. (3)
80-250 metres. (4) 200-550 metres. (.5)
750-2,000 metres.
Circuit.-RF-mixer

AW 1 25PP

-osc.-two IF amplifiers-double diode
2nd del. and AVC rect.-phase splitter-push-pull intermediate AF

A POWERFUL, YET COMPACT,
12 -VALVE SUPERHETERODYNE

ac

(I) Tuning. (2) Volume. (3)
Sensitivity. (4) Selectivity. (5)
Waverange. (6) Tone and on -off

N compiling the specification of this
receiver the makers have drawn upon

1 the salient features of both long-range
quality
communication

sets

ampl.-push-pull output stage.
Full -wave rectifier. Controls.-

switch.

and

Makers. - Armstrong Manu-

amplifiers for local station reception. By
judicious selection and rejection of
" frills " the circuit has materialised in a

facturing Co., 100, St. Pancras
Way, Camden Town, London,
N.W.1.

can be produced with
British valves and components throughout

chassis which

at an attractive price without sacrificing
anything on the score of efficiency in the

is variable and constitutes the
sensitivity control.

first essentials of performance.
The makers are justified, too, in showing
pride in the mechanical construction of this

EVery detail of the assembly and
wiring is neat and workmanlike, the controls are smooth and well graded. The
grey enamelled base and natural finished
aluminium cans give just the right degree

Following the signal rectifier
is a triode phase splitting valve

set.

being a pentode connected as a tetrode.

There are two IF stages with variable
coupling in the first and second trans-

necessary showmanship.
A radio -frequency amplifier follows the

The three degrees of selectivity
are obtained by switching in one tertiary
winding for the intermediate position and
both for broad tuning and maximum fre-

aerial circuit, which is suitable for dipole
or ordinary aerial and earth systems. It
is in operation on all five wavebands.

quency response.
A double diode is used for second detection and AVC rectification, the bias being

of neatness in appearance without un-

Frequency -changing is effected by separate

mixing and oscillator valves, the latter

Ample range is provided by

an RF and two IF stages.
There are three degrees of
selectivity and the audio
stages are in push-pull with
resistance coupling.

O
O

0
pO

ptl

O

EO

Price.-(Chassis and

valves less loud speaker) £17 . 17s.

formers.

applied to the RF, mixer and first IF
stages. The initial bias on both IF valves

to which the pick-up input is
Contacts on the wave -

also applied.
range switch

disconnect

the

pick-up

sockets when receiving radio signals and
the leads from the turntable may, therefore, be left permanently connected.
Triode valves with resistance coupling
are used in the penultimate push-pull

stage and the output valves are of the
internally coupled double triode type.

The tone control circuit is connected
across the output anodes. The wavelength coverage is continuous with the

Mr@hom
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opj col

exception of the neces-

sary b r ea k between
wave ranges to avoid

Ist IF AMPLIFIER
6K7

the 470 kc / s inter-

mediate frequency.

The oscillator tracking is good and the
sensitivity is unusually well main-

tained throughout the
whole range of the
Wherever
receiver.

one decides to search

OSCILLATOR 6J1

MIXER 6L7

the medium- and long -

TUNING INDICATOR
6G5

RF AMPLIFIER
6U7

PUSH PULL

2nd IF AMPLIFIER

.."-- 2nd AF STAGE

6K7

6J5:s

2nd DETECTOR

RECTIFIER

,6H6

5Z4

for stations, whether
it be the r3 -metre

band at the lower extremity of the range,
the so-called

" traw-

PICK UP

ler " band or the long
waves, one finds the
s am e

OUTPUT
VALVES
6N6

At

characteristic

A deep and compact
chassis gives unusually
good rigidity. The tun-

Ali

MAINS VOLTAGE

E

ing scale is printed on

ADJUSTMENT

glass and indirectly illu-

minated by a tubular

1st AF AMPLIFIER (PHASE SPLITTER) 6J5

reflector along the top
edge.

EXT LS

vitality which betokens an RF stage and

AM/125PP is worthy of classification with

two good IF amplifiers pulling their whole

the " communication " type receivers as

weight.

far as sensitivity is concerned.

We had no difficulty in logging American broadcasting stations on the 13-, re, -

The three degrees of selectivity give
clearly defined increases in band width.
They have been well chosen, the intermediate position giving just the required
balance between selectivity and quality

and r9 -metre bands at the appropriate

times, and comparison with ordinary all wave sets leaves no doubt that the

-_-

for general listening, the right-hand position an unrestricted top register for local
station reception and the left-hand position
keen selectivity which enables one to get
well within one channel on either side of
the London Regional transmitter before
the side bands begin to appear.
On

long

waves

separation

of

S

mat
or.' 11 3

SPEAKER
FIELD

0

EXTERNAL
SPEAKER

PHASE

0

PUTTER
O

0

O
F

11.0,40

a

OUTPUT
=NM

0'

0

00
PICK-UP

VOLUME
CONTROL

SENSITIVITY
CONTROL

AC
MAIMS

the

Wiredsoo

is
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range.

Deutschlandsender from Droitwich and

during unmodulated periods on the local

Radio -Paris requires no skill in the handling of the controls, and the performance

station.

on this band is exceptionally good with

the skill with which a 12 -valve circuit bas
been compressed into a chassis very little

ample sensitivity in reserve and very little
background noise. The tone control is
not required to compensate for deficiencies
in the radio -frequency side of the set and

may be left in a position which suits the
particular loud speaker in use.

Ample Volume
Any good loud speaker with a 1,oco1,250-ohm field and centre -tapped output
transformer matched to 8,000 ohms may
be used, and the one supplied for test with
the chassis was a Celestion with a I3 -1 -inch

diaphragm which was able to do justice to
the wide frequency range of the receiver.
The volume control is smooth and the output stage accepts all that the set will give
it without showing distress. A momentary
test up to full volume on the local station

failed to reveal any marked threshold of
distortion, though judging from the sound
level the output must have been very close

to the rated upper limit of ro watts.
Except for one whistle at ro'inetres on
the medium -wave band the set was free
fvom self -generated interference and there
was no objectionable second channel

break -through on the lowest short-wave

Mains hum could be detected only

Full marks are due to the designer for

bigger than that of the average 5 -valve
superheterodyne.
The breadth is 122
inches and the depth only 9 inches.

True,

the height is one or two inches above the

average, but this is an advantage as it
obviates the whip which is so difficult to
avoid in a shallow chassis of greater area.
The tuner unit with separately screened
compartments is mounted immediately
below the tuning condenser and the two speed tuning control and waverange switch
are conveniently adjacent. The remain-

opposite end of the tube, by a single elec-

tron stream K, which is deflected both
horizontally and vertically, and at such
a speed that it covers the whole of the
screen Sr in the time taken for each of
the streams I - - 5 to complete one horizontal line on the screen S.

In this way the five simultaneous signals are converted into a single -line
sequence. Any given message does not

leave the tube as complete and consecu-

tive, but parts of it are sandwiched between parts of the other messages. These
parts can, however, be pieced together, in

their proper order, by using a similar

tube, with the screens S and Si reversed
at the receiving end.

ing pairs of controls are closer together,
but have been arranged so that the least
accessible knobs are those associated with
subsidiary functions.

Most people who buy a chassis of this
type do so with the intention of installing
it in an existing cabinet or in a new one of
They will undoubtedly be
attracted to this receiver by. its compactness, which allows much more scope for
special design.

originality than chassis of conventional

They need have no fear that
any sacrifice in performance will follow
their choice, particularly if the first consideration is a really lively performance
proportions.

on all wavelengths.

News from the Clubs
Goiders Green and Hendon Radio
Scientific Society
Headquarters: Rept Cinema, nimble), Road, London,
N.W.2.

Meetings: Second and fourth Wednesdays of the month
at 8 p.m.
Hon. Sec.: Lt. -Col. II. Ashley Scarlett, 60, Pattison
ROM', London, N.W.2.
The following programme has, so far, been arranged
for
Januaryr 11th.-Lecture by Mr. Alexander Black:
" Troubles of a Television Receiver, and Remedies."

r39-

January 25th.-Lecture by Mr. E. Dedman; "Quartz
February 3rd.-Annual Club Dinner.
February 8th.-111ustinted lecture by lit. A. E.
-Watkins: "Colour Photography."
Crystals.

February 22nd.-Lecture by Mr. J. C. Emerson:
" Pract nal Radio Measurements with Special Reference

to Ibicibels and Antenuators."
March

8th-Lecture

ei'll'9d.-

ili
March ,2nnes." Lecture
Physiology."

Expansion and Contraction
A CATHODE-RAY "CONVERTER"
THE use of secondary emission, par-

ticularly in what may be called
cathode-ray technique, is opening up a

new field of research to those with an ingenious turn of mind. For instance, the
strange -looking tube shown in the Figure
(Patent 488605) will operate to reduce the

actual duration of a message, by contracting or speeding it up before transmission, and then restore it to normal

lessen the effect of atmospheric disturbance en route, and will afterwards reinstate the original frequency.
Another interesting point is that television and sound signals can both be sent
out simultaneously on the same carrier
wave, and then separated at the receiver,
before being fed to the loud speaker and
viewing -screen respectively. In each case
the effect depends upon controlling the
relative speed of scanning two separate
screens mounted at opposite ends of the
same cathode-ray tube.
The particular construction shown is
designed to handle five different signals
simultaneously.

These are applied to

modulate five different electron streams
- - -

5, the idea being to make the

" complex " of signals leave the tube as
a continuous sequence, so that they can
then all be applied to one amplifier, or
fed into the same transmission line.
Each of the modulated streams I - - 5
is deflected horizontally only, and moves
always along the same line of a sheet metal screen S.
A five -channel tube for expanding or contracting the duration of signals.

length at the receiving end. Or it can
be used to lower the acoustic frequency
of a signal at the transmitter in order to

The resulting secondary

electrons are focused by a cylindrical

anode A and magnetic winding W on to
the opposite screen Sr, which is of the
mosaic -cell type,

so that

it sets tip a

" charge image " of all the original sigThis is then scanned, from the

nals.

by

Mr.

by Mr.

Alexander
G.

Black:

Parr: " Eleetro-

April 12th.-Lecture by Mr. D. N. Corfield: "Cathode-

ray Measurements."
April 26th. --Annual General Meeting.
May 7th. -40 -Metre Field Day
May 21st.--10-Nletre Annual Open DF Competition.
June 18th. -5 -Metre Field Day.
July 2nd. -5 -Metre Field Day.
September 10th. -3 -Metre Competition.

Cardiff and District Short -Wave Club
Headquarters: Toe II Rooms, Crown Court, Duke Street,
Ca EMIL

Meetings: Thursdays at 8 p.m.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. II. H. Phillips, 132, Clare Road. Cardiff.
New club premises have been obtained at a rental
of 2s. Cd. per meeting and the first meeting there will
be held on January 5111. The "News -Reel," which is
the official organ of the Club, is to be continued experimentally for a further two issues. It is published
every two months.
The following programme has been arranged:January 12th.-R.S.O.B. Meeting.

January 19th.-A visit to the 'ferniest of the BlackJanuary 26th.-A talk entitled "Problems," by Mr.

wood Radio Club.

R. T. Alathews.
February 2nd.-Question Time.

February 9th.-A talk entitled "Research Problems,"
by Mr. II. II. Phillips.
February 16th.-41.s.(i.11. Meeting.
Morse instruction classes will be held at 7.30 p.m, on
every meeting night.

Croydon Radio Society
Headquarters: St. Peter's Dail, Ledbury Road, South
Croydon.

Meetings: tioesdays at 8 p.m.

Hon. Pub. See.: 91r. kL L. Cumbers, 14, Campden Road,
South Croydon.
An enjoyable evening of recorded music was provided
by Mr. II. C. Matter on December 1.3th. The reproducing apparatus had 'been specially assembled by Mr.

(Mistier and Sir.

Dives.

The pick-up was a crystal

one and the loud speaker was a Magnavox 83 fed by
1'X4 valve which gave an output of 2 watts. The two
amplifying stages were RC coupled.

Radio and Physical Television Society
Headquarters: 72a, North End Road, London, W.14.
Meetings: Fridays at 8.15 p.m.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. C. W. Edmans, 15, Cambridge Road,
North Darrow.
On December 16th a party of members paid a visit
'

to an exhibition of students work at the Borough
After visiting the electrical workshops
and laboratories, the party made its way to the Radio
Section.
Apart from amateur -constructed apparatus,
there were several instruments, including cathode-ray
oscillographs and ganging -oscillators, made by A. C.
Polytechnic.

Cossor, Ltd.
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Letters to the Editor
Short -distance Fading
AFEW years ago I found, when living at
Banstead, Surrey, very marked fading
on London National. The set comprised a
frame aerial and neutralised triode RF.
AXX.
West Wickham,
Kent.

WITH reference to Mr. C. E. Le Verrier's

letter (December r5th), I experience

the fading he mentions on the London
National after dark, which at times is
accompanied

by

severe

distortion.

I

have heard of this trouble from listeners
in Malden, Kingston and Weybridge, and
so it would seem that this trouble is not
confined to S.E. London only.
Leatherhead,
D. W. H. BURGESS.
Surrey.

Wireless on Lighthouses
WITH reference to your comments on
wireless

communication for light-

houses, I must point out to you that practically all the rock stations and all the iso-

lated island stations in Scotland are in radio
communication with the shore. Trinity
House, which controls the lights on the English coast, is certainly backward in granting
to their keepers these facilities, which have
been enjoyed by their Scottish, brethren for
many years. Indeed, several Scottish lights
were enjoying two-way radio communica-

tion before the War with fixed gap spark
sets. Shortly after the War, however, the
Scottish Lighthouse Board commenced installing RT sets at their outlying stations,
and over twenty such stations are now supplied. The latest is the Chickens Rock
Lighthouse off the Manx coast, which was

recently supplied with a Marconi TWI2
transmitter. Only a few weeks ago this
station made two-way contact with Sule-

The Editor does not necessarily endorse
the opinions of his correspondents

transmitters radiate programmes
which originate in the television studio. For
example, on December 23rd, as part of the
Regional News, they transmitted from Alexandra Palace a section of the programme in
which the Director of Television was replying from the vision studio to viewers who
were asking questions by telephone. The
interesting thing is that the quality was
totally different from that of the broadcastwave

ing announcement which introduced this
item. Again, one afternoon a long time ago

Henry Hall was in the Alexandra Palace
studio. As usual he announced his own
titles, but that was the first occasion on
which I heard Henry Hall's voice sound
like that of a real person instead of some-

thing which talked through its boots. The
difference, I can only presume, is due to the
difference in acoustics or apparatus, or both.
On another occasion, however, when I
had looked forward to an Alexandra Palace
programme radiated on medium waves, I
was very disappointed, as one of the microphones (or its amplifier) was audibly defective and producing a most unpleasant distortion.
Listening direct on ultra -short waves on

other occasions, I have found that while

some transmissions are outstanding, others
are disappointing, so that it is impossible
to regard Alexandra Palace as an unfailing
source of high quality. Nevertheless, when
the B.B.C. deliberately uses the Alexandra
Palace transmitter for a high -quality broadcast the " light and airy " result obtainable
is definitely

better than that from the

Upper Norwood, S.E.19.

Expressions Best Forgotten
IFEEL I must take your correspondent,
C. H. Campbell Gray, to task for the

opinions expressed in your issue of December 22nd. The suggestion contained in his
sentence, " Why say ' all -electric ' when
you mean ' all -mains '? to my mind is far
from accurate.

It is of interest to note that only recently
a dealer lost a court action because he sold
a wireless receiver only suitable for alternating current as an all -mains receiver to an
unsuspecting customer, who quite reason-

ably thought that the description meant
that the receiver would operate on alternating- or direct -current mains.
York.
R. V. LISTER,

Leaky Dry Cells
IRECENTLY acquired a special amplifier

of excellent design and construction. In
it the makers put two grid -bias batteries of
one of the most reputable makes. After a
few weeks' use, trouble arose. One of the
grid -bias batteries had poured liquid over
the inside of the apparatus. It was replaced.
I came back after a holiday to find the case
again sopping with corrosive liquid.

Are there any batteries which can be

trusted not to give rise to this trouble? If
the makers really cannot get zinc cases
which will not perforate by local action,
they might at least embed their cells in a
pitchy insulating mass, which would at once

improve insulation and prevent damage to
valuable apparatus.
H. STAFFORD HATFIELD.
London, N.W.i.

Henry Farrad's Solution
(See page 8.)

THE mechanical precision of motor -tuned
push-button sets of the type described

skerry Lighthouse and Stromness Shore Station in the Orkneys, a distance of some 400

is not enough to ensure that the wanted

Considering that the Orkney Stations have Marconi Ybr sets, installed
nearly 20 years ago, this feat was rather

station is exactly in tune. Therefore, automatic frequency correction (AFC) is incorporated, whereby a rectified voltage developed by the carrier wave of the wanted

miles.

G. MACKENZIE.
remarkable.
Cregneish Wireless Station,
Isle of Man.

station is made to shift the tuning in the
direction required to compensate for any
slight inaccuracy. If, however, the carrier
wave of the wanted station is absent, and
there is a powerful carrier wave on an adjacent frequency channel, there is the pos-

Is U -S -W' Quality a Myth ?
IN The Wireless World of December 22nd

a contributor suggests that in general

ultra -short-wave quality is a myth, and asks
" whatkind of broadcast receivers are used
by those whose praise is loudest? " The
word broadcast gives the clue to the reason
for his opinion. By using a broadcast receiver for ultra -short-wave reception, the
inherent selectivity will prevent the improvement due to the wide band -width froM
being audible. If, however, a straight short-

sibility that this powerful wave will pull the
tuning into itself.

At Ramsgate, North Regional might be
expected to be only moderately strong and
subject to fading ; and as it is sandwiched
between

two

more

powerful

stations-

Softens (French -Swiss) and Cologne-either

of these might take advantage of a deep

fade in North Regional to transfer the tuning
to itself ; hence the changes of programme.

wave receiver or a superhet intended only
for the sound channel be used, there is no
need for the instrument to be highly selective. Probably because of the difficulties

It is generally assumed that the stations
selected for tuning by push-button are those
obtainable most strongly in any locality.
However, in most receivers of the type, it
is possible to release the AFC by means of

in making it so, the early television receivers

(sound section) were only made to receive
their one channel.

The public likes good quality and the

freedom from sideband cutting was appreciated, because for once the public cou:d
liave it without the disadvantages of
monkey chatter, heterodyne whistles, etc.
In addition to the above, however, there
are other factors. Occasionally the medium -

medium -wave stations, which sound hard
and metallic by comparison.
P. G. A. H. VOIGT.

PENNY - IN - THE - SLOT GRAMOPHONE.

This American Wurlitzer " automatic phono-

grah," is an electrical reproducer intended
for cafes and amusement halls, etc. A choice
of any one of 24 records is made by pressing
the appropriate button.

the " Manual " button or other control ; so
if for any reason an unreliable station is of
special interest, the push-button can first be
used for arriving at the right place on the
tuning scale ; then the " Manual " button

should immediately be pressed, and a final

slight adjustment made with the tuning
knob if necessary.
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Readers' Problems
A Selection of Queries dealt with by the Information Bureau, and chosen
for their more general interest, is published on this page.

Crackles
FOR -some time past crackling noises have

been heard in the loud speaker of an
AC receiver whenever it was subjected to
the slightest vibration and sometimes this
was accompanied by flickering of the dial
lamp.

Recently the lamp failed to light and it is
noticed that the crackling now only appears
if the set is moved or the table on which it
stands is given a sharp blow. We are asked

for an explanation and the most likely

cause of the crackling, as when the chassis
is removed for fitting a new dial lamp the
defect can be remedied.
From the description provided by our enquirer, we are inclined to believe that there
is nothing really wrong with the set, save
that the dial lamp has become loose in its
holder. The -intermittent contact was responsible for the crackling, and now that the
lamp has become so loose that it fails to
light, the crackling only occurs if the set is
given a jolt sufficiently violent to make a
momentary contact.
Possibly the dial lamp can be screwed in
tightly without removing the chassis, but
the set must be switched off before this is

done, as the hand might come in contact

a valve cap or other high voltage lead
and a severe shock obtained.
Nv ith

Universal Gramophone Amplifier
ASSISTANCE is required

will suffice for many magnetic type pick HMS, if the makers of the actual pick-up .0
be used recommended a different value,
then it should he used.

It might be of interest to mention that
a pentode with negative. feed -back was
used in

the output stage of this set.

The amount of feed -back can be varied,

R6 being the control. In this skeleton circuit the references used in the original circuit are retained where no change is made
in the value of the components.

Push-pull Output Stage for All -wave
Battery Set
IT is desired to convert the output stage of
the All -wave Battery Sef described in
our issues of October 27th and November
3rd last into push-pull, using a pair of triode
valves available. The existing intervalve
transformer will be replaced by a push-pull
type, and we are asked to give the value of

the grid bias resistance as well as for a

criticism of the proposed changes.
The valves it is proposed to use require
a grid bias of -32 volts and an anode poten-

tial of

200

Rewinding LS Field Coil
E are asked. if it is possible to convert
a low -resistance field winding on a loud

speaker into a high -resistance one of about
1,250 ohms. The bobbin measures 31in.
long, has a tin. diameter hole in the centre

and the outside diameter is On. The

energising power needed is 15 watts.
Such rewinding can, of course, be done,
and the size of wire and the number of turns

can he found from Abac No. 27

(b) in

The Wireless World Radio Data Charts by
adopting the following method:-

Calculate the current in the coil, then
find a gauge of wire to safely carry this
current and calculate the quantity required
to give 1,250 ohms. The next step is to

find by calculation how much space the

winding will occupy.
Fifteen watts dissipated in a resistance of

1,250 ohms gives a current of o.ir amp.,

to be used, the required input to the pushpinl stage will probably be of the order of
4o volts RMS, whereas in the original form
an input to the final stage of between 6 and
7 volts RMS only is required. As this is

possible, limited to two valves.
Though we have not given full constructional details recently of a universal gramophone amplifier, the

another .13M2 HL valve in the existing output position and resistance -capacity coup-

AC /DC

obtained by replacing R14 by a resistance
of about 30 ohms and omitting R15. The
actual value of Ri4 will depend on the total
current taken from the HT battery and it
will have to be found experimentally.

volts for maximum power out-

but one -seventh of what will be required for

small gramophone amplifier for AC/DC
operation. The unit must he simple and, if

for all but the new output stage can be

put. Even assuming a lower HT voltage is

building a

in

and LT-, as the HT battery
will have to be increased by the amount of
the grid bias, namely, by 3o volts. A separate grid bias battery is preferable. It must
also be remembered that the proposed
changes will upset the grid bias voltages
throughout. However, automatic grid bias
between I IT

EAN DIAMETER
OF TURNS = 234°

the push-pull stage it will be necessary to
provide some additional AF amplification,
and this could be obtained by fitting

Local

Station Receiver described in The Wireless World of Janu-

Dimensions of the bobbin which is required

to be re -wound for a resistance of

quite easily adapted
for use as a gramophone amplifier.
If the RF circuits are omitted

and the optimum size of wire, calculated on
a current density of 1,2oo amps. per square

inch of copper, is found from the Abac to
be o.oi 12in. diameter, the nearest standard

gauge being No. 32 SWG.
Now, the resistance of this size of copper

and the first valve
given a little more

wire is 262 ohms per 1,000 yards, so that
4,80o yards will be needed to give 1,25o

the

negative

bias,

valve
Actually,
minor

amplifier.

set becomes a two a

1,250

ohms.

ary zotli, 1938, can be

ohms.

From a scale drawing of the bobbin shown

few

in the figure it can be found that the mean
diameter of the turns, assuming the bobbin
is wound full, will be qin. ; therefore, the

changes

would be desirable,

length of one turn will be 7.4in., so that

4,800 yards of wire represents 23,00o turns.
If DSC wire is used, this will occupy 4 sq.
in., and, as the bobbin provides 4.6 sq. in.,
there is ample space available.

By rearranging the first
stage cf the AC/DC

Local Station Set as
shown it becomes a
universal gramophone
amplifier.

and it is suggested that the first stage be
In this
circuit a volume control of ioo,000 ohms is

modified

as

shown

herewith.

included in the input circuit, and while this

ling it to the preceding AF amplifier. This
can be followed by the push-pull stage.

We do not think it desirable to obtain

grid bias for the PP stage from a resistance

It is fortunate that in this case the optimum size of wire can be used as if it had
been found to occupy more space than is
available then the next smaller size would
have to be used. Likewise, if it did not
completely fill the bobbin the actual resistance would be less than the calculated value
and a larger size of wire would be required.

2/
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"Fit and Forget" Valves
By " CATHODE RAY "
THE very early broadcast receivers

were the production engineer's

nightmare ; Heath Robinson himself would have been hard put to
it to caricature them. They were liable to

" go off " if any unauthorised person approached within two yards. When they
did get to the stage at which they could
be manufactured at all, only instrument
makers - used t o

should be absolutely constant-conditions
that flatly contradict. When the valves

department of a radio receiver, that many

break or get damaged before ever they
reach the set, and that the associated fittings-sockets, top caps, screws, RF leads
-are frequent sources of trouble in such
matters as poor earthing contact, broken
signal connection, or loss of tuning through
shifting stray capacity.

We are not yet in sight of doing with -

.WHY NOT ABOLISH
"cleaning up"
THE PLUG -AND had to be done before they could be
shot off conveyor
SOCKET FITTING ?
work-would tackle
it.

Very much

belts in thousands

per day.
So far as the sets proper are concerned
they have now reached the stage of being
a reasonable factory job. And then the

whole idea is spoilt by plugging in the
valves.

Oh, I know valves are turned out of factories by the hundred -million. So, too,
millions

of motor vehicles depend on

toothed wheels going in and out of mesh
while in motion in order to change gear,
though in principle the thing is a mechanical atrocity. As some Frenchman remarked
philos-ophically, " It is brutal, but it
works."

Miracle of Manufacture
It is marvellous that valve manufacture
has been put on a mass -production basis

when it involves pushing bits of heat -

softened glass into the right -shaped blobs
to hold up bits of wire that hold up more
blobs and more bits of wire with filaments
and grids and plates on the ends of them
that ought to be kept within a thousandth
of an inch or so of the correct spacing from
one another ; then bracing them up with
bits of mica-a vermin -ridden mechanical

material if there ever was one-to keep
them from flopping against their glass

valves altogether, but there
does seem to be
some prospect of
out

delicate individual

future types being
more
mechanical
a n d workmanlike

jobs. Various types
of

metal valves

have appeared from
time to time ; but, although it is quite a
good move to substitute unbreakable
material for the glass envelope, this
accounts for a much smaller proportion of
breakages than might be supposed. I have
very rarely known the glass bulb of a valve
to break ; in fact, once or twice when I

have tried to break it with a hammer I
have found it incredibly difficult. But I
have known many valves to sustain grave
internal injuries by a slight fall or jar.
So I am very interested in designs that
are now appearing on the Continent some

in glass and some in metal-in Nvhich the
old " pinch " construction has been abandoned in favour of mounting the electrodes
on
short,
stout
props clitectly on a
circular base plate.
The sketch here
the general idea
and t h e obvious
mechanical
and
electrical improvements.

Non -replaceable Valves
Having got so far in making the valve
a real job, why not do it thoroughly and
get rid of the valve socket? Solder the
valve right in like any other component !
When the storm of shouting has died
down I will answer the questions in strict
rotation. Afraid valves are not reliable
enough to fix permanently? I remember
thinking that way about resistors around
1927. One had been so used to plugging
them into clips so that they could be instantly replaced when they varied or broke
down that the idea of soldering them right
in seemed to be daring and novel, almost
foolhardy. Isn't it abouttime valves were
reliable enough ? With the improvements

in design already well over the horizon

ON SMALL BASE

LOW SUPERSTRUCTURE

ON WIDE BASE
MECHANICALLY STRONG

Another feature
common to some of
these new Conti-

nental valves, and

LONG LEADS
CLOSE TOGETHER
LARGE CAPACITY

bulb, make good
electrical connec-

offering a variety of weak links in the

know I have had lots that give trouble

chain.
Of course, the black side of the picture is

here.

testify, that valves are the most vulnerable

practicable.

MECHANICALLY WEAK

frequent replacement with a minimum of
effort. After that is done, a top connection
has to be made, with a tin hat as a crown,
and a screened flexible lead waves in the
breeze between it and the nearest coil can,

to which dealers and servicemen will

out at the base of the valve, these undesirable features are immediately abolished,
appreciable cost is saved, construction is
more neat and rigid, wiring is all below
deck, and tuned circuits are rendered
better and more stable. The maintenance
of screening in the valve itself and its pins
is more difficult, but evidently from thP
success of these new designs is quit

HIGH SUPERSTRUCTURE

also

slightly exaggerated here ; but it is a fact,

these leads and their screening hats must
be lashed carefully to something to prevent them from knocking about. On the
other hand, if all connections are brought

shows by contrast

bulbs-another rotten mechanical medium
-because the whole contraption is stuck
precariously on the top of a glass perch
or pinch, a relic of electric lamp clays that
has never been outgrown. Such lack of
confidence is there-justifiably, no doubt

-in the result that they are fitted to the
set by plug and socket so as to allow of

are removed-if they are-for transport,

to some in
America, is the

abolition of the top
connection.

I am

sure valve makers
must hate to have

SHORT LEADS
FAR APART
SMALL CAPACITY
-

to stick a metal cap
on the top of a glass

tion with an electrode below it and

The present-day type of valve compared with " Cathode Ray's "
idea of the valve of the future. It is suggested that the pins might
be replaced by soldering lugs or some permanent form of connection.

ensure a perfect vacuum -tight joint.

I

But the external connection from
this cap is, mechanically and electrically,
thoroughly bad. It must be well screened,
it must be flexible, it ought to introduce
little capacity, and what capacity there is

they ought to be.

Even present valves,
accidents apart, normally last long enough

for the receiver in which they reside to
become obsolete. Valve makers' statistics
show that 8o to go per cent. of valve faults

in service are mechanical, not electrical.
So if the valve is made a sound mechanical

irll®o
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" Fit and Forget" Valves --

job it ought to be as reliable as the other
components that are soldered in. Electrolytic condensers have a finite life, but does
anybody mount them on plugs for ease in
replacement ?

Then I think I caught a growl from a
group of valve makers. What would 'happen to the replacement business? Valve
lives are already too long for us. Oh, yes?
But what would we think of, say, a transformer manufacturer if he grumbled because his products were so free from break-

down that his business in replacements
was worth nothing?
Then why shouldn't valves be plugged
into sockets as at present? It is very convenient for changing them. No doubt, but

if these new valves prove to be all they
appear to be we hope they will rarely need
changing. It is quite common for condensers, resistors, transformers and volume
controls to require changing ; but would
a set -maker take kindly to the suggestion
that all these components be provided with
sockets to facilitate the process? He would
grumble about the expense and the general

slackness from a mechanical point of view. We've had something of the same kind in
Therefore, the abolition of valve sockets sound receivers, though in that case, thanks
ought to be welcomed by him, for it cuts largely to the work of The Wireless World,
position has to a great extent cleared
out the cost of sockets, eliminates the risk 'the
itself
without the need for any definite
of broken socket contacts and bad connec- actionup
on the part of the R.M.A. There still
tions between socket and pin ; it gives a remain, though, some points upon which
better job with no fear of valves falling that body should lay down the law. We now
out ; and it solves the multiplication of use the term " rectifier " only for the valve
socket types problem. I visualise the set whose function is to convert AC from the
of the future with small squat metal valves mains into DC. The demodulating valve
screwed firmly down on r the chassis, no top
connections, no microphony, no large

quantities of valves returned for mechanical faults.
In the old days of motoring, whenever
anything went wrong with the works one
yanked out the sparking plugs and

examined them, and probably tried new
ones. That is like the present era in radio.
A prominent sparking plug manufacturer
emphasised the reliability of his products
by the slogan, " Fit and Forget ! " But
the valve manufacturers at present emphasise the unreliability of their products by

advertising campaigns to encourage replacement. Will they follow the example
of the sparking plug people?

Random Radiations
By "DIALLIST "
Something Standardised
Tiz valves can't be standardised (and there's
very little hope of that now), it's a com-

fort to hear that the R.M.A. has evolved
standard specifications for HT batteries.

In

future they are to be of four classes-A, B,
C and D. For each class the height and
diameter of the cells are laid down and the
gauge of the metal used for the cans. Better
still, a system of minimum outputs per cell

has been adopted. For class A this is 2,zoo
milliwatt-hours, z,500 for class B, 3,000 for
class C and 6,000 for class D These milliwa,tt-hour outputs correspond to 1,750
milliamp.-hours, 2,000 milliamp.-hours,
2,40o milliamp.-hours and 4,80o milliamp.hours respectively. The standardisation
scheme should end once and for all certain

abuses which have long been the bane of
the battery user.

An End to All That
When valves such as the old " R " and the

" Ora " were the only ones available, the
HT current consumption of all sets was
minute and the only kind of high-tension
battery needed was one made up of cells
similar to those that had already become
more of less standard for flash lamp batteries. As time went on HT loads became
heavier and batteries of greater capacity
made their appearance. As is the case
under standardisation, there were
four main groups of cell sizes, though some
of these were different from the ones now
now,

adopted, and, beyond that, some firms of
battery makers had their own particular

At first the four classes were known
as Standard, Double Capacity, Triple
Capacity and Quadruple Capacity, though
sizes.

sometimes

triple -capacity

batteries

were

described as " Power " HTB's and quad-

ruple capacity as " Super -Power." As no
standards were laid down, it wasn't long

which precedes the audio -frequency stages of

a receiver is always called the detector. But

we are still not quite happy about the one
which comes just before the IF stage of a
superhet. If it's a combined oscillator and
detector we call it a frequency changer; but
we have to fall back on " first detector " if
there's a separate oscillator valve.

More Reforms Needed
And there are other things here and there
in the wireless set which are crying out for
standard names. At present, for instance,

a superhet with three amplifying depart-

ments can he described as having high -frequency, radio -frequency or signal -frequency,

intermediate -frequency and either low -frequency or audio -frequency amplification. Of

these the terms high -frequency and low -

frequency are perhaps the most unfortunate,
for they can be used in an absurdly confusing variety of ways. Who, for instance, can
wonder that the beginner is puzzled when
he comes across such phrases as " high -frequency end of the medium -wave band," " a

low intermediate -frequency," or " a high
audio -frequency "? Wouldn't it he better

we all adopted " signal -frequency,"
" intermediate - frequency," and " audio frequency " for the amplifying stages of the

if

receiver?

before terms such as power, treble capacity

% % ..

and so on began to be used very loosely.

The Toughest Nut

cells.

IF the R.M.A. is really going to get down
to the business of standardising radio
terms wouldn't it be well to have a shot at
finding an answer to one of the most important of all questions? Won't it try to
tell us just what a valve is. The American

I've seen, in fact, alleged super -power batteries made up of cells whose volume was
only one-third greater than that of standard

Plain Sailing Now
Perhaps the worst feature of all, so long
as HTB's remained unstandardised, was the
absence of any check on the quality of the
component cells. As there were no accepted
performance minima, anyone who chose to
do so could market a battery which, though
it invariably bore a gaudy label describing
it as the world's best, might be made up of

cells of the poorest possible quality, only
partly filled, and separated from one another
by wretchedly bad insulating material. Some
of the batteries sold were almost incredibly
bad. I remember one brand described as
specially designed for loads up to 15 milliamperes which proved under test (eight were
obtained direct from the makers, so that they
should be perfectly fresh) to have an average

service life of ten days when run for three
hours a day with a nominal to -milliampere
load! We can now, I hope, regard all such
abuses as things of the past. When you buy
an A, B, C or D battery you will know what
you are getting for your money.

%%%

Television, Too
ANOTHER much -needed reform is the
adoption by all makers of television receivers of one and the same set of technical
terms and of names for the various controls.
It has been distinctly confusing in the past

to have a variety of names for the same

thing and worse still to find makers using
one term to mean two quite different things.

R.M.A. made an attempt some time ago, but

it wasn't a very successful one, for it left

all kinds of Icopholes. American manufacturers, for instance, are completely within
their rights when they include in the number of valves given in a set's specification as
many mains rectifiers as there may be, the
tuning indicator, tubes used purely for AVC
purposes, and so on. Some of ours do like-

wise, and it's not at all satisfactory that
they should: To the mind of the purchaser
the number of valves in a receiver should

give a definite indication of its performance
as regards selectivity, sensitivity, and
volume. The R.M.A. would be doing a good

service to the public and to its own mem-

bers were it to lay clown that the word valve
preceded by a number in descriptions of sets

should refer only to tubes acting upon the
signal as detectors or amplifiers in the direct

path between aerial and loud speaker.

U -S -W Quality

%%

TN a recent issue of The Wireless World Mr.
R. G. Young had some criticisms to offer

of those who speak in glowing terms of the
quality obtainable from high-fidelity, ultra short -wave transmissions such as those from
the Alexandra Palace of the sound accompanying television. From his own experience
he suggests that this alleged quality is
largely a myth. I must be one of those on
whom Mr. Young is sharpening his axe, for

WAT®12m
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Random Radiationsmore than once I've spoken of U -S -\V high

quality in these notes. Let me assure Mr.
Young that I'm with him all the way when
he. asks, " Is it not a fact that the AF side
of the average televisor is sadly neglected
It is ; and no one is going to sug. .? "
gest that, however good the transmission, an
indifferent sound receiver can do it justice.
.Of course it can't ; I've heard reproduction
.from sound -and -vision receivers for which
rotten is the politest descriptive adjective
that occurs to me. But it can be exceedingly
good, and it has been my good fortune to

listen to one or two magnificent instruments.

The Quality Question

WarRd
transmitter, has no doubt at all that it was
an attempt at jamming. And, talking about
jamming, did you happen to listen to the
German short-wave transmissions on the
afternoon of Christmas Day? Somebody

TN the new League Assembly building, on

the shores of the Lake of Geneva, the

-5-

main assembly hall has been equipped with
or reporters'
fourteen commentators'

Between ourselves I don't think that the
average listener cares the proverbial two

cabins being used
by radio reporters
and seven by film
operators.

hoots about quality, being satisfied so long
as speech is intelligible and music recognisable as such. This is perhaps not so surprising as it might seem at first in an age
whose most popular pprveyors of alleged
music try quite deliberately to produce distorted and ugly sounds. I can't, myself, see

the slightest point in having a quality re-

ceiver if it is to be used mainly for the recep-

tion of dance music of the more eccentric
kind. In fact, as there seems to be such a
vogue for hideous noises it is possibly not

more effective nearer to its place of origin.

FACILITIES FOR THE RADIO REPORTER

cabins.

justice even to the
medium -wave and long -wave transmissions?

very successful, though it may have been

Broadcasting and the League of Nations

The whole question of quality in reproduction is most perplexing. Mr. Young's
strictures could equally well be applied to
the average broadcast receiver, for how

many of them do

was trying at one time to jam them on every
single channel. So far as reception in this
country was concerned, the jamming wasn't

Each of these is fitted with ear

phones and a
micro phone,

stallation is that a constant line output of

six milliwatts is provided.
The speakers' microphones are faded in

and out by officials

in

a control booth,

where they also regulate the volume of the

seven of the

MICROPHONES
are

unobtrusively

dais.

The windows

fitted to the desks
on the President's
of the seven radio
reporters'

cabins

can be seen on the
far side of the hall.

unreasonable to suppose that a modicum.- of

distortion introduced by the receiver adds
to the general effect and so increases the
pleasure of the listener who likes that kind
of thing. Anyhow, the set maker has to
cater for a public which is not enthusiastic
about quality ; hence it's natural that in
producing cheaper and cheaper receiving sets
and televisors he should reduce manufactur-

PA equipment in the hall, a hich scats over
15,000 people, and throughout the building To facilitate the control of the volume
in the hall four listening points are included

The Sticky Meter

control booth the required increase or decrease by means of a rotary switch which
varies the length of light in a aeon tube on
the desk of the operator

ing expenses by not spending more than he
can help on. the AF side.

where operators can signal to the main

I referred a week or two
youagoremember
to a letter from a reader who said

that if he switched off all the lights in his
house the load of about 50 watts imposed

by an AC mains receiver wouldn't make the
recording disc of his supply meter revolve.
Anoth..er reader reminds me that, according

to the regulations of the Electricity Com-

missioners, a supply meter is not required to
register until a certain percentage of its full
load is reached. If, therefore, the maximum
load imposed by the household circuits is
heavy, a large meter is fitted, and this may

not register a drain so small as 5o wafts.
This suggests a new series of experiments
with the domestic meter. Those interested
may care to discover by experiment what is
the largest load that can be imposed without causing the meter to charge it against
you! So far as I can see, mine seems to

be regrettably sensitive-but then I don't

use electricity for heating, so my maximum
load isn't a very big one.

Vision or Jamming ?
AN Edinburgh reader tells me that he, tco,

has noticed the curious noises in the

neighbourhood of the Deutschlandsender's
channel, which a ship's radio officer thought
might be due, if you remember, to Russian
experiments with television. My Scottish
correspondent, who is also a keen amateur

CONTRAST this view of one of the new
radio reporters' cabins with

Tuo of the photographs reproduced here
contrast the facilities afloided to radio reporteis in the early dal, s of the League in
the Salle de Reformation and those which
are available in the new building.

The output from each of the five speakers'
microphones, which are inconspicuously incorporated in the desk on the dais, passes to
a mixing panel and so to the League broadcasting station, Radio Nations, at Prangins,
the trunk lines to outside broadcasting

stations, the disc recording room or to the
talking film equipment. A feature of the in -

. . this picture of Mr. Vernon Bartlett
peeping through a hole in the curtain behind the President's table in the Salle de
.

Reformation in 1929 in order to give British

listeners an eye -witness account of the
League proceedings. Mr. A. R. Burrows,
Secretary General of the U.I.R., who arranged the League relays for all countries,
is seen talking to Mr. Bartlett.
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Recent Inventions
to give automatic regulation of
selectivity. This avoids unneces-

Brief descriptions of the more interesting radio

devices and improvements issued as patents

sary amplification and simplifies

will be included in this section.
MECHANICAL MUTING

'PIE idea of muting the loud

speaker, during the process of
tuning, by means of a switch'

operated from the control knob,

The invention

is already known.

describes a convenient

way

a

slow-motion

gear

Telegraphic, 111.B.H. Convention
dale (Germany), October 29th,
1936. Nu. 491127.
0

of

doing this.
The main tuning control knob K
drives

one -twentieth the. working wavelength above ground levell
Telefunhen Ges fur drahtlose

G

which is mounted on a leaf -spring

S attached to the panel at F. The

0

0

0

AUTOMATIC VARIABLE
SELECTIVITY

THE filament of a small electric
flashlamp shows

a

higher

ohmic resistance when hot than

automatic volume control.
N. V. Philips Gloellampenfahrieken. Convention date (Germany),
December 3rd, 1936. No. 491183.
0

0

0

0

TIME.BASE CIRCUITS
ordinary low-pass filter

T_kIE

used for separating the line
and frame synchronising impulses
in television does not give satisfactory results when applied to interlaced scanning. The difficulty is
clue to the fact that alternate
frames contain half-line intervals,

in order to ensure correct inter-

when cold. This nonlinear response has
already been used to
regulate the effective
coupling between t h e

leaving.

and,
therefore, the overall
selectivity of the set.
For instance, the two

them in the positive sense, the picture signals meanwhile driving the

band-pass circuits
wireless

receiver,

of a

According to the invention the

and frame impulses are
applied simultaneously via the terline

minals T, Tx to the grids of a

triode-hexode valve V and drive

cast signals.

In practice, however,

the method is found to introduce
certain forms of distortion which
are difficult to eliminate at the
receiving end.
The invention discloses a method

of modulating in which the signal

frequencies are distributed in an
uneven or asymmetric manner be-

tween the two sidebands. This
allows the middle and outer parts
of one of the sidebands to be suppressed,

before

the signals are

radiated, and so appreciably restricts the space they occupy in
the ether. The new method of

modulation allows of distortionless
reception, and increases the normal
standard of selectivity.

P. P. Echersley and R. E. H.

Carpenter.
Applicittion
date,
March 1st, 1937. No. 491093.
0

0

0

0

FLUORESCENT SCREENS
THE fluorescent screen of a
cathode-ray tube is usually

made by coating either the bulb

end of the glass tube, or a separate
backing -plate, with a thin layer of
luminescent material mixed with a
suitable binder, so that the coating
adheres firmly to the surface.

By contrast it is now proposed

tuned circuits, L, C and
Muting switch operated

by pushing in the tuning knob.

upper end of the spring S carries

LT,

slightly away from a second con-

arranged in parallel with a small
flashlamp F. When the filament
of the latter is cold, its resistance
is of the order of ro ohms, which

a contact C which is normally held

tact C,.
In operation, when the knob

Ii

is grasped to tune the set to a new
station, it is first slightly depressed so as to bring the two, conThis
tacts C. CT together.

" mutes " the loud speaker and

prevents interstation noise. When
the indicator needle shows that the
required station has been tuned in,
the knob is released and the contact C automatically springs back

to bring the loud speaker into
action. A delay circuit may be

added to prevent any noise being
heard

knob

the

should

be

momentarily released during the
tuning operation.
The General Electric Co., Ltd.,
and W. H. Peters. Application
No.
date, April 22nd, 207.

the

are coupled through
condenser Cz, which is
Cu

practically short-circuits the coupling condenser and so loosens the
coupling between the two circuits;

on the other hand, when the filament is hot, its resistance is high
and the coupling is tightened up.
If the rectified carrier -current is

through the lamp, the
coupling will accordingly be loose

for a weak signal, so as to give
high selectivity, and tight for a
strong signal, giving a wider passband.and better quality.

According to the invention, an

491463.
0

0

0

picture being viewed either from

491718-

o

o

o

0

TRANSMITTING SYSTEMS

IT has already been proposed to
economise space in the ether by

Lamp as an automatic variable
coupling control.

of similar but vertically arranged
pairs of frame aerials. Since the

auxiliary biasing current, derived

from the supply mains, is fed to
the lamp F through, a resistance

R, in order to cut down the
strength of signal 'current renuire'd

the bulb must be. used in the inabove or through
mirror.

responding grid voltage.
E. L. C. White. Application
date, March loth, '937. No.

An advantage of the combination is that it removes two of the

fluorescent material,
sufficiently deep to form a smooth
plane surface. This means that

via the output terminal L to a

are only effective when they do
overlap so as to produce a cor-

ber."

powdered

verted position, so that the powder
is kept in position by gravity, the

overlap, while the frame impulses

to that from its " opposite num-

be erected at a height of at least

to the saw-toothed oscillator. The
line impulses are passed directly

glass bulb with a loose mass of

then passed via the terminal F

are always separated and never

TO eliminate night -effect, two
frame -aerials arc spaced apart
with their Avindings fixed in the
horizontal plane, and ale mounted
so that. they can be rotated about
a common centre. Or, instead of
using only two frames, two pairs
of frames may be arranged at tight
angles to each other. The signal
voltage from each frame is fed to
a common receiver in opposition

to horizontally polarised waves it should

to cover the curved surface of tho

cuit D is such that the line pulses

DIRECTION.FINDERS

system responds only

grids in the opposite or negative
A delay network D is interposed in one of the leads, and
the valve V is initially biased so
that it will only pass anode current during the period of overlap
of the frame impulses, which are
sense.

separate oscillator.
The delay introduced by the cir-

0

false zeros given by the known use

Separating line and frame synchronising impulses.

passed

cutting out one of the two side bands used in transmitting broad -

a reflecting

There are certain compensations

for this apparent .handicap, In
the first place, a thicker layer of
fluorescent material can be used
under these conditions, with a
corresponding

increase in the
amount of light given off. In the
second place, if the scanning beam
should inadvertently be allowed to

burn tile sensitive material, the

damage can be made good simply

by shaking or tapping the pow-

dered material until it forms a new
surface.

The General Electric Co., Ltd.;
L. C. Jesty; and J. Sharpe. Application date July 1911x, 1937.
No. 491748.

The British abstracts published here are prepared with the permission
of the Controller of N.M. Stationery Office, from Specifications
obtainable at the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London,
W.C.2, price 1/- each
A 24
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

McMurdo
Silver ....

T -H

"STRAIGHT-LINE"
CARBON TYPE

builders of the
World's Finest Radio

MICROPHONE
A new small type of microphone possess-

ing excellent frequency characteristics
and remarkable sensitivity. Ideal for
and
occasions where an
unobtrusive unit is an asset.

banquets

Dimensions: -25" long, I*" high, *1 deep.
Height with stand 21 inches.

45-

Other BTH Microphones available :-

STANDARD CARBON, MOVING COIL,
AND RIBBON TYPES.

BTH

Dial calibrated in metres and station names.
Chassis of dreadnought construction 16
gauge steel heavily cadmium 'and chromium
plated. Laboratory built.

RUG BY

GUARANTEED FOR FIVE YEARS

THE BRITISH THOMSONHOUSTON COMPANY LIMITED. RUGBY, ENGLAND
A2655N

ABC OF

am,

25 to 65 metres, 7o to Ego metres, 200 to 55o metres, 800 to 2,000 metres.
R.F. amplification stage on all but television sound band. Separate oscillator
valve. New tri-band, I.F. Amplifier using 6 tuned circuits. A separate diode
A.V.C. circuit, a diode second detector. Audio amplifier followed by phase
inventor, feeding 2, beans output tetrodes in class A .operation. 52 W output
into a McMurdo Silver " Giant" Speaker, which,. in combination with
special Bifarian Baffle, covers tone range of 3o to 8,000 cycles. Three ranges
of selectivity-separate base and treble tone controls-over six feet of secondary

AUTOMATIC
TUNING"

This new booklet gi4es comprehensive information on
the principles of automatic tuning, together with
technical features of many current automatically tuned
radios. The book is based on a series of articles which
has appeared in " The Wireless and Electrical Trader."
It is fully illustrated and completely revised in the light
of latest developments.

band -spread dial-tuning ratio of 16 : t
to 80:E for accurate station -finding

TRADER PUBLISHING COMPANY

Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.1.

automatically shifts

I9
.

Console 48 Gns.-Radiograms from 68 Gns. De Luxe
High- Fidelity Auto - Radiograms from 120 Gns.

.

PRICE

Post Free
(12 Copies 9/ -

Post Free)

Copies can be obtained by sending remittance to:-

THE

SHORT SPECIFICATION, BRITISH McMURDO SILVER "15-17"
6 wavebands : 5 to to metres, so to 30 metres,

A r5 -valve all -wave superhet.

LIMITED

Tel.: WATerloo 3333 (SO lines)

McMurdo Silver first introduced a new Radio to the British market
in November, 1937. Due to engineering difficulties experienced in
matching British components to the American design, the performance, although better -than most sets, did not come up to the
British Company's high standards. McMurdo Silver took a step
without precedent in the Radio industry. All sets were recalled,
all monies refunded. Now, after months of continual research,
and as a reward for infinite patience, we offer you the 1939 McMurdo
Silver-' the World's finest Radio." If you have any doubt as to
whether the set can live up to its title, call and hear one at our
London showrooms.

* Read this extract from press reports :

DO YOU KNOW .ALL ABOUT

-

4:7

THE BEST CRYSTAL PICK-UP ON THE MARKET

The big point about the McMurdo Set is that it gives such a good
performance that distant stations are listen'ed to with enjoyment. At
-times one can mistake Continental stations for the local ones. The
Receiver has a specification which puts it into the " communication"
receiver class as far as sensitivity, selectivity and refinements are concerned, but, in addition, no pains have been spared to make the quality

See "The Wireless World"
TEST REPORT, Dec. 8th

1111111111111111111111111.
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issue.

PLEASE

WRITE

FOR FULL
PARTICULARS'
TO

111111=
111111/A111111111Mffill1111
1111ffiiiiiiii1111111111b11110
I. I

Write for full particulars of the McMurdo Silver
range. Now stocked by high-class dealers throughout
the country. Available for immediate deliveCy.

1111111

1.11

of reproduction fully equal to that of " High Fidelity" Receivers.

111111111111111111111011

11811

LTD.
COSMOCORD
THE PICK-UP SPECIALISTS.

INIEntmi

ENFIELD,
MIDDLESEX

THE BRITISH McMURDO
SILVER CO. LTD.
17, Hertford Street, Park. Lane, LONDON, W.1
Telephone

GROsvenor 2776-7.

ENF. 4022.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
ARMSTRONG

NOTICES
THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns is

12 words or lessword.an31. for every

SELECTIVITY

must be added to the advertisement charge, which must
include the words Box Otto, c/o "The Wireless World."
All replies should hot addressed to the Box number
shown in the advertisement, c/o "The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.I.
Readers zrho reply to Hoe His. advertisements are learned
against sending remittances through. the post except in

MODEL AW.1

Each paragraph is charged separately and name and
address must be counted.

2-V. 5 -BAND ALL -WAVE
!RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions. provided a
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh.

12-550 continuous, 1000-2,000m.
with R.F. Pre -Amplifier, 2I.F, stages with Variable Selectivity,

instructions the entire " copy " is repeated from the

registered envelopes : in all such cases the use of the
Deposit System is recommended, and the envelops, should
be clearly marked "Deposit Department."

Manual R.F. gain control and 10 watts R.C. coupled Triode

13 consecutive insertions 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
previous issue

VARIABLE

NEW

additional

-

NUMBERED ADDRESSES
For the convenience of private advertisers, letters
may be addressed to numbers at "The Wireless World"
Office. When this is desired, the sum of 6(1. to defray
the cost of registration and to cover postage on replies

:

°""L

.

Dift- DEPOSIT SYSTEM

ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted
up to FIRST POST on MONDAY MORNING (previous
to date of issue) at the Head Offices of." The Wireless
World," Dorset House. Stamford Street. London. S.E.1,
or on SATURDAY MORNING at the Branch *Offices,
8-10, Corporation Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ; 260, Deansgate,
Manchester, 3 ; 26e, Rendeld Street, Glasgow, C.1.

Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers

in these columns may deal in -perfect safetyby availing
themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be

deposited with "The Wireless World," both parties
are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, counting

from receipt of goods, after which period,. if buyer
decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to

Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular

If a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit
amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to return
amount to depositor. Carriage is 'paid by the buyer,
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there being
no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss
sender.

issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section mast be strictly prepaid.
The proprietors retain the

adrtiegsIT geir disc;ei. to ta"'

or withdraw

or damage in transit, for which we take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10, a deposit fee of
1/- is chargyvl ; on transactions over £10 and under
00, the fee is 2,ff0; over £50, 7,'-. All deposit matters
are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street,
London, S.E.1, and cheques and money orders shoukl

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for adverCo, payable to ILIFFE
tisements should be made
Notes being
& SONS Ltd , and crossed
untraceable it lost in transit should not be sent as
remittances.

be made payable to Iliffe & Solis Limited.

All letter; relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.

ments and receive no answer to their enquiries are

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or

tisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite
impossible to reply to each one by post.. When sending

SPECIAL NOTE.-Readers who reply to advertise-

requested to regard the silence as an indication that the
goods advertised have already been disposed of.

printers' errors, although every care is taken to avoid

remittance; direct to an advertiser, stamp for return

DEMONSTRATIONS

mistakes.

should also be included for use in the event of the
application proving unsuccessful.

Extended hours for convenience of customers.
Engineer in attendance until 5.30 p.m. on
Saturdays and 7.30 p.m. Monday to Friday.

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS

All Models Gladly Demonstrated
-

ARMSTRONG MANFG. CO.

TAECALLIER'S. the leading all -wave specialists. announce their 1939 programme. The most comprehenive range and the greatest value ever. Direct -to -the public cash sales enable is, to pass on " middle " profits
to, the purchaser. Send 2d. stamp for illustrated catalogues. Better still, call between 10 n.m. and 8 P.m. and
try these remarkable receivers for yourselves, or at any
other tam: by appointment. There is no obligation to

100 ST. PANCRAS WAY, CAMDEN TOWN, N.W.1

'Phone : GULLiver 3105

EASY 'TERMS by L -R-5

Any

}s7.14yerila...
9 Gn4s.;itigaeni dlis4811u2tTisiqg
metres.
calor, 8 watts undistorted (speakers extra, see senora to
list), for A.C.-D.C. Model 1000 version, employing 10
valves, add 12/6 to the above price.
chassis
10 tins.-" Yale " model 101 10 -valve5,superhet
wavebands, 7and valves, A.C. 200-250. volts.
2.100 metres, large slide pattern dial calibrated in stations,'
push-button tuning, Magic Eye indicator, latest type
Octal valves, with push -poll output, 10 watts, speakers

extra, 10in., 15/9, or 12in. P.A. 47/6.
FOR the Quality Enthusiast and Ham.

ON ALL

ARMSTRONG CHASSIS
'

Model A.W. )25PP described above Cash or C.O.D. E17- 17-0
or E2 with order and 12 monthly payments of (1-8 - 0
Call and hear the 11 Armstrong Models

We specialise in Quality Apparatus and Accessories including

AVO Meters. Whatever your requirements, write, call or
'phone for our quotation.

THE

Phan! NAlionet .6828

15

C

Pe'qnruledst".

.-

on

Pre' -Rennr'

225,10,,Itaing:orduelSfaexle 1,(;.9
goitefseriiin,
eiver in that
t
incorporate band -spread, ceramic valve -holders, I.F. gain
control, or variable interstation noise -suppressor, complete

NEAREST PointPaddington Station;maps

DEGA117R.
Ltd.,
London, W.2.

showinglinestatsseiowiaii

32, Bathurst Mews, Paddington,

ROYAL RADIO' Co., Established 1908.
-VALVE All -Mains Receivers, from £2/15; car radio,
from £4115: send
stamp for catalogue. -Royal

Radio CO., 5, Buckingham 11,1., London, E.18.
[7803
A LBA, Ferguson. Portadyne. Italcyon, Ever -Ready,
SpartonSpencer and attune firs, class makes; wholesale

only (write for lists). -Leonard Heys, 36, Henry St,, Black petit.

[0610

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY
11.0AT 1.4NE' NOBLE;ST LONDON. EC2

ARMSTRONG Manufacture a Range of High Fidelity
L.F. Amplifiers and Radio Feeder Units; models
include 6- and 12 -watt output units, using P.X.4 and

COMPANY

PARTRIDGE
talipmetos

Cho6.5

P.X.25s in push-pull respectively, with two stages of pushpull preceding frequency response from 20-20,000 cycles.
The 0. -watt unit costs -£9/9 and the 12 -watt model
R12/12: both of these units bate current available to
supply feeder unit.

ARMSTRONG Amplifiers Radio Feeder Units Include
a Local Station Receiver, designed to give the widest
possible frequency response, circuit consisting of a H.R.
stage cvmpleil to a linear law detector; this unit costs
3 gas. Full technical details arc available free on request.
ltitaTHONG

Made under the direct s upervision of N. Partridge

Gns-Chassis, valves and 12in. P.A. speaker.

Wireless

ARMSTRONG Company Have Nine New Radio Chassis
of Outstanding Merit, from the press -button model
at £7/18/6, to the large variable selectivity model at
£17/17.

Challenger " Model 444 " Custorn-built 12 -valve

214.-Chassis, valves and 10in. M.C. speaker.

REPRINT of

el

'DAILY

DEMONSTRATIONS
Este/: - /925

1 Supernet Radio Gram. Chassis, 5 wavebands, 5-10.
11-34, 34-95, 200-550. 800-2,100 meters, large illuminated
dial calibrated in meters and station. names, 11.5'. stage,
on all bands, valve sequence, 5X4 rectifies-, (2) 6V6s
Beanqrawer output tubes, 6G5 Magic Eye indicator,
6Q7 noise suppressor, 6118 1st L.P. and I.V.C. 6J5
amp.,
phase changer, 6J5 negative .feed back. 61,7
613 selectivity control, 6K8 Triode Heptode frequency
(-hanger, 6K7 M.P. amp.; special "non -drift" 1.0. Aladdin
transformers,. variable selectivity 6-30 kc., output 15 watts
undistorted from imishpull beam power output tubes.- response fiat within 1.5 dh between 30-12,06(4 cycles; oscillator fundamental without use of harmonics, persistent
oscillator of highest output.
pRg'iaEls c.:(._ the Challenger Model 444 Radiogram

(This advertisement continued from first column.)

with valves and dual 12in. P.A. speakers, £25;10.

purchase.

UMOPZESettshein I'VekiTtspenZefi(Ciltte:::ith

Adver-

Pas Way

Camden Town, N.W.1,

( f or 17z%
1Ags

and personally guaranteed to be of the highest

receiver of the year: Challenger -19 -valve
3/1V,Gns.-The
model MSK505, custom built receiver for the

quality enthusiast, 6 wavebands covering 4.5-2,200. electrical bandspread, large dial with hair -line spot -light
tuning, magic- eye indicator, variable selectivity, 3 to 16
Ks-. ceramic valve -holders and insulation in R.F. circuits,
variable I.F. gain, variable inter -station noise -suppressor,
C.W. beat oscillator, tone control giving high 'and low
note attenuation, variable manual -carrier, controlled contract expansion, 25% negative feed -back, 4 61,6 " beam "
tubes in R.C.C. paraphase ,parallel push-pull giving 30
watts undistorted output, class " A " amplification; complete with dual matched 12in. auditorium speakers.
(This advertisement continued in third column.)

Electrical and

Mechanical

Set

Efficiency.

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS

Manufacturers and the Trade who are interested
in Reliable and cool working Transformers with

a Super Safety -Factor Margin are invited to
write for full technical details and
FREE TO P.A. DEALERS. The PARTRIDGE
P.A. MANUAL. Valuable Information an Amplifier design, Equipment and service is yours for oho
asking. WRITE TO -DAY.
CONSTRUCTORS can obthin this manual fer2/3.

prices.

N.
PARTRIDGE, B.Sc..A.M.I.E.E.
KING'S Bldgs., DEAN STANLEY St., LONDON, S.W.1

_LLB'

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
" TIVIRELESS World Communication Receiver," wired
and trimmed. 8 valves, less amplifier, author's
parts, coot £28; sell £9. -Clark, 3, Eases St., Walsall.

[7820

1]) ANKRUPT Stock. -Brand new 1938 radio sets in
makeni' canons with guarantees at less than half
retail prices; send 1.,f,d. stamp fez list bargains. -261-3.
Lichfield Rd., Aston, Birmingham.
[7827

.1' Radio Data Charts," A .Series of -Ada posf fries: 4/fo

THE WIRELESS. WORLD

?JANUARY 5TH, 1939.

DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.

CAR RADIO

CAR400fAerials,;mzrove?ta

PREMIER

chromium plated,
Amencan underear aerials, single dipole, 9/6; De Luxe twins,
rubber covered, 20/- pair; carriage paid.
SUPPLIES UNLIMITED, Essex- House,c,

1939 RADIO

. TF You Own a Car Radio, it is bound to " go wrong "
same time; be a good friend to it and get it repaired
quickly, and at reasonable cost; all makes overhauled;
free quotations.-Scott-Sessions Co., Car Radio Departmerit, Exchange
4101-2.

Works,

Mus well

Hill, N.10.

tributors for TRIAD High-grade American Valves. All
types in stock. Standard types, 5/6 each. All the new
Metal -Class Octal Base tubes at 6/6 each, 210 mid 250,
8/6 each.
EUROPA MAINS VALVES, 4 V. A.C. Types, A.C./HE.,
A.C./L., A.C./S.G., A.C./V.M.S.G., A.C./H.P., A.C./
V.H.P., A.C./P., and 1 watt D.H. Pentodes, all 4/6 each.
A.C./Pens., I.H., 5/6 ; A.C./P.X.4, 6/6 ; Oct. Freq.
Changers, 8/6 ; Double Diode Triodes, 7/6 ; Triode H.

Tudor
[7498

-

VORTEXION P.A. Equipment -

IMITATED, but unequalled.

ex. Freq. Ch.,

,WE Invite -You to a Demonstration.
,

-

Amplifier for
8 -10 WATT
Dance . Band
with moving
completeica
microphone
and speaker; £12/12.
WATT Amplifier, distortioniess, 14.7 watts
vir output, 30-18,000 cycles, independent mike
and gram., inputs and controls, 0.037 volts required to
full load, output for 4, 7.5 and 15 ohms speakers or
to specification, inaudible hum level; 12 -volt car battery
and A.C. mains nvufel, 12 gns.; A.C. only model, 8V., gns.,
complete, as tested by " Wireless World."
VENTILATED Steel Cases for Above; 12/6.

15_2(i

.

15 -2 0 1-7,,,ti aro
£14.

Tel. Grid Pen.,

;

o

control, large output transformer complete; £15.

AB;rckEupMe.11,mccirrgplteneintrcaanszefowrmitehr,tuErble., Pie.°

-

OPERATION.

plete.

With. the exception of the 3 -watt models, all Premier
Amplifiers incorporate the new Premier Matchmaker

2 5 A -VOLT 250 ni.a, Full Wave Speaker, field supply
y" unit; 25/-, with valve:
ITORTEXION, Ltd., 182, The Broadway, Wimbledon,
[7372
S.W.19. 'Phone: Lib. 2814.
ALEXANDER BLACK, Ltd.. Established 1925.-For
. microphone equipment when quality counts. Booklet
on request. -55, Ebnry St S.W.L. Sloane 6129. [0596

are provided with two separate Input channels -Which
can be mixed to any level. The 30- and 60 -watt systems
have 3 input channels. The built-in Pre -Amplifiers

.

ensure that the gain is sufficient_ for any low-level crystal

or velocity microphone. The actual gain of the 6-,
15-, 30- and 60 -watt amplifiers: is over 100 decibels.
Tone controls are also incorporated.

'
-

Kit of Parts

.

-

McMURDO

'

cabinet, 19 valves, 5 wavebands. 18in. sneaker, as
new, test £95; accept £45, --Harris, Hilltop, Caterham.

[7826

0

44 10 a

£6

0

£5

6

Premier Matchmaker Universal
Modulation Transformers

[7820

..

Will match any modulator to any R.F. Secondary Load,
Triodes, Tetrodes, and Pentodes Class A. Single or Push -

Pull Class "ABI and "B" in Push -Pull or 500 ohms

V.
ALL Transformers at. Last Week's Prices.

line input, can easily be mapehecito any of the following
Radio Frequency final stagesrequiring modulation.
'Triodes, Tetrodes or PenfotieS operating under Class "A,"
"B," "BC" and "C" conditions either Single or Push -Pull.
.Totally enclosed in cast cases with engraved Panel, and
full instructions. Ratings are based on R.F. inputs.
50 Watt, 17/6. 15(1 Watt, 29/6. 300 \Vatt, 49/6.
A new range of "Matchmaker" Universal Output
.

VORTEXION, Ltd., 1.121). 3'114Kroadway, Wimbledon,

vts.ity:aatierpooi

ChargersTltL.I1731ack:seta.r

`'

[7263

Transformers which arc designed to match any output

'

A CABINET for Every Radio Purpose.
Set
CONCVosTsurYansurcabineItnstofroam
Radiogram

'

TmaTierast uMndenrinic=

manufacture (undrilled), 30/- upwards; motors at
wholesale price.
of

0

Rola 10M. P.M.,
B.T.H. 101in. Energised L.S., 1,050 ohm field,
less Transformer 9/11. Rola G.12.12ire_High-Fidelity
Speakers with Output Transformer, Energised, 1,250
or 2,500 ohm field, 59,6. P.M. -model, 79/6.
Premier Transverse Current Microphone, 20/-. Microphone Transformer, 6/-.
_

WANTED, W.W. "Straight Six," complete receiver or
kit of parts, undamaged, cheap.-Johnson, 256.

CABINETS

£2
15

-

LIT.A-GRAM " Cabinet, 31 xl7x15; 21/,
uNIRILIAD Table, couple and loud -speaker cabinets
INSPECTION Invited, photos loaned to country cos H. ,PLit, SMITH 5791 Co.; Ltd.. 289,- Edgware Rd., Ell
ad.

MAGNIFICENT Television Cabinets, brand new; 351_
each (maker's cost £7); ideal for radiograms, etc.Cameo Co., 23. Denmark St., W.C.2. Tem. 5900. [7836
CABINET Workmanship and Appearance Never Seen
Before in this Country, designed by leading American
craftsmen; these could not be made here in the woods
used .rt three times the price; acoustic properties hitherto
unknown; all brand new, undrilled; also record changers

(8 records), 6 gns.; WA, stamp for actual reprints from
photographs.-Degallier's, .Ltd. (Dept " C "), 32, Bathurst

Mews, Paddington, London, W.2. Paddington. 2745. [7801

''

valves to any speaker impedance, are now ready.
11 ratios, from 13 : 1 to 80 : 1.
20-30 Watt, 29/6
10-15 Watt, 17/6.
5-7 Watt, 13/6.
UTILITY Micro Cursor Dials, Direct and 100-1 Ratios, 3/9.
PREMIER Short -Wave Condensers, all -brass construction,
with Trolitul insulation. 15namf., 1/6 ; 25 mmf., 1/7 ;
100 nunf., 2/- ; 160 mini, 2/3 ;
40 mmf., 1/9 ;
SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- and 6 -pin types, 13-28, 2247.

L41-94, 78-170 metres, 1/9 each, with circuit. Special
set of S.W. Coils, 14-150 metres, 4/- set, with circuit.
Premier 3 -band S.W. coil, 11-25, 1943, 38-86 metres.
Suitable any type circuit, 2/6.

COIL FORMERS, 4- or 6 -pin low -loss, 1/- each.
Have you had our 1939 Catalogue, Handbook and Valve
Manual ? 90 pages of Radio Bargains and Interesting
Data. Price 6d.

Jubilee Works, 167, Lower
ALL POST ORDERS TO
Clapton. Road, London, E.S.
Am/wrs! 4723,

CALLERS to :-Jubilee Works, or 165, Fleet Str:el,
E.C.4..

Central 2833, or 55, High Street, Clapham, S. W.4.
,
Macaulay 2381.
.

p

-

[0595

motor and cutting head;1

tracking;

gaedWritehomat,8,0.1retouth

South [7793

sea.

NEW LOUD -SPEAKERS

.-

BAKER'S SELHURST RADIO.-New super quality
speaker, £20; write for latest leaflet; music lovers requiring realistic reproduction at low cost 'can obtain the

following brand new surplus speakers at half- usual prices.
price
permanent
2 . Alai
ieP=er.i
Ca
latest triple cone comprising maincirrred cone and dual
Bakelite and duralumin cones combined, giving wide and
even freqltency response resulting in quality reproduction
of speech and music; with multi -ratio output transformer,

35 /
39/6.

tripleo

powerr gTa magnet
,oc20:100

5 5 I ='

2,000 or 2,500 ohms field coil as required, this famous
speaker was solely specified for the " Wireless World "
Quality Straight Four receiver; with hzniversal trans
former, 59/6.
QURPLUS Speakers, cash with order or c.o.d.-Order now
Of from Baker's Selhorst Radio, the Pioneer Manufacturers of Moving Coil SpeakiM, 1925-1938. 75: Sussex
Rd., South Croydon.

[7797

LOUD -SPEAKERS
SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
VAUXHALL.-Rola G12 P.M. speakers, 62/6; Rola 012,
energised, 50/-; with transformers, all brand new.
VAUXHALL.-Rola P.M. speakers, 8in., 14/9; 10in.,
19/6; Rola energised 2,500, Bin. 12/6, Iffin. 17/6.

.6.0kseer..

19/11.

EXCHANGE OR WANTED

TANTALUM for

-RECORDING EQUIPMENT

W.C.2.-enetuY:

Strand,VATiU171TT10ir'

telint.

(0603

.G-1?iorgh.7.r:Vrird;, -6/12.-Shippers,
St., Manchester,

18,

'

[0606

energised

3 , 000 Speaker's
kteor Yatien°' including several

-Sinclair Speakers, Aline' Grove, uopenhagen.St.p,'N.1.
[0590

So. P.M. with Transformer, 15/-.

WANTED, P.P. quality auto -radiogram, complete, or
first class components; H.P. preferred.-Mirza, Aston.

NEW MAINS EQUIPMENT

...
...

,.,

0

LT
0.
fS 15 0
. .
Black Crackle Steel. Cabinet 15/- extra.
Magnavox Sin. P.M.s
MOVING COIL SPEAKERS.
with Output Transformer, 10/6. Magrmvox Sin Energised, 0,100 ohm field with Transformer, ,9/11. . Rola

[7825

Alwoodley Lane, Leeds.

6 -watt A.C.

0
0
5

Completely
Wired an
Tested.
12 15
£2 15

15 -watt A.C.

SARGENT Streamliner 1939 Communications Receiver,
SARGENT
9.5-550 metres, new and perfect £10/12/6; Haynes
superheterodyne, £3/15.-84, Arthur Rd., Southampton.

Derby.

... '22

8 -10 -watt A.C./D.C.

[7822

.

with Valves.

3 -watt A.C. Amplifier

3 -watt A.C./D.C.

.

MraMITRDO Silver Masterpiece V, in special solid oak
.

'60.7.2. Wellington Av., 'Stamford Hill, 1405ii

HENRY'S,

Output Transformer, -enabling any single or combination
of speakers to. be used. -6-, 8/10-, and 15 -watt systems

.

Tel.,:
[0518

Wanted

A NEW .COMPLETE RANGE OF THIGH FIDELITY
PA AMPLIFIERS ,FOR A.G. OR .A.C./D.C. -.MAINS

plete.

120 -WATT Model, with negative feed back; £40, com-

London, E.C.4.

PLEGTRIO Dry Shavers, A.0./D.C., 200/50 volts,*
"Minute Man," list price £2/10; our price £1/10
complete with leatherette case, one year's guarantee; send
for details; trade supplied.

Premier Short -Wave Kits

PREM IER 1939 HIGH'FIDELITY
AMPLIFIERS ,

2 A -WATT Heavy Duty High Fidelity Model, as fitted
to cinemas, dance halls, etc.; £15.
60 -WATT Model, with negative feed back; £25,' com-

USED SETS FOR SALE

WAIL.Dabo4t6., 9,,',i)i.lringdon St.,

ALL Recording Discs and Materials in Stock; tracker
units, £4/ 7/6; recording motors, £3/ 17 /6.-Write
for further details, Will Day, Ltd., 19, Lisle St., W.C.2.

-

POrttarbalendARniogerfiemrel ilPliezocancpickn-ultph;

.

O.-D.C.

Mains, 100 watts output, £2
150 watts output, 43/10.

3i -watt

10/6

- 17/6
1 Valve Short -Wave Receiver or Adaptor Kit 1 Valve Short -Wave Superhet Converter Kit ... 20/1 Valve Short -Wave A.C. Superbet Converter Tit -22/6
...
25/2 Valve Short-Wave Receiver Kit
3 Valve Short -Wave Screen Grid and Pentode Kit 58/6
Westinghouse
PREMIER BATTERY CHARGERS.
Rectification, Complete. Ready for use. To charge 2 volts
at 4. amp., 10/- ; 6 volts at 4. amp.16/6 6 volts at 1 amp.,
19/6 ; 12 snits at 1, amp., 21/- ; 6 yolts at it amp's., 32/6.
AUTO TRANSFORMERS. Step up or down AZ. maims
between 100-250 volts. 60 watts, 9/, ; .100 watts 11/6.

mtts

ALL P.A. Accessories in Stock.

A7erstv

plug-in coils to tune from 13 to 170 metres.

35..4 A -WATT Output, 616's in negative feed back
electronic mixing of mike and P.U. tone
,

8/6

A.C. and D.C. Electrical Equipment Repair Specialists.
-Easco, 18w, Brixton Rd., S.W.9.
[0558
ALL Types of Rotary Converters, electric motors, battery chargers, petrol electric generator sets, etc.; in
stock, new and second-hand.
Conversion Units for Operating D.C. Re-

D.H. Triode, 7/6. 350 v. and 500 v. E.W. Rect., 5/6.
13 v. 2 amps. Gen. Purpose Triodes, 5/6 ; H.E. Pens.
and Var.-Mu. H.F. Pens., Double Diode Triodes, Oct.
Freq. Changers, 7/6 each. Full -wave and Half -wave
Rectifiers, 5/9 each.

Complete to the last detail including all Valves and
coils, as well as theoretical and wiring diagrams and
lucid instructions for building and working. Each Kit
is supplied with a steel Chassis and Panel and uses

.

.

.

We hold the largest stocks of
U.S.A. tubes in this country and are sole British DisAMERICAN VALVES.

PUBLIC ADDRESS

V

3

ADVERTISEMENTS.

LOUD - SPEAKER CONVERSIONS
QINCLAIR SPEAKERS.-For conversions of all makes
and types; advice given.-Alma Grove, Copenhagen
St., N.1.

-

[0593

-RAKER Conversions.-Whether your moving- chi! speaker
13 has a permanent or electro-magnet and no matter
what type or make yon possess, you can considerably improve frequency response and quality of reproduction by
having a triple cone assembly fitted, which comprises main
curved cone and dual bakelite and duralumin cones combined, mounted in a 12in. die-cast aluminium frame. The
price is 29/6 complete, including free fitting at our works.

BAKER'S SELHURST RADIO,
South -Croydon.

75-77.

Sussex L.,
[7798

-

TRANSMITTING APPARATUS
GET Our Quotation First for Your Transmitter; specify
your requirements as accurately as possible; lowest
prices, best workmanship, first grade components.
RATDeL0pGatAeplin Ltd.,i3 66, Osborne St.. Glasgow, C.1.

SM.-The recognised distributors for amateur equip-

ment, National R.M.E., Thordarson, Hammarlund,
McMurdo, Hallicrafters, etc.; send ltd. stamp for catslogue.-G5N1 (Birmingham), Ltd., 44, Holloway Head,
Birmingham.

[0631

RADIO, specialists in short-wave apparatus;
communication receivers, including Hallicrafters,

A C.S.

A

National and R.M.E. transmitting equipment, valves- and

components.-Send for free catalogue to A.C.S. Radio,
16, Gray's Inn Rd., W.C.1.
Holborn 9894-5. G2NK,
Technical Manager.
[0550
.

.

VALVES
ANDERSON

A LL Types of American Valves, first grade only, Ken.,
ti Rad., Philco, Hytron, Raytheon, all tubes -fully guaranteed, 5/- each; also, line cords, resistances and electrolytic condeasers
enquiries.

for

replacements.

Stamp

with

all

A NtEgsLN, 31.Aadham
Avenue, Walthamstow, E.17.
sd57L

"Foundations of Wireless," Second Edition. 4s. Ed. net. Post free 4.s.

-2

THE WIRELESS WORLD

ADVERTISEMENTS.

COMPONENTS -SECOND-HAND,

VALVES
LL5f:eso1 American Tubes in

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

InT andAATeirusnaes.arcoLpetalc

R
TELEPHONE: Holborn 4631.

WE Can Also Supply a Full Range of Guaranteed Re placement Valves for Any British. non -ring, Amer, ran cr Continental type at an appreciably lower price.

A

electrolytic condensers,

SENI?forcoLrlt,s of These,

JANUARY 5TH, 1939.

RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd:, 63, High Holborn, W.C.1,
open the New Year with special offers of brand new
receivers and components, etc., maintaining their replantion 1,5 the leading Mail Order House for surplus radio.

.

7'el.: Holborn 9703.

Farringdon St., London, M,.4i

The

11A7Mnaili17:;s,T3"6:gislTnn4 8;1:r:13'1:CZ looul.h°[g61);.
FIIcLIpliteatVelisTarantneieitel

ragoicimeryiaglgzs,

A

METER

p3r,

Ltd.,

that

.(7445

Water SL, Liverpool.
MERICAN Valves, first

supplied. -Metropolitan Ildaadei,o anSefte"Zec:", 1021.
(0436
Speedwell 3000.
talPoe,Z,If,u:iroanntfereod,;;

[0607

Ilanchester.

VO, Hunts,

does

'

METERS, ETC. '
Triplett, Weston Wearile, etc.; wholesale

first L.F. two 6F6s parallel output, 5Y3 rectifier. plus
605 Magic Eye visual tuning, handsome dial, station

NEW COMPONENTS

D.C. VOLTAGE

JUST Arrived.
e. -New. 8 -button pushbutton tuner, Can be
affixed to any superhet or T.R.F. receiver, any
/
make, 2 or 3 -gang mains or battery, only three wires
to connect to top of gang condensers: the best pushbutton
tuner the United States have prodriced; order now for
immediate delivery; full instructions in each carton; ten
minutes tb fix.

49

sign:,)

asnrn
-alluded e(NTillet:rire
£12
/10.
set of coils and has its own power supply, three provision
providing "automatic stand-hy," "continuous
operation " and manual' stand-by "; in Met, makes your
9SO's 100%.
£10 /17 / 6. -All -wave tuning unit.

0-75 mv.
0- 5 v.
0-25 v.

THE Meissner All -wave Tuning Assembly is the Complate Heart of the Receiver. consisting of 5 band
coil and switch assembly,' 6.8 to 2,140 metres, individual
coils for each band, Inv, loss bakelite forms. align-aire
trimmers, 6 -gang shorting switch, Meissner quality pre-

0-100 v.
0-250 v.
0-500.4.

A.C. VOLTAGE

0- 5 v..
0-25 v.

0-100 v.
0-250 v.
0-500 v.

D.C. CURRENT
0-2.5 ma. 0- 2.5 ma.
0.100
0-5
0-500

switch

RESISTANCE

ing but
x 31" x 1r, this is
a orally portable meter of high'
accuracy for measuring A.C.
D.C. volts, D.C. rnilliamps and
ohms.

A p accurate Moving -coil'

movement gives a 3' full scale
deflection.
Totfil resistance is
200,030 ohm,.
Complete with
leads.
interchangeable testing

prods and crocodile clips and

instction book.

(leather cow WI')

Write for descriptive pamphlet
Bole Proprietors se Nonstfortiorrrs :-

0-100,000
0-500,000

Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd.,

The Automatic Coil Winder &

Winder House. Douglas Street,
London, 5.W.1.
ri,..f.,10-1:7

0-10

-.7

It

m^

on rigid crackled steel chassis, all components carefully
mounted and including all resistors, by-pass condensers,
coupling condensers and A.Y.C. network associated with
the R.F. mixer and oscillator circuits; every' unit minipletely aligned and padded and laboratory tested; 2d.
stamp brings complete illustrated lists of Meissner
products by return post from sole distributing agents of
Meissner Manufacturing 'Company of U.S.A.
ANGLO-AMERICAN RADIO fond 510TORSI Ltd.
(Dept. .172), Albion House, Kew Oxford St., London.
[7643
l'.C.l.
British
manufacture.
CONDENSERS.
metal
case
limner); 800 -volt wkg. 4 mid.. 4/-; 2 mfd., 2/6: 1
mid.. 119; 500 -volt wkg. 4 mfd., 3/--; 2 mkt, 1/9. 1 mfd.,
1/3; 400 -volt wkg. 4 mfd., 1/9; 2 mfd,. 1/-; 1 mid., 7,1.
1,,,LECTROLYTIC: 500 -volt Irk-. 4 mfd., 1/3; 8 mkt.,
LL 116; 8+4 Mid., 2/3; 8+8 add., 2/9; post 6d., or

goLgn,16.18.4

TIMESALIC CONDENSER Co., ,387a, King

Ham-

mersmith,

SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC. '
pltEMIER SUPPLY STORES.
PLEASE See Our Displayed Advertisement oh Paeoe3i

/-.--Sunbcam 4 -valve A.C./D.C. superhet receivers.
',V/.full size set, brand new, complete irLattractive
cabinet, moving coil speaker; 50/-.
M

22/s. -5 -banal pentode battery kits.
Complete 1939
all -wave kits, metal chassis :ind all areres-

10-2.000 metres, world-wide reception; eomPlete,
less valves, 22/6; with 3 'valves, 34/6.

10/_:
oruplete emergency instasIlation; 10/v

set,,11 .1rMid 'Ate 7"atefirtea I crirretrill'i efiqntntrue7;,,taal

I

5/_ -Bargain parcels of useful radio components, coils,
resistances,

condensers,

cuits, etc, value over 20/-; 5/- per parcel.

T-grdl

-:ittillg:LrfaTnse(itr:

wire,

cir-

A.ciLTes'.'11,11nelr

Bargains in Sets. Potentiometers,
elect rolyt it's, gramophone motors. crystals. headphiognes, etc., etc.; 2d. stamp brings list of further bar-

THOUSANDS of

.

SOUtTellicpa:rildN 6t1.DIO, 46, Lisle

Street, London, (.171,31

,

25 metres, short wave 3, 25-50 metres, short wave 4, 50-100

metres, medium wave 190-550 metres, long wave band
900-2,000: intermediate frequency of I.F. stage 465 k/c.;
valve combination, .H.F. VP4B, frequency changer T114
or TII4A, or alternatively direct equivalents; supplied as
turning pack, only less valves, I.F.s and gang, £2/15 each.
PLESSEY
465
I.F. Transformer, complete with
trimmer, fully screened, size
high, 2thin.
square; 1/6 each.
.F. stage, 3
Tuning Unit. with PreII'F.
bands, supplied complete as follows
Radio-Iteart
tuning unit, dial find escutcheon, 2 pilot lamps. 2 variable
selectivity I.F. transformers, one switch ; Radio -Heart
tuning units are aligned at the factory while operating
in an actual set circuit. As above, but less valves, American types required), £2/12/6 each.

XL

prices.-

Er,g,iaRAs,Dg

glass

tive

,stker,

mjcsanndVagilvezi.be9sil

-day guarantee, attrac-

***

OR THE
RADIO SERVICE MAN,
DEALER AND OWNER
The man who enrolls for an I.C. S. Radio
Course learns radio thoroughly, com-

ciples of radio, we want to show our
students how to apply that training in
practical, every -day, radio service work.
We train them to be successful!

SCHOOLS.

Dept. 38A, International Buildings, Kingsway,
London, W.C.2

Please explain fully about your Instruction In the
subject marked X.
Radio
Radio Engineering

Televisiori
Radio Servicing
you wish to pass a Radio examination, state
it here
If

Name
Address,

Age

HUGErnigi ch

PIpersisz Aiall. err rElect rolyt ics,
special.

followPlus

4 Plus 4 Plus 4 ltlid.,

at the

plus 4
mfd. 300v. working, metal case, siteworking,
211.3n.xltbin.x
common negative;

3/6 melt.

5-700.

for E.M.I.

replacements etc.;

16 Pnleugsgt?8 ,g8;1142.;247gti.working, can neutral, common

8 Plus .12,,..1Z4,2 gltalrfLar5r4pew,orskiiry,g:Isus

negative;
negative;

common

2/6 each.
4500.

24 ise'..Ti;

.

working, can type, can negative; 2/:

32 Mfd., ditto; 2/- each.

s

16 Alfd., 475v. working, ditto; 1/6 each.

16

417/56v.gaIgTking.

neutral, separate nega-

Can

8 Plus 8 5Ifd., 475v. working, can negative;

2/- each.

8 r,!;::,0synu:Zds!ts.lriolik4g4.7°,,r,"272.irelfellc.ardboard
8 Aglaft
plus 16 mfd., ch3500. working,
type,,5

ditto, 1/6 each. (Neutral,

8 Mid.,

gla6n,mgforlii.615, 0viiegwarii,rVIg,

2500. working, cardboard; 10d. each.

6 3,cloftkm04.50ne.eg,:wyrek,ing,irditIonasrd4;

1/2 each.

working,

6 Mfd., 4500. working, can type; 1/. each.

8 Mid., 3500. working, can type; 1/5 each.

60 Alfd., 154 working, can type; 1/- each.

'4411.1 range.

ends, 5/6; 24 assorted tubular condensers, up to 0.5
capacity, 5/6.
V',IVES for American Receivers, all types; 5/3 each.

,

ALL -WAVE Tuning Pack. -6 wave -hands with pre II.F.
stage, product of a well-known Manufacturer, tuning
range, short wave 1, television sound, short wave 2, 124!,'

A

INTEANATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE

SOUTHERN RADIO'S Bargains.

*K*

FULL and Comprehensive Range of British Type Valves
Stocked. product of well-known non -ring Continental
manufacturer; battery valves from 2/6 each; mains valves
from 3/9 each; 12 months' guarantee.
A MERICAN Valves, special offer, 'Majestic 6Z5 full wave
rectifier, 6.3 r. 250 volts, .60
9d. each; also
55 and 6D7, 9d. each.

pletely, practically. When he earns his
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are
not contenlf merely to teach the prin-

COMPONENTS

rsECCA 6 -valve 3 Wave -band Battery Chassis, fitted
complete with Mazda and Osram valves, QPP out Put; these chassis give a sparkling performance on all
wave -bands, and are the product of a well-known manufacturer; complete with valves, £3/3 each.

***

DEFERRED TERMS IF DESIRED

0. 20,000 ohms

0.2 megohms
0- 5

aub.Tel,vecro4,', eNaTtinsepea``,r17,c4'bj:g:

***

Weighting only 180z. and measu,

cision 3 -gang variable tuning condenser, illuminated oblong
dial, fully calibrated 5 -band scale, completely mounted

transformer

COMPLETE

ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENT

MEISSNER 1939 Products.

sorles.

£5/19/6 each.

Reed. Trade Mark

A N.GLO AMERICAN, RADIO (and MOTORS), Ltd.

c.o.d.

names etched on glass; controls 2 -speed tuning, volume and
on/off, combined variable tone control and selectivity
switch wave change plus granny. switch. Size of chassis,
13!tin.x1Oin.x3in.
Supplied complete
with valves,
escutcheon; knobs and' chassis bolts, but less speaker:,

vain)

(0608

'

metres, medium band 200-550 metres, long 900-2.000
metres. Valve combination 6K7, Pre KR, 6.17 oscillator,
6J7 mixer, 6K7
6Q7 (DDTI detection, A.V.C. and

THE UNIVERSAL

.

only. -Leonard drys, 36.- henry 8t., Blackpool.

-

BRITIS3 MADE

-BIG JOBS

R.C.A.; popular

era 50%; new lists free. -Shippers, 18, Corporation St..

BRITISH Belmont 8 -valve Plus Magic Eye All -wave
A.C. Superhet Chassis, 4 wave -bands. two short,
medium and long, fitted latest Mullard octal base American type valves.Brief
specification : Short wave 6-18
metres (covers television sound), short wa be 2, 18-50

..

trade

Finchley Rd., N. W.11.

2/9.American

** *

LITTLE

Pamphonic
FOR PERFECTION
IN REPRODUCTION

50 Mfd., 12v.,

wire end tubule rs ;

3 -colt working, tubular, wire ends; 6d. each.

B.I.

25 5Ifd., 25-volt,`wiro end tubulars; 6d. each.

B.I. 4 :Mid., 200 -volt, mire end tubulars; 10d. each.

PANPNONICREPRODUCERELLUL(Associ.tedwithPVPTIA.L

45,5t.Pancras VVay,London, N.W. I. Phone EUSton 1 727

" Radio Laboratory Handbook."

RADIOCLEAR
Page.

Price 8s. 6d. net.

each.

Post free 9s.

-

:1iNCE

Bargains Continued on Next

'

"

THE WIRELESS WORLD

JANUARY 5TH, 1939.
COMPONENTS -SECOND-HAND;
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

RADIOpoL

A NCE. -Continuing bargains

SWAMPED

in cons-

***

FOLLOWINGT.0..arfnd New Condensers are Now
Available from

CARDrARD,Vreeg type, size

IN MORE SENSES THAN ONE

21Rin.xlfizin., 500e.

each.

T.C.C. Bias Wire End Condensers

Owing to the Christmas holidays (for which

25 Mid. 50 -volt; 1/. each.

breathing space we were thankful) thisadvertisement had to be prepared for press on

25 Mfd. 25 -volt, It- each.

the 23rd December, and it seems appropriate

50 Slid.

excuse, that if we could not give delivery by
Christmas of their esteemed orders, it certainly was not for the want of trying

12 -volt;

to inform all our friends, by way of a justifiable

1/. each.

50 Mfd. 50 -volt; 1/- each.

We could not help it if our products are so
popular that we were swamped with orders.

50 Mfd. 25.volt; 1/. each.
TUI3iFflezel:,..Npvirte.

neither could we help it if we were swamped
with snow and did not feel justified in trusting
special custom 'built quality Radio Sets in
specially finished cabinets, to the somewhat

47_,,icsi:inedasgt,iv4ei. pd.a3m. condensers.

metal, ca7,0,-91iciel:eitixing, 450v. working,
8 Pi;7.),.8
Plus 8 Mfd., 4 -lead type "Minor "; 2/6 (cardboard).

precarious transportwhIch was available.
However, by the time this advertisement
appears -everyone should have received
delivery, and if SOUND SALES products
were not able toadd to the joy of the Christmas

wire end; 500v. working, 6000.
each-

surge;

.8

.C.C. cardboard Wire End, common negative.
NlclM1irilletcommonbular,

450v.

working, 500v. surge.

Festivities we feel confident that they will
bring increased happiness which we wish

6 Mid.; 1/3 each.

6

you all

Plus 4 Mfd.; 1 /6. each.

4 Plus 4 Mfd.; 1/6

each.

in

1939

May we send you our latest Catalogue
and Technical Manual?

8 Plus 4 Mid.: 1/8 each.'
T-csggeA,IeStaLtS,;"'2/16-hV:chfi.xing' 50°'

working, 6000.

pumly.swntnglearatLi7,1/7etal case,

lffiole fixing,

***
HUNTS 10 Mid.; 250v. wkg., cardboaid; 6d. each.
1_111NEJT., iTorlbiir-deall.ectroOdcs, oblong type,

.

Price 6d.

Specified by

the Experts

SOUND

!!: ALES

MARLBOROUGH RD.,

(Contractors to the

UPPER HOLLOWAY,,

G.P .0 .; etc.)
Td. Archway1661/2/3

1,000

'LIMITED.

LONDON, N.19.

(Nearest Station -Highgate Tube -15 Kimura Wrst End)

Fae,A1itaIIS,H.rogrIerrenticnal2lidttoses,:setisi,. 2 -way, suit-

GRAI Mr
GRI22,2!hFARISIT Litlos .0001 Reaction Condensers;

GRIereOnfrdSoll Mica Condensers, special offer, our
'

'Scone.cpe4k

WILL .3rpae,''

PLE,S8ScUitycott,a7d.S=Iih.!s, make and break Yaxley type,
. Aati. l ,caws the bort Radio

Rotary Switches, make and break Yaxley

.41,

type, 6 contact;3ao.
PLEY

Bid Al lake an, Wire

y AXLEY Type Switches.

pole,24

** *

..erT.t,fu.

G

EAlmA:ins Transformers,st:ndard for the seasonwane
elmtrcalstandards
wire end type, all windings centre tapped, screened
primaries, tapped inputs 200-250 volts, screw adjustment.
TYILsR,4C.e..25p0.;-0e/560,eac£1. ma., 4 volts 2.5 amp., 4

TYPAsIV.a2n,p3.5,0-1A-3/-5%cle ma., 4 volts 2.5 amp., 4
TYP,IsRC.3.p3.5,04-0,,,,315t0.,51.50p1.7.1.i/2

each.

When thrtfre wiring their sets

bank, Whin. overall

1/

each.

2.5 amp., 4

Chat FSCIXITE fa the
Q

-garage-workshop-wherever speedy soldering
is needed. Used for 30 years in Government works
and by leading engineers and manufacturers. Of
Ironmongers ---in tins, 4d., 8d., 1/4 and 2/8.
Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALL -SPACE

SOLDERING SET -compact but substantial -

Complete with full instructions, 7/S.

Write for Free Book on the art of "SOFT"

SOLDERING -and ask for leaflet on CASEHARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS
with FLUXITE.
I Your wheels will NOT keep round and
true unless the spokes are tied with fine wire at the crossTO CYCLISTS

TYPE R.0.1 and R.C.2, drop through types, capped..
shrouded.

fully

i!=1O'cri-inisPcTletrs:

2ROG?-255.

**

G.Ta.:1hRelays, 3,300 ohms, make and break type; 4/AMERICAN ALdt.2t p=adk:TaiVrrtiisce,-1..
A

4/6 each.

100-250 volts, reverTIT
sible, 1Tet'euld' Transformers,

100
*** -

pLEseSrSeeEnitedT:tpoep 8t2,1a, 2 -gang

ings AND SOLDERED. This makes a much stronger
wheel. It's simple --with FLUXITE-bnt IMPORTANT

fully

100 watts; 12/- each.

favourite tiv far 1"

See that FLUXITE is always by you -in the house

volts 2 amp., 4 volts 2.5 amp., 4 volts 5-6a2milTPie/f1

TYPER3 and R.C.4, upright mounting types,

THE FLUXITE GUN
is always ready to put Fluxite
on
A

the soldering job instantly.
little pressure places the

COMPONENTS -SECOND-HAND,
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
RApimntilk!1:A7E.-Continuing bargains in

cora-

***
GRAIIADL FARISR Quip Transformers, suitable for
Q.P.P., etc.; 1/- each.
GRAHAM PARISH Max Transformers, parallel feed;
1/- each.
LISSEN Class B Transformers, ratio 1-1; 1/- each.
PLESSEY 465 k/c I.F. Transformers, small and comPact: 1/- each.
LISSEN 126 k/c I.F. Transformers, screened; 6d. each.

* **
PLESSEY Wire Wound Volume Controls, with switch,
5,000 ohms. 1/- each.
B RADLEY Ohm Volume Controls, wire wound, with
switch, 600,000 ohms; 8d, each.
CENTRALAB ' Volume Controls; with switch,
spindle,

1,000.

10,000,

5,000,

25,000,

250,000, 500,000, 100,000; 2/3 each.

long
50,000,

POLAR**-X-

N.S.F. 1 -watt Resistances, ,41 sizes up to 2
meg; 3,,A. each, 3/- dozen.

(11RAILAM FARISII Ceramic Short Wave Valveholders,
4 -pin only; 3d. each.
POT Dividers, wire wound on glass, 300 ohms; 3d. each.
'

125 kst/acndQaiirltrePgitexieCy rytset:tis,oirdeLl riot; emxiiedzegtertt

other frequencies; 4/- each.
QuileiTcottegaEroYnstaite"111V k/c I.F. Transformer,
p*er.xpfkir.

SPECIAL Oiler Plessey Slow Motion Drives.
TYPE 1841/1125, size of dial 5in. square.. dual speed friction drive, twd, bolt fixing; 2/- each.
TYPE 1393, size of dial 4in.x5in., single speed friction
drive, two bolt fixing; 1/10 each.
TYPE 1510, size of dial 4in.x5in., single speed, two
bolt fixing; 1/10 each.
TYPE 2077, clock face dial, too -speed, separate indicators. size of dial 5in.x5in., two bolt fixing to
chassis (hoar and minute hand type); 2/6.
TYPE 2806, friction drive, size of dial 8in. x3in., overall height 8in.,; 2/- each.
TYPE 1825, single speed friction drive, two bolt fixlisg,
size of dial 511,tin.xl3/4in.; 2/- each.

ALL The Above With Plain Unprinted Scales Only.

***
HUGE -Purchase

as.follows,
H.2.

Lissen

Valves,

H.L.2; 2/- each.

brand new, boxed,
-

B2:1/6 each.

-

SGV' gb 215, PT 225; 3/11 each.
.

ACSG' 4/6

.

each.

SG 410; 2/- each.
A LL Orders to the Value of 5/- Post Free, under this

amount reasonable postage must be included; c.o.d.
orders will be definitely refused for value of less than
5/-; enquiries 1'/ld, stamp if reply expected. Hours of

business, week -days 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.; Saturdays 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m. Postal rates as above apply to the United
Kingdom only, orders for Ireland and abroad must
include sufficient postage to cover whatever the value

of same.
RATDeleOphCIEArollnpz

63. High Holborn, W.C.I.E
4631.Lt

MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY Offer
Outstanding Value, immediate delivery, and complete satisfaction; carriage paid. Telephone: Tudor 4046,
or call mornings. Stamp for List 220.
1.930 Transatlantic All -wave Tuning Pack, improved
a, new season's models, for British valves, four
wavebands, now covering 10-30. 30-82. 198-560, 800-2,200
metres, all coils latest J.B. gang condenser. frill vision
pointer, 2 -speed drive, Yaxley type
switching, too 465 ke. I.F. transformers, valve holders, and
all resistors, etc., on grey metal chassis. completely wired
with A.V.C., aligned, tested. with circuit ready to connect
to detector, three -gang, H.F., F.C. and I.F., 69/6.; two gang. F.C. and I.F., 49/6.
A MPLIPIERS, 6 -watt, push-pull for M.H.4, two P.X.4s
2-1 nr equivalents, absolutely complete kit of parts, best
tested components, with circuit; 52/6, less valves.
,111E 1 -watt Coloured Coded Unused Resistors, wire
ends, any size, 20 ohms to 5 megohrns, your choice;
coloured, moving

scl. each. 2/6 dozen; 2 watts, 6d. each.
-Famous make fully guaranteed boxed American
/
tubes, first. not second grade, all popular types,
4/ each; popular glass Octets, 4/6; Clix American chassis

4

valve holders, any sire, 6d. each.
CILIX Unused Chassis Valve Holders, 5-, 7-, 9 -pin, 3d.
each; best sleeving, 11/2d. yard.
C(ENTRALAB Latest Potentiometers, long spindle, all
sizes, 5,000 ohms to 1 megohm, 2/-; with mains
switch. 2/3.

right quantity on the right spot
and one' charging lasts for ages.
Price 1/6,

Dui

TUBULAR Condensers,

C000note,nsoenr, fe ully

ALL MECHANICS W/L HAVE.

k /c, boxed, brand new; 1/-. each.

5..

BB 220 A; 3/11 each.
p 220; 2/6 each.

*.**

TY'Litch°,- 111.87shalt
starto;le1,-1-1::.A. 3 bank, 6i/2in: overall
TYreggt11,' 11,4%5:
switch,
TYPE No.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

working,wire ends, ht

0.5 mfd., 6d.

bfieetra
Triti

xarit2D.r4y.2

lecintta-o.135(t4e0s,;.

0.1
8car jd.,a5se0Ovi.,/ 2/3;

50

2 7Tfu117screed, .0005, top trimmeis.snrdLI;411eacr.

FLUXITE

mfd. 50e., 1/6.
HUNTS Midget Tubular Electrolytics, wire ends, 500v.
4 mfd., 1/3; 8 mid., 1/6.
FIFTY N.S.F. I/2-. 1- and 2 -watt resistors, wire ends,
marked and colour coded, over 20 good sizes in each

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

CLEARANCE Bargaios Continued in

PLUME LTD., Dept. W.W., DRAGON WORKS, BERMONDSEY ST., 5.1.2

VERRANTI Twin H.F. Choke Mains Interference Filter,
extraordinarily effective; to clear, 1/-.
AINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT Co., 4-8, Muswell
17804
Hill Rd., London, N.6.

PLEwsigY,Zyr003Lt7i;fggplcurgni:iox'sscaZT:', 11/11
each.

pLEslvT2r693
3 -gang Condenser, as above, but
iiecuatorseco;./3ieg.
POLAR :?fidget, ,

ThirdR

Wireless Direction Finding," Third Edition.

Price 25s. net.

parcel; 2/6 per 50 only.

M

Post free 25s./9.d.

,

6
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

COMPONENTS -SECOND-HAND,
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
Rvoti.'nSe,R. .g1.19.1[00s ,ariU:thutnporlii,coeT.,

free.

8,81 ,,Ei.11APA'

Note. -All post

VARIABLE Condensers. -Plessey small screened twin

all chassis

types,

K.BeiwIrtmcoerrealrynagre iI:vps,intetierrimereednieuem and long, very

complete wills

variable padder, 1/3.
POLAR N.S.F. 0.15 Tubular Condensers. 3500. working.
1/3 per dozen; Salon 0.01 and 0.03 condensers, 1/3
per dozen. or (this item) 4/6 per half gross.
SPECIAL Offer of a Few Brand New 1938 4v. and
Reel. Superhets. A.C. station names dial, 3 -band,
very good SW results on American stations. etc.. band
pass input; price £5/7/6, cars. free; input 200-250v.
SPECIAL Offer 1 -watt Carbon Resistors. colour coded,
usual type, sizes 7.500 to 150,000 ohms, about 15

sizes at 2/6 per 50; good assortment given.
I.

pocerks,dolie2ex3x134Ix2iyaxmg.d

wl:yecitrlytiig/Bl-

3500.-120.

wkg.' 1/3; Ferranti midget 4x4 electrolytic, 450v, peak,
size 21/..,in.x114x1%. 1/3 each, or 10/. per dozen.
pERRANTI Cardboard Electrolytics, 8x8 mt.. 50pv.
Peak, size 4thin. long, 1%in. high, 11/2in. deep; 1/9
each. or 15/- dozen.
P'NSF Oak Type LOW Loss Switches. air spaced
banks, construction otherwise similar to Yasleys,
4.1xink. 2 -pole, 4 -way IS 4 -way switches). effective length
9in.. suitable for lowest wave lengths; 2/9 post free.
and Plessey Electrolytic Blocks, 30x8x2. 300e.
TUNING Eyes, 40. with octal base. 3/6; 6.30. type
with meslium American 6 -pin base, 6g5, 3/6.
MAINS Transformers, 350-0-350, 70 m.a., 4v. 4.5a.. C.T..

input 200-250v., unused, guaranteed, 3/9
ZENITH Wirewound Insulated Resistances, 550 ohms.
tapped at 350-70-100; ex Ferranti, rating --0.3a.. as
used in A.C./D.C. sets, 1/4 each, or 9/6 per dozen.Ryall's Radio, see above.
-1,E 4v.
each.

4UXIIALL.-Iliose valves, entire range,6.new prices,
full discounts; Polar horizontal station scales. 1/..
VAUXIIALL.-Flat sheet aluminium, hard rolled 18
gauge. 12x12in.. 3/-; 18x18in., 5/6.

VAU.AlatisALL,..Q1j,otTcygedaneao;ilsilo/n3;ba7,,;b switch, ter-'

AUXHALL UTILITIES. 163a, Str'/snd.g'il 'W.C.2. Ask
for free list; post paid 2/6 and over; C.O.D. 5/ -

=

minimum

sets.

microphones,

etc.; list, with diagrams, free. -Post Radio, 2, Copenhagen St., London, N.1.
[7788
GARRARD A.C. 200/50 Record Changer, plays eight
10- or 12 -in, records model R.C4A; £5/5, sealed
cartons, carriage paid.
ELECTRIC Dry Shaver, A.C./D.C., 200/50. "A1 inute
Alan," list price £2/10; our price £1/10, complete
'with leatherette ease, one year's guarantee; send for
details; trade supplied.

HEIii1'1729Aellington Av., London, N.15.
ford

Stam[7707

W ESTECTORS.-Type W.M.26 (double), unused, boxed.
list 10/-; 5/-, post free. -Gordon, 28, Tretawn
Gardens, Mill Bill, N.W.7.
[7824

carried.

HEAVY DUTY Mains Transformer, worth 45;-. 350-350, 150
4 v., 2.5 a., CT, 4 v., 0 a., CT, 12/8 300.aa0 v., 84 m.a., 4 s.
3 a., CT, 4 v., 2 a.. CT, 6 6. Speaker Transformer,.
SPEAKERS. -We carry large stocks. Magnavox. 10I0. energised,

.

1,0110 or 2,60f1 ohms, 18; Bs

Energised

;):3 1'2° ohms with tr"'-

in.,::4,t;,.d1. Cast "/- "w
is
GAZaMEs":'71d'81"-1.
MICROVRIABLES.-All brass construction, latest ceramic Insulation.
15 maid.. 1/4: 40 ..id, 1/7

The .nest condenaers made

100 maim., 140.

Transmitting Tyle.-.070in.

spacing,

15 mmfd.

(neutralising). 2'9; 40 mmfd. Tuning, 3/6. These are gnat.y.
UTILITY r 0 Famous Micro Dials, 3,11: Radiophone, 0.00010 Short
wave Condenser.. 3.6. Shortwave HP Chokes, 5-100 metres, 9d.
Centralab Pots. all sixes, 1.6; P. -6.A, 2/-; 060000 ohm Pot., 1/-.
Tubular. Clan Fuses, 2d. Millimeters, 25 m.a. upwards, 39 ; super, 6.9.

W.B.8in. Permanent Magnet Speakers at one-third Cost

Extension Type (no Transformer) 7/6, Standard Type (with.
Transformer) 12,1.
AMERICAN

350 ;350 v. 15,0

12'6.

5 e. 2

350.350 v. 10

6 if. bLjeatie. 200-050, 2, 75 r. 5 v.,
51`1.1.;t2.:60:200 v.
5 v. C.1'., 3-11. Ceramic American l'alveholders, including octal,
1/- melt.
DUSHRACK \Vire.

yds.,

0

Id.. heavy 9d.

Resin -cored Solder, Gft..

63.
Screened Flex, single, 6d. yd.; twin, 9d. yd. Assorted Solder
Tags, Id. packet. litimdimmers, 6d. each.

OUR NEW 65 PAGE MANUAL, packed full

of

valdable information. Post Free, 71d.
THE NEW RAYMART CATALOGUE shows dozens of
New Short-wave Components and is yours for 11d. post free.

must be sold; no reasonable offer refused.
BELAIONT
A.C./D.C. All -wave Midget Sets, 6 -valve;
90/-.
BELMONT A.C./D.C. Midget Sets, 5 -valve; 70/,
BRITANNIA All -wave Midget Press Button Sets; 90/-.
AIR King Midget Press Button Sets; 80/-.
ROLA 1312 P.M. Speakers; 57/6.
ROLA C12 Energised Speakers; 45/-.
etOLLARO Motors, 25/-; Collar° motors, with unit plate
and pick-up, 35/,
ROTHERMEL Picas Pick-ups;
MARCONI Pick-ups, 14/-; Cosmocord pick-ups, 3/..
ROLA P.M. F720; 17/6. ROLA P.M. F612; 12/6.
WECO 4 mid. Condensers, 1,650 volt test; 5/..
WECO 4 mid. Condensers, 2,000 volt test; 7/6.
ALL Types of Tubular, cardboard and can electrolytic
condensers in stock.
ERIE Volume Controls, with switch; 2/- each.
AFEW Decontrolled Sets for Callers Only.

-VVERY Article Guaranteed and Satisfaction Assured;
give us a call, we will make it worth your while. Note the address; 24a, Newport Court, Charing Cross Rd..

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
LONDON 5 CENTRAL, RADIO STORES. -Huge clearance sale; entire stock of components to be sold under
test; unlimited bargains for callers.
NON -RING Pentode Universal 35-20. 4/3; IlL1320.
2/9; Dubilier 0.005 mica condo., 6d.; assorted tubular condensers, 5/- per gross; assorted knobs. ea -Philips
and Aerodyne, 4/- grow; dealers' parcels of hardware,
condo., V.I1.0. resistances, coils, 51b. box 2/6, 101b. 5/ (post extra).
TRIMMERS.eeraceramic

3-

37.00

10.0;n,140i,a2A1.4,0, 2 rozxe2.

.-

TIARIO D.C. Det., 5 -pin, 0.18A., 1/6 each; 3 -gang
0.0005 ,han. spindle, 6d.; %in. spindle, 1/- valve
holders, Id. each, all sizes.
CENTRALAB Volume Controls, 2/., with switch;
tree.

3 radium metal chassis, 1/6; orders over 5/- post

I Resinol-oil Filled Rolled Foil Condensers. low loss

stand off insulated soldering lugs, metal cased, tested

et 1,500 volts, 450 volts working D.C., capacity 4 mid.,
A1::;,in.x2in.xr,in.; price 2/9 each.
A S Above. but 0.1 mid., 3,000 volts test, 1,000 jolts
working, size Is/sin.xlin.x33/4'in. price 1/9 each

P HILIPS
Alains Transformers,
100.250 volts primary,
4v.

fixing brackets. at/3.

-

250v:0.250v., 80 'p.a.,

2a. 4v.

5a.

C.T., with

SPE tICER Transformers for Triode and Pentode. 2/3
each; special negative feed -back tone control chokes,
with circuit, 2/- each.

DON'T Pe Too Late.

LONDON'S CENTRAL RADIO STORES, 23, Lisle St.,
Leicester Sq., London, W.C.2. (Gerrard 2969.1

[7809

Wanted

1ATE Buy for Cash All Types of Modern Second-hand
Radio Sets and Accessories, test meters, parts, etc.;
we .pay more than any other dealer; part exchanges;
bring, send, or will call. -University Radio, Ltd., 82,
Hamptithad Rd., London, N.W.1. 'Phone: Euston 3810.
[7787

RECTIFIERS. -Westinghouse, In cabinet, Input 230 v.. output 110 v.
etc Cost
VIALML4e6:4:e for
Caascto:typslet2ng?a:( prior, 59/6.
,includlog Shore for 1, -pr, P700, PP5/400, PP3/250,
ant,raen.,
etc.. AB Guaranteed and

types of sUsnivers.1.1,Voriolve.6Ineluding side -contact,

on receipt of types ...ed.

Quantity Discosifnis tefrEiceervatee tagisoteicarass.

(.'1,P,I:dnicand

trref;itis,I.'or4i;elanr;gf,71",70"des"Vst4wAYgshrte?,-rct:f.

RADIONIART
GSNI (Birmingham) Ltd.

Telephane

MIDIond 3234.

44, HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRMINGHAM
1E/

HARTLEY TURNER RADIO LTD.
(Receiver, A. C. Bright)

NEW YEAR'S CLEARANCE
I only Duode de Luxe Loud Speaker .. £7. 0
6 only Standard P.M, Loud Speakers .. i5each

I only D:C. Beat Oscillator.
Turner manufacture ..
I

Hartley'

£7.10
only E.D.C.C. Rotary Converter.
240v. D.C. 250v.-A.C. 500 watts .. £8. 0

..
..
..
..

7I D.C. Avonmeter..

I Capacity Bridge Baldwin

I Ohm Meter by White
I

only Radiogram cabinet

£2. 0
£1. 0
£3. 0
12.10

All Mains Transformers, Chokes and special Hartley
Turner products now available at greatly reduced prices

1VE5rPORT SURPLUS STORES Offer the Whole of Their
-L, Present Stock at Sacrificial Prices; every article

Gee. 2791.

°

boxed,

VAI;13//1-LALLsirn.iTaColinla.z,e1A.Cm.i Trirph,opne

W.C.2.

s

We are the oldest Distributors for BLILEY, TEORDORsON, TAYLOR
TUBES, RME, BASSETT CONCENTRIC CABLE, HOYT METERS,
COLLINS, NATIONAL, ETC. Send us your enquiries. Large stocks

T.C.C.
T
working. 4000. surge, capacity guaranteed, upright
mounting. 40mf. for 1/4, or 9/- dozen.

EADPIIONES, crystals, crystal

a VTDo.°

THE SHORT-WAVE SPECIALISTS

gang with top trimmers, 2/9; Plessey midget semi screened twin gang, 2/9; Plessey full size screened with
top trimmers, 3 -gang, 2/9; Cossor fully screened 3 -gang
with trimmers. 1/9:
Practically comTEPlietVenrtulTsn'ivilael;cle
available;
callers only; no
postal, please.
SpR Volume Controls, fame eg;iith switch, 10.060
control; all 1/3 each,
or 6/6 &men.
SPECIAL Offer of Iron Core Toning Coils, ex "Burs, goyne," made by Varleys, full details and coil connections supplied. Note. -All requests for information ro
these should be made to ourselves and riot to Messrs.
arley, wh3 are no longer responsible for same,' the coils
having been made for set manufacture and not for resale. Pairs coils for aerial and ILE. with reaction, 3/6:
set three for 211.F.,.5/-; set five coils for RI,, supertiet
less switches.

COMPONENTS -SECOND-HAND,

?ADIOMART

SPECIAL Salo Offers Below.

or band pass superhet 465KC, 5/9;

JANUARY 5TH, 1939.

Write for Lists

A. C. BRIGHT, Charteied Accountant,
DOME BUILDINGS, RICHMOND, SURREY
Phone: Richmond 4464

,,pendei,nisCrI
);ThCALLERSnbury ONLYR
Rd., Isleworth,
AT
Middx.

SITUATIONS VACANT

AIR MINISTRY.
DIRECTORATE of Signals (Civil Aviation).
APPLICATIONS are Invited
Civilian Wireless Operators
Aviation Wireless Stations.

for

Appointments as
Alinistry Civil

at Air

APPLICANTS, who should not be above 40 years of
age at the date of making application, should pre-

ferably possess the 1st Class Postmaster -General's Certificate or the Air Operator's Certificate in Wireless Telegraphy and have had experience of radiotelephony,
direction -finding and maintenance work. Operators will

be required to serve at any Air Ministry Civil Aviation
station at home or abroad. At present there is only one
station situated outside the United Kingdom manned
temporarily by Air Ministry staff.
SALARY is at the Rate of 67/- a week. rising by annual
increments for approved service to 112/- a week
inclusive. Should candidates be required to serve abroad
appropriate additional allowances would be paid.
THE First Two Years of Service will Constitute a Probationary Period, and confirmation of appointment
will be contingent on an operator passing an examination
in all phases of his work.
POSTS will be Unestablished, i.e., non -pensionable in the
first Instance. A proportion of the total staff is
pensionable, however, and subject to the existence of
vacancies in the permanent staff operators may be considered for establishment according to their seniority.
conduct and ability, provided that the probationary
period has been satisfactorily completed.
REQUESTS for Forms of Application Should be
Addressed so as to Reach the Under -Secretary of
State. Air Ministry (S.1.e.), Kingsway, London, W.C.2,

not later than the 13th January, 1939. Selected applicants will be required to attend at the Air Ministry for
inerview on the 2nd and 3rd February, 1939.
NO Application N ill be Considered Unless the Applicant States that lie will be Able to Attend on Either
of These Dates.
NO Other Arrangements Regarding Interview can be
Entertained.

[7839

SERVICE Engineers Wanted. -Application by letter
only. stating age. experience and salary required:[7331
B.T., Ltd., Worsley Bridge Rd., S.E.26.
FOREMAN Reqviret1 with Technical and Practical Experience in Manufacture of Electrolytic and Paper
Condensers, able to estimate costs an advantage. -Reply,
giving age, experience and salary required, to Box 8303,
[7819
c/o The Wirele,s World.
REQUIRED by S.W. London Radio Mfg.. radio cog/.
neer with experience of television and all -wave radio
receiver design and development and modern methods of
production: write, slating age, qualifications. experience
salary required. -Box 8317, c/o The Igirelese World. [7832
C1VII. Service Commission.

FORTHCOMING Examination. -Assistant Traffic Hunerintendent in the Telephone Service, General Post
Office (Male and Female) (18-23, with extension for service in II.M. Forces).
REGUL1TIONS and Particulars, together with the

OPPORTUNITY
REQUIRED

for

Responsible

position in

forms on which applications must be made, will be
sent in response to requests (preferably by postcard). addressed to the Secretary, Civil Service Commission, Burlington Gardens, London, W.1, giving the title of the
situation. The latest date for the receipt of application
forms is March 2nd, 1939.
[7818

Experimental and Research Department by
progressive firm of Radio Communication, Electrical and Sound Engineers -Young man,
with creative and theoretical ability.

Adequate remuneration and incentive offered.
Apply, in confidence, giving details of method
and lines on which working or desired.
Box No. 8310.

[7834

" Wireless Servicing Manual," Fourth Edition.

SITUATIONS WANTED

PRODUCTION Foreman and Assistant Chief Test with
R.M.A. Afanufacturer Desires Change, similar caps
city or progressive position with line organisation; retail,
wholesale,

!goad.

manufacturer. -Box 8318, cIa The

Wireless
[7833

TUITION
RA?)1gpITiiit:inffj.-P:PL?Ini:!aTTO11C:C1,
GUARANTEED Posts. -Complete wireless training;
ship and shore services. Television. Day, evening
and postal. Boarders taken. Prosp. free. -W.. London
Radio College, Grove Park Rd., W.4. (Chiswick 3244.1

Diploma;

10580

Price 5s. net.

Post free 5s. 5d,

THE 'WIRELESS WORLD
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

REPAIRS AND SERVICE

'BARGAINS BY

ELECTRADIX

MOTOR BARGAINS in Midget H.P. Motors for A.C. or
D.C. 200/230 volts,110. HP D.O.T. type, .tally enclosed
KB Cover, 2,0110 :eve., at. a price never before offered,
7,6 only. Next larger OM No. 2 type, high speed 1/60 HP,

4,000 revs., 9,6. Larger still, 1/45th HP, Model GE,
No. 1, 12,6. Ali as new and Mat rate for model drive or
light duty.
WESTINGHOUSE A.C./D.C. METAL. wo type "R." Steel case, 12in.
by 10.., 200/230 volts. A.C. undue to 40 volts 3 an,. D.C. for 40 Radio
Cells. Guaran.ed.
£7,7,6. Similar one for Car Battery (lamb.,
.. 15 volts 6 amps., D.C. output, 06/17,6. Fine model also for A.C. mains
with D.C. output of 280 volts 200 'ma., £7 2/6. Two 50 -volt c.cuits,
each of 750 tn.a., D.C. from A.C. mains, is another bargain at 06/10/,
circuits 1 and 3 amp., or 2 and 6 amp.,
with meters and plated control wheels, esrio/-.
ntx-mrpANTA VEST POCKET TESTER
A
D.G. CHARGERS, Davenset

wonderfully

versatile

moving -iron

multi -range

meter for service on A -C. or D.C. jobs. No pro. jecting terminals. THREE ranges of volts 0-7.5,
0-150, 0-300. Used for TdILLIAMPS, reads: 121
nra. and 75 ma. In black Bakelite care. Measures

only 2.101. by 2iin. with pair of test leads and

plugs. Leaflet " W " gives full Information, 18/6.
,HOME RADIO AND CAR CHARGERS. The AC.
NITNIMY will keep your battery fit without
attention. Model N/A 6, 100/250 volts A.C. and
- 1),C. 6/8 volts i amp., 15/-.
Model N/B6, 100/250
'Snits. to D.C. 6/8 vol. 1 amp., 25/-. Model NiC6, 100;250 volts to D.C.
6/8 volts 2 amps., 35, Model NiD12, 100/250 vol. to 12 volts 1 earn.,
32/-. Ditto, 12 vol. 2 amps. with 6 -volt tap, 55/-. 6 amps., 64/10.

-

NEW and fully revised Jan. 1939 list
"W" NOW READY.

Free on request.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

218, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

AMERICAN Valves, spares, libecords, rewinds; repairers

of all types of American and British receivers.F.R.I., Ltd., 22, Howland St., W.I. Museum 5675. [0434

METROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE. - Guaranteed repairs to _American (Midget and Standard) and
British .1recivers.
and mains transMAJESTIC
Service Depot-I.F.
American valves and parts; trade
formers rewound.
supplied.-Metropolitan Radio Service Co.. 1.021, Finch ley Rd., London, N.W.11. Speedwell 3000.
[0435
LOUD -SPEAKER Repairs, British, American, any
make, 24 -]lour service; moderate prices.-Sinclair
Speakers, Alma Grove, Copenhagen St., N.1.
[0590

prices, immediate quotation, prompt dependable service.
-See below.
TT.P. (LONDON TRANSFORMER PRODUCTS, Ltd.),

L

Willesden, N.W.I0.

Expert instructors will teach you

skilled trade in the R.A.F.

. Men of good education are now
required for enlistment and training as WIRELESS OPERATORS
and ARMOURERS. Age limits
17.1-35.
Apply for Free Booklet, "A Life f or Men,'
Recruiting Depot,
Victory
House,
Kingsway, .W.C.2, or to any R.A.F.

Recruiting Depot o; Post Office,

lines).
[6892
rewinds, or

Willesden 6486

(3

AINS Transformer Service, Repairs,
construction to specification of any type, competi-

tive prices and prompt service.-Sturdy Electric Co., Dip -

[0516

ton, Newcastle -on -Tyne.
SCOTT -SESSIONS

REPAIR SERVICE-All

Lynes

of

receivers overhauled, rebuilt, repaired, including
Monotlials. All -wave
American communication sets,
Super -Seven. Variable Selectiiity IV, etc.
-

QCOTT-SESSIONS REPAIR. SERVICE, popular for 15
ID years from Land's End to JoInto'-Graits; van collection London area; immediate, courteous and skilled

Works, Muswell Hill. N.I0.

ROYAL AIR FORCE

SERVICE. Exchange
[7495
Tudor 4101.2.

GRAHAMS Rewinding Service; 24 hours' service guar.
anteed, lotid speakers, L.F. and output transformers,
chokes and mains transformers; conversions a speciality;
quotations given; trade specially invited.
GRAHAMS SERVICES, Dept. W., 194, Tolwortb Rise,
[7810
Kingston By-pass, Surrey. Derwent 2060;

TELEVISION

Demonstrations Friday r.7.rveeen.ings 7.30-10 p.m.

HAYNES RADIO Ltd. ENQFULlsgiADY6x.
Howard 1171.

Model PP. 1939.
Built according to the most advanced theoretical
practice, it combines the full specification of the
large American receiver with the additional requirements of the British listener.

Price 32 Gns.

work executed. -15,. Nimrod Rd., S.W.16. 'Phone: Streat.[7830
ham 4566.
REPAIRS to Moving Coil Speakers a Speciality; cones
and coils fitted, fields altered; prices, including
eliminators, quoted; loud speakers, 41-; L.F. and output
transformers. 4/-, post free; -guaranteed satisfaction; trade
invited, estimates free; prompt service.-Loud.Spetker
Repair Works, 5, Balham Grove, London.

Batters. 1321.

-(0394

Chassis-truly all-wave-even the smallest, with
continuous coverage from 13 to 550 metres.

RS639. 8 stages, 6 valves, 4 wavebands, for AC Mains
£9

ItrTST3111rOFVIELEirTiCZZY/
(Incorporated).

The MAY EXAMINATIONS
Applications to take the Preliminary or
Graduateship Examinations must be lodged
at the Institute not later, than the 30th day
of March, 1939.

.

output, providing 12 watts undistorted. Noise suppression, variable .selectivity, non -drift, IF transformers,
permeability tuned. Wave range 10-2,200 metres, AC
£14 14 0
PP939U. As above, for AC/DC Mains.
All McCarthy apparatus available on
days° approval' against cash.
Hire purchase readily available.

7

For illustrated doscr,iptive literature send 3d.
stamps. Abridged list free of.charge

S

j

LONDON, W.C.I.

Telephone: Holborn 4879.

H. IARIcCARTIHIY L.TE).
Dept. W.
92,

QUEENSWAY, BAYSWATER, LONDON, W.2
Tsterhoas: Bayswater 1102

.

[7814

.

[WU 2

now 4t40
tci -.Success"
--pNGINEEWS
12 Qualify in Television Studio Engineering and Servicing, sound recording, wireless communication, etc., by
studying at home with the T.I.G.B. Write to -day for, this

Great Guide-free-,which gives full particulars, contains
the world's widest choice of engineering courses-over 200
-and alone gives the regulations for qualifications such
as A.M.LE.E., A.M.I.R.E., A.M.I.T.E., A,M.I.W.T C, and
G., etc. Training until successful guaranteed.-The Tedrnological Institute of Great Britain, 82, Temple Bar House,
London, E.C.4.

(Founded 1917. 20,000 successes.)

Why not be a

'RADIO OFFICER
on

AIR LINER?

It is a career with
FACILITIESforTRAVEL

[7813

Good pay and Prospects

exchange good quality receivers, accesIBUY,
sell,
series,
components; H.P. facilities, promptness, ern,
sories,
components;
ciency.-Bostock, 1, Westbourne Terrace, S.E.23. Forest
[0529
Will 2236.

- EXTENDED PAYMENTS

at:i

THE. A.S.T. COURSE INCLUDES
OVER 10 HOURS FLYING
Appty to th, Commandant:

125

-

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY Co. (Established 1925)
Supply, on convenient terms, components, accessories
and sets, any make, 10% down, balance over 12 months;
send for list of requirements. -11, Oat Lane, London,

Nft, SERVICE-TRAINING
GIS

[0337.

E.C.2.

PATENT AND TRADE MARK
GEE an d Co. (II. T. Gee, Mem. R.S.G.B., A.M.I.R.E.,
Estb. 1905), 51-52, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2
(2 doors from Government Patent Office). Holborn 4547
[0001
(2 lines). Handbook free.

,Agp. De -Luxe SCRATCH FILTER
A PROVED successful design for the Strictly High
Quality Set, It cuts out only those frequencies
concerned with scratch, hiss or " edgy top," leaving
reproduction perfect, simply connected in pickup

suspends :from motor boa. or

Control covers wide frequency range.

WANTED

where

convenient.

No. I for Piero Pickups
No.2 Eiectro-Magnetic ......

POWERFUL A.C. P.A. Amplifier, also tripod with or
without speaker; light trailer for car; glass shop
counter. -648. Seven Sisters Rd., LondOn, N.15. [7828

Full details on request.
POSTLETHWAITE BROS., KINVER, STAFFS.

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.
"winELErs vivi=_IdZil'eT,k1TIMGIC7¢ S1;.[17,Tabhe:Mr.s

[7811

A MERICAN Valve Data.-The new 200 -page Raytheon
A
valve data book gives full characteristics and applications of all types of American valves; invaluable to all
servicemen; post free,

[0594

Wanted
EVERY FRIDAY 4d.

W.W. 16

Mains Transformer as specified for Tht
Wireless World High Quality Communication Receiver Typo Wwst-45/-. ,

2/3; abroad 3/..-Leonard Heys,

343, Henry St., Blackpool.

Tile Leading Motoring Paper.

is

Printing. -1,000 billheads, 3/6; sample free.CHEAP
Creteway Press, 18, Busted, Surrey.
TF You Must Sit Up. to Get Chile, put a Warm -Glow
-I- electric blanket in your bed,-Leaflet from Warmglow

AGENTS

Secretary.
Forms of Application, Syllabus and particulars of
Membership may be obtained from the Secretary, Institute
of Wireless Technology,
4, VERNON PLACE, SOUTHAMPTON ROW,

0

.

MISCELLANEOUS

BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL,

Harrie J. King, F.C.C.S.,

0

RS639U. As above, for AC/DC Mains.
RS739. 9 stages, 7 valves, 4 wavebands, for AC Mains
110 17 6
RS739U. As above for AC/DC Mains.
PP739. 9 stages, 7 valves, 4 :wavebands, push-pull
output, providing 10 watts undistorted, AC £11 11 0
PP939. II stages, 9 valves, 4 wavebands, push-pull

EXCHANGE
The

Write for full details.

Here is the remainder of the 1939 range of McGee fop

ST land All Other Home Constructed and Commer-IL riot Receivers Serviced by Clark and Randall,
receivers built, diagrams prepared and all kinds of radio

(No experience required.)
G.P.O. Engineering Dept.
Commencing £3113 per week. .Age, 18-23.. Excellent prospects.-Free details of entrance exam. from
B.I.E.T. (Dept..5741, 1.7-19, EltratfOrd Place, 1.,endon,:Wp.

.RECEIVERS

The Receiver of the Seaion

late Assistant Editors of "Popular Wireless"; special

Co., Leigh -on -Sea, 3.

HAYNES QUALITY

She aeadie Specia&trd

VALRADIO for Repairs and Rewindings to Vacuum
Cleaners, convertors, dynamos, motors, transformers,

etc., 95, Leighton Rd., Kentish Town, N.W.5. Gulliver
5165.
[7363
GUARANTEED Repairs Any transformers, choke,
motor armature, converter, dynamo. Ste.; keenest

attentisn to every.instrnction.
REPAIR
QCOTT.SESSIONS

TeLphon,.. Central 4611

a

CART I-1111

" SERVICE with a Smile."

W ANTED, volumes" Wireless World" before Vol. 24;
state price and volume numbers; for sale, volumes
69-79; J.I.E.E.; offers.-W. M. Dalton, 22, Speedwell
Rd., Edgbaston, Birmingham.

The Wireless World Diary for 1939.

W. BRYAN SAVAGE
LTD.
'Phone: Cot... 7131.
Westmoreland Rd., London, N.W.g.

[7823

Is. 6d. net.

Post free IS. 7d.

.
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ANNOUNCEMENT

We, Voigt Patents Ltd., are pleased to announce that during 1938 we
developed a new 'diaphragm now to be .known as the LIGHT COIL. TWIN.
The illustration will be recognised by regula'r
readers as one used in an advertisement soon
after we had stressed the importance of using
aluminium wire to minimise speech coil inertia.

diaphragm. For gramophone work, for example,

We have now progressed further in this direction.
The new diaphragm is intended to be used with

etc.

our Corner Reflector -type Horns for purposes
such as monitoring, etc., where the speech
currents are free from interference and other

Prices, ex Works:

Please write for fuller

Unit, with Light Coil details which will be
Twin, including iron liner
available soon.
for gap and parts for cor'
recting network E16.0.0
Field Rectifiers according

VOIGT PATENTS LTD,

to type from.... E4.15.0 THE COURTS

SILVERDALE

Domestic Horns (in the LONDON S.E.26
white) H.C. type '...E2.15.0
PhoneCydenha

Corner

Reflector

:5665

type

with base -chamber
E173.0

Regd. Office :

.

22, Castle Street, E.C.I

it is necessary to degrade the performance of the
Light Coil Twin so as to reduce surface noise and

the distortion due to needle rattle, record wear,

For radio (medium or long waves),

in

the case of those enjoying interference -free reception, a correcting network is included, to
take account of the transmitter characteristic..

defects, and best quality is required.

For radio reception where interference is considerable, the normal twin is preferable as the

Our normal twin diaphragm has a good axial

said interference is less. noticeable, and, moreover,

response when used with a straight horn (VV.W..
29/3/35) when axial concentration is prevented
as with our Reflector -type Horns, measurements
show a reduction in the upper frequencies.

the characteristic of that diaphragm makes the
correcting network unnecessary.
This is not required on the best transrrdssions fro;n Alexandra
Palace.

With the Light Coil Twin this has largely beeh
overcome and efficiency Is maintained up to about
12,000, above which it tails' away gradually.

Naturally, the difference between the Light Coil
Twin and the normal twin does not lie solely in
the speech coil. While production difficulties
were being overcome, samples have been tried
out on radio etc., during public demonstrations
and on demonstration tours.
The experience gained has confirmed our expectation that the increased top response would be
unusable in many circumstances and, therefore,
the normal twin remains our most useful

VOIGT PATENTS LTD.
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Contains 77 pages of facts, formula and general information of the kind that is alWays Wanted but is difficult
to memorise.
There is a list of the most important European Broadcasting Stations and Short -Wave Stations of the World,
sections containing all the recognised codes relating to components and useful.tables of resistance ratings.
There are also sixteen pages of base connections of British and American valves.
Twelve pages of circuit diagrams of receivers, amplifiers and such units as whistle suppressors, tone controls
and A.V.C. systems are included, together with data for winding coils. Valuable information is given on
the prevention of mains interference as well as on amateur transmissions.

SONS

LTD., DORSET, HOUSE, STAMFORD

STREET... LONDON,

S.E.t

Printed in England for the Publisher, ILIFFE AND SONS LTD., Dorset 11011S.C, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1, by The Cornwall Press Ltd.. Paris Garden, Stamford Street, London, 8.C.1
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RECTIFIERS
meeting every
requirement

EVERYONE
For use in sound andl
vision receivers,, time

bases, detection,

Send 3d. to
A.V.C.
Dept. W.W. for a

copy of "The All

Metal Way, 1939."

MEDIUM on MILD

BOTH BLENDS ARE

Copper -Oxide

METAL RECTIFIERS

CORK -TIPPED or PLAIN

10 for 60

.20 for Ill°

Westinghouse Brake & Signal Co., Ltd.,
82, York Way, King's Cross, London, 5.1,

Revised and Enlarged

Sixth Edition

HANDBOOK of
TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION for
WIRELESS TELEGRAPHISTS
by H. M. DOWSETT
(M.I.E.E., F.Inst.P., M.Inst.R.E.)

This. standard handbook is planned primarily for the- use of wireless operators,
whether prospective or actual. It is virtually a complete theoretical course for
students wishing to' qualify, for the Postmaster -General's Certificate of Proficiency.
CONTENTS INCLUDE :

The Electric Charge and the Condenser-The Condenser in Practice-Direct Current and Ohm's Law-Scalar and
Vector Quantities and Curve Plotting-Primary Batteries-Accumulators-Magnetism-Electro Magnetism-SelfInduction-Dynamo Electric Machines-Measuring Instruments-Switchboards and Switchgear-Alternating Current
Effects, and Vector Diagrams-Alternating Current Fundamental Formulae-Alternating Current Generators, Alternating Current Motor's and Transformers-Damped Oscillations-Commercial Types of Spark Transmitter-Aerials
and Radiation-Simple Receiver Circuit and Crystal Detector-Thermionics and the Various Applications of the
Valve-Depth Sounding-Valve Transmitters-Wavemeter and Transmitter Adjustment-Theory of Valve Receiver
Circuits-Valve Receivers-Short Wave Aerials and Apparatus-Marine Direction Finders-Marine Audio Relay
Service-Distress Call Apparatus-Lifeboat and Emergency Outfits-Trawler Apparatus-Maintenance of Marine
Radio Installations and Possible Faults..

NOW ON SALE PRICE 21/-:

By' post 21/9.

Foreign Postage. 22/ -..
Obtainable- from leading booksellers or direct from the Publishers:

JLIFFE & SONS LTD., DORSET HOUSE,. aTAMFORD STREET., LONDON,. S.E..1
Mention of "The Wireless World." when writing to advertisers, will ensure Prempt attention.
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4/1 _gifIMPORTANT GU DE

to sucassFUL
ENGINEERING CAREERS
After months of intensive effor,t and research, we are

POST

pleased to announce that the 1939 edition of our
Handbook, "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES,"
is.. now out of the Publishers' hands and ready. for
free distribution. Containing 268 pages of practical
guidance, this book is, beyond argument, the finest and

most complete handbook on Successful Engineering
'Careers ever compiled. It is a book that should be
on the bookshelf of every person interested in
engineering, whateVer his age, position or experience.
The handbook contains, among

other intensely interesting
B.Sc., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Mech.E,
- A.M.I.E.E, A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.W.T., A.M.I.R.E.,- CIVIL
SERVICE, and other important Engineering Examinations;
outlines courses in all branches of CIVIL, MECHANICAL,
matter,

details

of

N.

ELECTRICAL, AUTOMOBILE, RADIO, TELEVISION,
and AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING, BUILDING,
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT, etc., and explains the

A

NOW.O

unique 'advantages of our Employment Department

-I

WE DEFINITELY- GUARANTEE

-:,

'IVO'. PASS

.,

-

.

" ,.,'
1 t - you are earning less -than £10 per week you cannot afford to
In 0.
miss reading. - ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES."

o+
440 4 649'
A.

fir

your own interests, we advise you to write (or forward the
I,

1

NO FEE".,'4-

.

,

,.

Coupon) for your copy of this enlightening guide to well -paid
posts - NOW
There is no cost or obligation of any' kind.

v \ 6$1

-\c.'

ea

I
I

I

<v -v,

ft

AeP 80.1:4>

I

o4

04 tc°

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF'
.

4D`y,'

4:tf 44.

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

4.4

..,o

so'

387a, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE,
17, 18, 6c 19, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.1 ,A

-?,<

I
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"Acoustic Aberration "
or

The effect of old valves on receiver
performance
A series of articles by "An Expert"
VERY valve on its way through life must reach
a point where changes in some characteristic or
other will start to take place, so that it eventually
differs substantially from the original manufacturers'
specification. Normally such 'changes take place so
g r'aclually as to be imperceptible unless a direct corn-

weaken its performance-; at the' other end of the set a

drop in the feed- current to the power valve will
undoubtedly cause serious distortion. it is'essential
therefore that the' output from the rectifier should be
maintained, and regular replacement of this vital valve
is strongly advised.

Parison is made with the performance of a similar
valve fully complying with the original specification.
Modern -valves are made to such exacting manufacturing
methods and inspection,, that early failures are a

I

.

rarity.

Although not forming part of the chain of amplification,' the Rectifier valve is an essential part of
an A.C. Mains Receiver., The final article of this
series deals with this important stage.

MADE IN ENGLAND
a

REEUCE1 PRICES
OSRAM RECTIFIERS
DIRECTLY HEATED (British 4 -pin base)

FOR NEARLY ALL A.C. MAINS SETS

No. 5
THE RECTIFIER
The rectifier

is

the source of MR power to the

INDIRECTLY HEATED (British 4 -pin base)

Modern sets are ,designed to operate so

that each valve is being, fed with a carefully
pre -determined voltage and feed current Should
either of these vary, the overall performance of any
',stage may be seriously affected. Thus, .a drop in

the' " H.T." voltage to a frequency changer may
stop the valve oscillating or, at any rate, seriorsly

94 -

MU 12/,14 (Replaces MU12 & MU I4
1

IN D.C,-A.C. SETS, UNIVERSAL RANGE
U30 .(7 -pin base)

receiver and must maintain its full output or the
performance of every section of the receiver will
suffer.

9/.

U12/14 (Replaces UJ2 anclA114)

Above are suitable for servicing receivers which have been on
Or market for the past three to four years.
a

AlsoIN .A.C. SETS
U50 (Octal base)

IN D.C.-A.C. SETS
U31 (Octal base)
a

'

9/.

Above are for servicing sets with International Range valves.

WRITE FOR FREE VALVE GUIDE TO:
. 'OSRAM VALVE TECHNICAL DEPT. of The General Electric
Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway,- London, W.C.2

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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Danger of Over -ambition

would have given the necessary warning and indicated whether the lighting
and other conditions, probably, in. the
cas-.,

of

a theatre performance, not

WE know that television is capable of being controlled by the
still a pioneering effort and B.B.C., offered possibilities for a
that in the opinion of those satisfactory transmission.
responsible for its conduct
it is still an.experimental service. We
are prepared, and the public, too, is Motor Car Interference
prepared, we believe, to make the
Setting an Example
fullest allowance for occasional techTHE attention of all readers is
nical breakdowns which must inevitdirected to a letter appearing
ably occur from one cause or another
on another page, in which a
in these early days.
\Ve doubt, however, if a satisfactory plea is made for the voluntary suppresexcuse can be found when trans- sion of motor car ignition interference.
missions arc attempted in the ordinary It is suggested that all wireless people
service programme times which arc so should set an example to the general
pre -doomed to failure that we should public by fitting to their cars and trade
have thought the most modest attempt vehicles, etc., the suppressors necessary
at a rehearsal would have revealed to prevent interference with television
reception.
the fact.
These comments are prompted parThe suggestion is an admirable one,
ticularly by the deplorable exhibition, and should evoke a wide response.
judged by television's own standards, We feel, however, that there would be
of the transmission the other evening an even wider response if more inof " Twelfth Night." Lighting was so formation were available on the effect
inadequate that it was often difficult on engine performance of fitting supeven to make out anything beyond the pressor resistances. There is a widebare fact that a play was in progress. spread impression that suppression is
The speech, too, was disappointing and harmful, although we believe its effect
we were led to assume that the positioning of the microphones was too
dependent on the positions of the
players.
In these early clays of television the

is

actually negligible

on the

vast

majority of vehicles. The point is,
however, that precise information,
which we feel must be .available, has
not been published. The necessary data
B.B.C. must assume that every pro- can only be obtained by collaboration
gramme is being viewed for the first between manufacturers of cars and
time by many prospective owners of car equipment and wireless engineers.

sets, and on their reaction to their We believe that a vast amount of
first performance will depend the rate work on these lines has already been

of progress of television popularity.
done.
We would urge that every performThere are several other related matters
ance given should be up to a reasonable about which the release of information
standard. Many performances will seems to be long overdue. The sup-

soar far above that standard but none pression of ignition systems from the
should fall below it where a rehearsal point of view of avoiding interference

Wireighoo
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with external receivers is a different (and
in some ways easier) problem from that

arising when a car is to be fitted with a
built-in receiver. We understand that

on the boo -metre wavelength, which is
ideally suited to broadcasting. He went
on to express admiration of the insight of
the pioneers who chose this wavelength for

British cars exported to certain enlightened
countries in which anti -interference legis-

their early work, and at the same time

choke. Such a device, though presumably
effective up to the required standards on
normal short wavelengths, is probably
inadequate at television frequencies, but

would have been a more obvious choice.
So far as we know, this interesting point
has not been authoritatively settled. One
school of thought maintains that the wave-

wondered what considerations led them to

lation is in force have been adequately decide on such a relatively " non -round "
suppressed by the fitting of a simpl figure. Five hundred metres, for example,

that a somewhat similar
method, and one that has no effect whatever on the engine performance of any
we
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believe

car, has been developed. The public will
not take kindly to the idea of suppressing

their cars, whether voluntarily or under
legal compulsion, until the fullest possible

information on all aspects of the matter

has been made available.
Apart from the question of interference
with television and ultra -short waves,

the widespread suppression of motor car

ignition systems would have a highly

beneficial effect on short-wave reception
generally. Wavelengths below, say, 20
metres ale at present almost useless to a
listener living near a main road.

Early Wavelengths

.

Parleur, raises the question as to
whether the power -supply companies
ought not to do something to assist listeners
in return for the very considerable revenue
which they derive from them in respect of
the consumption of power from the mains.

Apparently it is not at all uncommon for

certain districts in France to have their

commercial uses of wireless were first de-

power supply cut off for several hours now
and again on Sundays in order that repairs

veloped) were rated at the round figures
of i,000 and 2,000 feet. When coupled
circuits came into use the typical aerial of
the period could not be adapted very efficiently to radiate on Loop feet, and so the
2,000ft. wave became standardised. When
the new method of communication became
international, this figure was converted
into the nearest round number in metres.
Another school of thought maintains
that the pioneers, with prophetic foresight,
had already adopted the practice of thinking in terms of frequency. It would hardly

be possible to have rounder figures than
12000,000 C S (300 m.) and 500,000 cils
(600 m.).
Wireless was first developed for marine

Why 600 Metres?
SPEAKING the other clay before the In-

ship's aerial probably had something to do
with it. The average wirelessly equipped

B.B.C., confessed to casting covetous eyes

Obligations to the Listener
OUR French contemporary, L'Haut-

lengths used in this country (where the

communication, and we are inclined to
think that the natural wavelength of a

stitution of Electrical Engineers, Sir
Noel Ashbridge, Chief Engineer of the

Power Supply Companies

ship of the period would have an aerial
that radiated efficiently on 600 metres.

may be carried out at the power station,
is chiefly for abatement of this
nuisance that our contemporary pleads so

and it

earnestly.

We are fortunate in not being worried
with this particular trouble in England, but

at the same time there are one or two

things which our power -supply companies
might do to benefit a most important section of their customers. At One time the
wireless listener was not persona grata with
the supply companies, for in the days
when sets took only their HT supply from
the mains, t'he very small load was some-

times not even sufficient to register fully
on the meter of the heating circuit to which
listeners usually attached their eliminators.

Things have improved since. then, hut,
even so, the attitude of the supply corn companies is perhaps best described as
tolerant rather than friendly.
It is difficult to estimate accurately what

annual revenue is now
paid by broadcasting to
the supply companies,
but it is certainly by
no means an inconsiderable sum.
Al:
though a fair number of
the nine million lis-

teners use battery sets,
it must

not be forgotten t li a t accumulators have to be
charged f r.o m the
mains. If we assume

that each of the nine
million sets takes an

average of 5o watts for

four hours a day, and

that the average cost of
a unit is a penny, there
is something like three
million

sterling going

into the pockets 'of the
power - supply c o m-

panies, in addition to
the revenue which they
obtain from supplying
current to the B.B.C.
It would certainly seem
that the least thing they

could do would be to
keep household mains

free from interference as
far as it lies in their
AN AMBITIOUS AMATEUR TRANSMITTING STATION. G6GR, owned and operated by Mr. E. L. Gardiner at Northwood, Middlesex, can be heard working telephony and CW on most of the amateur bands, 1.7, 14, 28, 56, and x t2 Mc/s.
The station is usually in action on Sunday mornings conducting tests on the 1.7 Mc,'s band. Frequent late evening transmissions are worked on 56 Mc/s.

power, and also to provide their consumers

with a more constant

voltage than is customary in some districts.
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Measuring
Iron -Cored Inductances
By M. G. SCROGGIE, B.Sc., A.M. .E.E.

A CONVENIENT METHOD WHICH IS

HOW to extend the usefulness of
the capacity and resistance
bridge, described in The Wireless

World" of June 16th,

1938,

by

providing means for measuring the
inductance values of such iron -cored
components as chokes and transformers

FEW months ago' the writer gave
constructional details of a handy
mains -driven bridge for measuring

resistances and capacities over a
very wide range. Readers who have

AVAILABLE WITH SUPERIMPOSED DC
How much does the inductance drop
when 4o mA. DC is carried?
Here is an intervalve

transformer

marked I : 3 ratio, but what value impedance is it designed to work from, and is it
intended for direct or parallel feed?
This receiver is distorting ; is it due to
shorted turns in the output transformer?
The principle is illustrated in Fig. I, in
which the new portion is drawn in heavy

of the coil is higher than normal in iron cored coils, and the reading of RI cannot
then be relied upon. Unless the coil is

of an unusual type such a low ratio of

inductance to resistance is generally a
symptom of short-circuited turns or other
serious fault such as a bad joint.

As is

Component Values
shown in the Appendix, the

kindly written to report on it have ex-

method depends on the shunt paths formed

pressed great satisfaction, notably with its
cheapness, ease in construction and use,
and utility. The one serious drawback,
no doubt, is that although it enables coils

by the reactances L and C being high
compared with the portions of Ri-ra and
rb. To cover the most useful range of

transformer ratios to be measured it does
not include actual inductance measurement. Now the measurement of RF coils,
say from 1 microhenry to i henry, is outside the scope of such a simple arrangement. The design of a bridge to cover
this range of inductance as well as resistance and capacity may appear in a later
But in the meantime here are
article.
particulars of a slight elaboration of the
original C and R bridge that brings within
its scope iron -cored inductances such as
transformers and chokes. It is described
in the form of a simple adaptor whereby
owners of the original type of bridge can
use it for AF coils, but it will be obvious
that if the bridge itself is yet to be made

potentiometer ; in fact, it is convenient to

inductance this leads to a value for RI
of the same order as that of the main

of high inductance to be compared or

it

is a simple matter to incorporate the

inductance feature in the design by using
one of the spare poles on the range switch.

Uses and Limitations
Before going any farther it would be as
well to state the limitations of the device.
It is not intended for precision measureFor servicing or for component
ment.
checking in the laboratory one is generally
satisfied to know the inductance of iron cored AF coils within about io per cent.
The useful range is approximately i to 1,mo
henrys. But it is available only when the
ratio of resistance to reactance at 5o c/s is
fairly small. Therefore air -cored coils are
generally excluded, even when within the
stated range of inductance. Whether the
coil being tested fulfils this condition or
not is indicated by the test, which is therefore particularly useful for detecting such
faults as shorted sections of winding.

make RI and R2 both 500 ohms, which
results in all four bridge arms being
equal. That is the condition for maxi-

mum sensitivity of a bridge, so that the
resistance balance is very sharp. But
because the reactances must be relatively
high the inductance balance obtained by
adjusting the slider position on RI is relatively broad, particularly for large inductances. At L000 henrys, such for example

as the secondary of an intervalve transFig.

I.-Illustrating the principle of the

method of inductance measurement. The
extra parts are in heavy line. The battery
and milliammeter are used for supplying
polarising current, if desired.

Is this unlabelled smoothing choke io H
or 20 H?
The Wireless World, June 16th, 1938.

the balance point can only be

judged very approximately. In fact, to
get useful results it is almost essential to
increase the sensitivity of the detector
somewhat.

This can easily be done by

means of a high -ratio transformer, which

RI is a potentiometer, which is the
R2 is preferably
calibrated element.
With the
equal to RI in resistance.
slider of RI at b so that the condenser C
line.

may be of quite an inexpensive grade
because even if the inductance of the
primary is only a few henrys it is good
enough.

is inoperative, the

main potentiometer

of the bridge is set
to balance. The coil

to be measured is

then

and the

connected,
slider of

RI reset to restore
balance. To obtain

a sharp balance it
may be necessary
to adjust the main
potentiometer, but

if such adjustment
exceeds 2 or 3 per
cent.

it

is a sign

that the resistance

Typical questions that can be quickly
answered by means of it are : -

former,

T h e inductance
adaptor in use,
connected to the

C & R bridge.

1,

WAT@D®@o
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It is also shown in the Appendix that
at balance the inductance L in henrys is
equal

to

(

ra

(rb

2
)

47r2f2C

Balance

thus depends on the square of the frequency.

As

frequency -controlled

AC

main bridge. Equality is not at all essential but gives the advantage that normally
the main bridge is set at exactly r, and the
departure due to the resistance of the coil
being tested can easily be observed.

3 or even 6 volts are sufficient adjustment ;
and about 3o volts total is enough for most
purposes. The bridge can take 100
or even more for the short periods required

The full circuit diagram of the adaptor
is shown in Fig. 3, and the photographs

the DC from passing through the primary
of the LF45 transformer and reducing the
sharpness of balance indication by saturating the core,
a 25-mfd. electrolytic con-

mains are held at 5o c/s to a much greater
accuracy than is necessary for the present

All the component parts

purpose there is no difficulty about frequency errors ; but harmonics are liable

side of the top panel.

are mounted on the under-

for taking readings.' To prevent part of

denser is shown in Fig. 3,
As only a portion of the DC
passes through the transformer, the condenser would
not be necessary if a large=

to be troublesome by obscuring the
balance. So a further refinement consists

of a condenser across the secondary of the
transformer, to by-pass all frequencies
above 5o c/s. Using the specified type
of transformer, the optimum value is about
0.02 Mfd.
To provide a useful range of measure -

cored transformer

were

used. The "L'`'
terminals must
be marked to ensure that the.

polarising bat -

tery is connected
the right way.
round for this
Strictly an electrolytic con-

-.rag

show how it can be laid out. Note that

condenser.

no pretentions to a high standard of instrument -making are claimed. But it serves
the purpose. The four connections to the
bridge may be merely wire ends which can
he gripped by the crocodile clips marked
in Fig. 3 (where the essentials of the

denser should not be used on AC alone;
but as the apparatus is normally always
operated near balance the AC component
through the electrolytic condenser is quite
negligible.

original bridge circuit are also shown to
make the arrangement quite clear).

Fig.

As a Single Unit
4 shows how things might be

arranged if the inductance facility were
Ratio on

" R " scale

Fig. 2.-Method of calibrating the potentiometer Ri in henrys : using the original
bridge

ment, C may be 0.25 mfd., and should

be of reliable make. It can be checked,
of course, on the main bridge. Assuming
it is near enough to its rated capacity, and
is io, the formula reduces to
that
L = 4o (r-a
rb

henrys

RI can therefore easily be calibrated in
henrys, using the main bridge, which is
calibrated in resistance ratios. Fig. 2
shows the connections (and disconnections)
for this purpose. To ensure that the calibration does not come out reversed, if the

0.16
0.22
0.32
0.50
0.71
1.00
1.58

2.24
3.16
5.0

built into the bridge. A double pole switch
is shown for disconnecting the inductance
arms when not in use, in addition to using
a spare stud on the range switch, because
although it would be possible to do with-

Corresponding

calibration of R1

'
1

10

out the extra switch there would be two
disadvantages. The Ri and R2 arms connected permanently would somewhat re-

.0

100
200
400
1,000

duce the source voltage available for resist-

ance and capacity measurement. And it

To measure inductance with DC present,

a battery and milliammeter are simply

would be necessary either to dispense with
the electrolytic condenser by using a non saturating transformer or to use two 5o 14F

connected in series with the coil, as shown
in Fig. 1. Usually it is not important that

condensers back to back, because a considerable alternating voltage would be ap-

the DC should be accurately adjusted to
some particular value, and tappings every

plied to it during C and R measurement.
Another refinement is R'2. The resist -

" R " ratios scale is used on the main

GREEN

bridge the portion ra should he connected
to " C and R " and rb to " MATCH." The

0

GREEN SILK

range switch must, of course, be set to
" MATCH " ; and the slider of RI goes to
the red terminal of either " MATCH " or
" C and R." A convenient method is to
set 40 on the B scale of a slide rule above

on the D scale. This means that when the
main bridge potentiometer is set to i on

the resistance scale, and balance is obtained on RI, the latter setting should be
marked 40 henrys. For 6o henrys look
below 6o on the slide rule and read 1.225,
which is the next setting for the resistance
scale ; and so on.
For convenience, a

table of the main paints is given.,
R2 may be about 12 yards of 40 SWG
Eureka wire wound on a small strip of
insulating material, and can also be adjusted to exact equality with RI on the

"MATCH"
(BLACK)

PART OF MAIN BRIDGE

INDUCTANCE -MEASURING ADAPTER

Fig. 3.-Full circuit diagram of the inductance -measuring device, showing how it is connected
to the original C & R bridge. The i : 25 ratio transformer is a Bulgin Type LF45.

Wfinhog3
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ance balance is so sharp that it may be
found difficult to adjust the main potentiometer finely enough. Adjustment is much
easier if TO or 15 ohms of the R2 arm is
made variable.
The same difficulty is liable to arise in

connection with RI, and some care must

cellent sharpness of balance possible with
the " Magic Eye " indicator by using a

larger and more precise component than
that originally specified for the main
potentiometer, the Reliance Manufacturing Company (Sutherland Road, London,
E.r7) have co-operated with the author
in producing a 2/ -in. diameter potentio-

0(RED)
"MATCH"

L

- (rb)
re7

w2C

raj

- (rb;

ERROR DUE TO RESISTANCE OF COIL.

If r and L are transformed into equivalent
parallel elements across rct, the equivalent
r2 T XL2.
parallel reactance, say XLI, IS
XL
This is the apparent reactance of zero
power factor (or resistance) giving the same
balance on the bridge (neglecting the reduction in re clue to ri, the parallel equivalent
of r).
Therefore the factor by which L is
apparently increased by the existence of r is
XLI

(BLACK)

r

2

XL

Is

XL2
r2
XL2

XL2

approximately = i + (power factor).2

So if the power factor of the coil at 5o c/s

T V4

is o.i, the error due to resistance is only
about i per cent. The power factor can be

O(RED)

- moo r-- I

as much as 25 or 3o per cent before the error
is serious for most practical purposes.

"Ca R"

Simultaneously a slight shift in resistance
balance is necessary to compensate for the

(BLACK)

reduction in re clue to ri.

Television Programmes
0+ BATTERY

Sound 41.5 Mc/s.

Vision 45 Mc/s.

The National or Regional programme will
1,000 ft

be radiated on 41:3 Mcis from approximately 7.45 to 9 p.m. each day.

L

500 0

Fig. 4.-Showing how the inductance feature can be built into the original bridge circuit.

be devoted to the choice of this component.
In an ordinary wire -wound Soo -ohm poten-

tiometer the resistance of one turn of wire
is

usually of the order of 2 ohms, and

meter with two -hole fixing (advisable in
a calibrated component) designed for the
lowest practicable resistance per turn, and

fitted with a special steel contact shoe

however good the sliding contact may be
it is inevitable that while it is being adjusted the resistance of the whole potentiometer varies by this amount due to succes-

giving approximately radial line contact.
It is, therefore, particularly suitable for

The equality of the four bridge
arm resistances, together with the z :25
step-up to the detector, makes the bridge
so sensitive to resistance balance that the
inductance balance is seriously obscured
by a resistance variation of the order men-

DERIVATION OF FORMULA FOR

sive turns being short-circuited by the
contact.

measuring instruments.
APPENDIX.
INDUCTANCE.

polarising current is passed through the
ra portion for an unnecessary length of
time the ratio of resistance (on which the
calibration depends) ought not to alter
enough to vitiate the readings, which are
not of great precision in any case. And,
of course, it is always possible to check
the calibration quite easily against the
main bridge potentiometer.

.--,ISNO-d 00000
r
L

C

Mistress Mine," an anthology of love scenes.
9, Doorlay's ChriStmas Rocket. O.B. of the
first act from the I.ondon Coliseum. 10.5,
British Movietonews. 10.15, A Darts Match :
B.B.C. v. Press Club. 10.30, News.
SATURDAY, 'JANUARY 14th.
3, C. H. Middleton. 3.10, Cartoon Film.

3.15, Punch and Judy, by Hector P. Seager.
3.20, British Movietonews. 3.30, " Schubert
Night," with Harold Child as Franz Schubert.

9.25-10.25, " Hansel and Gretel."

MONDAY, JANUARY 16th.

The reactances of L and C respectively are

XL = col. and Xc = -- (where (.0=-274).
GiC

Then if r (the resistance of the coil) is neglected, the inductive reactance in series with
ra that is equivalent to XL and r in parallel
with it is
re:2XL

ra2

XL2

If ra is small compared with XL, this
simplifies to approximately

ra2
XL.

--

Similarly

the .equivalent series reactance of the condenser is approximately-X`

When the bridge is balanced, the total

reactance is zero, i.e., approximately

For the benefit of any who are not
happy about composition elements in
measuring apparatus, or who (with more
reason) wish to take advantage of the ex -

3, Henry Hall and his Orchestra. 3.30, " 0

9, Behe Daniels and Ben I.yon. 9.15, " Middle
Class Murder," a play adapted from a novel by
Bruce Hamilton. 10.45, News.
SUNDAY, JANUARY 15th.
3, 0.13. from Watford junction, L.M.S. Railway.
3.35, " La Mari, "-dances of all races.
8.50, News. 9.5, Talk. 9.20, Cartoon Film.

tioned. One solution of the difficulty is to

use a suitable type of non-metallic potentiometer element. A 50o -ohm type " P "
linear carbon potentiometer made by the
Morgan Crucible Co., Ltd. (Battersea
Church Road, London, S.W.II) has been
found to be satisfactory for this purpose,
as the resistance alters to a negligible extent with small angular movements of the
control. Carbon elements are, of course,
not so stable in value as wire -wound, and
vary with temperature ; but unless heavy

THURSDAY, JANUARY iith.
3, 8th edition. of " Re -View," songs and scenes
from bygone shows. 3.30, 207th edition of
Picture Page.
9, ".Western Cabaret:" 9.45, 208th edition -of
Picture Page. 10.15, News. FR WAY, JANUARY 13th.

ra2
XL
2

XL = (r e ) Xc

=

rb2

Xc

3-4.30, " Square Pegs," a comedy by Lionel
Brown.

9, Guest Night -4.

9.30, Gaumont-British
9.40, Chopin Recital by Niedzielski.
9.50, Cartoon Film. 9.55, Demonstration of
News.

10.10, News.
TUESDAY, JANUARY i7th.
3, Cabaret. 3.40, Gaumont-British News. 3.50,
Catch -as -Catch -Can Wrestling.

Talk. by Reginald Arkell.
9, Speaking Personally-La urencc Housman.

9.10, British Movietonews.

the Boat Deck," by J.

9.20, " Bees on

B. Priestley.

News.

10.20,

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 18th.

3, Friends from the ZOo, presented by David
Seth -Smith. 3.15, British Movietonews. 3.25,
Cartoon Film. 3.30, " La Chauve-Souris "
in selections from their repertoire.
9, Bridge Demonstration, by winners.- of the
Portland Club Cup. 9.10, Friends from the
Zoo.

9.25, Cartoon- Film.

9:30, " Re -View "
10, Gaumont10.10, Segovia, guitar. 10.20,

-(as on Thursday at 3 p.m.).
British News.
News.
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utput Transformers
The DC resistance
the windings

of

of

the

THE EFFECT OF RESISTANCE

smaller transformer is

twice as high as that
of the larger.

By N. PARTRIDGE, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
AS the author points out, the classical
formula commonly used in calcu-

..

lating the matching of a loud speaker
at best an
effect of
resistance in the matching transformer
to

an output

always been a favourite
topic for discussion, especially amongst those who

to appreciable errors.

quality reproduction. General knowledge on this subject can be
summed up under two headings:level,

is

is not taken into account, may lead

have an inclination towards high -

(a) The response must be

valve

approximation, and as the

THE output transformer has

or

nearly so, over the audible range of fr,;quencies. This is attained by an ade-

quate primary inductance and a mini-

mum leakage inductance.

(b) The turns ratio must be adjusted
to suit any particular case, and can be
calculated from the formula :Turns Ratio=
/ Optimum Load of Output Stage
- .(i)
Speaker (or Load) Impedence
To the majority of readers it will come
as a mild shock to learn that a component
in which the above conditions have been

rigidly maintained can still be very inefficient, and that it may mis-match the
output stage to a considerable extent.
The formula (I) for determining the
ratio has been used so often an& for so
many years that one has ceased to bother
The tendency is to
about its origin.
accept it as a mathematically exact statement whereas it is only an approximation,
and a very rough one at that. To clarify

the issue it will be necessary to go back
to the beginning of transformer theory.
It can be proved that in the case of a

inductance and zero iron and copper
losses the ratio of the primary and
secondary voltages will be equal to the
This relationship is exact,
turns ratio.
and can be relied upon to any number of
significant figures.

Since the hypothetical transformer has
no losses the input power will be equal to
the output power. It is therefore possible

to deduce that :Turns Ratio=

/ Apparent Impedance of Primary
Impedance Connected to Secondary
This statement is
again a precise one
since no approximations have been
made so far.
However, a per f ect transformer
does not exist, and

operating would not distinguish between
the arrangements of Fig. (a) and
Fig. i (b), where the anode load is a
simple impedance of ZsT2 ohms.

Fig. 2 (a) shows a modified diagram in

which the resistances of the windings
The external
have been included.

secondary load has been called Zs as
before, while ZP represents the primary

impedance as measured across the primary
terminals.
The corrected impedance in the

secondary circuit is Zs +Rs, and the reflection of this in the primary will be
(Zs +Rs)T2. But we have RP between
the primary terminals in addition to the
reflected load, and hence the actual impedance presented to the valve circuit
will be :
ZP= (Zs + Rs)T= + RP.

=ZsT' +Rsr + RP.

=ZsT2 -F (RP+ RsT2) .... (2)
The algebra is not very profound, but it
serves to show how ZP can be split up into

losses must occur in
the process of trans-

ferring power from
primary to secondary. The resistance
Fig.

2.-Illustrating

a practical case ;
Fig. 1 has been modi-

fied by the inclusion

of the inherent re-

sistance of the transformer windings in
the circuit.

Zs
(SECONDARY
LOAD)

of the windings is responsible for a large
proportion of these losses in the average

output transformer, and a -study of its
effect in practice is not without interest.

Equivalent Circuits
Consider the diagram of Fig. I (a). Let

(a)

( b)

the ratio of the turns on the primary of
the transformer to the turns on the

secondary be T, and let a load of Zs
Fig. 1.-Output circuit with a perfect trans-

former : diagram (b) represents the equivalent
circuit.

theoretically perfect transformer with an
infinite primary inductance, zero leakage

ohms be connected to the secondary. If
the transformer were perfect the secondary
load would be reflected in the primary,
increased or diminished in proportion to
the square of the turns ratio. The valve
in the anode of which the transformer is

two parts as illustrated in Fig. 2 (b). One
part is the reflected load one would expect
from a perfect transformer (ZsP), and the
other is the correction made necessary by
the resistance of the windings (RsT2 + RP).
The practical importance of this correction
will depend entirely upon its magnitude
compared with that of the uncorrected version. Before giving typical examples the

theory can usefully be taken a stage
further.
Rearranging formula (2) it can be shown

that:--

RP
(3)
zs + Rs
This means that in order to obtain a re T

/2:p -

Wtsilsoo
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Output Transformers-

Ferranti LP4 as the valve (AC resistance
=98o ohms) we cbtain :-

Zs=2'500-400
x 12 380=1,72o ohms.
12

fleeted load of ZP between the primary ter-

minals of an output transformer when a
load of Zs is connected to the secondary,
the turns ratio must be calculated by (3)
and not by (1) if account is to be taken of

If a speaker of 1,720 ohms impedance is
used so that the valve functions under the
optimum condition the efficiency will be

resistance losses.

Efficiency =

ZD =

1,720 x I2
- 69%.
1,720 x 12+ (380 + 400 x I-)

T2

pedance when the

increased to 1,760 ohms, and, as has been
shown, the correct speaker impedance is
reduced to 1,72o ohms.
The ratio of
damping resistance to nominal impedance
is approximately unity, or about 21- times
greater than formula (r) suggests. Damping will evidently be less efficient and
resonances more noticeable.

valve optimum load
ratio
(ZP) turns

(T) and the resistance of the wind-

H1'+

ings are known.
Turning again to
Fig.

2 (b),

if

assume Zs to

we

It seems that resistance in an output

LOUD
SPEAKER

transformer is undesirable on all counts,
and that it should be kept as low as possible relative to the nominal impedances

be

purely resistive and
ignore iron losses, it

of the windings. Failing this inefficiency
results, a correction must be made to the
ratio as ordinarily calculated, and speaker
damping is materially reduced.
A lower resistance means heavier gauge

is easy to see what
proportion of t h e
Fig. 3.-The typical
output stage of (a)

has been rearranged
in (b) for more con-

wire with greater bulk and higher cost.

(b)

(a)

venient consideration

In connection with this the accompanying
photograph is instructive. The two transformers illustrated are electrically identical
in all respects except the resistance of the
windings. The larger one is one-half of
the resistance of the smaller one. The

of speaker damping.

output from the valve actually reaches the
load (Zs). The efficiency expressed as a

percentage will be :ZsT2
o'/° ......(5)
Efficiency_ZsT2+
(RP + RsT2)
Two examples will now be examined.
The first a straight output transformer as
shown in Figs. I (a) and 2 (a), and the
second a push-pull type. It is to be expected that the former will prove inferior
to the latter because the polarising current
necessitates an air gap in the magnetic circuit which in turn will require more turns
and consequently higher resistance to
restore the inductance.
Example 1. The following figures have

than turn to the now classic design published in The Wireless World of September
Data as follows : -Ratio
8th, 1933.
25.8: I (for 15 -ohm speaker), resistance
of primary (by calculation) 48o ohms, resistance of secondary (by calculation) 0.83

Proceeding as before, the matching is

gineer's Design Manual, by H. E.
Blakey, D.Sc. Pp. i42+viii. Pub-

impedance is found to be 11,000 ohms.
The valves are therefore mismatched by

Ringsway, London, W.C.2.

that :-

+ 38o)

3,280 ohms.
Thus instead of the valve operating with

of

io,000 ohms

calculating the resistance values are given
for

So far the transformer has been con-

transformers.

Fig. 3 (a) shows a typical output stage

Using the figures given in the first
numerical example above and taking the

Audio -frequency sources are

types of beat -frequency oscillators. Radio frequency oscillators then come under consideration and are followed by a short section
on valve voltmeters. Valve -testing, bridges

To determine the

ally, a process too complicated for the present

constant -

described and circuits are given of many

which is seen arranged in more convenient

(6)

for

RF attenuators are treated.
Further chapters deal similarly with airand iron -core inductances, condensers and

the resonances. This aspect has received
attention recently in connection with
negative feed -back.

ance :ZD- ZVT2+RP + Rs

and

of attenuation and impedance are given.

it, absorbing power and hence damping

Throughout these examples the speaker impedance has been treated as a pure resistance.
Strictly, it should be represented by a complex

potentiometers

impedance attenuators of the 7 and T types
and the balanced 7.- and T types, as well as
the lattice kind.
In addition to formulre,
tables of resistance values for various degrees

sidered only as supplying power from the
valve to the speaker. But very often the
reverse process occurs. When a speaker
resonates the valve acts as a, shunt across

damping resistance ZD across the speaker
it is necessary to calculate first the reflected value of Zv + RP, Zv being in this
case the AC resistance of the valve (not its
optimum load), and to add to this the resistance of the transformer secondary Rs
which is in series with the reflected imped-

purpose.

tion methods, and the necessary formula: for

a speaker of this value the efficiency

form in Fig. 3 (b).

Price 155.

THIS is essentially a reference book and
consists largely of tables and formulx.
It opens with a section dealing with attenua-

The correct speaker impedance required

to give an anode load

a load of 2,50o ohms, as would ordinarily
be assumed, its actual load is 3,28o ohms.
The valve is mis-matched by 31 per cent.
Applying formula (4) we can calculate
what speaker impedance should be used
with this particular transformer to give the
correct load of 2,500 ohms.
quantity and the calculations performed vectori-

lished by Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons,
Ltd., Pitman House, Parker Street,

10.3%.

would be 90%.

optimum load of 2,50o ohms.
From the usual formula (I) it would be
expected that a speaker of 2,50o ohms impedance would give the correct optimum
load of 2,500 since the ratio is unity. But
applying the corrected formula (2) we find

The Radio and Telecommunications En-

correct if resistance is disregarded. Substituting in equation (2) the actual primary

would be (from (4) ) 13.5 ohms, and using

mended for use with a valve having an

tively.

to -anode.

the better class component manufacturers.
Ratio I I, primary resistance 380 ohms,
secondary resistance 400 ohms, recom:

relative weights and costs are approximately in the proportion of 2: 1 respec-

ohm, optimum load io,000 ohms anode -

been taken from the catalogue of one of

1ZP=2,500 x 1= + (400 x

+ 400 = I , 7600h111S.

2,500 ohms, and therefore shunted by
0.39 of its nominal impedance.
In the
practical case the damping resistance is

To illustrate how these
figures work out in the most favourable
circumstances, one could not do better
Example 2.

which gives the correct secondary load im-

12

Had the transformer been without resistance the AC impedance of the valve (980
ohms) would have been reflected directly
across the speaker which would have been

(from (5)) :-

Another useful form in which the equation (2) can be written is :Zs= ZP- RP Rs
(4)

980 + 38o

and factory test gear are included.
A surprising omission is arty reference to
the calculation of the coil inductance and
padding condenser for the oscillator circuit
of the superheterodyne, especially as the
calculation of the plate shape for the special
" superheterodyne type " gang condenser is
dealt with.

In dealing with transformers, one or two
errors occur in the formula?. In equation
(84) to-' should be 10-S and equation (86)

should be multiplied by io' to obtain the
_

correct answer.

W. T. C.
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The Amateur Transmitting
Part IL-CONSTRUCTION AND
ADJUSTMENT OF THE

a ion

CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR
AVING

discussed the

By H. B. DENT (G2110

require-

ments of the crystal oscillator
and now reached a decision regarding the actual circuit that will

be used, the next step is to put" these
ideas into practical form. First we have
to find a suitable, valve.

The circuit arrangement of Fig. 3 in
Part I is generally known as the Tritet,
and, 'as will be seen, makes use of a pentode valve. If it is to be used with the
anode circuit always tuned to a, harrnenic

of the crystal, any ordinary AF, output
pentode could be employed, and, provided
the screen voltage is kept down to abOut

150 volts or so, and an eye, kept on the

'

flash lamp in series with the crystal when
adjusting the cathode circuit, this type of
valve is quite satisfactory as a low -power
master oscillator.

owing to the rather high anode/grid

capacity of such valves special care has
to be taken when the stage is operated
with the anode circuit tuned to the fundamental frequency of the crystal, as the

power in the grid circuit which is fed back

via the anode/grid capacity of the valve

may prove more than the crystal will

handle with safety.
In a crystal oscillator that is to be used

for fundamental as well as for harmonic
operation, a valve with a low anode/ grid
capacity is preferable, but this need not
be quite so small as in an RF pentode,
and, provided it does not exceed about

N the previous instalment the
design of a crystal oscillator for
controlling transmitter frequency
was discussed. The present article
describes the construction of the unit
and gives detailed instructions for
adjusting it for maximum RF output
on

both fundamental and second
harmonic frequencies.

low -power transmitter and modulated for
telephony transmissions applied to the suppressor grid. -Quite a small modulator
valve would thus serve for this purpose.
In the crystal oscillator this grid is joined

to the earth line and not to the cathode.

The circuit finally chosen for the crystal
oscillator illustrated here is in all its essen-

tials the same as Fig. 3 previously mentioned, the only difference. being that two
o.i-mfd. mica condensers are joined from
the heater pins on the valve -holder to the
earth line, while plug and socket connec-

tions are employed for the cathode coil
assembly. With these modifications the
circuit takes the form of Fig. 4.
Fig.

valve has a top grid
connection, and is,
in fact, designed for

q.. ---Theoretical

circuit diagram, with
component values of
the crystal oscillator

use in RF circuits
of this and similar
kinds.. It has a four -

unit.

volt heater, a standard

7 -pin

base,

and the base con-

nections c on f orm
with those of an RF
pentode, not an AF
pentode, which fact

must be borne in

mind when wiring
up the v alv e holder. Another interesting fact is that
the suppressor grid
mmfd., there will be no danger .of overloading the crystal. A valve which has
been found very satisfactory for this purpose is

the Tungsram APP4g.

This

is brought out to a
base pin, and not internally connected to
the cathode, as in the ordinary AF pentode.

The adVantage of this is that the valve
could be used as the final amplifier in a

The oscillator could be built on either a
metal or wooden chassis, the choice:being

left to the constructor. The writer has
found wooden chassis generally more con-

venient, though less attractive in appearance, for experimental apparatus, as they
are not only easier to make but changes
in the position of components and additions.are more quickly effected. When it
comes to building a transmitter that is not

likely to require any alteration, then a
metal chassis can be used. So far as the
writer's station is concerned this condition

seems no nearer realisation than it was
eighteen years ago, but that is possibly
beside the point.

With regard to Fig. 4, it will be seen
that the lamp, hitherto shown in series with

the crystal, has been omitted, as with the
Tungsram APP4g valve the power in the
grid circuit under the condition of operation shown never reached a value likely to
proVe harmful to the crystal.
This unit can be assembled on a chassis

WIT@Imp
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measuring oin. x yin. x rein. deep without
crowding of the components. All the resistances and small fixed condensers are
accommodated below the chassis, with the
exception of R t, which was more conveniently mounted on top.
As its construction is perfectly simple
and straightforward, a detailed description
is unnecessary, but a little space might be
given to the cathode coil assembly, L2, C5
of Fig. 4, and the coil Li for fundamental
and harmonic operation, also a few words
regarding the crystal.

Crystal Frequency
So far as the crystal is concerned, a

specimen ground for the 40 -metre band
is employed, its actual frequency being
7.12 Mc/ s. Crystals for transmitters can
obtained either totally enclosed or
mounted in an open -type holder. The former is to be preferred, and, although the
totally enclosed holder costs a few shillings
more than the open type, the extra expense
is fully justified by the better condition in
which the crystal is kept.
be

The choice of the crystal frequency is
rather important, for, although the ama-
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Whitt

minated at the former but threaded
through holes and brought out for connection to a small sub -base.. This gives a coil
of about 2.3 microhenrys inductance.
The sub -base consists of a strip of Trolilong x sin. wide x
thick, on.
tul
which are mounted two Clix sin. diameter
coil pins. The sob -base is fixed to the

Paxolin former by short lengths
of 6BA screwed rod. A mica
dielectric condenser of
mmfds. is included in
,

of the crystal, the screen current will then

be found actually to exceed the anode
current.
This condition will not necessarily give
the greatest RF output, and often the

lator shows signs of instability, for if
load, such as an absorption wavemeter or
a loop with a lamp in series, is coupled to
rre

roc)

the
assembly and is soldered across
the two ends of the coil just

above where they join to the

A strip of Trolitul of the same

size used for the coil was employed for the base. This has
two Clix sockets to fit the pins.
The shorting plug to replace the
coil assembly when a 40 -metre
output is required can be made
up from another piece of Troll tul

with two pins joined together
by a length of wire.

Eddystone DLy plug-in coil
formers with the ribs threaded
14 t.p.i., this being the standard
threading, were used for the 7 -

teur wavebands are even multiples of each
other, they are not all of the same width.
Thns, it would be possible for a crystal to

and 14 -Mc /s anode coils.

waveband but with some of its even har-

monics falling outside the edges of the

would probably- answer just as
well and will be easier to wind

higher frequency bands.
So far as the 7-Mc/s band is concerned,
if we decide on a frequency somewhere be7
tween 7,02o and 7,150 kc/s, we may rest
assured that all the even harmonics will fall
well within the amateur bands with the exception of the five -metre one, for it appears

ance of 8 microhenrys.
The 1.4-INIc/s coil is wound on a similar
former, its inductance being 3 micro -

Li, C3, the extra capacity thrown across

turns of No. 18 or No. 20 SWG enamelled

The best adjustment is when Li, C3 is
tuned to a slightly higher frequency and
with the anode circuit passing between 12
and 15 mA, the screen circuit meter read-

have its funamental frequency in one

that new licences now permit the use of
58.5 to 6o Mc / s only. A 7-Mc/s crystal
with a harmonic in this ultra -short waveband would need to have a frequency between 7.31 and 7.5 Mc/s and this is outside

For the former 17 turns of
i8 SWG enamelled wire
were used, but No. 20 SWG
No.

Close-up of the plug-in cathode coil -condenser assembly,
comprising L2 and C.

and thread through the base
pins.

This coil has an induct-

henrys, and the winding consists of ten

The turn spacing is, of course, 14
t.p.i. in both cases.
Terminals are included in both the
screen grid and anode circuit HT supply
leads so that the currents flowing in these
wire.

circuits may be

measured and the
performance of the
oscillator

7711marraftil.

checked

from time to time.
Of course, sockets
or jacks, according
to one's particular
preference,

could

the circuit by the proximity of the external
circuit will cause the valve to stop oscillating.

ing between 8 and y mA. This, of course,

with no power taken from the anode
circuit.

Now, when power is taken from the
anode circuit, there will be an increase in
the anode current, and a few experiments
will show that this increase depends on the
amount of RF energy extracted from the
anode circuit. If an absorption wavemeter
be used, various degrees of loading can
be effected by tightening and loosening the
coupling, and it will be instructive to notice

Underside

views

of

the crystal oscillator

unit ; all resistors and
fixed condensers are
mounted below the
baseboard.

the limits of the 7 -Mc /s amateur allotment.

The plug-in cathode coil unit L2, C5
(Fig. 4), consists of a Paxolin former zin.
long and ;in. in diameter, having 13 turns
of No. 20 SWG enamelled wire, spaced to
occupy a length of one inch, this spacing
being equal to the diameter of the wire.
The turns are held in position by a spot of
Duofix under each turn .as the winding is
put on. The ends of the coil are not ter-

be employed just as well for this purpose.
With L2, C5 removed and the shorting

bar in its place, and the 40 -metre coil
plugged into Li position, the anode current of the valve when not oscillating is
about 30 mA. Its screen current is 4 to
5 mA. When oscillation starts, the anode
current falls to 12 mA, and it can ,be reduced to a very few milliamps, if Li, C3
is tuned exactly to the resonant frequency

the effect these changes have on both the
anode and screen currents.
The current circulating in the external
load circuit will be more than an ordinary
flash lamp will stand, so that when maximum loading tests are being carried out, a

larger lamp, such as a 3 -watt car bulb,
should be used.
Having found all one needs to know for
the time being with the 40 -metre coil in Li
position, the tests can be repeated with the
valve functioning as an oscillator -doubler.
The cathode coil unit is inserted and the
20 -metre coil fitted in the anode circuit.
It will now be found that the screen and
anode currents have changed slightly in
value, the anode current having increased
to about 17 mA, while the screen current

Wfiirdsom
Woutcl
Parts fur the
Crystal Unit
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has fallen to between 5 and 6 mA. These
are only approximate values, as they will
vary slightly with different valves.
Another point that will be noticed is that
the RF output is not appreciably less on
20 metres than it was on 4o metres, showing that this circuit is a particularly efficient one for second harmonic generation.

Now, with a lamp in the wavemeter
capable of handling the full RF output,
the coupling should be progressively
tightened while the lamp brilliancy is being
observed. It will be seen that up to a cer-

tain point the brilliancy increases with

coupling, but beyond this point it begins

to decrease, and if the coupling can be
made tight enough the valve will stop
oscillating.

There is, therefore, an optimum coupling for maximum RF output, a fact that
should be borne in mind when later
coupling the oscillator to the power amplifier or any intermediate stages that may be
used.

These tests will prove very instructive
and enable a thorough understanding of
the operation and adjustment of this part
of the equipment to be obtained. Thus,
the beginner should not be in too great a
hurry to get the transmitter into action,
for the time devoted to these early experiments will be well repaid in the end, as it
will result in a high standard of efficiency
in the finished transmitter.
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scopes a vastly greater amount of magnifica-

tion than lenses can produce, by using

I 7 -pin chassis valveholder
Eddystone No. 1075
4 -pin baseboard valveholder
Eddystone No. 949
x Variable condenser 4o m-mfds, C3
Eddystone No. 1129 or
Premier Tro 4.oT.
I Insulated adjustable condenser bracket
Eddystone No. 1007
2 Four -pin I2in. diameter 8 -ribbed formers,
threaded 14 t,p.i
Eddystone No. 936

5 0.01 mfd. fixed mica condensers, CI, C2,
C4, C6, C7
Dubilier Type 691W or
T.C.C. Type M

5,000 ohms resistance, r watt, R2
50,000 ohms resistance, I watt. R I
150, ohms resistance, I watt, R3
Erie, Dubilier or Bulgin
0.0001 mfd. fixed mica condenser, C5

Dubilier Type 69oW or
T.C.C. Type M

Quartz crystal and holder, enclosed type

Quartz Crystal Co.
I Extension spindle
x Knob
I Chassis (lin. plywood) 6 x 9x Itin.
4 Insulated terminals Belling Lee Type " B"
Four-way connector
Bryce
I Length PaXoline tube 2in. longx in. outside
diameter

Valve top connector
2 }in. inside diameter sockets
4 tin. resilient pins, ends screwed 6BA
z Pieces of Trolitul 21><-1 x

Clix
Clix
Clix

Premier

Small quantity No. 18 SWG En.. No. 20
SWG En., No. 16 SWG tinned copper

wire, screws and insulated sleeving
APP4g valve
Tungsram

Random Radiations
Ingenious
AN American set that I have recently

By "DIALLIST"

which I don't remember seeing before. It
is a communication receiver and it must,
therefore, be designed for use in all emergencies. Should the AC mains supply give
out it can be worked from stand-by batteries
in a very simple way. The cable normally
connecting the power pack to the receiver
proper is removed, and in its place a second
eight -way colour -coded cable is attached.
The set can now be, operated direct from a
6 -volt LT accumulator and either a primary
or a secondary high-tension battery of 27o
volts. This strikes me as an idea that might
very well be adopted by other firms which
make sets with separate power units. It is
always.useful to know that batteries can be
pressed into service if mains supplies give

results rust be a large, elaborate and ex:

tested contains a useful arrangement

out-or if you want to work the set, in a
place where there is no source of AC.

pensive affair. It is, of course, possible that
some much simpler method will be evolved,

but at present this kind of recorder is certainly not suitable fOr becoming part of the

domestic equipment. I have an idea that
there's another snag, too ; I am not sure that

you can legally record any of the B.B.C.'s

programmes, at any rate for subsequent
reproduction.

Hearing is Believing
Many of us, though, have probably used

recordings of some kind to convince sceptical

friends that we have really accomplished
the marvellous feats that we recounted in
the days when wireless was young. I can
remember being flatly disbelieved when I
told friends long before the days of shoti=.

"

WHAT a pity it' is," writes a South
Elmsall reader, " that the steel -tape

method of recording cannot be made a

cheap, commercial proposition. Think Of
the advantages of being able to record automatically by means of a time switch a programme to which you weren't able to listen
direct. You could then play it over at your
leisure at another convenient hour. There

may, of course," he adds, " be snags of
which I'm not aware." I am afraid that

there are, for any kind of steel -tape recording apparatus capable of giving worth -while

thing has been done by Dr. Zworykin, whose

name is familiar to all who follow the pro-

gress of radio. As yet I've had no technical

details, but the newspaper reports say that
at a recent demonstration by two scientists

minute objects such as certain of the
smallest microbes were shown magnified to

a degree far beyond anything that the most
powerful microscope can accomplish. It is

stated that a single atom was shown as a
circular patch about an inch in diameter,
but I find it difficult to believe that can
have been just one atom-it may have been

one of the larger molecules. One infers front
the report that a cathode-ray tube was used
and that the images were projected on to its
fluorescent screen just as they are in a tele-

Dr. Zworykin is said to have stated
his belief that he had not yet approached
visor.

the possible limits of magnification and that
there was no saying how far the human eye
might not be enabled to probe by electronic
methods into the world of almost infinitesimally minute things that has hitherto been
beyond its ken.

What They Do for Us
VACUUM tubes are already doing astonish-

ing things for us in ordinary life and in
industry. The work that they do in the

industrial field is very little known except
by specialists responsible for developments
in that direction. Would you have believed,
for instance, that the photo -cell and the
valve amplifier play an important part in the
high-speed manufacture of paper bags?

Into the bag -making machine is fed a roll
of paper already printed at the right intervals with the lettering that is to appear on
the bag. The machine folds the paper into
a tube, cuts off the length needed for each
bag and snips, folds and pastes in the ends.
One big difficulty in the past was to make
the cutters work always at the right instant.

The paper, you see, might stretch or
"creep," with the result :that. after a bit

bags began to be turned out with the lettering all astray. The problem was solved by
printing a spot at exactly the place where
the cut should be made. The light focused
on to a photo -cell is intercepted by the spot

and down come the cutters. They can't
operate unless the paper is just in the right
position.

Other Jobs, Too !
Sorting dried beans at almost incredible

speeds, testing fixed resistors and condensers
in the factory and rejecting those which are

couldn't induce them to come and hear for

either above or below the tolerance limits,
controlling the machines which wind the
finest wire on to reels at a speed of nearly
a mile a minute, regulating the temperature
and the humidity of factories, grading cigars
according to their colour, bringing huge
crucibles of molten metal to rest within a

help of these was able to re-establish my

exactly than any human eye can do the job

wave, broadcasting that I'd heard speech and

Steel Tapes at Home

electron tubes and valve 'amplifiers. And
now comes the news from America that the

music from the United States on my reAs the thing could then be done
only in the chilly winter small hours, one

ceiver.

themselves. In self-defence I made some
recordings with the dictaphone, and with the

fraction of an inch of the proper spot for
pouring, and matching colours far more

reputation for veracity.

are just a few of the tasks that the valve,

The Electron Microscope

does for us. Little did Crookes, Fleming,
de ForeSt and others concerned with the
early history, of the vacuum tube and, the
valve realise what their discoveries were
going to give to humanity in the years to

VEARS ago I remember hearing an enthusiastic radio man prophesy that one day
we should obtain from telescopes and micro -

with or without the photo -cell to aid it, -now

come.
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AN INSTRUMENT FOR
GIVING AUTOMATIC INDICATION
OF FREQUENCY DRIFT

BY THE RESEARCH DEPT., McMICHAEL RADIO LTD.

TO maintain a high degree of tuned
circuit stability has long been

FTER frequency stability in a
receiver has been achieved by
suitable design, it is still necessary to
see that models as they leave the
production line maintain the required
standard.
Time tests over long
periods can be made without constant

a desirable aim, and much development work has been ex-

With the
pended in this direction.
introduction of push-button receivers,
and especially those incorporating signal seeking circuits, this aim is no longer
desirable but essential.

Once the operation of setting up the
receiver to a given frequency has been
concluded, that frequency must be held
to within a few hundred cycles, irrespective of temperature or humidity
variation. Even the normal " warming -

up " drift must be controlled to within
these limits. Apart from the variations
that could take place due to mechanical
shock or vibration, temperature is the
controlling factor of frequency drift.
Under normal conditions, and pro-

vided reasonable care is taken with the
disposition of the essential components,

the variation of inductance with temperature is only of importance to designers of
precision high -frequency measuring apparatus. The problem that confronts
the designing of a commercial radio

receiver is the change of capacity with
temperature.
A recent article 1 described certain of

these changes in detail. It also referred
to the method generally adopted for
measuring the oscillator frequency drift
on a complete receiver, namely, to beat
1

" Temperature and Humidity," by A. W.
ott, The Wireless World, September 29th, 193.S.

attention by means of

the

simple

piece of apparatus described in this

the input signal necessary to correct for
variations in the output voltage
Alternatively, the " top " of the response
the

plotted against the time cycle.

curve could be plotted at given intervals
of time. This latter method is extremely

tedious, as anyone who has plotted response .curves will agree, and unless
extreme care is taken, repeat curves under
identical conditions can show more varia-

tion than can be produced by the most
wayward condenser.

article.

A further method is to disconnect the
trimming condensers from their respective

the

output of the receiver oscillator

against the fundamental or harmonic of
a

crystal oscillator and

measure the

change in the beat frequency that takes
place as the receiver warms up.

To be of any real value these results
must he noted over a time cycle of at

least four hours, preferably longer, and a

number of such runs must be made in
order to obtain the mean.
The measurement of " drift " in the
intermediate frequency circuits of the

receiver is not quite such a straightforward matter. It is well known that
change in the tuning capacity of these
circuits results in an asymmetric response
curve or, if a signal of known frequency
stability is injected, in a variation of the
output voltage.

To measure this change, therefore, a
signal of known stability must be injected, and the change in frequency of

inductances, and, as the receiver warms
up, to measure the change of capacity
in situ. Knowing the percentage change
of capacity, the change in the intermediate frequency circuits can then be
predicted.
All these methods are extremely tedious

and entail many weeks of labour. Nevertheless, this work must be carried out if
the completed receiver is to function

satisfactorily in service.
The problem becomes really terrifying
(to the engineer allocated to the job)
when it is realised that these checks must
also be carried out on a certain percentage

of the production models, in order to

ensure that the degree of stability originally determined is being held. It was the
vision of the laboratory gradually being
submerged under an ever-increasing
number of receivcrs awaiting test that led
to the development of " The Monitor."

I I:

fi

t *.

Four " monitors " in action in the laboratory. The panels are let into the front of the bench immediately behind the observer and each is fitted
with a pilot light. On the right is the signal generator with stabilised power supply and wavemeter for checking kilocycles off tune.
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The "Monitor "It was decided that some method must

the load resistance can be stepped up by

be devised whereby a complete receiver
could be switched on for the given time
cycle, and that if during that period the
frequency drift of either the oscillator or

value, ioo volts or more. To prevent any

increasing the ratio of the input transformer, and may rise to quite a ,high

the intermediate circuits increased beyond
permissible limits, some automatic indication should be given.
The most promising line of attack
seemed to be to make use of the variation

signal has increased or decreased in ampli-

tude; the valve impedance is changed,
and so by upsetting the balance of the
" bridge " operates the relay.
It will be seen
that this device
is

dependent

on

the amplitude of the

change from

the

steady state and not
the ratio of
change. The sension

in output that results from " drift," and
the circuit shown in Fig. i was finally
developed. The operation of this circuit
is not immediately obvious, and it has,

tivity can be varied
by changing the ratio

of the input transformer or by con-

therefore, been divided into two essential

parts and redrawn in Figs. 2 and 3.

trolling the amplitude of the input

Dealing first with Fig. 2, it will be seen
from this that V2 is used ina bridge circuit,
with the anode load and the potentiometer

signal. For example,

across the HT supply, as the remaining
arms, the relay taking the place of the

which varied in am-

an input of io volts
plitude to 9.4 volts

more usual galvanometer.

Bridge Stability

voltage is negative with respect to the

cathode, and is applied to the grid via
the high resistance potentiometer, R3.

elements of
the
balanced circuit.

possibility of heater -cathode insulation
troubles the diode has therefore been

inverted and the cathode earthed.
As will be seen from Fig. i, the voltage
developed across the load resistance of

impedance is varied, an out -of -balance
current flows through the relay and causes

and is positive with respect to the cathode
of V2. This voltage, therefore, tends to
" back off " the negative voltage applied
by R3.

In order that no unstable

operation should take place,

the HT

potentiometer, formed by R4, R5, R6,
was arranged to carry a current drain of
some 48 mA. (The total HT current is
52 mA.). It is, therefore, entirely independent of any anode current variations
of Vz.

Referring to Fig. 3, it will be seen that
an audio -frequency input applied across
the primary or the transformer is fed via
the secondary to the diode rectifier, VI,
the rectified signal appearing across the
load resistance, Rz. The voltage across

of

ing essential

the diode is also fed to the grid of Vz,

it to operate.

2.-Schematic

second stage show-

Under the conditions of balance the relay

is inoperative, but so soon as the valve

transformer,

arrangement

pedance. The obvious method of varying

the valve impedance is to vary the initial
potential on its grid, and use is made of
the volts developed across R6.
This

by a

Fig.

The resistance arms of the bridge are
fixed in value, and so balance can only
be obtained by adjusting the valve im-

fo:r

could,

input

produce a change in the rectified output
of from roo volts to 94 volts.
If this same voltage were attenuated by
6 db., the rectified output would change
from 5o volts to 47 volts. Assuming that
a change of 6 volts on the grid of Vz was

required to operate the relay, then for

In order to prevent any possibility of
large positive voltages being developed
On the grid of V2, a high resistance, RI,
is connected in series, thus acting as a
grid current limiter.,

We have, therefore a circuit, such that
an AF voltage applied to the primary of
the input transformer produces a positive
voltage on the grid of the balanced valve.

This positive voltage can be " backed
off " by the application of negative volts

until the valve impedance is such that

the bridge balances. So long as the input
voltage remains constant, the balance
remains undisturbed.
+410 V
Immediately the
input voltage varies,
the voltage across
the grid -cathode of`
V2 becomes either
less

or more nega-

tive, dependent upon
whether the input
Fig.

z.-Complete

circuit diagram of
" The
Monitor."
The
values
are
chosen to suit a

Mazda V914 in the
first

stage and a
Mazda AC/HL in the
second.
A relay
MT

having a resistance
of z,000 ohms and
operating on 3 mA.
is suitable.

Fig. 3.-In the rectifier stage the diode

is

inverted to relieve the heater -cathode insulation of the high input voltage.

this new condition a change in the input

of from ro volts to 8.8 volts would be
required.

In practice, a signal at the intermediate
frequency, modulated at 40o cycles, is
injected into the frequency -changer grid.

The output from the receiver is picked
up from the low impedance external loud
speaker sockets and fed to the primary of
the input transformer.
The volume control of the receiver and
the bias potentiometer of the control tube
are then adjusted so that the relay operates when the intermediate frequency
drifts beyond the permissible limits, the
setting of these two controls being readily
checked by de -tuning the input signal the
desired number of cycles off resonance.

With frequency drift of a very small
magnitude, or when over -coupled high

WflED@Ls@o
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The "Monitor "fidelity IF circuits are being observed, it

has been found advisable to tune the
input signal on to the side of the resonance

curve, the slope of the curve providing

very large changes in output for very

small increments of frequency. By this
means it is possible to adjust the device
to respond to frequency differences of
Too cycles or so.

Checking Oscillator Drift
Frequency drift of the receiver oscillator is checked by injecting a signal frequency into the frequency changer grid,
and again relying on the variations that
are produced on the rectified intermediate
frequency output voltage, due allowance

being made for the variations that are

produced by the IF circuits alone.
It must be remembered that this equipment was designed primarily for sample
checking production receivers. For more
precise work on oscillator frequency drift,

it would be necessary to feed the intermediate frequency through a separate
amplifier known to be highly stable, in
order that any changes recorded could
quite definitely be said to be due to the
oscillator drift only.

The beauty of this instrument is that
the receiver under test can be switched
on, the instrument set up for the relay
to operate by a deviation from resonance
of a predetermined number of cycles,
and no further attention given to it until
the relay,

operating either a bell or

buzzer, gives notice that the receiver has
drifted beyond the specified limits.
Another use for this instrument is the
checking of receivers suffering from intermittent " fading." This particular fault
is an extremely difficult one to diagnose,
as quite often the receiver has to be run
for some considerable number of hours

before any loss of gain results. This
means that the receiver must be left
running on a programme and constant
attention given to it.
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Quite often it

happens that the fault will develop and

then rectify itself without the service

out when this model was reviewed in The

engineer being aware of the fact.

Wireless World.

purpose, a signal of reasonable stability is

trouble as usual,

When using " The Monitor " for this

Hoping you will be able to spot the
Yours, ever,

injected into the aerial terminals of the
receiver and the sensitivity adjusted, such

that a change in the receiver gain of at
least 3-4 db. is necessary before the relay
operates. As soon as the gain increases
or decreases above these limits, the relay
will operate the warning signal.

The constants that are shown on the
circuit diagram in Fig. i are the values
that were found suitable for the particular

tubes that were used and in order that
standard components available from production

receivers could be employed.
Since the instrument functioned satis-

factorily in this manner, no further work
has been spent on development. There
are, however, several modifications that
immediately suggest themselves, but these
are largely a matter of individual require-

ments and the components that may be
available.

John Frickton.

How did Henry Farrad trace the fault?

Solution on p. 44.

News from the Clubs
Croydon Radio Society
Headquarters:
Croydon.

St. Peter's Hall, Ledbury Road, South

-

Meetings: Tuesdays at 8 p.m.
Hon. Pub. Sec.: Mr. E. L. Cumbers, 14, Campden Road,
South Croydon.

Next Tuesday, January 17th, Mr. F. G. G. Davey,

of E.M.G. nand Slade Gramophones, Ltd., will lecture
on " The Design of a Communication ReCeiver."
The fixture card for the second half of the present

season will be available shortly.

Radio Physical and Television Society
Headquarters: 72s, North End Road, London, \V.14.
Meetings: Fridays at 8.15 p.m.
Hon. Sec.: 51r. C. W. Edmans, 15, Cambridge Road,

North Darrow.
The first meeting. ,of the second half of the season
will he held to -morrow evening (Friday) at 8.15 p.m.,

when Dr. C. G. Lemon will lecture on " Surface Tensitili
and Experiments in Bubble -Blowing."

PROBLEM CORNER -2
Test Your Powers of Deduction
HERE is another of the many letters

received by Henry Farrad from

friends who are in difficulty with
radio problems.
Readers may care to
test their powers of logical deduction by
diagnosing the trouble from the information supplied.
The Hollies,
Sharpley, Herts.

Dear Farrad,
I have been having some trouble with my
set lately. Unless there is a fairly strong
station it sounds quite dead ; weak stations

are either missing altogether or distorted.

And the volume control has become terribly
noisy ; I can hardly touch it without crashes
from the loud speaker. The valve marked
AC2/1'.2n (I don't know which one it is on
the diagram) seems to get hotter than usual
if I have been running it at full volume for
a while. I enclose a circuit diagram I cut

The circuit diagram of John Frickton's receiver.

Robert Blair Radio Society
Headquarters:

Robert Blair L.C.C. School, Blundell

Street, Louden, N.7.

Meetings: Wednesdaya and Thursdays at 8 p.m.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. W. H. C. Jennings, 82, Craven Park
Road, 1.011(1614 N.15.
At the recent social the prethises were packed to

rapacity.

Asa result of the satisfactory finances or

the Society a test bench is under construction mid
cathode-ray apparatus is being acquired. An AA licence
(21/1i) has been granted, and it is hoped eventually
to have a full licence. The membership roc is 113
Per term. Morse -code classes are held.

The Wireless Industry
British

wireless

industry

been
THEaccused of apathy towards thehas
overseas

broadcast receiver market, but such reproaches
clearly do not apply to the G.E.C. Mr. Roy

Moxham, of that firm, has just completed a
round -the -world tour of investigation into radio
reception and market conditions, covering

56,00o miles in nearly a year.
4, 4,- 4, -c>
With regard to the reference in our issue of
December 29th, 1938, to "Cellophane," it
should be made clear that the word is the registered trade mark of British Cellophane, Ltd.,
and not a generic term for transparent cellulose
sheet.
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Big -Screen Television
A SCANNING " SHUTTER"
IN the standard type of television receiver

the

electron

stream

of

a

cathode-ray tube is used to build up

the picture on a fluorescent screen, in

light which is admittedly of a low order
of brilliance. Attempts have, from time
to time, been made to use the electron
stream to better advantage, either by
making it produce a brighter picture, or
one which is not necessarily restricted in

impact which, in turn, is controlled by
the strength of signal applied to the control grid of the cathode-ray tube. The
bimetallic strips are made sufficiently thin

to respond promptly to small differences
in temperature, and to cool down equally
rapidly, within the time allowed by the
framing frequency.

That all manufacturers of television receivers

suppressors on their cars.
Li

of

That dealers he asked to drive home the

the television user realise the importance of
suppression they will talk about it to their
neighbours, and so the campaign will spread.
We would also like the B.B.C. to issue a
rule that all their vans and employees' cars
are suppressed, and then tell the tale on the
air, both from the B.B.C. and in picture form
from Alexandra Palace.

If such a scheme as this was possible, and

depending

we cannot see why not, it is an essential
point of it that where the fitting of car sup-

upon the scanning stream to create the
light by which the picture is seen, it can
be used to control the passage of light
from an arc lamp or other independent
source of high illumination. In this case
the lamp and the viewing screen are both

located outside the cathode-ray tube, so
that they are not restricted by the size of
A recent development on
the latter.
these lines is illustrated in the Figure
(Patent 490981).
A powerful light from an external lamp
is focused by a lens L on to a special form

of " light shutter " S which takes the
place of the usual fluorescent screen inside

the cathode-ray tube. Under the action
of the scanning stream from the gun G of
the tube the " shutter " is periodically
opened and closed to allow the passage of
rays which correspond in intensity and
position to the light values of the original
picture. The emerging light is projected
through a lens Li on to an external viewing screen.

Venetian Blind Principle
The shutter S consists of a series of
" bimetallic " strips which are strung
over insulated spacing -pieces.

As shown

separately, each strip Sr is divided by
transverse slits Sz which, in effect, re-,
semble the prongs of a comb. The prongs
of each comb are bent over at the end and'
slightly overlap the neighbouring comb,
so that the arrangement resembles
Venetian blind or shutter which normally
prevents the passage of any light.
The impact of the scanning stream of
electrons from the gun of the tube serves
to raise the temperature of the bimetallic
shutter S from point to point. The' re-

sulting expansion causes each pfong to
curl

outwards and to pass

a certain

amount of light through to the viewing screen. The amount of light depends', of
course, upon the force of 'ttie scanning

That they all press home the point with

dealers.

point to their television customers, and to sell
each customer a set of suppressors. By making

a higher degree of optical enlargement
can then be applied to the picture before
it is projected on to the final viewing instead

We would like to make the following addi-

tional suggestions :-

insist that their staffs and representatives fit

size by the dimensions of the cathode-ray
tube.
For instance, it is possible to replace
the fluorescent screen by a plate of metal
which is made so thin that the impact of
the scanning stream produces patches of
incandescence representing the picture
details. Since the intensity of incandescence is greater than that of fluorescence,

screen.
Alternatively,

small -quantity price of 2s. 6d. each to a
mass -production list price of is. 6d. each.
Next, we, have issued a rule that every one
of our representatives fits suppressors to his
car, and, further, that suppressors are fitted
by every employee who makes use of the
firm's car park.
We have written to every dealer on our
list within the telev.ision area urging them
to fit suppressors to their service vans and
to insist that every car belonging to the staff
is suppressed.

pressors can be controlled that the long view
S2

S2

A television receiving system in which the

scanning stream is caused to control the
passage of light through a shutter.

Letters to the Editor
The Editor does not necessarily endorse
the opinions of his correspondents

Oscillation Nuisance-New Style
THE growing practice of listening to
television sound seems to have one
drawback, at any rate when the listening is
done with the cruder type of receiver.
My reception of vision and sound has been

spoiled several times lately by somebody
searching for television sound signals with
an oscillating receiver. The picture remains
normal, but various patterns are superimposed on it.
P. SCALES.
Wembley Hill:

Ignition Interference : A Plea (or
Voluntary Suppression'
EVERYONE who has had experience of
television appreciates the menace of
interference, Oo per cent. of which is due to
motor vehicles. It is probably the worst
handicap to television expansion.
We have promises that Government department vehicles will soon be suppressed,
and we hope that motor manufacturers will
shortly follow suit voluntarily, without waiting for legislation. Can we in the radio
industry help to make motorists suppression conscious and spend a few shillings on their
cars to help televiewers? We think' we can.

Anyway, it is always good to practice what
we preach .and do our own little bit to help
start and push this ignition suppression
snowball.

To this end we and other suppressor

makers have decided to redlice the price of
plug and distfibutOi .suppressors. 'from

he taken and everybody under the control
be brought in ; e.g., because some of our
representatives work in Scotland, that is not

taken as an excuse from fitting suppressors ;
their cars come to London now and then.
N. DUNDAS BRYCE,
Enfield.
Belling and Lee, Ltd.

Short-range Fading.
THE fading of the London National trans-

mitter as experienced by your corre-

spondents, Messrs. Clack and Drinkwater,
is, I believe, fairly common knowledge.
Without having seen any very deep explanation for its behaviour, I have formed
the opinion long enough ago to accept it as
a conviction that the trouble is due to the
synchronisation of
London National.

the

North with the

On such comparatively high frequency it
is reasonable to suppose that if one listened
to North alone (assuming London not working) there would be quite a good deal of the

usual type of fading and distortion after

dark.
If, then, one made this an additive or subtractive effect in conjunction with the

London station, it would naturally appear
that London was the offender.
This may sound much too elementary an
explanation, but it is so far the only one I
know of that supplies a reasonable answer
to what is a common occurence.
Maidstone.
P. H. EARL.

REGARDING the correspondence on the
-LI- above subject, I am deeply interested

to note the very localised behaviour of

reception.
After some years of experimental reception

of distance on the 20 -metre amateur band, I
hold the view that, given normal ionosphere

conditions, local variation of signals may,
in many cases, be traced to the change of
atomic structure within the area of the
reception aerial.
Others, whilst admitting the scientific
basis of this, prefer to think the effect
negligible. F. G. H. MACRAE, F.R.S.A.

Potters Bar.
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NEWS OF THE WEEK
NEW AERIALS
FOR BOUND BROOK

ALUMINIUM

B.B.C. ENGINEERING

TRANSMISSION CABLE

Sir Noel Ashbridge's Survey

Directional Changes by Press -button

Reduces losses to a Minimum

THE greatly increased activity
of the National Broadcasting Company of America in the
field of international short-wave
broadcasting is shown by the introduction of two new aerial sys-

AMERICA'S first aluminium

tems for the

25 -kW

stations

W3XAL and W3XL at Bound

Brook. Using a principle known
as "phase shifting," the N.B.C.
engineers are constructing fixed
aerials capable of swinging radio
beams

over

South

America

through an angle of zo degrees

at the mere touch of a push-

button.
It is estimated that the gain in

signal strength provided by the
new directional aerials will be

fifteen times that of a non -directional aerial.

N.B.C.'s International Division, which is responsible for

all transmissions destined for

overseas, now broadcasts sixteen hours a day in six different
languages through the t w o
short-wave stations W3XAL
and W3XL.

B.B.C.'s ADVICE TO
EMPIRE LISTENERS
Valve Noise or Atmospherics?

THE B.B.C. is discovering
that, although many over-

seas listeners have really up-todate receivers, a large number
are' bewailing the perversity of
atmospheric conditions because

their sets are of early vintage.
The advantages of the 1939

short-wave receiver over its predecessors are being drawn to the

attention of the Dominion and
Colonial Press, and it is hoped
that many of their readers will

be persuaded to buy 1939
models.
Overseas listeners are being re-

minded that much of the noise
which they attribute to atmospherics is introduced by the
valves. In the latest valves this
noise has been considerably re-

concentric

aerial

feeder

cable is being installed at the

N.B.C. station WTAM at Cleveland, Ohio. The conductor, regarded as an important improvement over wire lines suspended
by poles, limits power radiation
to the aerial itself, eliminating
spurious radiation of harmonics
from the transmission line.
Energy loss due to heat genera-

A TRANSMITTER can now
be so good that " nobody

could tell by ear the difference
between input and output," was
one of the statements made by
Sir Noel Ashbridge, Chief En-

gineer of the B.B.C., who on
January 4th surveyed (iii a

paper read before the I.E.E.)

minimum.
The cable, which is 46o feet in

the subsoil it is at least possible,

ZRK with a power of 5 kW, ZRJ

has been made. By a study of

should be enclosed.

The S.A.B.C. operate four
short-wave stations, ZRH and

with zoo watts and ZRD with

length, connects the transmitter
building with the neighbouring
aerial. Filled with compressed

if not to say the site will be a
good one, to say it will be bad

30o watts. Station ZRH, which

ture and maintain uniform char-

quate provision for adjusting
selectivity. Without it no set

lowing schedule (G.M.T.) :

dry nitrogen gas to exclude mois-

acteristics, the cable rests on

rollers to permit expansion or
contraction.

Although required

to handle an output of only 5o
kilowatts, the cable has a safety
margin up to 1,200 kilowatts,

which should keep transmission
losses to a minimum. Outside
diameter of the cable is
31 inches, and the interior tubing
is of half -inch diameter.
A new type of coupling does
away with soldering and facili-

tates rapid repair work. Only
Low lb. of aluminium were required for the line, which would
have needed 3,00o lb. of copper.

Sir Noel expressed surprise
that so few receivers have ade-

can at the same time do justice
to the B.B.C.'s transmissions
and be suitable for long-distance
reception. He did not regard

contrast expansion as likely to
be satisfactory until the transmitters were automatically contracted ; a measure of automatic

contraction is already used at
the B.B.C. Empire station.

Discussing the extension, of
the television service, Sir Noel
favoured the use of cables rather

than wireless links as more reliable, less clumsy, and, above
all, occupying no ether space.

MERCHANT SHIPPING WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
of Trade anCairo in February, 1938.

THE Board

The

nounce that revised Statutory Wireless Telegraphy Rules
made on December 15th, 1938,
came into force on January
and replace the previous Rules
dated November ist, 1932.
The changes in the requirements under the new Rules are
of a technical character arising
from the decisions of the Inter-

categories of ships which must
be equipped with wireless telegraphy remain unaltered, that
is, all seagoing passenger ships,
irrespective of their tonnage,
and all seagoing cargo ships
with a gross tonnage of I ,600
tons and upwards. The classification of ships for the purpose
of wireless watch -keeping at

Conference which was held at

safety purposes also
remains unchanged.

national

Telecommunications

sea for

is situated at Robert's Heights,
near Pretoria, works on the fol9.523 Mc 's

Sundays

6.007 Mc 's

103.130-5 1n2'..0)0
1 17.15-20.1544.9009-417mA

Weekdays

10.00.12.30

04.45.05.50
15-00-20.30

The G.M.T. schedule of station ZRK, at Klipheuval, near
Cape Town, is :

9.606 Mels
(31.23 m.)

Sundays

or
Weekdays

08.30-09.30
09.00-10.00
10.30-12.00
14.00-16.45
04.45-05.50
08.20-12.20
14.00-16.45

6.0975 Mc/s
147.90.0241

17.00-21.00

The schedules of the two low:.
power transmitters are not given,
but the frequencies of ZRJ, near
Johannesburg, are 6.0975 Mc / s

(49.2 metres) and 6.007 Mc /s
(49.94 metres), and thoSe of
ZRD, Durban, are 9.7529 Mc /s
(30.75 metres) and 4.8764 Mc /s
(61.5 metres).
THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE
BULLETINS

people living on the
FROM
Continent we have heard
that the London
Regional's seven o'clock news
already

bulletins in French, German
and Italian were attracting
more
and more attention

HOLLYWOOD BROAD-

CASTING HOUSE

of

the N.B.C.

where all
operating activities are

capacities between the valve
Selectivity,
the
electrodes.
B.B.C. points out to its overseas
listeners, is being improved by

noise -reducing aerial.

P.O. Box 4559, Johannesburg.
Imperial reply coupons, or, in
the case of countries outside the
Empire, International coupons,

tion has also been reduced to a

further reduction in the small

production quality is enhanced
by the use of negative feed -back.
The B.B.C. engineers also advise those troubled by persistent
interference to arrange the first
tuned circuit of the receiver so as
to permit the easy connection of
a feeder -line from a remote or

New ZRH and ZRK Schedules

THE South African Broadcasting Corporation recently
commenced short-wave operations on a revised schedule and
would be pleased to receive reception reports, which should be
addressed to the Corporation,

some problems of broadcasting
that have not yet been solved.
With regard to the selection
of sites for broadcasting stations
at least one important advance

duced. Overall performance is
being improved, too, by a

the more general use of iron cored IF transformers ; and re-

SOUTH AFRICA
ON THE SHORT WAVES

carried out on one floor
level.

111 '

1411!T

Made possible by
the large area of the
site, the architectural

layout of the four large
auditoriums built side
by side is strikingly
apparent from the air.
All
roofs are
alu-

minium coated for the
reflection of the hot
Californian sun rays..

VMT®11@at
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Warild
listeners.

that he is to become adviser on
scientific research and develop-

Further proof was forthcoming

in the number of letters that

the B.B.C. received from Germany asking for the time to be

LICENCES IN INDIA

like the poor, are

PIRATES,
always' with us, and not
with us only, but in India, too,

judging from the following ex-

tract from the latest issue of
The Indian Listener:" After seeing some of his

altered, since when given at
seven o'clock the German bulle-

tin clashed with the local one.

(the commentator's) correspond-

It has now been altered to 7.15,
which should be a better time.
The Italian bulletins were not
well received in Italy on 342.1
metres. They are now to be

ence which runs to sonle two

metres (6.05 megacycles). 'The

on

hundred

letters a day, we
wonder once again, how many
more radio sets there really are
in the Bombay Presidency
besides those twenty thousand

given by GSA only on .49.59

which licences arc paid.
Somehow or other, licences have

French and German bulletins
will also go out from GSA, the
former at 7 p.m. and the latter
at 7.15 p.m.

got to be paid if Indian broadcasting is to succeed, and with

that end in view All -India Radio
will in the' week beginning
January 16th inaugurate the

N.P.L RADIO DEPARTMENT

nR. R. L. SMITH -ROSE has
"-- been appointed Superintendent of the Radio Department of the National Physical

Laboratory, which includes the
Radio Research Station at
Slough and the Department at
Teddington. He joined the
staff of the N.P.L. in 1919 as a
member of the Electricity Department, and later formed the
nucleus of the wireless division
of that department, conducting
investigations on thermionic
valves, radio reception and
direction finding. Later research

has included the measurement
of electrical constants of the
ground and their influence on

the propagation of wavesespecially those below ten
metres.

Following the formation
the Radio Department in 1933,
Dr. Smith -Rose became Principal Scientific Officer under Mr.
of

R. A. Watson Watt, who was
Superintendent, and has been
in charge of both the Teddington and Slough divisions of the
Department since Mr. Watson
Watt left in 1936.
PROF. E. V. APPLETON

THE KING has approved the
appointment of Prof. E. V.
Appleton as successor to Sir
Frank Smith, who is retiring at
the end of this mouth, as the

Secretary of the Committees of
the Privy Council for Scientific
and Industrial Research.
Prof. Appleton, who is fortysix, is best known to Wireless
World readers for his valuable
and original work in the investigation of the upper atmosphere. He has, since 1936,
been Jacksonian Professor of
Natural Philosophy at Cambridge University, and is Chairman of the National Committee

for Radio Telegraphy and President of the International Union
for Scientific Radio Telegraphy.

Sir Frank Smith, who was

awarded the G.B.E. in the New
Year Honours, is relinquishing
his post three years earlier than
the compulsory retiring age of

sixty-five, and we understand

Sir John Ruth's Present
ALTHOUGH Sir John Reith signi-

fied on his departure from Broadcasting House his unwillingness to
accept a staff presentation, the
B.B.C. Club considered itself to be
at liberty to choose a farewell gift
for its first President.
The
gift, which has been graciously
accepted, is a Queen Anne design
silver inkstand and cigarette

box, with engravings of the oki
Savoy

Hill headquarters and
Broadcasting House on the lid.

AustralianAmerican Radio Link
THE first conversation over the
new direct wireless telephone link

between Australia and the U.S.A.

took place between Sir Ernest

Fisk, at the Beam 'Wireless Office,
Sydney, and the vice-president of
the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, New York.

Protessor E. V. Appleton, D.Sc.,
LL.D., F.R.S.

first of a series of anti -piracy

Isle of Man Radio Telegrams

Inent to the Anglo-Iranian Oil

want prosecutions and fines ; we
only want licences to be paid."

WITH the object of obviating
the delay which is at present experienced in sending messages to
and from the Isle of Man, a Post

Company.

FROM ALL

drives with detector vans
throughout India. We do not

"They say. What do they say . . . ?"
" WHEN the first jump out-

QUARTERS

wards can be made in television,

Italian People's Set
A THREE -VALVE People's Set for
medium -wave reception, costing

I think there is little doubt that
it will be to the Midlands."-Mr.
F. W. Ogilvie, B.B.C. Director-

Genetal at the B.B.C. Exhibition

430 lire (app. £4 rm.), is being
manufactured in Italy as the
result of a conference between
" Radio-Rurale " Society, the

at Leicester.

Propaganda, the E.I.A.R. and
manufacturers. This move is one

F. W. Ogilvie at the Dinner of

larise wireless in Italy, where the
total number of licences issued up
to December moth was Loo5,peo.
Of this number 5,060 are issued
free to war wounded and invalids.

"No pleasure can last several
hours each day; for some people
the radio ceases almost at once to
become a pleasure and becomes a
craving."-Dr. Georges Duhamel,
Editor of Mercure de France.

" The man in the street pays

Italian P.M.G. and Minister of

los. for his licence and gets about
fid. value for it."-Sir Thomas
Beecham ill the presence of Mr.

none step in the drive to popu-

the
Incorporated
Musicians.

Society

of

Aberdeen Reduces Sound Bounce

A NEW departure in the orches-

tral studio in the B.B.C.'s new
Glasgow Broadcasting House is

the provision of an " inverted -V "

roof, rising to a height of eleven
feet above the ceiling level. Some
400 sq. ft. of the roof has been

lined with rock -wool blankets an
inch thick. An open -grille ceiling
allows free passage for sound
raves. The design aims at avoid-

THE

Radio Relays
P.M.G. has announced

that during a recent period of

twelve months the number of subscribers to the broadcast relay
exchanges in England increased by
2,13o.
They now represent '2.85

per cent. of the total number of
wireless receiving licence holders.
or about one in thirty -live.

ing repeated reflection of sound
between ceiling and floor.

THE annual dinner and reunion
of the Institution of Electrical

at

Short Waves in Burma
FOLLOWING the success of the
scheme in India of using the short

Engineers
Grosvenor

ro-kW station at Rangoon with
the object of covering the whole
eountry. It is at present testing

Mr. S. tie Laszlo.-It is with regret that we record that Mr.
Stephen de Laszlo passed ,away
last Saturday, January 7th, as the
result of injuries received in a
motor accident on December 30th

waves for rural broadcasting, the
Burma Government has erected a

011 49.94 metres.
Television in Italy
CONSTRUCTION was recently begun on Italy's first television

transmitter, which, it is expected,
will start test transmissions with-

next two months. The
transmitter is at Monte Mario,
near Rome, where the experiin the

mental

ultra -short-wave

Rome

station is built. Monte Mario is
linked with the E.I.A.R. studios
in Rome by cable, so that it will
be possible to use these for the
performance of the television progiamines.

will

House.

held
London,

be

telephone cable and short-wave

wireless telephony station.

Recording and the C.B.S.
BY the purchase of thy American

Record Corporation the Columbia
Broadcasting System of America

takes over the manufacture and
distribution of many well-known

records, including Brunswick and
Vocalion. The record exchange
agreement with Columbia Graph, -

phone Company and E.M.I.
London will be maintained.

of

Wireless for the Blind
FRENCH postal authorities have

issued a new 90 centimes stamp
which has a super tax of 25 Centimes.
Profits arising from the
sale of this stamp will go to the
French \Vireless for the Blind
Fund.

CB.S. Network Expands
EIGHT new stations joined the
C.B.S. network during 1938,
bringing the total number of
stations affiliated with the C.B.S.
to one hundred and fifteen. More
than fifty per cent. of these under-

took extensive construction pro-

grammes which included increases

1.E.E. Dinner

Thursday, February 9th.

Office Wireless Station is to be
erected on the island at Crag-NaBaa to supplement the submarine

on

O

when his wife was killed. Mr. de
Laszlo, who was thirty-three, was
a director of Hivac and Celestion.

Mr. C. A. Hiscock.-The tragic
death of Mr. C. A. HisCock, who

was found shot in his motor car
at Hinxton (Cambs), last week,
is another serious loss to the world

of power and the installation of
vertical -type aerials.
The Listeners' League
Tue. Listeners' League,

whim

which was incorporated the Wireless League, the Wireless Associa-

tion of Great Britain, the Radio
Association and the Listeners'
Association, was wound up on

December 29th. When ratified Of
this, members were invited to join
a new organisation, to be known
as the Listeners' Service Bureau ,

which is being conducted by the
\Vireless Retailers' Association.
What Next ?

THE recent reception of the
Alexandra Palace television transmission

in

Guernsey,

Islands, has prompted a French

of radio. He was about forty and
was a director of Invicta Radio,

Press Agency to issue the follow-

been appointed a director of Pye

hope that very soon a good part
of France' will receive the tele-

Orr Radio and United Radio
Manufacturers. lie had recently
Radio.

ing:-

" This reception justifies the

vision of the London station."

The Wireless World, January z2th, 1939
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The Physical Society's
COMMERCIAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
FOR RESEARCH, PRODUCTION AND
SERVICING
YEAR'S work in instrument design
has produced not only detail refinements in standard laboratory signal
generators but one ur two special
instruments devised for the production

testing of push-button receivers and for

development work in television apparatus.
It would seem, however, that the greatest
activity has been in connection with
measuring
instruments
rather than
" sources." In particular, a considerable
increase in the number of valve -operated
measuring instruments was noted, and
cathode-ray methods of indication for
bridges and zero adjustment in beat oscillators were widespread. Also, after a year
or two of comparative stability in design,

Exhibition

frequencies of 5o, too, Soo and i,000 c/ s.
Mechanical tuning is possible over a range
of a few cycles, and a remote tWenty-point
tuning and sensitivity control is available.
The 50 -cycle model is also produced in a
form known as the " Spot " galvanometer
in a metal case with self-contained lamp

Avo low -capacity
Ohmmeter.

The whole of the Cambridge instrument

In the case of the new Type

LN." a current of only 6µA is required for

and scale.

The sensitivity is 15 mm. per
ILA and the mechanical tuning range is

scale, has been improved, and the taut -

coil and a ioo tiA with a ro-ohm coil.
Another new instrument is the Type T,

designed and has been given a seven -fold
increase of sensitivity. It can be supplied
in a neat cast metal housing or without its
case for incorporation in test apparatus.

sensitive is the Type LX, which gives fullscale deflection for fo l,tA with a r,000 -ohm

which is a double -pivot version of the Unipivot galvanometer, and is designed for
high accuracy as a portable sub -standard.
Many of the Cambridge moving -coil instruments are now fitted with magnetic

cushioning. The pivots are mounted in a

suspension

galvanometer

has

been

Another useful self-contained galvanometer was to be seen on the stand of British
Physical Laboratories. The scale of this

instrument is mounted inside the wooden
box and is viewed through a long mirror

" -**

...

Salford Thermionic Test Set

near the lower edge.

With this system the
relative illumination of the light spot and

scale is independent of the light intensity in
the room. Another advantage is that the
scale is at table level, and there is thus much

less fatigue in taking a series of readings
when the galvanometer is used in association
with other instruments of the horizontal type.
Multi -range moving -coil instruments for
the service -man were well in evidence, and
included the well-known Weston E772

is constructed of a material with negligible
temperature coefficient.

The new range of " Pot " vibration galvanometers has sensitivities up to oo min.
per ;AA at r metre, and are obtainable for

from a self-contained

-olt cell with on -off

The external resistance acts as a

shunt to tile meter, and results in a reduction

as might be given when the meter is placed
on a table, are absorbed without affecting
the alignment of the coil in the air gap.
Improvements in magnetic alloys have

Cambridge " Spot " vibration galvanometer.

Everett Edgcumbe beat -tone oscillator, power
level meter (left) and micro -wattmeter.

switch).

each end of the tube is fixed an iron disc
which causes the coil assembly to float in
the field of the permanent magnet. By this
means shocks in a vertical direction, such

manent -magnet Einthoven string galvanometer, which is only a- fraction of the size
of the original electro-magnetic type. The
fibre case is accurately interchangeable and

lower range half -deflection corresponds to
about 2 chins, so that it is possible to estimate resistances down to approximately
o.r. ohm. The principle of operation is interesting, and it involves the use of a meter
with a right-hand zero. Thus zero resistance on the left-hand end of the scale represents full-scale deflection of the meter 3mA.

re-

brass spindle passing through the soft -iron
cylindrical centre pole of the meter. At

also resulted in the production of a per-

to service -men and others is the low -capacity
Ohmmeter. It is similar in size to the DC

±5 c s
The optical system in the Tinsley portable
galvanometer, with self-contained lamp and

Only slightly less

full-scale deflection.

auspices of The Physical Society at
the Imperial College of Science and
Technology, South Kensington, on

panded towards the zero end, and at the

vanometers.

sensitivity.

instruments

Avoininor, and has two ranges of o-zo and
o-soo ohms. The scale graduation is ex-

moving -coil pointer instruments and gal-

changes in the magnet system which have
resulted in a two- to four -fold increase of

bition of scientific

and apparatus was held under the

January 3rd, 4th and 5th.

there were a surprising number of new

Co.'s exhibit was devoted to meters and
galvanometers. The well-known L type
Unipivot series has undergone important

HE twenty-ninth annual exhi-

of current with corresponding ,left to right
movement of the needle.
Miniature instruments of the horizontal
and flush -mounting type were shown by
Ferranti 'and Salford Electrical Instruments,
the latter including a series for high frequency measurements with special dust cored current transformers. Ernest Turner
Electrical Instruments have introduced some
new

miniature horizontal

edgewise dial

meters of the moving -coil type with scale
lengths of just over two inches, and some
attractive panel -mounting meters with edge-

wise illuminated dials. Another new development is the introduction of a range of
compact shunts and series resistances in

which the elements are moulded in solid
bakelite and resemble small tubular condensers in appearance.

Some impressive looking -6 -inch panel -mounting meters of the

type used in some of the B.B.C. transmitters
were also a feature of this stand.

Although intended primarily for power

analyser, the Avo series, and a range by
Clough Brengle, shown by Leland instruments. Among the latter the Type 120

supply work, the flat scale edgewise instruments shown by Nalder Bros. and Thompson are of interest ; the mechanism employed

(2,000 ohms per volt) which included a

panel -mounted scales.
Among special-purpose meters were noted

(2o,000 ohms per volt) is a good example.
There was also a new model, the Type 185
range for the measurement of capacities.
A new Avo instrument of special interest

is suited for use with other horizontal or

a centre -zero voltmeter developed by the
Baldwin Instrument Co. and designed to

WiT®ll®00
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The Physical Society's Exhibitionmeasure mains fluctuation. The mains are

balanced against a neon stabilised source
and the instrument is capable of indicating
a change of -4- r per cent. for full scale
deflection.

RTL ,push-

button operated
valve tester.

sensitivity is such that it can be converted
to a noise meter by connecting a microphone
to the input terminals. The frequency
range is substantially flat to rota kc/s.
The Muirhead Type rik is also an
amplifier -detector capable of measuring very
small input voltages and powers, and gives

a measurable response for an input of
W. Its frequency response with
4x
direct grid connection is flat within ±2 db.
from 30 c/s to 200 kc/s. Neon stabilisers

are used in the power supply.
A sensitive micro -wattmeter for general
communication engineering work has been
produCed by Everett Edgcumbe. It has a

range of 0-20,000 W in three ranges, and
the first fin. of scale on the lowest range

JANUARY 12th, 1939.
is the Clough Brengle Model 130 which, in
addition to covering three ranges of capacity
up to roc) pF and resistances up to io Mi2
may also be used to determine transformer
turns ratios a -id also power factors of condensers. It is AC mains operated. Another

interesting piece of test apparatus on this
stand was the RTL valve -tester with push-

button selection of the electrode connections.
The instrument is suitable for American and

octal bases, and has neon indications for
shorts and open circuits-also a phone jack
for noise tests.
The Automatic Coil Winder Co. have just

completed and were showing for the first
time a test bridge for capacities between

corresponds to approximately iro p.W. The

power output meter, also a recent product
of this firm, has four ranges with maxima
of 5, 50, 500, and 5,00o mW, and an impedance matching transformer with a range
of '2 to 12,500 ohms.
New valve -operated test instruments
shown by Salford Electrical Instruments

included a heterodyne universal tester and
a new " Q" meter. The heterodyne. tester

is used for the rapid comparison of conOn the stand of Everett Edgcumbe an interesting electrostatic voltmeter for use at
radio frequencies was noted. This has a
capacity of only 5 upF, and has two ranges
of 0-5 and 0-25 kV on its eight -inch scale.
Elliott Bros. have developed a range of
long scale moving -coil instruments having

dial diameters of 2fin. up to 36in. and an

angular deflection of 250°. They were also
showing a neat portable millivolt potentiometer designed for checking thermo-couples.

It has two ranges of 0-30 and 30-6o mV,

and a calibrated dial in which a

densers and inductances, and consists of a
beat oscillator, one element of which is controlled by the component under test. Per-

centage errors arc read off the scale of a
condenser which is used to adjust to zero

beat, judged aurally from the self-contained
loud speaker. The universal " Q " meter
has a frequency range of coo kc /s to 5 Mc / s,
and in addition to indicating the " Q "
factor of coils between ro and 500, can be
used for inductance measurement (two
ranges, r pH to 5 pH and 5 pH to 25 mil),

2 -mm.

Cossor Model 3339 cathode-ray oscilloscope.

division represents o.or mV. The instru-

ment includes a standard cell and suspended
pointer galvanometer for calibration.

For some purposes valve apparatus

111
/Mk

is

10 /AI& and so pF and resistances between
'of! and I0 Mi-2. It may also be used for
measuring the power factor of electrolytic

taking the place of galvanometers and sensi-

condensers, and the valve voltmeter indi-

valve voltmeter preceded by a stage of am-

cator may be disconnected for use externally.
The Sullivan -Griffiths direct reading precision inductance bridge appears in improved

tive voltmeters, as it is less likely to be
damaged by overloading. In general a
plification is employed, and the Salford

amp. and AC up to 20 Mc / s over a range of

form, and attachments are available for the
measurement of capacity and of iron -cored
coils with superimposed direct current.
Temperature compensated inductances are

Ballantine Model 300, shown by Leland
Instruments. This has a range of o.00i to
1(X) volts, which may be extended up to

0.02 pH over a range of 30-13o° F.
Muirhead's now make a capacity bridge
(Type roA) in portable form. The range is
from a few micro-microfarads to i,000 14F,
and the power factor balance is calibrated
in two ranges in terms of R.C. Over most

Thermionic Test Set is a good example. It

will measure DC currents from ro-' to

fo-' to r amp. The voltage range for AC
or DC is 5 nN to 500 volts.
Another sensitive valve voltmeter incorporating a multi -stage pre -amplifier is the

11111111111111141=111

British Physical Laboratories variable condenser ganging bridge.

ro,000 volts with an external unit. The
scale is calibrated both in volts and decibels, the latter scale being linear. The

used, and the accuracy is o.i per cent. or

Bridge components assembled on the Muirhead
" Munit " system.

condenser values (3 pp.F to 500 ppF), power
factor, distributed capacity of coils, etc.
An instrument devised solely for the
measurement of power factor in condensers
at RI: under mass production conditions has
been produced by British Physical Laboratories. Comparison is made between the
condenser under test and a standard condenser of negligible power factor in series
with a variable resistance. There are five
ranges, and the test frequency up to 1,600
mil? is r Mc/ s and up to 3,000 itiLF, 500
he /s. This firm has also introduced a new
50 c/s capacity bridge with a range of o.oi
to to ,uF, and a variable condenser ganging
bridge in which the indicating meter deflects
in opposite directions for errors above or
below standard. Both these instruments
employ a " magic -eye " indicator to show

that proper contact has been established
with the test component-a useful feature
under production test conditions.
A very useful impedance bridge was noted
on the stand of Leland Instruments. This

of the range the accuracy is within ±i per
cent. The source is from 50 -cycle mains

through a double -screened transformer, and
a cathode-ray indicator is used for balance.
With the " Munit " system of screened unit

decades, ratio arms, etc., bridges with a

variety of circuits can be rapidly assembled.
Marconi-Ekco were showing a new series
of bridges for the measurement of balanced

and unbalanced RF impedances at frequencies up to 20 Mc/s. In the universal

impedance bridge (TF373) by the same firm

accurate direct readings of C, L, R, coil
magnification and power factor are obtain-

able. The seven decades include a continuously variable dial, and comparative

readings may be taken to 0.r per cent.,

while the absolute accuracy is ±i per cent.
A single switch knob selects the appropriate
bridge, power supply and indicator Circuits.
Cathode-ray indicators are used to show
balance in a majority of the bridges at this
year's show. Generally it is an ordinary
receiver -type tuning indicator, but a full-
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The Physical Society's Exhibitionsized tube is used in the Marconi-Ekco Phase
Discriminating Visual Detector. The horizontal plates arc connected to the AC bridge
source, and the vertical pair take their

testing the Ferris Model 2oA signal generator

has eighteen spot frequencies each with its
own interchangeable coil unit. Selection is
by a rotary switch, and the range is so() kc /s
to 25 Mc /s. The output attenuator is calibrated in microvolts.
Marconi-Ekco have developed a signal
generator (TF492) for the testing and servicing of push-button receivers. It provides
sixteen frequencies anywhere between soo
kc/ s and 25 Mc /s modulated at 400 c/s and
selected by push -buttons. Special attention

A very practical beat -oscillator for the
checking of loud speakers has been introduced by Everett Edgcumbe. It has an
output of 2 watts over a range of 50-io,000
c/s, and incorporates an output valve voltmeter. Terminals are provided for energising the field of the loud speaker under
test.
The ' Audiograph " described in this
journal on March 17th, 1938, is being made

wide appeal. It covers a range of so c/s
to 2 Mc/ s, and has two output ranges from

operation.

For television development work
the TF4so video oscillator should snake a

voltage through an amplifier from the opposite. diagonal of the bridge, The result is

negligible.

has been paid to frequency stability, and
the RF output is independent of the frequency.

Marconi-Ekco Type TF492 for push-button
receiver testing.

ranges, and has a harmonic content of the
order of i per cent. which is constant with
frequency. Harmonics above the third are

s mV to s volt and s -so volts according to
the output impedance. It operates on the
heterodyne principle and is energised from
AC mains.
The Boonton Type x4oA beat -frequency
generator shown by Leland Instruments is
anothes wide -range instrument covering frequencies from 20 c/s to 5 Mc / s in two bands

overlapping at 3o kc/s. The flexible output

an ellipse the length of one axis, which

under licence in this country by MarconiEkco, and a finished model was shown in

It is certainly a compact and

robust instrument by comparison with the

gear usually employed for
taking loud speaker curves.
The same firm were showing a new wave
analyser (TF455) working on the heterodyne
principle. A bridge circuit is used to
balance out the fundamental, and the harmonics are selected by a two -stage crystal
filter with a flat top 5 c/s wide to facilitate
adjustment. It operates from self-contained
batteries, and may be used for modulated
radio signals as a distortion -free detector is
complicated

included.

indicates the out -of -balance voltage and the
inclination of the axes the phase.
A. similar method of analysing balance is
employed in the Cossor Model 3387 bridge
rircuit tester. The oscilloscope is the new
.Model 3339, which uses a 41in. single- or
double -beam tube.. There are two ampli*ro,, which, may be used separately for each
beans or. in. cascade on a single beam. A

For research into interference and propagation problems, Marconi-Ekco have pro-

duced two new field strength measuring sets.

The Type TME18 covers the range 150

kc I s to 23 Mc /s on interchangeable frame
aerials, and is virtually direct reading, the
calibration being provided by a substitution
signal from a stable internal oscillator. For
ultra -short -waves, the Type TMEI.4, covering 3-15 metres, has been designed. The
substitution method is again employed, and
the unit, which is mounted on a calibrated
36o -degree tripod head, may be used with
dipole or frame aerials.
An extremely compact field strength and
interference measuring set was shown by
Leland Instruments. It is the Ferris Model
3z, and measures only Tin. x 12iin. x sin.
Battery, AC mains or 6 -volt vibrator power

level response up to 2 Mc/ s with a magnification of 500 is given by each amplifier;

cascade the corresponding figures are
so° kc is and 3,000. A complete assembly
for pressure -recording work on aero engines
in

with a new contact -breaker suitable for
speeds up to 6,000 breaks per minute, and
a complete portable cathode-ray cardio-

graph, were shown on this stand.
Other interesting Applications of the
cathode-ray tube were the Ediswan-Walter
electro-encephalograph for recording the
minute electrical impulses of the brain, and
an experimental mariner's compass shown
by Henry Hughes. A special low -velocity
tube has. been developed for the latter purpose in which the electron stream is easily
deflected by the earth's magnetic field.

packs are made to clip to the base, and a

telescopic vertical aerial is provided. The
meter is calibrated directly both in microvolts and db., and may be used as a two -

terminal voltmeter for external measurements. A uniform continuous frequency
spectrum generator is included for calibra-

Developments in signal generators and
other sources for communication measurements have been along the lines of detail
refinement. A very wide selection of laboratory and service types by Ferris and Clough
Brengle was shown by Leland Instruments,

and one of the most useful is the Ferris

Model 22A, which bridges the gap between
service oscillators and the more expensive
laboratory types. The frequency range is
85 kc is to 25 Mc/ s, and the scale is directly

Sullivan -Halsey precision beat frequency
oscillator.

calibrated with an auxiliary control for
selectivity measurements.

For production

-
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circuit includes a monitored attenuator or a
transformer operating up to 30 kc/s.
Sullivan, in collaboration with Mr. R. J.
Halsey of the Post Office Research Section,
has produced a precision high -frequency

heterodyne oscillator on the lines of the
Ryall-Sullivan oscillator.
The range is
o-soo kc/s and the output is level within
0.1 db.; the frequency stability is better
than x cycle per day.

It may be obtained

with either a logarithmic or linear frequency
scale.

The resistance -capacity variable frequency

Marconi-Ekco Type TF455 wave analyser.

oscillator of Muirhead, shown in the development stage last year, has been completed. It covers zo c/s to go kc / s in four

Ferris Model 32A
noise and field
strength meter

tion for noise measurements. The range is
nV to 0.1 volt in two stages.
Transmission equipment was well repre-

sented on the Standard Telephones stand,
and an experimental USW oscillator working at 25o Mc /s was demonstrated in con-
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suitable for the suppression of the initial

The Physical Society's Exhibition-

junction with Lecher wires and neon tube
indicators. New development valves for
USW work included the Type LS486 and
I -S445# the latter suitable for frequencies
up to 30o Mc/ s. Another item of interest
10 transmitting engineers was the portable
OB amplifier built into a small suitcase and

current surges in pilot lamps in DC/AC sets,
for the protection of electrolytic condensers,
and in conjunction with iron wire barretters
for current regulation.
Salford Electrical Instruments were showing a range of " Gecalloy " dust cores,

including the latest types for screw adjustment. They have also developed a well designed HF terminal for use in valve
voltmeters, etc. Ceramic insulation is em-

the screen of a CR tube. By comparison
with a standard watch, the performance can

be checked and adjusted in less than a
minute.

The Automatic Coil Winder and Elec-

trical Equipment Co. have developed a dual
spindle machine similar to the Douglas No. 6
winder, mid were also demonstrating an in-

ployed and the capacity to earth is only
2 5 loLF

Suitable for working voltages up

to i,000 AC, it has a resistance of to'

ohms dry and to -1° under conditions of £o°
humidity The power factor is 5 x To -4 at

----=wiTaall,

I Mc / s
-

fi

deg cod Coes1;
walnut

T

The British Electrical Resistance Co. have

a.

developed a range of completely shrouded

slider type rheostats which conform to Home

Office regulations and are suitable for use
in factories and schools. They were also

showing an insulation test set in a metal

case for wall mounting incorporating an HT
(Left) A valve oscillator function-

ing at zso Mc/s (1.2 metres) was
demonstrated by Standard Telephonss and Cables.

Darwin permanent magnet " electron lens."

genious experimental machine for winding
toroidal coils.
In the Research Section two of the largest
exhibits were arranged by the. Post Office

and the National Physical Laboratory to

show various aspects of their work. The
former included apparatus for the measurement of the characteristics of coaxial cables
and a neat demonstration of the effect of
negative feed -back in amplifiers.
The
acoustics section of the N.P.L. exhibit included Rayleigh disc apparatus for the
absolute calibration of microphones and a
Freystadt cathode-ray spectrometer showing
simultaneously the energy levels in the
various component frequencies of a complex
noise.

Salford ceramic terminal for RF
measuring instruments.

designed to operate from a 6-V car battery.

A large section of the stand was devoted

to selenium rectifiers and the applications of
quartz crystals to radio frequency control.
Components and materials of wireless

interest were well distributed among the
firms showing at the exhibition this year.
One of the most interesting developments
was found on the Erie stand, where examples of the applications of " Urdox "
resistance elements were explained. Re-

sembling in appearance small carbon stick
resistances, these elements are composed of

transformer and potentiometer continuously
variable from 0-2,500 volts, a suitable
circuit -breaker, and an indicating valve
voltmeter. Their rotary type resistances
are now available with vernier adjustment,

consisting of a single turn slide wire operated by a knob concentric with the main
Permanent magnets for every conceivable
purpose were shown by Darwin's, and one
of the latest developments is an edgewise
ring type for focusing the electron beam in
cathode-ray tubes.
Bakelite products are widely used in the
radio industry, and examples of some of the
applications included insulating varnishes

ing chassis and metal parts.
Although not strictly of wireless interest
there are always numerous examples at this
exhibition of the use of radio technique in
allied physical subjects. The detonation
meter shown by Mullard, for instance, uses
a flashing CR tuning indicator to signal the
onset of " pinking " in petrol engines, a
high-pass filter being employed to segregate

a mixture which includes the dioxides of

titanium and magnesium. They combine a
high negative temperature coefficient with
small heat capacity, and are pre-eminently

and the G.E.C. exhibit included a neat

method of exploring magnetic fields by a
small rotating search coil driven by a syn-

chronous motor and a broad -band response
curve spanning circuit for testing television
circuits over a range of 40 to 50 Mc /s.
The large attendance on the opening .day
was a measure of the importance which this
Exhibition has assumed among the technical
personnel of the industry,

control.

and anti -corrosive primers suitable for treat-

" Urdox " negative temperature coefficient resistances for protecting pilot
lamps, electrolytic condensers, and improving the
characteristics of barretters.

The research departments of the leading
electrical firms were also well represented

the high -frequency components generally
associated with that phenomenon. Salford
Electrical Instruments were showing a layer -

thickness meter for non-magnetic coatings

on magnetic bases, and British Physical

Laboratories an electrical method of measuring the muzzle velocity of shells depending

upon the charging at constant voltage of a
condenser over a short time interval.
In the Standard Telephones watch rate
timer the impulses from the escapement are
picked up by a microphone, and appear as
indentations on a rotating circular image on

HENRY FARRAD'S SOLUTION
(See page 37)

his friend was evidently content to

AS listen for considerable periods in spite

of the trouble, the set must have been working tolerably well on the stronger stations.
Yet it is completely dead to weak stations.
This would not be caused by partial failure
of a valve or other part, which would more
or less affect all stations, but sounds more
like negative bias on the signal diode, giving
a QAVC or muting effect. Signals that are

not much stronger than necessary to overcome this bias would have only the peaks
rectified and therefore would be distorted.
The only way this bias is likely to occur acci-

dentally is by short-circuiting of the condenser separating the diode load resistance
from the volume control, which is negative
relative to the detector cathode. Current
would then flow from this cathode to the
earth line via the volume control; and this

accounts for the noisiness of the volume control, for moving it towards maximum volume
would reduce the grid bias on the ACz /Pen

output valve, and slight irregularities in the
usual carbon control would be amplified. It
also accounts for the valve overheating when
near maximum volume, because it would
then pass abnormally heavy anode current.
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About
Instruments
THE .Physical Society's Exhibition
haS this much (but no more) in

common with a Bond, Street

1

By "CATHODE RAY

rectifier, power transformer, etc., in the
region of .L000 ohms, a. voltmeter with

jeweller's shop, that it is an en-

trancing place to visit if one is quite
66iltent to do' no buying. The general
iffipression gained is of the vast variety
and costliness of the articles displayed.
(The Exhibition being sponsored by a
learned society, you must not expect to
find the cost element vulgarly displayed as
if it were a common shop ; and the stand

attendants are obliged to affect a deeply
shocked expression if youask the price of
anything, but if you press the point they
may surreptitiously pass you some leaflets
in which the prices are unobtrusively filled
in by hand, or at least promise to write to

you about it when they get back into the
commercial

atmosphere

of

their

own

offices.)

It is true that only a millionaire could
succeed in buying one of everything, but
it is not true to conclude
that for the impecunious
enthusiast the purchase

specialised apparatus is necessarily expen-

sive, because the demand is limited and
the cost of development must be spread
But instruments of
few units.
general usefulness, like multi -range meters
and servicemen's signal generators, are
now produced in sufficient quantities for the
value for money to be very good indeed.
over

It is not uncommon for enthusiasts to
spend X30 or X40 or more in a year on
amplifiers,

fies, their purpose is to measure, and " to
measure is to know." That is a wise saying, but like most wise sayings it is foolish
to go by it too literally. Meters are certainly indispensable in testing all radio and

kindred apparatus (to say nothing of the
increasing variety of domestic electrical
appliances, which go wrong sometimes),
they are component parts of most
specialised instruments, and don't go

badly out of date.
But one warning I would issue, is against
trying to economise. Cheap meters are
not always robust, and expensive meters
fragile ;, on the contrary, some of the
good -class instruments are much less
easily damaged than the junk type, which,

apart from its probable, inaccuracy and

ioo,000 ohms on the 500 volt scale, or 200
ohms per volt, is just about good enough.
But in measuring the voltage actually
reaching the anode of a. valve, the resistance is likely, to be much greater owing to
decoupling or coupling resistors. In exceptional cases it might be as much as half
a megohm, which would make things very
,difficult (unless the valve it is feeding has
a comparatively low resistance); but supThe voltmeter
pose it is 50,000 ohms.
Qllght to be 5 megohms. Very few of them
are. A good standard for this type of voltmeter is i,oao ohms per volt, so it would

be necessary either to try to read on a

5,00o volt scale (if any), or to put up with

a much bigger error than i per cent., or
to find out frorn other data what the error
is and allow 'kw it.*
In view perhaps of the

MEASUREMENTS MEANS AND METHODS

of any instruments is an
unwarrantable extravagance, or that the
prices charged are excessive. The more

components,

example, if a" 350 -volt power unit has a
total resistance, due to smoothing choke,

valves,

loud

speakers, and so forth, in efforts to get
better results ; whereas the diversion of 1.
fraction of this amount to the purchase of

instruments, and some time devoted to
mastering their proper use, would show up
unsuspected causes of bad results and confirm or dispel suspected ones ; and, incidentally, give a much clearer understanding of the whole business.

Cheap Cathode -Ray Gear
Being what I am, I am itching to break
forth into a paan in praise of the cathoderay tube as an unrivalled means of finding
out what's what, but the Editor warns me
to keep off this particular subject for the
moment, so I restrict myself to the one
remark that really useful cathode-ray
equipment is possible at a cost of 3 to L4,
inclusive of tube, and less still it an old
receiver power unit lies in the junk box.

Meters have a good claim to be considered first, because, as their name signi-

variability, is usually liable to diat. very
irritating defect of sticking.
The temporary spasm of pain occasioned by doing
without something else in, order to find the
price of a higher grade meter than the one
first thought of is fully compensated

throughout the rest of one's life by the
more

satisfactory service given.

The

temptation .to buy three junk meters instead of one good one is strong-I have
succumbed to it and I know. You have
been warned.
Then it is not enough to apply a meter,
without regard for possible limitations.
Even if it is accurate, that is no guarantee

that the readings are what you want to
know. An example of this is the oft stressed need for voltmeters of high resistance. Cheap moving -iron voltmeters jf
the " watch " pattern usually have

resistance of only a few ohms per volt,
which is another way of saying that they

draw a lot of current-perhaps TOO milli amps from the circuit to which they are
applied. That is all very well for car
batteries, which think nothing of such an

amount of current, but in circuits where
perhaps it is more than the maximum
current available, and the resistance of the
supply is more than that of the voltmeter,
it is obvious that connecting the meter is

bound to drop the voltage far below the
working level. To keep the error from

this cause down to the region of i per

cent., the voltmeter resistance should be
something like ioo times the resistance between it and the source of volts.* For

fr uent nee for
urmg voltagesd in highs re-

sistance circuits in television receivers, there have recently been
offered instruments with much higher
resistances such as 20,00o ohms per volt.
As the full-scale current taken is only 50
microamps, such instruments can be used
for measuring very small currents as, well.

For very high voltages, i,000 and over,
the best sort of voltmeter is one that takes
no current at all-the electrostatic type.

AC Measurements
That is one way in which it is possible
to go wrong by using an unsuitable meter,
or not paying regard to its limitations.
Another is in the matter of AC. We all

know that the only type of meter worth

considering for general purposes on DC is
the moving coil. Passing from DC to AC,
the situation is complicated at the start by
the question of frequency. The electrician's

AC voltmeter had to work only on 5o
cycles, or at any rate below roo, and
could draw any current within reason.
Neither of these conditions holds good for
most of our purposes ; and the moving -coil
meter being unapproachable for excellence
by any purely AC type, the next best thing
is

to rectify the AC conveniently by a

metal rectifier, and use the moving -coil
instrument.
A great advantage is that
modern rectifier meters can be used over
the whole range of audio frequencies.
There are little complications, however,
which it is occasionally important to
*for full explanation see note at end of this
article.
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About Instrumentsremember. The first

is that the resist-

ance of a rectifier meter is not quite the

tuning indicators. The exact tuning point

is indicated much more accurately than
can be determined by ear. Connecting the

fixed and definite thing it is on any given
range in a DC instrument. Below 5 volts
its resistance begins to rise appreciably,
and below one or two volts rises quite o,
lot, and at the same time the scale becomes
more crowded. One incidental effect of a
rectifier is that harmonics are produced ;

meter across the moving coil of the loud
speaker is the simplest method, because

and sometimes when making measure-

indicates an output of 50o milliwatts. It
is better to work at a considerably lower

ments on distortion in amplifiers one may
he led right up the garden unless this fact
is borne in mind. The comparative rarity
of such an effect makes it the more unexpected if it does happen to crop up.

A rather more important matter is the
error due to waveform. There is not time

for me to embark here and now on an
explanation of peak, mean, and RMS
values, so if you are not clear about them
you will just have to accept it meekly that
it is possible for three meters to be giving

different readings all at once on an AC
circuit and for all to be right. The reading
given by a rectifier -type meter, which is
approximately the mean value, agrees with
the generally used RMS value only when
the waveform is pure. So readings taken
in a power unit or other 'places where
is far from pure are likely to be different

by ro per cent. or more.

One of the great advantages of the

rectifier meter, as I mentioned just now,
is that it is suitable for measuring audio
signal voltages. The most obvious use is
for indicating output,

especially when

lining up sets that are not fitted with

external loud speaker terminals are usually
provided. If the output impedance is 10
to 15 ohms, this is quite satisfactory ; but
nowadays an impedance of about 2 ohms

is general, and a reading of only i volt

signal level-to spare one's ears and to

avoid flattening the response by bringing
the AVC into action. So a fairly sensitive
meter is required. Alternatively the meter
can be connected across the primary of the
transformer, and then the voltage reading
is, of course, much higher. As the DC
drop across the transformer is likely to be'
considerable, a condenser of perhaps

mfd. should be put in series with the

meter.

Regulating Oscillator Output
Sometimes a rectifier meter is useful for
regulating the signal from an audio source

-such as that provided by most signal
generators-and if the intention is that

the signal should be undistorted the meter
should be replaced by an equivalent plain
resistance when not actually taking readings on it, because of its introducing
harmonics.
A particularly valuable use for the sensitive meter that forms the basis of extra high -resistance voltmeters is measuring the

current in the load resistance of a diode

detector (see Fig. i). This is very helpful
in fault -tracing and design -checking, for

the signal level at the detector is one of
the most important data. The ordinary
milliammeter is not sensitive enough.

For the built-in signal strength indicators, which in " communication " receivers
are usually known as " R -meters," a very

sensitive meter is not necessary, as it is
usual to connect it to show the anode
current to one or more of the valves controlled by AVC (Fig. i). Another advantage of this arrangement is that the
relation between deflection and signal
strength is a rough approximation to
logarithmic, and goes farther towards

covering the very wide range of signal

strengths than a uniform scale could possibly do.

The use of a moving -coil meter in the
circuit of a detector valve is exactly what
is known as a valve voltmeter, except that
in the latter the valve is part of the
measuring instrument instead of part of
the thing being measured. Nevertheless,
by careful design the effect of connecting
the valve right into the RF circuit being
measured can be made remarkably small
compared with other sorts of instruments.

One way of doing this is to mount the
valve on the end of a flexible metal tube.
Acorn valves are the best for this purpose,
especially at ultra -high frequencies, but as
they are very fragile and expensive it is
well to remember that some modern triodes

(as well as pentodes, etc.) are provided

with a top cap connection for the grid, and
lend themselves very well to this " probe "
arrangement. The only other things to be

mounted in the head of the probe along

with the valve are the by-pass condensers
for providing short RF paths from anode
and " earthy " input terminal to cathode.

Choosing a Valve Voltmeter
The advice to study the characteristics
of instruments carefully before making a
selection applies emphatically to valve
voltmeters.

There are several general
bend, auto -bias, grid

types - anode

current, slide -hack, amplified diode, etc.
--each with innumerable Variations and
each with advantages and disadvantages.
Some cover a wide range of voltage, some

read low voltages, some read peak or
mean or RMS values, some have particu-

larly high input impedance, and so on.
The choice depends on the sort of thing
you want to use it for most.

Nearly all valve voltmeters make use of
a moving -coil meter of some sort, and if
von possess a good one it is probably
economical to make the rest of the instrument with terminals for connecting the
meter, but, of course, it is not quite so.
convenient to use as a self-contained instrument, 'and for some tests the good

meter may be wanted elsewhere at the

Fig. r.-The new extra -high -resistance voltmeters are really microammeters, and can be used
for measuring the rectified signal voltage at signal or AVC diodes. The meter is connected at
the earth end of the load resistance (shown at M) and the reading in microamps multiplied by

the load resistance in megohms gives the voltage.

As an arbitrary indicator of signal strength over a wide range a milliammeter R connected in
the anode supply line to AVC controlled valves is useful. To include weak signals it is better
if the AVC is not delayed.

I, personally, prefer to look
on a valve- voltmeter not so much as an
accurate measuring instrument-for there
are so many factors affecting the reading
that it is very difficult to maintain really
high accuracy-but as an indicator. For

same time.
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example, in measuring amplification the
most obvious method is to read the signal
voltages at the input and output and divide

survey." Judging from letters I get,
many people under -estimate what is involved even in a serviceman's generator.
It consists of a valve oscillator, adjustable
to

cover

all

the

usual wavebands
and modulated by a
AUDIO

AMPLIFIER

SOURCE

fixed note, usually
something between
400 and r,000 c/s.
far so good;
there is no immense

So

.F.

OUTPUT

INPUT

0

O

difficulty.

In days

Fig. 2.-A valve volt-

meter need not be

accurate or even calibrated at all for
measuring arnplification if a calibrated
potentiometer P is

available. The valve
voltmeter is just used

VALVE
VOLTMETER

to show when the

voltage is the same
in both positions of

.1.4 at one end of a waveband and 25 at the

other. What is more important is that the
output at any frequency should always be
closely the same, so that sets can be compared with one another. It is also rather
important that the percentage mOdulation
should be reasonably constant, and should
be neither too small nor too large ; 3o per
cent is the usual standard.
Laboratory signal generators cost about
ten times as much, because it is very expensive ensuring an accurately calibrated
output, modulated at a known and controllable depth, at all frequencies now in
general use.

Though not essential for servicing,
beat -frequency

oscillator

covering

a

the

whole range of audio frequencies is the
most valuable equipment for the quality
enthusiast. But perhaps I had better stop
before this takes on the covetousness -provoking character of the Physical Society's
Exhibition catalogue.

the switch.

the latter by the former. Although this
sounds straightforward enough, in practice the input voltage is often too small to
measure directly ; and, anyway, the two
voltages will probably be of very different
magnitude, which is a condition likely to
involve most of the errors that are going.
A better method is to use the valve voltmeter for seeing when the voltages at each
end of the amplifier are equal, the actual
voltage applied to the input being stepped
down by a potentiometer, which is a much

simpler and more reliable thing than a
valve voltmeter. The valve voltmeter
then need not even be calibrated, and its
errors are of no consequence (see Fig. 2).
Actually, it is very useful to have it calibrated in volts, but the general idea I am
trying to emphasise is that where there is
the choice it is better to depend on items

such as potentiometers which have less
about them that can change.

There are few things more useful for
general experimenting and testing than
calibrated resistances and capacities. Very

accurate ones cost a lot of money, of
course ; but the better grades of rotary
potentiometer,

preferably

of

larger

diameter than ordinary volume controls,
and with reliable contact arms and end
connections, can

be

calibrated on

a

bridge-borrowed, if necessary-and can
be used either as known variable resistances or for tapping off a known proportion of a voltage across the end terminals.
Condensers that do not shift their capacity
under the stress of time and temperature
are now sold quite cheaply, as a result of
the demand for push-button receivers, and

a box containing a number of values

selectable by a switch saves a lot of time
when finding the right capacity for a certain place in a circuit.
For servicing or experimenting a practically indispensable piece of equipment is
a modulated oscillator, or signal generator.
I do not say standard signal generator, be-

cause instruments truly worthy of that
name tend towards the millionaire class

gone by everybody had something

of

this sort and called it a wavemeter. It was

never actually connected to the receiver
being tested ; what the receiver picked up
came by stray coupling or radiation. The
only way of controlling the strength was
to shift it to and fro along the bench or
turn it round. Even although the only
purpose was to measure the wavelength,
this method of control often left much to
be desired. And now that measuring wavelength is only incidental to the main purpose of lining up and checking the sensitivities of sets, it is essential to have a
definite connection between signal source

and receiver and means of adjusting the
strength over a wide range. The .wide
range control is a knotty problem in itself,
especially at very high frequencies, because

NOTE ON VOLTMETER READINGS.

If E is the voltage (EMF) at the source
and RI the resistance between the source
and the voltmeter
(represented by Rm),

then if there is no
load resistance the

true voltage across

the points where the

measurement is

made is the full E
volts, but drops to,

say, V volts when
the meter is connected.
To find the true E from the meter reading

V-

E

V(Rr
Em)
Em

For V to be 99 per cent. of E, Rm must be
99 times RI.
Example :

Sup25,000

unauthorised capacities and inductances,
which insist on being present in actuality
though not in the circuit diagram, tend to
have more effect on the results than the
resistance elements that are supposed to
do the job. Secondly, it is no use being
able to reduce the output to r microvolt
for testing sensitive receivers if zoo microvolts are picked up by direct radiation. So
the signal -generator must be very carefully screened. And, contrary to many
people's ideas, this is more than just putting everything inside a metal box. It is
astonishing how much can leak out of a
lid joint or the control spindle holes.
Of course, the generators that are sold at
around Rio are not perfect in all respects,
but some of these cheap instruments are
wonderfully good, and in view of what I
have just explained are better value than
perhaps many people suspect. When considering buying one, a revealing test is to
connect it to the most sensitive receiver

When the voltage is measured across a
load (call its resistance Rz), then the true
ER2
voltage across R2 (call it VI) is RI + R2.

output to " zero " the signal can be made
to disappear.

voltmeter reading across the valve is 38,
using the same meter and range as in the

available and at various frequencies to
note whether by adjusting the generator

Even those few makes of the cheaper
sort that are calibrated in microvolts must

not be expected to be highly accurate.

and are therefore (again quoting the high- It would be quite good, for example; if a
brow writers) " not within the scope of this nominal io microvolt signal were actually

pose RI

is

ohms, and the voltmeter reads 68 volts
on a roo-volt scale
and has a resistance
of ',Goo ohms per
volt. Then Rat is
roo,000 ohms. So
X 125,000
E- 68 100,000
-85

When the voltmeter is connected the reading
is, say, V2.

To find the true voltage
12112.2
VI = V2 (Rm(Ri + R2)

r)

For V2 to be 99 per cent. of V , Rm must be

that is to say, 99 times the
resistance of RI and Rz in parallel.
Example : Suppose a 15,00o -ohm triode
is fed through a 50,00o -ohm coupling resistance and a 25,000 -ohm decoupling resistance
(R r is therefore 75,000 ohms), and that the

99 (RI +

R2R

previous example. The true voltage across

the valve is
3R2( 7)5,000 X
VI
ioo,00d x 90,009 +
= 38 x 1.125 =- 43
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tuned circuits.
This combination considerably simplifies
band -width measurement, giving variable
band -width control. It eliminates the unsatisfactory screen -scale reading, replac-
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methods, and Mullard Instruments
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
NOTICES
12 words or less. 3/- and 31. for every

ARMSTRONG

Each paragraph is charged separatety and name and
address must'be counted.

Did you read the

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns is

additional word.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES
For the convenience of private advertisers, letters
may be addressed to numbers at " The Wireless World "

When this is desired, the sum of ikt. to defray
the cost of registration and to cover postage on replies
must be added to the advertisement charge, which must
include the words Box 000, cjo." The Wireless World."
All replies should be addressed to the Box number
shown in the advertisement, c/o "The \Viceless World,"
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1.
Office.

.

" Wireless World" TEST REPORT

SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh

instructions the entire " copy " is repeated from the
previous issue 13 consecutive insertions 5%; 26 consecutive, 10%; 52 consecutive, 15%.

on our

Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned
against sending remittances through the post except in

NEW VARIABLE SELECTIVITY

Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope should
be clearly marked "Deposit Department."

registered envelopes

MODEL AWI25PP

ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted
up to FIRST POST on MONDAY MORNING (previous
to date of issue) at the Head Offices of " The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1,
or on SATURDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
8-10, Corporation Street Coventry Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ; 260, Deansgate,
Manchester, 3 ; 26n, Renfleld Street, Glasgow, C.2.

-

l

in all such cases the use of the

DEPOSIT SYSTEM

Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers
in these columns may deal in perfect safety by availing
themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be
deposited with "The Wireless World," both parties

12-V. 5 -BAND ALL -WAVE

RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, counting
from receipt of goods, 'after which period, if buyer

(12-550 continuous, 1000-2000 m.)

decides not to retain gocids, they must be returned to
sender. If a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit
amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to return
amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
but in the event of no sale, and subject to them being

Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular

issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All

advertisements iu this section must be strictly prepaid.

no different arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss

The proprietors retain the right to refute or withdraw

advertisements at their discretion.

or damage in transit, for which we take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10, a deposit fee of
11- is charged ; on transactions over £10 and under
250, the fee is 2/6; over £50, 5/-. All deposit matters
are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street,
London, S.E.1, and cheques and money orders should

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for adverpayable to ILIFFE
tisements should be made
& SONS Ltd, aid crossed 8.2-_-'"- Notes being
untraceable if lost in transit should_ not be sent as
remittances,
,
-

be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.-Readers who reply to advertise-

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.

ments and receive no answer to their enquiries are

requested to regard the silence as an indication that the
goods advertised have already been disposed of.

Adver-

tisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or

impossible to reply to each one by post.

Printers' errors, although every ears is taken to avoid

When sending

remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp for return
should also be included for use in the event of the

mistakes.

application proving unsuccessful.

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS '
wish R.F. Pre -Amplifier, 2 I.F. stag. with Variable Selectivity.

ViEGALLIER'S. the leading all -wave specialists; an Bounce their 1939 programme. The most comprehensive range and the greatest value ever. Direct -to -the public caslrisales endlffe ns to pass on "middle" profits
to the purchaser. Send 2d. stamp for. illustrated titslogues. Better still, call between 10 a.m. and 8 p.m. and
try these remarkable receivers for yourselves, Or. at any
other time by appointment. There IS no obligatiok to
purchase.

COMPARE the

'

Following ,Specifications

with

Any

Other Sets in Their Respective Classes :dl Gns.-Model. 848 chassis and valves, 8 -valve superhet,
4 wavebands, 12 to 2;100 metres, Magic Eye inchcater, 8 watts undistorted (speakers extra, see separate
list), for A.C..D.C. Model 1000 version, employing 10
valves, add 12/6 to the above price,
10 Gns.-" Yale " model 101 10.valve superhet chassis
and valves, A.C. 200-250 volts, 5 wavebands, 72,100 metres, large slide pattern dial calibrated in stations,
push-button tuning, Magic Eye indicator, latest type
Octal valves, with push-pull output, 10 watts, Speakers

extra, loin., 15/9, or 12in. P.A. 47/6.
FOR the Quality Enthusiast and Ham.

Challenger " Model 444" Custom-built 12.valfe

Superhet Radio Gram. Chassis, 5 wavebands,' 5-16,
THE

11-34, 34-95, 200-550,. 800-2,100 meters, large illuminated
dial volibrated in- meters and station names, R.F. stage
on all bands,. valve sequence, 5X4 rectifier, (2). 6V6s
Beampower 'Output tubes, 6G5 Magic Eye indicator,
6Q7 noise suppressor, 6B8 1st L.F. and A.V.C. 6J5

phase changer, 6J5 negative feed back, 6L7 I.F. amp.,
6L7 selectivity control. 6K8 Triode Ileptode frequency

changer, 6K7 R.F. amp.; special " non -drift " I.F. Aladdin
transformers, variable selectivity 6-30 kc., output 15 -watts
undistorted from pushpull beam power output tubes, response flat Within 1.5 db between 30-12,000 cycles; oscillator fundamental without use of harmonics, persistent
oscillator of highest output.
RICES of the Challenger Model 444 Radiogram

P

Chassis:14-Chassis, valves and 10in. 10.C. speaker.

15

Gns.-Chassis, valves and 12in. P.A. speaker.

,e17.17.0

.

A few extracts

,

from Jan. 5th issue
fi .fel compiling the specification of this receiver the makers
have drawn upon the salient features of both long-range
communication sets and quality amplifiers for local station
reception.

.

.

.

We had no difficulty in logging American broadcasting station;
on the 13- 16- and 19 -metre bands . . . and comparison with.,
ordinary all -wave sets leaves no doubt that the AW125PP is worthy`
of classification with' the ' communication ' type receivers as
far as sensitivity is concerned.
. . . keen selectivity which enables one to get well within one '
channel on either side of the London Regional .transmitter before

the side bands begin to appear.
On long waves separation of the Deutsch/andiender from

Droitwich and Radio -Paris requires no skill in the handling of the
controls, and the performance on this band is exceptionally good
with ample sensitivity in reserve and very little background noise.
.

.

.

.

. A momentary test up to full volume on the local station

failed to reveal any marked threshold of distortion, though judging
from the sound level the output must have been very close to the
rated upper limit of 10 watts.

Full mcrks are due to the designer for the skill with

whictia 12 -valve circuit has been compressed into a chassis very
little bigger than that of the average 5 -valve superheterodyne.'

Copy of complete Report FREE upon request.

DEMONSTRATIONS

Extended hours for convenience of customers.
Engineer in attendance until 5.30 p.m. on
Saturdays and 7.30 p.m. Monday to Friday.

REPeRaTengoerf.i;.11s,ggeg,

ARMSTRONG MANFG. CO.
100 ST. PANCRAS WAY, CAMDEN TOWN, N.W.1

'Phone : GULliver 3105

Report

on

/10 Standard Model 19 -valve AISK504, differing
from the De Luxe receiver in that it does not
incorporate band -spread, ceramic valve -holders, I.F. gain
control, pr variable interstation noise -suppressor, complete
with valves and dual 1241.; P.A. speakers, £25/10.
'VEAL -REST' Point Paddington Station; maps showing
.11
main line stations sent with all lists.
DLondon,
Ltd., 32, Brst Mews,Pa ddingVihonlUington45.

1piad

W.2.

li

A RNISTRONG Company Have Nine New Radio Chassis
of Outstanding Merit, from the press -button model
at £I/18/f, to the large variable selectivity model at
£ 17/17.

ARMSTRONG Manufacture a Range of High Fidelity
L.F. Amplifiers and Radio Feeder Units; models
include 6- and 12 -watt .output units, using P.X.4 and

P.X.25s in push-pull respeetivelY, with two stages of push.
pull preceding; frequency response from 20-20,000 cycles.
and the 12 -watt model
£12/12; 'both of these units have current available to
supply feeder unit.
The 6 -watt unit costs £9/9

ARMSTRONG AmplifiersRadio Feeder' Units Include
a Local Station Receiver, designed to .give the widest
possible frequency response, circuit consisting of a B.F.
stage coupled to a linear law detector; .this unit costs
3 gns. Full technical details are available free on request.

AR King's
si

),

e0.0, T.Ity;,,,,Pinfvrais

ROYAL RADIO Co., Established

Way

(Immix

1908.

5-VALVE All -Mains Receivers, from £2/15; car radio.
from .£4/15; tend 1.1.!_.1. stamp Inc catalogue.-Royal
Radio Co., 5, Buckingham Rd., London, E.18.
[7865
A LBA, Ferguson, Portadyne, Halcyon, Ever -Ready,
SpartOn-Spencer and other first class makes; wholesale
only (write for lists).-Leonard Heys, 36, Henry St., Blackpool.

[0610

RECEIVERS -AND AMPLIFIERS
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

All Chassis sent on 7 days' approval, carriage paid

12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE

Press
Request.ilo"

All Models Gladly Demonstrated

3 0 9J:Zirliilatiar )1fzsti,:tn '1;Ifiitc'relZIgeerr 1c,5;vaLcec,-ality enthusiast, 6 wavebands covering 4.5-2,200, eleetrical bandspread,, large dial with hair -line spollight
tuning, magic eye indicator, variable selectivity, 3 to 16
lec. ceramic valve -holders and insulation in R.F. circuits,
variable I.F. gain. variable inter,station noise -suppressor,
C.W. beat oscillator, tone control giving high and low
note' attenuation, variable manual -carrier, controlled contract expansion, 25X negative feed -hack, 4 6L6 " beam "
tubes..in R.C1C. paraphase parallel push-pull giving. 30
watts undistorted output, class " A." amplification; coin pieta with dual matched 12in. auditorium speakers.

(This advertjsentent continued in third column.)

Manual R.F. gain control and 10 watts R.C. coupled Triode
P.P. Output.

(This advertisement continued front first column.)

VP

Quality Amplifier, with Epoch new 66 speaker,
turntable, pick-up;_ x10/19.-Mortimore, 55, Queen's

Rd., S.W.19.

[7846

UNUSED Eddystone All -World Eight, battery superhet
and speaker; cost £28, offers wanted.-Overseas
Farmers, Plantation House, Fenchuoch St., London. [7850

BANKRUPT Stock.-Brand new 1938 radio sets in
makers' cartons with guarantees at less than half
retail prices; send 11,,ad stamp for list, bargains. -261-3,
Lichfield--Hd.-, Aston, Birmingham.

"Radio Data Cl2arts," A Series of Abacs Post free 410

[7827

THE WIRELESS WORLD
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CAR RADIO
Long-and
LAZLAT'ln'VW-T1edn"47,tTTAit.

aeg.66/6.-137,

Grange Rd., Ring's Heath,- Birmingham.

[7849

,

A GOOD START

FOR 1939!

CAR Roof Aerials, improved type, chromium plated,
17/6 complete; vertical telescopic type, 12/6; American underear aerials, single dipole. 9/6; De Luxe twins,
rubber covered, 20/, pair; carriage paid.

WIRELESS SUPPLIES UNLINTITED,
TT Stratford, E.15.

Essex

I.Igs7ei,

3191.

We think our Readers will be interested to know that SOUND SALES

-

have already booked orders covering
special Amplifying Equipment for use

IF You Own a Cri Radio it Is bound to "go wrong"
some time; be a good friend to It and get it repaired
quickly, and at reasonable cost; all makes overhauled;
free quotations.-Scott-Sessions Co., Car Radio Department, Exchange Works, Muswell Hill, N.10.
Tudor
41012.

0 Three

and 'sixty-five
days from now-where will you be?

-

hundred

Still struggling along in the same old job at
the same old salary-worried about the

future-often unable to make both
meet ?

ends

Still putting off your start to success

-frittering away precious hours that will
never come again ?

There's no
Don't do it, man-don't do it
greater tragedy than that of the man who
stays sunk in a rut all his life, when with
just a little effort he could get out of it and
!

advance.

There are thousands of successful, prosperous men in every business and industry who
owe much of their success to the InterThey
national Correspondence Schools.
refused to be beaten by lack of 'training.

They found that the

offered

them

Instruction
yet simplified
Manuals prepared by outstanding authorities,
together with personal guidance and expert
understanding tuition.
Service, which has led the
- That wonderful
.comprehensive

"

field in training by post for nearly 50 years,
can do for.you what it has done for others.

Write to us to -day for full information or use the

attached coupon.

17499

affairs, and instead of having to worry

INIITATED, but unequalled.

about getting orders at, any cost,'
we can comfortably concentrate on
our favourite hobby-the design and

WE Invite You to a Demonstraliort.

manufacture of Quality Radio.

8_10 Nte.'AnTi'SeteDainnce...a
Band

MAY WE HAVE .THE PLEASURE

VORTEXION P.A. Equipment.

hAmmatcr ormiAcrCortFie
and speaker; 612/12.
WATT Amplifier, distortionless, 14.7 watts
output, 30-18,000 cycles, independent mike

OF DEMONSTRATING TO YOU

2

SOUND SALES QUALITY RADIO

and gram., inputs and controls, 0.037 volts required to
lull load, output for 4. 7.5 and 15 Ohms speakers or
to specification, inaudible hum level; 12 -volt car battery

AND

PUBLIC ADDRESS EQUIPMENT?

and A.C. mains model, 12 gus.; A.C. only model, 81/: gna.,
complete, as tested by " Wireless World."

May we also have your enquiries for
special Transformers-and in any case
-may we send you our latest
catalogue and technical manual.

VENTILATED Steel Cases for Above; 12/6.

15 -2 0 nlts

motor
P'rta 'Len d

£14.

Amplifier,terne

R

with
;

it''cao se,
riez
pick-up;

teed back
35 -40-fs In negative
mike and P.U. tone
lyie,A.TrTonOcutxt,in:16."

PRICE 6d.

control, large output transformer complete; £15.

ABLOicVkE-u;Vfoll.i.icztgple,!.e.!ntrca..ssei.w.ltehr;tu;r2ictiable, Piezo

2

WATT HeavyFidelity Model, as
etc.; £15.

fitted(riereidace

6 0,vigel: Model, with negative feed back; £25, corn.

1 2 0-WAoTetTe Model, with negative feed back; £40, corn.
25 0 _ vounfiT; 2g,...,,,itriziv%Ve.are Speaker, field supply
VOlt.T,E1C91.0NithLot.d..,:

INTERNATIONAL

CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS L.

Dept. 38, International BuildingS,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Courses in the subject I have marked X.

I

assume no obligation.

RADIO ENGINEERING RADIO
TELEVISION

RADIO SERVICING

Also

HORTICULTURE
INSURANCE
JOURNALISM
MECHANICAL ENG.
MOTOR ENGINEERING
PLUMBING
SALESMANSHIP
SANITARY ENG.
SECRETARIAL WORK
SHORT -STORY WRITING
SURVEYING

ACCOUNTANCY.

ADVERTISING
AERONAUTICAL ENG.
AGRICULTURE
AIR CONDITIONIN 3
ARCHITECTURE
BOOK-KEEPING
BUILDING
BUSINESS TRAINING
CHEMICAL ENG.
COMMERCIAL ART
CIVIL ENGINEERING
DIESEL ENGINEERING
DRAUGHTSMANSHIP
'ELECTRICAL ENG.
GENERAL EDUCATION

TEXTILE MANUF'G
WELDING, GAS & ELEC.
WINDOW DRESSING
WOODWORKING
WORKS MANAGEMENT

moving

Civil Service

:

:

(including Inst. Wireless Tech.; P.M.G. Certif. for Wireless
Operators, City & Guilds, Radio Comm., and Prov. Certif.
itcRadio Telephony and Telegraphy for Aircraft).

Age

Name

mArtergrl,pif;ie0r,,,ewitah.lurlaub,lie

isrLod.edl:

with moving coil microphone

magrdouble

steel desk

Amplifier,tnrnn Zion; .Ac.oeneispieTeit,pulioln

turntable;
11 .1.1:Ifi...tElee)...ic Gramophone and Amplifier, walnut

Sifiecil7ed by mit11111'

the Experts'

SALES

_SOUNbri

(Contractors to the
MARLBOROUGH RD.,
G.P.O., etc.)
UPPER HOLLOWAY,
LIMITED. re.: A rchwau1661/213
LONDON, N.19,
afinrest :.,trifon-Mghal,e Tiree-15 Minot, W -s. Rai

mimMEISSNERem.
PUSH-BUTTO N

£511716
CASH
OR
C.O.D.

t3,1ea com-

SOUND Film
put,

ALSO Several Other Equipments.

T. E.,

65. Bolsover St., LondOn, W.1. Easton 5,N1:74

TOR Rire of DlIcrnphone and Amplification Equipment,
1 Write harmony House, 116, Cambridge Rd. South-

4

[7873

port.

BLACK, Ltd.-Consult us on sound in-

ALEXANDER
stallations, temporary

or

request. -55, Ebury St:, S.W.1.

USED SETS FOR SALE

only of any receiver.
provides full automatic remote
control operation of any radio from any convenient location.

A unit that

EKCO
'brand

-

Here's

he new idea

Push-button
Remote Controls a unit that connects
to the aerial and earth

permanent; booklet on
Sloane 6129.
[059.7

tuned,1939kceTinr Zit button,
e

demonstration used

only; 15 gn: model, bargain .613/5i guaranteed.-W.R.
Seryiee, 87, Wallace St.. Ayr.

[7851

HARTLEY TURNER
HARTLEY TURNER M.A.12 Quality Receiver, eon,
plete with speaker; £20, or neat. ---4, Span; Mew,
[7856

MISCELLANEOUS
Q.T. 800 Battery Model.. 37/6, complete'. new. cost
.65/5; Ultra 55 A.C./D.C.1 4 -valve, complete, L2/15;
stamp for list.-F. Smith, 31, 'Brink St., Hull.
[7861

Simple adjustment of the small bakelite knobs
quickly sets each push-button to one of your
favourite stations. Eight push -buttons provide
a choice of seven programmes or normal " dial tuning." Remote Volume Control is also provided
to give complete mastery of the receiver's output.

.

Greatest, largest and most famous
of all institutions devoted to spare time training by the postal method.
Branches in 3o countries, students
in 50,

1939

REMOTE CONTROL

1.000 watt
plete
stand, etc., £25; amplifier and speaker for same, .612/10.
.Pout.
BATTERYi.R.dt .io-ag.raertn,..11a7niclipoass Receiver, Q.P.-

London, W.1.

Zddress

in cabinet

il

£10:

Matricreation

Stale your Exam. here

Toe%

612/10.

EXAMINATIONS:
Pro7essional

161, 2814.Tle Broadway, Wimbledon.

BARGAIN Opportunities.

OPL,R.AppelliDe

- Please send me free booklet describing I.C.S.

Technical

This is a very satisfactory state of

PUBLIC ADDRESS

V

ALL P.A. Accessories in Stock.

COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET.*

ve

'in Public Buildings, Theatres, Cinemas,
' Schools, etc., which will keep them
busy for the next three months.

Send your order now to :ANGLO-AMERICAN RADIO (& MOTORS) LTD.

ALBION HOUSE, 59, NEW OXfORD ST.,

LONDON, W.C.I.

EXCHANGE OR WANTED
World" coinmunicalion receiver,
WANTED,
"Wireless
eitherconapleted
or authors kit or equivalent receiver.

-Carswell, 33, Beechlands Drive, Clarkston, Renfrewihire.

[7857

(Sole Agents of MEISSNER MAN. CO., U.S.A.)

Manufacturers enquiries promptly answered.

,

"Foundations of Wireless," Second Edition. -4s. 6d. net. Poit free 4s. ltd.

-

-

-

.71
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NEW MAINS EQUIPMENT
VORTEXION Supreme :Transformers.

ALL Model, Super Shrouded. primaries screened and
tapped, 200-250v.; filaments C.T.

ANY Model Fitted 55. or 6.3v. Filaments if Required.
:627m5,n.sr=esdinfrorsl.eShoLtZave Three,

TRANSFORMERS for' W.W.Q.A.; 32/-.
500-ot0Oial.,503n11..4,%. nyra.,352,55,,a,,,sa4L 2padne4v. 2a.,

ptn0.1-2a.. 4v.

35 0-0:m extra 4v.

61::,41i,1 -4v. 2.5a., 40.1-2a.,. 21 /-;

350-0-3500. 75 m.a.,

18/,

45. 2.4a., 40. 1-2a.;

25 0-0.25c!.,

4v.

1-2a.; 15/,

2.4a., 4v.

AUTO Transformers, 100.120 to 200-240v.; 80 watts,
11 /-; 120 watts, 14/6; 200 watts, 21/-; 250 watts,
25/-; 300 watts; 28/-; 500 watts, 47/6e W.W.Q.A., output transformers, 21/-.
MICROPHONE Transformers,

C

shielding;

la

magnetic

heavy

/-13lri120p., 12 k6i

TRANSFORMERS and Chokes to Any Specification.
Charger, 6 and 12v., 11,(t to 2 amperes;

tetCt';e
CA10 r-atepi

Broadway,

volTortr.g.,11t1d9:

2814.ir" bit=

TANTALUM for t.g. Chargers, H.T. and L
TransformersP"..,21in rnforn

Britishpn
t.

SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
VAUXHALL. -Rota G12 P.M. speakers, Fy 6;Rla012e.erg.e5_wiirasrners.a1ra:c.0e,

PREMIER

VAUXHALL-Magnavox Midget P.M. speakers, with

1939 RADIO

pentode transfornier, 61/sins; 10/9; brand new.
Strand.

VAVellr ALL.ennUyys.I.LIgnES,;00k1se613ina;s.

Ick:weii.meta.a1prks:aron.

Liverpool
(7263

rendAmerican output;aly

sole stockists for Stance,
GET Our Quotation; state your requirements,

Ltd., 66, Osborne St.,, Glasgow,

tion11i_sh,6nes. 18,
Rota

CABINETS'--

CONVERT Your Set- Into a Radiogram at Minimum
Cost; surplus cabinets from noted makers under cost
of manufacture (undtilled). 30/- upwards; motors at
wholesale Price.
" Cabinet, 313(1715; 21/-.

LOUD -SPEAKER CONVERSIONS
QINCLAIR SPEAKERS. --For conversions of all makes

and types; advice -given. -Alma Grove. Copenhagen
St.1.
[0593
LI AKER Cdnversions.--Whether your moving coil speaker
.,

XX" TeL

Premier Short -Wave Kits

Complete to the last detail including all Valves and
coils, as well as theoretical and wiring diagrams and
lucid instructions for building and working, Each Kit
is supplied with a steel Chassis and Panet and uses
17/6
1 Valve Short -Wave Receiver or Adaptor Kit
... 20,
1 Valve Short -Wave Superhet Converter Kit
1 Valve Short -Wave A.C. Superhet Converter Kit 22,6
25;2 Valve Short -Wave Receiver Kit
3 Valve Short -Wave Screen Grid and Pentode Kit 58,6
Westinghouse
PREMIER BATTERY CHARGERS.
Rectification. Complete. Ready for use. To charge. 2 volts
at 4 amp., 101- ; 6 volts at 1 amp., 16/6 ; 6 volts at 1 amp..

; 12 volts at 1 amp., 21/- ; 0 volts at 2 amps., 32/6.

AUTO TRANSFORMERS. Step up or clown A.C. mains
between 110-250 volts. 60 watts, 9/- ; 100 watts 11/6.

[0485

MAGNIFICENT Television Cabinets, brand new,; 35/.E11- each (maker's siist:'£71; ideal for- radiogrami-, etc. Cameo Co., 23.' Denmark St., W.C.2. Tem. 5900. [7836
arid Appearance Never Seen
CABINET.'
Before Workmanshipin this Country, designed by leading American
craftsmen; these could not be. made .here in the wood%
used at three times the. price; acoustic properties hitherto
- unknown; all brand aew,' tendrilled; also record changers
(8 records), 5 gns.;
stamp for actual reprints from
.photographs,-.41egallier's,t Ltd.. (Dept "C"). 32, Bathurst
Mews, Paddington, London. W.2.- Paddington 2745. [7801

DYNAMOS, MOTORS, -

ETC.
,

A .C.-D.C. Equipment, 1939. interesting lines; lists free.

-Easco 18w Brixton Rd S W 9
[0558
ei Rotary Converters, electric motors,: batALL1...ry
Types
chargers; petrol electric generator sets, eta., in

sta"-k, new and' second-hand.

rkinversiiin units

for Opetating

D.C.

Re-

A.C.15.0.
ceivers from.A.C. Alains, 100 wattsbutput, .£2/101
150 watts output, £3/10.
WAIA.DI,404r6n,

9%.ringdon St, London, E -C.4.

RotaryG

200

in silence

200-250 D.C. to -200-250 A.C.,

m

86,Great1ortncSrt.V.
ZTf6/6.-Johuson'Engineering,

[7862

EL'Cw17.1;ge

Shavers,
AZ21/bro'..c.jue20p0rfc5.°

complete with leatherette case, one year's guarantee; send
for details; trade supplied.
TTENRV'S, 72. Wellington Av., Stamford Hill, N.15.
[7708
Sta. 2907.

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
ALL Recording Discs and Materials in Stock; tracker
units. £41716; recording motors, 3/17/6. -Write
for further details. Will Day, Ltd., 19, Lisle St., W.C.2.

BAKERS New Corner Horn Speakers; leaflet free.Bakers Sellmmt Radio, the pioneer manufacturers

°I moving ceil.speakers, 75, Sussex Rd., South Croydon.

[7867

TRANSMITTING APPARATUS
!ti ET Our Quotation First for Your Transmitter; specify
-4 Your requirements as accurately as possible; lowest
prices, best workmanship, first grade components.
RADIOGRAPHIC,Tip0.., lg., 66, Osborne St., Glatiowbc7.21a

ment, National R.M.E., Thordarson, Hammarluncl,
McMurdo, Hallicrafters, etc.:- send lthd. stamp for catalo_gue.-415N1 (Birmingham), Ltd., 44, Holloway Head,
,...),

With the exception of the 3 -watt models, all Premier
Amplifiers incorporate the new Premier Matchmaker

Birniingharn.
[0531
A C.S. RADIO, specialists in short-wave apparatus;
communication receivers, including Hallicrafters,
National and R.M.E. transmitting equipment, valves and
components. --Send for free catalogue to A.C.S.' Radio,
16, Gray's Inn Rd., W.C.1. Holborn 9894-5.
G2NK,
Technical Manager.
[0550

are provided with two separate input channels which

A NI2ER,SON.

A NEW COMPLETE RANGE OF 7 HIGH FIDELITY

PA AMPLIFIERS FOR A.& OR A.C./D.C.

MAINS

can be mixed to any level. The 30- and 60 -watt systems

have 3 input channels.

The built-in Pre -Amplifiers

ensure that the gain is sufficient for any lowdevel crystal
or velocity microphone. The actual gain of the 6-,
15-, :30- and 60 -watt amplifiers is over 100 decibels.
Tone controls are also incorporated.

Kit of Parts

Corn pletely

A

VALVES

ALL Types of American Valves, first.gMde only, -Ken.,
ILIA., Yhiteo, Hytron, Raytheon, all tubes fully guaranteed, 5/- each; also line cords, .resistances and electrolytic condensers
enquiries.

for

replacements.

Stamp

with

all

Wired and
Tested.
£2 15 0
£2 15 0

ANDERSON, 34, Wadham Avenue. Walthamstow, E.17.
Larkswood 1574 . [7802

£4 10 0
£5 5 0 .
£7 0 0 '
£5 15 0
Black Crackle Steel Cabinet 15/- extra.
Magnavox Sin. P.M.s
MOVING COIL SPEAKERS.
with Output Transformer, 1016. 3.1aguavox Sin. Energised,. 2,500 ohm field with Transformer, 9/110. Rola

£6

4/_ Each. -All popular (total types.

Bin.

ALL Types of American Tubes in Stock oP Impel( and
Arcturus makes, at competitive prices.
WE Can Also Supply a Full Range of Guaranteed Replacement Valves for Any British, non -ring, American or Continental type at an appreciably lower price.
SEND forLists. olThese, and also electrolytic condensers,
line cords, resistances, etc.
CHAS: F. WARD, 46, Farringdon SL, London, E.C.4.

with Valves.
3 -watt A.C. Atnplifier

3 -watt A.C./D.E.

6 -watt A.C.
8 -10 -watt
I5 -watt A.C.

...

£2
£2
£5

0
0

6

0
0
0

0

3_ Each. --All popular types American valves.

0

P.M. with Transformer, 15/- Rola 10in. P.M.,
19/11. B.T.H. 101in. Energised L.S., 1,650 ohm held,
less Transformer 9/11. Rola G.13 12in. High -Fidelity
Speakers with Output Transformer, Energised, 1,250
or 2,500 ohm field, 591. P.M. model, 79/6.
Premier Transverse Current Microphone, 201, Microphone Transformer, 6/-. Table Mike Stand, 7/6.
BRAIDED METAL SCREENED WIRE for Mikes, pickups, etc. Single, 4d. yd. Twin, 6d. yd.
PREMIER U.S.A. QUARTZ TRANSMITTING CRYSTALS, 7 are. and 3.5 me., 101- each. Enclosed holders,
2 6 each.
CARDBOARD ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, 4 mf. or

8 mf. 500 v., 116 each, 8+4 mf. 503 v., 2 3, 8+8 mf.

+ 44- 4 mf. 500 v., 2 6, 16+8 mf. 500 v., 3.6.
500
TUBULAR METAL CAN ELECTROLYTICS by famous
makers. 4 or S nif. dry, 500 v., 2,6 each. 8 mf. wet,
450 v.., 2 3. 8 mf. 659 v.. Peak dry, 4/,
TUBULAR CONDENSERS, all values from .0001 to
.5 mf., 6d. each.
U.S.A. VALVE HOLDERS 4, 5. G and 7 pin, 61. each.
Octals, 9d.
CERAMIC U.S.A. VALVE HOLDERS, all littings,1 /- each,
BRITISH RADIOPHONE, 2 -Gang .000113 ml. Condensers,

on Steatite base, 2/11 each.
UTILITY Micro Cursor Dials, Direct and 100-1 Ratios, 3/9.
PREMIER Short -Wave Condensers, all -brass construction,
with Trolitul insulation. 15 mmf., 1/6 ; 25 mmf., 1/7 ;
40 mmf., 1/9 ; 100 mmf., 2/- ; 160 mad., 2/3
250 mane., 2/6.
SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- and 6 -Vin types, 13-26, 22-47.

41-94, 78-170 metres, 1/9 each, with circuit. Special
set of S.W. Coils, 14-150 metres, 4/- set, with circuit.
,Premier 3 -band S.W. coil, 11-25, T9-13, 38-86 metres.
Suitable any type circuit, 2/6.
COIL FORMERS, 4- or 6 -pin low -loss, 1/- each.

Have you had our 1939 Catalogue, Handbook and Value
Manual 7

[0595

NEW LOUD - SPEAKERS

what type or make you possess, you can considerably im
prove frequency response and quality of reproduction by
having a triple cone assembly fitted, which comprises ma in
curved cone and dual Bakelite and dumlutnin cones combined, mounted in a 12in. die-cast aluminium frame. The
price is 29/6 complete, including free fitting at our works.
VD AKER'S SELHURST RADIO, 75-77. Sussex Rd..
Kit South Croydon.
[7798

(11551 . -The recognised distributors for amateur equip-

PREM !ER 1939 HIGH FIDELITY
AMPLIFIERS

.

Pad. 5391.

N

LP has a permanent or electro-magnet and no matter

Rectifiers, 5/9 each.

- INSPECTION Invited, photos loaned to country cos-

II L. SMITH and Co., Ltd... 289. Edgwale Rd,- W.2.

Corpora[0606

[0590

A.C./Pens., LH., 5/6 ; A.C./P.X.4, 6/6 ; Oct. Freq.
Changers, 84 ; Double Diode Triodes, 7/6 ; Triode H.
ex. Freq. Ch., 8/6 ; Tri. Grid Pen., 10/6 ; 31.watt
D.H. Triode, 7/6. 350 v. and 500 v. F.W. Rect., 5/6.
13 v. 2 amps. Gen. Purpose Triodes, 5/6 ; H.F. Pens.
and Var.-Mu. H.F. Pens., Double Diode Triodes, Oct.
Freq. Changers, 7/6 each.: Full -wave and Half -wave

codsole and fond -speaker cabinets
UNDRILLED
from 3/6. -Table,
tomms.

,

cr ui. to 14rn. including several Epoch 18m.
--Sinclair Speakers, Alma Grove, Copenhagen St., N.L

Output Transformer, enabling any single or combination
of speakers to be used. 8-, 8/10-, and 15 -watt systems

CABINET for Every Radio Purpose.

energised,

Manchester.

30,1,1 Speakers from 5/6 each, P.M. and energised

OPERATION.

A

[0601

G.12 Rotas, brand new; 1.1:59/6; Energised, 47/6;

EUROPA MAINS VALVES, 4 v. A.C. Types, A.C./HL.,
A.C./H.P., A.C./
A.C./L., A.C./S.G.,
V.H.P., A.C./P., and 1 watt D.H. Pentodes, all 4/6 each.

19/6

for free

list.

AMERICAN VALVES. We hold the largest stocks of
U.S.A. tubes in this country and are sole British Distributors for TRIAD High-grade American Valves. All
types in stock. Standard types, 5/6 each. All the new
Metal -Class Octal Base tubes at 6/6 each, 210 and 250.
8/6 each.

plug-in coils to tune from 13 to 170 metres.

-.

-

.

LOUD -SPEAKERS

V.

50

3

..;

TRANwriftiL1ILTeTpllres. Tubes,

l).,ALVGNPHIC, Ltd.,

,r
rectifiers, etc., all in stock;
66,

Osborne

St.,

Tel..: Holborn 9703.

[0452

Triotron; wholesale
RAYTHEON,
Ff Heys, Tungsram,
-at only.- Leonard
36, Henry St., Blackpool. [0609
A MERICAN Valves at Competitive Prices; send for

A

lists.-G5GJ, 22, Tennyson Av., Thorne, Doncaster.

[7858

FULL Range Guaranteed American Valves, send for
complete

lists --Cosmic

Radio

Services,

Ltd.: 23.
Water St.' LiverpdoL
- [7445
'A MERICAN, Valves, first grade, in all types; tradd
li supplied: -Metropolitan Radio Service. Co., 1021.
Ffnchley Rd., N.W.11. Speedwell 3000.
[0436
"

2/9. 2tiggrinT-rici3Ariiis47paYsrtztaytF(11 tirV.:nntfeedron

less 50%; new lists free. -Shippers, 18, Corporation St.,
Manchester.

[0607

prADIOGRAPHIC (SERVICE) Co. -Complete range of
-I-. American tubes, popular glass types, 3/3; octal, 4 /-;
full stocks KenRad, Raytheon, etc.; write for require,
ments.-Radiograhic (Service), Co., 117, Station Rd., 12.4.

[7860

METERS, ETC.
A.T.0,411._untsiRT:;;Iplits,Weas6t7ileriVreyarig:. etc.; wholesale

90 pages of Radio Bargains and Interesting,
Data.

Price 6d.

s

^

Jubilee Works, 167, Lower
ALL POST ORDERS TO
Ctapton Road, London, E.S.
Amherst 4723.
CALLERS to: -Jubilee Works, or 165, Fleet Stile`.
E.C.4. Centrd 2833, or 50, High Wet, Clapham, S. W.4,
Macaulay 2381.

usa

"Radio Laboratory Handbook."

(1

Gla[sgIvi

[0608

VERRANTI Microammeters, 0-500, 30/-; 0-250, 34/-;
-a: 0-100, 42/-; 0-1 mA., 27/-; all boxed and guaranteed
as new.

NEN,,10' LisstplInude: tSonnumieVenfiobroMs ult:,rAnnffns of Ohms.

,dial.;): 'Ifs° ,con;plea A.C../D.C. kits (to 25,000, o.p.v.),spial
receive? analysers, instrument switches, rectifiers, precision
resistances and condensers, etc.; stamp.-Maelachlan and
Co...-sIdtrathyre.

Pike 8s. 6d. nit. Post free 9s,

.

.,

.[7859

4
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NEW COMPONENTS

COMPONENTS --SECOND-HAND,

A NOLO-AMERICAN RADIO (and MOTORS), Ltd.

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY.

MEISSNER 1939 Products.

.MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY Offer
Outstanding Bargains, carriage paid, delivery by
return. Telephone Tudor 4046, or call mornings. Stamp
for List 221.
TRANSATLANTIC 1939 a Waveband Superliet Tuning
racks, covering 10-30, 30-82, 198-560, 800-2.200
-1metres, comprising all coils, J.13. her -gang condenser, full
vision coloured 2 -speed drive, Yaxley switching, two 465
k/c. I.F. transformers, etc., completely wired. with A.V.C.
line, aliened, tested. ready to connect, 3"gang, 11.F., F.C.
and 1.F., reduced to 65/ -' 2 -gang, F.C. and I.F., now
47/6; hundreds sold to satisfied customers.
ERIE 1 -watt Colour Coded Unused Resistors, wire ends,
any size 50 ohms to 5 rnegohms, your selection, 3d.

JUST Arrived.
fte'ee i 21I't a ny
49 /6- r:fsZed8t-,Icimttsrsu Prtit'uotrte11.11
2 or 3 -gang mains or battery, only three wires
to connect to top of gang condensers; the best posts -button

make,

tuner the United States have produced; order now for
immediate delivery; full instructions in each carton; ten
minutes to fix.

completely

X12 /10 -=7,TIZ,

and adjusted wilts one
s.et of coifs and has its own power supply, three provision
switch providing "automatic stand-by," "continuous
operation" and ' manual stand-by "; in fact, makes your

each, 2/6 dozen; 2 -watt,
OENT1ALAB Latest

.QSO's 100%.

£10/11 / 8.-All-wave tuning

unit.

spindle,
1,1/3
mains
Midget

.

THE Meissner All -wave Tuning Assembly is the Consplete Heart of the Receiver, consisting of 5 band
coil and switch assembly, 6.8 to 2,140 metres, individual
coils for each band, low loss bakehte forms, align-aire

T'es.coiti,"{`;',,al

mist.

an
inefficient aerial.
Sensitivity, selectivity, long

on

the R. mixer and oscillator circuits; every unit conspletely aligned and padded and laboratory tested; 2d.
stamp brings complete illustrated lists of Meissner
products by return post from sole distributing agents of
IAd.

9V.crept. J/9), Admen House. New Oxford St., Lor4m

COMPONENTS

interference - field
rounding almost

SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
PREMIER SUPPLY STORES.

.
.

s/,. 1- and 2 -watt Resistors, wire ends.
marked and colour coded, over 20 good sizes in each
parcel; 2/6 per 50 only.

VERR v.:NT' Twin II.F. Choke Mains Interference
Filters, extraordinarily effective; to clear, 1/--

RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY,. 4-6,
M AINS
Aluswell Hill Rd., London, N.6. Tudor 4046.
[7853
VALL
t -1D10, 331ighlolrs,
,ondo
1,0c,outprt:lotefA;1;
st

is

,

INTERFERENCE

DEFEATED!

35 / _.TE-rttonrshisittontuners, aim plate, new ard

Belling - Lee
Only the
SKYROD ' Aerial System

tabs

with full instructions for attachment to any set, mains
or battery, simple to attach; 35/-.
A.R.P. radio outfit, comprising finest crystal
set, headphones, aerial and earth equipment, a
complete emergency installation, 10/; crystal set only,

can

3/11.

A.C./D.C. Multi -metres, 5.range, 8/6; Ace " P.O." microphones, 4/-.

offer pure reception

-ft/f1SCELLANEOUS Lines of Special Interest to Ser-

of neon signs, power cables,
domestic appliances, etc."
In four different mountings from

Li
mid..

£3.19.6 to £6.7.0

-I,. vice Men and Experimenters.
1 -watt Wire -ended Resistances, 5/6; 24
3a Assorted
tubular condensers, assorted capacities up to 0.5

sea

1/-.

VAL,LHAIti-Gre 0unajagiTsaiil;A4inelicIl/r..ic clocks, first class
coils,

VAUlamininm
VAUKinTplike4L..i-;r2zams, 3,,,lbal,ke(alan4g6e5ks,,-band

mfcl;, 2/6, 600x,

ZTALL.7IA

6000.

8 mid., 1/9; 8 and 8, 3/-.
VAUXHALLlreelist.

F.Spi,i16;a1,6 Satnirol,%;1,.Cc.20:

Post

Ask

[0586

rninimmn.

GARRARD A.C. 200/50 Record Changer, plays eight
10- or 12 -in. records. model 11.C4A; 55/5, scaled
cartons, carriage paid,
ELECTRIC Dry Shaver, A.C./D.C., 200/50, "Minute

Nan," list price 52/10; our once 51/10, complete

with leatherette

case, one

year's guarantee; send- for

details; trade supplied.
11E1setinilpi91:7^ellington Av., London, N.15.

Nsr-

1(3iie!rtVojtealY4e 7-;Ps'irliWgZen,1 and
girt
variable padder, 1/3.
POLAR N.S.F. 0.15 Tubular Condensers, 350, working,
1/3 per dozen; Sator 0.01 and 0.03 condensers, 1/3
per dozen, or (this item) 4/6 per half gross.

'

SPEC1AL Oh, of a Few Brand New 1938 4v. and

Reel Superhet, A.C. station names dial, 3 -band,
very good SW results on American stations, etc., band
pass input; price 25/7/6, care. free; input 200-250v.
SPECIAL Offer 1 -watt Carbon Resistors, colour coded,
usual type,. sizes 7,500 to 150,000 ohms, about 15

sizes

at 2/6 per 50; good assortment given,

-.op.'. Electrolytic Blocks, 12x8x4x25x25inf.. 4500.-25y.

mkg., 1/9, 15/. per dozen; B.I. 1208x50 3500.-12v.
wkg., 1/3; Ferranti midget 4x4 electrolytics, 450v. peal:,
size 2,,,,in.xPlix11/4, 1/3 each, or 10/- per dozen.
pERRANTI Cardboard Electrolytic, 8K8 oaf., 500v.
peak, size
long, 1t/sin. high,
deep; 1/9
each, or 15/. dozen
POUR /NSF Oak Type Low Losg Switches, air spaced

It costs you nothing to prove this remarkable
aerial system with your own set. If the Belling Lee SKYROD ' System fails to live up to claims
in any way, your money will be returned in full,

banks, construction otherwise similar to Yaxleys,
. 4ba Mc, 2 -pole. 4 -way (8 4 -way switches), effective length

THE BELLING -LEE

9iii, suitable for lowest wave lengths; 2/9 poll free.
T.C.C. and Plessey Electrolytic Blocks, 3008x2, 3000,
. working, 4000. surge, capacity guaranteed, upright
mounting, 49mf. for 1/4, or 9/- dozen.

KYR©D

TCNTNG Eyes,
wills medium 41Zinelr-11°-`11inbLes'e,

AERIAL SYSTEM

IVIiiiv."21,Tiat.a,esirnepunuri0905-;"5ir, 01:1u7setl,a.u4acia`ttli5eaeii,C31/'4

/ZENITH Wirewound Insulated Resistances, 550 ohms,
tapped at 350-70-100; ex Ferranti, rating 0.3a., as
used in A.C./D.C. sets. 1/4 each, or 9/6 per dozen.[7833
ltyall's Radio, sec above.

HEADPHONES, crystals,

BELLING & LEE LTD.

"Wireless Direction Finding," Third Edition.

Price 25s. net.

type

each.

See your local dealer to-day-he'll' gladly
demonstrate the ,SICYROD' System, and
explain it in full.

6590

1

less switches.

MONEY- BACK GUARANTEE

CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL ROAD, ENFIELD, MIDDX

switch,

goyim," made by barleys, full details and coil connections supplied. Note.-All requests for information re
these should be made to ourselves and not to Messrs,
Varlet', why are ito longer responsible for same, the coils
having been made for set manufacture and not for resale. Pairs coils for aerial and H.F. with reaction, 3/6;
set three for 21I.F., 5/.; set flee coils for R.F. superhet
or band pass superhet 465KC, 5/9; all chassis types,

weekly,

6

.

QPECIL Offer el Iron Core Tuning Coils, ex " Bur -

or on H.PTerm 5 from 1/3

range, new priers,

mee

InectriseaOlt1.13,7nn.;

6/6 dozen.
oronlargeb.sefrvo

volume and protects your
listening from the effects

VALVES for American Receivers, all types; 5/3 each.

lPoI:;rirI station
VPIIL:l!vael:'egZVAAc

Postal, please.
S A TfK Volum e Controls,

how bad-cannot pierce the
special shielded down -lead
' SKYROD '
employed.
greatly improves range and

TELSENroi 217,63;49wi'SrgaeetrilrionseiCiceisrecC.:(i:esi,s3e/r6v7Iti6a,137;ige

etc., etc.; 2d. stamp brings list of further bargains.
SOUTHERN 661rIO, 46, Lisle Street, London, c't7VA

T':;ge!sirgNtLisatsiiael;rie[eZ3a/V',

interference - no matter

5 / _.-Bargain parcels of useful radio components, coils,
transformer reststances, condensers, wire, circuits, etc., value over 20/-; 5/- per parcel,

Below.

top trimmers, 3 -gang, 2/9; Cossor fully screened 3 -gang
-smith trimmers, 1/9.

under present-day conditions. Signals are received
25 ft. above the roof, and

10/

SPECIAL Sale Offers

VARIABLECondenser:.-Plessey small screenedgaup
screened twin gang, 2/9; Plessey full size screened with

Complete 1939

/st, all -wave kits metal ChilSlik and all accessories, 10-2,000 metres, world-wide reception; .complele,

less valves, 22/6; with 3 valves, 34/6.

1V. gr,g00sat

free.
.

5 0 / ---7111nrza:14.,11:est i,ce.,/,!).co'm;ZteeV attractive

Can Dry Eleetrolytics, unused, 8 mid. 5f,0

12 volt, 9d.

FIFTY N.S.F.

bound to suffer.

6/-; volume controls, assorted capacities (less
switch), 7/6 dozen; with switch, 11/6 dozen; mica condeesers, assorted, 1/9 dozen; Mainsbridge type condensers,
1 mid., 2 mid., 4 mid., 8 mid., 8/- dozen; valve holder,
5 -pin, 7 -pin, 9 -pin, 2/6 dozen; battery leads, multi -way,
components com6/6 dozen; parcel of assorted servicing
prising resistances; tubular, mica, variable, electrolytic
and block condensers; wire; simving; volume controls;
valve holders, etc., etc., 10/. each; parcel containing at
least 100 articles.
THOUSANDS of Bargains in Sets, potentiometers, electrolytics. gramophone motors, crystals, headphones,

125:c,oorking4nfd,l8

mfd., Gd..

surevery

receiver, performance

SOUTHERN RADIO'S Bargains.

22

unused,

TUBULAR 0.2igeonzrsilif4d00-Vt, working, wire ends, best

.

house, and protected as
they pass down to the

PLEASE See Our Displayed Advertisement on paig..e36

cabinet, moving coil speaker; 50/,
.-5-band pentode battery' kits.

;,ig
long

4/_.-Famous make fully guaranteed American tubes,
/
coloured boxes, first grade, all popular types,
4/-; popular glass Octals, 4/6.
UAnmueseri..
dCMIse,
issvaolders, 5-, 7-, 9 -pin, 3d. each;

range, high-fidelity reproduction
. all depend on
the signals received from
the aerial. Unless these
are picked up outside the

Manufacturing Company of U.S.A.

(and MOTORS),

1;

A set can't give its best

coupling condensers and A.V.C. network associated with

A NOLO-AMERICAN. RADIO

luhular E I elzdyt

unused,

2500., 104.

trimmers, 6 -gang shorting switch, Meissner quality precision 3 -gang variable tuning condenser, illuminated oblong
'dial, fully calibrated 5 -band scale, completely mounted
on rigid crackled steel chassis, all components carefully
mounted and including all resistors, by-pass condensers,

Aleiss-wer

6d. each.
Potentiometers,

hagen
.

N.al!teme,

gYs'aiPo:f1;ia.drrePhee"'
, 2, Copen17788

'I'm Dry Shavers, complete in leatherette case.
De Luxe model; 27/6; postage paid; fully guaranteed
rme year; state voltage.-W.R. Service, 87, Wallace St..
Ayr.

Post free 253. 9d.

(7852
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TELEPHONE:. Holborn 4631.

s-

CLEARANCE, Ltd., 63, Hfgh Holborn, W.C.1,
the New Year. with special Offers of brand new

receivers and eiamponents, etc., maintaining their reputation as the leading Mail Order House for surplus radio.
RIT1SH Belmont 8 -valve Plus Magic Eye All -wave
B
wave -bands, two short,
A.C. Su Chet Chassis,
medium and long, fitted latest Mullard octal base 'Amer -4

can type valves. Brief specification: Short wave 6-18
metres (covers television Sound), short wave 2, 18-50
metres, medium band 200-550 tnetres, long 900-2,000
metres. Valve combination 61(7. Pre 11.F., 6J7 oscillator,
6J7 mixer, 61(7 1.F., 6Q7 (DDT) detection, A.V.C. and
first L.F..two 6F6s parallel output, 5Y3 rectifier, plus
6G5 Magic Eye visnal tuning, handsome dial, station
names etched on glass; controls 2 -speed tuning, volume and
on/off, combined variable tone control and selectivity
switch wave change plus gramo. switch. Size of chassis,
13%in.x1Oin.x3in.
Supplied complete with valves.
escutcheon, knobs and chassis bolts, but' less speaker;
£ 5,h19/6 each.

COMPLETE Receiver in Handsome Walnut Cabinet,

aboe,co

details

***

etspeaker;

DECCA6.lve
re
3 Wave -band Battery Chassis. fitted
complete with Mazda and Osram Valves. QPP output; these chassis give a sparkling performance on all
wave -bands, and are the product of a well-known manufacturer; complete with valves, .£3/3 each.

efronc

FOlrrGT-Jtrand New Condensers are Nowky

metres, medium wave 190-550 metres long wave band
900-2,000; intermediate frequency of I.F. stage 465 k/c:
Valve combination, H.F. VP4B, frequency changer T114
or TH4A, or alternatively direct equivalents; supplied as
tuning pack, only less valves, I.F.s and gang, £2/15 each.
* -X- -X-

465
I.F.. Transformer, complete
P LESSEY
trimmers, fully screened, size 2in. high,
'square; 1/6 each.

with

**

RADIO -HEART Tuning Unit, with pre H.F. stage, 3
bands, supplied complete as follows Radio -Heart
2 I.F. transformers (1 variable selectivity.), one switch;
Radio -Heart tunirig units are aligned at the factory while'
operating in en actual set circuit. As above, .but less'
valves, American types required, £211216 each.
Tr EN-RAD American Valves,'best yet, alt types stocked,

11 glass, glass G and metal, 90 -day guarantee. attracrices.

pLFifyreril4_6.5clic,./0 liF, -TransforMers, small and come

8 Plus 8 Mfd., 4 -lead type': Mincii a; 2/5 (cardboardl

LISSEN 126_k/o IF,. Transformers, screened; 6d.: each.

T. C.C.- Bias Wire End Condensers.

from 3/9 each; 12 months' guarantee.

AMERICAN Valvesjspecialoffer. Majestic 605 full wave,
rectifier, 6.3 v. 250 volts, 60 m.a., 91 each; also.
55 and 6D7, 9d. each.

***

at the
Q Plus 4 Plus 4 plus' 4 Mid., 570v. working, pins 4

1_11tnEowiPntigreshilseeLIPIper., Mallory Electrolyticn,

0 turd. 300v Working, metal ease, size 24in.x1If2in.x
4%in.,- common negative;- for E.M.I. replacement's 'etc.;
3/6 each.
-

I6Pnleugsaty,--oMfdi;247,0avc.n.working, can neutral, common

8 P4s),..1.2wolltis,g.2

negative; 2/6 each.

211.;:ar5r1t;pew,orwkirne.z,d,3.zs

common

24 ISefaideiL 450v. working. can type, can negative; 2/-

32 Mfd., ditto;, 2/- each.
4,7,56v.oacwrking. can neutral, separate nese-

8 Plus 8

Mfd., 475v. working. can negative; 2f- each,

Q Plus' 8 Plus '2 Plus 1 Alfd:, 450e. working, cardboard
0 type, wire ends, common negative; 2/8 each.

8

Mcfaci..,ty4p5e0v.cornirkoningii.e:Faittgo161/741fet,ch3.50v.

8 1%

450v.5/

each. (Neutral,

working,

cal6n..rncf.di.,;m 03n5Ovii.egrickof7g.

8 Mfd., 250s. working, cardboard! 10d.

each.

.

Mid., 350e. working, can type; 'I/5 each.

60 Mid., 150v. working, can type; .1/- each.

-

25
***
B.I. 25 And.; 25 -volt, wire end tubulars; 6d. each.

B'1' 4.Mfd., 200 -volt, wire end tubularss- 10d. each.
-IR AIaln:LEARANCE Bargains Continued in Second

(QUARTZie cotiLzi onaEroy:

1/6 each.

Metal Case.1.hold fixing,' 500o. Winking; '600v,
T C.C.
surge, 8 :mid.; 2/6 each.
.

.

PHILIPS Wet Electrolyties, metal case,..1-hole fixing,
working. 16- mid.; 1/-.

TYPE

Tyr

]icing; 1/10

dual -

single speed friction

dial 4in.x5in.: single speed,

T71,27.7,..V°g11(

-X-**

11 mfd., 12v.; 1/- each.

*** FARIS!! Pop Terminal Mounts, 2.way,-sult,'
arjRAHAM
1-1 able' for aerial and earth, etc.; 2d. each.

GRAHAM FARISII Litlos .0001 Reaction, Condensers;

chassis (hour and minute hand type); 2/6.

twoj,

all
TYPE 1825, s(ag)e speed leiation

***

The Above With Plain Unprinted Scales Only.'
Purchase

"

_

two bolt fixing,

in.xliiin.;

size of dial 5

Condensers,sp'cial offer, 'our

LinnrnHUCE

brand new, boxed:

Valves,

as follows:'

18 cont.', 4d. each,
PLESSEY Rotary Switches, make and break Tarim type. 6 .contaet; 3d, each,

ia;

TYPE height28O fgerit.i.onvdrievaeh.size of dial gin.x3in., over -

H.2., L.2., H -L.2; 2/. each.

PLESSEY Rotary Switches, make and break'Yaxley type,

II

BB 220 A! 3711 'each.

P 220; 2/6 each.

,

yAXLEY Type Switches._

.B2,,1/6 each.

TYPE N. 1587, 2 pole, 5 -way, 4 bank,, 91410. metal!l
length,'lin. shaft: 2/6 each.
..
TYPE No. 1575, 4 pqle, 4 -way, 3 .bank,'-6,41n.. overall
1 length, 1%in. shaft; 2/- each.
TYPE No. 3077, 2 pole, 2 )lank, W/0,and R/G switch,:
.

1 4in. overall length, lin. shaft:.
***

"',
.

.

VVEARITE Mains Transformers, standard for the season
and exclusive to us, made to strict electrical standards,
wire end type, all windings centre tapped, screened

primaries, tapped inputs 200-250 volts, screw adjustment.
250-0-250, 80 min, 4 volts 2.5 amp., 4,
TYPE
R.C.1
volts
4.5 amp.; 9/6 each.
TYPE R.C.2 350-0-350, 120.m.a., 4. volts- 2.5 amp., 4
volts 5 amp.; 11/- each.

TYPE R.C.3 350-0-350, 150 m.a., 4 volts 2.5 amp., 4

volts 2 amp., 4 volts 5 emir.; 12/6 each.
TYPE R.C.4, 500-0-556. 150 m.a., 4 volts 2 amp.. 4
volts 2 amp.,. 4 volts 2.5 amp., 4 volts 5-6 amp.; 19/6
each.

TYPE R.C.1 and R.C.2. drop through types, capped.

T YPErroullaCe,13. and .R.C.4. upright mounting types,. fully
* **

type 6.0.5,
output 200.250 volts,
.

.

G.E.C. Relays, 3,300 ohms, make and break type; 4ikX each.
2,500
NERICAN Midget-SpeakerS, energised,
.ti ohms field, fitted pentode transformers; 4/6 each.

100

sizeofdi14in.5in.

'

HUNTS 10 Mfd., 2505. wkg., cardboard;' 6d:
TIUNTS Cardboard Electrolytici, Oblodg type; 1,000

GRAU1Yrtar. "ica

Drives.

TYPE1811fl1'ofTain"
speed frtoecriv:,7twobolkting;

8 .Plus 4 MId.; 1/3 each...

.

Transformer,

ki/gou

SPECIAL Offer Plessey Stow Motion

"1/.

-)4* *

andr inlde5

***

6 Plus 4 Mid.; 1/6 each,

.

k/c Quartz, Piezo Crystals, ideal for wave meters,
standarl frequency test or for, regriuding to
other frequencies; 4/- each.
Per pair.

WATT Auto Transformer., 100-250 volts, reversible, wire end type; 7/6.

50 Mfd...10v., wire end tqb7lers; 9d. each.
MU,. 3 -volt working, tubular, wire ends; gd. each.,

10
.

6 Mfd.; 1/3 each.

* s*

2

eCeac;ja.mic Short Wave yalveholdel.s,

G4 -pin only; 3d.

"

4 Plus 4

all sizes up to

POT Dividers, wire wound on glass, 300 ohms; 3d. each.

O.C. Cardboardsnigree. End, common negative, 450k

100 watts; 12/. each.
working,

* 4*
POLAR
neg.4..eacot.zen
71. la Resistances,

Midget Tubular, 'wire end, 500v. a -di -king,' 6065.

WE'!llE
shrouded,

each.

6 '21" ciT0'r'i'egit',ingardbf.rd4; 1V-eag."'
6 Mid., 450s. working, can type: 1/. each.

-

250 000, 50'0,000, 100,000; 2/3 each.

' ,
all sizes up to 0.1; 4Ihd. each, 4/- doze.
Q Plus 8 MM., metal case, 1 -hole'-`zing, 450e. working,
0, 500v. surge,' wire end; 2/9 each.rlf6d,

wire wound, with

CE!'TULe

**
*
TUBULAR, wire end, non -inductive, paper. condensers.
Barge;

e ilf-oueancdh:Volume Conyols,. with switch,
oh%.,V

BRADLEYsicfP0`410,7017,1um,eade.o.ntrcioil.s,

50 Mfd. 25-volt;',i/3... each.

8t

r

pL

.

16 MM., 475v. working, ditto;)./6 each.

16

.***

25 Mfd. 50vo se 1/3 earn.
25 Mfd. 25 -volt;
each.
50 MM, 12 -volt; 1/ each.
50 Mid. 50 -volt; 1/6 each.

641. each.

FULL and Comprehensive Range of British Type Valves
Stocked, product of well-known non -ring Continental
manufacturer; battery valves,from 2/6 each; mains valves

i.ANCE.-Continuing bargains in cora-

G Rinal1,11FARISII -Max Transformers, parallel feed;

each.

320e.

tuning unit, dial and escutcheon, 2 pilot lampholders,

R ApD2.,CLE.etc.
***

elARDBCARD, wire- end type, size- 2%ii.X1V-31.. 500e.
working, 600v. range, 8. mid., type " Minor "; 1/6

working, SOOn.

A LL -WAVE Tuning Pack. -6 wave -bands with pre H.F.
11- stage. product of a well-known manufacturer, toning
range, short wave 1, television sound, short wave 2, 12 r25 metres, short wave 3, 25-50 metres, short wave 4,50-100

tive

CLEARANCE,' SURPLUS, ETC.

bargains in corn-

RApIrentsCLeEtAc.IIANCE.-Continuing

5

COMPONENTSSECOND-HAND,

COMPONENTS -SECOND-HAND,
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

COMPONENTS -SECOND-HAND,
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

R,A0Dpeln0

7C15vERtIshiiENT§.

P i'MredTy, 1'4 8r1t1121;:

Condenser, fully
10

k/c, boxed, brand new; 1/- each.
PLESSEY Type 936 3 -gang Condenser, as above, but
with two .0005 sections, plus oscillator section; 1/3

each.

,
POLAR Midget, 2 -gang. luny .screened, c.0005, top trimPLESSEY Type 693 3 -gang Condenser, as above, but
117 k/c oscillator section:.1/3..each.. !.. .

mers. standard model; 4/11 each.
RADIO CLEARANCE Bargaios Contitined frt 'Third

" Wireless Servicing Manual." Fourth. Edition.

Price 5s. net.

SGV.

81-1

ACSG ;

.

215,' PT '2.?; 3111 each4/6 each.

SG410; 2/- each.

***
ALL Orders to the Value of 5/- Post Free, under this

amount reasonable postage must be included; c.o.d.
orders will he definitely 'refused for value of less than
5/-; enquiries lqd, stamp if reply expected. Hours of
business, week -days 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.; Saturdays 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m. Postal rates as above apply to the United
Kingdom only, orders for Ireland and abroad must
include sufficient postage to cover whatever the value
of same.
PADIO 'Heart Coil Unit (short, medium and long
11 bands), with chassis and 3 -gang condenser, unwired,
size of chassis 13,1_,x10x*fi; 22/6 each.
-'1-WAVE Band Coil Unit, unwired, with chassis, less
gang, size of chassis 12I/2x7x21/2; 10/6.

E VER READY Model 8109, 4 -valve battery superhet,
fitted in handsome walnut cabinet, complete with
valves, brand new as from the makers; £3/10.
T ISSEN 4 -valve A.C.fD.C. All -wave T.R.F. Receiver.
1-4

complete with valves, brand new as Irons the makers;
79/6.
LIMITED Quantity Deems 6 -valve 3 -wave bands, battery
chassis, less valves; 25/. each.
T 1AI ITED Quantity 12 -in. Energised .Moving

Coil

Speakers, 2,500 ohms field, centre tapped transformer
(American); 22/6 each.

ALUMINIUM Faced Ply, approx. size 16x10; 1/-.
NIAROON Flex, 14/36, S.V.; 2d. yard, 1/9 dozen yards.
pUSII-BACIC Connecting Wire; dozen yards 1/-.
RUBBER Grammets; 3d. dozen.
SOLDERING Tags; 2d?" dozen.

RESIN Core for Solder; 4d. yard.
ApeleOpheolnpFittopbtoeniE. 4631,Lt 63. High Holborn, Ki';g3.:i

Post free 53., 5d.

.
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COMPONENTS -SECOND-HAND,
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

THE. NEW "RADIOMART"

LONDON S CENTRAL RADIO STORES. -Huge clearance sale; entire stock of components to be sold under

RCO OSCILLOSCOPE
Although this apparatus has only been on the
market a few weeks,- proof of its high

efficiency and of its wonderful price value is
evident from the following extracts taken
from letters sent us.
" The oscilloscope is a fine job and congratulate you on a high performance article at
a low price."-T.C.W., Pontefract.
I

"I am delighted with scope."-GM8WD.
" Exceptional value for money."-G3GH.
The RCO Oscilloscope will give you a complete

picture of operating conditions in your Trans-.
mitter, in addition, telling you the percentage
modulation on incoming signals. It is complete
with 3 -in. " Hivac " Cathode-ray Tube, selfcontained power supply for 200/230 -volt
operation. 1,000 volts is available to operate
the tube at full sensitivity. Horizontal and
vertical plates are brought out to the side of

the Cabinet, and

a self-contained 50 -cycle
provided. The Cabinet matches
exactly, and is the 'same height as HRO.
RME. 69 and Hallicrafter Receivers.

sweep is

Price, with all Tubes,
ready for operation...

i

raftnin
e
I
1.1

A charge of 10s is made for the Tube container to ensure
safe arrival of the Cathode-ray Tube. This amount is
refundable in full, subject to the case being returned to

our premises within four days of receipt.

A DIOMART

p..'.,G5N1 ..leFIAMD. LTD.
.'
cteg, HOLLOWAY HEAD, 011RIVIINGHAIVI
%

,etV

.

ELECTRADIX BARGAINS
WINTER CHARGING. NITNDAY MAINS CHARGERS.

scat; unlimited bargains for callers.
VON -RING Pentode Universal 35-20. 4/3; 111,1320.
2/9; Dubilier 0.005 mica, conds., 6c1.; assorted tubular condensers, 5/- per gross; assorted knobs. ex -Philips
and Aerodyne, 4/. grow; dealers' parcels of hardware,
conds., V.H.S. resistances, coils, 516. box 2/6, 101b. 5/(post extra).

METAL RADIO AND CAR CHARGERS,

TRIcAeirhalmEiReS.a.1-3?,0010.0inf.40i)..2axili.64,0,6 250x2,.,6 migedj:

Ilia. by 19In., A.C. mains to D.C. 40 volts 3 am, for 411 Radio .11,

DA I I0

Oct., 6 -pin,

1/6 each;
1/-

0 .18

sidT"..%I'spindle'iI
sites.

holders,11.
a000
free.

Controls, 2/-, with switch:
3 sodium metal chassis, 1/6; orders over 5/- post

27/7/6.

23/,

CHARGERS (VALVE AND ROTARY)
Fine DAVENSET A.S.C.4, as Woe., 4 circuit charger

for up to 80 cells. List price, £32. Four sets of
Auto -charge regulators and indicator. on panel

stand off insulated soldering lugs, metal cased, tested

with selector switch volt control. Four independent

circuits of
1, 2 and 2 amps., or 3 of I, 2 and
01 amps., etc., or one cd 50 v. 6 amps. 10 amp.
valve fitted and charger, very smart. It is a very

fine set that will quickly earn Its cost and show
good profit, is fully guaranteed and for quick
mle a great bargain at 214/10/ -. Other chargers
at bargain pram are below. Call and see theca

e1/3.

SPEAKER Transformers for Triode and Pentode. 213
each; special negative feed -back tone control chokes,
with circuit, 2/- each.

DON'T Be Too Late.

PHILIPS Model 1081 steel clad A.C. 230 volts to 12 volts 10 amps., 27/10
PHILIPS "3 in one Ten Guinea Charger, la, 2a, and M. £6110

Two A.C./D.C. DAVENS. CHARGERS, Type &P.C., for 230 volts
A.C. to 250 volts 2511 rams. D.C., fitted Femmti meter and volt regulator,

LONDON'S CENTRAL RADIO STORES, 23, Lisle St.,
Leicester Sq., London, W.C.2.
(Gerrard 2963.)
[7809

MEWPORT SURPLUS STORES Offer the Wholeof Their
Present Stock at Sacrificial Prices; every article
must be sold; no reasonable offer refused.
Yes ELMO/NT A.C./D.C. All -wave Midget Sets, 6 -valve;

- 90/-.

BELMONT A.C./D.C. Midget Sets, 5 -valve; 70/-,
BRITANNIA All -wave Midget Press Button Sets;. 90/,
AIR King Midget Press Button Sets; 80/-,
ROLA C12 P.M. Speakers; 57/6.
ROLA G12 Energised Speakers; 45/-.
OOLLARO Motors, 25/-; Collar() motors, with unit plate
and pick-up, 35/-.
ROTHERMEL Piezo Pick-ups; 27/-.
MARCONI Pick-ups, 14/-; Cosmocord pick-ups; 8/-.

ROLA P.M. F720; 17/6.
ROLA P.M. F612; 12/6.

As new, 26/17/6.
TUNGAR CHARGERS. Two of then famous ate. One for 70 volts,
6 amps., with meters end controls, etc., will handle 100 cells D. day,
£7,17/6. Another fine Tungar for two 5 amp. circulta with meters and
variable volt controls, 75 volts 10 amps. for 200 cells. Bargain, 212/15/-.
Other Chargers. Crypton SERVICE 3,.. Moiler to above but 3 circuits
of 12 cells each at I amp, 2 amps. and 6 amps. 30 volts 6 amps. max.
For 70 radio cells, crackle black steel case, £6/15/-.
MAINS CONVERSION UNITS. For Otieratd. D.C. from A.C. mains,
screened and filtered, 120 watts output, ezno/-..
THERMO-ELECTRIC THERMATRIX. Charges by heating. A.C./D.C.
230 r. to 2 volts a amp., 30/-.
A.C. ROTARY CHARGERS. 3 -phase motor. 200 vol. to D.C. Dynamo
volt. 15 amps., 24117/6. R.C.A. 3 -ph. motor, 220 vol., coupled to

D.C. dynamo, 500 vol. 200 m/a., 25/10/-. Single-phase to D.C., Higgs
230 -volt A.G motor coupled to D.C. dynamo, 8 vol. 16 amps., i5/10/-.

B.T.H. ditto, 11 h.p. motor with ,tarter on bed with 15 volt 30 am,

Dynamo. 27/101-.
300 -CELL A.C. CRYPTO MOTOR-OEN. SET. For 220 v. A.C. maims.
For Radio Cell Circuits and ten 12 -volt 10 amp. Car Batts. D.C., EU.
D.C. CHARGING OFF D.C. MAINS. 114 Davenset DC2 Steel -cased
200/250 v. Charger, large meters, wheel controls, 2 circuit., 1 amp. and
3 amps., as ace, Sale price. HAW-. Others, all sizes In took. State
load required.
D.C. ROTARY CHARGERS, 3 h.p. 220 volt D.C. motor, 6 volt 250 anus

dynamo, £16. 200 volt motor, 25 volts 8 amps. dynamo, E4. Motor
220 volts, 8 volts, 50 amps. dynamo, 26/10/.. And others all sizes up
to 0 kW.

NEW January Bargaai List "W"

ELECTRADIX
RADIOS,
218, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.

WECO 4 mid. Condensers, 1,650 volt test; 5/-.

Telephone

[7870

Ger. 2791.

Wanted
Co...\2;peRaiTelNtv,TiocirlouAcizsepubnit,rid;e1V.117fai's, April,

.7963676

for Cash All Types of Modern Second-hand
WE Radio
Buy Sets
and Accessories, test meters, parts, etc.;
we pay more than any other dealer; part exchanges;
bring, send, or will call. -University Radio, Ltd., 82,
Hampstead Rd., London, N.W.1. 'Phone: Euston 3810.
[7787

200

14, Courm

MISCELLANEOUS
6/1 WATTS Undistortcd Output of Comfort from a
V Warm -Glow Electric Blanket Costs only a Unit
a Week; full size £3. -Leaflet from Warmglow Co., Leigh [7815
(No experience required.)
G.P.O. Engineering Dept.
Commencing £3/13 per week. Age, 18-23. Excellent prospects. -Free details of entrance- exam. from

This Great Guide shOws how to study at home with
The T.I.G.B. fora well -paid post. Contains the widest
choice of engineering courses in the world -covering all

bianches-including TELEVISION, RADIO, SOUND
REPRODUCTION, etc. -alone gives the Regulations,
for Qualifications such as A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.W.T,
A.M.I.R.E., A.M.LT.E., C. & G., G.P.O., etc. contains remarkable tributes from Engineering Institutions and eminent technical men to the successful tuition
methods of The T.I.G.B.-and details latest successes of
T.I.G.B. students in all fields. Training until successful
guaranteed for the one fee. Write for Free copy TO -DAY.

THE

TECHNOLOGICAL

-

INSTITUTE

OF GREAT BRITAIN

-

208, Temple Bar House, London, E.C.4
(Founded 1917

20,000 Successes.)

2Ite ehaddid
The Receiver of the Season
Model PP. 1939.
Built according to the most advanced theoretical
practice, it combines the full specification of the
large American receiver with the' additional ire-

Here is the remainder of the 1939 range of McCarthy

Chassis -truly all -wave -even the smallest, with
continuous coverage from 13 to 550 metres.

RS639,' 8 stages, 6 valves, 4 wavebands, for AC Mains
£9

RS639U.

"ENGINEER'S Guide to

RS739.

[7812

Success" Shows How to
Quality in Television Radio Engineering and Servicing, sound recording, wireless communication, etc., by
studying at home with the T.1.G.B. Write to -day for this
Great Guide -free -which gives full particulars, contains
the world's widest choice of engineering courses -over 200
-and alone gives the regulations for qualifications such
C, and
as A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.R.E.,
G., etc. Training until successful guaranteed. -The Technological Institute 'of Great Britain, 82, Temple Bar House,
A-4

(Founded 1917. 20,000 successes.)

[7313

PATENTS
PRACTICAL Hints on Patents,'' free on application.
"
-The Imperial Patent Serivce, First Avenue House,
High Ilolborn, W.C.1. Preliminary consultation free.
[0481

TUITION
Training-P.M.G. exams.
RADIO
ppIrnuins

0

£10 17 6
RS739U. As above for AC/DC Mains.
PP739. 9 stages, 7 valves, 4 wavebands, push-pull

output, providing 10 watts undistorted, AC £11 11 0
PP939. II stages, 9 valves, 4 wavebands, push-pull'
output, providing 12 watts undistorted. Noise suppression, variable selectivity, non -drift, IF transformers,
permeability tuned. Wave range 10-2,200 metres, AC
£14 14 0
PP939U, As above, for AC/DC Mains.
All McCarthy apparatus available on
7
days' approval against cash.

,

For illustrated descriptive literature send 3d.
stamps. Abridged list free of charge

hRuir-

is, 6d. net.

In

H. IVIlocCARTHY LTD.
Dept. W

92, QUEENSWAY, BAYSWATER, LONDON, W.2

[0580

1939.

0

As above, for AC/DC Mains.
9 stages, 7 valves, 4 wavebands, for AC Mains

Hire purchasa readily available.

PRigmr, Receiving
particulars stamp. -Masters,.
[7844
Orchard House, Mokingham.
GUARANTEED Posts. -Complete wireless training;
ship and shore services. Television. Day, evening
and postal. Boarders taken. Prosp, free -W'., London
Radio College, Grove Paris Rat., W.4. (Chiswick 3244.)

The 1Vireless World Diary for

'

Write for full details.

Price 32 Gns.

B.I.E.T. (Dept. 574), 17-19, Stratford Place, London, W.I.

London, E.C.4.

F

quirements of the British listener.

sample fcrg22
CHVerew Printing. -160,0)3.bsitlAeagus,rr3e6;
-1,000

on -Sea, 3.

GUIDE TO SUCCESS

Central 4611

C

EVERY Article Guaranteed and Satisfaction Assured;
give us a ca II, we will make it worth your while. -

Note the address: 24a, Newport Court, Charing Cross Rd.,

or'ea Q.
49-.. to Ake.

Similar one for Car Battery Charging. 15 volts

of 750 ma., D.C. from A.C. mains, is another bargain at £6/10/,
UNITS ONLY.
Westinghouse 5letal Rectifier Units, 110v. .75 amp,
35/-. 55 volts 1.5 amp., 37/6. 20 vol. 3 amps., 40/-. 9 volts 2 anal,

WEGO 4 mid. Condensers, 2,000 volt test; 7/6.
ALL Types of Tubular, cardboard and can electrolytic
condensers in stock.
ERIE Volume Controls, with switch; 2/- each.
A FEW Decontrolled Sets for Callers Only.

114

Ditto, 12 volts 2 amps.

MODEL R. WESTINGHOUSE single circuit, 230 v. A.C. Wall, steel case,

at 1,50o volts, 450 volts working D.C., capacity 4 mfd.,
1.1.i.,in.x2in.x3,,,gn.; price 2/9 each.
AS Above, but 0.1 mid., 3,000 volts test, 1000 volts
working, size 14kin.xlin.R3?/4in.; price 1/9 each.
PHILIPS Mains Transformers, 250v. -0.250v., 80 ima.,
100-250 volts primary, 4v. 2a. 4v. 5a. C.T., with

W.C.2.

amp.,

N,I36, 100/200 vol. to D.C. 6/8 volts 1 amp., 251-.
100/250 vol. to D.C. 6/8 volta 2 amps., 35/-, Model

NT012, 100/250 volts to 12 volts 1 amp., 32".
with 6 -volt tap, 55/-. 5 omPs., HAW --

1 Resinol-oil Filled Rolled Foil Condensers. low loss

fixing brackets,

Model N/A6, 100/250 volts A.C. and D.C. 6/8 volts

6 amps., D.C. output. 0617/6 Fine model also for A.C. Mains with
D.C. output of 280 vol., 250 m.a.; 27/2/6. TAM 50.volt circuits, each
valve

OENTRALAB Volume

B

chassis.
15/...
Model
Model tf/c8,
Steel

Guaranteed.

5/-.

The A.C. NITNDAY will keep
All British, no German rectifiers,

your battery fit without attention.

Past free is. 7d.

reiapAorge :

!Myna..
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

REPAIRS AND SERVICE
" SERVICE with a Smile."

IIAVE

1)1WAIISSince we first

METROPOLITAN

tested it, that

[0435
Speedwell 3000.
Repairs, British, American, any
L°LTD-SPEAKER
make, 24.hour service; moderate prices.-Sinclair

Speakers, Alma Grove, Copenhagen St., Ni..

was an excellent receiver.

World " Test

L

Report in last week's issue confirms it

IN NO UNCERTAIN MANNER.

[6892
rewinds, or

(For specification see ARMSTRONG advt. page in.)

mAINS

We are DEMONSTRATING it daily

tive prices and prompt service.-Sturdy Electric Co., Dip -

17

American communication sets, W.W. Monodials. All -wave
Super -Seven. Variable Selectivity IV, etc.
REPAIR SERVICE, popular for 15
SCOTT
-SESSIONS
years
from Land's End to John -o' -Groats; van collection London area; immediate, courteous and skilled
attention to every Instruction.
REPAIR SERVICE, Exchange
SCOTT
-SESSIONS
[7491
Works.
Muswell Hill. N.10. Tudor 4101-2.

Gns.
.8.0.

OUR- EASY TERMS

.

AKER'S.-Take advantage of 15 years' experience and

..are also -available on

..

send

Meters, Pickups, Electric Gramo Motors and
accessories generally,
Write, coil or phone for quotations.

THE

Phon,NAlionot

6828/

gpiairtmERsv
110

,1;

PER WEEK"!
.LEV'
THAN
If so, you cannot afford to carry on without reading our

268 -page- Handbook., The- book explains clearly and
definitely many ways- of carving out- a- successful
career. Among other things, it -explains the Services of
our unique Appointments Department; outlines Home Study Courses in all branches of Civil, Mechanical,
Electrical, Motor, Aero, Wireless, " TalVe," Engineering,

Building, Govt. Employment, etc., and gives details of
B.Sc.,

A.M.I.E.E.,A.M.I.Meeh.E., A.M.I.A.E.,
A.M.I.W.T.,
A.M.I.R.E.,
G.P.O.,
MATRIC., and all Exams. We Guarantee

-"NO PASS-NO FEE." Whether you be
;;;;Ifl:e7,;

an old hand or a budding apprentice; get this
hook to.day-FREE and POST FREE.

ZGES1:#1,1 BRITISH INSTITUTE

OF ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY

L\

387,

speaker repair, any make,
the pioneer manufacturers,

estimates free; prompt service.-Loud-Speaker
Repair Works, 5, Balham Grove, London. Battersea 1321.
invited,

[0394

EXCHANGE

T 3UY, sell, exchange good quality

-

II -OAT JANE' NOBLE ST- LONDQN FC2

ARE, YO..0 EARNING

to

Baker's Selhurst Radio, 75, Sussex Rd., South Croydon.
(7868
REPAIRS to Moving Coil Speakers a Speciality; cones
and coils fitted, fields altered; prices, including
eliminators, quoted; loud speakers, 4/-; L.F. and output
transformers, 4/-, post free; guaranteed satisfaction; trade

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY

COMPANY

your next loud

British or American,

Sound Sales Quality Amplifiers and Tuners, all
good makes of L.S. UrOts Including Voigt, AVO

Est& -1925

[0516

REPAIR SERVICE-All types of
SCOTT
-SESSIONS
overhauled, rebnilt. repaired, including
receivers

CALL AND HEAR IT !
-

Repairs,

rl_EAHAMS Rescinding Service, 24 hours' service guaranteed, loud speakers, L.F. and output transformers,
chokes and mains transformers; conversions a speciality;
quotations given; trade specially invited.
GRAHAMS SERVICES, Dept. W., 194, Tolworth Rise,
[7810
Kingston By-pass, Surrey. Derwent 2060.

particularly on our: Convenient Terms.
-

Service,

ton, Newcastle -on -Tyne.

and can supply from stock.
It will do all you can wish for in quality,
range and selectivity.
At 17 Gns. this chassis places QUALITY
RADIO and GRAMOPHONE REPRO-

Cash or C.O.D.

Transformer

-,l construction to specification of any type, competi-

DUCTION within everyone's reach-

-

[0590

GUARANTEED Repairs Any transformers, choke,
motor armature, converter, dynamo, etc.; keenest
prices, immediate quotation, prompt dependable service.
-See below.
TL.T.P. (LONDON TRANSFORMER PRODUCTS, Ltd.),
Willesden, N.W.10.
Willesden 6486 (3 lines).

.

"akes1Fiestree, Ltrn., 11729, Stratford

receivers, acces-

sories, components; II.P. facilities, promptness, efficiency.-Bostock, 1, Westbourne Terrace, S.E.23. Forest
Hill 2236.
[0529

RECEIVERS and .TELEVISION
Demonstrations Friday.Fenings 7.30-10 p.m.
Lists

free.

HAYNES RADIO Ltd.

E NQFLITIT,SgIADYliE.
Reward 1171.

(1 ncorpo rated).

The MAY EXAMINATIONS
Applications to take the

Preliminary or

Graduateship Examinations must be lodged

at the Institute not later than the 30th day
of March,. 1939.
BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL,

Harrie J. King,

F.C.C.S.,
Secretory.

of Application, Syllabus and particulars of
Membership may be obtained from the Secretary, Institute
of Wireless Technology,
Forms

4, VERNON PLACE, SOUTHAMPTON ROW,
Telephone: Holborn 4079.
LONDON: W.C.I.

EX -NAVAL BATTERY WORKING DESK TELEPHONES, in good order, 6/6 each or 11!- per pair, post I/6.
EX -NAVAL

1 -VALVE BUZZER HETERODYNE

WAVEMETERS, 200 to 24,000 metres. 6(6 each, C/F.
Buzzer and variable condensers worth double.

EX-G.P.O. TELEPHONES,

Pedestal Type, with automatic dial, S/- each, post 6d. Ditto, without dial, make
good home broadcasting
Mike," 3/6, post free. Wall
Pattern, with auto. dial, 6/- each, post 9d. Telephone
Wall Boxes, consisting of AC Bell and Mike Transformer,

2/- P.F.
MORTLEY SPRAGUE HAND -DRIVEN GENERATORS, two separate outputs, 800 v. at 30 m/A., also 6 v.
at 21 amps., brand new in cases, 301- , a few secondhand,

AC INDUCTION MOTORS, for 200/250 v..
3
5

ph. 50 cy.,
h.p., 1,425 r.p.m., complete witli Starter, £6 10s. Ditto,
h.p., £8 10s., in guaranteed condition.
I

SHILLING SLOT ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK
METERS, 200/250 volts ph. 50 cy., in good condition,
15i- each, C.F. Quarterly type ditto for 5 amps., useful
I

for subletting, etc., 6/. each, C.P.

SPECIAL CLEARANCE OF SPARK COILS, windings

O.K., but ebonite slightly broken. Will work from 100/250
volt A.C. or D.C. mains. 12 -in., 30/- ; 10 -in., 25/. ; 8 -in.,
20/.. Also a few only brand new, I2in., in mahogany
portable case, 55/-. Condensers to suit primary, 7/6 each.

All C.F.
X-RAY TUBES, Tungsten Target, Tin. diameter, in new

condition, 12/6 each, packiiig. free C.F. Ditto in S.H.
condition, 7/6, C.F.
EX-G.P.O. AUTOMATIC DIALS for selector station
tuning, numbered 0 to 9 and complete with selector mechanism, 1/6 each ; hand combination phones with finger switch,
416 ; Western Electric microphones, 2/6 ; microphone
transformers, high ratio, 1/6.
STANDARD TELEPHONE CONDENSERS, all new,
m/F. 400 volt working, 9d. each or 4 for'post 3d.
2 m/F. 600 volt working, 1/- each, 3 for 2/6, post 3d. Philips
ni/F. 4,000 volt working, 4/. each. Muirhead
m/F.
2,000 volt working, 1/6 each, post 6d.
1

I

EPOCH. CINEMA

MODEL
MOVING - COIL
SPEAKERS, 6 volt field, 15 ohm Speech Coils, Cones
slightly damaged, 25/. each, C.F.

MOTOR GENERATOR, fitted

on

beelplate,

h.p.

3

220 volt I ph. 50 cy. motor and 200 volt 5 amp. Shunt
Wound Dynamo, in good condition, £8 10s., C.F.

LARGE POWER MAINS TRANSFORMERS,

by

"Foster"and other good makers, all in good condition.
Useful for spot welding, etc. 220 volt input from 10 to
240 volt output in steps of 10 volts at 3 kW., 65/-.

Supply, on convenient terms, components, accessories
and sets, any make, 10% down, balance over 12 months;.
send for list in requirements. -11, Oat Lane, London,

Another,
to 5 volts at 11 kW. output, 45/-, Another,
1,000 and 2,000 volts at 2 kW. output, 75/-. Ditto, 4 volts
at 100 amps. 15/, Ditto, 4,000 volt CT with two LTS
150.in/A., 22/6. Ditto, with 8 tapping from 300 to 10600
volts at 200 watts. 201.. Another, with 25 tappings, from
2* volts to 50 volts at 400 watts, 20/-. Ditto, 5 volts at

SITUATIONS VACANT

Another, 200/240 volt input,"90 to 120 yolts at 6 kW. output,
£6 10s. Also a few 1,500 watt. Cores for rewinding primary,
O.K., sec. not known, 17/6 each. All carriage forward.

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY Co. (Established

1925)

E.C.2.

[0337'

CIVIL Service Commission.

Office (Male and Female) (18-23, with extension for service in H.M. Forces).
Particulars, together with the
REGULATIONS
andapplications
forms on which
must be made, will be
sent in response to requests (preferably by postcard). addressed to the Secretary, Civil Service Commission, Burlington Gardens, London, W.1, giving the title of the
situation. The latest date for the receipt of application
forms is March 2nd, 1939.
[7818
CROWN Agents for the Colonies.
COLONIAL Government Appointments.

WIRELESS Operator Required by the Government of
the Gold Coast for One Tour of 12-24 Months; salary
X400-£12-£500 a year; outfit allowance R25; free passages and quarters and liberal leave on full salary. Candidates, age 25-35, preferably single, must hold the Postmaster -General's certificate as Operators, and have had
experience as operators in a Royal Air Force ground

station or with a large civil company.
APPLY at Once by Letter, stating age, whether married
or single, and full particulars of qualifications and
experience, and mentioning this paper to the Crown Agents
for the Colonies, 4, Millbank, London, S.W.1, quoting
[7842.

STATES OF GUERNSEY AIRPORT.
WIRELESS Operator.

[7875

CLATHODE Ray Tubes.-Required immediately, experienced tester for television tubes.-Write,. stating age,
experience and salary required, to Box 76, " Parrs," 121,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

[7871

Research Engineer Required for
JUNIOR
Television
Laboratory
of Large Well-known Radio Company in

S.E. London, previous experience essential; excellent pros-

pects.-Write, stating age and salary required, to Box
8369, c/o The Wireless Worid.

-"Handbook of Technical Instruction for Wireless Telegraphists."

Another, 3, 5 and 8 volts at 21 kW, 70/..

AMPMETERS, 0 to 1.2 a. and 0 io 2 amps., 12/6 each.
Also a large range of Switchboard type Volt and Arnpmeters
in stock.

EX-R.A.F. ROTARY CONVERTERS, D.C. to D.C.,
f2 volts input, 500 volts 100 m/A.output, 20j. ditto,
750 volts output, 25'.. A let., of each that need slight
repair to brush holder, etc., windings O.K., 101- each.
Post

EX-G.P.O. MAGNETIC RELAYS, useful for keying,

m/A. working current, Types A and B,
Approx.
5/. each. Also a few which need points which are easily
fitted. 2/6 each.
MOVING -COIL METER MOVEMENTS, 4in. and 6in.
dial, useful for recalibrating into multi -range meters, low
rit/A. scale, 6 - each, post 1/-. Ditto, 2iin. dial, 5/. each.
etc.

1

ERNEST TURNER & " WESTON "- MILLIAMP

METERS, 2in. and 2lin. dials, 0 to 3 -o/A., 15/. ; 0 to
5 m/A, 12/6 ; 0 to 200 m/A., 12/6 ; 0 to 50 m/A., 12/6.
All fully guaranteed.

EX-R.A.F. ' VISUAL TYPE WAVEMETER, 300

to

Ditto, 1,000 to 9,000 metres, 3/6.
Sullivan, .002 mf. Mica Condenser, 7,500 v.. will separate
into 5x.01 mfs., 2 . each. Westinghouse Metal Rectifiers,
voltage doubler circuit, 17/6 each.
500 volt 250 m/A.,
Ditto, 100 volt 1 amp., 151. each. Ditto, 100 v. 20 m/A,,
2/- each.
2.500 metres, 3/6 each.

SILVERTOWN HIGHLY SENSITIVE GALVANO-

METERS, 5/. each. Sullivan Transmitting Variable
Condensers, heavy brass vanes' mounted in glass tank,
capacity .001 mf. and .0005 mf., 7/6 each, post 1/-.

DIMMER RESISTANCES, wound with Eureka wireo

for the Post of Chief
APPLICATIONS
are atInvited
Wireless Operator
the Guernsey Airport, which
will be a local control station only.
SALARY £250 Per Annum.
APPLICATIONS, in writing, stating age and qualifica
tions, are to be addressed to the undersigned and to
he delivered at the States Office by not later than noon
of Saturday, January 28th, 1939.-H. E. Marquand,
States' Supervisor, States Office, Guernsey. January 7th,
1939.

3 kW., 75/-.

JOHNSON & PHILLIPS gin, DIAL HOT-WIRE

FoRiTer,1513nrif,? Examination,-Assistant la:Z.?"gfi

M/8161.

The INSTITUTE OF WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY

or C.OD. charges extra.

seine input,

EXTENDED PAYMENTS

APPLICATIONS from Qualified Canslidates are Invited
for the following post

HAYNES QUALITY

Cash with order

TERMS

LEE GREEN

ALL GOODS SENT ON 3 DAYS' APPROVAL AGAINST CASH.

ley Rd., London, N.W.11.

12 -VALVE, 5 -BAND ALL -WAVE
RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

or E2 with order and 12 monthly payments of

15, Lee High Rd., Lewisham, London, S.E.13.

-auara n tee3.Amne;dget
SERVICE.-Guaranteed
C

ATAJESTIC Service Denot...-I.F. and mains trans 1171 formers rewound.
American valves and parts; trade
supplied.-Metropolitan Radio Service Co., 1,021, Finch -

MODEL AWI25PP

,

RADIO

British receivers.

ARMSTRONG
NOW the . Wireless

SALPINS ELECTRICAL STORES

AMERICAN Valves, spares, lit,ecords, rewinds; repairers
of all types of American and British receivers.F.B.I., Ltd.. 22, Howland St., W.1. Museum 5675. [0434

500 watts, 15/. ; 1,000 w., 20/. ; 10500 w., 25/. ; 2,000 w.,
32 6 ; 3,000 watts, 42 6. All fully guaranteed.

LARGE SLIDER RESISTANCES, worm and wheel
control, 2:500 ohms, 200 m/A., price 15!-.

CHARGING DYNAMOS,

all

shunt wound and fully

100 volt 15 amp. 4 -pole ball bearing, £4 10s. Another, 100 v. 10 a. 4 -pole, 1,000 rp.m., 75/-. Ditto,
220 volt 8 a., 1,750 i.p.m.,
901-. Ditto, 12 v. 8 a,,
17/6. Ditto, 20 volt 8 amp., 27/6. Automatic Cutouts to
guaranteed.

suit any of these dynamos, 7/6 each.

GAS ENGINES, 1 h.p., tube ignition, AC. Ditto,
with magneto, 60/-, C.F.

A.C. BLOWER, fitted

I

h.p.,

h.p. 200/240 volt
ph. 50 cy,
motor, with starter, 3n, outlet, in good condition, 90/., C.F.
11

I

ZENITH WIRE WOUND RESISTANCES, 2,500 ohms

245 m/A., 255 ohms 500 m/A., 750 ohms 350 m/A., 10,000
ohms 50 m/A., 15,000 ohms 100 m/A., 5,000 ohms 170 m/A,,
all at 1/- each, post 4d.

[7863

Price 21S. net.

Post free 21S. 9d.
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SITUATIONS VACANT

Said the owl that was

perched t'other night

Why:not be a

AIR MINISTRY.

On the aerial belonging to
White,

See that FLUXITE is always by you-in the house

APPLICATIONS are Invited for the Following Ap.
pointments for Service in the first instance at
Bawdsey Research Station, Woodbridge, Suffolk t(Ref. C.166).-Candidates should
SCIENTIFIC
Officers
possess First
or Second Class Honours Degree in
Physics, Electrical Engineering or Mathematics, and have
'had extensive practical experience its research and experimental work on radio and line communication.
SRLARY Scale £400 by 518-5454 by .525-£680 a year.

is needed. Used for 30 years in Government works
and by leading engineers .and manufacturers. Of

Officers (Ref. C.109).-Candidates
elu -should Scientific
possess a First or Second Class Honours De-

FACILITIESforTRAVEL

and experimental laboratory or works experience on radio
and line communication.
Post -graduate experience in
radio research 1, desirable.

Good pay and Prospects

"From the sound of the
crackle

It's time he should tackle

That wiring of his with

N.

FLUXITE!"

A

-garage-workshop-wherever speedy soldering

Ironmongers-in tins, 4d., 8d., 1/4 and 2/8.

Ask

to

see

the FLUXITE SMALL -SPACE

SOLDERING SET-compact but substantialComplete with full instructions, 7/6.

Write for FREE BOOK on the art of "SOFT"
SOLDERING --and ask for leaflet on CASE-

HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS
with FLUXITE.
TO CYCLISTS ! Your wheels will not keep round and

true sinless the spokes are tied with fine wire at the cross-

ings AND SOLDERED. This makes a much stronger
wheel. It's simple-with FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT

THE FLUXITE GUN
is always ready to put Fluxite

7

on the soldering job instrntly.
A

little

pressura

places

right quantity on the right spot
and one charging lasts for ages.

gree in Physics, Electrical. Engineering or Mathematics
.

SALARY Scale 275 by 518-5347 a year.

FLUXITE

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
STURITE LTD., Dept. W.W., DRAGON WORKS. BERMONDSEY ST.. S.E.1

tific Officer (5680 by 525-5800) and Principal Scientific
Officer (5850 by 530-51,050) is governed by merit as
and when vacancies arise.
TECHNICAL Officers (Ref. C.617).-Canclidatcs should
have a technical training to the standard of an
Honours Degree in Physics, Electrical Engineering or
Mathematics, and have had extensive experience of experi uental development work on radio and line com-

There

is52.7.5

ieficly81.4,55at 61' ,th552. 5-5580

a

Apply to tbe Commandant:

'NERVICE TRA11110THami.XR:
GIS

_Mains Transformer as specified for The
Wireless World HO Quality Communication Receiver Type WY1/475i-45/,

W.
BRYAN SAVAGE LTD.
Westmoreland lid,, London, N.W .9, 'Fiona: Colindato'

ASSISTANTS I and TI (Ref. C.1181.-Candidates should
have bail training to tne standard of a University
Degree in Physics or Electrical Engineering and experimental laboratory or works experience its communication

engineering, preferably on the radio side.
ASSISTANT III (Ref. C.124).-Candidates should preferably have nod training to the standard of a Univer,ity Degree in Physics or Electrical Engineering and
some experimental laboratory or i works experience in
communication engineering, preferably on the radio side.
SALARY Sales.

ASSISTANT 1.-5400 by 518-5515

WHEN
YOU ARE ASKED
WILL YOU TEST THIS VALVE?
Can you show your potential customer then and there
If

you cannot your

reputation will suffer.

a

OPPORTUNITY
REQUIRED for

TAYLOR

VALVE TESTER
It's simple to operate,

economical to buy, and
you can test it for 7 days

(Effi-

ciency bar at 5214 a year.
?rim Commencing Salary for Assistants III may be up
to
214. a year, and in exceptional cases above,

pensionable

posts

in

the

progressive firm of Radio Communication, Electrical and Sound Engineers-Young man,

Apply, in confidence, giving details of method
and lines on which working or desired.
Box No. 8310.

gns. Hk,P.aeTagerns
INSTRUMENTS CO.

be returned not later than the 27th January, 1939.

77/77a Queen Victoria St.
London, E.C.4

INDISPENSABLE

.

ALL

WHISTLE REJECTOR,

WHISTLE
sloPRE59

[7845

C. COSSOR, Ltd., Ilighbury.Grove, N.5, invite a nPli."
cations for the position of designer in the laboratory;
applicants must be,fully qualified physicists or engineers
who have consideralile industrial experience I n the design
of cathode ray tubes and similar devices; academic experience alone is not smfficient-Reply by letter, giving
qualifications, experience and salary required.
[7855
REQUITED, experienced draughtsman for radio design
department; applicants must be capable of work ilig
sip general arrangements of complete receivers and of
detailing component parts; a practical knowledge of manufacturing tolerances is also essential. --Write, giving particulars of past and present employment (in confidence) and
of salary required, to Box 8361, c/o The Wireless World.

TO

HIGH QUALITY SETS,

(1) Oil NEW PERFECTED

event of

vacancies arising on the permanent establishment.
'APPLICATION Should be Made on a Form to be 01.
mined, by postcard, quoting Ilse appropriate reference. from the Superintendent, Bawdsey Research Station, e
Bawdsey Manor, Woodbridge, Suffolk, to whom it should

TAYLOR ELECTRICAL

in

creative and theoretical ability.
Adequate remuneration and incentive offered.

ASSISTANT III. -5130 by 512-5310 a year.

for

position

w?th

year.

ASSISTANT 11.-5315 by 512-5385 a year.

consideration

FREE.

Write for full details

Responsible

Experimental and Research Department by

according to qualifications and experience.
PROMOTION of Assistants from grade to grade is
governed by merit as and when vacancies arise. At
the present time opportunities also exist for Assistants II
to qualify for promotion to Technical Officer.
THE Technical Officer and Assistant appointments are
non -pensionable. but entrants will' be eligible for

INSTALL THIS

(2) OUR DE -LUXE SCRATCH
FILTER for Pickup Circuit.

(No. 1. Special for Piero Pickups
N. 2, For Electro-Magnetic do.)
CompreArnstro deice. on Filtering, Graphs,
Prier, yours for 2d. Alan,.
POSTLETHWAITE BR03., Mover, STAFFS.

A.
A

ROYAL AIR FORCE
Expert instructors will teach you

a skilled trade in

OVER 10 HOURS FLYING

SCIENTIFIC Officer Appointments will carry superannuatian rights under the Federated Superannuation
System for Universities, the Government contribution
being approximately 10%. and the individual approximatey 5% of salary. Junior Scientific Officer appointments will be brought under the scheme after two years'
eatisfactory service.
PPROMOTION from Junior Scientific Officer to Scientific Officer and to the higher grades of Senior Scien-

munication.

THE A.S.T. COURSE INCLUDES

merit as and when vacancies arise.

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

is t

It is a career with

There is an efficiency her at £580 a year.

PROMOTION to the Higher Grades of Senior Technical Officer (5680 by 525-5800) and Principal
Technical Officer 15850 by .530-51,050) is governed by

Price 1/6,

just how good or bad it

AIR M

on an

N1012

SAL,AeaRry

tha

RADIO °NCI.

the R.A.F.

Men of good education are now
required for enlistment and train-

ing as WIRELESS OPERATORS

and ARMOURERS. Age limits

17-35,
Apply for Free Booklet, "A Life, -or
Victory House,
Recruiting Depot,
Kingsway, W.C.2, or to any R.A.F.

Recruiting Depot or Post Office,

[7854

APPLICATIONS Invited by a Large Firm in the Midlands for Vacancies which Occur for Laboratory
Assistants; applicants must be experienced in either of
the following (a) Laboratory work in connection with
the design of high class radio transmission equipment:
GM all types of mains operated audio frequency amplifying
equipment; (e) inspection work relating to all types- of
radio 9 ra nsmitters; B.Sc. degree or equivalent an advantage.-Write, with full particulars of experience, education, age and saltily required, Box 8371, c/o The Wireless
World.

Pamphonic
FOR PERFECTION
IN REPRODUCTION

1,51PHONICREPRODIJCERS,Ltd.(knoriated u ithPYEL14.1.

[7864

.SITUATIONS WANTED
RECEIVER Servicing; will go anywhere.-R, Mortimer.
12, Arundel St., Nottingham.
[7843

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.
AMERICAN Valve Data.-The new 200 -page Raytheon
valve data book gives full characteristics and applications of all types of American valves; invaluable to all
servicemen; post free, 2/3; abroad 3/ -.-Leonard Heys,
36; henry St., Blackpool.
[0594
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Designed to give a low resistance earth
contact. Made from solid drawn H.C.
copper. The multiple fins ensure larger
surface area and better contact with the
earth than any driving earth of similar
diameter and weight at present on the
market ; giving nearly 50 per cent. more
contact area than a circular rod of equal
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- reduced
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100%
MORE
SURFACE
AREA

About 11" of the rod is left exposed and
the earth lead is simply clamped against

the rod by means of the copper clamp

WIRELESS tELEGRAPH CO. LTD.
Electra House, Temple Place,
London, W.C.2.

ring and screw. No sweating or soldering
is required.
Supplied in two standard
sizes, 18" and 24". Longer rods of similar

type can be supplied if desired to meet
special requirements.
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SIXTH EDITION REVISED AND ENLARGED

HANDBOOK of
TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION
for
WIRELESS UELEGRAPHISTS
_

by H. M. ' DOWSETT
(M.I.E.E., F.Inst.P., M.Inst.R.E.)

standard ,ihandbook; completely revised and enlarged, is planned
primarily for the use of wireless operators, whether prospective or
actual. It is virtually a complete theoretical course for students wishing
to qualify for the Postmaster - General's - Certificate of Proficiency.
This

CONTENTS ;INCLUDE:,

The Electric Charge and the Condenser-The Condenser in Practice-Direct.
Current and Ohm's Law-Scalar and Vector Quantities and Curve PlottingPrimary Batteries-Accumulators-Magnetism-Electro 'MagnetismSelf-In-:
duction-Dynamo Electric Machines-Measuring Instruments-Switchboards
and Switchgear-Alternating Current: Effects, and - Vector DiagramsAlternating Current Fundamental Formulae-Alternating Current Generators,
Alternating Current Motors and Transformers-Damped Oscillations-Commercial Types of Spark Transmitter-Aerials and Radiation-Simple Receiver
Circuit and Crystal DeteCpr-Thermionics and theVarious,Applic4ions of the
Valve-Depth Sounding-Valve Transmitters-Wavemeter and Transmitter
,

Adjustment-Theory of Valve Receiver Circuits-Valve Receivers-Short Wave
Aerials and Apparatus-Marine Direction Finders-Mirine Audio Relay Service
-Distress Call Apparatus-Lifeboat and Emergency Outfits-Trawler Apparatus-Maintenance of Marine Radio Installations and Possible Faults.
618 pages, including Comprehensive

Index and 578 Illustrations.

-NOW ON SALE
PRICE 21/-

By 'post 21/9

Foieign Postage 22/-.
:
;

' Obtainable from leading booksellers or direct from -the Publishers:
.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.;:DORSET HOUSE,' STAMFORD:STREET,'. LOND.ON," .S.E.1
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"Acoustic Aberration
or

The effect of old valves on receiver
performance
A series of articles by "An Expert"
EVERY valve on its way through life must reach
a point where changes in some characteristic

or other will start to take place, so that it
eventually differs substantially from the original
manufacturers' specification. Normally such changes
take place so gradually as to be imperceptible unless a
' direct comparison is made with the performance of a
similar valve fully complying with the original speci-

Should the emission drop below a certain level, the self oscillation will cease over part or all of the tuning scale
and the whole receiver will stop working.- To avoid the

great inconvenience which such an occurrence might

involve, replacement of the Frequency Changer 'is
essential as soon as any -such symptoms become
apparent.

fication.

Modern valves are made to such exacting manufacturing

methods and inspection that early failures are a

auv

rarity.
Discounting these early failures, the following are ways
in which old age in .<1 valve affects the performance of a
receiver and because of which regular replacement of
the valves in it is strongly advised.

H.F. VALVES
The Frequency Changer
No. 1

The Frequency Changer is probably the most important
valve in a superheterodyne receiver from the point of
view of regular replacement, as this valve, in addition

to coming in the chain of amplification, has also to
perform the onerous duty of self -oscillation. Self -

MADE IN ENGLAND

REDUCED PRICES
FREQUENCY, CHANGERS
2 -VOLT BATTERY

*A.C. MAINS, 4 -VOLT

X41 TRIODE HEXODE 1

weaker and finally ceases altogether, making the
performance of the receiver very erratic and unreliable.

1 /6

'Suitable for servicing receivers which have been on
the market for the past three or four years.

D.C.-A.C., 0.3 AMP. UNIVERSAL RANGE "

oscillation can only be maintained by adequate electron
emission which becomes more important as the wavelength is decreased.

The syMptom of failure of 'a Frequency Changer due
to this cause is that reception, first of the short wave
stations and then of the longer wave stations, becomes

X 22 4 0/6
MX 40 HEPTODE 1 4 /6

X30 HEPTODE

15/-

X31 TRIODE HEXODE 1IS!rX63 HEPTODE
1 /6
1

-X65 TRIODE HEXODE 1 1 /6
For servicing sets with International Range valves.

I.

WRITE FOR FREE VALVE GUIDE TO:
OSRAM VALVE TECHNICAL DEPT. of The General Electric
Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
MN

Advt. of Th, General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, IV.C.2.
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merchandise, the sale of which might
be impaired if entirely impartial inadvertising or giving a monopoly to formation, such as the B.B.C. is able
one concern, as in the case of our own to give, were restricted.
Broadcasting Corporation, with comThe ideal in broadcasting proparative freedom in the matter of grammes would seem to call for every
choice of programme material but individual in the broadcasting organisafinanced and indirectly supervised by tion regarding himself as a servant of
the State, was one of the best of the the public in the highest sense of
series of debates of this nature.
service, and entirely uninfluenced in
The subject has been so much the choice of programme material by

discussed and written about already
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Control ?
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that it was not to be expected that

any new arguments could be produced
from either side in this debate ; but

whilst none of the arguments were

any other considerations, whether com-

mercial or political and with a Board
Governors consisting of persons
selected for their integrity and
of

impartiality.

new, some of them were certainly made

more effective by being put in a new
order of relative importance.
It was interesting to note how much
stress the supporters of private enterprise laid upon the need for competition
in broadcasting and on filling the

programme hours with the maximum
amount of entertainment and popular
material such as organisers of public
entertainment in other spheres would
set out to achieve. It was just this
urge to please all the time which the
Opposition, supporting the case for the
present B.B.C. monopoly, regarded as
likely to have a detrimental effect on
the utility of broadcasting as a public
service. The existence of a monopoly
enabled the B.B.C. to compile programmes on the broadest possible lines

to meet the need for entertainment,
instruction and education. Educational
matter would have little place in
broadcasting programmes which were
competing for the favour of the

Noises and Voices
A Test of Quality
ABROADCAST of quite outstanding interest is to be given
by the B.B.C. on Sunday after-

noon, January 29th, at 5.2o, on the

Empire wavelengths.
A " Noises and Voices " competition
will be conducted with two teams of
listeners who will be asked to identify
Regional and

a large variety of sounds which will be
broadcast to listeners at the same time.

Apart from the popular interest in
such a programme, it should prove very
valuable as a check on the performance

of receivers. We think that the competition should receive the widest
possible publicity in advance, because

it will enable hundreds of thousands
of listeners, who have no satisfactory
means of estimating the reproduction
quality of their sets, to form a very

Wihnhogs
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good idea of deficiencies from which the
sets may be suffering. If all the sounds
broadcast can be easily identified on the
receiver it would be pretty safe to
assume that there is nothing much wrong

with the quality of reproduction which
the receiver is giving. If the sounds are
distorted in reproduction, then listeners
will have real difficulty in identifying

them. When this proves to be their
experience they can take it that it is high
time their sets were overhauled to
ascertain the cause of the distortion.
We know that an enormous number of
sets in use to -day, either by reason of old
age or neglect, are giving atrocious quality
which is an insult to the B.B.C. transmis-

sions, but most of the ownexs of these

sets have grown accustomed so gradually
to the deterioration which has set in that
they are quite unaware of how much they
are missing.

Let January 29th then be an occasion
for enlightenment, and where the tests
reveal the necessity for it, a resolution

and N.B.C.
He said: " . . . . radio
has never ceased to be a pioneer. The
clay

may come eventually when its

pioneering work is over, but it is a day I
do not expect to live to see. Whenever
we seem to have learned to extract the
utmost usefulness from one portion of the
radio spectrum, another part of the band
looms up-first in theory, then as a subject for experiment, and finally as a practical medium of public service."
It is certain that no one connected in
whatever capacity with the technicalities

of wireless can yet afford to relax his

efforts in the quest of knowledge. If he
does, he will very soon find that his
knowledge has become out of date.

Remote Tuning Control
Induction and/or Radiation?
WHEN push-button tuning first be-

offered in the way of remote control as for

its own intrinsic attractions. From many

No Finality
Always Something New
THE technical progress of wireless has
been so spectacular during the past

fifteen or twenty years-and especially
since the advent of broadcasting-that

we are all inclined, if a week or two pasSes
without the announcement of some

advance of obviously fundamental im.

portance, to say that something approaching finality has been reached.
During the last few years progress has
been slower than before, but were it not

for the pace that has been set, it would
still be regarded as rapid and ,in most
other fields of human endeavour would

points of view the single -unit form in
which the receiver of to -day seems to
have finally become standardised is far
from ideal, especially with regard to convenience in operation. In this respect a

remotely controlled set-but not necessarily controlled from another room, of
course-is certainly superior to a single unit receiver with built-in controls of the
ordinary kind.
With regard to the details of remote
control, special interest attaches to the recently developed " wireless " systems

(the term " wireless " is here used in its
widest sense) if only for the intriguing and

be so considered.
The whole matter was summed up very

ingenious nature of these devices.
One type of remote tuning control unit
which has especial attraction on the score
of flexibility comprises what is virtually
the oscillator section of a superhetero-

Sarnoff, head of the American R .0 . A .

chassis and worked at a di.itance. These

ably in a recent speech by Mr. David

over those which must be coupled to the
receiver by a long trailing cable, but they
are, however,- open to objection on the
score of interference,

that employed is outside the broadcast
range,

being

dyne receiver, removed from the main

the

aerial ; (3) by suppressing the electrostatic

induction field within that distance.
Within the range of action of the control unit the coupling is purely inductive
and any charges of interference by radiation outside that range might well be met

by a challenge to " produce the body,"
for the radiation would not only be extremely attenuated but also horizontally
polarised and, therefore, less likely to be
detected by sets operating from an
ordinary aerial system.

Broadcast Licences
Still No Saturation
FOR more years than we can remember
the pessimists have asserted that the
annual increase in broadcast licences
could not be maintained at anything like
the figures to which we have become
accustomed. " Flattening of the curve"

is an expression heard so often that one
has almost accepted its early realisation
as inevitable.

It would be idle to deny that, at last,
the rate of growth has begun to decline,
but the falling -off is not nearly so
marked as xve.have been led to anticipate.

The position. as shown at a glance by
graph published
elsewhere in this issue,
a

0
.
- .00

between

the radiated field is small compared with
the magnetic induction field which ex-

000
lo
0 3,
V

actually

medium: and long -wave bands; (2) by
using a frame aerial of small dimensions
compared with the wavelength, so that

1.11.11MMIL

j

as they Can be

strong radiators in the range of broadcast
frequencies used by other receivers.
In the latest Philco system, described
elsewhere in this issue, these difficulties
are ingeniously overcome (I) by operating a relay system on a single frequency ;

tends to 1.th of a wavelength from the

came general as an adjunct to
for 1939 to make our receivers more broadcast receivers we welcomed it at
worthy of the quality of the transmissions least as much for the possibilities it
we receive.

systems start with a strong advantage

.

is a very healthy one.
True, the curve is beginning to flatten, but
it still shows a decided
upward tendency.

AMATEUR TRANSMITTING STATION G5B Y

owned and operated by
Mr. H. L. O'Heffernan

'at Croydon.

Several ex-

perimental transmitters
are used and the station

can be heard on the
7, 14, 28 and 56 Mc s
The main
250 -watt transmitter is
seen on the right, with

wavebands.

receivers, monitors,

modulation panel and
controls for all transmitters on the left. The
station works most week.

day evenings at 22.0023.00 hours on 56 Mc, s.
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Hearing Aid
DIFFERENTIAL MICROPHONE
DRY -BATTERY LT SUPPLY
anode resistance of about half a megohm
and a screen grid resistance of two megohms in the first valve circuit, an ampli-

By

T. S. LITTLER,
111.Se., Ph.D.
g0himar.._

fication of about 3o times is obtained.

This amplification is almost uniform from

about 30o c/s to about 8,000 c/s.

The

amplification of the second stage depends

on the load in the anode circuit, which
THE deaf -aid amplifier described
in this article has been made as
small as possible having regard to the
need to use readily obtainable components. As it is operated entirely by
dry batteries, it may safely be carried

OME time ago' the writer described
in these columns

a hearing aid

making use of the Siemens Neophone transmitter as a microphone
for

operating

a

two -valve

amplifier.

Much interest was shown in this instru-

in this case is a. moving -iron telephone,
and it increases at the higher frequencies.
It is very important that the screen grid
be decoupled by a condenser whose impedance is small in comparison with the
two-megohm resistance, otherwise the
screen current causes an out -of -phase

but by a number of commercial firms.

without special precautions, while a re-

EMF on the screen grid. The feed resistance and condenser can be dispensed

The present article describes a hearing aid
which is an improvement, in three ways,
on this earlier model. It makes use of an
improved microphone, is considerably smaller and lighter,
and the filament consumption
is so small as to allow dry batteries to be used economically.
In the present instrument the
microphone used is the Siemens
type 500 differential transmitter. Its improvement over

placement LT battery

with

ment, not only by Wireless World readers,

the previous Neophone type
lies in the fact that it is oper-

is

obtainable

from any wireless or cycle shop.

if a high-tension battery with
separate tapping is used.
The circuit has inherent automatic
volume control due to the
screened grid circuit, and is
HT

R1
2N1

1

C4

more than about to volts. AC
across the output telephone,
and uncomfortable levels of
sound are not obtainable. It

with consequent reduction of

is

the input to the microphone
transformer is in push-pull, or

used in a bridge circuit, no

+08
-HT
-LT

direct current flows through the
primary, and a small Mu metal -type can be used, as
there is no risk of saturation of
the core.
The theoretical circuit of the

makers for stabilising purposes. The
makers also point out that this transformer
1 "Hearing Aid for the Deaf," The Wireless

11. odd, April 17th, 1936.

possible to shout into the

microphone without a feeling
of discomfort in the listening
telephone, although the effec-

amplitude distortion. Also, as

direct current is prevented from flowing
through the transformer by means of the
two 50-mfd. electrolytic condensers as
shown. The ballast resistance R5. of
30 ohms, is advised by the microphone

when

drop across the halfmegohm anode resistance. As
a result it is not possible to get

ated on the push-pull principle

valve amplifier consisting of a Hivac XSG
valve resistance -capacity coupled to a
Type XP of the same make. The input
circuit is interesting in that .a centre tapped transformer is dispensed with, and

considerably

AC

MICROPHONE

hearing aid is given in Fig. 1.
The output of the microphone
transformer is fed to a two -

reduced

there is between r and 2 volts

TELEPHONE
SOCKETS

0.R

such that the amplification is

-E LT

R5
300
GB

Fig. ,.-Theoretical circuit
of the two -valve hearing
The connections to
aid.
the microphone are given

in Fig. 2. The instrument
and the necessary batteries
are shown withdrawn from
the container.

circuit is to be preferred to the centre tapped transformer.
The valve circuits
is a straightforward
resistance - capacity
coupling.

With an

SWITCH

tive amplification for weak

sounds is of the order of 45
decibels in the middle of the
speech range.

Wfinll®@g,
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Improved. Hearing Aid-

The LT supply consists of the popular
type of three -volt cycle battery supplied
at most wireless and cycle stores at a cost
of eightpence. The filaments of the speci-

fied valves are rated at 2.0 volts, and

measurements show that there is no appreciable loss in amplification when only 1.5

except that it has strip contacts for HT
and GB connections. With a consumption
of about 2.o milliamperes the high-tension
battery will last for about 120 hours (about
0.25 AH at this rate).

Although the assembly of the components can be made in different ways,
the one preferred in the present article is
that in which all the components are
housed together in a single box of
dimensions Eft x A x 31in. The
microphone

4

e

LI 1 A4.

Sp.

and

amplifier

are

assembled in a single unit which
can be withdraWn easily at will,
should examination or repairs be

microphone. This can be made of Paxolin

or of ebonite, and it has a 'in. -diameter

hole cut in it and through which the back
boss of the microphone passes. The holder
is secured to the vertical panel by a brass
bracket.

The vplume control is mounted on a
brass bracket, which in this case is fixed.
to the horizontal panel, and on top is the
telephone socket, held in position by a
clamp made of a strip of brass bent to the
required shape. A 6BA screw passes
through a hole in this clamp, then through
a hole in the centre of the telephone socket,
and through another hole in the bent -over

top of the bracket, and is secured by a
on the back plate of the unit for nut. This bracket and the microphone
connection to the battery supplies. holder should not be placed in position
It is not essential that the deaf until after the valve -holders have been
aid be constructed in the form assembled. These are mounted on the
necessary. Metal contacts are made

shown here, as for certain require,ments it might be more convenient
if constructed as an attaché -

case model, with the amplifier and batteries in separate
compartments. The important thing is the circuit, and
this should be adhered- to
without modification.
For
example, the amplifier and

ts

battery units could be carried in the pocket

Components are mounted on two Paxolin

panels joined together by brass angle -pieces.

volts are applied to the filaments. A

can have a long lead, and can be fitted in
any convenient position. However, this
particular form of construction is not so

in the positive LT lead limitS the voltage

MICROPHONE

on the valves to 2.5 when the battery is

This means the dry battery is
effective without loss in efficiency until the
new.

voltage drops from the original 3 volts to
about 2 volts. With the consumption of
about one -sixth of an ampere this results
in a battery life of about 12 hours. It is
possible alternatively to use a 2 -volt
accumulator as the source of LT if desired,
but the author has found that, in general,

dry batteries are preferable to midget
accumulators. For the HT supply one of
the Drydex batteries of the same dimensions as that previously specified is used,

The List of Parts
x Microphone (Siemens Type Soo Differential
Transmitter)
Peto-Scott
Microphone Transformer (T) Savage 1175/ I
2 Electrolytic Condensers, 5o mfds., r2 -volt
working (Cl, C2)
T.C.C. Type F.T.
2 Midget Valveholders
Hivac
z r-megohm Volume Control with switch (R3)
Centralab Midget with on -off switch
x z-megohm i-watt Resistance (RI)
Erie insulated

i-megohm {-watt Resistance (R2)

Erie insulated
2 o.o02 mfd. Mica Condensers (C3, C4) T.C.C.

Small Bakelite Knob
Bulgur
1 Headphone with band
Peto-Scott
x Telephone Socket
Brass brackets, Paxolin sheet, brass strip,
6 BA screws and nuts, small quantity No.
4o Eureka DSC wire.
Valves: r Hivac XSG, x Hivac XP.

Batteries: x Drydex type C 6o dry battery;
x Drydex type X 554 45 -volt dry battery,

tapped - zi GB.

holes

for

passing

the wiring.

They are fixed in position by means of
brass screws with locking nuts, and. their
height is such that the tips of the sockets
are on about the same level as the upper
surface of the panel. The large holes previously mentjoned enable the leads to be

soldered to the vale -holder after they
are assembled, since access is obtained
from the back of this panel.

or m a handbag, while the microphone

series resistance of 5 ohms (R4, Fig. I)

filament plus microphone currents of

horizontal panel immediately above two

large

SPR I NO

ELECTRODE
(B)

THROAT
ELECTRODE

(C'
SOCKET ELECTRODE

Mounting the Microphone
When all the valve -holder connections
have been completed, the height can be
adjusted, if necessary, by loosening the
locking nuts. The microphone transformer can now be placed in position and
secured by two countersunk screws and
nuts to the horizontal panel. Immediately
above this is mounted the holder for the
microphone, which in this case is fixed to
the vertical panel.
We now require two small resistances,
one of 5 ohms, and the other of 3o ohms,

(A)

these being shown at R4 od R5 respec-

Fig. 2. --The connecting points A, B and C

tively in the circuit diagram. The former
consists of 42in. of No. 40 Eureka resist-

on the microphone relate to those shown
diagrammatically in Fig. z.

ance wire wound in the form of a loose

easily arranged with a carbon as with a
non -carbon microphone, and this aspect
will, it is hoped, be dealt with later.
The construction of the deaf aid

is not unduly difficult, though, in

order to accommodate the amplifier
as well as the batteries in a case of
the size already given, every avail-

able inch of space has had to be

The various components
axe assembled on two thin Paxolin
panels joined together by brass
angle brackets.
The vertical panel has secured to
it by countersunk screws and nuts
six strips of springy brass
that serve as contacts for the ego"HT and -LT batteries. Five
contacts would suffice, three
for the HT battery, i.e.,
utilised.

HT +, HT - , and GB = ,

and two for the I.T, but the

sixth is included so that a

small LT accumulator can be fitted ii required in place of the dry LT battery.

A special holder is required for the

Another view of the framework, as seen
from the microphone side.

WArAsoo
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Improved Hearing Aidsolenoid. The same gauge wire is used

for the 3o -ohm resistance, but in this case
it is wound on a thin strip of Paxolin

Fn. wide and flin. long, and it requires

53.
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phone if the volume control is turned to
the full position: When the telephone of
a sensitive hearing aid such as the present
one is removed from the ear while in use,
this howling trouble can be a nuisance

lations, which build up in the circuit K,
will then contain a signal component proportional to the illumination from point to
point along the line.

The picture to be transmitted is pro-

3oin. of wire. Insulated wire should
be employed.
When assembling
the microphone it

jected, line by line, on to the photo -sensitive electrode C in any suitable way. For
instance, one can use a rotating scanning

should be remem-

replaced by narrow slits of sufficient length
to pass one complete line at a time. In

bered that there are
three connections to

practice the three essential electrodes A,

disc in which the usual spiral holes are

B, and C are mounted in an evacuated

it. These are
marked A, B, and

glass bulb to which screening and
secondary -emission electrodes are added to

C, and relate to the

control and reinforce the derived signal
currents.

Arrangement of contact strips for connecting the batteries.

actual parts of the microphone as shown
in Fig. 2.
The amplifier is now completed and can
A locking
nut on the volume control is used to clamp

be slipped into the cabinet.

into position, and finally the volume
control knob is mounted on its spindle,
which may have to be cut, as some of
it

these midget volume controls have rather
long spindles. The batteries can now be
inserted,

taking care that they are the

correct way round, and pieces of wood
can be used as packing.

As a test for sensitivity of the instru-

ment, the telephone should howl when it
is two or three feet away from the micro-

both to the user and to others. It

is

therefore a good practice for a deaf user
to develop the habit of either placing a
finger or thumb over the hole in the telephone cap immediately it is taken from
the ear or
control.

turning down the volume

In a later article it is hoped to describe
a hearing aid using a crystal microphone
resulting in less inherent background
noise, although three valve stages are

needed in the amplifier. It is also hoped

to discuss the question of incorporating
tone control in a hearing aid, including
the present one, and to what extent it is
desirable.

"Electrostatic" Scanning
A SUBSTITUTE FOR CATHODE-RAY APPARATUS ?
AN electron stream seems to offer the
almost perfect medium for scanning.
It has no appreciable inertia and is very
easily controlled, so that it can be swept
over the picture at very high speeds. On
the other hand, it necessitates the use of
a cathode-ray tube, which is an expensive
piece of apparatus with peculiar limitations of its own.

This raises the question as to whether
there is any alternative medium which,
whilst possessing the same flexibility as
the electron stream, can be more conveniently produced and handled. A possible
solution of this problem has recently been
suggested in Patent No. 476714.
Two electrodes, A and B, in the figure
(a), are charged to different potentials, so
that an electrostatic field of force is set up

between them, and a third electrode, C.
charged to an intermediate voltage, is
placed across the field, as shown. There
will then be some point, such as x, on the
transverse electrode at which the field intensity will be zero. On one side of x the
field will be positive, and on the other side
negative. If, now, the voltage on one of
the electrodes A, B is varied, the position

of the point x will shift accordingly. It
can, in fact, be made to sweep along the
electrode C from one end to the other.
Imagine this electrode C to be replaced
by a photo -electric strip on which is
focused one line of the picture to be transmitted. The point x now represents the
boundary between that portion of the
sensitive strip which will emit electrons
along the positive field (say, towards the
plate A, which will then be the anode) and
that other part of the electrode which, because it is subject to a negative field, does
not emit electrons. In other words, as
the point x moves from left to right it will
" scan " the line and send to the anode A
a

current representative of the varying

light values existing along the line.
This current will be an integrated one,
but signal " derivatives" can be obtained
from it in various ways, such as by passing it through a transformer. Or one can
superpose on the saw-toothed voltage V
(figure (b)), which is used to " drive" the
scanning. point, an auxiliary high frequency voltage, v, which causes the
point x to make rapid fluctuations about
its mean position. The resulting HF oscil-

Illustrating the principle of a television
transmission system in which the image is
scanned by the movement of an electrostatic
field.

Cathode -Ray Oscillograms
PAPERS AND FILMS FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING
ASPECIAL study of the problems associated with the recording of cathoderay oscillograms photographically has been

made by Kodak, Ltd., and their range of

papers includes a type (P.25) specially prepared for use with blue fluorescent screens.
A film material known as R2o is also available for the same purpose.

Both film and paper are supplied

in

various widths and standard lengths of 25,

5° and iooft., and may be obtained with
or without perforations along the edges.
The perforations fit standard cinematograph

sprockets and the 35 mm. and 59 mm.

widths are suppiied.
The emulsion used is of wide latitude to
give a uniform trace with a varying " spot

speed," and technical advice on development, etc., is available from the Service
Dept., Kodak, Ltd., Wealdstone, Middlesex.
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New Local -Distance Circuit
COMBINING THE SUPERHETERODYNE AND
THE STRAIGHT SET

By JAMES WHITE, A.I.L., M.Inst.E.
was while considering this problem that

AMETHOD of combining in one receiver the advantages of the
superheterodyne for distant reception and the straight set for
local listening is described in this article. For local work the author
recommends the use of the infinite input impedance detector.
ONE of the most prolific sources of
argument among radio engineers,
professional and amateur alike,

has been the TRF-superhetero-

dyne controversy.

the writer originated a circuit which
achieves the desired result with simplicity.
Before describing this actual circuit it
may be interesting to review the stages by

system for changing over from one to the
other should be used. Several arrange-

ments have been used

in commercial
receivers, but all had some drawback. It

which it was arrived at, and the attendant
disadvantages of other schemes.
The first idea was to switch the detector

of a superheterodyne receiver so that it
received its signal either from the last IF

From the general standpoint of economy and, in
all -wave sets, from necessity,

the superheterodyne

circuit is the best for reception from other than a

local or relatively near transmitter.
When, however,
the programme required

comes from a nearby transmitter, the TRF set usually

gives better results as

regards quality
economy..

Less

IF

with

tone -cor-

rection is required to restore
the full frequency response,
and rarely is more than one

stage of RF amplification
necessary to feed an adequate signal to the detector
or demodulator.
It would, therefore, seem
desirable that, where two

separate tuner chassis cannot be used, some method
of incorporating both types
of .

AVO

Fig. L-The basic frequency -changer and detector circuits of a conventional superheterodyne a e shown here.

circuit with a simple

circuit for distant reception,
or from the last signal -

frequency circuit for local

high quality listening. Let
us consider the possibilities
in a normal receiver.
In Fig. i will be seen the
skeleton circuits of the frequency changer and the
double -diode detector of a

IF
IF

normal superheterodyne.

The

da

tuned

D

g

detector

and

AVC

to

which

diodes impose comparatively heavy loads on the
circuits

they are connected. Where
the IF amplifier includes a

0
0

00

series of such tuned circuits,
however, the loss in selectivity is not very serious.
411=0

Fig. 2.-One method of chang-

ing a superheterodyne to a
straight set is illustrated in

this diagram. It has the disadvantage of needing switch-

4

ing
AVC

AVO

in RF

leads

and

of

damping the signal frequency
circuit.

Ma'am,

JANUARY Nth, 1939.
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However, such loading imposed upon
a signal -frequency circuit would cause
a comparatively large drop in the available selectivity. In addition, the actual
arrangement of such a circuit in a
practical chassis design would have to be
extremely carefully carried out, otherwise

feedback with unpleasant results might
+HT

listening permanently connected across the
final signal -frequency circuit. In such a

case the switching necessary to change
from " superhet "to " straight " reception

A F AMPLIFIER

would only be a matter of taking the
audio -frequency output from the appropriate detector valve. The circuit in Fig.
4 illustrates the switching.

This circuit was tried out in a superheterodyne ,consisting of a 6K7G RF amplifier. a Tungsram 6TH8G triode-hexode
mixer, a 6K7G IF amplifier and a .6C5G

AF OUTPUT
FROM HIGHQUALITY PET.

A F OUTPUT FROM
SUPERHETERODYNE
DETECTOR

0

L0

+ H T TO
FC AND IF
STAGES

arranged as an infinite input impedance
second detector.

Results justified the
confidence placed in the original idea, but
certain points came up for revision.
When the set was correctly aligned for
superheterodyne reception it was found
that retuning was necessary when the
change -over was made to the local position. Fortunately, the first remedy tried
effected a cure. Another switch was incorporated to cut off the HT supply to the
oscillator section of the triode-hexode, and

it was then found that the same tuning

S G FEED

+ H T FEED
FROM MAIN

TO F C AND
IF STAGES

SUPPLY

Fig. 5.-It is advisable to insert a switch to

remove the HT supply from the frequency changer as shown here.

reception.

potentiometer so that the voltage fed to
the mixer and IF amplifier screen -grids
may be cut off at the same time as their
anode voltages. It is undesirable for the

inoperative valves in the " local " position.
Where RF pentode valves are used which

when no HT voltage is fed to the anode.

position was correct for both methods of

In the final circuit a DPDT
switch was incorporated as in Fig. 5, to
break the HT and SG feed circuits of the.. screen potential to be applied to a pentode
Fig. 3. --The infinite impedance detector is
shown here, a better name for it is probably
the negative -feedback anode bend detector.

occur when using the set as a super-

require a SG voltage less than the anode
voltage, it will be necessary to feed the
screen grid of the RF stage from a separate

heterodyne. Fig. 2 illustrates the manner
of switching such a circuit.

This also has the advantage that the

valves not in use are drawing no current
except in the heater circuits, so that their
life is not being uselessly expended.
+HT

The next possibility examined was a
separate valve to operate as detector when
receiving a local transmission. The diode

was again considered unsuitable for the
reason already given, that of loading the
preceding tuned circuit too heavily. The
most useful of the usual circuits seemed

+HT

S

the power grid detector, although this also
has a low input impedance. But again
switching would bring in difficulties, as a
change -over switch would be needed- at a
point of high RF potential.

The Latest Detector Circuit
Finally, a new detector circuit was considered - the negative - feedback anode
bend detector. Another name by which
it is called gives the clue to the ultimate

circuit-the

infinite input impedance
Readers of The Wireless World
will remember an article on this circuit in
which two important claims were put
forward.' The first was that as good, if

detector.

0.0003 TO
0.001 mid

0.06 TO
0.1 MO

not better, quality could be attained with
such a detector as with a diode, and the
second, that the load imposed on the preceding circuit was negligible. The basic
circuit of such a detector is given in Fig. 3.

Previous experiments by the writer bore
out the truth of these claims, and it was
decided to try out the circuit in an actual
chassis. There still remained, however,

the problem of the switch at the high

A F AMPLIFIER

potential end of the driving circuit.

The second of the claims mentioned

above suggested a possible solution-that

of leaving a separate detector for local
1

The Wireless World, January 1st, 1937.

Fig. 4.-This diagram shows the recommended circuit and it will be seen that both frequency.
changer and straight set detector are connected to the signal circuit. The switching is in
the AF circuits.

Wrg®oo
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Another point arises in the AVC feed to
the triode-hexode. Any AVC voltage is
best parallel -fed as in Fig. 4, that is,
through a high resistance connected

JANUARY 19th, 1939.

the trimmer must be reduced to maintain
correct gauging. The second is that the
infinite input impedance detector normally

sequently has a negligible audible effect on
the reproduction.
Owing to this narrow band -width, careful

has a negative input resistance' and so
will sharpen the tuning of the signal -

The components

frequency circuit.
In an extreme case,
where the signal circuit is unusually good,

which comprise

cured by increasing the cathode -to -earth
condenser of the detector.

they are easily

in Fig. 6, the AVC decoupling and load
resistors will all be in the grid -cathode circuit of the detector.

3 The Wireless World, October 15th, 1937, and
December 13th, 1938.

directly to the control grid so that the
" earthy " end of the preceding tuned cir-

cuit may be directly connected to the
chassis line.

Otherwise, if AVC is fed as

the

Kinva re-

jector are so arth a t
ranged

it may cause instability, which can be

mounted into an
existing chassis.

Kinva Whistle Rejector

IF

ANEW whistle rejector is being produced
by Postlethwaite Bros., of Church Hill,
Kinver, Staffs, for which an outstanding peris claimed.
It comprises an
assembly of two coils, a fixed condenser, a
formance

fixed resistance, and a variable potentio-

adjustment is needed to bring the trough

There are two types-the V5 for use in
the anode circuit of an AF valve, and the
V6 for use in the grid circuit. With the
V5 there is an anode current limitation of
mA.
The tuning range of the V5 is

is capable of an outstandingly good perform-

meter, and there is a separate air -dielectric
variable condenser.

8,000-ii,000 c /s, and of the V6 7,500-11,500
c /s.

The component acts as a rejector of very
narrow band -width, and must be mounted

so that both the condenser and potentioFig. 6. ---The conventional AVC feed is

applied at the earthy end of the tuned
circuit and is not recommended.

Where a similar detector is used following the IF amplifier AVC may be obtained
from a separate IF chain and diode rectifier, or from a " square law " anode bend
rectifier fed from the last IF transformer.
The latter method was incorporated in the
Writer's experimental chassis,. the potential of about 100 'volts below chassis,
which such a circuit needs, being supplied
by a separate rectifying systeni, as in the

meter have their controls accessible. The
frequency of rejection is controlled by the
condenser which is tuned for minimum
whistle, and the amount of rejection can be
varied by the potentiometer.
This control actually balances the effects
of the Coil resistance, and theoretically
allows infinite rejection to be obtained.
The makers claim that the response can be
made less than -65 db, and it is, of course,
difficult to measure such large attenuation.
The band -width is extremely narrow, and
the inclusion of the filter in a receiver con -

in the response to the whistle frequency, but

this is by no means difficult, and the filter

The model V5 is priced at 25s. 6d.
and the V6 at 24s. 6d.
ance.

PROBLEM CORNER -3
Test Your Powers of Deduction
THE correspondence of Henry Farrad shows that he is looked to by

his friends to help them out of
Here is another

their radio troubles.

problem that was put to him. What do
you think is the most likely solution?

Rose Cottage,
Nitting Sockbury,

I wonder if you can tell me if anything

serious

has

happened

wireless.

News there was a

sort of steady droning noise. The voice
was there all right,

but not so easy to

listen to for the
buzz.
It was all
right this morning

Using a Plain Diode
If desired, the superheterodyne detector may be a normal 'diode, thus simpli-

when I had it on

for the

154 V

fying the AVC circuit, as the change -over
switch merely selects the AF output from

As a filter

to

separate the residual RF component from
the audio -frequency output is connected
directly to each detector, the only precautions necessary are such as might be required in AF amplifier input switching cir-

cuits, e.g., screened leads to avoid hum

pick-up, etc.
In conclusion, it may be mentioned that
the shunt effect of thehigh-quality cletettor when the set is used for distant reception seems to have no deleterious results.
Selectivity is not impaired to any measur-

able extent, and sensitivity is affected, if
at all, to only a negligible degree. When
first setting up the circuit, however, there
are two points to be watched. The first

is that the input capacity of the detector
comes across the input tuned circuit of the
frequency -changer, so that the setting of
2The Wireless World, February 28th and

March 6th, 1936.

to my

This evening when I switched it on for the

QA S uper.2

the detector required.

Worcs.

My dear Henry,

S4VB
PEN 4 V

DW2

morning
service. I did a bit
of dusting round

afterwards and the

plug came out of the

wall, but 1 put it in

again directly. It is
EARTH SOCKET

EXTERNAL
LOUDSPEAKER
SOCKETS

AERIAL SOCKET

rather an old wireless, so in case you
have forgotten what
sort it is I am
sending the leaflet.
[Reproduced on eft-En.]

TO
.AO MAINS
ONLY

GRAMOPHONE

PICK-Lle
SOCKETS

MAINS' ADJUST
SCREW

Disconnect receiver from mains before removing back cover.

Make sure that mains adjustment screw is in the correct
hole and screwed firmly home.
See that valves are in correct sockets as shown.
If gramophone pick-up is not in use it should be disconnected from sockets.
Extension loud speakers should be high impedance.

How mild it has
turned all of a sud-

den after the hard

frost.
Yours very sincerely,
Jane StoughtOn.

Somewhat meagre

material on which
to base any logical
deductions, but to

Henry Forced every
word was significant.
His diagnoSis is on
page 68.
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Broadcasting in Iceland
IN a country like Iceland, where a total

population of barely 118,000 is scattered

over an area of 39,709 square miles,

broadcasting is bound to become of greater
importance as .a factor of national life than
inmost other countries. The importance of
the work of the Iceland State Broadcasting
Company (Rikisutvarpid) is thus summed
up by Mr. Jonas

is more in need of

places Iceland ninth in this respect in the

countries of the world. The annual licence
fee is 3o Icelandic

high compared with

Winter communications

are rare and difficult. The broadcasting
of weather reports in three languages has

been a most efficient means to safeguard life
around the coasts of Iceland."

It was not until 1930, when most European countries had already gained several
years' practical experience in broadcasting,
that the Iceland State Broadcasting Company was formed. Having realised from
the beginning that broadcasting should be a
national affair, the authorities decided to
furnish the broadcasting organisation with
the greatest possible power in all matters
pertaining to broadcast transmission and
reception.

The organisation is conducted entirely by

the State as an independent Government

Department. Culturally, commercially and
technically, it is under the control of the
Ministry of Education. The charter issued

in sop gives the company a monopoly not
only on the construction and operation of
licence

holders, which is equal to approximately 127
receivers per _ thousand inhabitants, which

GOVERNMENT SERVICE

coast and cut off from one another by

broadcasting

There are at present over 15,000 licence

A UNIQUE

a broadcast service
than Iceland. The country is large and
the inhabited parts are scattered around the
mountain ridges.

conveyed by cable to the new station for re radiation.

kroner, or approxi-

Thorbergsson, t h e
Director -General and

creator of the organisation : " No nation

situated about half a mile from Eidar, and

stations,

the

collection

of

fees, and the preparation of pro-

grammes, but of the manufacture, importation, and sale of receiving sets and the servicing of receivers.

There are at present two transmitters in

the recently inaugurated soo-kW
station at Reykjavik working on 1,442
metres (208 kc/s) and the 7 -kW short-wave
use,

station TFJ at Reykjavik, which works on
24.52 metres (12.235 Mc /s).

All offices and

studios are in the post office building.
An interesting arrangement has been made

mately 27s. This is,
of course, rather

Icelandic listeners

other European
countries, but the

are receiving an out-

standing service for their money.
The company does not stop at providing
suitable transmitters and a programme ser-

vice in return for the licence fee, but it is
also concerned with the task
of ensuring that listeners get

There is a central servicing department at
Reykjavik which has a permanent staff of

ten service engineers, who carry out all

overhauls and repairs on listeners' receivers

in the South, with a similar centre in the
North. The transport expenses on receivers

for overhaul are defrayed by the Rikisutvarpid. In addition to the servicing depart-

ment there are a number of private indi-

viduals who have been given free technical
instruction at the capital so that they may
help listeners in their own locality. A service expert from Reykjavik makes a complete tour of the country each year, and any
listener who desires to have his set examined
is entitled to seek the aid of this travelling
serviceman.
Special emphasis is laid on the educational

side of broadcasting, and five languagesIcelandic, Danish, English, German and

first-class receiving equipment

and free technical assistance
regarding the installation and
maintenance of the receivers.
A number of leading Euro-

pean high quality sets are
tested by the engineers, and
those passing the tests are
imported by the Sales Department and sold to the listeners

at a price leaving the company an extremely modest

profit on the transaction.
Owing to the scattered
population, the electrification
of Iceland has not progressed

to any large extent outside

the main towns, and battery

receivers are therefore the

backbone of the radio trade.
This has given the company
yet another problem to solve,

viz., the provision of accumulator -charging facilities.
A
considerable sum is being

spent each year in the con The 5ooft. masts of the new
Marconi -built roo-kW. long wave station about 5 miles
outside Reykjavik, the

capital, a general view of
which is also shown.

r-ANsainim

Esperanto-are taught. The news bulletins
and weather reports have a unique significance in this thinly populated country, where

sae

41>'-'

Sit
Ad.

with regard

to the programmes

to be

radiated by a new 5 -kW relay station now

under construction at Eidar, on the East

Coast of the Island. As a cable would be
much too costly, the programmes from the
long -wave transmitter at Reykjavik are to

he picked up on a high quality receiver

struction of wind- and water -driven generators for this purpose in the remoter districts.
So far, over one hundred charging stations
have been provided with private individuals
in charge of the stations, for which they receive a small fee of from 5 to so kroner per
accumulator annually.

newspapers may be days or even weeks on
their way to subscribers in lonely outposts,
and a greater number of political talks and
election campaigns are broadcast in Iceland
than in any other European country.
Although a medium-sized radio orchestra
and choir are maintained, it is significant
that approximately 83 per cent. of all
musical programmes is provided by gramophone records. Programmes are supervised
by a council of seven elected for four years.
Three members are appointed by the Alting.
(parliament), three by licence holders, and
the chairman by the Minister of Education.
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NBIASED
By

FREE GRID

the conclusion that to learn that A is dot
dash and so on is not only unnecessary
but undesirable. The best plan is to get
some native teacher-or, in other words,
some morse graduate-to sit down with
key and buzzer and send a dot and a dash

and tell you that that combination of
sounds represents A; in other words, learn

How to Learn Morse
AREADER who has aspirations to
become an amateur transmitter evidently thinks that I am some kind of orien-

tal djinn, able to build castles overnight,

for he has asked me to give him some

method whereby he can learn the morse
code without the tedious grind of daily
practice. I wish really that all questions
which are put to me were as simple as this
one, for the answer is that there is no such
method.

I know what I am talking about, for
many years ago I myself tried to find a
royal road to morse proficiency, and if I
had spent half the energy in daily practice
that I did in searching for an easy way out
of it, I should have learned it in half the
There are several
time that I did.
methods which claim to make the learning

the morse representation of the various
letters of the alphabet as each having a
sort of musical rhythm of its own. You
will learn much more quickly this way
and, what is more, will eventually gain
far greater speed and accuracy than by
any other method of which I have knowledge.
I well

recollect that when I finally

arrived at the above conclusion and set
out seriously to learn the code I went in

Aunt Maria.

with a photograph which reproduces Aunt
Maria a fraction of her real size, the exact
size depending on how near we want to get
to the full-sized original without making
the whole thing look incongruous. Similarly with music. It would be ridiculous

to have the full volume of a brass band
in the room, and the exact degree of vol-

ume which we can and should have

depends on the nearness to reality which
the size of the room will permit.
Now I know perfectly well that I shall
be told that when volume is reduced the
softest passages of a musical spasm will be

ukase forbidding all conversation in my

so soft that they will be inaudible or, at
any rate, drowned out by the inevitable
background of valve hiss and other in-

household, communication being allowed
only by means of the morse code. Each

ternal noises. Certainly they will, but we

must be content to lose them, just as we

and buzzer set, and we got along
famously.
Mrs. Free Grid's buzzer, I
remember, was in such constant operation
that three pairs of platinum contacts were

photograph, for just as the soft passages

for the thing thoroughly and issued a
member of the family and each servant
was 'supplied with a small portable key

are content to lose sight of the gold fillings
in Aunt Maria's teeth in a small -sized

of music are swamped by the internal
background noises of the set, the gold fill-

fact that as a direct result of the trade

ings are swamped by the background of
the printing paper, commonly known as
the grain.
I am perfectly well aware, of course,

many of them only succeed in making the

way of the beginner harder than it need

done the local electrical dealer was able
to carry out extensive alterations to his

be.

premises.

promise, but isn't everything in life a corn promise?
For those purists who must

of morse absurdly easy, but to my mind

worn out in as many days, and as for the
dry cells she used, I can only point to the

have a full-sized photograph and a fullthroated brass band there is nothing to
prevent their having them by the simple

It is my firmly held opinion that the

best way to learn morse is similar to the
best way to learn languages, that is,

This Radio Realism

not to learn them at all in the sense of
I know what I am
talking about here, also, for I have had a
shot at a few languages, and I can truth-

fully say that the only one I can speak
fluently is the one which I imbibed by

expedient of building houses of sufficient
size

Business

studying from books.

cropped up again as to whether it can
be truly claimed that a receiver

re-

produces the programme without alteraor, in other words, really reproduces

it-unless it bellows it out with the same
volume as the original. In one sense, of
course,

it can certainly be said that no

receiver reproduces the efforts of, for in-

stance, a brass band properly unless it
preserves the original volume, but who on

earth wants a brass band crashing out in
a corner of the room?
In my opinion, the proper way to look
at the problem is to take an analogy from
some other field of art, photography, for

word of mouth from native teachers, not
a single word of printed matter being put
before me until I had had some half -dozen
years' oral practice. Other languages.

which I tackled in the more orthodox
fashion still leave me floundering after

spending much greater time and effort on
them.
My morse experience also leads me to

to cope with them.

At any rate,

them's my sentiments.

ISEE that the hoary old question has

tion

Lessons from an expert.

that what I have suggested is a com-

Now it would be a perfectly
easy matter to construct a camera or an
instance.

enlarger to produce a full-sized picture of
Aunt Maria, but who in their right senses

really wants a full-sized picture of her
hanging on the wall? It is bad enough

Confidential
I WAS interested to learn from " Dial -

list's " notes that a power meter does
not register such a relatively low drain as
5o watts, but I very strongly disapprove
of facts of this nature being made public.

Although the standard of ethics main-

tained by readers of The Wireless World
is, I feel sure, as high as my own, it must
not be forgotten that, in common with
other less worthy journals, its pages are
sometimes put to base uses such as that of
wrapping up fish and chips, with the result that information of this type is apt to
fall into undesirable hands.
It would be perfectly possible for some
unscrupulous person to install a battery
of accumulators having the same voltage
as the mains and to trickle charge them

having an ordinary -sized one on the
piano. A full-sized photograph would be

for eighteen hours or so every day and
use them at a high discharge rate during
the evening. I, of all people, hold no
brief for the electric power supply com-

for it, and so, also, would a brass band.

panies, but I should not like to stand icily
by and see them lawfully cheated out of
their just dues.

quite in place in a public gallery, of
course, where there would be ample space

For our homes we are perfectly content
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Designing a Filament
By H. B. DENT

Transformer

STEPPING UP FROM 4 TO 6.3 VOLTS
RECENTLY some 6.3 volt valves
were required to be used in place
of the standard 4 -volt variety in
an amplifier, and it was decided
to make up a small transformer to step up
the voltage from 4 to 6.3. This could be
made somewhat smaller than a filament
transformer with -230 volts input, and it
would also maintain approximately the
same load on the existing filament supply.
Possibly others faced with a like problem

might be interested in the design details
of this component.
In a case of this kind a double -wound
transformer is not necessary, and a single
winding with suitable tappings will serve
the purpose. It is merely an auto trans-

former arranged as shown in Fig. i.
It might be asked why two tappings
fOr

the 4 -volt in-

As the centre hole measures kin. x tin., the

volume of iron in the core works out at
3.7 cu. ins., which is only 0.67 cu. in. more
than the optimum size for this transformer.

A little departure from correct practice
was made in calculating the turns per volt
required, and the cross sectional area of the

side limbs was used instead of the area
of the centre limb. Usually the tail of the

" T " piece is twice the width of the outside limbs, in which case using either
dimensions gives the same number of turns
per volt. In this case, however, the centre

limb is narrower than usual, and if this
dimension is used the winding will have
to be based on 15 turns to the volt. On
the other hand, taking the dimensions of
the outer limbs, to turns to the volt only
would be needed.

put ; why not just

tap the winding a
suitable distance
from one end?

Fig. I.-Auto-trans-

former with tapping,
arranged for 6.3 volts
output with a 4 -volt
input.

Winding Data
As the centre limb forms only a small

Well, of course,
this would serve

portion of the total iron path, and, further-

the purpose were it
not for the fact that
it was desired to retain the earthed

needed, a justifiable compromise was made
and 12 turns to the volt chosen. Having

centre tap to prevent hum. With a
single tapping and
one end of the
winding common to

both input and output circuits this could
not be done. As will be seen from Fig. 2
that with the existing filament winding
centre -tapped and earthed, the earth point

would not be the centre of the 6.3 -volt
section.

The correct procedure would be to calculate the size of wire, volume of iron and

number of turns wanted and then find a
standard size of stampings to fit this design ; but, having a quantity of Stalloy
No. 5 stampings available, a short cut
was adopted and a design prepared based
on this size of core. - It must be admitted
that the choice was not made xvithout clue
consideration, and previous experience in
the construction of small mains trans-

more, there is more iron than is really
a shorter total length of wire and a correspondingly lower DC resistance, the regulation of the transformer will be improved.
The transformer

of iron it always proves quite satisfactory,
though possibly a little more generous in
iron content than is sometimes adopted.
The centre limb of these stampings
measures 'in., and bobbins to fit them are
readily obtainable from Sound Sales, Ltd.

the total length of the secondary works
out at 11.6 yards. Now, the resistance of
7.4 yards of No. 16 SWG is 0.55 ohm, and
with 3.5 amps. flowing there will be 0.19
volt dropped. To compensate for this, two
turns will be added to the primary, making
5o in all.
We now have left on the coil 26 turns

to provide the extra 2.3 volts, but at 12
turns to the volt it gives only 2.17 volts.
Two turns must, therefore, be added.

These 28 turns have a length of 4.2 yards
with a DC resistance of 0.0315 ohm, and
at 2 amps. o.o6 volt will be dropped. This

1,200

amps.

justify
tion.

ally, _a
gauge
fice,

smaller

would

but there

suf-

small to
compensa-

Of the 78 turns

required, 5o
become the primary
now

and the remaining

are disposed
equally on each side
of it.
We will,
therefore, decide to
28

divide the winding
into three sections

TO
4 VOLT
HEATERS

of 14, 5o and 14

turns respectively.

At this stage it is
possible

per

square inch, gives
the optimum gauge

too

is

finished), the primary watts work

SWG. Enamelled
wire is used. Actu-

-pared on the basis of 5 watts per cu. in.

age drop due to the resistance of the wire.
In the primary section there will be 7.4
yards, which figure is obtained by measuring the mean length of the turns and multiplying by the number of turns. Similarly,

checked later when
the design is

out at 14.
Now, 14 watts at
4 volts means a primary current of 3.5
amps., which, at a
current density of

the

winding on

mains transformer are explained
in this article.

if we assume an efficiency of 90 per
cent. (this figure
c a n actually be

Actually, this core is

ling about 14 watts. If the design is pre-

existing 4 -volt

or 12.6 watts, and,

of wire as No. 16

about the optimum size for the transformer, which on full load will be hand-

ing a 6.3 volt supply from an

was required to give
6.3 volts. at 2 amps.

formers was called upon in deciding on
their suitability.

HE design and construction of
a small transformer for obtain-

TO 63 VOLT HEATERS

to

check

our assumption of
an efficiency of 90
per cent., for if it
is lower a readjust-

ment may have to
Fig. 2.-If an auto -transformer has a single

tapping only the earth connection on the
existing 4 -volt supply will not be in the
centre of the 6.3 volt section.

is

ample space on the bobbin to accommodate the larger.
We therefore. require 48 turns for the
primary and 76 turns for the secondary.
Before starting to make the transformer we
must find by calculation the probable volt -

be made. From the
Abacs in The Wireless World. Radio

Data Charts, and
using the curve for
Stalloy o.ol4in., the watts lost in 3.47
cu. ins. of core is 0.53.
The copper loss,
that due to the
resistance of the wire or the FR loss, and
before any correction or compensation is
made is : Primary sectior_ 0.55 watt,
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secondary section 0.126 watt, which together amount to 0.676 watt. Added to
the iron loss this becomes 1.206 watts.
Now add 1.206 watts to the secondary out-

put of 12.6 watts, and we get a total primary wattage of 13.806, giving an efficiency of 91 per cent., which is actually
better than the assumed figure.
Constructing the transformer hardly

needs a detailed description, as it entails
nothing more than winding on the turns
stated and bringing tappings out where indicated.

Owing to the thickness of the

wire the turns should be wound on evenly.

The 14 turns before the first tap occupy
less than the width of the bobbin, but at
the end of this section the wire is cut and

its end threaded through a hole in the
opposite check to that through which the
beginning of the wire was passed. The
space left can be filled in with four pieces
of cardboard having the same thickness as
the wire, and over the whole is put on a
few turns of good -quality insulation tape.
This leaves a smooth surface for the next
section of 5o turns, which can easily be
accommodated in three layers of wire.

This brings the second tap out through

the same check as the beginning of the first

kilowatt.

through one end check there is the begin-

ing above and below the body of a recumbent patient.
It is said that this latter
method possesses many advantages over the
first -mentioned and older system.

ning or one end of the 6.3 -volt winding and

the second tapping or end of the 4 -volt
section, while through the opposite check
pass the beginning of the 4 -volt section
and the other end of the 6.3 -volt portion.
These ends can be taken to a terminal
plate and arranged in the same order as
the theoretical diagram, Fig. i, so that the
two outers give 6.3 volts and the two
inners are the 4 -volt input. Of course,
the transformer can be used the opposite
way round, and when joined to a 6.3 -volt
supply will give across the two inner terminals 4 volts.
Before the winding is started a " T "
stamping should be inserted in the centre

body by means of two eleCtrodes, whereas in
other types use is made of closed loops rest-

Television
Programmes
Vision 45 MO.

Sound 41.5 Alc,'s.

An hour's special film transmission intended for demonstration purposes will be
given from 11 a.m. till 12 noon each
weekday. The National or Regional programme will be radiated on 41.5 Mc is
from approximately 7.45 to 9 p.m. every
day.

hole in the bobbin to make sure it fits cor-

rectly, as it is best to do any smoothing
THURSDAY, JANUARY 19th.
out with a file before rather than after the 3, Jack Jackson and his Band. 3.30, Gaumontbobbin is wound. During the winding British News, 3.40, 209th edition of Picture
process the bobbin should be clamped be-

tween wooden or metal end plates with
holes drilled in them to pass the ends and
tappings. This prevents the bobbin
coming distorted when winding on the
heavy gauge wire.

host of other diseases might be cured, or at
any rate alleviated; if .an artificial rise of
bodily temperature could be produced,

similar to that brotight about by a fever.

This trend of medical. thought particularly
applied to diseases of the central nervous
system, and many years ago some remarkable cures were reported by deliberately infecting the patient with malaria germs, these
producing the necessary fever.

Naturally such a curative measure has
brought its own dangers, in some cases

cure being worse than the original
disease, and it was
not long before other

A scene in the Royal Westminster'

Ophthalmic Hospital. A patient

being treated by means of an ultra short -wave generator

and safer means Of
inducing a f ever
were sought.
The

subsequent research
work led to the

development of
short-wave

therapy

as we know it

day.

One

to-

of the

main advantages of
the method is that a
temperature rise is
localised in certain

organs of the body

only without causing
any undue effects on
the skin and the
fatty tissues in which
the body is encased.
The wavelength
employed in short-

wave

therapy

usually ranges be-

tween 6-20 metres,
the

power

9, " 0 Mistress Mine," an anthology of love
9.30, British Movietonews. 9.40,
zroth edition of Picture Page. 10.15, News.
FRIDAY, JANUARY loth.
scenes.

3-4, " Hansel and Gretel," a masque to the

music of Humperdinck ;
A ndree Howard.

choreography

by

Chauve-Souris," in selections from their repertoire. 10.20, News.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 21st.
2.25, Rugger O.B. from Twickenham ; England
v. Wales. 3.10, Cartoon Film. p.15, " Edna's

A NEW APPLICATION

the

Page.

9, Eric Wild and his Band. 9.20, GaumontBritish News. 9.30, Cartoonist's CornerBruce Bairnsfather. 9.40, Film. 9.50, " La

Short-wave Therapy
FOR several years past increasing use has
been made of short waves in treating
various ailments of the body, and they are
now being applied to deal with certain eye
troubles, apparatus for this purpose, using a
6 -metre wavelength, having been installed
at the Royal Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital.
The use of short -waves for curative purposes was developed as a means of simulating the methods used by Nature for combating certain diseases by creating a fever
in the body. It was thought that a whole

In some types of apparatus the
radiation is applied vertically through the

section and just tinder Lin. up from the
bottom of the former. The last 14 turns
then finish at the opposite check. Thus,

being

somewhat under

Fruit Hat," a comedy by John Pudney.
9, Cabaret. 9.40, British Movietonews. 4.50,
" Quotation Marks." Well-known men and

women will compete in a new kind of memory twister. 10.20, News.
SUNDAY, JANUARY 22nd.
3, Cartoon Film. 3,5, " Three -Four," the

romantic story of the waltz.,.. ..,3.35, British
Movietonews.

8.50, News. 9.5-10.35, Basil Sydney and
Margaretta Scott in " Traitor's Gate," from the
Duke of York's Theatre.
MONDAY, JANUARY 23rd.
3, Fashion Parade. 3.15, Gaumont-British

News.

3.25, " Rehearsal for a Drama," a play

for television by Roy Carter and Emanuel Wax.

9, Fashion Parade. 9.15, The Law To -day.
9.35, Henry Hall and his Orchestra. 10.5,
British Movietonews.
News.

10.15, Pas Seul. 10.25,

TUESDAY, JANUARY 24th.
3, Friends from the Zoo. 3.15, British Movie-

tonews. 3.25, Ronald Frankau with Monte
Crick. 3.35, Cartoon Film. 3.40, Demonstration of Catch -as -Catch -Can Wrestling.

9, " Footwork "-A demonstration of American
dances for English ballrooms. 9.30, Friends
from the Zoo. 9.45, Gaumont-British News.
9.55, Reginald Arkell and Harry Rutherford.
10.5, Claoon Film. 10.10, Music MakersSusan Slivko, pianoforte. 10.20, News. '
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 25th.

3, " Behind the Beyond," a problem play by

Stephen Leacock, with Frank Birch and Nadine
3.35, Cartoon Film. 3.40, " Six

March.

Gentlemen in a Row," a comedy by Jules
Remains; English version by Harley Granville Barker.
9, " Square Pegs," a play by Lionel Brown with
Jack Livesey, Marjorie Mars and A. Bromley Davenport. 10.30, News.
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Magnetic Tuning and Single span
OBTAINING SELECTIVITY AND FREEDOM FROM WHISTLES
By L. de KRAMOLIN

it will be clear that although it is
quite possible to control several tuned circuits simultaneously the position is very

and these will combine with a third set of
oscillations on the input grid to form
further sum and difference frequencies of a
higher order. As all of these are capable
of producing whistles and distortion, the
prospects of undisturbed reception are

circuit need be used. This can be achieved
by using a superheterodyne operating on

The process of rectification is not an
essential to frequency -changing, however,

only necessary to control the inductance or
capacity of the oscillator circuit for tuning.

plicative mixing of the signal and oscillator
frequencies. This enables the rectifying

principles of magnetic tuning
have been described in previous
issues of The Wireless World' and

much easier if only one variably tuned

the single -span principle, for then it is

poor.

and it can be avoided by adopting multi-

The use of single -

action at the input

span tuning brings

grid of a mixing
valve to be done

two difficulties in its

train-at the high

THE single -span receiver lends

intermediate

itself admirably to magnetic

frequency necessary

tuning as there is only one tuning
circuit involved and ganging problems are consequently avoided. In

difficult to
obtain sufficient
it

is

adjacent

channel
selectivity

for modern condi-

ditions, and it is
difficult to avoid the

production

this article, the difficulties of obtaining sufficient selectivity and freedom
from whistles are described and a
suitable circuit is given.

signal - frequency tuning and the usual
non -linearity of the first valve. It is possible, however, to solve these problems and
to adopt the single -span principle.
It is well known that the single -span

receiver has no preselecting circuit,

so

that all signals which arrive with sufficient
amplitude must simultaneously act on the

most

commercial

mixing valves and
in

most

super -

characteristics of these valves is only
sufficient, in a single -span receiver, to provide a severely limited output. Apart
from the fact that it is difficult to obtain
a truly linear characteristic, it is the
practice to give a commercial mixing valve
a certain exponential tendency in its curve
in order to make it work in well with automatic volume control. This non -linearity
is sufficient to produce quite serious interoverall amplification.

If a mixing valve with a sufficiently

ordinary valve characteristic.

grid next to the cathode and a further

control grid between the two screen
grids, to which the oscillator voltage is led.
The extensive linearity of the control voltage anode -current characteristic of this
NOW

if this valve has a rectifying action on tht
input voltages, every pair of oscillators wil
produce -sum and difference frequencies,
1

The Wireless World, February 24th, March
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Fig. 2.----A valve with a
space charge outside its
third grid tends to have

a characteristic such as
that indicated by the
solid line.

approximately
noinial triode.

exponentially,

as

in

a

If, on the other hand, the
hexode is worked in conditions such that
a strong space -charge effect occurs at the
third grid, the anode current curve may
take a shape in which the initial upward
course is more and more flattened out and
finally enters into a downward bend.

Such a characteristic is seen in Fig. 2,
while Fig. ,r shows the cure produced
under the previously described set of conditions.

Linear Characteristics
Suitable valve design and working conditions enable the space -charge effect,

which in its unrestricted condition would
produce the full -line curve of Fig. 2, to be
so reduced as to compensate- the curve of
Fig. i, yielding a linear characteristic as

linear characteristic cannot be constructed,
the omission of the usual condenser across
the cathode bias resistance is very helpful. 'shown in the dotted curve of Fig. 2.
Negative feedback then occurs and tends Valves constructed on these lines will give
to straighten the Valve characteristic at measured distortion factors of less than one
per cent.: in this connection it must be
the expense of amplification.
On the other hand, a loss in amplifica- mentioned that exact measurement of such
tion may be avoided by the use of a linear small amounts of -distortion is difficult.
By the use of this kind of input valve
valve. Such a valve has been put on the
market by Telefunken under the type title the writer has succeeded in eliminating
AHroo. This is a hexode possessing, in heterodyne -whistle points and similar
addition to, its two screen grids, an input interference almost completely, provided,

Fig.

i iput grid of the frequency -changer.

charge law, the anode current must rise

Multiplica-

tive mixing is today employed with

ference when a receiver is used at a high
1.-This diagram
shows the shape of an

must to all intents and purposes be proportional to the emission current coming from
the cathode. Since this emission current
increases according to the non-linear space -

away with, with a

but
the linearity of the

by the absence of

effect at the third grid, the anode current

consequent a v o i dance of the difficulties
mentioned
above.

heterodynes,

of whistles caused

prevent any appreciable space - charge

valve is attained by what is known as .the
(" Staueffekte ").
" clamming effect "
The linearising action of this effect may be
explained somewhat as follows :
If, in a hexode, care is taken_ by suitable

design and suitable working conditions to

that the voltage at the input grid is kept
within the range
volts, .which is not
difficult to arrange in a single -span receiver

with aperiodic input circuits.
mediate

proximity

of

If the irrb

a local

station

threatens the fulfilment of this condition,
the danger can easily be overcome by a

wave -trap in the aerial circuit.
The second main weakness of the single span receiver which calls for improvement
is its low selectivity. In recent years it

Wilrg11,SM
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On the other hand, if-as in the series -

has, it is true, been possible to raise the

resonance arrangement described above-it

intermediate frequency in ordinary super bets to as much as about 465 kc/s without

is possible to leave a residual resistance
of ro or 20 ohms and yet to obtain sufficient selectivity, then any unavoidable
fluctuations due to warming -up or other

losing the necessary selectivity by the

employment of high -quality iron -cored
coils. It is unlikely, however, that similar

causes will alter this resistance by so small

methods would lead to useful results at
i,600 kc/s. It must be remembered that

a percentage only that the properties of
the amplifier will not be influenced to any
appreciable extent. This explains why it

the " Q " value at such a frequency would
ha\ e to be at least four times that at 465

is possible, with this type of circuit,

kc/s, which would be very difficult to
attain.

single amplifying stage, under conditions
which cannot be called at all critical, will
give a 10 kc/s selectivity of from i : 12 to

Tuned Cathode Circuit
The difficulty was overcome in another
The connection of a series resonant
circuit in the cathode lead of an IF valve
gives rise to negative feedback which
varies with frequency and is a minimum
at resonance. The selectivity is consequently increased.
way.

of the conditions

Now an analysis

: 15 ;

Fig. 4.-This diagram illustrates the basic

arrangement of a cathode -connected circuit.

culty can be surmounted in

a

series- resonance

may

simple

dissipative impedance of the series reso-

nance circuit remains unchanged at a
definite value (say, about 20 ohms), its
selectivity curve is at its best when the

thought that if recourse is thus had to
back -coupling it would be just as good io
employ the usual form of such coupling,

on the simplifying assumption that the

capacity of the circuit is made very small
and its inductance very large. This is
shown in Fig. 3. Thus, for an effective
and for the
capacity of about 1.5

which means that with merely a

2 -stage IF amplifier of this type it is pos-

manner by back -coupling the anode circuit inductance of the valve concerned to
the coil (in the cathode circuit) of the

occurring with such a circuit shows that,

to

obtain quite high selectivity combined with
complete stability, even at high intermediate frequencies. For example, a

circuit.

It

sible to have a selectivity

completely

satisfactory for an average receiver.
A further difficulty in the construction
of the series -resonance circuit remains,
however.

This will be discussed with

be

such as by a parallel -resonance tuned grid
circuit of an HF amplifier. It is found,
however, that the arrangement just
described gives considerably more stable
conditions.
It has been pointed out

earlier in this article that to obtain the

necessary io 1-c/ s selectivity in the ampli-

fication of a i,600 kc/s frequency, the Qvalue of the circuit must be about quadrupled in comparison with that of a normal
465 kc/s circuit; so that the ohmic resistance must be roughly quartered. But this

means the obtaining of extraordinarily

small values of ohmic resistance, such as
can only be produced_ by retroaction, and
the smallest fluctuation in the temperature
of the coils or in some component connected to the oscillatory circuit may easily
cause the small residual resistance to fall
to zero (so that self -oscillation sets in) or

else to rise by a very considerable percentage of its value, with the result that
the circuit loses its original selectivity.

Fig.

5.-The unwanted capacities can

be

rendered harmless by adopting the screening
shown at Si and Sz.

the help of Fig. 4.

From the coil LI,

representing the inductance of the series resonance circuit LI-Cr connected between
cathode and earth, there are a number of
stray capacities, represented
by C2, C3, C4. The capa-

city C2 can easily be ren-

1.000

1,800

dered harmless by the addition of a coil L2, such that

1,700

FREQUENCY

this coil, together with the
capacity C2, forms an oscillatory circuit tuned to about
1,600 kc/s. This circuit,
being fairly highly damped
owing to the use of a simple
solid -wire coil for L2, possesses a high resistance not
only for the 1,600 kc/s

Fig. 3.-These curves show the increase in

selectivity obtained by reducing the capacity
of a tuned circuit, the series resistance remaining constant.

above -mentioned working frequency of

i,600 kc/s, at a deviation of To kc/s, a

negative feedback resistance of about 700
ohms will be obtained, as compared with
only 20 ohms for resonance. Two

difficulties,

however,

arise

frequency, but also for all
frequencies in its neighbour-

hood, so that for all those

in

attempting to fulfil these conditions. In
the first place it is difficult to obtain;
with the high inductance values necessary
in the above -mentioned circuits, ohmic
resistances as- low as 20 ohms. This diffi-

oscillations which the tuned
An experimental single -span receiver is shown
here together with the remote control unit for
magnetic tuning.

anode circuit allows to be amplified, the
amplification is reduced only by a quite
small amount. By this " removal " of
the capacity C2, the harmful effects of the

JANUARY 191h,
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self -capacity of the cathode (included in
C2) are also eliminated.
There still remain the stray capacities C3

and C4, which are practically in parallel
with the tuning capacity Cr .and tend to
prevent this from being reduced below a
certain minimum value, which in a practically tested example was about 5 pl4F.

ponent capacities ; so that it is now
possible, in the oscillatory circuit Li -C', to
obtain an effective capacity of almost any

value, however small, by adjusting CI.
The stray capacities C5 and C6 simply
act as an apparent increase in the coil Li,
and can be allowed for by a suitable reduction of the number of turns in this coil.

C2 is the sum of all

the stray capacities from cathode to earth ;
L2 is a variometer for " tuning -out "these

stray capacities, and may consist of two
cheap solid -wire coils, random -wound, and

mounted on a rod of insulating material
so that their relative position can be varied
by displacement in an axial direction.

In order that the coil L2 may not have
too high a damping owing to too large
number of turns, it may be advisable. to
connect a small auxiliary capacity in
parallel with the stray capacity C2. In
this case L2 can consist of a single

6.- This diagram illustrates the construction of a cathode tuned circuit on the
Fig.

lines shown in Fig. 5.

(random -wound) coil and the added capa-

Since, as mentioned earlier, it is desirable to reduce the ohmic resistance of Li

be made variable.
Sr represents a cylindrical screen cover-

by back -coupling this to the anode -circuit

city (max. value about 5o mmfds.) can
ing the coil LI and condenser Cr of the
This takes up
series -resonance circuit.
all the stray capacities proceeding from the
coil Li, so that only stray capacities

between Li and the screen Si remain :

these are represented in the diagram by C5
and C6. These capacities, however, are
no longer in parallel with the tuning condenser Cr, but lie (as seen from the

cathode) in series with Cr. Now it ;s
well known that a series connection of
capacities always gives a resultant capacity smaller than the smallest of the corn-

series -resonance circuit ; L5 is the inductance of the anode -tuning circuit. RI and

R2 are the two bakelite tubes carrying
the two screening windings Sr and S2.
The wire pin W, which in the practical
form has a diameter of only half a millimetre, acts as one plate of the tuning condenser Cr, the other plate being formed
by the tubular rotating part R3 ; the air
gap is about 1.5 mm. The screw drive D
enables the capacity of the condenser Cr
to he adjusted,
By means of the friction drive A,, S4,
S5, the metal plate Tr can be turned about
a horizontal axis in the plane of the drawing so as to alter the position of the iron
core of coil Li in relation to the iron core
of L5, thus effecting an adjustment of
back -coupling. S3 is the chassis, or a

From the curve of Fig. 2 it was seen, however, that the attaining of satisfactory
values of selectivity involved a tuning
capacity as low as 1.5 fL/AF . Fig. 5 shows
how this difficulty can be overcome. LIG' is again the series -resonance circuit in

the cathode lead.

is shown in Fig. 6. An H-shaped high frequency iron core of standard type is
used to carry the winding Li, which, as
in Fig. 5, represents the inductance of the

coil, the screen Sr must not be solid ; it
must only act capacitively and permit an
inductive coupling to be obtained.

Since,

on the other hand, this screen Si is at
cathode potential (which in this case is
high -frequency potential), a second cylinder S2 is provided outside it ; this is at

earth potential and, like Sr, must allow
an inductive coupling to be made. In

screen at earth potential.
Since, in a radio -frequency stage containing a series -resonance circuit such as

that of Figs...5 and 6, the cathode is no
longer at earth potential but possesses an
RF potential, the danger exists of unwanted coupling between the oscillatory
circuit connected to the control grid of the
valve' and the cathode circuit, by way of
the grid -cathode capacity.
For this reason, if two similar stages are
to be employed, either special valves must
be used having a screening electrode
between the control grid and the cathode,

or else an aperiodic stage must be interposed between the two similar stages for
decoupling purposes.

In amplifiers in which no very high
practice, Si and Sz takes the form of overall amplificaton is necessary, the

bakelite tubes covered with a single -layer
Winding of thin wire of fairly wide
spacing.

The construction of such a tuning unit

intermediate valve can be dispensed with
by providing the anode circuit of the first
stage with very high capacity and com-

paratively small inductance so that the

0

11

o

UM.

0

ONO

0
0
0
0

=mmome.

OMB

)1
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Fig. 7.-This diagram shows the skeleton circuit of a single -span receiver utilising two F stages with cathode circuits and one aperiodic IF stage.
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Magnetic Tuning and Single -span

coupling due to the relatively small grid cathode capacity becomes negligible. If
the Telefunken valve Miro°, referred to
earlier in this article, is employed, such
an arrangement is in any case necessary,
since this valve requires low external

resistances of the order of io,000 ohms.
An example of the circuit diagram of a

receiver on the above lines is shown in
Fig. 7. Here everything which is not
essential for the comprehension of the
scheme, and everything which does not
differ from a normal receiver (such as the
decoupling resistances in the anode circuit,
the AF stages and the AVG arrangements),
has been omitted.

I represents an input filter, usual in a

The necessary
receiver.
damping resistances are omitted.
II is a wave -trap circuit tuned so as to
single -span

prevent overloading by the local station

when the receiver is used in the immediate
neighbourhood of such a station.
III is a series -resonance circuit with
comparatively small capacity and high in-

ductance, tuned to the intermediate frequency of i,600 kc/s, and eliminating the

ordinary intermediate -circuit interference.
A Telefunken AHroo mixing valve has

been adopted for the circuit as being by
far the most suitable for a single -span receiver. If such a valve is not available
.an ordinary valve may-as mentioned

earlier-be employed, but in this case it
may be necessary to introduce negative
feedback for the sake of linearity.
Since a direct connection of the anode
circuit of V2 with the control grid of V4
might produce the danger of a troublesome
coupling (liable to cause instability) between the series -resonance circuit of V4
and the anode circuit of V2, by way of the
control -grid cathode capacity of V4, an
aperiodic stage,V3 is introduced.
The oscillator 0 is represented merely
as a box, since the magnetic tuning of the
oscillator, as well as its tuning indication,
has been dealt with in detail in previous
articles.

A receiver on the lines of Fig. 7 is fully

equal to an ordinary type of receiver as
regards freedom from interference and the
attainable selectivity, with the added advantage of the single -span design which
eliminates all problems of alignment.

Letters to the Editor

Later in the evening the fading consisted

mainly of a continual rise and fall of 0.5
volt above the normal. The range of this
rise and fall and the periodicity of it is

remarkably regular at times. It will persist
seemingly without any alteration for half an
hour at the time.
These variations would not be noticeable
aurally on a good receiver with AVC and a

large aerial, but they are likely to cause
trouble in other circumstances.
The comparative effect of this fading is
accentuated by the use of a short or indoor
aerial. This has invariably been the reason

for the trouble making itself felt in cases
I have investigated. A full hundred feet
of aerial erected as high as possible will
nullify its effect.

This fading does not appedr to be
localised, as one of your correspondents sug-

gests, but can be observed in all localities
with

suitable

WDESPREAD publicity has been given
to the recent transmission of television
across the Atlantic. This has been claimed'.
to be the first time that television has been
sent between London and New York. This
is not the case. Television was transmitted
from London to New York in 1928 by Mr.
Baird. The widest publicity was given to

this demonstration,a,t the time and its importance fully recognised. In this connection I would quote from the leader of the
New York Times of February 11th, 1928:Baird was the first to achieve television at all over any distance. Now he
must be credited with having been the first

to disembody the human form optically
and electrically, flash it piecemeal at incredible speed across the ocean, and then
reassemble it for American eyes.

" His success deserves to rank with

Marconi's sending of the letter s ' across
the. Atlantic."

May I ask that in the interests of truth

and in justice to British pioneer enterprise
you will be good enough to give this letter
or the facts it contains the publicity necessary to correct the false impression created?
CLARENCE TIERNEY, D.Sc.,
Chairman of the Council of the Television Society.

London, S.W.r.

i* But not in The WirelessWorld.-En.]

Trade Service
ARRANGEMENTS are going forward for
the formation Of an association of firms
engaged solely in trade service, and, in case

any of your readers who might be in

terested may have missed this announce-

ment in the trade Press, I should be obliged
if you would allow me to offer them,
through the medium. of ;.your. journal, an

invitation to communicate with me at their
H. C. RYLATT,
earliest convenience.
Specialised Radio Service Co., Ltd.
Tanners Lane, High St., Lincoln.

Satisfactory

tests cannot be made aurally. What will
probably be noticed it co-operative tests are
carried out is that while the National carrier
is fading in one locality, it is simultaneously
increasing elsewhere and vice versa, much

the same as all other types of fading.
There is nothing new in night fading at

short distances on this particular wavelength.
It was noticeable twenty-five years ago with
spark transmitters.

B. S. T. WALLACE,
Overseer, G.P.O. Telegraphs.
London, S. W.16.

The Editor does not necessarily endorse the opinions of his correspondents

First Transatlantic Television

instruments.

Aerial Feeders
HAMRAD WHOLESALE, 259, Ladbrolie
Grove, Kensington, London, W.io,
have introduced some high- and low -impedance feeders for short-wave aerials. The
low -impedance kind consists of two insulated

conductors each containing 14 strands of
No. 36 SWG tinned copper wire which are

Fading at 25 Miles
AVELENGTHS between zoo and Soo
metres are subject to night fading at
and beyond distances of 20 miles or so. I
have taken periodical observations here at
a distance of 25 miles from the National and

Regional transmitters for the past seven

years, and have never known the National
carrier wave to remain constant after sunset. The Regional carrier is only on rare
occasions affected very slightly by fading at

laid parallel and joined together.

The

spacing between the centre of the two conductors is o.o625in.
The impedance of this cable is stated to
be 72 ohms, and it is thus a good match for
the centre of a half-way.e aerial.
In the high -impedance feeder, which is

stated to have a surge impedance of 35o
ohms, stranded conductors are also used,
and in this case the spacing is o.375in.

short distances.

Observations are taken on a straight circuit embodying a form of valve voltmeter
with a seven-inch scale giving .a pointer
movement of 2 inches per volt, so that carrier variations and modulation
checked against each other.

can

be

A typical test for the present discussion
was made on January 5th between 4 p.m.
and 6.3o p.m., and again after 9 p.m.
The normal carrier voltage received here
during daylight from the National transmitter is about r volt. This value was
steady until 4.3o, when, after a few preliminary flutters, rhythmic fading commenced to the extent of 0.25 volt around

the normal reading.
It soon became erratic, as fading usually

does at the period of transition from daylight to darkness, the extreme variations
extending from 0.5 to 1.5 volts. There
would be a gradual increase to a higher read-

ing, where it would. remain for a time, not
always steady but sometimes fluctuating
rhythmically, the complete oscillation taking
a few seconds. Then suddenly there would
be a sharp drop of as much as 0.5 volt.

High- and low -impedance parallel -wire feeders
with insulated conductors.

Very tough insulating material is used,
and it is claimed that it will withstand all

weather conditions. The 350 -ohm feeder
must, of course, be correctly matched to the
aerial, and if a half -wave aerial be employed

this can easily be done by means of " Q

Bars," or any other form
section.

of

matching

The 72 -ohm feeder costs 51d. per yard,
and the 350 -ohm kind 6d. per yard.
We understand that a concentric feeder of
15o ohms impedance is also available, and
this costs is. 4d. per yard.

'
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NEWS OF THE WEEK
TELEVISION PROPAGANDA

CANADIAN BROADCASTING

Mr. Ogilvie Before the Emitrons
WFIEN Mr. F. W. Ogilvie,
Director -General of the

No Facsimile or Television Transmissions Yet
annual report of the transmitters in Canada,

B.B.C., speaks for a few minutes
on television prospects before

the emitron cameras at Alexandra Palace on January 26th
at 10.3o a.m., it will mark the

beginning of the 5939 television
drive planned by the Television
Development Committee of the
Radio Manufacturers' Associa-

tion in collaboration with the
B.B.C. Mr. C. 0. Stanley;

Chairman of the Television Development Sub -Committee of
the R.M.A., will speak directly
after Mr. Ogilvie.

This transmission cannot be
regarded as the forerunner of a
series
vision

propaganda -for -teletalks from Alexandra
of

Palace as no arrangements have
been made for any further
transmissions such as this.
WATCHDOGS OF THE WAVELENGTHS
SIR
NOEL ASHB RIDGE ,
B.B.C. Controller of En-

gineering, travels to Switzerland

at the end of next month to
represent British listeners in the
Conference

of

Governments

to discuss adjustments to the
Lucerne wavelength plan.

Lis-

teners may depend upon Sir
Noel to defend to the utmost all
those concessions for which Ad-

miral Sir Charles Carpendale

worked during his long tenure
of

office

as

President

of

the International Broadcasting
Union.

Also holding a watching brief
will be Mr. L. W. Hayes, of the
B.B.C.'s Engineering Intelligence Department.

national Short Wave Club, a
programme

Mc / s

(19.57

is

to

be

radiated from W2XAD, 15.33
metres),

and

W2XAF, on 9.53 Mc/ s (31.48
metres), from 21.00 to 21.30
G.M.T., on Friday, January
27th. This transmission, which
will include recorded items from
England, should have been

given on December r rth, but
the records arrived a day late.
Reception reports for the pur-

pose of compiling data on the
propagation of short waves will

be appreciated by Mr. A. E.

Bear, European and Colonial
Representative of the Inter-

national Short Wave Club, at

Adams Gardens Estate,
London, S.E.16, who will forward them to America.
roo,

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation reveals that Canada

that the Government will

AMERICA

but
be

asked to subsidise a C.B.C.

New Transmitting Regulations

EW regulations governing
amateur radio activity in
the U.S.A. are reported by

to private

short-wave station for National
advertisement and International
programme exchange.
That broadcasting in Canada
is now functioning on the basis
recommended in 1929 by the

applications for research and
experimental television should
only be considered from financi-

stations owned by the Government and lesser powered pri.:

25 kc /s wide in this and the 8o -

ence under the direction of Mr.

metre bands are now formally
allocated to amateurs.
Two regulations which have
long been observed in British
amateur circles have just been

will have no televiSion or facsimile transmissions for some
time. The Board of Governors
has recommended to the Gov-

ernment that

licences be issued

no facsimile

broadcasting stations and that

ally sound parties. It is actually

known that CKAC, Montreal

pioneer broadcasting station, re-

cently applied for a television
licence and was ready to spend
17,000 on the installation, but
the licence was ref used.

Veto on Short-wave Projects

It is also stated in the annual
report of the C.B.C. that no new
short-wave broadcasting licences
will be issued to privately owned

Royal Commission on Radio
Broadcasting, with powerful

vately owned stations, is
stressed in the report, the second
since the C.B.C. came into existGladstone Murray.

During the year under review
the C.B.C. operated on 45o,o0o,

which was made up of money
received from the collection of
the annual wireless licence fee
of ten shillings and from cornmercial programmes over C.B.C.
stations and leased lines.

R,M.A. ANNUAL REPORT

SUNDAY TELEVISION

Suppressing Interference : Specification for School Receivers

Interest Features for Viewers

AT the annual general meeting
of the Radio Manufacturers'

Association, held at the Savoy

Hotel last Thursday, January
12th, Mr. J. H. Thomas, general
manager of A.. C. Cossor, was

elected chairman, and Col. G. D.
Ozanne, of Wingrove and
Rogers, vice-chairman. In the

absence, through indisposition,

of Lord Hirst, who was again
elected president,

Mr.

S

R.

Mallard took the chair.
The hope of many that a solution to the problem of interference with television caused by

motor cars would be found in
the rumoured conference between the

REPORTS WANTED

Icelebration of the tenth
anniversary of the Inter-

special

THE

THE AMATEUR IN

R.M.A. and the
Society of Motor Manufacturers
will be dashed by the announce-

ment in the annual report that

OUTSIDE events will be the
principal constituents of the

now regular Sunday afternoon
programmes. On January 29th
the cameras will pass along the
bays of the International Telephone Exchange at Faraday
House. On February 5th " courtesy cops " will he televised at
Also during the month
work.

visits will be paid to the Ex-

hibition of Inventions at the
WestHall,
Horticultural

minster, and to Hanworth Air
Park.

CAMERAS IN

ACTION during the
televising of an illustrated talk in the
" News Map " series

from Alexandra

still the subject of consideration

Palace. The picture
gives a vivid impression of ordered chaos.
The large staff required in a studio

Regarding the performance
specification for school receivers,

transmission is evident. Professor W.
J. Rose is seen
speaking before No.

the suggested conference has
been refused by the S.M.M. on

the ground that the matter is

by a committee of the British
Standards Institution.

even during a talk

the report states that it is generally felt that an objective

camera on a raised

fidelity test would be highly
desirable. With a view to mak-

ing this possible, members submitting receivers to the Central
Council for School Broadcasting
for approval have been asked to
send to the R.M.A. details of the
sets in question. It is hoped
that the data thus obtained may
be sufficient to formulate an objective fidelity test.

dais at the top of the

picture, while J. F.
Horrabin

illustrates

his words with rapidly

drawn maps on the
easel in front of No.

camera in the
centre.
The third

2

camera in the fore-

ground is being used

for effects and continuity shots.

Q.S.T.

The

r.7 -Mc / s

band

has been shifted upwards by
5o kc /s, presumably to permit
the broadcasting band below it

to expand, and it now covers
1.75 to 2.05 Me/S.

Channels

metre bands are reserved for
emergency calls where amateurs
rendering emergency services to
the community can put out distress calls. The 2.5- and r.25 -

imposed

" ham."

session

upon

the American

They are the

pos-

of adequate frequency

measuring devices, and facilities
for the accurate measurement of
input power. This latter stipu-

lation only applies if the input
exceeds 9oo watts, and it is intended

to prevent

operators

from exceeding the i-kW limit
placed upon all U.S. amateurs.
In this country even the lowest
power, ro watt, amateur station
operator insist have instruments
for measuring his input exactly.
WHEN IS DISTURBANCE NOT
DISTURBANCE?

THE German National Chamber of Broadcasting has
drawn an interesting distinction

between what does and what

WIrmiligN5
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News of the Weekdoes not constitute disturbance.
In ordinary cases loud
speakers in dwelling houses are
to be kept at the degree of loud-

ness suitable for a room whenever there is a risk of disturbance

to neighbours, and after ma

hope of some that Great
THEBritain's
nine - millionth

It will be seen, too, that last

have been issued by the end of
1938 was not realised, for the

year's increase is the smallest in
the past ten years.

up1.479,1141,

-

41111461.

7,0.....11.11.1.5110

-

from February 1st have its power

1,618.4.1.-

SOMA. -

increased to

4....
.

,.2t

, , .,.

,

,

,,,,

,

$

2.

G.P.O. announces that the approximate total was 8,908,900.
This shows an increase during
the year of over 429,000.

It is interesting to see from

the graph how the curve graduSTANDARD SPECIFICATIONS

FOR P.A. EQUIPMENT

A MEETING has been
" arranged by the Institute
transmitting and receiving sets of Public Address Engineers, to
enabling them to keep in touch be held at the West Central

_-

INDIAN BROADCASTING
The Views of an Indian Listener

THE apathy of the Indian to-

wards broadcasting, and the

struggle of MI -India Radio to
make a place for itself in the life

of the country is stressed in a
letter from Mr. S. B. Banerjea,
of Calcutta.

As a regular listener, he criti-

cises the service for a lack of
sufficiently wide programme ap-

peal, especially in the selection

of musical items, and emphasises
the necessity of adapting educational broadcasts to the needs of.

listeners who are mainly illiter-

The language must be
simple, and he suggests that
ate.

agriculture, industry and health
should be the main programme

onstituents.
Incidentally, it may be of
interest to English listeners
to know that the ici-kW

short-wave stations at Calcutta

and Bombay were heard strongly
sn 67.98 and 61.48 metres respec-

tively during the afternoons in

,

,,,,

" ..

,

_ ,,

,,,,

,

1.1.

1112.1
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Sweden's

ing on Lo86 kc/s (276.2 metres),
will have its power increased to
too kW at the beginning of July.

1937

The wireless receiving'licence curve from 1923 to 1938.

Row,
Southampton
London, W.C.i, at 2.30 p.m., on
January 3oth, to discuss the fix-

Hotel,

ing of standards for the rating
performance

and

to kW.

radio power will be still further increased later in the year. for
Falun, the 2 -kW transmitter work-

sea level, and the land parties

radio sets. The main base keeps
in constant touch with the
A.W.A. stations at Port Moresby
and other New Guinea centres.

be

us that the Ostersund
station, which at present works
with a power of only o.6 kW on
.113.5 kc/s (725.5 metres), will

i

are equipped with small wireless

tralasia and indudes five tele-

will

informs

Lake Habbema, ii,000ft. above

Amalgamated Wireless of Aus-

This

Director -General of the
Swedish Department of Telegraphs

i ..
1

wireless was recently stressed by

by

Newfoundland.

More Power for Sweden

..1.4.10-

.

THE extent to which the Archbold expedition in the wilds
of New Guinea is relying on

main base. Much of this equip-

radio -telephone

THE

M.

with each other and with the

inaugurated the

radio -telephone links.

1 --

.tile

RADIO AIDS EXPLORERS
A.W A. Teleradia Sets

the Archbold Expedition's flying
boat, before leaving Melbourne
on the return trip to Port
Moresby. The expedition, which
is collecting insects, mammals,
plants and geological specimens,
is at present based at Humboldt
Bay in Dutch New Guinea.
The advance base, which is at

a Item

effected by the interconnection of
the new Newfoundland -Montreal
and the existing Montreal -London

%OA

Captain R. R. Rogers, pilot of

FOLLOWING immediately

the opening of a radio -telephone
link between Newfoundland and
Canada, the Assistint Postmaster General, Sir Walter Womerslev,
speaking from Grimsby last week,

service between this country and

" common reception " is to be
regarded as different from all
other cases. This includes all
broadcasts of a State and cul-

London lasi. week.

ally steepened until 1932, when
began a gradual flattening -out.

wireless receiving licence would

speaker on the occasion of a

ment has been supplied

Radieg=miLut with

RECEIVING LICENCES
Saturation Point Still Far Away

p.m. in all cases whatsoever.
But, says the National Chamber, the operation of a loud

tural character. On such occasions all citizens should participate by means of broadcasting,
and every citizen must have an
opportunity of hearing the words
of the Fiihrer.

JANUARY 19th, 1939.

of

micro-

Much has been said about

the approach of the inevitable
saturation point, but it would
appear that, in spite of the
gradual flattening, that day is
FUR very far distant.
phones,

amplifiers

American Radio Drive
for a nation-wide

PROPOSALS

publicity drive to popularise radio

in America are to be put into

practice this spring. A committee

of ten leading members of the
National Association of Broadcasters and of the Radio Manu-

facturers' Association {America)
has been formed to consider ways
and means. Each of these organ-

and

loud

speakers. To this meeting have
been invited representatives of
bodies and firms associated with
PA work.
Any manufacturer

who would like to take part in
the discussion is asked to communicate with the Secretary of

the Technical Sub -committee of

the Institute at 213, Mortlake
Road, Kew.

isations has agreed to defray half
the costs of the campaign.
G4 Can Signs

Ic a station should be heard

working under a call sign commencing with G4, it does not
signify that it is a pirate transmitter.

So many applications
have been received for experi-

mental transmitting licences that
all the allocations under the prefix

G3 have been exhausted and a

start is now being made with G4.

FROM ALL

Sixty-five Years in the Service
of Science
SIR AMBROSE FLEMING, who

QUARTERS
For the Quality Enthusiast

FOR the benefit of high fidelity

enthusiasts in New York a local
broadcasting station, WQXR, is
radiating
missions.

these

high - quality

trans-

a

special

For the reception of

transmissions

receiver has been made available
to listeners at L27, which includes
installation and a year's service.
The set is known as the " WQXR
High-fidelity Radio," and is de-

signed for use on the medium
waveband only.

Pedal Radio for Lighthouses
TRANSMITTER -RECEIVERS worked

from power supplied by pedal driven generators are to be installed in lonely lighthouses on the
Eastern Australian coast as a

result of a decision made by the

Australian Federal
Commerce.

Ministry of

Norway's 100 -kW Station

THE R.C.A. equipment for Norway's new 7°0 -kW regional

station at Vigra is now being installed and test transmissions on
476 metres will be conducted
during the " last week of this
month.. The official inauguration
will take place in Febuary.

read the first paper at the in-

augural meeting of the Physical
Society on March 2 S t, 1874,

addressed the Society on " Science

in the 'Seventies " in London last
Friday.

Irish Short -Wave Station on
Vatican Wavelength
ALTHOUGH the new Irish short-

wave transmitter will work on the
same wavelength as Vatican City.
viz., 19.75 metres, it is hoped to
avoid jamming by careful arrangement of transmitting schedule.
The new transmitter should be in
operation by the end of February

Tribute to Scientific Educationist
THE Gold Medal td: the International Faculty Of Sciences.

which is awarded annually in re-

cognition of outstanding contributions to scientific progress, is to be
awarded for 1938 to Mr. J. J.
Denton, Secretary of the Television
Society and Vice -President of the
Institution of Electronics. The
award, which is in recognition of
nearly fifty years' continuous de-

:

votion to scientific and technical
education, will be presented by Dr.

J. A. Darbyshire at the annual

dinner and dance of the International Faculty of Sciences and
associated institutions on January 27th.

lEravac's Managing Director

FOLLOWING the death of Mr.
S. P. de Laszlo, it is announced

that his position of managing
director of the High Vacuum
Valve Company will be taken by
his brother Mr. P. D. de Laszlo.

Mr. J. H. Thomas, M.0 , M.I.E.E.,
General Manager of A. C. Cossor,

the new R.M.A Chairman.
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Television Topics
WITH the increase in the number of television receivers it is
becoming a common experience

to

meet

with

ghost

Such an image is a copy of the
main image, either positive or negative,
and displaced from it. A ghost image is
images.

usually much weaker than the picture
proper and is caused by the interaction

tion on the screen it would' rather indicate

a fixed reflecting point at the distances
mentioned previously, and the occasional
reflection may be due to abnormal
strength.
The most efficient reflectors
are gasometers and hills.
The direction of the reflected wave

could be ascertained by orientating an

aerial with reflector ; the reflected wave

of waves from the transmitter which have
travelled over different paths to the
receiver.
An article dealing with some

comes from the direction in which the

Wireless World for September i5th, 1938,

as a positive one and is due to the re-

aspects of the matter appeared in The

and it has been raised recently in correspondence by Mr. West, October 13th,
1938, and Mr. Dawes, November 3rd,
1938.

reflector points
weakest.

when

image

the

is

A negative image is almost as common

flected wave arriving out of phase with
direct wave.
The action is best explained by considering the waves themselves and not the rectified envelope.
simplicity,

For

consider the transREFLECTOR

--.1REFL ECTOR
9 2 2 Ve.-1

-0TRANSMITTER

-*RE FL ECTOR

REC.

mission to consist
of a small white

square on a grey

6.1

I

\ 'MILES
80 MILES

AERIAL

background and we

will examine a

line.
The
negative image will
be a black square.
single

Fig. 1.-This diagram illustrates how waves can reach the receiver
from the transmitter by several different paths.

If the energy of

Most ghost images are permanent, but
Mr. West has experienced one on some
occasions and not on others, the image
always appearing two-thirds of the way
across the screen.
The time taken for each line is approximately roc) microseconds, so that if the
image_ is two-thirds of a line delayed, the
waves causing it are about 66 microseconds late in arriving. Radio waves

the direct waves producing grey is 6o in
arbitrary units, and the waves producing

.second or o.186 miles per microsecond ;

posed by grey (40)
of the reflected
wave at that in-

travel at a speed of 186,000 miles per

therefore, the wave causing the ghost
image has travelled o.186 x 66=12.2

miles farther than the direct wave.

white ,8o, the strength of the reflected

waves might be 40 for grey and 53 for
white.
the

As these waves are in anti -phase

resultant

wave

arrive, and these will have a strength of
20, but as they are opposing the direct
grey wave (6o) the resultant strength of
the waves received is 40. This will produce a white square as shown to the right
of the dotted line in Fig. 3.
It is interesting to note that a reflected

wave of greater strength than the direct
wave and in anti -phase could produce a
negative picture with a positive image.

A ghost image can be changed from

negative to positive by moving the aerial
a quarter wavelength in the direction of
the direct or reflected wave if the reflector

surface is directly behind the aerial, or

(8o) is op80

60

(a)
DIRECT WAVE

st a n t.
This is
shown in Fig. 2

if 6

V

ANTIPHASE

dotted line.

A fraction of a

3

40

( b)

REFLECTED
WAVE

Fig. z.-The direct
wave for a white dot
on a grey back-

ground is shown at

(a) and the reflected
wave at (b). These

i

40

RESULT

two combine as shown

at (c) because theyare
in opposite phase, and
give the detector

output of (d).

IT1 19! 1! I

!

7

(C)

WHITE
20

RECTIFIED

0-

fleeted " white " waves arrive, and their
strength (53) opposes the direct " grey "

Another
possibility, therefore, is that _the reflected

waves (6o) to give a resultant strength of 7.
The resultant received wave strength,

this cause, the weaker wave being received
direct.
If the image is always in the same posi-

Types of Reflecting Surface
Later the reflected waves for black

4,500 WAVES PER LINE- - - - - - - - -

gathered on long-distance reception, and
nights of extra strong reception have coincided with an inverse temperature

wave is actually a " bent " wave due to

black square might drop the direct wave
strength to 3o, and as this is opposed by a
reflected wave for grey (40) the resultant
wave strength is io. The grey background (20) has dropped to black (io).
This is shown on the left-hand side of the
dotted line in Fig. 3.

as the white direct

second later the re -

gradient of the atmosphere.

+o, resultant 20-the transmission of a

grey (i.e., 6o - 40)

There is consequently a reflecting surface 6.1 miles behind the receiving aerial,
8 or 9 miles away to left or right, or, say,

Much information has recently been

as an image.
Using the same strengths as previously
mentioned-direct wave 6o, reflected wave

and 40 for white,

to the left of the

field ; and as the field becomes stronger the
higher one goes, it points to a cloud as
being a possible cause.

see how a transmitted black square on a
grey background produces a white square

strength is 20 for

The Reflector Position

ro miles away to left or right but on the
Alexandra Palace side of the receiving
aerial, as shown in Fig. 1.
To reflect a strong wave from so great
a distance indicates that the reflecting
surface is itself situated in a very strong

NEGATIVE
GHOST IMAGES

therefore, drops from grey (2o) to 7 and'
produces black. This action is shown to
the right of the dotted line in Fig. 2.
It is now a relatively simple matter to

_87

/GREY

BLACK -;

up to half a wave if the reflector surface
is at right angles to the receiving aerial.
This movement will bring the direct and
reflected waves into phase.
It could also be done by moving the re-

flecting surface, and a good example is
when an aeroplane is the reflector. The
picture, in addition, changes in brightness

63
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WarId

type of receiver concerned would be more
as the waves come into and out of phase, . than enough to account for the trouble.
The weather had turned mild very sudand from the rate at which these changes denly
after a cold spell, and in such conoccur the direction of flight with respect ditions it is common for a film of moisture
to the wave front can be deduced. When to condense on everything ; this would
flying parallel to the wavefront the account for the leakage.
The fact that earlier in the same day the
changes arc slow-one or two per second

Television Topics --

--but the changes

become very rapid
aeroplane
the line
connecting transmitting and receiving aerials.
Most of the ghost
as

flies

the

images met by the
writer have

(a)

been

the

40

1

-

2°±.

receiving

aerial so that it is
shielded from the

REFLECTED

( b)

9

1,

WAVE

J

reflected wave. In
one case several
Fig.

-OP

DIRECT WAVE

removed either by
directive aerials or
by careful placing
of

4,500 WAVES PER LINE

.41 -

on

3.-This

WfitivAINV.1

RESULT

MAW

Mi 20

those of Fig. 2 but for
a black dot on a grey
background.
The
ghost image is white.

bottom of the long -wave band. An oscillatory
magnetic field is established by a horizontal
frame which is screened to suppress any local
electrostatic field which might be picked up by

vertical receiving aerials within the working
range of the control unit. The oscillator sends

an impulse the duration of which depends upon
the dialling position. The valve takes current
only for the duration of the dialling operation
and the self-contained batteries will last for

the best part of a year.
The controlling impulse is picked up on
another horizontal frame in the base of the receiver cabinet and passed to an amciliary circuit comprising two RF stages with five tuned
circuits, a detector, noise filter and a thyratron valve operating a selector -type relay.

Separate tuned aerial and oscillator circuits are
associated with each of the relay contacts with
the exception of the two which actuate the reversible motor driving the volume control.

action by setting the control frequencies so

WHITE
iGREY

20

RECTIFIED

Inside the control unit is a single triode

oscillator working at a frequency somewhere
between 350 and 400 kc is or just below the

triggered by external interference and the high
selectivity of the control circuits enables sets
in adjoining houses to be worked without inter-

T

gram illustrates the

same conditions as

receiver being switched off.

A sensitivity control is provided to reduce
to a minimum the chances of the relay being

a

dia-

holes for selecting six medium -wave and two
long -wave stations and additional positions for
increasing or decreasing volume, the latter if
held down long enough resulting in the main

0--E=LACa0

(d)

images were received, due to reflections
from various sections of the lead roof of a
large building, and these were eliminated
by carefully placing the aerial so that it
was shielded from the reflected waves.
Cases arc reported of very weak reception in particular installations. This is

hum had not been noticeable can be explained by the accidental withdrawal and

flected wave in anti -phase to the direct
wave, the reflecting surface being sufficiently close to prevent the appearance of
a noticeable ghost image. For example,

Philco Mystery Control

kc/s or more apart.
The main receiver used in association with
the "Mystery Control " is a three -waveband
superheterodyne with a total of fourteen valves
and an output of so watts. The price of the
whole equipment is 70 guineas.

replacement of the mains plug, which might
easily have been put back in the alternative

News from the Clubs

way so that the mains taps that were previously on the earthed side became live.

Croydon Radio Society
Headquarters: St. Peter's Hall, 1.edbury Road, South

often due entirely to a very strong re-

Station Selection and Volume Control

Without Intermediate Wires

if the reflected wave in Figs. 2 and 3 were
only two waves late, a fairly good picture
would result, but the received waves
would have about one-third of the normal
strength.

'royiliin.
Meetings: Tuesdays at 8 p.m.
Hon. Pub. See.: Mr. E. L. Cumbers, 14, Campden Road,
smith Croydon.

On January 24th a talk will be given by Mr. L. F.
Marshall on **Electric Waves and Currents," and on
January 314. Mr. P. A. II. H. Voigt will give a lectiire
and demonstration. his subject Wing " High Fidelity
Reproduction and Ultra-ShortWaves."

Radio Physical and Television Society
Headquarters: 72a, North End Road, London, W.I4.
Meetings: Fridays at.
Hon. Seo.: Mr. C. W. Eilmans, 15, Cambridge Road,
North Harrow.

A committer meeting was held on January GO to
the programme for the second half Of the

ili.,etiss
session.

Forthcoming events include a lecture on .1111111.
arm* luith by Mr. Walters. of Belling and Lee. on The
Nappressina of Electrical Interference."
At a later
date a lecture
Surface Tension" will be given by
Mr. C. G. Lemon. and a lecture. the subject of which
is wit yet. announced. will be given by a representative
of the Ant alit
Winder and Electrical Equipment

HENRY FARRAD'S SOLUTION
(See page 56)

Co.

letter from the lady was not very

TIE
technically expressed, but presumably

Donis Hill Radio Communication Society
Headquarters: Braintcroft Schools, Warren Road, Lou-

the trouble was mains hum. If it had been
microphony it would almost certainly have
appeared before, and would probably have
drowned speech entirely.
A thing that strikes one is that the. gramophone sockets are on the same panel as the

mains tap adjustment sockets; and, as the
instructions state that a pick-up must be
disconnected when not in use, the gramophone socket presumably connects straight
to the grid of the detector valve without
any switching for cutting it out On radio.
If the mains tap sockets are on the live side

don. N.W.Z.

Meetings: Alternate Tuesdays at 8 p.m.
Han. See.: Mr. E. Eldridge, 79, Oxgate.Gardens, Lon.
don, N.W.t.
The animist general meeting was held on January rird
and a new committee was elected. On January 17th
Mr. Bayliss lectured on "Cathode -Ray Tubes." The
next meeting will be held on January 31st.

Maidstone Amateur Radio Society
The Philco control unit with self-contained

batteries weighs 51 lbs. and measures approximately 51 x 7 x 9 inches.

TN the latest remote control system developed
by Philco and demonstrated in this country

of the mains, a very small amount of

-I-

serious hum. For example, supposing the

and the control unit.

leakage would be sufficient to introduce

detector grid leak is 2 megohms and the
mains voltage is 23o, a leak of 2,000

megohms from mains to the grid socket

would introduce 0.23 volts AC, which in the

for the. first time a few days ago. there is no
cable connection between the main receiver

The range of the control unit

opproximaftly

Moo

is

up to

yards and it is equally effec-

tive when used on floors above or below the

main receiver. A rotary dial carries finger

Headquarters: 244. Upper Pant Road, Maidstone.
Meetings: Tito:days at 7.45 p.m.

Hon. See.: Mr. P. M. 8. Hedgeland, 8, Hoyle Road,
Maidstone.

'flue second annual general meeting was held on
January Hail when the new committee was elected.

The chili has now two fully licensed amateurs and

sit A.A. licences among its members.
It is 11010E41
that the club's transmitter. GIIWAI will soon be on
the air. The programme for the -next month is as

follows:-

January 31st.-Jnilk sale.
February 7611.-lieinosigration of the products of the

Premier supply Stores.

February 10th. -Lecture by Mr. W. H. Allen on "58.
Akew-ple Operation in General."
February

21st.-Lecture by

it

representative of the

Diniinrd Co. on "Cathiale-Ray Tubes."
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CHOOSING THE SCALES :
DANGERS OF INTERPOLATION

without a single graph is almost

unthinkable. But I wonder if
everybody understands graphs.
True, even stockbrokers and share pushers use them, so it is hardly conceiv-

able that on so much higher a stratum of
intelligence as that represented by The
Wireless World readers there should be
found an appreciable number who have
not yet caught on to the basic idea. Still,
" for the sake of completeness " (as highbrow writers say when shoving in a bit
that they are afraid may insult the intelligence of their readers), 1 start off with

a quick explanation of what a graph is

and does.
I suppose most of us when we were in

easiest to do if distance is directly pro-

By " CATHODE RAY "
and the usual custom is to put it along
the foot. The advantage of making the
conveyor belt move at exactly uniform
speed is that times intermediate between
those actually labelled' tan be identified
by measuring off a proportionate distance.
As in the present example one foot repre-

sents a year, the growth at the end of
January could be traced by noting the
height of the line-the graph-one inch
beyond the start of the year in question.
In the same way a scale of height could be
marked anywhere

the growing stage used to stand as bolt
upright as possible against the edge of a

in a vertical direcIt happens
tion.

door to have our latest height marked up.
The succession of marks did not convey
very much when reviewed afterwards unless the dates were marked, too. Even

in

12,500

represented by

12,000

this case that
height would be

dates, and the progress of growth is difficult to visualise. But, disregarding certain technical difficulties, imagine that the
growing boy stands still on a conveyor

S
0.

11,000

2,000

0
10,000

0
;71

(a)

10

11

12

of the boy

height

year OA.D. there would be nearly half
a mile of blank wall before coming to the
graph. To avoid this use might be made
of a " false zero," making the scale start
at or slightly below the first figure in which
one is interested. A sensible way of doing

it in the present example would be to
or the date at the reckon from the time the boy was born.
attainment of any That is his natural zero hour.

13

4

15

16

17

16

withoui

read off time
the hori-

zontal scale, and. t
horizontal line to

AGE IN YEARS

read height up the

Fig. 1.-Simple (but highly inconvenient) system for automatic graph
plotting. The equipment consists of a growing boy, a conveyor belt
moving at the rate of one foot per year, a pencil and a white wall.

vertical scale. To
avoid the trouble

of actually having
to draw these lines,
it

To make the information quite definite,
a mark could be made along a horizontal
line each New Year's Day and the number
of the year written against it. In more
technical terms this would he a time scale,

(b)

impression consistent with strict truthfulness. (b) The same information presented in a slightly different manner.

along
9

r,,t1

Fig. 2.-(a) Typical financial graph arranged to make the maximum

to
8

scale would be at the level where height
is nil, i.e., along the foot of the wall. If
the zero of the time scale is taken as the

4,000

drop a vertical line
7

are

10,500

it is necessary to

6

doing otherwise they

6,000

having to mark on
the line an infinite
number of figures,

5

for

marked along the line where the other
quantity is zero. For instance, the time

10,000

height,

4

reason

11,500

at a certain definite time. It could he
marked, say, " 4ft. gin. ; Aug., 1936." It
is thus a quick way of saying " when the
time was Aug., 1936, the height was Oft,
gin." It connects two quantities, in this
case time and height. To find the exact
height on any date,

In this way the progress over a period
of years could be visualised by a glance
at the wall.

3

a vital matter, but unless there is a good

scale, say half an

gradual.

2

awkward fractional spacings. As I have
just said, the position of the scales is not

0

z

inch to a foot.
Any point on the
line represents the

growth, and gradually when growth was

1

the other, the printed lines are not at

do so on a reduced

a pencil fixed there. If he were not growing, all these marks would be at the same
height, and if close enough together would
form a horizontal line. Growth would be
registered by a rising line, sloping steeply
upwards to indicate a rapid rate of

0

crowded into a corner of the paper, or, on

8,000
00

would still represent height, it
would necessarily

belt that moves him alongside a wall at
the rate of, say, one foot per year. Every
now and then a mark is made on the wall
exactly at the top of his head, perhaps by

that on the one hand the graph is not

14,000

height to full scale,
so would be identical.
But if the
graph were being
recorded in a book,
although height

then one has to look closely to read the

portional to the quantity being measured.
A correct choice of scale is important so

is usual to plot

graphs on paper printed with horizontal
and vertical lines so close together that a
pair of them is sure to come near enough
to the selected point for the eye to judge
any little less or more. Again, this is

Misleading Impressions
On the whole, a false zero should be
avoided if the object is to convey a true
picture of the situation at a glance. On
the other hand, it is sometimes useful for
enabling a closer scrutiny to be made
more accurately. Fig. 2 (a) shows the
sort of graph that might appear in a company -promoting prospectus. The word
" Profit " would, of course, be in big type,

and at first glance the increase in recent
years is sensational. But this effect is
produced by employing a false zero. If
plotted from a true zero as at (b) the results look much less impressive. To the
careful student of the situation,

who

would not be misled by the apparently
steep gradient of (a), the false zero is helpful because it enables a far bigger scale

Nr)r@iltsgm

70

Graphs-

in drawing the curve smoothly
through the points. Fig. 4 shows a
similar series of valve readings for ..111
ordinary screen grid valve. Only a
" fresher " would risk joining up such
fled

to be employed so that the figures can be
estimated with reasonable accuracy. By
the way, this example is not a true graph
of the sort a mathematician would have
anything to do with. Profits are declared
to the public annually in lumps, and the

joining the dots that mark each

lines

JANUARY 191h, 1939.

Vo11.114.

sparse points; thereby missing the dynatron kink, shown dotted.
Sometimes, on the other hand, it is possible to

be more

sure of the line than
to
Z

zw

WW

zit
CC

21

of any one point.
It may be known

x

X

X x4

02

that

there is a
definite
scientific
law connecting. two
quantities
which

6*

rCj

05.
Wj

Os

Os

cannot

aZ

measured
ANODE VOLTS

ANODE VOLTS

(a)

(b)

be

with

great accuracy. In
many cases (not
all) the errors tend
to cancel out _when

j

a number of read-

ings

taken.
Fig. 5 is an ex-

Fig. 3.-(a) Points corresponding to actual readings. (b) The danger of drawing curves beyond the limits of known facts.

year's result have no meaning whatever
but are there merely to guide the eye from
one to another. In a true graph a con-

tinuous variation is shown, and the dots
are so close together as to form a line.
The line, incidentally, is technically a

" curve," whether it is what is commonly
understood as a curve or is as straight as
the proverbial bee -line.

are

ample of this. Suppose you have a coil of unknown induc-

tance and a variable condenser with a
scale of capacity. It is known that the

be found to be an error due perhaps to
careless scale reading or to a slip in the
squaring.

This example gives some idea of how
valuable graphs are in laboratory work,
not only for showing results in a convenient form but for minimising errors in the

experiment or for aiding calculation of
the desired quantities. From Fig. 5 it

is quite easy to arrive at the amount of
stray capacity in the circuit, as well as
the inductance.
It also illustrates the importance of
choosing the right sorts of scales. If the

graph had been plotted as wavelength
against capacity, it would have been a
curved line, which could not have been
easily drawn in so as to reveal the extent
of the inaccuracy of the readings.

Non -Uniform Scales
A short while ago' I explained that for
some purposes it is much better to use

non -uniform

scales in spite of their
awkwardness for judging intermediate
values, because they give a clearer picture

square of the wavelength to which

tuned circuit resonates is proportional to
the capacity (the inductance being kept
constant). The graph of two quantities
that are proportional to one another is a
straight line. So that much is known before we start. The slope of the line is pro-

Taking Risks
Another thing about graphs that can be
learnt from financial practices or malpractices is the danger of extrapolation.
At the moment of writing the year 1939

Nobody knows what the
profits of a company will be. But the
directors look at the graph showing the
lies ahead.

results for 1933-1938, see that they trend
increasingly upwards, and they just extend the line a bit farther to arrive at the
next year's profits. This has often been
done, and often in a year's time it has been
necessary to mark the actual point not up
near the optimistic position but down so
low that Fig. 2 (h) would have to be used
to get it on the paper at all. Although this
is less likely to occur in scientific relationships, which operate on regular and re:i-

portional to the inductance, which is not
known. And its position is not exactly
known either, because although the condenser is calibrated its zero is not the true
zero. That depends on how much stray
capacity happens to be in parallel in the
circuit. One reading of wavelength for a
certain capacity is not enough because it
does. not show the slope of the line. So
a number of readings of wavelengths are
taken at different settings of the tuning
condenser, and when they are plotted it
may be found that they don't lie exactly
on any straight line. .As it is known
definitely that a true graph of them is a
straight line, the irregularities must be

able principles, and where graphs find
their natural use, it is still dangerous to

SW
CC4'

os

J

shows the result of taking a number of
readings of anode current in a pentode

against anode voltage. They lie together
in a delightfully regular straight line.
Anybody who knew nothing about pen-

values he had not been given by drawing

the line a little farther to the left as in

But we know -that it would swoop
It is not
right down as shown dotted.
even perfectly safe to fill in the spaces
between the points the process known as
(b).

If they are reasonably
interpolation.
close together and there is good reason not
to expect any funny business, one is justi-

Fig. 5.-How a graph can be used to get
results probably more accurate than individual data, and (in the case of the odd
point) to eliminate obviously erroneous data.

of what the curve is intended to show.
And the mathematical side of the subject
has been enormously developed so that
there is no end to the things that can be
learnt about graphs. But what I have
included here should be enough to enable
anybody to understand their uses in The
Wireless World, and to demonstrate that
while keeping strictly within the truth it
is possible to convey very different first glance impressions according to how the
graphs are drawn.

EtW

draw bits of curve in freehand, especially
when those bits lie outside the observed
region. As an example of this, Fig. 3 (a)

todes might be tempted to arrive at the

CAPACITY IN rnmfd

ANODE VOLTS

Fig. 4.-Another case of a little knowledge
being a dangerous thing.

inaccuracies in the data-capacity and
wavelength readings-and, assuming that

they are diStributed at random, a more
accurate result can be gained by drawing

running as evenly as poSsible
among them (Fig. 5). A point that lies
right off such a line will almost certainly
a line

"How to Understand Frequency Curves,'

The Wireless World, November 3rd, 1938.

Amateur Call Book
THE latest edition of the Radio Amateur

Call Book Magazine containing the call
signs and addresses of over 6o,000 amateur
transmitting stations is now available.
Other valuable information included comprises a list of the international p'refixes and
a map of the world showing to which parts
of the different countries they relate, a
time -conversion chart and a list of commercial short-wave stations that regularly
transmit news and weather reports.
Copies are obtainable from F. L. Postlethwaite, 45, Kinfauns Road, Goodmayes,
Ilford, Essex, at 6s. post free.
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The Amateur Transmitting
Station

By H. B. DENT (G2MC)

Part "A-MPP(1),IWFIECR

ATION

IN previous articles we have dealt with
the design of the crystal oscillator,
which, it has been shown, can also be
employed to double the frequency.

In order to bring our thoughts in tune

with transmitting terms we will refer to
this unit as the exciter. An exciter con-

stitutes that portion of a transmitter which
supplies the power for energising the main
amplifier (which feeds the aerial) and may
contain several stages. In the unit illustrated, however, on) valve only is used.
As the exciter is a driving stage it is in
some respects the equivalent of the driver
valve preceding a Class B audio -amplifier
in which grid current flows.

Such a stage has to provide power to
overcome the losses in the grid circuit of
the amplifier, and if any list of transmitting valves is examined there will be
found the power (as well as voltage)
needed for full loading of the valve.

If the exciter unit has been built as
described it will give an RE output of
just over three watts at 42 metres, and

only slightly less on 21 metres. The
almost equal output on fundamental and
second harmonic frequencies is one of the
most useful features of the Tritet circuit.
As an exciter for a power amplifier it

enables transmissions to be effected on

THIS instalment
deals with methods
amplifying the output of the
crystal controlled oscillator described
of

As amplification of power-and not merely of
in last week's issue.

is involved, the technique is
somewhat different from that applicable in a receiver.
voltage

two wavebands merely by plugging in the
appropriate coils, and there is no need to

switch in an additional stage to make
good any loss of output at the higher freWith some forms of oscillator
quency.
this has to be done, or alternatively a
separate frequency doubling stage must
be included.

Of course, there are other kinds of RF
generators in use by amateurs, but as the
one described is so easy to get to work

efficiently, the

beginner might defer a

study of them until a little experience has
been had with the Tritet circuit. Better

results are usually obtained by concen-

trating on one circuit rather than devoting

a little time to all the known arrangeThe alternative circuits should
not be ignored, however, and it may be

ments.

possible to

deal

with them
series at
date.

in

this

a later

the overall efficiency, i.e., the HT consumption of the valve divided by the RF
power taken from its anode circuit is only
about 33 per cent.
If it were possible to improve on

this an amplifier would be redundant in a
low -power transmitter of, say, io watts
rating, but it is possible to obtain a much
better performance with a power amplifier
in which 'under certain conditions of
operation the. efficiency can be raised to

70 per cent. or higher. That is to say,
we can double the aerial power without
exceeding the terms of the licence. It
has to be remembered that amateur
licences stipulate the power delivered to
the valve connected to the aerial and not
the actual power in the aerial, which is
the usual basis for the rating of broadcast
stations, for example.

Having obtained
a useful amount of
ANODE
CURRENT

5.-Illustrating the
operation of a Class C
amplifying system.
Fig.

PULSES

valve,
it
might be thought
that an amplifier

with and the out-

POINT
v

4 --GRID BIAS +

put from the oscillator fed straight to
the aerial. Where
it is necessary to
conserve power,

such as with port-

able equipment,
this course would

probably be

C-

, GRID EX CITATION

Thus the aim of all amateurs is to obtain

single

could be dispensed
WORKING

Methods of Amplification

RE energy with a

adopted, as the
RF oscillator is
about
consuming

9 watts of HT. But

the maximum RF output for a given HT
input to the final valve. We know from
our experience with receiving valves that
Class A amplification yields an efficiency
of between 20 and 25 per cent., so that
system is useless following a ro-watt exciter, and we should be better off without
it.

Class B amplification will raise the
efficiency figure to ' etween 3 and 40 per
cent. ; again no advantage ensues. There

is, however, a system known as Class C
amplification, but as it badly distorts the
waveform it is not used for sound amplification.

In Class B working we can bias the

valves-for a pair i-i push-pull is used in

WinRam
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The Amateur Transmitting Stationaudio amplifiers-so that the working

point is at the foot of the characteristic
curve. If we were to go beyond this
point only a portion of each half -cycle of
the input would be amplified, consequently the waveform would be distorted.

amplifier gives only a comparatively low
voltage gain the input to its grid must be
relatively large, but the power amplification can be very high indeed. Thus with
a driving power of two watts an RF output of twelve watts
can

be

capacity of the valve will also produce
sell -oscillation, and if the amplitude of
these oscillations is large enough to main-

tain the grid at a potential that permits
anode current to flow when the driving

obtained

from quite a small

The Class C System

triode valve.

With RF amplification preservation of
the waveform does not matter, provided
of course it is an unmodulated wave. In
this case we can apply as much negative
bias to the amplifier as we like and increase

the RF input to the grid until the valve is
driven into a region where it becomes conductive and allows anode current to flow.

Actually this can be carried still further
and the drive increased until grid current
being

the

amount of grid current the valve

will

flows,

the

only

limitation

safely stand. This method of amplification is known as Class C, and it yields the
high -efficiency figure previously mentioned. As a result anode current flows
only during a portion of one half -cycle of
the

input wave as shown in Fig.

5.

Though a very attenuated version of the
original input waves, these pulses will
excite a tuned circuit in the anode of the
valve in the same way as a weight suspended by a cord can be made to swing
to and fro like a pendulum by giving it
a succession of correctly timed taps.
In an amplifying stage the taps or
pulses of energy have the same frequency

The
total anode consumption of t h e

valve would be of
the order of 17
watts. Valves designed for high
operating voltages
give

power
the

a

better

gain than
figure men -

Fig. 7.-Another

method of coupling
the power valve to
the exciter.

tioned, and so also do the special RF pentode or tetrode valves.
Grid bias for a Class C amplifier must
be derived from a constant voltage source,

such as a battery or a small mains unit.

Self -biasing arrangements are not applicable, though a combination of battery bias
and a grid resistor is often employed. The

latter method of obtaining grid bias was
explained when we dealt with the crystal
oscillator.

The amount

of

negative bias required for a Class C
amplifier is about
twice

that needed

to reduce the anode
current to zero.

The latter value is

known as the " cutoff " bias, and it
can be obtained

from the valve
makers' curve s.

Fig. 6.-Power amplifying stage with
neutralised triode
valve.

as the input oscillations, and tuning in this

case is achieved by correctly tuning the
anode circuit. Thus in an RF amplifier
it is not essential for energy to be imparted

to the anode circuit throughout the full
cycle, and provided there is sufficient
power in the pulses to overcome the losses

in the anode circuit they can be of quite
short duration.
Losses in the anode circuit include the
power wasted in heat, both in the valve
and in the tuned circuit, dielectric losses,
energy radiated from the tuned circuit,
and the power fed into the aerial.
Of
these only the last mentioned is useful
energy, the others represent so much
waste. As a valve operated as a Class C

With triode valves a close approximation
to the exact value is given by dividing the
working anode voltage by the amplification factor of the valve. Thus, for a valve
operated at 600

volts and having an

amplification factor'of 25, the " cut off "

bias is - 24 volts, and the grid, bias for
Class C operation would be approximately
- 5o volts.

Since there is a tuned circuit directly
or indirectly connected to the grid of the

valve with another circuit tuned to the

same frequency in its anode, self -oscillation will occur on the peaks of the input
if there is a coupling between the two
circuits.
Feed - back

through the grid - anode

power is removed, the valve will continue
to oscillate.
We require the valve to
oscillate only when an input is applied to
its grid, for if signalling is effected in the
exciter circuit, the self -oscillation of the
amplifying valve will continue to feed
power into the aerial even when the key
is " open." Therefore, a valve must be

used that will not oscillate of its own

accord, such as a screen grid RF pentode,
with a very low grid -anode capacity, or
recourse to neutralisation must be had.
For the sake of gaining more experience
we will decide to use a neutralised triode
amplifier, of .which an example is given
in Fig. 6. It is sometimes found that
instability troubles arise with RF pentodes
unless considerable attention is given to
screening, and if it is decided that
neutralising must in the end be adopted,
it is rendered more difficult owing to the
very small grid -anode capacity.
When
neutralising is adopted, the larger capacity
of the triode is more easily dealt with.
An understanding of the procedure and

some practical experience is well worth
acquiring at the outset, as it will be found
very useful if later transmission is
attempted on the higher frequencies, such
as 28 and 56 Mc / s, for neutralising may
have to be employed in the power amplifier on these frequencies, no matter what
type of power amplifier valve is used.
It might be advisable to retrace our
steps a little and refer again to the statement that in a power amplifier there is a
tuned circuit in both the grid and the

anode of the valve. It will be recalled
that in the exciter unit already described.
the anode circuit of the valve is always
tuned to the output frequency. This circuit is coupled to the grid of the power
amplifier either by a link (to be discussed
later : see Fig. 6) or by means of a small
condenser (Cr in Fig. 7). Now from the
point of view of RF this circuit is just as
much a part of the grid circuit of the valve
as is CIL' of Fig. 6, the only difference
being that the RF path is through CI and

Wfinhogi
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In most districts owners or tenants of private

and to television. It's a' very inexpensive

then back to the earth line via the RF bypass condenser in the exciter unit. Without neutralising the arrangement in Fig. 7
would oscillate just as readily as that of
Fig. 6 ; hence the need for neutralising in
both cases.
Neutralising only takes account of
capacity coupling in the valve and external
to it, but magnetic coupling will also pro-

houses could get far better listening if they
would combine to put up a common aerial
of the best kind to serve two or more homes.
How often does one see rows of small and
rickety aerials in little back gardens, which
have no room for anything better when each
householder insists upon having his own
collector. If, say, half a dozen householders

business to " suppress " a car, and every

duce self -oscillation, and CLUE and C3,L2

aerial they could have something pretty
good. With the total cost divided by six,

came across over there for inveigling the

in Fig. 7 and the equivalent circuits of

each person's share would be small, and the

Fig. 6 must be arranged so that the minimum of coupling exists. Possibly the
best way of ensuring adequate isolation is
to erect a vertical screen between the two

improvement in reception would make it
very well worth while.

He went into a wireless shop one clay to
buy some small component and the salesman's eagle eye noticed that he gave more
than a passing glance to a very fine set of
good make which was prominently displayed. " Wonderful job that," said the
salesman, and proceeded to demonstrate.
My friend looked on interestedly, and
casually inquired the price. It was a pretty

circuits.

Random Radiations
By " DIALLIST "

Aerial Problems
reader suggests that, however
ASUSSEX
good anti -interference aerials may be

as preventers of nasty' noises, it is often
quite impossible for those who would like
to -do so to put them up. The kind of
listener that he has in mind is the dweller
in " digs," in an hotel, or in an old house
converted into flats. Now I should have
thought that these were just the people who
could derive the greatest benefit from anti interference aerials. Naturally, if you live

in rooms or. in an hotel or in a flat you can't
just go and stick up one of these aerials of
your very own. But there is a great deal
to be said for the communal aerial serving
a number of different listeners. In blocks

of flats tenants might get together and try
one of two .possible schemes. The firsf is
to persuade the landlord to install an aerial
system for the block with points in all flats,

the tenants making a small quarterly or

annual payment in return for the privilege
of better listening. A useful lever here is
that the landlord will undoubtedly improve

the value of his property if he takes this
course.

The second possibility, if the land-

lord won't play, is for the tenants to club
together, dividing the cost of installation
between them.

agreed to put up a common anti -interference

Legislation Wouldn't Do It
There are some who maintain that it's all
wrong that we should have to put up anti interference aerials at all. Interference,
they claim, should be stifled at birth, so to
speak ; in other words, it should be a punishable offence to radiate interference of any
kind with broadcast reception. I agree that
it should ; and some day no doubt it will be.
But even were the radiation of interference
entirely prevented, the aerial problem
wouldn't be automatically solved. Even if
effective anti -interference legislation came
into force to -morrow, good aerials would
still be worth while.

%%%

Ignition Interference

TWRING the very cold spell some magnificent samples of car -ignition interference came my way. I live on a hill
whose gradient is about one in eight, and
when it was covered with about a foot of

wireless man who is also a motorist should
have his ignition system treated unless he is
completely satisfied, after making practical
tests, that it does not radiate interference.

Wangling
A FRIEND who was recently

in the
United States tells me of a dodge that he

potential purchaser of a radio set into thinking that he is getting something for nothing.

stiff one, as shown in the maker's catalogue
which the salesman produced. " Can't take
less," he said, " but see here." He dived
under the counter and fished out an ancient
and battered midget : " Give me a dollar for

that," said he, " and I'll allow you thirty
for it in part exchange." I wonder how

often that worn-out veteran emerged from
its retreat under the counter to be sold for
a dollar and taken back a moment later in
" part exchange "?

Who's Going to Pay ?
AMERICAN manufacturers, I see, are still

puzzled over the problem of who's

of chains had to make terrific

going to pay for the television programmes
that are due to start before so very long in

whilst one of them was struggling past.
That experience maile me welcome the
action of that enterprising firm, Belling

and in the nature of things there can't be

snow even those cars provided with the most
effective

efforts to get up it. Some of them didn't ;
in fact, for some time two were stuck side
by side just outside my gate. But those
which did achieve the ascent, with spinning
rear wheels and racing engines, caused 'such
deafening interference on the short waves
that the only thing to do was to switch off
& Lee, which has issued an ordinance that
every one of its employees who makes use
of the factory car park must fit supressors
to his ignition system. If other radio manufacturing and retail concerns would follow

suit we should, at any rate, have made a

start in combating the most serious menace
to short-wave and ultra -short-wave reception

In Digs and Hotels

the U.S.A.

The " sound " programmes
broadcast from the medium -wave stations
are, of course, very largely sponsored for
advertising purposes by commercial firms of
all kinds. But the sponsored programme
can't pay those who provide it unless the
potential audience runs into millions. There's
no such ready-made public for television,
for a good many years to come. So far as
can be seen, . the big radio manufacturing
concerns interested in developing television

will have to find the money for the programmes. This being so, I hardly expect
that they'll be quite up to the standard of
our own, though a great effort will undoubtedly be made to produce something
worthy of the New York World's Fair.

Something similar might be done by those
who live in lodgings, especially if the landlord has a wireless set himself and suffers
from interference. Here I think it would
be fair for tenants who have occupied the

same rooms for a considerable time, and
are likely to continue to do so, to share the
cost of installation with the landlord. In

other cases the landlord might he persuaded
to install the anti -interference aerial, with
a point in each sitting -room, as an amenity,
and to make a charge of, perhaps, sixpence
a week for its use. Hotels which cater for

4

f`o

guests of the resident type rather than of

the day-to-day kind might well consider the
advisability of installing anti -interference
aerials, especially in localities where unwanted noises are severe.

Householders Too
I

have often wondered why, as one

travels into any large town, one sees every
house amongst those built semi-detached or
in rows equipped with its own individual
aerial-and that usually a pretty poor affair.

To avoid the many fatal accidents that are caused by collisions at level
crossings between cars and trains, an American engineer has devised a signalling system,
actuated by rail contacts, whereby the driver of a car fitted with a receiver embodying the
necessary device is given warning of the approach of a train. The transmitter giving the
warning signal is stated to have a range of mile.
WHAT NEXT !
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Recent Inventions

PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS

THE Figure

shows a

sound -

radiating "post," particularly
suitable for public address systems,

in which a number of

devices and improvements issued as patents

used instead of horns, which are
liable to produce undesirable interference on account of their
directional properties, both with
other " posts " and with any reflecting surfaces in the neighbourhood.

The power supplied to each unit
is limited to two watts, this being
found to give a more uniform dis-

tribution of the sound than simi-

which
in
lar
arrangements
speakers fitted with horns are
driven at a higher level of power.

In the latter case the low notes

are over -emphasised and so pro -

provided on the side
backing the mosaic cells with a

any control applied through the

light, and so improves the focusing

diode Dr, and here they cause
current to flow through the load
resistance RI, so that an AVC
voltage is applied to the grid of
the IF amplifier VI through the

screen is

coating 'of carbon which protects
theseusitive surface from diffused

and definition of the transmitted
picture.
Ma; coal's

Wireless

Telegraph

Co.. Led. (assignees of W. If.
Hickok). Convention date
(U.S.A.), December 3111, 1936.
No. 491413.

oo00
TUNING WITH -AVC

WITH " delayed " AVC, weak
signals are received when the
set is operating at maximum gain,
but it is then necessary to tune by
car alone, since the ordinary
visual tuning -indicator will only

work properly when the normal
AVC voltage is available.

The in-

vention provides a visual indicator which can be used for tuning
signals received at a strength
below that at which the full

control
automatically
comes into operation.
volume

Loud speaker "cluster " for allround radiation.

duce distortion at points outside
the range of the corresponding
high notes. The casing A serves
as a common baffie for all the

speakers.
Telefunken Ges. fur drahnose
Convention
Telegraphic in.b.h.
dale (Germany), March loth,
3936. No. 492098.
o

o

retarding

grids

Gz,

date

3936.

(Germany), March
No. 492263.

0000

multi -grid valves,
RELATES
to hexodes
such as the
and heytodes used for frequency -changing,
in which the electron stream

Sectional drawing showing electrode positions in a multi -grid
valve designed for high input

passes first through an accelerat-

ing grid, and then through a retarding grid, on to the anode. As

resistance.

%Vhen the valve is handling ',rely
high frequencies, an out -of -step

arranged at an angle, as shown,

parallel with the corkesponding

anodes A, A r; both these grids

versed in direction back towards
the accelerating grid.
condition may 'arise in which the
reversed

electrons

will

pass

through the accelerating grid and

reach the more -negative control
grid, where they are likely to

damp the input circuit and create
other undesirable effects. The ob-

ject of the invention is to prevent

and their anodes may be connected together.
Au auxiliary

grid Ce.4 thin collects that part of
the

electron

stream

and May 5111, 1938.

o

mosaic -cell

electrode,

signal currents. In this type of
transmitter, difficulty is some-

C

a
a

0

times experienced in securing a
sharply focused image with good

T

T

light -and -shade contrast, particularly with " brilliant " pictures

when conditions might naturally

be expected to be most favourable.
The difficulty is apparently due
to part of the light being reflected

from the metal parts of the electrodes on to the glass of the tube.

fts

V

DI

V1

and from there back on to the
sensitive mosaic.

As this reflected

light is diffused, it tends to blur
the definition of the original picture.

According to the invention, the
translucent base of the sensitised
The British abstracts published
here are prepared with the
permission of the Controller of

H.M. Stationery Office, from
specifications obtainable at the
Patent Office, 25, Southampton

which

is

diverted away from the anode by
the retarding grids, as indicated
by the arrows.
The M-0 l'alve Co., Ltd.,
W. H. Aldous and G. IV. Warren.
Application dales, July 2nd, 1937,

TN the Iconoscope tube the picture to be televised is focused
to a

The
are

NIULT1=GRID VALVES

and V2 a double -diode -triode
rectifier and amplifier. The visual

which is then scanned to develop

G3

12th,

TELEVISION TRANSMITTERS

on

is associated

lead Li. This control is comparatively slight, owing to the nature
of the incoming signals. but it is
sufficient to cause the visual indicator I to operate effectively.
Telefunken Ges. fur drake/use'
Telegraphie in.b.h.
Convention

The diagram shows a superhet
receiver in which V is the com-

tuning indicator I is connected in
the anode circuit of the IF stage.
With weak signals the voltage
developed by the diode I) over the
resistance it is not sufficient to
render that diode conductive, so
that the "delayed" AVC voltage
is not brought into action; nor is

C

lead L to the grid.of the amplifier
V. The same signals are also applied through a condenser C to the

they reach the retarding grid,
some of the electrons
pass
through, whilst, others are re-

bined RF amplifier and mixer, VI
the intermediate -frequency stage,

cathode

axial accelerating grid Gr.

Flat diaphragms

about 8 inches in diameter are

o

Tile

with a control grid G and a co-

will be included in this section.

speaker units S arc arranged in
ring formation.

this from happening by using the
electrode arrangement shown in
section in the Figure.

Brief descriptions of the more interesting radio

j.
Ll

Buildings, London, W.C.2, price
- each.

Visual tuning indicator operating on signals below AVC level.

No. 491994.
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For

little

that

T

-

sensitivity

extra

ADVERTISEMENTS.

and that little extra top response that slight

smoothness-

extra

slight

that

-

'forwardness'

extra

which make such a BIG difference

-

Get

PRICES

Cabinet Models

Stentornv

ELECTRICAL

LTD.,

CO.,

RADIO

..

..
Junior ..
Senior
Cadet

LI .

9.6

. 19.6

El

.. £2. 9.6
..

E3 .
E5 .

3.0

5 .0
E7. 7 . 0
...
Emperor
Chassis from I7s. 6d.

Regent

The Universal Permanent Magnet Speaker
WHITELEY

..

Baby

RADIO

WORKS,

NOTTS.

MANSFIELD,

USEFUL COMPONENTS INTRODUCED BY BULGIN
OCTAL
ADAPTOR

with

disc

and locating peg and
(User wires.)

sockets.

2/- each

List No. C/A.52.

SCREENED
CHOKES

H. light hollow
pins and central

Comprises a cupmoulding of black
hakelite with pins

I

top

OCTAL
CABLE PLUG

'

and

provision

locating spigot.
Screw -on cover.
for cable -gripping.

1(6 each

List No. C/P.112.

Have low self -capacity
IONV D.C. resistance.
Working volts, winding
to case, up to 500

and

kv.), Accuracy is ± 20%.
(tested at
Available 2,500 µ1-1 to 80,000 04 inductance.
List Nos. C/HF28-33.
2/- to 1/9 each
1

PLUGS AND -

e:;(47) FUSE HOLDER
11)

For standard Idin.
cartridge fuses. Un-

screw insulated knob

member and fuse is

automatically ejected.

3 an,. limit.
List

NO.

SOCKETS

PANEL MOUNTING

'

With

I

amp. fuse
119 each

C/F.24.

IN

out

shorting.

List No. C/P.120 Plug
List No. C/P.I21 Socket

for use as aerial or reflector. The feeder is
taken off from the centre

of the aerial inside the

hollow bracket tube.
List No. C/L.19. Per kit

of pans without feeder

A.

-

-

N'ist
p

1/9 each
1/3

imum rating: 5 amp. 250 volts for switched
circuits.

PANEL MOUNTING

,

Fitted brilliant
facetted glass
lenses, haying an
overall diameter

f ;in. For panels up to (in. thick.
List No. C/D.4 I Red
List No. C/D.42 Green
List No. C/D.43 Blue
List No. C./D.44 Opal

6d.
each

pair

"COLOUR IN
SWITCHES

LENS BUSH

40

219

List No. C/P.I61.

Q.M.B. Toggle on/off
Switch, with coloured,

insulated dolly. Rating
250 volt 3 amp.
List No. C/S.I84 Black
List No. C/S.I89 Red
1/9
List No. C/S.191 Blue
'each
List No. C/S.192 Green
List No. C/S.I94 White

j

C0U P0N

An iron -clad weather-proof Television
f-wave aerial, with centre -connected
eeder and aluminium antennm ; suitable

C/L20 50 ft. Coil Feeder

Has two pins and socket
conforming to standard
--two-pole 5 -amp. B.S.S.
centres and sizes. Max-

thick, and wired
Plug,' fitted to
to the car -battery.
charger leads connects correctly with-

Ar
Iffro

NEW SUPER
TELEVISION
AERIAL

S -AMP. PLUGS
AND SOCKETS

Socket fits any
iin.hole on panels
up to 3/16in.

.**""..r -ca

5,6

Above are a few of the latest components
introduced by Bulgin. For full details, send
for latest 120 -page catalogue, showing:over
1,300 lines, providing amateurs and service-

men with every possible component need.
Remember, too, you can depend on Bulgin
'for the utmost value and reliability.

F. BULGIN & CO. LTD.

Please send, post free, new 120 -page Catalogue No. 161 for
which I enclose 3d. stamps.

NAME
ADDRESS
W.W. 19139
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BARKING

-

ESSEX.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

RIPPLEWAY 3474.

2

THE WIRELESS WORLD.

ADVERTISEMENTS.'
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
NOTICES
columns is

12 words or less, 3/- and 31. for every
additional word.

Each paragraph is charged separately and name and

address must be counted.

SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
contract Is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh

ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted
up to FIRST POST on MONDAY MORNING (previous

MODEL AW12SPP

shown in the advertisement, c/0 "The Wireless World,"
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1.
Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are warned
against sending remittances through the post except in

All replies should be addressed to the Box number

registered envelopes :

.&.1

Buildings,

260, Deansgate,

in all such case the use of. the

Deposit System is recommended, and the envelops shouhl
be clearly marked " Deposit Department."

DEPOSIT SYSTEM

I

Readers who hesitate to mud money to advertisers
in these columns may deal in perfect safety by availing
themselves of our Deposit System. If the money be

with R.F. Pre -Amplifier, 2 I.F. stages with Variable
Selectivity. Manual R.F. gain control and 10
watts R.C. coupled Triode
P.P. Output.

Manchester, 3 ; 26n, Renfteld Street, Glasgow, C.2.
'

must be added to the advertisement charge, which must
include the words Box 000, c/o " The Wireless World."

(12-550 continuous, 1000-2000 m.)

to date of issue) at the Head Offices of "The Wireless
World,"Dorset House, Stamford Street. London, S.E.1,
or on SATURDAY MORNLNG at the Branch Offices,
Navigation Street, Biriningham, 2 ;

NEW VARIABLE SELECTIVITY

RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

secutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.

8-10, Corporation Street Coventry ;

For the convenience of private advertisers, letters
may be addressed to numbers at " The Wireless World "
Office. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray
the cost of registration and to cover postage on replies

12-V. 5 -BAND ALL -WAVE

instructions the entire `I copy " is repeated from the
previous issue 13 consecutive insertion; 5% ; 26 con\s.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES

ARMSTRONG

THE CHARGE FOE ADVERTISEMENT) in those

deposited with " The Wireless World," both parties

.17

am advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, counting

from receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer
decides not to retain goods, they must be returned to

Advertisements that arrive too late fora particular

sender. If a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit

issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All

amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to return
amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
but in the event of no sale, and subject to there -being
no different arrangement between, buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss

advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.
proprietorsadvertisements

at Itri!nditst:ertitt to r"°' " withdraw,

or damage in transit, for which we take no responsibility. For all transactions up to £10, a deposit fee of
1/- is chareed l on transactions over £10 and under
£50, the fee is 4/0; over £50, 5/-. All deposit matters
are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street,
London, &RA, and cheques and money orders should

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for adver-

tisements should he made Cpayable to ILIFFE
Notes being
& SONS Ltd , and crossed
untraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as
remittances.

be made payable to Diffe & SOILS Limited.

Allletters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement
and the date of the issue in which it appeared,

ments and receive no answer to their enquiries are

SPECIAL NOTE.-Readers who reply to advertise-

requested to regard the silence as an indication that the
goods advertised have already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite
impossible to reply to each one by post, When sending
remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp for return

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or
Printers' errors, although every care is taken to avoid
mistakes.

should also be included for use in the event of the
application proving unsuccessful.

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS

NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS

A few extracts from.
The

-X

the

leading

all -wave

specialists,

COMPAREthl FollowingSpecifications with

TEST REPORT, Jan. 5th, 1939
IN compiling the specification of this receiver- the makers
have drown upon the salient features of both long-range
sets and quality amplifiers for local station

Ons-Model 848 chassis and valves, 8 -valve superhet,
4 wavebands, 12 to 2,100 metres, Magic Eye indicator, 8 watts undistorted (speakers extra, see separate
list), for A.C.-D.C. Model 1000 version, employing 10
valves, add 12/6 to the above price,
model 101 10 -valve superhet chassis
toGns.-"
Yale" A.C.
200-250 volts, 5 wavebands, 7and valves,
2,100 metres, large slide pattern dial calibrated in stations,
push-button tuning, Magic Eye indicator, latest type
Or-tel valves, with push-pull output, 10 watts, speakers

si

communication

reception.. ..

We had no difficulty in logging American broadcasting stations
.
13-, 16- and 19 -metre bands
and comparison with
ordinary all -wave sets leaves no doubt that the AW125PP is worthy
of classification with the communication ' type receivers as

on the

extra, 10in., 15/9, or 12in. P.A. 47/6.
FOR the Quality Enthusiast and Ham.
.

ritHE Challenger "Model 444 " Custom-built 12 -valve
Stiperhet Radio Gram. Chassis, 5 wavebands, 5-30,
-,11-34, 34-95, 200-550, 800-2,100 meters, large illuminated
rind calibrated in meters and statidn names, R.F. stage
on all bands, valve sequence, 5X4 rectifier, (2) 6V6s
BeamPower output tubes, 6G5 Magic Eye indicator,
6Q7 noiso suppressor, 6B8 1st L.F. and A.V.C. 6J5
phase changer, 6.15 negative feed back, 6L7 I.F. amp.,
61r7 selectivity control, 6K8 Triode Heptoile frequency
changer, 6K7 R.F. amp.; special " non -drift " I.F. Aladdin
transformers. variable selectivity 6-30 kc., output 15 watts
undistorted from pushpull beam power output tubes, response flat within 1.5 db between 30-12,009 cycles; oscillator fundamental without use of harmonics, persistent
oscillator of highest output.

PRICES
of:- the
Chassis

Challenger

Model

444

Radiogram

valves and 10in. M.C. speaker.
X14.-Chassis,
Gns.-Chassis, valves and 12in. P.A. speaker.

15

receiver of the year: Challenger 19 -valve
3AIPGns.-The
model MSK505, cnstom built receiver for the
quality enthusiast, 6 wavebands covering 4.5-2,200, electrical bandspread, large dial with hair -line spot -light
tuning, magic eye indicator, variable selectivity, 3 to 16
Km ceramic valve -holders and insulation in R.F. circuits,
variable I.F. gain, variable inter -station noise -suppresser,
.W. beat oscillator. tone control giving high and low
note attenuation, variable manual -carrier, controlled contract expansion, 25X negative feed -back, 4 61.6 " beans "
tubes is R.C.C. paraphase parallel push-pull giving 30
watts undistorted outPut, class " A " amplification; complete with dual matched 12in. auditorium speakers.
(This adrertisement continued in third column.)

.

Press

Report on
differing

25 /10fioSir terdDeMI.c.'Pxle

World

Anyrsets.rirpeeeasses

"Wireless

REPRINT
Challenger 19

Wireless

nn -

nuance their 1939 programme. 'The most compreDEGALLIER'S.
hensive range and the greatest value ever. Direct -to -the public cash sales enable us to pass on "middle" profits
Send 2d. stamp for illustrated catato the purchaser.
logues. Better still, call between 10 a.m. and 8 p.m. and
try these remarkable receivers for yourselves, or at any
other time by appointment. There is no obligation to
purchase.

(This advertisement continued front first column.)

far as sensitivity is concerned.
. keen selectivity which enables one to get well within one
channel on either side of the London Regional transmitter before
the side bands begin to appear.
On keg waves separation of the Deutschlandsender from
Droitwich and Radio -Paris requires no skill in the handling of the
controls, and the performance on this band is exceptionally good
with ample sensitivity in reserve and very little background noise.
. A momentary test up to full volume on the local station
failed to reveal any marked threshold of distortion, though fudging.
from the Sound level the output malt have been very close to the
rated upper limit of 16 watts.

Full marks are due to the designer for the skill with

which a 12 -valve circuit has been compressed into a chassis very
little bigger than that of the average 5 -valve superheterodyne."

;re in that
incorporate band -spread, ceramic valve -holders, I.F, gain
control, or variable interstation noise -suppressor, complete
with valves and dual 12in. P.A. speakers, £25/10.
N EAREST Point Paddington Station; maps showing
main line stations sent with all lists.
DEGALLIER'S. Ltd., 32, Bathurst Mews, Paddington,
London, W.2. 'Phone: Paddington 2745.
[7835

ROYAL RADIO Co., Established

1908.

m-vALvE All -Mains Receivers, from £2115; car radio.
e) from £4/15; send
stamp for catalogue.-Roval
Radio Co., 5, Buckingham Rd., London, E.18.
[7865
A RMSTRONG 'Uompany Have Nine New Radio Chassis

li of Outstanding Merit, from the press -button model
at £7/18/6,' to_ the large variable selectivity model at
£17/17.
ARMSTRONG .Manufacture a Range of High Fidelity
L.F. Amplifiers and Radio Feeder Units; models
include 6- and 12 -watt output units, using P.X.4 and
P.X.25s in push-pull respectively, with two stages of pushpull preceding; frequency response from 20-20,000 cycles.
The 6 -watt unit cost, £9/9 and the 12 -watt model

£ 12/12; both of these units have current available to
supply feeder unit.
A RMSTRONG Amplifiers Radio Feeder 'Units Include
a Local Station Receiver, designed to give the widest
possible frequency' response,- circuit consisting of a H.F.
stage coupled to IC linear law detector; this unit costs
3 gns. Full technical details are available tree on request.

'ARMSTRONG c:joo,
Rd.), Camden

A LBA,

Ferguson,

Pancras

Ever -Ready,

Way

tlarmeely

Halcyon,

Copy of complete Report FREE upon request.

Portadyne.
Sparton, Spencer and' other first class makes always
in stock; wholesale only.-Trade enquiries to Leonard Heys,
36, llenry St., Blackpool.
[0610

DEMONSTRATIONS

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS

Extended hours for convenience of customers.
Engineer in attendance. until 5.30 p.m. on
Saturdays and 7.30 p.m. Monday to Friday.

All Models Gladly Demonstrated
All Chassis sent on '7 days' approval, carriage paid

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
STOCKTAKING Sale.
BRAND Ness Receiver 1939 5fotlels

59-6 A.C.-D.C.

12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE

/e6. .7A

peaker, marvellous

on any mains, anywhere.

ARMSTRONG MANFG. CO.
100 ST. PANCRAS WAY, CAMDEN TOWN, N.W.1

'Phone: GULliver 3105

"Radio Data Charts," A Series of

AbStes

L

eirsi

ltained

1-11

ePeaker. 2- ware

,toiret:shs tibpuetrtseor% i6re,v,a,,lovreks;.

latest misses,

12 " t-;n1vig ";:a
cabinet, qualityoutput, lovely
tone; worth £20.
,
WRITE for I.i&ts of Components and Spares, etc.
.

RADJOGRAPIC, .Ltd., 66, Osborne St.; ,Diasgow. [714,811

Post f0 IRO

THE WIRELESS WORLD

JANUARY I9TFI, 1939.
RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS,
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
QECOND-HAND 12 -watt 'U.D.O. A.C. Amplifier, with
aa motor and pick -asp, in cabinet. with B.T.H. Senior
speaker; £6/10.-24, Moss Av., Rochdale.
[7877

CABINETS
MAGeNAFICENT Television Clebairen b ndnew
new;

BAN.K.Je.rUspTeartonesk.;-ilttangta new

treas;lloth:Vhit'
retail prices; send liasci. stamp too list. bargains. -261-3.
guarantees

Lichfield Rd., Aston, Birmingham.

[7827

CAR Roof Aerials, improved type, chromium plated,
17/6 complete; vertical telescopic type, 12/6; American undercar aerials, single dipole, 9/6; Dc Luxe twins,
rubber covered, 20/- pair; carriage paid.
WIRELESS SUPPLIES UNLIMITED, Eseex House,
Stratford, E.15. Maryland 3191.
[0577
IF You Own a Car Radio, it is bound to "go wrong"
some time; be a good friend to it and get it repaired
quickly. and at reasonable cost; all makes overhauled;
free quotations.--Scott-Sessions Co., Car Radio Department, Exchange
4101.2.

Works,

Muswell Hill,

A.C./SG.,A.C./H.P., AC./

Rectifiers, 5/9 each.

Premier Short-Wave Kits

Complete to the last detail including all Valves and
coils, as well as theoretical and wiring diagrams and
lucid instructions for building and working. Each Kit
is supplied with a steel Chassis and Panel and uses
plug-in coils to tune from 13 to 170 metres.

VORTEXION P.A. Equipment.
IMITATED, but unequalled.
WE Invite You to a Demonstration.

1 Valve Short -Wave Receiver or Adaptor Hit ...
1 Valve Short -Wave Superhet Converter Kit ...
1 Valve Short -Wave A.C. Superhet Converter Kit
2 Valve Short -Wave Receiver Kit
3 Valve Short -Wave Screen Grid and Pentode Kit

8-10 WATT.mI tDa.nce

case WithA=slig:;',cor microphone

-20

ri WATT Amplifier. dIstortionless, 14.7 watts
output, 30-18,000 . cycles, independent mike
add gram., inputs and controls, 0.037 volts required to
full load, output for 4, 7.5 and 15 ohms speakers or
to specification, inaudible hum level; 12 -volt car battery

25/-, with . valve.

ALL P.A. Accessories in Stock.
VORTEXION, Ltd., 182, The Broadway, Wimbledon,
[7372
S.W.19. 'Phone Lib. 2814.
FOR Hire
port.

Microphone
Harmony)

ffatifibcrIctIr

PREMIER1939 HIGH FIDELITY
AMPLIFIERS

USED SETS FOR SALE
H.M.V.
MONTHS old, 80 -go. model '801 H.M.V., £35; mag(canoelled
9 nificent radiobar, listed at 150 iugns.as new
sets
order), £75; other numerous bargains
from. £5.-Halford Radio, 31, St. George St., W.I. [7881
MIDWEST
motorised
Esl2W 9;perfect;
valve,,t

waveband,

tuning,

[7883

St., Blackburn

receiver

portion
Staf
Vet:j:1:"'d

2-R.P.W

,

[7888

.NEW MAINS EQUIPMENT

V.
ALL Transformers at Last Week's Prices.
VORs7,X,I9ON,.r.ttotz

The Broadway, Wimbledon,

Chargers,
TANTALUM toe
Metallurgical,

rg!l.Taii7Tack.
Caron,11el
[7263

CABINETS
A CABINET for Every Radio Purpose.
CONVERT Your Set into a Radiogram at Minimum
Cost; surplus cabinets from not.) makers under cost
of manufacture (undrilled), 30/- upwards; motors at
wholesale price.
" FIT -A -GRAM" Cabinet, 31 xl7x15; 21/a
u-N,Dr.R.ILIAD Table, console and loud -speaker cabinets

INSPECTION Invited, photos loaned to country em-

it ki,Togy

Completely
Kit of Parts Wired and
with Valves.
Tested.

3 -watt A.C. Amplifier

3 -watt A.C./13.C.
6 -watt A.C.

... £2 0

0

£2

0
0

£5

8 -10 -watt A.C./D.C.

0
5

£2 15
22 15
£6

0

£4 10 0
£5 5
15 -watt A.C.
£5 15 0
£7 0
Black Crackle Steel Cabinet 15/- extra.
MOVING COIL SPEAKERS.
Magnavox Sin. P. 1.4

with Output Transformer, 10/6.. Magnavox Sin. Energised, 2,500 ohm field with Transformer, 9/11. Rola
Sin. P.M. with Transformer, 15/-. Rola 10in. PM.,
19/11. B.T.H. 10ain. Energised L.S., 1,650 ohm field,
less Transformer. 9/11. Rola G.12 12in. High -Fidelity
Speakers with Output Transformer, Energised, 1,250

or 2,501) ohm field, 59/6. P.M. model, 79,6.
Premier Transverse Current Microphone, 20/-. !Microphone Transformer, 6/-. Table Mike Stand, 7/6.
BRAIDED METAL SCREENED WIRE for mikes, pickups, etc. Single, 4d. yd. Twin, 6d. yd.
PREMIER U.S.A. QUARTZ TRANSMITTING CRYSTALS, 7 me. and 3.5 mc., 101- each. Enclosed holders,
2/6 each.

8 mf. 500 v., 1/6 each, 8+4 mf. 500 v., 2/3, 8+8 mf.

LIVei:6-7ftretr:I.ua.kiltnr";14:
[7895

EXCHANGE OR WANTED

AN=

Output Transformer, enabling any single or combination
of speakers to be used. 6-, 8/10 -, and 15 -watt systems
are provided with two separate input channels which
can be mixed to any level. The 30- and 60 -watt systems
have 3 input channels. The built-in Pre -Amplifiers:
ensure that the gain is sufficient for any low-level crystal
or velocity microphone. The actual gain of the 6-,
15-, 30- and 60 -watt amplifiers is, over 100 decibels.
Tone controls are also incorporated.

CARDBOARD ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, 4 oaf. or

W.W. MONODIAL
WIRELESS World"
"
Gloucester Rd., S.W7.

OPERATION.

With the exception of the 3 -watt models, all Premier
Amplifiers incorporate the new Premier Matchmaker

[7873

LEXANDER BLACK, Ltd., pioneers of hiring miama:-1. phone amplifying equipment since 1938. Booklet on
[0598
request. -55, Eburya St., S.W.1. Sloane 6129.

g'19,11.C.3., Ltd., 289, Edgware Rd., cia,Vi4.

used at three times the price; acoustic' properties hitherto
unknown; all brand new undrilled; also record changers
(8 records), 5 gns.; Pad., stamp for actual reprints from
photographs.-Degallier's, Ltd. (Dept. "C "). 32, Bathurst

DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.
Cja.L'ing7 Surti:xtrn3912,di.',V.V1.1g lines; "s"[Or5e5e9
ALL Types of Rotary Converters, electric motors, battery chargers, petrol electric generator sets, etc., in
stock, new and second-hand.
A.C.-D.C. Conversion Units for Operating D.C. Receivers from A.C. Mains, 100 watts output, £2/10;
150 watts output, £3/10.
WARD, 46,. Farringdon St., London, E.C.4. Tel.:
Holborn 9703.
[0518
MOTOR Generator Set, input 200 v: 50 cycle, ontput

400 v. 0.2 amps, and 12 v. 8 amps, with baseplate.
smoothing circuit and screening box, condition as new;
£12.
ALSO' Set, input 200 v. A.C., output 420 v. 0.2 amps,
arid 10 v. 8 amps, condition as new ' £7_
AILY, GRUNDY and BARRETT, Ltcl., 2. St, Mary's

500 v., 2/6,4+ 4+4 nif. 500 v., 2 6, 16+ 8 mf. 500 v., 3/6.
TUBULAR METAL CAN ELECTROLTTICS by f amous
makers. 4 or 8 mf. . dry, 500 v., 2/6 each. S not. wet,
450 v., 2/3. 8 mf. . 650 v., Peak dry, 4/..
TUBULAR CONDENSERS, all values from .0001 to
.5 mf 6d. each.
U.S.A. VALVE HOLDERS 4, 5, 6 and 7 pin, 61 each.
Octals, 9d.
CERAMIC U.S.A. VALVE HOLDERS, all fittings,[/ -each,
BRITISH RADIOPHONE, 2 -Gang .00016 mf. Condensers,
on Steatite base, 2/11 each.
UTILITY Micro Cursor Dials, Direct and 100.1 Ratios, 3/9.
PREMIER Short -Wave Condensers, all -brass construction,
with Trolitul insulation. 15 mud., 1/6 ; 25 mint, 1/7 ;
100 mint, 2/- ; 166 mint, 2/3 ;
40 mmf., 1/9 ;

250 mmf., 2/6.

COIL FORMERS, 4- or 6 -pin low -loss, 1/- each.
Our City Branch is moving from 165 to leo, Fleet
Street You are invited to inspect the many BARGAINS at

our CLEARANCE SALE-NOW ON
at 165, Fleet Street, E.C.4. Callers only.

Have you had our 1939 Catalogue, Handbook and Valve
Manual ? 90 pages of Radio Bargains and Interesting
Data. Price 6d.

ALL POST ORDERS TO : Jubilee Works 167, Lower
Clapton Road, London, E.S.
Amherst 4723.
CALLERS to :-Jubilee Works, or 165, Fleet_ Street.

1

E.C.4.

Centro/

2833, or 50, High Street, Clapham, 5.W.4.
Macaulay 2381.

. "Foundations of Wireless," Second Edition. '4s. 6d. net. Post. free

[7884

Passage, Cambridge.

RECORDING EQUIPMENT

ALL Recording Discs and Materials in Stock; trackar
units, £417/6; recording motors, £3/17/6.-Write
for further details, Will Day, Ltd., 19, Lisle St., W.C.2.
[0595

NEW LOUD - SPEAKERS

VOIGT, Manchester Agents.-Private demonstrations at.
a ranged.-Holiday and Hemrnerdinger, Ltd., 74, Hard[7878
man Bt. Manchester.
AKERS New Comer Horn Speakers; leaflet free.Bakers Selhurst Radio, the pioneer manufacturers
of moving coil speakers, 75, Sussex Rd., South Croydon.

[7867

A NEW COMPLETE RANGE OF 7 HIGH FIDELITY
PA AMPLIFIERS FOR A.C. OR A.C./D.C. MAINS

irinethtWrite-

A

20/22 6

at a =pate/. ; 6 Notts at a amp., 16/6 ; 6 volts at 1 amp.,
19/6 ; 12 volts at 1 amp., 21/- ; 0 volts at 2 amps., 32 6.
AUTO TRANSFORMERS. Step up or down A.C. mains
between 100--250 volts. 60 watts, 9/- ; 100 watts.111/6

ABOVEMode,
eagletsineas:withtufable, Picas
anjniphonetrantoer;

20-WATT Heavy Duty High Fidelity Model, as fitted
V to cinemas. dance halls. etc.; £15.
60 -WATT Model, with negative feed back; £25, complete.
120-W WATT .Model, with negative feed back; £40, com25 250 -VOLT 250 ma. Full Wave Speaker, field supply

W.C.2.' Tom.
C7F336
CABlNET :Workmanship and Appearance Never Seen
Be fore in this Country, designed by leading American

17/6

58/6
PREMIER BATTERY CHARGERS_
Westinghouse
Rectification. Complete. Ready for use. To charge /0 volts

and A.C. mains model, 12 gns.; A.C. only model, taa ens.,
complete, as tested by " Wireless World."
VENTILATED Steel Cases for Above; 12/6.
ape,
15-20 vcrati!..polarbalend Amplifier,ierel
Piero pick-up;
£14.
35_ A Ci-WATT output, .616's in negative feed back
'Mal electronic mixing of mike and P.M. tone
control, large output transformer complete; £15.

V unit;

31ews, Paddington, London, W.2. Paddington 2745. [7801

V.H.P., A.c_/p., and 1 watt D.H. Pentodes, all 4.6 each.
A.C.,'Pens., I.H., 5 6 ; A.C./P.X.4, 6/6 ; Oct. Freq.
Changers, 8.16 ; Double Diode Triodes, 7/6 ; Triode H.
ex. Freq. Ch., 8/6- Tri. Grid Pen., 10/6 ; 3) -watt
D.H. Triode, 7/6. 350 v. and 500 v. F.W. Rect, 5,6.
13 v. 2 amps. Gen. Purpose Triodes, 5/6 ; H.F. Pens.
and Var.-Mu. H.F. Pens., Double Diode Triodes, Oct.
Freq. Changers, 7/6 each. Full -wave and Halawave

PUBLIC ADDRESS

X515

We hold the largest stocks of
U.S.A. tubes in this country and are sole British Dis-

EUROPA MAINS VALVES, 4 v. A.C. Types, A.C./H1...
A.C./L.,

V

and speaker; Zr2e/12.1n

1939 RADIO

craftsmen; these could not be made here in the woods

radiograms,5900.

Cameo aCoarn21,kepenT:lk

tributors for TRIAD High-grade American Valves. All
types in stock. Standard types, 5/6 each. All the new
Metal -Class Octal Base tubes at 6/6 each, 210 and 250,
8 6 each.

Tudor
[7498

N.10.

5/

PREMIER
AMERICA? VALVES.

CAR RADIO

ADVERTISEMENTS.

LOUD -SPEAKERS
SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

oneDuo=0 /- each . -14, rark
;89j
THREE
4g
I 14eten.manc
VAUXencittlet.-5141.7.1

VAY3(16t:AY'?oFi
19/6;
ATof

list.

GSh Pial. a.nsscoeannkeer4: 6,M6 i,rRaonlcit

:rgrs.Z. 2,500, Sin.

14/9; loin.,

flip.,
Strver

" Danny's;' the booksellers.

and,

-

for

free.

[0603

G.12 Roles, brand new; P.M., 59/6; energised, 47/6;
]cola 810.. energised, 6/11.-Shippers, 18, Corpora [0606
film St, Manchester.

3,000 Speakers from 5/6 each, P.M. and energised
4M, to lain. including several Epoch 18in:
-.Sinclair Speakers, Alma Grove, Copenhagen St., N.1.

[0590.

Wanted

a

WWkNTED, Gooamans 12in. high fidelity stand model
auditorium speaker.-Box 8440, c/0 The IV i retess
[79t10

IV odd.

LOUD - SPEAKER CONVERSIONS
SINCLAIR SPEAKERS.-For conversions of all makes
hagen

[0593

St.,

BAKER Conversions.-Whether your moving coil speaker
has a permanent or electromagnet and no matter
what type or make you possess, you can considerably im.
prove frequency response and quality of reproduction by
having a triple cone assembly fitted, which comprises main
curved cone and dual bakelite and duraluinin cones combined, mounted in a 12/n. die-cast aluminium frame. The
price is 29/6 complete, including free fitting at our works,
BAKER'S SELIEJRST RADIO, 75-77, Sussex
South Croydon.

TELEVISION APPARATUS
NT2IMXv71i.V.
perfect order,
cost
Rd., affr
c4i3.1Vii.7Vult

Walden.

[7893

TRANSMITTING APPARATUS
"TAM QRT Offers Complete Fone ES CW (WAC) Station, T40 final, 6 -valve, 5 -band .RX ; all A.C.; accept
reasonable offer.-Box 8442, c/o The ll'i r eless World.
17903
FOX High-grade Transmitting Equipment; transmit tees, modulators, etc.; special apparatus built to
order; Pend stamp for illustrated catalogue.-Fox Radio
Telephone: Rearsby
Company, Thrussington, Leicester.
[7892
266,
G5N1.-The recognised distributors for amateur equipment, National R.M.E. Thordarson, Hammarlund,
!McMurdo, Ilallicrafters, etc.; send liad. stamp for catslogue.-G5N1 (Birmingham), Ltd., 44, Holloway Head,
Birmingham.

[0531

10 METRE Transmitting Receiving Sets, ex Admiralty.
limited number; laboratory variable condensers by
Merman Company, 0.01 mei., beautiful job. absurdly low
prices; send stamped addressed envelope.-Humphreys and

Co., 1, -Laurence Pountney.Hill, London, E.C.4.
[7e94
AC.S.
RADIO, specialists in short-wave apparatus;
communication receivers, including Hallierafters.
National and .R.M.E. transmitting equipment. valves and
components.-Send for free catalogue to A.C.S. Radio,
16, Gray's Inn Rd., W.C.1. Holborn 9894-5. G2NK,
Technical hlanager.
[0550

'
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

MEC

VALVES
ANDERSON.
ALT,. TYP!..s. ci.f American Valves, first.grade only, Ken.,
anteetlit,o(tilytic condensers

MEDICINES

enquiries.

a practice of repeatedly advertising the fact, but
we simply cannot resist two little gems recently

received :Sir,

I would like to congratulate you on the excellent
piece of work you call the D.X. PLUS UNIT. Firstly,
it is a clearly engineered chassis
.
. all components
being of the best quality.
Finally, the performance is all that one could
desire from quality reproduction. I have extended
my ear across the Atlantic to Boston, New York, and
Schenectady with the greatest of ease.
Hoping you may sell as many as you deserve in
the New Year,
Yours faithfully,
.

Regarding the SCHOOLS EQUIPMENT,
another customer of ours states :-

"The School Equipment is better than anything we
have been used to, and the Single H.F. Unit is excellent,

and gives Magnificent quality of reproduction."

We hope the above substantiates our claim

that we do not only advertise Quality Products,

May we have the pleasure of 7
YOUR esteemed enquiries

'61
ll,

UPPER HOLLOWAY,

with

Stamp

all

`SALE
(Contractors to the
G.P.O., etc.)

LIMITED. Tel.: Arc/twat/1661121
LONDON, N 19.
(Nearest Ctation-Bighgate Tube -15 Minutes West Bud).

ARM STRONG
MODEL AWI25PP

CHAS. F. WARD, 46. Farringdon St., London, E.C.4.
[0452
M.: Holborn 9703.
HI VAC, 'Puogs r a

sale

r

, Raytheon,
Heys, 36, -henry

47ilm; whole-

we think you will agree that you cannot
do better than invest in this remarkable
quality receiver.

(0609

FULL Range Guaranteed American Valves, send for
complete lists.-Cosmie Radio Services, Ltd., 23.
Water St., Liverpool.
(7445
QPECIAT, Offer.-American valves in makers' cartons;
all types, including -octets and 6L6, 3/- each.-Alciro-

CALL FOR A DEMONSTRATION
personally test the capabilities of
this Model. We can asssure you it will
do all that Is claimed for It in
Quality, Range and Selectivity
and

politan Radio Service.
AMERICAN Valves, first grade, in all types; trade
supplied.-Metropolitan Radio Service Co., 1021,
Finchley Rd., N.W.11. Speedwell 3000.
[0436

(For- specification see ARMSTRONG advt. page 2.)

rNtalirg:;t. wirrfereocin
2
/9
less 50%; new lists free.-Shippers, 18, Corporation St.,

At 17 Gns. this chassis places Quality Radio and
Gramophone Reproductions within everyone's

[0607

Ala nchester.

RADIOGRAPHIC (SERVICE) Co.-Complete range of
American tubes, popular glass types, 3/3; octal, 4/-;
lull stocks KenRad, Raytheon, etc.; write for requirenicnts.-Rattiograhle (Service) Co., 117, Station Rd., E.4.

reach-particularly on our

CONVENIENT TERMS : £2 with order

and 12 monthly payments of £1 . 8 . 0
CASH PRICE or C.O.D. 17 gns.

[7860

OUR EASY TERMS

METERS, ETC.
AT,,,eweg',;iri,Tro'Z;.._Tenc!:,:,;(fIeley's'..

are also available on

nIrlereii:y etS't..!

Blackpool.

[0608

TESTING EQUIPMENT

20

Wealdatone, Middlesex.

Sound Sales Quality Amplifiers and Tuners, all
good makes of LS. Units including Voigt, AVO
Meters, Pickups, Electric Gramo Motors and
accessories generally,

AVON 'SINE Tester, complete wills 2 panels, listed
17 gns, unused: 1'9/10.
HENRYS, 72. Wellington Ave.. London, N.15.
Stamlord Rill 2907.
[7907
-lt kNGE Universal Avorneter, 55i15; Wearite condenser analyser and resistance bridge, unused, £6;
Wearite all -wave battery oscillator. 14/15-Grigg, 70. Peel

Write, call or phdne for quotations.

Este: -/925

Wanted

COMPANY

[7902

,,,-!

ANCLO.AMERICAN RADIO (and MOTORS), Lid.
MEISSNER. 1939 Products.

JUST Arrived.
be

2

to connect to top of gang condensers; the best push-button

tuner the United States have produced; order now for
immediate delivery; full instructions in each carton; ten

<or:

Phon,MAYianol .6828/

11.0AT: LANE- NOBLE ST. LONDON EC2

NEW COMPONENTS

4.1.1211411C:11

THE

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY

[7901

8 -button push-button tuner. can
4make, /9/C.-New
NJ affixed to any superhet or T.R.F. receiver, any
or 3.garig mains or battery, only three wires
kv-

Test Report in January 5,1, issue

12 -VALVE, 5 -BAND ALL -WAVE
RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

World.

NEW L

the excellent 'Wireless World."

SEND
E;fiDne forco,IdAss,tsreosfisTalinec.
These, andetc. also electrolytic condensers.

AI.L Kinds of Testing Equipment Wanted: also push pull transformers.-Box 8441, c/o The

.

READ

\lin

ON THE

WE Can Also Supply a Full Range of Guaranteed Replacement Valves for Any British, non -ring, American or Continental type at an appreciably lower price.

the Experti

MARLBOROUGH RD.,

Rcgrs,"Ii=r7ebsesiinfryelectro-

replacements.

NOW THAT
YOU HAVE

makesAm

WE DESIGN and PRODUCE THEM.

Specified by

for

ANDERSON. 34, Wadham Avenue, Walthamstow, E'.17.
[7802
Larkswood 1574.
Stockprices .51 Impex and
aciti ncoTmupbeetsitii
ALLrgreisis
of
;

Sorry if our heading should raise the hopes of
any centenarians who may be looking for a
rejuvenator. Even if we have a large and very
gratifying file of testimonials, we do not make

WrISIN

JANUARY 19TH, 1939.

any
than
V
rbetter
.
It'we have

tested

minutes to So.

£12

shiflee is completely
/ 1 0.-;-,Isti=kri, wired and adjusted
wilh one
set of coils and has its own Power supply, three Provision
switch providing "automatic standby.- "continuous
operation " and " manual stand-by "; in fast, makes your
signal

...says

Wireless World (Aug.I8,19.381of

Ii

GISO's 100%.

1:10/17/6-All-wave tuning

TAYLOR
2,000 ohms.
per volt

10 gns.

3 Models!

5,000 ohms.

20,000 ohms.

per volt

per volt

12 gns.

14 gns.

FAVOURABLE EASY TERMS AVAILABLE.
This new precision -built "TAYLORMETER " is fitted with
a sturdy yet extremely sensitive 4!;' moving coil movement
and covers all measurements up to 2,000 volts 20 amps.
direct. British made, accurate, reliable, inexpensive and fully
guaranteed.
FILL

77/77a, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, E.C.4
Please send me full details of the TAYLORMETER."

Address

on rigid crackled steel chassis, all components carefully
mounted and including all resistors, by-pass condensers,
coupling condensers and A.V.C. network associated with
the R.I.'. mixer and oscillator circuits; every unit completely aligned and padded and laboratory tested; 2d.
.stamp brings complete illustrated lists of Meissner
products by return post from sole distributing agents of
Meissner Manufacturing Company of U.S.A.
N
-AMERICAN RADIO (and MOTORS), Ltd.
ID pt. J/16). Albion Rouse, New Oxford St., Loudon, W.C.I.
17643

ACT

EAR PHON E

:"

PLEASE See Our Displayed Advertisement on page 3.

[0488

good frequency response, very. sensitive; special clear-

ance price 2/3 each p.p.-2CWU Sales, 30, Shipton Rd.,
Sutton Coldfield. Sutton 2954.
(7887
HEADPHONES, reconditioned, guaranteed, Brown type

A," adjustable reed, 4,000 ohms, 20/- pair; 'Telefunken, adjustable. 4,000 ohms, 7;6 pair, postage 6d.;
other makes from 2;6; Brown type " A " single earpiece.
2.000 ohms, on handle with volume control. made for
" Ardente,"' 12;6.-Post Radio, 2, Copenhagen St., London, N.1.

Radio Laboratory Handbook"-

World' tech.

.Wireless
'deli
niciansjaitpireonntpi,Enes

E
High
testing end
to stringent
ileacr
pronounced them
thit any so far tes1ed,

COMPONENTS

fora broadcast listning.
is from 50 to
u

SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
pREMIER SUPPLY STORES.
V X G.P.O. Microphones, inset type, complete in case,

IN AND POST THIS COUPON NOW

To TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS CO.
Name

GARCON

cision 3 -gang variable tuning condenser, illuminate,' oblong
dial, fully calibrated 5 -band scale, completely mounted

UNIVERSAL METER
70 Ranges

unit.

MBE Meissner All -wave Tuning Assembly is the Corn.
plete Ileart of the Receiver, consisting of 5 band
coil and switch assembly, 6.8 to 2,140 metres, individual
coils' for each band, low loss Bakelite forms, align -airs
trimmers, 6 -gang shorting switch, Aleissner quality pre-

(7897

Price 8s, 6d.. net,.

aeg.api.nsl

from

1.00

earp-li'on8Re?sb:::079A,00so
± 10 dB
tho ordinary
characteristic rist
attractive
Frequency
Such
6,000 cycles,.
listengeuras.sil
:Bpi.
price is ideal for

soundmionitfierning,

to

4.0
with hheadband 4feof
a
Double earphones
sa
1.11
and copy
Single earphone
detailsl
t
full
World' report,
Write for
MARCONI - EKCO INSTRUMENTSYl
Electra House, Victoria Embankment,
engineers'

Post Iree 9s,

THE WIRELESS WORLD',

JANUARY 19TH, 1939:

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
-Continuing bargains in
RAnD0latsCL,

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

-

R
TELEPHONE: Holborn 4631,
tion as the leading Mail Order House for surplus radio.

** *

BRITISH Belmont 8 -valve Plus Magic Eye All -wave
A.C. Supeihet Chassis, 4 wave -hands, two short,
medium and long, fitted latest Milliard octal base American type valves. Brief specification Short wave 6-18
metres (rovers television sound), short wave 2, 18-50
metres, medium band 200-550 metres, long 900-2.000
metres. Valve combination 610, Pre ILF., 6J7 oscillator,
6J7 mixer, 61(7 I.F., 6Q7 (DDT) detection, A.V.C. and
first L.F. tan 6F6s parallel output, 513 rectifier, plus
605 blagic Eye visual tuning. handsome dial, station
names etched on glass; controls 2 -speed tuning, volume and
on(off, combined variable tone control and selectivity
switch wave change plus gramo. switch. Size of chassis,
131,4_,M.x1Oin.x3in.
Supplied complete with valves,
escutcheon, knobs and chassis bolts, but less speaker:

£5/19/6 each.

snerinant

COMPLETE Receiver in Handsome

** *

Walnutlabine:etaanabnvn,nnnpinte

-

DECCA 6 -valve '3 Wave -band Battery Chassis, fitted

complete with Mazda and Osram valves, QPP output; these chassis give a sparkling performance on all
wave -bands, and are the product of a well-known manufacturer; complete with valves, £3/3 each,
ALL -WAVE Tuning Pack. -6 wave -bands with pre.H.F.
stage, product of a well-known manufacturer, tuning
range, short wave 1, television sound, short wave 2. 12%25, metres, short wave 3, 25-50 metres, short wave 4,50-100
metres, medium wave 190-550 metres, long wave band

900-2,000; intermediate frequency of I.F. stage 465 k/c.;
valve combination, H.F. VP4B, frequency changer 1114
or TH4A, or alternatively direct equivalents; supplied as
tuning pack, only less valves, I.F.s and gang, £2/15 each.

pittsvers,

fully

I.F.

mom-

ere.:

RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd., 63, High Holborn, W.C.1.
open the New Year with special offers of brand new
receivers and components, etc., maintaining their reputa-

Transformer,

***
F°TallvalIce'frLF.iid
Stock:- New

Condensers are Now

CARDBOARD, wire end type, size 2/4in_xliAin., 500e.
each,

working, 600v. surge,

8

mfd., type

Minor"; 1/6

8 Plus 8 Mid.; 4 -lead type "Minor"; 216 (cardboardl

50 AlfcL 12.volt; 1/- each.
50 Mfd. 50 -volt; 1/6 each.

50 Mfd. 25 -volt; 1/3 eath.

* **

701;eenr. condensers,

TUI1LsiAzel,nwnirten

mw,7rtealnic,ad..7,2ho/9elnenting. 450v, working,

8Mfd. Midget Tubular, wire end, 500v. working, 600v.

T

surge; 1/6 each.

Cardboard
.C,-Co.rking.

surge.

End, common negative, 450v.

4 Plus 4 Mkt; 1/6 each.

A MERICAN Valves, special offer, Majestic 6Z5 full wave
A
rectifier, 6.3 v. 250 volts, 60 m.a.; 9d. each; also

55 and 6D7, 9d. each.

***

HUGE Purchase Plessey Mallory Electrolytics, at the
followihg special prices.
8 Plus 4 Plus 4 Plus 4 Mid., 570v., working, phis 4
mfd. 300v working, metal case,
size 2V,in.x11,4.in.x

4fiin., common negative; for E.M.I. replacements etc.;
3/6' each.
16 Pnleugsat(!ve li,11.)247nOnve.n.working, can neutral, common

"°'

24 belniclni;. 450v. working, can type, can negative; 2/.-

32 Mfd., ditto; 2/- each.
16 Mid., 475v, working, ditto; 1/6 each.
16MId.,

4,7/56c.nown-fi,r.king,

can neutral, separate nega-

tive;

8 Plus 8 Mfd., 475v, working, can negative; 2/. each,
8 Plus 2 Plus 1 Mid., 450v, working, cardboard
8 Plus
type, wire ends, common negative; 2/3 each.
Q M f d., 450e. working, phis 16 mfd., 350e. working,

0 can type, common negative; 1/6 each.

8
8

4505-.1 naivnie

type,

1,000

*GRAHAM
**
FARM' Pop Terminal Mounts, 2 -way, suit,
able for aerial and earth, etc.; 2d. each.

GRAHAM FARISH Litlos .0001 Reaction Condensers;
GRAHAM FARISH Mica Condensers, special offer, our
selection; 1 /- doz.

* **

PLESSEY Rotary Switches, make and break Yaxley type,
18 contact; 4d. each.

PLESSEY Rotary Switches, make and break Yaxley
type, 6 contact; 3d. each.
AXLEY Type Switches.

.

2 pole, 5 -way, 4 bank. Win. overall
length, lin. shaft; 2/6 each.
TYPE No. 1575, 4 pole 4 -way, 3 bank, 61/2in. overall
length,
shaft; 2/. each.
MY PE No. 3077, 2 pole, 2 bank, W/C and It/G switch,
1 4in, overall length, lin. shaft; 1/6 each_
TTYPE No. 1587

WEARITE Mains Transformers, standard for the season
and exclusive to us, made to strict electrical standards,
type, all windings centre tapped, screened
primaries, tapped inputs 200.250 volts, screw adjustment.
wire end

TYPE R.C.1 250-0-250, 80 m.a., 4 volts 2.5 amp., 4
volts 4.5 amp.; 9/6 each.
TYPE R.C.2 350-0-350, 120 MA., 4 volts 2.5 amp., 4
volts 5 amp.; 11/- each.
TYPE R.C.3 350-0-350, 150 ma-, 4 volts 2.5 amp., 4
volts 2 amp., 4 volts 5amP.; 12/6 each.

.1,714/:

each.

TYPE R.C.1 and R.C.2, drop through types, capped.

6 '''cVrwii,p'in'egytTlintrd1721rdl
6 Mfd., 450v, working, can type': 1/..each.

100 watts; 12/. each.
each.

MERICAN Midget Speakers, energised, M.C., 2,500.
1-i ohms field, fitted pentode transformers; 4/6 each.

100 WAT.nT wtuntonnTirmsef731/7.s, 100-250 volts, rever***
PLESSEY Type 824a 2 -gang Piano Type Condenser, fully

Mfd., 150v. working, can type; 1/. each.
Mid., 12v.. wire end tubulars; 9d. each.
Mfd., 3 -volt working, tubular, wire ends; 6d. each.

* **

25 Mid., 25 -volt, wire end tubulars; 6d.' each.

RI. 4 Mid., 200 -volt, wire end tubulars;' 10d. each.

Ii. ADIOumen!..EARANCE .Bargains

Continued,

output 2RWT5'0 volts,

* GE.C.
* * Relays, 3,300 ohms, make and break type; 4/.

,

8 Mid., 350v. working, can type; .1/3 each.

in Second

TYPE 1510, size of dial 4in.x5in., single speed,- two
bolt -fixing; 1/10 each.
dial, tai -speed, separate in-

screened, top trimmers, one section .0005, one 110
k/c, boxed, brand new; 1/- each.
PLESSEY Type 936 3 -gang Condenser, as above, but
with two .0005 sections. plus oscillator section; 1/3
each.

PLESSEY Type 693 3 -gang Condenser, as above, but
117 k/c oscillator section; 1/3 each.
POLAR Midget, 2.gang, fully screened, .0005, top trimmers, standard model; 4/11 each.

R AZ321LnCLEARANCE Bargains Continued

"Wireless Direction Finding," Third Edition.

.

TY,Tates7.7.sizni dliaacle Sin.xSin., two bolt fixing to
chassis (hour and minute hand type); 2/6.
of dial 8in.x3in., overTYPE o friction drive,

oggiin.wenh.

e0iatinMn

TYPE 1125.Vntzspn(ritiz drive, two bolt fixing,
2/- each.

ALL The Above With Plain Unprinted Scales Only.

***

Lissen

HII.G.E joEct,?,::1:iase

Tahoe,,

brand

new,

-

boxed,

BB 220 A; 3/11 each.
p 220; 2/6 each:

B2; 1/6. each.'

-

SG.V s6 715, PT 225;
ACSG; 4/6 each.

/11.' each,

SG 410;.2/- each.
.

RADIO!e
-

-

CondIn
dismsall

in Third

Price 2.51. net.

metiunendlong,10with

condenser, unwired,

size of chassis 13%x10x2%; 22/6 -each.
3-Mg,AnnVgE

j13zaendni

chassis 12?yx7x2/a;
EVER READY Model
fitted in handsome

iivit/14. chassis, less

rv1a,01:12t4-ve:Lviene:,'tct.:gplsetTelliel

valves, brand new as from the makers; £3/10.
LISnoSEXplerawlyh valves,it:.13 6.anlInl-eivwavnes

Trnitm.Ft.heRinecneki;resr,,,

79/6.

L pumEsps. lensasntviyeDsecc,
L'Ir,TeTers,Q2°;rghrnis.2iielia,

(American); 22/6 each.
.WEsi"VM, iAnpuut°t

work ing.

Boat.

H.2., L.2., ILLi2; 2/- each.

TYPL0Ruirea3 and R.C.4, upright mounting types. fully

4irv.

RI.

oblong

can,l6 rennin n3,10 viinglavitiirvirei.rr,

mid., 250v. working, cardboard; 10d. each.

60
50
25

HuNu, Savred;bri.rdearetrolytics,

***

8 pl!,5.1.2,,,,,Prilynsg,2 nball,nagOtv.y.poirTrneg,exclus.s
negative; 2/6 each.

QuilelrzcottlatTnstaftranllfe5 k/c I.F. Transformer,

TYPE 1393, sZtoffindiinagl ,4iin1.3x05ienzn:ingle speed friction

xing,5°°"'

6d. each.

from 3/9 each; 12 months' guarantee.

10
k/c Quartz Pien Crystals, ideal for wave meters,
'44., standard frequency test or for re -grinding to
other frequencies; 4/- each.

speed

***
HUNTS 10 Mfd., 250v. wkg., cardboard; 6d. each,

FLL and Comprehensive Range of British Type Valves
Stocked, product of well-known non -ring Continental
manufacturer; battery valves from 2/6 each; mains valves

4 -pin only; 3d, each.

POT Dividers, wire wound on glass, 300 ohms; 3d. each:

TYPE

RADIO -HEART Tuning Unit, with pre H.F. stage, 3
hands, supplied complete as follows Radio -Heart
tuning unit, dial and escutcheon, 2 pilot lampholders,
2 I.F.. transformers (1 variable selectivity), one switch;
Radio -Heart tuning units are aligned at the factory while
operating in an actual set circuit. As above, but less
valves, American types required, X2/12/6 each.
five prices.

POLAR N.S.F. 1 -watt Resistances, all sizes up to 2
meg; 3%d. each, 3/- dozen GRAHAM FARISH Ceramic Short Wave Valveholders,

.

pluvr.swovioelgE:T6tromlai7,1 /n2.etal case, 1 -bole fixing,

* KEN,RAD
**
American Valves,best yet, all types stocked,

feed;

SPECIAL Offer Plessey Slow Motion Drives.

square: 1/6 each.

***

1/- each.

***

6 Plus 4 Mid.; 1/6 each.

rcs-ucr.ge',1e8"!nil!1;""2/16-haha.

Transformers, parallel

GRAIIAM FARISHMax

PLESSEY 465 k/c LP, Transformers, small and compact; 1/- each.
LISSEN 126 k/c I.F. Transformers, screened; 6d. each.

per pair.

6 Mfd.; 1/3 each.

8 Plus 4 Mfd.; 1/3 each.

* **

cons -

I

PLESSEY Wire Wound Volume Controls, with switch,
5,000 ohms, 1/- each.
BRADLEY Ohm Volume Controls, wire wound, with
switch. 6C0,000 ohms, 8d. each.
CENTRALAB Volume Controls, with switch, long
spindle, 1,000. 5,000, 10,000, 25,000, 50,000;
250,0W, 500,000, 100,000; 2/3 each.

25 Mfd. 25 -volt; 1/3 each.

surge,

ADIO CLEARANCE.-Continuing bargains in
Portents etc. :-

** *

T.C.C. Bias Wire End Condensers.

25 Mid. 50 -"volt; 1/3 each.

8 Plus

5

COMPONENTS--SECOND-HAND,
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND,

COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND,

***

'ADVERTISEMENTS..

3 -nave bands, battery
Energised

![toeing

Coil

Centre tapped transformer

ALUMINIUM Faced Ply, approx. size 16x10; 1/-.
1VIAROON Flex, 14/36, S.V.; 2d. yard, 1/9 dozen yards.
PUSH -BACK Connecting Wire; dozen yards 1/-.
RUBBER Grommets; 351. dozen.

SOLDERING Tags; 2d. dozen.
RESIN Core Solder; 4d,-, yard.

ALL Orders to the Value of 5/. Post Free, under this
amount reasonable postage must be included; c.o.d.
orders will be 'definitely refused for value of less than
8/.; enquiries Phd. stamp if reply expected. Hours of
business, week -days 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.:. Saturdays 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m. Postal rates as above apply to the United
Kingdom 'only, orders for Ireland and abroad must
include sufficient postage to cover whatever the value
of same.

RApeleOphCoLneEATLA011LCErn, Ltd.,. 63, High Holborn, W.C.I.[.

Post free 251. gd.

.

THE WIRELESS WORLD

ADVERTISEMENTS.

6

COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND,

An Inexpensive PRECISION D.C. Meter

SOTJTFIERN RADIO'S Bargains.

13 RANGES

50/
attractive
cabinet,' moving coil speaker; 50/,
aCnodmpalite
2 2 / 6 .1111TadvepeMenibe7attierh,,k,,11
accessories, 10-2,000 metres, world-wide reception; complete,
less valves, 22/6; with 3 valves, 34/6.
5 _.-8-button push-button tuners, complete, new and
/
boxed with all accessories and station tabs.

CURRENT
6 milllamos
0- 30 mlillamps
0-

0-120 inIllIanios

VOLTAGE
0- 6 vol.

3

Its

with full instructions for attachment to any set, mains
or battery, simple to attach; 35/-.
A.R.P. radio outfit, comprising finest crystal
set, headphones. aerial and earth equipment, a
complete emergency installation, 10/-; crystal set only,

0-120 vol.

0-240 volts

10/

.300 volts
0.000 volts

3/11.

RESISTANCE
Memo ohms
60.000 ohms
0-1.200,01. ohms
0-3 megoluits
0-

BRITISH

cults, etc., val. over 20/-; 5/ -,per parcel.
TELSEN W349 Midget Iron Core Coils, 3/6; dual range
L coils, 2/6; with aerial series condenser W76, 3/3.

A.C./D.C. Multi -metres, 5 -range, 8/6; Ace "P.O." microphones, 4/-.

The

Cr

D.C.
Brod. Trade Neel

ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENT
This

instrument

provides

'

testing

precision

at a truly modest cost. Incorporating
a fully jewelled moving -coil movement and a
zi-ins. scale, it permits accurate readings of
facilities

milliamps., volts and ohms, with ranges adequate
enough for the majority of normal circuit, battery
and resistance tests. The total resistance of the
meter is roo,000 ohms; full scale deflection of
300v. or 600v. is obtained for a current consumption of only 3mA. and 6mA. respectively.

In ease, tcrapide with leads, interchangeable crocodile clips

MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY Offer

DEFERRED 7E11318 IF DWI/ED

for List 221.
TUsISATLANTIC 1939 4 Waveband Superhet Tuning

Witching booklet

Write for fully descriptive parriphlet.
THE AUTOMATIC. COIL WINDER AND

ELECTRICAL

EQUIPMENT Co. Ltd.

-

Winder House. Douglas St., London, S.W.1,

Phone

Outstanding Bargains, carriage paid, delivery by
return. Telephone Tudor 4046, or call mornings. Stamp
Packs,

-L

Bare Noptletors 1.Mannfarliwr,

.

[7872

45/_

and lrsking prods; and with comprehenrire

Said

VALVES for American Receivers, all types; 5/3 each.
MISCELLANEOUS
Lines of Special Interest to Ser.
vice Men and Experimenters.
1 -watt Wire -ended Resistances, 5/6; 24
36 Assorted
tubular condensers, assorted capacities up to 0.5
mid., 6/-; volume controls, assorted capacities (less
switch), 7/6' dozen; with switch. 11/6 dozen; Niel% condensers, assorted, 1/9 dozen; Mainsbridge type condensers.
1 mfd.' 2 mfd., 4 mfd., 8
8/- dozen; valve holders,
5 -pin, 7 -pin, 9 -pin, 2/6 dozen; battery leads, multi -way,
6/6 dozen; parcel of assorted servicing components comprising resistances; tubular, mica, variable, electrolytic
and block condensers; wire; steering; volume controls;
valve holders, etc., etc., 10/- each; parcel containing et
least 100 articles.
THOUSANDS of Bargains in Sets, potentiometers, electrolytics. gramophone motors, crystals, headPhones,
me., etc.; 2d. sta.mp brings list of further bargains.
SOUTERN RADIO, 46, Lisle Street, London, W.C.
Gerrard 6653.
MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY.

V1Clorke 0404-7.

covering 10 30,

30-82.

198-560.

the owl that

was

White,

800-2.200

metres, comprising all coils, J.B. bar -gang condenser, full
vision coloured 2 -speed drive, Yaxley switching, two 465
k/c. I.F. transformers, etc., completely wired, with Q.V.C.
F.C.
line, aligned, tested, ready to connect. 3 -gang,

and I.F., reduced to 65/-; 2 -gang, F.C. and I.F., now
47/6; hundreds sold to satisfied customers.
A MPLIFIERS, six -watt push-pull. fur MIT4 and two

That wiring or his with
FLUXITE!"

U..

0

See that FLUXITE is always by you-in the house

-garage-workshop-wherever speedy soldering
is needed. Used for 30 years in Government works

and by leading engineers and manufacturers. Of
Ironmongers-in tins, 4d., 8d., 1/4 and 2/8. the

FLUXITE SMALL -SPACE

T.C.C.1 ;t CanIi Dryt utlFatrrolacios,,du nneds,all. mold. 51.0
mid. 12 volt, 9d..
4 / _--Famous make
loll,' guaranteed American tubes,
coloured boxes, first grade, all popular types,
-4/-; popular glass Octals, 4/6.
-

OLIX Unused Chassis v. -holders, 5-, 7-, 9 -pin, 3(1. each;
all American sizes, 6.1.; best sleeving, 11,!_al. yard.
TUBULAR Condensers, 400 -volt working, wire ends, best
make, 0.0001-0.05 mid., 4d.; 0.1 mid., 41.; 0.25, G5
mfd.

Gd.

T IFY

eed.ergotd;ze5a
aV2-0.tt
2. -watt -Resistors,
A,4 re

ed and colour

each

SOLDERING SET-compact but substantial-

P-6gIlt;R 'ATI)" 'ninon4.ii.F. Choke Mains Interference
Filters, extraordinarily effective; to clear, 1/-.
MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY. 4-6,
Muswell Hill Rd., London. N.6. Tudor 4046.

SOLDERING-and ask for leaflet on CASE-

NEWPORT SURPLUS STORES Again Offer Unlimited
Bargains; every article guaranteed and satisfaction

Complete with full instructions, 7/6.
Write for FREE BOOK on the art of " SOFT "

HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING. TOOLS
with FLUXITE

assured.

ROLA G12 P.M.; 57/6.

."

TO CYCLISTS! Your wheels will not keep round and

ROLA 012 Energised Models; 45/-.

ROLA P.M. F612; 12/6.
ROLA P.M. F720; 17/6.
OOLLARO Motors, 27/6, with unit plate and pick-up

THE FLUXITE GUN
Is always ready to put Fluxite
A
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ings AND SOLDERED. This makes a much stronger
wheel. It's simple-with FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT

true unless the spokes are tied with fine wire at the cross-

on

Write for full details.

Here is the remainder of the 1939 range of McCarthy
Chassis-truly all -wave - even the smallest, with
Continuous coverage from 13 to 550 metres.
RS639.

8 stages, 6 valves, 4 wavebands, for AC Mains
£9

0

0

RS639U. As above, for AC/DC Mains.
RS739. 9 stages, 7 valves, 4 wavebands, for AC Mains
£10 17 6
RS739U. As above for AC/DC Mains.
PP739. 9 stages. 7 valves, 4 wavebands, push-pull
output, providing 10 watts undistorted, AC £11 11 0
PP939. II stages, 9 valves, 4 wavebands, push-pull

output, providing 12 watts undistorted. Noise suppression, variable selectivity, non -drift, IF transformers,
permeability tuned. Wave range 10-2,200 metres, AC
£14 14 0
PP939U. As above, for AC/DC Mains.
All McCarthy apparatus available on
7
days' approval against cash.
Hire purchass readily availabla.

For illustrated descriptive literature send 3d.
stamps. Abridged list tree of charge

in

H. IVI CA Rirmv 1.1r0.
Dept, W

92, QUEENSWAY, BAYSWATER, LONDON, W.2
Telephone. Bayswater 1102

250v., 10d.

crackle

It's time he should tackle

see

Model PP. 1939.
Built according to the most advanced theoretical
practice, it combines the full specification of the
large American receiver with the additional requirements of the British listener.

Absolute complete kit of parts,
best tested components, with circuit, 52/6, less valves.
E RIE 1 -watt Colour Coded Unused Resistors, wire ends,
any size 50 ohms to 5 megohms, your selection, 3d,
each, 2/6 dozen; 2 -watt, 6d. each.
CIENTRALAB Latest Potentiometers, unused, long
spindle. all sizes, 5,000 ohms -1 megobm, 2/-; with
mains switch, 2/3..
H UNT'S Midget Tubular Electrolyties, unused. wire
ends, 500e. working, 4mld., 1)3; 8 mid., 1/6; 2 mid.

"From the sound of the

to

The Receiver of the Season

PX4's or equivalents.

perched t'other night
On the aerial belonging to

Ask

211g ehrida4 epec4c,&iti

Price 32 Gus.

Tili?Inecrelsrec.'s14.1asgretels, radio components,

5/-

0.

MADE

di Mc CART Fl Y II

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

with

0- 12

ANUARY 19TH, 1939.

Price 1/6.

If?

ALL MECHANICS

37;6.

ROTHERMELF Piczo Pick-ups; 27/..
OSMOCORD Pick-ups, 8/-; Golding pick -tips, 7/-.

right quantity on the right spot
and one charging lasts for ages.

HAVE,r1

FLUXITE

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
FLUXITE LTD. Dept. W.W. DRAGON WORKS. BERMONDSEY ST., KEA

WECO 4 mfd. Condensers, 1,650 -volt test; 5/,
WEGO 4 mfd. Condensers, 2,000 -volt test; 7/6.
T.C.C. Can Dry Electrolyties, 8 mfd.; 2/6 each.
Elevlrolytics, 50-12, 9d. each; 25-25, 9d.
TC.C.
Tubular
each;
B.I. 50-tO, 1/6 each.
T.C.C. and B.I. Cardboard, 8+8 mid; 2/6 each.
T.C.C. and B.T. Cardboard, 8 mfd.; 1/6 each.

FERB ANTI 0.1 Milliammeters, 30/- each; all ranges of
Ferranti and Weston meters in stock; also a good
range of American valves.
WRITE, 'phone or call; we will make it worth your
while. -24a, .Newport -Court, Charing Cross Rd,
W.C.2.

Gee. 2791.

" Wireless Servicing Manual," Fourth Edition.

RADIO SERVICE MAN,
DEALER AND OWkER
The man who enrolls for an I. C. S. Radio
Course learns radio thoroughly, com-

pletely, practically. When he earns his
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are

not content merely to teach the principles of radio, we want to show our
students how to apply that training in
practical, every -day, radio service work.
We train them to be successful!
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONOENCE SCHOOLS

M NRCONI Pick-ups; 14/-.

the soldering job instantly.
Hitt, pressura places the

rOR THE

[7905

Price 5s. net.

Dept. 38A, International Buildings, Kingsway
London, W.C.2
Please explain fully about your Instruction. in the
subject marked X
Radio Engineerini,
Radio
Radio Servicing
. Television
examination, state
If you wish to pass a Radio
it here
Name
Address

Age

CAB IN EX

"ACOLITICALLY DESIGNED.

specialise in manufacturing Radio and
Radiogram Cabinets to customers' requirements.
We

Special Sketches FREE OF CHARGE.
.s:nd rid. in stamps for details of Standard
Models.

LOCKWOOD CASEWORK MANES. CO.
65. LOWLANDS ROAD, HARROW, MIDDX.

Post free 55.' 5d.

'Phone

BYRon 1818
Ex I. 1.

JANUARY 19TH, 1939. -
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COMPONENTS -SECOND-HAND,
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS,' ETC.

gTw;!

gramophone

similar

--

-

VAlrALLnt
u
iV.Tol;TO;i7O

se.es,

prices,valves,

VAUXIIALL.-Flat sheet aluminium, hard rolled...18
gauge, 12x12in., 3/-; 18x18iti., 5/6.
VAUXIIALL.-Iron-cores1 coils, on base with switch, ter-

,VAUXHALL
initials, circuit; 2 -gang, 11/3; 3 -gang, 17/-.
UTILITIES, 163a, Strand, W.C.2.
for free list;

minimum.

Ask

poet paid 2/6 and over; C.O.D. 5/ [0602

RYc.A.LeLr'8.ZATIO,: 280, .10clitturoplIrircesru;
free,

Note. -\11

post

twin
gang with- top trimmers. 2/9; Plser, midget semi screened twin gang, 2/9; Plessey full size screened with
top trimmers, 3 -gang, 2/9; Cossor fully screened 3 -gang
with trimmers, 1/9.
QATOR Volume Controls, I,6 meg. with switch, 10,000
VARIABLE Condensers. -Plessey

small

screened

ohm with switch, 10,000 "broad base for tone control,

5,000 ohm wire wound less switch, all 1/3 each or 6/6
dozen.

SALE. -Taal few sets iron core superhet coils, R.F. or
band pass with coil details, padder values, 5 Mils.
including 2 I.F.s, 5/9. Note.-465K.C. 2 -band.
.

0.16 Tubular Ron -inductive Condensers,
350v. working, 1/3 dozen; Sator 0.03 and 0.05 conPOLAR-N.S.F.

-

densers, 1/3 dozen, or this item 4/6 per half gross.
Eyes, 4v. Y, amp. heater, °Mal base, 3/6;
TUNING
K.B. iron core wave traps, very effective on medium
and long, 1/3 each.
SALE. -Brand new 1938 superhets. A.C. 200-250e., 4v.
and rect. Milliards, 3 waveband, very good U.S-A.
reception, band pass input, £5, carriage paid; ditto 4
waveband, 13-50, 48.150, 200-550, 1,000-2,000, £6/5.
A MERICAN Type Valves. -80, 42, 43, 6117, 6d6, dc6,

j1e

3lN.T.S.
RIGHT
PRICE RADIO OFFERS
Best Sellers -ORDER NOW! Limited Stocks.
SENSATIONAL PARCEL OFFER
No Constructor, Experimenter or Serviceman
must miss this opportunity. 1 each 2 and 3
gang new type variable condensers, 1. Iron -

cored dual range screened 11.11, 1 audio transformer, 3 valve hoidens, 6 standard value
metallleed resistances, 6 standard value tubular
and Maimbridge-type fixed condensers. 1 dos.
various control knobs end 1 brand-new- ready -drilled eadrniump/eted

Actual list value 415-.
special packing and portage. Older early.
steel chassis. A8 new.

Bargain 5/9. also 9d. I.'

TRICKLE CHARGER, 2 v., 3 amp. A.C. Model, Metal Recline, 101,
VOLUME CONTROLS. POTENTIOMETERS.

Well-known

makes,

all

values up to 1. one.. 2'-: with switch, 2/6.

SHORT WAVE BANDSPREAD KITS -VALVES FREE!
N.T.S.Battery Bandspread Short -Wave Kits include only asst -elan compooen1
Parts and are supplied absolutely

complete with all cod. for 12-94.
metres.

those

Eliminator

h

yvrish

lonely

available at the
price of 19,6.
ORDER .EARLY.
NEW 0.V.2 MODEL. Amazingly
efficient 3 -valve Pentode output
. model.
All-CY-Grid 'phone and
loudspeaker reception.
ComIs

special bargain

,

° World " Kits are supplied less coils to accommodate those who already

pys,":

pieta kit with FREE VALVES.
List value 87/8. BARGAIN 42/-.

offer to beginners this to is available with all coils, pair of lightweight
'phones and FREE matched valve. List value 55/-. BARGAIN, PS/7,6.

ALL -WAVE WORLD 5.5.3. Wave -range 9.2.000 metres. slow-motion
tuning, Station -name scale. Kit includes all parts with transformer,
etc., and FREE S.G. Let. and Pentode valvea. List value of g4/15/0.

BARGAIN 29/6.
COILS. Complete set of 10 coile, 9.2,000 metres.
BARGAIN 17/6.
.

List 2.7/6.

N.T.S.

9RMER:
CHOKE

'Stam-

ford Hill
ONDORS.CENTRAL RADIO

Huge clearance sale; entire stock of components te,Jje sold under

cost; unlimited bargains for callers.

Oscillosaines from 4 Gns.
-gang
DARIO D.C. Det., 5 -pin, 0.18A., 1/6 each; 3 valve
spindle, 6d.; ryin. spindle, 1 /0.0005
holders, Id. each, aU sizes.
CIENTRALAB Volume Controls, V,- with switch;

3 cadium metal chassis, 1/6; orders over 5/- post

free.

B

Resinol-oil Filled Rolled Foil Condensers, low loss
I stand
off insulated soldering lugs, metal cased. tested
at 1,500 volts, 450 volts socking D.C., capacity 4 min.,
1Y,in.x2in.x3Yain.; price 2/9 each.
Above,. buts 0.1 mid-, 3,000 volts test, 1,000 rolls
AS working, -size 14in. x 1 ht. x 37/sin. ; price 1/9 each.
13111LIPS Mains Transformers...250,-0.250v., 80 ma.,
100-250 volts primary, 4v. 2a. 4v. 5a. CT., with
fixing brackets. 4/3.
Transformers for Triode and Pentode. 2/3
each; special negative feed -back tone control chokes,
SPEAKER.
with circuit, 2/- each:

constructor, 3 matched, brand-new

CHASSIS BARGAINS.
7 -stage circuit, all waves 18-2,000 metres.

RTRIDGE
The best materials, experienced workmanship and a Super Safety -Factor Margin have

earned for PARTRIDGE PRODUCTS an
outstanding reputation for Reliability and
cool running. Men of experience, trade
and public know that any trouble develop-

ing in a set or amplifier embodying
Partridge Products will not be in the

Transformer or Choke which are noted
for their Electrical and Mechanical efficiency.
Manufacturers are invited to
write for full technical

Complete with 5 valves: Brand new 1939 model.
08/19/6.

Fully tested. List value

BARGAIN, 24 17/6 or 51- down and 18 monthly payments of

7 11.
S.G. BATTERY 3 CHASSIS. Emmons sets maker, surplus. , Wave -range
200.2.100 metre.. Engraved dial.- Steel chassis.- Screened coils. Wonder

hoim of Brit. and Continental stations Fully tested.. List value
59/0. BARGALN 19/6. Matched British. S.O. Det. and pentode Valves
ful

13 9 extra. Cash OC C.O.D. only. Order type 702L
STRAIGHT BATTERY 3 CHASSIS. Am..ing offer. Employs .orem.a
coil, steel CIINSMili and enures.. scale 200-2.100 metres. Brand new, fully
tested Well worth 55/-. BARGAIN 1203. cash or C.O.D.
Order type
7019.

A.C. 9.0.4 BANDPASS CHASSIS. Only a few left now. Wave -range 2002,100 metres. Enures-. scale. Wonderful ilelealvity and sensitiMry.
Output 3 watts, P.U. sockets. Steel chassis and screened coils. lComplete
with 1 British Matched valves. Ideal replacement chase... A,- mains.

Fully tested.

List value g5/15/0.

BARGAIN 55/-. Order type 7053.

FAMOUS -NAME ALL -WAVE
BATTERY S.G.3-ORDER EARLY !
This

superb super All -Wave Battery
8.13.3 receiver, aa illustrated, will give you

programmes from all over the world. Circult comprises V.M.II.F. Pentode. High
Efficiency Detector and Ramie. disbar thinks. output Pentode. 4 Wave -ranged.
4-2,100
metres.
Station -name dial.
Exquisite waloof cabinet
measuring
lnlins. high, IGInis. wide, Iline. deep.
Tone -compensated moving -coil speaker.
Ass batteries.
List value g0/15/6.

BARGAIN L119/6. or 5/--dowa and 18
nonthly payments of 6/4.

freeZO:Y

PERSONAL
SERVICE

of the N.T.B.

:n7 complete =,,

FREE:d

Claude Bargain List,,

NEW TIMES SALES CO.,
Hill, London,- E.C.4.

56, (WW3) Ludgate
Est. 1924.

Tel.: City 5516.

MISCELLANEOUS CLEARANCE LINES ALL NEW
RECEIVERS, ETC.

Crosley 5 -Tube Midget Receivers, in

rexine-covered case, with handle, for AC DC operation. 6.315'..
VARIABLE CONDENSERS. Radiophone 4 -gang 0.0005
mfd7
k.c. superher .Paler 465 k.c. 3 -gang .0005-mfd.
Radiophone 3 -gang straight .00035 mfd. Utility 3-gang/.0005
mfd;-straight, with discs drive, 4/6 each. Latest 3 -gang bar type.
.00035 mfd., 6/6, Polar Q.J. -slow motion reaction condensers, 4/.,
DRY. ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS. 4500. working,
mfd. 1,6. 8 plus 8 mfd., 2/9. 4 plus 4 mfd 2/4. 4 mfd.
1/3. 12 plus 12 mid., 3!..
25 mfd. 25v., 50 mfd. 12v, 10 mfd.
50v, 6 mfd. 50e,, 4. mfd.- 2000:, 1/... 40 plus24 mfd. 2000..

24 plus 10 mfd. I60v. plus 5 add. 50e.. 3/... 15 raid
can electrolytics 350v: working, 2/- 16 'plus 4 mfd. 3506.
working, 2/.. 2 mf. 250v. tubular, 1/,
2/6.

COILS, ETC. Sets of coils for 6 -wave bands, from 5.8 to
2,000 metres. for HF and triode. hexode frequency changer,
301..

Yaxley 6 -bank. 6 -position switches to suit, 7/6. 3-30
micromfd. trimmers, 6d. 200/187 mfd. padding condensers,
Reverse Vernier Plessey Drives with 6 -colour 6 -wave
band scale and escutcheon, 7/6. Sets of Wearite Coils, as
specified for
S.S. Imperial Short-wave Six 5.5:100 metres
51/6. Wearite 110 kc. 1.F. Transformers, 9d.
VARIOUS. Valley DP4 Double Ratio Output Transformers,
9/6. B.T.H. Output Transformers, for 15 ohms speech coil.
5/-. 10 henry 60 m.a. Chokes, 2/6. Carbon Resistances,
3/6.

colour coded. I -watt, 2/9 per dozen.

details and prices.

THE ,SIGN OF

FREE to P.A. DEALERS
The PARTRIDGE PA. MANUAL.
Valuable information on Anniiilor
equipment arid eervice Is young for the uk.
Mg. WRITE TO -DAY. CONSTRUCTORS
can obtain this .01.1111 for 2/6.

2 -watt, 9d. each. 3 -watt.
1/6 each. Rola and Magnavox 450 ohm energised 8 -inch
Speakers. 6/6. Ferranti A.F.6 Transformers. 15'-. Volume
Controls, any velue, with switch. 2/3. Less switch,
Cossor

Neon Tuning Indicators, 3/-- Rothermel Radio -Heart Tuning
Units. £3/101, Magnum W.W. 13 Switches, 4/6. W.W. 7
Switches, 3/6.

BATTERY CHARGERS.

& GUARANTEE

6-12e. f amp. Battery Chargers
incorporating Westinghouse rectifier, mounted M steel box,
with variable charging rate mains, on -off switch and crocodile
clips. 32/6.

We have in stock a full range of Witt, Converters, Battery

DON'T Be Too Late.

Chargers,..Pgtrol Electric Generator Sets. eta.

LONDON'S CENTRAL RADIO STORES, 23, Lisle St.,
(Gerrard 2969.)
" -A Leicester Sq., London, W.C.2.
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B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

KINGS BLDGS.,DEAN STANLEY ST.,
'Phone:Victoria 5035.LONDON,S.W.I

Wanted
WE Buy for Cash All Types of Modem

Rect-

ritiVo'nenc=VP:k.tp=ciV Sttirr. TVe.", 81"Ind. High,

.

for

NOMMbNirOt051!f'nrarToind15..1d.. ;4/s3sOrte1`1,3Z:
lar condensers. 5/- per gross; assorted knobs. ex -Philips
and Aerodyne, 4/- gross; dealers' parcels of hardware,
roads., V.H.S. resistances. coils, 51b. box 2/6, 10Ib. 5/ (post extra).
25d0orn finxieda:
.TRIel1e1,11MS.a.r?,c0,...infA.40,p.

An investment for every set owner and

world-famous Phileo 2 -volt battery -type valves, comprising 2 9.G. H.F.'s
and 1 Output Pentode flASE. 1541 and 21011, packed in original cartons.

possess famous B.T.S. sell -locating inductors.

ELECTRIC Dry Shaver, A.C./D.C., 200/50, "Minute
Man," list price £2/10; our price £1110, complete

-La

35/-

ALL -WAVE "WORLD " KITS --VALVES FREE

used' fn A.C.-D.C. sets, 1/4 each, or 9/6 per dozen. 17886
Ryan's Radio, see above.
GRRAPD A.C. 200/50 Record Changer, plays eight
10- or 12 -in. records, model R.C4A; £5/5, sealed
cartons, carriage Paid.

HEire.dy,Ilp29A.elliiiii.on Av., Ition,'_11:15.

DIAGRAMS.

List Value

A.C. 5 -VALVE S.HET.

Frequency Changers, 7/-.
B.T.S. ULTRA SW. TUNING CONDENSERS. Maximum capacity 87 mmfd.
heavily silver-plated vanes and spacers. Improved method for contacting
moving vanes ensuring low impedance. Usual price 7/6. BARGAIN. 341.
B.T.S. ULTRA S.W. TUNING COILS. Comprising 2 coda (1 3 -turn a. 1
2 -tam) employing self-auPporti. IS awl, capper wire
to
reduce resistance to HP currents. Ready mounted with .counectiom on
km -loss block. Usual price 2/9. BARGAIN, 116.

POLAR-N.S.F. Oak Type Low Loss Switch, air spaced
banks, construction otherwise similar to Yaxleys,
4 -bank, 2 -pole. 4 -way (8 4 -way switches). effective length

send

BATTERY VALVES 3 -VALVE HOLDERSDATA and CIRCUIT

Past Free

Power, 29. 8c, YR, HF and LF Pentodes and Class - B "

Wave Rectffiers 350-0-350 v. 120 mix. and 1H Full Wave 400-0-400 v.
120 mA., 5/3.
Battery 2 -volt British Valves. pet.. L.F., and HF., 2'3. Pone, amt Sneer

NEW I.V.2 MODEL. Powerful SG. Oct_ L.P. and Pentode output receiver.
Bandspreading engem all -band reception. ComPleM kit with 4 ERE.
VALVES. List value '8U/6. BARGAIN. 49/6.
1 -Valve SHORT -WAVER. A marvellous single valve receiver providing
wide -world shortwave results on 12/94 metres. As a special introductory

mounting, 40 mf, for 1/4, or 9/-,
/ZENITH Wirewound Insulated Resistances,_ 550 ohms,
tapped at 350-70-100; ex Ferranti, rating 0.3a., as

3 MATCHED 2 -VOLT

Iniispensehle for modern constructor's circuits using any number of.
valves, invaluable also for replacement Purim.. -.NM. to you so
fraction of manufacturing cast . . a mat .scoop in N.T.S. bargains.
Order now while supplies hold outi 5/8. Post tree.

sizes at 2/6 per 50; good assortment given-DJ. Electrolytic Blocks, 12x8x4x25x25mf., 4500.-250.
wkg., 1/9, 15/- per dozen; B.I. 12x8x50 350 v. -12v.
wkg., 1/3; Ferraori.midget, 4x4 electrolytics 450v. peak,
size 2ibin.x1fAx11/4, 1/3 each, or. 10/- per' dozen.
-VERRANTI Cardboard Electrolytics, 8x8 mf., 5000.
peak, size alkin. long, 13/4in. high, 114in. deep; 1/9
each, or 15/- dozen.

9in., suitable for.lowest wavelengths; 2/9 post free.
T.C.C. and Plessey Electrolytic Blocks, 30x8x2, 300e.
working, 400v. surge, capacity guaranteed, upright

516

'

MAD18 VALVES. British. 4 -volt LB. ACL and AC.IIL, 4/3. AC/10,
AC/VS, ACNICSO, AC/HP and High elope Output Pentodes, DH Full

11 2/3 each; 6B8g and 605, 3/3 earl,
1 -watt Carbon Resistors, colour coded,
SPECIAL
usual Offer
type, sizes 7,500 to 150,000 ohms, about 15

with leatherette ease, one year's gukrantee;
details; trade supplied.

71

Postage ex.. on

all items, cash with order or C.O.D. Send for Lists.

CHAS. F. WARD,
1'elephone :Holborn

5703.

46, F AR
LONDON,

STREET,

E.C.4RINGDON

Second-hand

Radio Sets and Accessories, test meters, parts, etc.;

we pay more than any other dealer; part exchanges;

bring, send, or will &I. -University Radio, 4.141., 82,
Hampstead Rd., London, N.W.1. 'Phone: 'EiAtain 3810.
-
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-

PATENT AND TRADE MARK

RECEIVERS and T.ELEVISION
Demonstrations Friday rE.rvecenings 7.30-10 p.m.

AGENTS

GEE and Co. (H. T. Gee, Mem.: R.S.G.B., A.M.I.R.E.,
Estb. 1905), 51-52, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2

12 doors from Government Patent Office).
(2 lines). Handbook free.

HAYNES QUALITY

Holborn 4547

[0001

-

HAYNES RADIO Ltd. E FIELD SMW DUX.,

Pamphonic
'FOR PERFECTION
IN REPRODUCTION

P AMPHONIC REP RODUCERS,Lt.41( Associated with PYELtd.1,

45,St.Pancras Way, London, N.W. I. Phone :EUSton171)

/inward 1171.

The Wireless World Diary for 1939.. is. 6d. net.

Post free Is. 7d.
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REPAIRS AND SERVICE

ELECTRADIX

SERVICE with a Smile.,

TWO CLEAR SCALES WITH

MIRROR ARE ON THE

DIX-ONEMETER
It Is of portable size to
go in the pocket, but big enough to cover
the whole range of D.C. electrical
measunements, 50 micro/nus. to cgv.
Laboratory work.

20 amps. and 20 millivolts to "'""
ONLY
2.000 volt..
DIX-MIPANTA VEST POCKET TESTER.
A
N, onderfully
versatile movingiron

multbrauge meter for melee
.

on

A.G. or_

projecting terminals.
THREE ranges of volts: 0.7.5. 0-1.. 0- MM.
Used Inc MILLI AMPS, reads 121 ma.
and 73 01.0. In black bakelde ease.
joist.

No

011-0SENETER 55/-. Measures only 21151. by 2: in., with Pair
al test leads and plugs. , Leaflet N" 19/6
The

;Ives full inhumation -

PANEL MOV. COIL MICRO.AMMETERS.-Dis
feeder Ili receivers may be rauKal by n tesv micro -

British receivers.

10,

23,

200 and

30,

transformers rewound.
American valves and parts; trade
supplied.-Aletropolitart Radio Service Co., 1,021, Finchley Rd., London, N.W.11. Speedwell' 3000.
[0435
L000 -SPEAKER Repairs, British, American, any
make,
24Iiour service; moderate prices.-Sinclair

Men mine), bock Woo and l?,ac,k,!t,

v,!.-,,:;:z,`:=,Civ,01'.=

TRANSCEIVERS.-Mains or Battery. 41
EPOCH 1j-inetre Transmitter, A.C. mains.
TELEPHONES.-A.R.P. Wall. Table alai Headphones. Unbreakable
Cable. Portable day awl night Luca. Signal L11111,19 and Range Finders
fry Barr and Stroud.
5 -METRE

H.T. TRANSFORMERS, 230 v, 50 cycle mains to 8,000 v., 35,'- ; or 10,000
3110 to 450 Watts.
v., 37/6. 14,000 volts,

NEW VTI3B.

1,500 v., Wiped. 35 thou., SHE. IS.

30-

less trap

as
half roes, 251-. AT. 5.Guinea line, 7 v 21 0., 1.500 r mug.
25/-. 7250.250 walls, 1,000 v., 45,.
X-RAY VACUUM DISCHARGE TUBES. New Govern.
N.
meet Hospital, Surplus, 7' dia. bulb. -Big solid Tongsron
Electrodes. Emission guaranteed. COST E.5. SALE

Selenlium

from letters sent us.

.T.P. (LONDON TRANSFORMER PRODUCTS. Ltd.),'
Willesden, N.W.10.
1Villesden 6486
(3 lineal
Service,

Repairs,

[6892
rewinds, or

5f-.

Mounted,

types

overhauled,

[7491
1Vorks, Muswell Hill, 5.10. Tudor 4101.2.
GRAHAMS Rewinding Service, 24 hours' service 'guaranteed, loud speakers, L.F. and output transformers,
chokes and Mains transformers; conversions a speciality;
quotations given; trade specially invited.
GItAHAMS SERVICES, Dept. W., 194, Tolworth Rise.
Kingston By-pass, Surrey. Derwent 2060.
[7810
-1KER'S.-Take advantage of 15 years' experience and
send

your next loud

speaker

repair,

any

17868

REPAIRS to Moving Coil Speakers a' Sprciallty; cones
and coils fitted, fields altered; prices, including
eliminators, quoted; loud speakers, 4/.; LP, and output
transformers, 4/-, post free; guaranteed satisfaction; trade
invited, estimates free; prompt service.-LoudSpeaker
Repair 1Vorks, 5, Balham Grove, London.

for sound on Film, and Ray work. R.C.A.,
Beck, Angle Prisms. mounted in sorrier, 5 6.

Eyepieces w Is prism
Mieroameter adjusters for lens,
RINI lenses for photocell inspection. 12 6. Service Set

Headlamps with Battery Hohler, 7,6.
COME TO US FOR Dynamos, Motors. Meters. blikea;
Testers, Rotaries, Switcbgear and Chargers, etc.,
Send for Electrical -Scientific List " IV " of Bargains.
1939 NEW SALE LIST FREE for stamped addressed envelope.
ulw

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

make,

British or American, to the pioneer manufacturers.
Bakers Selhurst Radio, 75, Sussex Rd., South Croydon.

RatinNgrons_Ni-,raziac,ri-egmuIrsiteesr,to Lpeitaarrdd,

St., Blackpool.

Apply for Free Booklet," A Life for Men,"
Victory
House,
Recruiting Depot,
Kingsway, W.C.2, or to any R.A.F.
Recruiting Depot or Post Office.

.

Price, with all Tubes,
ready for operation ...
A charge of 10s

arrival of the Cathode-ray Tube. This amount is
refundable in full, subject to the case being returned to
our premises within four days of receipt.

5J4 I

(As specified by "The Wireless
World.")

cipmERsv

complete with leatherette case, one year's guarantee; send

for details; trade supplied.
HENRY'S, 72, Wellington Av., Stamford Hill,

(11.;71056

MISCELLANEOUS
TRANI3FORMER Into a Contented Wife with' a 1VarmClew Electric Blanket While You Sit Up with Schenectady; ne interference.-Leallet from Warmglow Co.,
[7816
Leigh -on -Sea, 3.
experience required.)
G.P.O. Engineering Dept.
Commencing 1:3/13 per week. Age, 18-23. Excellent prospects.-Free details of entrance .exam. from
B.I.E.T. Wept 574), 17-19, Stratford Place, London, 1V.1.

graARE YQU EARNING

a

LEO'
THAN I i0 PER WEEK?
If so, you cannot afford tocarry on without reading our
The book explains clearly and

268 -page Handbook.

definitely many ways of carving out

a

successful

career. Among other things it explains the Services of
our unique Appointments Department; outlines Home Study Courses in all branches of Civil, Mechanical,
Electrical, Motor, Aero, Wireless, "Talkie," Engineering,
Building, Govt. Employment, etc., and gives details of
B.Sc., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.LMech.E., A.M.I.A,E.,
A.M.I.W.T.,
A.M.I.H.E.,
G.P.O.,

[7812

MATHIC., and all E xams. We Guarantee

Shows How to
.12/
Qualityin Television Radio Engineering and Servicing, sound recording, wireless communication, etc., by
studying at home with the T.I.G.B. Write to -day for this
Great Guide-free-which gives full particulars, contains
the world's widest choice of engineering courses-over 200

an old band or budding anianatjee eel this
book to-day.-FREE and POST FREE.

" UNCINE ER'8 Guide to

Success'.

-"NO PASS-NO FEE."

Whether you be

BRITISH

ENGINEERING

INSTITUTE

397, fibakesar.e,

and alone gives the regulations for qualifications such
A,M,L1V.T., C. and
as A.M.I.E.E., A.M,I.R.E.,

House,

in!,

Strallord

G., etc. Training until successful guaranteed.-The Technological Institute of Great Britain, 82, Temple Bar House,
London, E.C.4. (Founded 1917. 20.000 successes.) [7813
Mains Transformers as specified for The
Wireless IVorld High Quality Communication Receiver Type WW51-45/..

- EXCHANGE
exchange good quality receivers, acres
T
sories, components; II.P. facilities, promptness, effieiency.-Boatock, 1, Westbourne Terrace, 8.E.23. Forest
[0529
Hill 2236.
13UY, sell,

(Established

BRYAN SAVAGE
LTD.
.9. 'rho.: Coliodate 7131.

Westmoreland Rd., London, N
10251

[0337

E.C.2.

TUITION
RADIO Training.-P.111.0.exams. and 1.E.E. Diploma;
- prospectusfree.-Technical College, Hull.
[0611
GUARANTEED Posts.-Complete wireless training;
skip and shore services. Television. Day, evening
and postal. Boarders taken. Prosp. free.-W.' Loudon
Radio College, Grove Park Rd., W.4. (Chiswick 3244.1
[0580

Ground to within 5kc. of your
specified frequency in the 7Mc.
amateur band, and supplied
complete with official calibra.
Mons.
tion certificate to an accuracy
IS UNIT 1.o. Mac) £I
of 0.025%.
S5 CRYSTAL,
1 g/
without holder
Bead lid, stamp for oar Mt prin.
sr/
BASEBOARD MOUNT for the' /2
all Nor. of goons er000lrood
se radio traionhission connormentr.
ty, 143 unit
THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL CO. LTD., Kingston Road, NEW
'Phone : Malden 033.7.
MALDEN, Surrey.

.11.HANI.. LTD.

[0613

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY Co.

CONTROL UNITS

£4.19 6

is made for the Tube container to ensure

safe

-

Supply, on convenient terms, components, accessories
and sets, any make, 10% down, balance over 12 months;
send for list of requirements. -11, Oat Lane, London.

FREQUENCY

50 -cycle

44, HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRMINGHAM

EXTENDED PAYMENTS

Q.C.C. Type S5

self-contained

is

neann,d

Heys,

CHpreyessporyint4egs.,,71i080,0Bbuix11,14adLr34; sample fcrg..i;

171-35.

a

provided. The Cabinet matches
exactly, and is the same height as HRO.
RME. 69 and Hallicrafter Receivers.
sweep

LECTRIC Dry Shavers, A.C./D.C., 200/50 volts,
"Minute Man," list price 82/10; our price £1/10,

telephon..: Central 4611.

Expert instructors will teach you
a skilled trade in the R.A.F.
Men of good education are now
required for enlistment and training as WIRELESS OPERATORS
and ARMOURERS. Age limits

the Cabinet, and

DADIOMART

ELECTRIC DRY SHAVERS

F18, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

ROYAL AIR FORCE

picture of operating conditions in your Transmitter, in addition, telling you the percentage
modulation on incoming signals. It is complete
with 3 -in. " Hivac " Cathode-ray Tube, selfcontained power supply for 200/230 -volt
operation. 1,000 volts is available to operate
the tube at full sensitivity. Horizontal and
vertical plates are brought out to the side of

[0394

Battersea 1321.

7/6.

-

I am delighted with scope."-GM8WD.
The RCO Oscilloscope wilrgive you a complete

of

Qcorr-SESSIONS REPAIR SERVICE, popular for 15
IJ years from Land's End to John -o' -Grouts; van collection London area; immediate, courteous and skilled
atfentitm to every instruction.
QCOTT.SESSIONS
REPAIR SERVICE. Exchange

B

"The oscilloscope is a- fine job and I congratulate you on 'a high performance article at
a low price."-T.C.W., Pontefract.

" Exceptional value for money."-G3GH.

rebuilt, repaired, including
American communication sets, W.W. Monodiais. All -wave
Super -Seven. Variable Selectivity IV, etc.
ICCCivers

- market a few weeks, proof of its high
efficiency and of its wonderful price, value is

evident from the following extracts taken

--See below.

Photo -Cells,

25'-.

.

Speakers, Alma Grove, Copenhagen St., N.1.
[0590
GUARANTEED Repairs Any transformers,' choke,
motor armature, converter, dynamo, etc.; keenest
Prices, immediate quotation, prompt dependable service.

SCOTT -SESSIONS REPAIR SERVICE.-All

500'

.

12 6.
LIGHT RAY CELLS,

Although this apparatus has only been on the

ton, Newcastle -on -Tyne.

for something simple without calibration for tuning
r galro for testing. liack of Pend
ma. full Kale.' Plain (wale and lin. needle with

u -utter 6 v. 11 arnp.

and . mains

construction to specification of any type, compett.
five prices and prompt see/ice.-Sturdy Electric Co.,[0516
Dip -

ma.' In various sixes, iron gjin. to
Pin. dia. fis itenboard Meters for
DI X-Irl IPA NTA
II purposes, all sixes.
RADIO FREQUENCY METERS Sr A.C. SO eye].
to 50 E.C. hot w ire and theimo-couple. 500 m.a, In
get a lot of information of
50 amps, 21. Mal to 6' dial. Transmittem
.iciency with an R.F. meter in aerial.
3'9 MILLIAMMETERS.-New. Where the job calla

TRANSMITTING VALVES. AT. Triodes.

RCO OSCILLOSCOPE

tgeoel
SERVICE.-Guaranteed
(MidgetR

MAJESTIC Service Depot.-I.F.

MAINS Transformer

MILLIAMMETERS.-Moving coil.
5,

1V1 E'1,7,12Pr ?LtITAA.N. rittar

-1-4

amps of grid mined detected by .stlig sensitive
moving cull Micro -ammeter reading j ntart.a. to
OD.
1000 ohm coil, bakelite rose, flush 40/_
panel, 2j in. dial.

THE NEW "RADIOMART"

AMERICAN Valves, spares, linecords, rewinds; tepairers
of all types of American and British receivers.22, Howland St., WA. Museum 5675. [0434

F.R.I. Ltd.,

The Dix-Onemeter with only 6 Terminals.
but 50 Ranges, Is AI valuable instrument for

D.G.

JANUARY 19TH, 1939.

WANTED

-

The INSTITUTE OF WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY
(Incorporated).

The

MAY EXAMINATIONS

Applications to take the Preliminary or
Graduateship Examinations must be lodged

at the Institute not later than the 30th day
of March, 1939.
BY ORDER OF THE COUNCIL,

os,V.t.L411013stieal.sairili!,er,efieirei,.,eetn1; i'eizsclectric drill, ,N?

Harrie J. King, F.C.C.S.,

AGENCIES WANTED

WOULD Any Manufacturers Wishing their Products
Boosted Throughout Scotland by .a Live -wire Com-

mercial Agency, write W. B. Stirling (GM6RVI, Bridge
of Allan. Stirlingshiret Will be in London during second
week February; would be pleased make appointments for
interview.

'

Secretary.
Syllabus, and particulars of
Membership may be obtained from the Secretary Institute
of Wireless Technology,
Forms

of Application,

4, VERNON PLACE, SOUTHAMPTON ROW,

LONDON, W.C.I,

Telephone; Holborn 4079.

[7896

"Handbook of Technical Instruction for 'Wireless Telegraphists."- Price 2is. net, Post free 215. 9d.

-

-

THE WIRELESS WORLD

JANUARY 19TH, 1939.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

SITUATIONS VACANT

SITUAtIONS VACANT

AIR MINISTRY.

As30 8
Air Ministry.

appointments as Technical Officer under the

COMMENCINQ Salary up to £455 a Year (rpen), and
£347 (women), recording to qualifications and experience. Salary scales: Men, £275 by £18 annually to
£455 and by £25 to £580; women, £275 by £12 annually to £347 and by £18 to £464. Efficiency bar at
£455 (men) and at £347 (women).

THE Qualifications Required are :-

.,
specified below, and suitable practical experience.

University degree or equivalent technical stand(1 1 A
mg in a subject appropriate to the requirements

/01 Experience in either or both of the folloiving cats) n,
gories:(b) Radio or Communication engineering, preferably
with knowledge of design or small radio commuuiration equipment.
(c) Design, development, testing and installation of
aircraft instruments, optical instruments or similar apparatus.
CANDIDATES for These .Posts Slay be Required to
Fly in Aircraft as Observers.

c

PETO-SCOTT 0

incited for a number of

.Applicationi

PROMOTION to the Higher Oxide of Senior Technical
Officer (£680.£800 men, .4:580-Z680 women) and

Wireless World

Differential Microphone

TEARING AID

PILOT KIT "A" v00.£3 :5: 0

or 7116 deposit and 11 monthly Paumenfs of
components exact to Wireless World specillesdion
including Type 500 Differential Transmitter, Microphone, Savage Choke,
Brackets, Wire and Screws, etc.,Ibut less Headphone, Valves and Batterite.
Comprising all

APPLICATIONS Should be Made on a Form to be
Obtained from the Air Ministry (S2D), Berkeley
Square House, London, 56.1. Request for forms should
be made by postcards quoting the reference number A308
[7879
and the post for which it is desired to apply.
AIR MINISTRY.
CIVILIAN Wireless Instructors Required.
VACANCIES' Exist for Civilian Wireless Instructors
at the Electrical and Wireless School, Royal Air
Force, Cranwell, Lines. The commencing rate .of pay is
£4 a week inclusive, which may he increased to £4 5s.
a week after a short period of satisfactory service. Candidates must be capable of lecturing and must have a
sound knowledge of electrical principles and their application to radio and 'low -power electrical engineering.
Applications should be addressed to Use Commanding
Officer, Electrical ,and Wireless School, Cranwell, Lines,
giving full particulars as to previous experience, age, etc.
Candidates will be required to appear before a Selection
Board at the' School for interview and test. The test will
include the giving of a lecture on any subject which may
be chosen by the candidate, involving the principles of
modern_ radio. Lecturing sequence and style are most
- [0571

STATES OF GUERNSEY AIRPORT.

£1 : 8 : 0

2 Specified Valves

£1 :12
£0
£0 ::15
5 : 08

Peto-Scott Headphone with band
Pete -Scott Case with carrying handle
Specified Batteries (2)

COMPLETE KITtx. £7 :5:0

or 13/9 deposit and 11 monthly payments of 13 9.
bat Including Valves, HeadComprising all specified parts as Kit
phone, Case and Batteries.

FINISHED INSTRUMENT

above is governed by merit as_ and when vacancies occur.

imPortant.

9,

CASH
C.O.D.

£9 9

youRs 20/-

(;)
FOR
and 11 monthly Payments of 17/6.

DOWN

Wireless World. Differential Microphone Hearing Aid completely assembled

to Designers specification, with all valves, batteries and headphone.
Rigidly tested before despatch.

KITS BITS : included in above.

Microphone Type 500 Differential Transmitter
£1 :4
Complete set of shaped and ready -drilled paxolin
panels, brass brackets and contact strips, Eureka
and connecting wire, steering, copper -foil, oiled
silk wander plug, screws, nuts and washers
£1 : 2
DETAILED PRICALIST ON APPLICATION.

:0

-a-Peto-Scott HEARING AIDS

Macy persons previously suffering from chronic deafness for years have
again enfosed good hearing, through the medium of Peto-Scott Hearin:
Aids.

THE' Scale; of Salary are :Assistant11`:' .£315-bi £12 e.6 £385 a year
(men).£265 by £12 to £315 a. year

A30u,
(women).
A310

Assistant III: £130 a year at ae 19) b y
s

£12 a year to £310 (£260 (women). 'There

is an. efficiency bar at £214. For candidates with suitable
experience, and/or an education up to University degree
,standard, the commencing salary )am, be £214 a year.

THE Qualifications Required are: 11 1 Coed' technical training, with workshops, drawing
-office or laboratory experience, . or alternatively
education to a degree standard.
(01 Experienoe in either or' both Of, the following categories is necessary for Assistant II appointments
and desirable but not essential for Assistants III :(c).
DevOopment
work on radio communications equip.
ment.
OH Experimental work on small mechanical apparatus,

chiefly instruments.

PROMOTION from Assistant III to Assistant II, and
from Assistatit II to Assistant I (£400-£515) (£325£415 women) fs governed by merit as vacancies arise.
Opportunities exist for Assistants II to qualify for promotion to Technical Officer (52754,455 efficient*, bar£580 a year, men; and £275-5347 efficiency bar-£464.
women).

CANDIDATES May be Required to Fly in Aircraft as
Observers-

,APPLICATION for Assistant II Posts should be made
on a form to be obtained from the Under -Secretary
of State, Air Ministry S2(d), Berkeley Square House,
London, W.1, and for Assistant III on e tam to be
obtained from the Chief Superintendent, Royal Aircraft
Establishment, South Farnborough, Hants. Request for
forms should be made by postcard, quoting the appropriate reference numbe and the post for which it is
[7880
desired to apply.

Wireless Worlds, dating from
1920-1936.-123, Upper Brockley Rd., S.E.4. [7908
AMERICAN Valve Data.-The new 200 -page Raytheon
Valve Data Book gives .full characteristics and applications of all types of American valves; invaluable to all
servicemen; post free 2/3; abroad 3/..-Leonard Heys, 36,

OFFERS Wanted; 600

Establi9
1

ace.ceiorseudertheVnandIII,

AI.A R&E Number o Assistants, Grade

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.

We welcome enquiries from all deaf persons and we will be

pleased to tend full details of the various model- available. Dorton,
Hospitals and other officially approved bodies regularly recommend our
products. We dO not claim to cure but we know that we can mitigate
.
your affliction.

PETO-SCOTT Co. Ltd.,

AIR MINISTRY.
AIR

9shed

Clissold 9875-8-7
Clerkenwell 5911.
New Showrooms:
Holborn 3248.
41 (W.W.10), High Holborn, London, W.C.I.

77 (W.W.I0), City Road, London, E.C.1

Henry St, Blackpool.

[0594

Wanted
COPY Wireless II:orhl 15/2/35; also any service data

for Ferranti, Arca-diagram-Box 8435, CPO The Win.17887
ks, World,

WIRELESS Operator.
Invited for the Post of Chief
APPLICATIONS
are at.,
the Guernsey Aimed, which
Wireless Operator
Will be a local control station only."
SALARY £250 Per Annum.

-

RADIO FFICER
on an MR L NER?

APItiirgATelptin:nadwdrrietisneff tsetIggilgalearrg4nerintta.;
be delivered at -the States Office by not later than noon
of Saturday, January 28th, 1939.-11. E. .Marquand,
States' Superiisor, States 'Office. Guernsey. January 7th,
; [7875
1939.
.

Engineer, with 'Far; good prospects Tor keen,
qualified man., -.French 'and Foxwelt, 94)ton-omtheSERVICE
[7885
Hill, Surrey. Burgh Heath 183.

-

Appiy to !be Command.:

cants should write, age, experience, employers, etc.-Box
8439, cio The Wireless World.
[7899
DRAUGHTSMEN Required, with experience of rack and
pane.) apparatus, for radio,' telephone, or C.R.O.
equipmenti permanent positions for successful applicants.
c_write, with details age, experience. etc., Box 8438, cio
'

''''it
-'S'

-.

Automatic Coil 'Winder po., Ltd
Belling & Lee, Ltd.
Birmingham Radiomart 05241
British Institute of Engineering Technology
British Insulated Cables, Ltd. ......
Bulgin, A. F., & co., Ltd.

2

6

-

8

Lockwood Casework 'Manufacturing Co

'Loudon Radio Stipp& Co.
Marconi.Ekco Instruments, Ltd.
McCarthy, If., Ltd.
New Timm Sales Co

s,p1101Suj.

n SS%

nuisances when PERFECTED FILTERS are
available, very special filters of course, Or
e aids, would be impaired.
Fullest derail. meet, 'VW for 41. sac,.
uif

POSTLETHWAITE BROS.KINVER.STAFFS

KNOW ALL ABOUT

'7

6
4

See" The Wireless World "

4
6

TEST REPORT, Dec. 8lle
issue.

7

Partridge, N.T

PLEASE

Player's Cigarettes .... Inside Badk Cover
Postlethwaite Bros.
9
Premier Supply Stores
. 3

WRITE

Fluxite, Ltd,
6
Geufral Electric 'Co., Ltd.
Inside Front Cover
Haynes Radio
7
Henley, W, T.,. Telegraph Works Co ,
Ltd.
Heys, Leonarll

Quartz Crystal Co., Ltd., The -a.-

8

Savage,. W. Bryan. Ltd.

8
4

1111111111111111111111111

11029411MENI1111111111111111
111111ftal11111111111111111111

Pa mphonic Reproducers,' Ltd..

Pete Scott, Ltd. ...

9

FOR FULL
PARTICULARS

e

Institute of Wireless Technology

NEEDLE SCRATCH

THE BEST CRYSTAL PICK-UP ON THE MARKET _MI

Cosnmeord, Ltd.
Elect ande i x Radios
Radio & Television Co., LW. 10

1

Wm.' Si Co.

WHISTLES AND

WV2T.:ar.1;!°.tt wttilbraTott

DO YOU

PAGE
6

.

`_

GIS

International cerrespondence _School?
Jackson Bros. (London), Ltd, ......

9

'ONVAtio

.

INDEX TO ADVERTISEMENTS
PAGE
8

.

.

AIR
SERVICE TRAINING
LTD.
HAPABLE.
SOtIT HAMPTON

[7898

;

Wholesale only at best trade discounts,

Trade enquirie; only to
LEONARD HEYS, 36, Henry St., BLACKPOOL.

It is a career with

THE A.S.T. COURSE INCLUDES
OVER 10 HOURS FLYING

QENIOR Engineers Required for H.F. and C.R.O. Re.
S
search and Development Work; permanent; appli-

Air Ministry
Air Service Training, Ltd.
Ambaskador Radio Works
Armstrong Manufacturing Co.

ELECTRICAL DRY SHAVERS-Large stocks carried.

Good pay and Prospects

[7904

'The Wireless World:-

REMINGTON -SHAVEMASTER
PACKARD-RABALDO-HANLEY

FACILITIESforTRAVEL

AIMO Service `Engineer; must be thoroughly -experi.
eneed; opportunity for good ,man with sales ability;
R
state experience, wages required.-Goulden and Wind.
ltainsgate.

,

Why not be

..

Sound- Sales, Ltd
Taylor Electrical Ipstrumbots Co. .,....

, Ward, Charles F,

Webb's Radio
Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd.
U ills's Gold Flake
1

.1

10

111111aZa
111111

1111111111111111%1

TO

4
10

111111111111011111M111111111
111111/1111111111111111111111111111

'

LTD.
COSMOCO-RDTHE PICK-UP SPECIALISTS.
.,.

Radio Data Charts," A Seri,. of Abacs Post free 4/10

ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX

ENF. 4022.

10
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COMMUNICATION_
RECEIVERS .

the (1's

.

THE' HALLICRAFTEFt.

SKY CHAMPION
For Mains supplies of 110
to 230 volts A.C.

PRICE COMPLETE:

LIS ISs.
Attractive easy terms,

HALLICRAFTER FEATURES :
Tubes ; Complete Coverage 7 to 550 Metres ; 4 Bands ; Separate
Band Spread Dial ; Individual Coils for each band ; Inertia Tuning
Mechanism ; Beat Frequency Oscillator ; AVC Switch ; Excellent

8

Sensitivity and Selectivity ;
Sensitivity Control.
50 -page Illustrated
Catalogue-Post Free 2d.

AF Gain Control ; Band Switch ;

There are 25 to 30'models of these receivers in our London Store,
ranging in price from 9 gas. to well over E150 for the Super Dual
Diversity type. And WEBB'S carry in stock every type of component
and radio accessory for the short-wave emhusiast, including the
largest range of valves embracing all American transmitting and
receiving types.

WEBB'S

THE

SHORT WAVE ENTHUSIAST

L O N DON 14 SOHO ST., OXFORD ST., W:1
Telephone

Gerrard 2089.

Birmingham Depot :-41, Carrs Lane.

Phone: Mid 5669

All post orders to be sent to London Office.

ietoEVRIZONE
QUALITY PRODUCTS

,

The little woman-and how much she is-can always
be relied upon in an emergency. The -other day he
ran out of Wills's Gold Flake. What a tragedy ! But
never mind, she produced some of her own. She's
smoking Gold Flake now, you see, because she too

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER 12 -VALVE (+ Rectifier)

appreciates really fine Virginia tobaccos. Yes, they're

EVRIZONE in full of life." Bend for details and copy of complete Test Report.
COMPLETE KIT of parts available to Constructors. Price £30 16 0.
Speaker extra.

a happy pair.. The matrimonial knot is firmly tiedand sealed by their mutual affection for Gold Flake.

incorporating the SUPER TUNER UNIT (as supplied to the B.B.C.)
Switched Waveranges : 60 MO to 1.7 MO (5 to 190 metres).

Brief Circuit features 465 kc,'s Crystal SYltte, Amplifier and Variable A.V.C., Signal Meter, Output
Pentode (Pen. B4 rated 8 watts).
" THE WIRELESS WORLD Test Report, Oct. 27th, Da states
Sensitivity maintained
down to 5 metres . . . we are confident in recommending it for aerie. long-distance working
. .
.

volume and quality is excellent .

.

where most receivers are comparatively dead the pAc

Prim `"

SUPER TUNER UNIT 5 Waveran ges (465 kc-I. F.) 5 to 190 metres.
Robustly built of 22g. tinned steel. complete mechanical rigidity is assured.
Coils are

r=iti:Ydl'aelroi7n'C'om'ile=ithig:O.3'gatntedg C:nitdheUegs.'''

WILLS'

fa e, fast

The 15 Low Loss

14.10.0r,Z.

SUPER TUNING PACK Incorporating Super Tuner Unit 5 to 190m.
.

GOLD FLAKE

5A'ith.3 Valved (H.F., Detector, Mixed, Chas. lain. %Qin. Olin.

Price 8 Gns.

MAGIC MIDGET TRANSPORTABLE-HOME. Model
Waveranges

16-45, 40-90, 200-250, 800-2,000 metro.

Brief Specification 4 waveband Superhet AC/DC 200-290 volts, 4 valves (plus rectifier). 3 watts
Output, 611n. Mains Energised Speaker, Selectivity approximately 9 kc at 11.14 ratio. In Walnut
veneer cabinet. 121in. 1010. Tin., weight, 11 lbe.

THE WIRELESS WORLD" Teat Report. February 10th, 1938, state.:-"An unusual feature

in the inclusion of Separate tunedlrame windings for each of the shortwave.ranges as well as for
the medium wave -length
performance on both short-wave bands It extraordinarily 9 Gns.
good." Full details and copy of Test Report on request.
Price

is the thcocks cig

MAGIC MIDGET TRANSPORTABLE-OVERSEAS Model
This is the same as the Home Model except that wave -lengths are from 13-505 metres continuously.

Mr Model has been specially designed for and has proved entirely satisfactory to 9 Gns.

Hid figoittett like

our Overseas customers.

Price

Technical information is always at the disposal
of intending Constructors of oar Communication
Receiver.

All interested in apparatus scientifically designed
and of first cies.; workmanship are invited to write

to :-

EVRIZONE RADIO & TELEVISION COMPANY LTD.
N.B. You can get Wills's Gold Flake CORK -TIPPED as well as Plain
Ten for 6d.

Twenty for 1/ -

2, Southlands Road, Bromley, Kent
'Phone: RAVENSBOUR NE 1957
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Make a Note of it-Now!
Be sure to get your copy of

Wireless

World

DIARY FOR
r

1939

'Every wireless enthusiast should have this handy little diary. In

addition to the usual daily spaces-one week at an opening-it

contains 77 pages of facts, formulae and general information of

the kind that is always. wanted but is difficult to memorise.
There is a list of the most important European Broadcasting
Stations and Short -Wave Stations of the World. In addition
invaluable sections contain all the recognised codes relating to

components, as well as useful tables of resistance ratings.

Size 31 by 44 inches, 592

There are also sixteen pages of base connections of British and
American valves.

pages. 'Bound leather cloth,
back
loop with pencil.

Twelve pages of circuit diagrams of receivers, amplifiers and

PRICE

such units as whistle suppressors, tone controls and AVC
systems are included, together with data for winding coils.
Valuable information is given on the prevention of mains

By post 1j7

interference as ,well as on amateur transmissions.

ILIFFE

SONS

&

LTD.,

DORSET

HOUSE,

1 /6 net

From bookstalls and stationers or direct from
the Publishers.

STAMFORD

STREET, LONDON,

S.E.s

RADIO
LABORATORY
HANDBOOK

By M. G. SCROGGIE, B.SC., A.M.I.E.E.
issued in conjunction with

The Wireless World"

"Radio Laboratory Handbook" is the only practical and reliable handbook on
the subject. It gives the serious wireless worker complete information from firsthand experience about laboratory equipment, the instruments which are necessary

384 pp.

and the correct methods of operating them.

211 illustrations

-

PRICE 8/6 NET
By post 9/ -

The fundamental principles are fully discussed, as well as the sources of power
and signals, instruments and measurements. Other sections deal with ultra -high frequency work, the working out of results, and reference data. There is also a
collection of the most useful symbols, abbreviations, formulae, laws, curves, tables
and other data.
A complete index, numbered sections and, cross references enable the reader to
find ,what is required without loss of time.

ILIFFE

From Bookstalls and Booksellers or direct from the Publishers

&

SONS LTD., DORSET HOU.SE, STAMFORD STREET, LONDON, S.E.I
Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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SIXTH EDITION REVISED AND ENLARGED

HANDBOOK of
TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION
for
WIRELESS TELEGRAPHISTS
by H. M. DOWSETT
(M.I.E.E., F.Inst.P., M .Inst.R.E.)

standard ,handbook, completely revised and enlarged, is planned
primarily for the use of wireless operators, whether prospective or
actual. It is virtually a complete theoretical course for students Wishing
to qualify for the Postmaster - General's Certificate of Proficiency.
This

CONTENTS INCLUDE:

The Electric Charge and the Condenser-The Condenser in Practice-Direct
Current and Ohm's Law-Scalar and Vector Quantities and Curve PlottingPrimary Batteries-Accumulators-Magnetism-Electro Magnetism-Self-Induction-Dynamo Electric Machines-Measuring Instruments-Switchboards
and Switchgearlternating Current Effects, and Vector DiagramsAlternating Current Fundamental Formulae-Alternating Current Generators,
Alternating Current Motors, and Transformers-Damped Oscillations-Commercial Types of Spark Transmitter-Aerials and Radiation-Simple Receiver
Circuit and Crystal Detector-Thermionics and the Various Applications of the

Valve-Depth Sounding-Valve Transmitters-Wavemeter and Transmitter
Adjustment-Theory o Valve Receiver Circuits-Valve Receivers-Short Wave
Aerials and Apparatus-Marine Direction Finders-Marine Audio Relay Service
-Distress Call Apparatus-Lifeboat and Emergency Outfits-Trawler Apparatus-Maintenance of Marine Radio Installations and Possible Faults.
618 pages, including Comprehensive

Index and 578 Illustrations.

NOW ON SALE
PRICE 21/- '

By post 21/9

Foreign Postage 22/-.
Obtainable from leading booksellers or direct from the Publishers:

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD STREET, LONDON, S.E.1
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''HE NEW 50 -WATT
TAKES THE AIR
/

Millions ear
already

Encouraged by the success of our 14 watt and 35 watt P.A. AmpLi-

fiers, we have introduced the new model-

The illustration shows our 14 watt model, which
like its bigger brothers incorporates dual input
Thermionic Mixing, facilitating an accurate matching, fading and mixing of dual input sources, in
addition to independent tone controls, independent and instantaneous adjustment of bias, and a
number of other refinements too numerous to

THE S.S. 50 -WATT P.A. AMPLIFIER ---Type "PAT. 50."
As a matter of fact a world-famous concern immediately placed a very good order for this
model as soon as they heard the sample, and millions of people must have heard the S.S 50
Watt AMplifier which recently madelts debut on the Air in a well-known British Programme.
So good was the effect that the makers of the original instrument received many getters o.
praise from those who did not realise that the original music was being amplified at all, apart
from the volume which is, of course, exactly what you would expect from an S.S. Amplifier.

mention.-

Every one seriously interested in "Engineer -designed and Built Amplifying Equipment " will
be interested in the S.S. (4 watt, 35 watt and the new and already famous 50 watt Amplifier

,-

May we send YOU further particulars, and may we suggest to anybody who wishes to
amplify sound and still retain its original- characteristics-

taw,

' WHY NOT CONSULT SOUND SALES?

-rt

All SOUND SALES products can be obtained on DEFERRED TERMS from the LONDON
rent
RADIO SUPPL2'COMPANY, 11, Oat Lane, Noble Street, E.C.2.

ROAD, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON,
Telephone : AliChway 1661-2-3.

CONTRACTORS TO THE

AIR

MINISTRY, ' G.P O.,

g

..tot -

et

g.
tt-

*nen=

SOUND SALES LSD.,
MARLBOROUGH

a,

4=1-

411.

N.19

ETC.
Its

CHALLENGER
RADIO

OUR SE
I
P L ING IT
WEIG

The most comprehensive range

and the greatest value 'ever.

Direct -to -the -public cash sales
enable us to pass on " middle
profits to the purchaser. Send

'

2d. stamp for illustrated catalogues.
Better still, call between 10 a.m. and 8 p.m. and
try these remarkable receivers
for yourselves, or at any other

time by appointment. There is
no obligation to pur,chase. Com-

pare the following '..atfications
with any other sets in their

or is it handicapped by

,respective classes

an inefficient aerial ?

No matter how good the set you own, it cannot give
you its best on an inefficient aerial. Electrical interference will affect its performance nine times out of
ten-unless you are using the new scientific Belling lee SKYROD ' Aerial System. Designed by the
leading interference suppression experts, this system
employs a vertical aerial rising 25 ft. above the roof.
Signals are received upder ideal conditions and
protected from interference on their way to the set

' MODEL M.SA:505 as 114ustreted Custom-built de Luxe 10 valve general purpose

receiver, for the ham and quality enthusiasts.
6 wavebands, 4-2,200 metres. Band Spread hairliiie tuning.
Walnut self-contained panel.
Magic Eye. R.F. Stage on all bands. ManuallAutotuatic Variable $electivity 3 to 16 kc.
C.W. Beat Oscillator. Noise Suppressor. Sensitivity Control. 2 stages I.F. amplification.
Ceramic valve holders and switches.
V.C.Manual 'Carrier Controlled Contrast Expansion.
.30 watts undistorted output Class ' A " amplification-(4) 6L6 valves in a new system of
direct coupled paraphase-parallel-pushpull. Straight Line response 25-15,000 cycles. 25%
degeneration by negative feed -back to output
stage.
Dual matched 12 inch
Auditorium Speakers.
CHASSIS, VALVES & 2 SPEAKERS Price 30 gns..
Reprint of "Wireless World" TEST REPORT on this model sent on request.

19

MODEL M.S.K.504 Standard 19 -valve Model differing from the de Luxe receiver
holders,

is your finest protection
The tSKYROD '
against trolley buses, power cables, neon signs, etc.
Improves performance- brings in more stations,
System

Ask your dealer, or write for

interesting free booklet.

The BELLIN6-LfE

gain

in that it does not huorporate band -spread, ceramic valve -

noise -suppressor, complete
variable interstation
25-11:11-43
wavebands,
12
to
2,100
metres, Magic Eye,
superhet,
4
MODEL 848 8 -valve
For A.0 .-D.C. Model 1,000
8 watts undistorted (speakers extra).
CHASSIS & VALVES 9 gns.
version, employing 10 valves, 1216 extra.
Iv superhet chassis and valves,A.C. X0-250 volts,5
" YALE "' MODEL 101. .ttevab:tids, 7-2,100 metres, large slide patter; dial calibrated in stations, push-button tuning, Magic Eye, latest type Octal valves, with pushpull
output, 10 watts. Spankers extra, 10in., nor, or 12in. P.A., 47/6.
10 gm..

by a special shielded down lead.

increases volume.

I.F.

Prices from

£3 19 .6

control, or

CHASSIS, VALVES & 2-12" P.A. SPEAKERS

MODEL 444 The Challenger " Model 444" custom-built 12 -valve superhet radiogram.

chassis, 5 wavebands, 5-10,11-34, 34-05, 200-550, 800-2,100 metres, large
ilhuninated dial calibrated metres and station names, R.F. stage on all bands,valve sequence,
5X4 rectifier, (2) 6VGe beam power output tubes, G(;5 'Magic Eye, 6Q7 noise suppressor,
6138 1st I.:F.' and A.V.C. 6J5 phase changer, 6J5 negative feed back, 6L7 I.F.,amm, 6L7
selectivity control, 6K8 Triode .Ideptode frequency changer, 6K7 R.F. amp.. special

to £6. 7.0

or on H.P. Terms from

KYROD'
zgz,:nERIAL s ysTE nt
1/3 per week.

non -drift." 1.F, Aladdin transformers, variable selectivity 6-30 kc., output 15 watts

undistorted from pushpull beam power output tubes, response flat within 1.5 db between
30-12,000 cycles ; oscillator fundamental without use of harmonics, persistent oscillator

of highest output

CHASSIS, VALVES & 110"SPEAKER 14 Wis.

AMERICAN CABINETS also available.

BELLING & LEE LTD
CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL ROAD, ENFIELD, MIDDX

WITH 12' P.A. SPEAKER 15 gns.

!pm=
'v.. DEGALLIER'S LTD.
goirul

31,CRAVEN TERRACE, LANCASTER GATE, W.2

Jra

Y4

showing actual position.

Telephone: Paddington 2745.

6630

Mention of "The Wireless World." when writing to advertisers, pill ensure prompt attention,

AMERICAN
VALVES

Aspoziivirr
Price

-

'
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which would require everyone to
put himself at the service of the
Country, the moment will arise
when every individual will ask where
he can offer his services so that such
qualifications as he may possess will
be of the greatest value.

Telegrarne: " Hite, Glasgow." Telephone : Central 4E57.

" THE WIRELESS
WORLD " have nearly all of them

PUBLISHED WEEKLY. ENTERED AS SECOND

technical qualifications, which in many

GLASGOW :

Readers

26B, Renfield Street, C.2.

CLASS MATTER AT NEW YORK, N.Y.

Subscription Rates :

Home and Canada, Li sos. 4d. ; other
countries, LI I 2S. 6d. per annum.

As many of the circuits and apparatus described in these
pates are covered by patents, readers are advised, before
making use of them, to satisfy themselves that they would
not be infringing patents.
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Register of real value.

Foreign Language
Broadcasts
Wireless and Peace
THERE is apparently no foundation for the rumour that the Gov-

ernment intends to conduct its
cases have been acquired from years
own
service
of broadcasts in foreign
of training or practical experience.
languages.
Although
it is arguable
It is our desire to serve as a medium
that
this
service
is
not
strictly
for introducing such readers to the the proper province of the within
B.B.C.,
particular jobs in National Service to
most
readers
will
share
our
satisfaction
which they will be best suited, so that
the risk may be avoided that they will at learning that our Government is
be assimilated into all sorts of occupa- not to enter into immediate competition
tions where their special qualifications with the direct propaganda from other
would be wasted.

Editorial Comment
Automatic Navigator
Television Programmes
The Modern Aerial

as accurately as possible, especially as
regards the present position or employ-

It is hoped that every reader, whatOrganising Our Radio Resources
ever his qualifications may be, will
N the event of an emergency complete the form and so make this

8-10, Corporation Street.

" Autocar, Coventry."

National Wireless
Register

With this object in view, we are including in this issue a form inviting
readers to fill it up and post it, as
already addressed, to the Secretary,
The Wireless Telegraphy Board, so
that those who do so may be classified

into appropriate groups and form the
basis of a National Wireless Register.
The filling up of the form involves, of
course, no liability whatsoever, but
will serve a useful purpose to the
authorities and will avoid the very real
risk that the qualifications of wireless
men may be lost through individuals
being drafted hastily into non -wireless
categories.

It is important that the information
asked for in the form should be given

governments which may now be heard
on most wavebands at almost any time
of the day or night.
Propaganda as at present dissemin-

ated is a sorry and discredited thing,
ineffectual even in making converts to
the causes propagated, and it is a

matter for keen regret that the vast

potentialities of broadcasting have
been put to such base uses. No wonder

the B.B.C. has ceased to use, or at

any rate to emphasise, its motto
" Nation shall speak Peace unto
Nation." But we would like to think
that, profiting by the mistakes of

others, the Corporation can yet find
a way of making the motto live again.
If means can be found to do so effectively, all the other services that wireless has already rendered to humanity,
great as they are, will fade into
insignificance.
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Automatic Navigator
DESCRIBING an arrangement

By J. A. McGILLIVRAY
BLIND flying is a most unpleasant
form of travel, which is, unfortunately, sometimes necessary. If
the airlines are to compete with
surface travel, they must operate in all
sorts of weather. By flying over the top
of the clouds, the actual bad weather can
frequently be avoided, but navigation

collaborating, to plot his position.

The
result is signalled to the pilot, and it

speaks very well for the efficiency of the
service that the whole operation takes a
matter of only two minutes to perform.
Another, and less used method, is for the
radio officer of the aircraft to take two or
more consecutive bearings of different
stations and pass these to the navigator
of the craft for plotting.

under these conditions is apt to be a
matter of guesswork, unless full use

is

The second method has advantages
over the first, in

made of wireless direction finding.

In order to

of two linked direction -finders

re-

that no calling nor

duce congestion of
the DF service and

by means of which the position of
an aircraft is shown by the intersection of a pair of pointers pivoted
on a chart.

without interruption. It is, of course,
necessary that the exact geographical
position of the transmitters selected is
known.

The complete position finder is automatic in action when tuned, and each unit

has its associated apparatus for plotting
on the map the result of its operation.
Each direction finder is worked from its
position of
POSITION INDICATOR
craft is not dis- own loop aerial, and uses a small fixed
has been built an
closed to the aerial for the determination of sense. In
instrument which is
FOR AIRCRAFT
ground station. the original model, commercial receivers
almost entirely
Qnder bad iveathet were used, and they required only slight
automatic in operation and which shows the pilot his posi- conditions, however, the radio officer is modification. They were built originusually busily employed, and the fullest ally as light weight " homing " receivers
tion on the chart at a glance.
The indication given is in the form use is not made of the aircraft direction for use with visual indicators. The essen-

DIRECT -READING

to assist in blind
navigation,
there

shown in the photograph, that

is,

by

means of intersecting pointers on a chart.
The point of intersection of the pointers
on the map is, within very close limits, the
position of the receiving instrument, and
the receiving instrument is small enough
and light enough to be carried in any craft
used on regular air -line work.
Up to the present, if an air pilot wanted
to know his position, he had two courses
open to him. The first, and most generally used, is to ask a group of ground

answering is
quired, and

rethe
the

finder.
The apparatus described below is,
essentially, two automatic direction

tial parts of the circuits are shown in

finders which operate continuously and
simultaneously.
They do not interfere
with the wireless service of the craft, and
they cause no crowding of a wave band
which is already full up. The apparatus

Directional Properties

is equally suitable for aircraft or ship use.
Bearings are taken of any kind of wireless
transmitter, and broadcasting stations are
specially

stations to Jake his bearings, and, after

suitable, as they are easy to

identify and they operate for long periods

Fig. 1.

It is well known that when a receiver is

operated from a loop aerial the signal
strength depends on the angle between
the plane of the loop and the direction

from which the signal is coming. The
signal strength is maximum when the
loop is pointing directly at the transmitter,
and should be zero when the plane of the
+HT
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.-Circuit diagram of one unit of the position finder.
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MEDIA
a louder signal will be delivered in one
position of the switch than in the other ;
but if the loop aerial is in the minimum

Automatic Navigator-

loop is at right angles to a line joining
the transmitter and the receiver.

pick-up position, then the output on each
side of the switch will be the same, and
the signal is then said to be balanced.
In the receiver used here the switching

When the loop is in this position the

signal strength will be at its lowest level,

if it is not absolutely zero, and a slight
rotation of the loop, of as little as two
degrees, is enough to produce a distinct

and mixing of the two signal voltages
(i.e., fixed aerial
voltage and loop
aerial voltage) are

done electrically

instead

me-

of

chanically, and the
circuit diagram of
Fig. i shows how

-J
r

it is effected.

The

valve V4 is a low frequency

SWITCHED BY

V3

of the double -diode

Vi positive to the
earthed cathode in

alternate order.
The electron stream
across the valve

Viich results is, in

effect, a connection
between anode and
cathode of Vr, and

so the ends of the

alternately in phase and out of phase with the fixed aerial signal

voltage, causing the signal delivered by the receiver to vary in intensity
at the oscillator frequency.

increase in the received signal strength.
If a small fixed aerial is coupled to the

receiver at the same time as the loop

aerial, then a signal will be produced by

the receiver, even if the loop is in the

minimum signal position, due to the fixed
aerial. As the loop is moved from the
minimum position the signal voltage induced in it will mix with the signal voltage induced in the fixed aerial in affecting
the receiver, and the signal delivered by
the receiver will depend on whether these

two signal voltages are in phase or out

high - frequency

transformer
between

the RF pentode Vz.
As the centre of the

RF transformer

receiver, and the loop aerial
output is reversed in phase
by means of a switch, then
A demonstration model of
the " automatic navigator."

position - indicating
pointers are rotated by
flexible shafts.

The

r-

is

centre of the loop aerial and connecting
its ends in alternate order to the receiver,
i.e., the phase of the loop aerial voltage
with respect to the fixed aerial voltage is
reversed, or switched, continuously at the frequency

the LF oscillator V4

(about 400 c /s). The fact
that V2 amplifies the loop
voltages before mixing them

with the fixed aerial volt-

small loop \ oltages, and

the loop aerial output are
fed simultaneously to the

of the large capacity condenser C3, which
will produce directional movement of the
micro -relay needle.

Sense -governed " Relay
The direction in which the needle will
move will depend on which component of
the V3 current is the greater, which again

depends on the phasing of the inputs to
Vi, so that the micro -relay movement is
" sense -governed." If the loop aerial is
in the position of zero or minimum signal
pick-up, the micro -relay will receive no

directional impulse, and the needle will
remain central.
When the needle of the micro -relay is
fully deflected, on either side, it makes
contact with a stop, and allows current to
flow from a local rz-volt battery: In order
to effect this full deflection of the micro the input current to the relay is completely
separated from all local battery con-

position, or alternatively, by earthing the

connecting each end alternately to the receiver. If
the fixed aerial output and

balanced input, clue to loop aerial pickup, will produce out -of -balance currents
through V3 and consequent charging up

relay, 15 micro amps. are required, and

age-, does not affect the ex-

electrical centre of the loop aerial and

balanced output from V3, but an un-

a 1 t e r-

earthed to radio
frequencies by the condensers C-1 and C2,
this is the same, in effect, as earthing the

of

detector and amplifier, ter-

minating in the class B valve, V3, which
has no direct HT connection, but is conductive first on one side then on the other,
being controlled, or switched, by the same
LF oscillator as before, V4. A balanced
input to the receiver will produce a

'lately through this
electron stream to
the control grid of

connected

of phase. In the first case the level w ill
be high and in the second case low The
phase relationship can be rever,,ecl by

turning the loop through the minimum

the loop

aerial and Vi are
..

amplifier,

oscilla-

tor connected so as
to make the anodes

Fig. z. --Explanatory equivalent circuit of the " electronic " switching
system. The loop aerial and its coupling transformer (Fig. i) may be
regarded as equivalent to the centre tapped loop of this diagram, as
the secondary of the transformer is earthed to RF through the condensers CI and C2. The action of the oscillator is to make half of Vi
conductive from cathode to anode, which has the effect of joining one
end of the loop aerial to the control grid of V2, and, as each end is
joined alternately, the phase of the control grid voltage is reversed at
oscillator frequency. This means that the phase of the V2 anode
voltage is reversed at the same frequency, and will therefore be

direction finder. An equivalent simplified
switching circuit is shown in Fig. 2.
The receiver and amplifier circuits are
not shown ; they comprise a mixer, IF

planation, as this has only
the effect of making the recen c r more iesponsive to
thcretote more ;lc( orate as a

nections.

The current which is released by the

micro -relay from the local battery is used
to drive a rz-volt shunt-wound reversible
motor. The circuit is that of Fig. 3, from
which it will be seen that the switching
into circuit of the motor is indirectly performed. The contacts of the micro -relay
are not heavy enough to carry the current
required by the motors, so the micro -relay
is used to cut -in a second relay, requiring

Vlly®Iling

.
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Automatic Navigator -

tersection of these two bearings is the geo-

only 12 mA., and this second -stage relay
actually switches the motor into circuit.

graphical position of the receiver. Best
results are obtained when one receiver is
tuned to a medium -wave station and the
other to a long -wave station, but remarkably little interaction has been observed

By using two second -stage relays the motor

can be reversed. Movement to the right
of the micro -relay causes the motor to run
clockwise, and vice versa, by reversing the
armature current. Fig. 3 makes the
explanation more
readily understandable.

even if both are operating on the same
band.

As the craft moves steadily along

MOTOR REVERSING RELAYS

We have

now
reached the stage

is

The idea behind this is to make
the craft follow a desired track instead of
a desired course as at present.
The apparatus is susceptible to the same
errors as other direction finders and to the
same degree. The most serious of these
are quadrantal error and night error ; while
no means has been used successfully to
overcome night error on a mobile receiver,

1.
1

2

Fig. 3.-- Control sys-

L-.

tem of the motor by
which the loop aerial
of one unit is rotated

The motor

tion which immediately suggests itself is to
fit push-button tuning in order to make the
operation even more nearly entirely automatic.
At the point of intersection of the

sidered.

MICRO
RELAY

to the " zero " position by the effect of
the incoming signal.

Phones are used for station identification, and these can be disconnected after
the station has been tuned. A modifica-

an automatic pilot has also been con-

INSULATING
BRIDGE

and this
motor

given.

the possibility of coupling the apparatus to

of an electric
motor,
electric

motor until the appropriate bearing is

pointers a stylus can be attached so as to
trace the track followed by the craft, and

CONTACTS

of causing the loop
input to control the
direction of rotation

the appropriate receiver tuned -in. Then
the pointer is rotated automatically by the

REVERSIBLE
SHUNT
WOUND
MOTOR

quadrantal error should present no in-

TO
RECEIVER

superable difficulties.

On test the apparatus has repeatedly

reversed by altering the

given very accurate results, showing the

through the arma-

position of the receiver to within two miles
of where it was known to be, and it is con-

is

direction of current

ture ; only one relay

can be energised at
a time.

0+

12

sidered that such a degree of accuracy is

v -0-

geared so as to rotate the vertical shaft

which supports the loop aerial. Any unbalanced signal will, therefore, cut -in the
motor, which will rotate the loop aerial as
long as the signal is unbalanced, and which
will stop turning when the signal becomes
balanced. The signal is balanced when
the loop aerial is picking up nothing, i.e.,
when its plane is at right angles to a line

joining the transmitter and the receiver.
As the receiver moves over the earth, the

her course, within the usual tolerances, so
the pointers move equally steadily over the

surface of the map, showing the pilot his
position at all times. When passing out
of range of one station the pointer is moved

to the next most suitable transmitter, and

Sound .11 3 All

motor drives, through a gear train of identical ratio, an indicating arm. The indi-

day.
THURSDAY. JANUARY 26th.
10.30-10.40 a.m., Mr. F. W. Ogilvie, Director -

same arc of rotation as the loop every time
that the loop is turned. The indicator is

driven through a flexible shaft, and is so

constructed as to be fixed easily on a map,
and by a suitable initial adjustment of the
indicator arm to indicate the bearing of the
receiver from the transmitter. Then if the
loop is turned clockwise by the motor, the

week -day.

The

National

or Regional

programme will be radiated on 41.5 Alc,'s
from approximately 7.45 to 9 p.m. every

General of the B.B.C., and Mr. C. 0. Stanley,
Chairman of the Television Development Subcommittee of the RNLI., will speak on " Television Prospects."

3, Charles Heslop in " More Fun and Games."
3.30, 211th edition of Picture Page.

9, Renee Houston and Donald Stewart

in

Cabaret. 9.35, Gauniont-British News. 9.45,
212th edition of Picture Page. 10.15, News.
FRIDAY, J AN UARY 27th.

indicator is also turned clockwise by an
equal amount, and so on. The initial adjustment of the pointer of the indicator is

3-4.30, "Traitor's Gate," the play by .Morita

pointer is pivoted on the map, with its

Pudney. 10.25, News.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 28th.
3, The Hogarth l'uppet Circus. 3.10, Cartoon
Film. 3.15, Cabaret (as on Thursday at 9 p.m.).
3.50, F lm : " Sky High."

necessary in order to compensate for
alterations in course of the craft. The

pivot over the geographical position of the
transmitter to which the receiver is tuned,
and the pointer indicates the bearing of the
receiver from that transmitter.
By using two complete units as described
and tuning them to different transmitters
the bearings of the receiver from two points
can be laid off simultaneously, and the in -

operator, taking and laying off his own
bearings, but it is felt by many that there
is wide scope for the robot.

Vision 45 Mel's.

An hour's special film transmission, intended for demonstration purposes, will
be given from 11 a.m. till 12 noon each

cator must, therefore, move through the

making a long journey and without a sight
of land en route. Doubtless, more accurate results could be obtained by a skilled

Television Programmes

loop begins to pick up a signal, and again
the loop is rotated, and shows, on a circular scale attached to it, the bearing of the
transmitter from the receiving station.

As well as driving the loop aerial the

It is at least accurate
enough to bring an aircraft within the
range of a blind approach beacon after
sufficiently high.

Stuart, with Margaretta Scott and Basil Sydney.
9, " More Three-FoOr." another essay into the
history of the waltz. 9.30, British Movietonews.
9.40, Edna's Fruit Hat," a romance by John

9, " M). c Fun and Games " (as on Thursday at
3 p.m.t . 9.30, 0.11. from Wembley of the
National Table Tennis Championship Finals.
10, " Rehearsal for a Drama," a play for tele-

vision by Roy Carter and Emanuel Wax.
10.35, News.

SUNDAY, JANUAR Y 29th.

3, General Knowledge Bee. 3.20, O.B. from
the International Telephone Exchange, Faraday

House. 3.40, Punch and Judy, by Bruce
McLeod.
3.50, Cartoonists' Corner-Oscar
Berger.
8.50, News. 9.5-10.30, The Birmingham
Repertory Company presents " The Swiss

Family Robinson."
MONDAY, JANUARY 30th.

3-4, " Money for Jam "-a farce by Bernauer

Osterreischer, translated by M. and A. Bolton.
9, Guest Night. 9.30, " Behind the Beyond," a
problem play by Stephen Leacock.
10.5,
Gaumont-British News. 10.15, " Six Gentlemen in a Row," a comedy by Jules Remains;
English version by Harley Granville -Barker.
10.35, News.
TUESDAY, JANUARY 31st.
3-4, " 1o66 and All That," an adaptation of the
famous "history" by Sellar and Yeatman. Cast
includes Charles Heslop, Hugh E. Wright and
Cyril Ritchard.
9, Cabaret. 9.25. Cartoon Film. 9.30, British
Movietonews.
9.40, Pouishnoff.
10, " A
Marriage has been Arranged," a duologue by
Alfred &aro. 10.15, News.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY ist.
3, Farm O.B. illustrating life on a farm. 3.20,
British Movietonews. 3.30, Intimate Cabaret,
including Trudi Binar.
9, Speaking Personally. 9.10. Marcella Salzcr.
9.30, O.B. from Harringay Arena of the Police
Open Boxing Championships. 10.15, News.
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The Modern Aeria
WHY IT IS IN THE LIMELIGHT
By R. Ntif . HALLOWS, M.A.
THE story of the development of
the broadcast receiving aerial in

guaranteed at all times of the day and at

this country is curious and interesting, for it shows the strangest
changes in the attitude of listeners towards

the ideal, and that was to increase the
output power of broadcasting stations.

whole receiving equipment.

The 1 -kilowatt or 2 -kilowatt transmitters
were replaced by others rated at 5, 10, 15

one of the most important parts of the

When it

begins, in the early 1920'S, the value of
the good aerial was fully recognised ; but
as time went on there followed a period
of neglect. Less and less trouble was
taken over the aerial until it became rare
to see one that was well erected and well
cared for amongst the welter of ram-

shackle contraptions of poles and wire
attached to houses of every kind. The
revival set in a year or two ago. The
good aerial is coming back, but there arc
still far too many of the other kind to be
seen.

Whatever the sets we made or bought

in the early days of broadcasting they

cost us dear ; we were determined to get
the best possible results from them and,
since they relied upon crystals, or upon
valves whose mutual conductance figures
we should now regard as microscopic, the

only way of doing this was to provide
them with aerials that were long, high and
effective.

erecting

We vied with one another in
" T's " or

" inverted -L's,"

"sausages," supported by lofty masts
and provided with imposing arrays of
spreaders, insulators, pulleys a n d
halliards.

all seasons of the year.

There was only one way of achieving

Results were better, though
yet far from perfect ; still greater power
was called for. On the long waves transmitters rated up -to 50o kilowatts came
into action; on the medium,12o kilowatts
was agreed upon as the maximum permissible, and the majority of individual
channels came to be occupied by stations
whose output power was 25, 5o, 75, 100
kilowatts.

or 120 kilowatts.

Trend Towards Small Aerials
The effects of the power increases of
transmitters upon receptions were enormous. So far as receiving aerials were
concerned there were two of great importance. The first was that it was very
difficult to obtain the necessary selectivity

to hear foreign stations when the home
" local" was working from the average
three -valve "straight " receiver (then by
far the most commonly used type) connected to a large aerial of the inverted -I.,
the T, or the sausage type. The second,

that owing to the great field strength of
the

local

stations

and, after dark, of

many of those in

the long waves and
the medium waves,

FTER a long period of neglect,
aerial efficiency is again a
subject to which attention is being
paid. The reasons for this revival

foreign countries,
some kind of reception of a large number of stations

their power that

of

with

to bother much

present article, which also deals with
the advantages of the up-to-date
" all -wave " anti -interference aerial.

So f e w stations

were at work on

and so small was
there was no need

about selectivity.

interest

are discussed in

The single problem
was to feed the set
with the strongest
impulses that could be obtained from the
collector system.

As time went on receiving conditions
underwent a radical change. Almost every
Eui opean country, began to develop some
kind of national broadcasting service.
New transmitters made their appearance
here, there and everywhere. And there
was something more : neither listeners nor
radio engineers were content with a service
that was unreliable at distances beyond a

few miles from the transmitter.

Engi-

neers set themselves the ideal of a service

area with a radius of from fifty to TOO
miles in which good reception could be

the

could be obtained
almost

any

kind of aerial.

Some

manufac-

turers were, unfortunately,. quick tr,

see

a

"selling

point " here. They

announced that their sets needed .no
elaborate or expensive outdoor aerial ;

they would work quite well from a wire
stapled round the picture rail or some
similar rn2keshift.

Hence the need for apparent selectivity,
and the ample field strength available

drove the large, efficient aerial out of
fashion. It failed to return to fashion
even when the popularisation of the superheterodyne set had provided true selecti-

vity or when improvements in receiver
design produced instruments that could
give of their best only if they were worked
from first-rate aerials. It is no exaggera-

Photo by courtesy Belling and Lee, Ltd.

tion to say that until quite recently at
least eight out of every ten receiving
aerials in this country were hopelessly inefficient and were badly handicapping the

sets used with them. We might well
question the sanity of the man who,

having acquired a car capable of fine performance, insisted on always driving with
his brakes partly on, using a low gear all
the time in order to overcome their
effects.

But the purchaser of a high-

grade wireless receiver who operates it
from some travesty of an aerial and must
therefore run it nearly " all-out " in order
to obtain results of a kind is doing much
the same thing.
The coming of the modern aerial dates
from the introduction of the " all -wave receiver. It was soon realised that though
the bad aerial might enable a sensitive set

to give some account of itself on the
medium and the long waves, it was of
little avail for short-wave reception. And
there was another factor whose importance was rapidly increasing ; this was
man-made interference. Even well built
and well cared for aerials of the old types
gave no help here ; the higher, in fact,
their efficiency as collectors, the greater
might be the amount of interference that
they brought in.
The broadcast receiving aerial of to -day
aims at killing two birds with one stone :

7Amshao
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it is both " all -wave" and " anti -static."
With it a set is enabled to put up a good
performance on all the bands of wavelengths that it covers, its sensitivity being
given full play ; and, if properly erected,
such an aerial will in the vast majority af
instances greatly reduce the effects of local

interference-if, indeed, it does not altogether eliminate them.
The principle behind most modern

aerials is to place a highly efficient collector above the zone of interference and
to connect it to the receiving set by means
of a low -impedance transmission line.

which can be used simultaneously and
tuned to different stations without interfering with one another. It is therefore
eminently suitable for blocks of flats, as
well as for houses or other buildings in
which several aerial points are required.
A single aerial can also be used to supply
a number of houses situated close to one
another. The "semi-detached " and those
who live in rows of houses might have far
better reception if they clubbed together
for the provision of one first-rate common
aerial to replace individual low -efficiency

is a compromise and no bad compromise

at that-giving performance good enough
to satisfy most listeners on wavelengths
between to and 2,000 metres. But those
who want to make the very utmost of the
short - wave stations will find aerials
designed to meet their requirements
exactly. For television and for ultra -

short wave reception in general special
aerials are, of course, essential.

Efficient and Good-looking

The transmission line may be of several
different kinds. Where interference is
not severe, simple twisted flex will often

Again, the low -impedance transmission
line can be of considerable length without
any great effect upon results. It can be
treated very much as if it were a bell wire,

suffice ; in bad cases a line with an earthed
metal sheath may be needed.
Besides its good qualities as an averter
of interference the transmission -line aerial

floors, or round door and window mouldings. The modern aerial thus offers the

In the past many have objected to the
outdoor aerial on the grounds of its. unsightliness. There is no reason why the
up-to-date aerial should be an eyesore.
Some kinds are hardly noticeable, and
one great advantage of the transmission
line is that, if need be, the aerial can be
put up a considerable distance away from

simplest of solutions to those whose

the house.

in a front room when the only possible

good aerial is as true to -day as ever it
Was. Good sets have not always met

has other advantages. It can serve a
large number of receiving sets, all of

collectors.

being run along skirting boards, under

problem is how to install a receiving- set

site for the aerial is

at the back of the
house.

The new aerials
are of many kinds

and

of

many

makes. Most have

a horizontal collector, slung between

The saying that a good set demands

with their deserts in years gone by ; but

now that excellent aerials are to

be

bought and erected for a very moderate
outlay there is every inducement to provide the receiver with a collector that will
ensure its doing itself full justice.

masts and with a

transformer at one
end, in the middle,

or dividing the
" roof " into two
unequal parts.

PROBLEM CORNER --4
Test Your Powers of Deduction

From this runs the

REGULAR readers will need no intro-

transmission line,
a
second trans-

solutions of his friends' problems

former

duction to Henry Farrad, whose

being published week by week. Here
being are
is another sample from his correspond-

needed at the re-

ceiving set

to

ence.

Try working it out. yourself.

match the line to
high - impedance receiver circuits. Some have
a vertical rod as
collector, with a
transformer at its
the
.1

lower end.
So far I have
spoken only of
aerials intended for
general reception;
reception, that is,

of broadcasting stations on the
long, medium and

short

The other day I bought some stuff at

one of those places that clear off surplus
junk, and among it what appears to be a

potentiometer, only instead of the usual three
terminals it has four. As it is all sealed up

I cannot see the connection, but as I have
a test meter with a resistance scale I

measured the resistances between all terminals, with the knob in two positions, (r)
at the. left-hand limit, and (2) at the righthand limit. From the metal case there is
no measurable contact with any of the terminals. I have marked the terminals A,
B, C and D.
(i)

waves.

Ideally one should
have-not one aerial
but several, each
being specially de-

signed for a parti-

cular band of

wavelengths. T h e
" all -wave " aerial
Imposing aerial sys-

tem at Mr. G. W.
Bagshaw's

Dear Henry,

All Hallows School,
Berkhamsted.

experi-

mental station near
Sheffield, at which
A. P. television has
been received.

Ohms

Resistance between A and B
Resistance between A and C
Resistance between A and D
Resistance between B and C
Resistance between B and D
Resistance between C and D

0

(2)

Ohms
48,000
25,00c

23,000
48,000
23,000 23,00o
48,000 48,000
25,000 25,000

I am not quite sure what all this indiI should be awfully obliged if you

cates ;

would let me know exactly how it is connected.

Yours sincerely,
Tony.

How did Henry Farrad work out the connections? See page 95 for the solution.
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Frequency Changing Problems
FURTHER DEVELOPMENT IN MIXER VALVES
By E. LUKACS and J. A. SARGROVE (Tungsram Research Laboratory)
THE requirements of modern frequency

changing

have

been

enumerated previously,' and it
was shown that multiplicative
mixing offers one of the most satisfactory
ways of achieving this end. Since that
date the various effects occurring within

main direction of the electron flow from
cathode to anode.
With triode-hexodes and triode-heptodes, which we shall briefly term hexode

valves, the modulator or signal grid is

nearest to the cathode. Frequency drift
in valves of this type is caused by variathe frequency -changer valve have been tion of the injector grid capacity. A virtual cathode exists
subjected to exjust before the in haustive analysis,
jector grid, in the
mainly in connecHE action of modern frequency form of a considertion with the diffichanging valves is quite complicated,
able negative space culties experienced
charge, with the reon the shorter
and an incomplete understanding of
sult that the actual
wavelengths.
An
their action often leads to difficulty
input capacity of
attempt is made in
the grid is greater
this article to rein their use. In this article some of
than that due
view briefly the
the interaction efforts are explained
purely to its geofactors that effect
and the importance of correct valve
metrical position.
recent development
An increase in the
in order to satisfy
design and its correct use for the avoidthe demand f o r
higher
efficiency

signal

ance of frequency drift is emphasised.

frequency changers
for short-wave wireless receivers and in the field of television.

It is a well-known fact that the natural
losses of the oscillator circuits are considerably greater on the short-wave bands than

on the broadcast and long wave bands,

and thus in order to obtain a suitable
heterodyne voltage a considerable increase
in reaction turns ratio must be used on the
oscillator coil. However, this is accompanied by various drawbacks ; the shortest
wavelength obtainable at minimum tuning
condenser capacity becomes longer ; owing

be

slope is embodied in the triode-heptode
type TH4A and in the beam octode, EK3.
Frequency drift of the local oscillator
may be caused by a fluctuation of the applied potentials as follows :(t) Alteration in the value of the signal

and

reduced,

hence the density of the space -charge in
front of the injector grid. The grid input
capacity is consequently reduced.
As the injector grid is internally linked
to the oscillator grid it is obvious that the
operation of AVC will cause changes in the
oscillator frequency. However, this frequency drift can be considerably mitigated

G4

At this juncture it is well to note that
the rather open -mesh injector grid of the

older type triode-hexode type TX4 has
only a small retarding action on the electron stream, and so produces only a low
density space charge. Consequently the

change in its injector grid capacity due
to AVC is but slight, the frequency drift
caused by it being merely a fraction of
one kc/s.
Owing to its open -mesh injector grid,
for maximum efficiency, the TX4 requires
about 20 V. peak oscillation. To satisfy
a general demand on the part of set manufacturers the TH4A was designed in such
a way that rip volts oscillator peak voltage
is sufficient for its full control. This was
achieved by making the injector grid of
closer mesh, but this brought about an increase in the capacity variation as a result
of the greatly increased space -charge density. However, if the oscillator circuit is
of the tuned -anode type, the frequency
drift with the TH4A at 15 metres is still
only 2 kc/s, and thus barely perceptible.
Some frequency drift caused by changes
in the capacity of the oscillator grid also
occurs in octode-type valves. In octodes

such as the VO4 and EK2, a virtual

G5

AT

AT

G4

G3

SP2

SP2
G2

inductance of the oscillator coil (111/L
ratios).

A HE P

A HEX

to the larger number of turns on the reaction coil the phase of the feed -back voltage is shifted, and this is detrimental to the
frequency stability of the local oscillator.
A modern oscillator triode consequently
has a mutual conductance of 4.5 to
5 mA / volt instead of 1.2 to 2 mA/ volt as
in earlier valves. A triode having such a

grid -bias

voltage causes the
current density to

by using a tuned -anode oscillator circuit
for the triode, for only a fraction of the
change in grid capacity will then be reflected on to the oscillator circuit. This
fraction is, in fact, exactly proportional to
the ratio of the mutual inductance of the
reaction and oscillator coils to the self-

G3

G2

7 7.:

01

G1

SP1

SP

OCTODE

TRIODE - HEPTODE

TRIODE - HE X ODE

grid bias clue to AVC.

(2) Inconstancy of the supply mains

voltage.

In dealing with these problems it

is

necessary to separate triode-hexodes and
triode-heptodes into one group, and the
octode types into a separate group. While

all these are frequency changers of the
multiplicative type, the essential difference

between them lies in the sequence of the
two control grids with reference to the
The Wireless World, April 7th and 14th,
1937.

Fig. I.-The symbolic arrangement of electrodes and space -charges in the triode-hexode, triodeheptode and octode is shown above, and the meaning of the lettering is given below.

Term.

Cathode
Cathode. Space -charge.

Triodehexode

C

SP1
(1st spacecharge)

Triode-

C

SP1

heptodc

First
Controlgrid.
GI
Signal
grid

GI

First

Virtual
Cathode.

Accelorator.
G2
G2

'

SP2
(2nd space charge)

SP2

Second
Accelorator.

Suppressor.

Output

Osc.

Anode.

Anode.

Osc.
Grid.

G4

-

A hex.

A trio.

G trio.

G4

G5

A hop.

A trio.

G trio.

Signal

Octodc ...

C

SP1

Potential

0

Slightly
negative

gri d
GI.

-

Osc. grid
Ye

G3

SP2

G5

G6

A ort.

G2

GI

+ ye

Slightly
negative

+ ye

0

+++

++

-ye
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cathode is formed before the signal grid
(G4). Some of the electrons will return
from this virtual cathode, their quantity
depending on the bias voltage of the signal
(As the signal grid does not influence the magnitude of the cathode current
a decrease in anode current is accompanied
grid.

by an increase

in

the currents of the

accelerator electrodes.)

Of the electrons

in direction to the potential in order that

fourth grid to become more negative, then

equilibrium may be re-established between
the induced potential and the voltage drop
across the resultant resistance of the oscillator circuit. This current produces a

the current of the second grid increases,
thus diminishing the impedance_ of the
oscillator triode (formed by the cathode,
the first and the second grids), the phase
deviation increases, and the oscillator fre-

oscillator circuit, lagging by 90 deg. with
reference to itself, and this, as shown in the
vector diagram, is in phase with the grid
voltage Eg.
However, conditions will change if
the phase of the
I IND
anode current is delayed relative to the

quency changes.

potential E'g across the capacity of the

grid voltage, for
th en 'th e system will
Efg

Eg

)

oscillate at a lower
frequency than the

Ia

Fig. z.-The fundamental oscillator cir-

cuit is shown at (a)
and the vector diagram of the voltage
and currents at (b).

FIND

(a)

(b)

returning from the virtual cathode, only natural frequency of the oscillator -tuned
a part fall on the first positive accelerator circuit in order that phase equilibrium may
grid, the rest flying through and falling on
the second electrode (oscillator anode).

be re-established.

These electrodes enhance the first space

circuit

charge which is in the proximity of the first

natural frequency of the oscillator circuit,

control grid, thereby increasing the input
capacity of the oscillator grid. It follows,
therefore, that art increase in signal grid
bias causes a change in oscillator -grid
capacity.

Phase Error
This, however, is but one of the causes
of frequency drift in the mixer valves of
the octode type. A further cause lies in
the phase difference between the oscillator
anode current and the instantaneous oscillator grid potential. This phase error also
varies with the degree of AVC. In all regenerative systems continuous oscillation

the voltage
applied to the input terminals by amplifi-

will be maintained only

if

cation and feed -back is equal in frequency,

phase and magnitude to the original input
voltage. Let us now examine in detail the
conditions prevailing in a triode oscillator
with inductively coupled regeneration. Let
us suppose that the grid circuit be tuned
while the reaction coil is in the anode circuit, and that the frequency of the alternating voltage applied to the oscillator grid
corresponds to the resonant frequency of
the oscillator circuit. If the phase of the
anode current coincides with the phase of
the EMF induced by the reaction coil upon
the oscillator grid, this EMF will also coincide with the alternating EMF originally
on the grid-that is to say, the phase condition for self -oscillation is fulfilled.
Assume that in an ideal case (Figs. 2a and

2b) the current Ia in the reaction coil will
induce in the grid coil a potential EIND
lagging by uo deg. with reference to itself.
This potential will produce a current IIND
in the oscillator circuit. The circuit impedance of the oscillator circuit is resistive
in the resonant case, and the current flowing in the oscillator circuit will be contrary

If the current flowing in the oscillator

is lower in frequency than the

The change in the impedance of the
triode is not the only cause of the phase
lag of the anode current. , Fig. 3 shows
that in types VO4 and EK2 a large number of the electrons can reach the second
grid only by a roundabout route (namely,
they first fly into the space between the
third and fourth grids and then fly back
to the second grid). The transit time is
consequently comparable to the period
of oscillation of the higher frequencies
(short waves below to -15 metres), and this
results in the anode current of the oscillator lagging considerably behind the grid
potential. This in itself would not matter
and would merely mean that the oscillator
circuit would oscillate at a lower frequency
than its natural frequency. Owing to
AVC,

In consequence, it will

be able to balance the phase lag of the

anode current. If, however, owing to the
phase error of the anode current, the oscillator circuit oscillates at a frequency deviating from its natural frequency, then a

change in that phase error will cause a

change in the oscillator frequency.
It
should be noted, however, that in hexodetype valves the anode current also lags,
but in these a change in the signal grid
cannot influence the oscillator frequency
by this means, for such a change in bias

has no effect upon the oscillator anode

The anode current phase lag causes other
disagreeable effects as well, for the phase
shift reduces the degree of regeneration, for
the magnitude of the regeneration is proportional to the cosine of the phase angle.
This is obvious, for if the oscillator anode
current has a phase lag with reference to
the instantaneous oscillator grid potential,
then energy is fed back solely by the in phase component of the oscillator anode
current. Naturally, the oscillator voltage
decreases at the same rate as the regeneration.

(To be continued.)
SP 2 (VIRTUAL CATHODE)

SP1 (CATHODE

SPACE CHA
.

anode circuit used

arrangement of one of
the older oetodes; the
space - changes are
shown by the hatched
areas.

bias

Inconstant Regeneration

type of external

Fig. 3.-This diagram
shows the electrode

signal -grid

cathode, and thus causes the transit time,
the phase lag 'of the anode current and the
oscillator frequency to change.

current.

The phase lag in
the oscillator anode
current in VO4 and
EK2
valves is
caused by two factors, namely, the

the

sity but also the position of the virtual

the reactance of the oscillator circuit is
capacitive, and its current will lead the
induced voltage.

however,

changes, and influences not only the den-

\\

ELECTRON PATH TO
OSCILLATOR ANODE

1.%

0

9
-";

G3 (1 st ACCEL)

G 2 (ow.

G 4 (SIGNAL GRID)

and the finite transit time of the electrons.
The anode alternating current causes a
voltage drop across the reaction coil, which
drop then reacts on the anode current ; the
tangent of the phase lag angle is equal to

the ratio between the impedance of the
reaction coil and the impedance of the
valve. As mentioned above, the magnitude of the electron current which returns
from the virtual cathode depends on the
bias of the fourth grid ; if AVC causes the

ANODE)

G1 (CONTROL OSC. GRID)
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NEWS OF THE WEEK
Vertical or Horizontal Polarisation?
DURING the reading of his

paper on " Recent Progress
in Television " to the Royal
Society of Arts on January t8th,

Mr. H. L. Kirke, head of the
Research

Department of

RADIO-NORMANDIE'S
FIELD STRENGTH

HIGH-FIDELITY BROADCASTS FOR U.S.A.

TFI.FVISION AERIALS

the

B.B.C., said that considerable
attention has been paid to the

question of whether the waves of

the Alexandra Palace television
transmitter should be vertically
or horizontally polarised.

In

this country, of course, vertical

polarisation has so far been used,
but in America horizontal
polarisation is fa Toured largely
because interference from car

ignition is thereby considerably
reduced. Referring to this fact,
Mr. Kirke said, " It is probably

a simpler matter to design an

aerial system with symmetrical
radiation in the horizontal plane
using vertical polarisation. Recent experiments have shown,

Frequency Modulation to Exclude Interference

THE method of transmitting
speech and music by wire-

is universally effected by
varying the. amplitude of the
radio waves by the waves of
sound which strike the microphone. By means of another
and hitherto neglected method,

less

the frequency of radio waves is
made to vary while the amplitude remains constant. This is
known as frequency modulation,
and a station employing this sys-

tem of transmission has been

constructed

at

Alpine,

New

'Jersey, under the direction of

Major Edwin H. Armstrong.
An illustrated description of
this station during the early
stages of its construction appeared in The Wireless World of
February loth, 1938, and now it
is announced that permission for

it to broadcast with frequency

modulation on 7.5 metres has
been granted.
Most interfering noises are
amplitude modulated, and so
receivers designed to receive

Analysing the Louvetot Service Area

amplitude -modulated signals also
receive interference. Frequency -

and

modulated signals received on

sets designed exclusively for such
reception would give greater
freedom from interference. This

is the most vital point of the

system.
Already transmissions on 2.5 metres with a power of 500 watts
have given satisfactory reception
over a distance of fifty miles and
the 50 -kW Alpine station,
W2XMN, is expected to provide

all Metropolitan New York, as

THE International Broadcasting Company, which operates Radio-Normandie station,
has put on the roads of South
field

South - East England

1.

strength measuring van.

The van,

a Morris Ten,

is

equipped with a Marconi-Ekco
field strength measuring set
which was designed for interference
G.P.O.

measurement by the
It is interesting to

note that the difference between

the signal received in the van
and that received when the set
was in the open was less than
r db. down. A four -foot rod

aerial and a directional loop

well as certain parts of New

aerial, which are stowed away
when travelling, are used in

ference.

ceiver, which has been chosen as

Jersey, with high-fidelity broadcast free from all kinds of inter-

conjunction with this receiver.

A standard commercial re-

however, that, at any rate in

certain circumstances, a considerable improvement in signal

strength has been obtained by
the use of horizontal polarisa-

tion."
The use of a horizontal aerial
array at Alexandra Palace
would, of course, necessitate the
adoption of horizontal dipoles
for reception. The design of a
virtually non -direction horizontal array for the transmitter
would prove a formidable task.
" Experiments have shown,"

Capt. Sir Ian Fraser,
a vice-president of
the R.M.A., presented, on behalf of

members, a bag of
golf clubs and a pair

of cuff links to Mr.
D. Grant Strachan,

the 72 -year -old director of the R.M.A.,
who retired at the

end of last year. He

had been with the

said Mr. Kirke, " that for the

Association since its
formation in 1926,
first as secretary and
later as director.

and with a suitable design

NOISY LOUD SPEAKERS

" AUSTRIAN" STATIONS

Is Legislation in Sight?

The End of a Broadcasting Service

O.B. radio link, horizontal polarisation is considerably the better,
of

transmitting and receiving array
a gain of six to twelve decibels in
signal strength over the present
arrangement is expected, in
addition to the improvement

obtained by the reduction

of

general interference from motor
cars." Mr. Kirke announced

that new aerial arrays for both
transmitter and receiver are now
being designed.

THE news, as announced by
Lord Horder at a meeting
of the Noise Abatement League

RAVAG, the former Austrian
broadcasting c o m pany,

which has been in liquidation

last week, that a Bill is, being

for some time, will cease to exist

comed by the thousands who

the control of the transmitters.
Reichs Rundfunk Gesellschaft

prepared by the League against
noisy loud speakers will be welsuffer from this growing menace.

It is, of course, useless to put
a Bill before Parliament unless
it is practicable to bring it into

HIS MAJESTY'S CANADIAN force, and the problem is " How
BROADCASTS
can a case be proved? "
Mr. A. P. Herbert, the wellIT was announced last week by
Mr. Mackenzie King, Premier known author-M.P., is to introof Canada, that H.M. The King duce the Bill when it is comwould broadcast on six occasions pleted.
The difficulties, howduring his tour of the Dominion ever, of drawing up such a Bill
in May and June. H.M, The are legion, and, moreover, what
exactly is a really " loud "
Queen will also be heard.
The King's broadcasts, which speaker. It is proposed that the
will be from Winnipeg, Quebec, Bill should empower magistrates
Vancouver, Ottawa, Victoria to suspend a listener's licence
and Halifax, will all be relayed similarly to that of an offending
by the B.B.C. That on Empire motorist. At present, many
Day from Winnipeg will, as was town and borough councils have
officially announced from Buck- by-laws to limit the nuisance,
ingham Palace at Christmas, be but the scope and effectiveness
relayed throughout the Empire. of these are limited.

from February 1st, when the
German Post Office takes over

will take over the programme

side of Austrian broadcasting, so

typical of the average listener's
set, is also carried for comparative

listening.

A

telescopic

aerial fitted to the side of the

van is connected to this receiver.
the apparatus is battery driven ; the batteries being
charged from the car dynamo.

All

The objects of these tests are

two -fold, first

to examine the

performance of the new Louvetot
transmitter and, secondly, to ob-

that there will no longer be a

tain data of the service area of
the station.

metres) will be a Reichssender,
and its programmes will be re-

Plans for the RM.A. Campaign

sub -centralisation in Vienna.
The Vienna station (506.8

layed by Linz (338.6 metres)

and Salzburg
Innsbruck (578
(222.6 m.) will become relays of
Munich. Bregenz (231.8 in.) will

relay Stuttgart and Graz (338.6
m.) will become a separate independent Reichssender.

The

POPULARISING TELEVISION
Continue

" TELEVISION is here-you
can't shut your eyes to

it," the slogan of the combined
R.M.A.-B.B.C. campaign to
popularise television, will be
displayed extensively in the

German minority of 700,000 in

London television service area
during next month.
In addition to the advertising
drive, the R.M.A. has organised

Graz will shortly have
a new 12o -kW transmitter.

gineers to be held in London,

reason for the latter is that this
station is important as a direct

means of broadcasting to the
near -by Hungary and Yugoslavia.

a series of six sales and technical
talks for dealers and service en-

Mrreoll®@g.
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Would
News of the Week-

and the B.B.C. is arranging a

RECORDED AND LIVE TALENT
BROADCASTS.

series of lecture -demonstrations

THE

Woolf -Murray, the B.B.C. television public relations officer, in
public halls in the service area.

with the question of protecting
artistes' radio rights. Statistics
drawn up in fourteen different
countries show that, in three

to be given by Mr. D. K.

mechanical reproduction
gramophone records.

by

RADIOLTPRIA

ap-

at the annual
general meeting held its first
meeting last week and, contrary
pointed

to rumours which were then

current, decided that this year's
Radiolympia exhibition will be
held. An exhibitions committee
has been appointed to make all
necessary preparations for the
show, which will be held at the
end of August.
BRITISH EXPORTS

Tr is interesting to note that the
exports of wireless apparatus
for 1938 surpassed those of the
previous
year
by
nearly
£150,000.
The actual figures
are: 1937, £1,653,419, and 1938,
£1,794,792. In commenting on
this welcome increase, The
Financial News says: " As the
standard of living rises in overseas countries, markets of con-'
importance
6pened up and, though competiwill

be

tion will be keen, these markets

should, in the long term, add
appreciably to the outlet for

British radio apparatus."
A large percentage of the in-.
crease is accounted for by transmitting apparatus and receivers,
which show an increase of ap-

proximately forty and twelve
per cent. respectively.

ANOTHOt PIONEER RE'/IRES

MR. H. M. DOWSETT, Principal of the Marconi School

of Wireless Communication at

Chelmsford, and one of the early
English pioneers in wireless communication, retired last week at
the age o sixty after forty

years' service with the Marconi
Mr. Dowsett, who
Company.
will be well known to Wireless
World readers as the author of
the " Handbook of Technical
Instruction for Wireless Telegraphists " (of which the sixth
edition has just been published
from these offices), joined the
engineering staff of the Wireless
Telegraph and Signal Company,

successively held the posts of
Head of the Marconi Testing De-

partment, Personal Assistant to
the Technical General Manager,
Research Manager, Technical
Editor and Editor of the Marconi
Review, and since 1935 has held

his present post.
We join with his many friends
in the world of wireless in wishing him every happiness in his
retirement.

cracy the institutions of free
religion, free speech, free press
noff, president of the R.C.A.,

when addressing the American
Association for the Advancement
of Science at Richmond, Virginia,

music were broadcast at a cost
of £9,250. If the broadcasting

U.S.A.

The Carpathian Ukraine

organisations

had used live
talent for the same programmes
the cost would have been
£2oo,000.
Many stations rely
almost completely on recordings

M. Svoaoya, Director -General

A WIRELESS SET figures for

for their programmes and the
solution of the artiste problem

the first

time on a

postage

does not promise to be easy.
Sir Thomas Beecham, presid-

stamp. This 90 centimes stamp

Incorporated Society of Musi-

Wireless for the Blind Fund.

issued by the French Post Office
carries a super tax of 25 centimes,
which amount goes to the French

ing at the conference of the
FROM ALL

World's Longest HF Cable ?
BETWEEN Moscow and Khabarovsk, the industrial centre of

QUARTERS

East Siberia, a new communicaExtensions at Alexandra Palace

BY the end 01 this mouth the

B.B.C. will have equipped two
more sections of Alexandra Palace
The
for television purposes.

whole of the " Art Gallery," adjoining the

Concert Hall

and

measuring some 25oft. by 3oft.,
has been fitted up as a carpenter's
shop with the most modern tools,

including lathes for turning out
New
scenery at short notice.
accommodation

office

has been

found for producers and administrative staff to the left of the East
Entrance.
S 0 S Broadcasts

A TOTAL of 1,248 SOS messages
were broadcait by the B.B.C.

during last year, an increase of
35 on 1937. While the number of
broadcasts increased, the percentage of successes, however, declined from 50.79 to 49.03. The
largest number of broadcasts were

for relatives of sick people -836,
the remainder beihg police messages.

tion link has been provided which

is claimed to be the longest HF

telephony cable in the worldover 5,600 miles long. The construction of this cable permits
the simultaneous transmission of
three telephone calls, thirty-eight
telegraphic messages, a broadcast
programme and picture transmission impulses. The contract
for this work was given to
Standard Telephones and Cables,
of London.

Genus licences
THE increase in the number of
listeners in " old " Germany has
been remarkable in 1938. This

may be attributed to the desire
of listeners for news from other
countries. The increase was 4.3
per cent., and the total on January ist for " old " Germany only
was. 10,821,858; of these 67r,000
are free,
Broadcasting Houses of the World

Da. ARNO HUTH, who has con-

to our pages on
more than one occasion, is to give

AT the forthcoming Exhibition

of Aerodrome Equipment to be

a talk at 6 p.m. on January 28th
from the French-speaking station
of the I.N.R. at Brussels, on

held at the Central Hall, London,
from February 1st to 3rd, will be
a display by Standard Telephones

" The
Headquarters of the
World's Broadcasting Organisations."

automatic omnidirectional radio beacon, a highly
sensitive seven -valve receiver with

B.I. Cables

and Cables, which is to include
an

entirely

receivers

which

will

be

used

Turkish People's Set

FIFTY thousand People's Sets,

which will be available to villagers

at a nominal cost, are to be distributed throughout Turkey; purchasers will be exempt from pay-

ing the annual wireless licence fee.
A Bill, which is now awaiting the
approval of the National Assembly,

will give the Department of Posts
and Telegraphs the monopoly of
the supply and maintenance of the
receivers.

Grossdeutsche Rundfimk

THE German Minister of Propaganda has granted German broadcasting stations permission to
announce themselves as " Hier ist

der Grossdeutsche Rundfunk," in
recognition of the work they did
in preparation for the unions with
Austria and Sudetenland.
Applications for Patents
NEARLY two thnusand more inventions were filed 'for patents
during last year than during 1937.

Although the international crisis
was responsible for a percentage

of

this

increase,

television

accounted for a large portion of it.

A saw commercial radio -telephone transmitter operating on
xi' metres has been opened on
the outskirts of Malmo, Sweden.
It will be used for ship -to -shore
communication.

Fishing Craft Radio
recent meeting

of

Coffipany, has been appointed a
Director.

weather at sea.

It has since been

radio in fishing vessels.

r
February Meetings

mainly for the purpose of making

Wednesday, 1st, 6 p.m. I.E.E. Wireless Section, Savoy Place. London. W.C.2.

Bush Radio C.apital Increase
Busy RADIO, LTD., an associate

Tuesday, 21st, 7.30 p.m. Institution of Electronics (Telecommunications Section),

field tests.

of

the Gaumont-British Picture

Corporation, has increased its
capital. from £2,500 to £8o,000 by
the creation of 310,00o new
ordinary 5s. shares.

a

Swedish maritime insurance asso-

pointed out at a public meeting
that this measure could not but
discourage the increased use of

Managing Director. Mr. T. A.
Eades, Managing Director of the
Automatic Telephone and Electric

at its awn expense fifty television

visional low -power transmitter is
to be established.

tion to retaining his position as

Newspaper Enterprise

Milwaukee, U.S.A. The newspaper plans to distribute locally

to be built, and until the completion of a new station a pro-

ciation, a resolution was passed
that the companies concerned
refused to indemnify damage to
radio equipment in fishing craft
which was caused during rough

BRITISH INSULATED CABLES an-

nounce that Mr. G. H. Nisbett has
been elected Deputy Chairman of
the Board of Directors, in addi-

PERMI SSION to transmit television programmes has been
applied for by a newspaper in

casting from this new European
A broadcasting house is

capital.

AT a

a frequency range of 12,000 to
75 kc/s, a high quality shortwave receiver, and a Standard Adcock direction finder.

of Czechoslovakian broadcasting,
has visited Chust, the newly constituted capital of the Carpathian
Ukraine, where he is arranging
technical preliminaries for broad-

tributed articles on broadcasting
organisation

abilities in Landes

now Marconi's Wireless Tele-

graph Company, in April, 1899.
After taking part in the installation of many of the early
marine and land stations, he has

"A Cornerstone "

" WE recognise as the cornerstones of our. American demo-

and free radio."-Mr. David Sax-

months, 8,000 hours of recorded

THE R.M.A. Council

siderable

International Labour
Bureau in Geneva is dealing

dans recently, deplored the increasing use by the B.B.C. of

"Electrolytic Condensers" (illustrated bye cinematograph film and demonstrations),
P. R. Coursey and S. N. Ray.
Thursday, 2nd, 6 p.m. LE.E. Ordinary Meeting. " The Empire Service Broadcasting Station at Daventry." L W. Hayes and B. N. MaeLarty.
75, Gloucester Place, London, W.I. "Production Aspects of Press -Button Tuning,"
J. N. Achim'.
Friday, 24114 6.45 p.m. R.S.G.B., monthly meeting at the I.E.E. " Insulating Materials
for the Higher Frequencies." Dr. George Bloomfield.
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The Amateur Transmitting
Part IV. DESIGN OF THE PA STAGE

Station

IN the preceding instalment the purpose and functioning

of the PA stage was described. The author now
goes on to treat the design of this stage from the
practical point of view of the amateur who is building
his first transmitter.
BEFORE thinking about the design
of the power amplifier, usually referred to in amateur circles as the
PA, we must come to a decision
regarding the method of coupling the exciter and the PA units. Two alternative
methods were indicated in outline in
Figs. 6 and 7, and are repeated here with
more detail in Figs. 8 and 9. It has
already been explained that the PA will
have to be neutralised with either arrangement when a triode valve is used.

By H. B. DENT
(G2MC)
Fig. 8.-A simple and
economical method of
linking

the

crystal -

controlled oscillator to
the power amplifier.

As the grid circuit of the PA has to be
tuned with the link coupling of Fig. 9 it
is not so economical in components as that

of Fig. 8. On the other hand, with the
condenser coupling of Fig. 8 the exciter
and PA units must be arranged to allow

The

for a short connection between the anode

and grid of the two valves.

power

amplifying unit,
showing mounting of the split stator condenser
and screening of

However,

the grid circuit
components.

AglakAgii

contained, and they can be separated by
several feet without any loss in efficiency,
and for the beginner this has obvious advantages. When the transmitter is com-

pleted it can be assembled in rack form,
should it be necessary to conserve bench
space. A three-tier rack with the power
unit at the bottom, the exciter on the first
shelf, and the PA at the top, makes a very
compact assembly requiring the minimum
of floor space. It may be said that we are
now looking too far ahead, but it is neces-

sary to give a little thought to the future
housing of the transmitter, and plan its
design accordingly.

AL

Experience has shown that with a link
coupling neutralising is appreciably easier
than with capacity coupling, also it avoids

ma

adding to the stray capacities across the
anode circuit of the oscillator valve. As
on several points the link coupling scores,

we will decide to adopt it in the present
case.

On several occasions mention has been
made of neutralisation, but as it is many
years since this expedient for stabilising

an RF amplifier was employed in

re-

ceivers a brief description of what it means
might not be out of place here.

An amplifier in which the anode and
grid circuits are tuned to the same frein the exciter unit. Again, careful layout
would prevent any difficulty arising, but
it

this is not a difficult matter to arrange.
If we examine the grid circuit of the PA
in Fig. 8 we find that the RF path is some-

what extensive, for it includes the tuned
anode circuit of the oscillator valve, and
only terminates at the earth line via C4

does definitely prevent the two units

being entirely self-contained so far as their
RF circuits are concerned. This coupling
arrangement is more applicable to a transmitter in which all the stages are assembled
on a common chassis.

Now, with link coupling, as shown in
Fig. 9, the exciter and PA units are self-

quency will oscillate if there is a sufficient
coupling between the circuits. This coupling can be either magnetic or capacitative,

and, though we can eliminate magnetic
coupling by suitably screening the circuits,
capacity coupling cannot be treated in the
same way. Not only can it arise by the
juxtaposition of components in the two circuits, but the high -potential ends of each
circuit are coupled together by a capacity

WHIF®hom
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formed by the grid and anode electrodes
in the valve. In screen -grid valves this
has been reduced to such a small value
that insufficient energy is transferred from
one to the other to maintain self -oscillation

with ordinary circuits, but in triodes this
capacity is, relatively speaking, quite
large. It may be as much as io or

15 m-mfds., but can be as small as 3 or
4 m-mfds.

Neutralisation, as its name implies, is
nothing more than arranging the circuit of
the amplifier so that the grid -anode capacity is balanced by an external condenser
which applies to the grid circuit an RF
voltage equal to but opposite in phase to
that fed back via the grid -anode path in
the valve.
From the various circuits of the PA it
will be seen that its anode circuit is tuned
by a split -stator condenser, this having
been adopted because it leads to a more
symmetrical arrangement of the stage.
This will, perhaps, be better appreciated

if the circuit is drawn in the form of a

bridge, taking into account all the valve
capacities. If an amplifying stage in
which a single section condenser tunes the
coil is treated in the same way, the better
symmetry afforded by the split -stator condenser will be apparent.
Though it is possible to stabilise both
circuits, the one incorporating a split -

example, quite strong signals can be heard
in the 21- and io-metre bands up to several
miles away.
If only even harmonics w ere radiated,
the worst
committed

offence
would

The total stray capacities in the anode
circuit will usually be fairly small, and
total about 15 m-mfds. only.

Now with regard to the grid circuit.

be unnecessary interference

in t h e

other
amateur
bands, but some of

the odd harmonics
will be present also,

and it is more than
likely that they will
cause bad interference with commer-

cial and other im-

GRID

portant services.

HT

A decision now
has to be made regarding the capacity for the anode
condenser. If it is
Fig. io.-The PA circuits

drawn

bridge

fashion to show how
neutralising is effected.

too large the dynamic impedance of the

Here we will find the stray capacities much

anode circuit will be lower than desirable.

higher, for, not only is the input capacity
of the valve across the whole coil, but so
also is the capacity of the neutralising
condenser. In the anode circuit most of

It has to be remembered this circuit is
nothing more than a transformer between
the valve and the aerial, therefore the
higher its dynamic
resistance the better
the efficiency will
be.

On the other hand,
sufficient capacity

the stray capacities appear across each sec-

tion of the split -stator condenser, so that
only half of them actually appear in shunt
with the coil.
Fig. io shows the PA stage arranged in
the form of a bridge with Cga the grid -

must be included in

the circuit to store

energy during
the non -operating
periods of the

valve, it being remembered that the

valve delivers

during a
small portion only
of a cycle. This
power

might be termed the
fly -wheel action of
the circuit.
Fig. 9.-The link coupling between oscillator

and power amplifier
allows considerable

-GB

stator condenser will be easier to neutralise, and, in addition, there will be less
loss of driving power in unbalanced capacities, resulting in a correspondingly larger
RF output. Also, the neutralisation holds

better over a wide range of frequencies,
which is an essential feature when wave -

latitude in the relative
positions of the units.

With the arrangement shown in Fig. 9, a
capacity of about 1.5 m-mfds. per metre of

wavelength is a satisfactory amount, so
that for 42 metres the condenser should
have

6o

m-mfds.

per

section,

while

changing is effected by plug-in coils.

3o m-mfds. would suffice for 21 metres.
We will compromise, and choose a condenser of 5o m-mfds. per section.

condenser is that it provides a low -imped-

denser we can now calculate the induct-

Another advantage of the split -stator

ance path for harmonics in the anode, or
tank, circuit of the valve. With Class C
amplification strong harmonics are produced, and unless suitable precautions are
taken it will be found that when the trans-

mitter is working on 42 metres, for

Having decided upon the size of the con-

ances for the tank coils for 21 and 42
metres, not forgetting that the total effec-

tive capacity across them is half of that
of each section in the condenser, viz., 25
m-mfds., plus the stray capacities and
self -capacity of the toil.

How the 2 -turn link coupling coil is mounted
in the oscillator unit.

WflE.thog
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anode capacity, Cgf the grid -filament, and.
Caf the anode -filament capacity of the
valve.
As the neutralising condenser has to be

in the design of the power supply unit at
very little extra cost at the outset.

The valve was operated as a Class C
amplifier, and given - 48 volts grid bias

with 35o volts on the anode. A grid -bias

equal to the grid -anode capacity, a low
value for the latter is advantageous. It is

Croydon Radio Society
Headquarters: St. Peter's Gall, Ledbury Road. South
Croydon.

Meetings: Tuesdays at 8 p.m.
Hon. Pub. Sec.: Mr. E. L. Cumbers, 14, Campiten Road,
South Croydon.
The following programme has been arranged for the
second half of the session:January 31st.-Leeture and demonstration by Mr.

P. 0. A. B. Voigt on " Reproduction." llis demon-

stration will include the B.B.C. high-fidelity USW
transmissions.
February 7th.--" Radio Reminiscences," by Mr. TT.

Bevan Swift, past President of the R.S.G.B.

February 14th.-Push-pull balancing problems will be
discussed by Mr. A. W. Graham, who will then
demonstrate with his amplifier and his cathode-ray
oseillograph.
February 21st.-Lecture by Mr. IT. L. Bowen. of the

Mullard Wireless Service Co., on " The Latest Valve
and Television Developments."
February 28th.-A representative of Everett Edgeumbe,
Ltd., will lecture on " Radio Servicing Instruments."

March 7th.-The chairman will discuas the latest improvements
apparatus.

incorporated

in

his

new

high -quality

March 14th.-To be announced later.

March 21st.-Lecture by Mr. O. Parr. of the Edison
Swan Electric Co. on " Eleetro-encephalography.'i
March 28th.-Annual General Meeting.
April 401.-111r. 11. G. Salter will conclude tile session
with a musical programme on gramophone records.

Surrey Radio Contact Club
Headquarters: The Alhambra, Wellesley Road, Croydon.
Meetings: First Tuesday in the month at 8 p.m.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. A. R. Willsher, 14, Lytton Gardens.
Wallington.

At the last meeting Mr. Barnes. who had with him
several Marconi instruments of pre-war vintage lent
by the British School of Telegraphy, dealt with his

marine experiences before and after the War.

B.T.H. STRAIGHTLINE MICROPHONE

THE Straightline Carbon Microphone is

made by the British Thomson -Houston

Co., Ltd., of Rugby, and an exceedingly

Another view of the power

good characteristic is claimed.

The maker's
rating is ± 4 db. between 5o c/s and io,000

amplifying unit, showing
mounting of the grid circuit components L2, C6,
etc. (see Fig. 9).

c/ s.

The impedance is 250 ohms, and a trans-

in this respect that'tetrodes and pentodes

resistance of 5,000 ohms was also included,

score heavily, added to which, if the grid -

and the grid current was of the order of

anode capacity is small enough, neutralising can be dispensed with, but special
precautions have to be taken to avoid
coupling between grid and anode circuits,

ro mA on both wavebands.

News from the Clubs

or instability troubles will be encountered.
For 21- and 42 -metre working triodes
with grid -anode capacities not exceeding

Mersey -side Transmitting Society

posed to transmit on shorter wavelengths
such as ro and 5 metres, a valve with the

January 31st.-" Theory and Design of Crystal Oscilla-

ro mmfds. can be used, but if it is prolowest possible grid -anode capacity should
be chosen.

The Power Valve
r.in the PA which was built for use with
the exciter unit already described, initial
tests were made with a Mullard TZo5-2o
triode transmitting valve. Actually, this
valve is rated for 5o watts input at maxi-

mum, and it is suitable for use on all
amateur wavelengths down to ro metres.

Though a larger valve than actually

needed for a small transmitter, it gives a
very good RF output on low power, for
with ro watts input just over six watts of
RF can easily be obtained on both 21 and
42 metres.

It is economical to purchase valves of
greater power handling abilities than the
immediate requirements warrant, for the
exciter unit described is capable of driving a much larger PA stage than a To -watt
one. Moreover, valve life will be longer,
and if permission is obtained to use more
power, say, 25 watts, increasing the HT to

400 or 50o volts is all that is necessary.
Even this eventuality can be allowed for

former is required to match this figure to
the input impedance of the amplifier. If
this is 50,00o ohms, a common value, the ratio should
be 14-I.
The sensitivity is -68 db.

below i volt per dyne per

Headquarters: 308, Stanley Road, Bootle, Liverpool, 20.
Meetings: Tuesday evenings.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. C. E. Cunlilfe, 368, Stanley Road, Bootle,
Liverpool, 20.
The following programme has been arranged:tors.

'

February 7th.-Practieal demonstration of crystal 04 dilators.
February 14th.-Discussion night.

February 21st.-" Theory and Design of Power Ampli
tiers and Coupling Systems.''

February 28th-Praetical demonstration of power amplifiers and coupling systems.
March 7th.-Discussion night.

Edgware Short-wave Society
Headquarters: Constitutional ("bib, Edgware.
Meetings: Wednesdays at 8 p.m.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. F. Bell, 118, Colin Crescent, London,
.W .0.

At the annual general meeting held recently. Mr.
P. A. Thorogood presided, and gave a resumd of the
past year's activities. The committee was re-elected.

Eastbourne and District Radio Society
Headquarters: The

Science Room, Cavendish Senior
School, Eastbourne.
Hon. Sec.: 31r. T. G. R. Dowaett, 48, Grove Road, East-

bourne.

The annual general meeting of the Society, which

was held recently, resulted in a good attendance.

The

secretary presented his report for the year, and the
treasurer then dealt with the financial status of the
Society, which was satisfactory.

Exeter and District Wireless Society
Headquarters: Y.W.C.A., 3, Dix's Field, Southernhay,
Exeter.

Meetings: Mondays at, R p.m.
Hon. Sec.: Mr. W. J. Ching, 9, Sivell nice, Heavitree,
Exeter.

The second half of the session commences on January 30th with a film showing the activities of the Radio
Society of Great Britain. Some of the outstanding
events of the future, of which the dates will he
announced later, are a visit to the local telephone

exchange, a lecture by Dr. Wroth, the radiologist, a
lecture by Mr. D. R. Barber on " Atmospheric Electricity," and a lecture by Mr. G. S. Bradley on
" Ultra -Short -Wave Links of the Post Office."

The microphone is shown

on the left with its stand, and
above, in greater detail, with
the small base for table use.

sq. cm. corresponding to

an open circuit microphone

voltage

of

0.4

mV. On load the volt-

age will be about 0.2 mV.
Conversation at about

3ft. corresponds to about o.r dyne per sq.
cm., so that the output to be expected is of
the order of 20 µV.
Using a 14-1 transformer a pre -amplifier

gain of about 3,50o times will be needed

for 1 volt output to feed to the main amplifier. This will usually mean a 3 -stage preamplifier. The polarising voltage needed
must not exceed 6 volts.
The microphone measures only 2,76in. x
1-116in. x 6in., and is priced at L2 5s. with
stand, and Li 17s. 6d. without stand.
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ing why, was informed that this was a phenomena not yet understood. - The demonstrator
informed me that if the demonstration is performed with loud speakers which the listener

Unbiased

then the sound appears from the front. I sug-

scrambling unit, for attachment to any
receiver, could be rented for an extra ros.
to listeners who wanted it. If any of you
are so foolish as to suggest that the average home constructor could easily knock
up a de -scrambling unit, or that the pirate
wireless dealer could make and sell them

By

FREE

GRID
Embarrassing
moments.

The Week's Good Cause
SEE that the B.B.C., like most of us
A at this time of the year, finds itself in
In
a state of financial embarrassment.
the case of the B.B.C., however, it is not
a seasonal phenomenon but is a chronic
condition. It is this state of perpetual
penury which is responsible for the irritating habit of diagonalising the pro-

grammes whereby the same old stuff

can see or of which he knows the position,

is

churned out on different nights by
different Regional stations.
In order to get over these embarrassing

pecuniary problems, I can't see why on
earth the B.B.C. don't adopt the same
principle as the theatres and cinemas. In

on the sly, I would only ask you to

examine the extreme complexity of one of
these devices. Apart from the great technical difficulties of constructing them, the
cost of doing so would be such as to make
it far cheaper and simpler to pay the extra
los. to rent one from the B.B.C.

I

confirmation

Your idea of using the Alexandra Palace

transmitters for this would certainly wake up
most people amazingly if it could be carried
out, but the combination I am hoping to see
eventually is this: frequency modulation on

using binaural or stereo-

received remarkable
of my stereophonic

Major E. H. Armstrong of his frequency modulation system. The transmission was made

from a house in Yonkers, New York, on a
transmitter having an output of 500 watts

on a frequency of 15o Mc/s, and we listened
at Major Armstrong's house in Bayport, T.ong

which I reproduce
below, he has had

a wireless manufacturer, or somebody like

have not his permission to publish

opportun-

ities of listening to
it. Unfortunately, I

his name and qualifications, although

are willing to spend.
My suggestion is that a somewhat similar scheme should be adopted in the ease
of broadcasting. One of the two wave-

I will undertake to

lengths of a Regional station should be

I have, long waited

reserved for the pit-and-galleryites, represented by the ordinary los. licence of

an opportunity to use

this photo from my

to -day, who would get the same pro-

of the two amplifiers was amazing.

As you will observe
from his letter,
special

that to whom money is dross, you sit in
the stalls or even in a box. It is just a
matter of paying what you can afford or

the two at will, and the difference in favour

phonic transmission on single sidebands of
same carrier. I was also fortunate in New
York in being treated to a demonstration ty

broadcasting prediction from a technical
correspondent on the surf -kissed beaches
of far-off Malaya.

the latter places of so-called entertainment
if you are hard up, like myself, you have

to sit in the gallery or pit but if you are

be remembered that both amplifiers and microphones were of similar characteristics. They
had a switch by means of which the earphones
could be connected either to one amplifier or

ultra -short -waves

Single Sideband
Stereophony
RECENTLY

gested that possibly the ears, of the dummy
threw the sound into the microphones from a
backward angle, and was informed that experiments were being made of inserting the
microphone into the dummy's ears at the end
of a tube as in a human being.
Another remarkable feature of this demonstration was the difference in quality when
using the binaural method, as they call it,
against the single microphone. First, it must

album of my correspondent's home town.

-F. G.

gramme to which we are all accustomed.
Those who were willing to pay an extra

los. or so would, under my scheme, be
provided with a super -programme on the

other wavelength, but how would it be
possible to prevent people tuning in to it
when they hadn't paid the extra los. ?
Actually, it would be perfectly easy,
but I am not going to put forward such a

silly and hoary old suggestion as the fixing of a coin -slot -meter to the set, which
could be as easily short-circuited as the
ordinary shilling -in -the -slot electric light

meter ; nor am I going to suggest that
listeners should be provided with fixed
wavelength receivers, for even if a listener
had to produce his licence before he could

buy a receiver to tune in to the wavelength of the de luxe programme station,

the handiness of the home constructor
must be taken into account.

No, my idea is that the de luxe pro -

g r am m e

should

be

deliberately

" scrambled " as are private transatlantic
wireless telephone conversations so as to
render them unintelligible to anybody not
possessing

a

de -scrambler.

The

de -

forward any letters you may write asking
him for further details.
DEAR FREE GRID ,I was extremely interested

in

your

description, in The Wireless World of November 24th, of your friend's stereophonic reproduction.

I recently had an opportunity of

listening to the same type of reproduction in
the Bell Laboratories, New York, and was as
much impressed as you appear to have been.
In the New York set a dummy called
" Oscar " i,s fitted with a microphone in each

car, and the outputs are taken to two extremely good amplifiers, which, I understand,
are linear up to about 15 kc/s. The phase
relationship is kept the same right through
and taken to earphones in another room, and
the listener is treated to a demonstration

Island, which is 5o miles away. Thu quality
and volume were astounding and considerably
superior to transmissions from 5o kW stations
which were much nearer. It may interest you,
to know that Major Armstrong is now completing a 5o kW frequency modulated broadcasting station for 41 Mc/s at Alpine, New Jersey,

and that another company, the Yankee Network of Boston, are planning a further 5o kW
station using the same type of modulation on
43 Mc/s, to be erected at Mount Wachusett,

about 45 miles out of Boston. The programmes

to this latter station will be sent from Boston
to the station on 135 Mc/s. The band width

to beused at 43 Mc/s is zoo kc/s, and at
135 Mc / s 300 kc / s.-Yours sincerely,
WIRELESS ENGINEER.
Kuala Lumpur,

[An experimental broadcasting service,

When the demon-

using the system developed by Major

you have the feeling that he is just behind you,

Armstrong and described above, is to be
inaugurated in the New York area. This
is dealt with more fully in the News of

which is rather amazing.

strator whispers into the ear of the dummy,
bat there are one or two queer things which

arc noticeable.

In the first place, all the sound appears to
originate from behind the listener. As the
demonstrator was not in sight, I presumed
the original source to be behind the dummy;
I discovered later this was not so, and, on ask-

the Week pages in this issue. With regard

to "Oscar," he was, of course, described
in an article which appeared in The Wireless World of September 1st, 1933.-ED.]
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Start Point
THE NEW SOUTH COAST REGIONAL
LOSE to the winding coast road along Start Bay, bleak and
isolated, stand the completed buildings of the Start Point

transmitter, the station which is to bring a B.B.C. Regional service into the homes of people along the South
Coast from Cornwall to Sussex as well as to Dorset and the

southern parts of Cornwall. Devonshire, Hampshire and Wiltshire.
Engineers are working on the installation of the ioo-kW transmitting apparatus, and the two 47o -ft. masts are almost ready for
use. The construction of these masts is unusual. One will be used
as an aerial and the other as a reflector to reduce the strength of

radiation over the sea to the south and to give a corresponding
increase in other directions. The aerial is divided two-thirds of
the distance from the ground, and this gap, which can be seen in
the picture, is bridged by an inductance coil. This scheme is ex-

pected to be an improvement on the capacity -top aerial employed
at certain other B.B.C. stations.
The transmitter was intended to replace the i-hW relay stations
at Plymouth and Bournemouth, but some time ago local authorities

made application to the B.B.C. for the retention of the Bournemouth transmitter. They questioned the assurance given by the
B.B.C. Engineering Division that they would receive Start Point

I

free of interference.
Following a short period of indecision on the matter, the B.B.C.

have agreed to retain the transmitter during the Start Point test
period until the doubt is settled by practical experience.

In the construction of Start Point, the B.B.C. took into consideration the problem of broadcasting arrangements during periods of
National emergency. It has been suggested that two or perhaps

three

ioo-kW

stations could cover
the British Isles
effectively in the
event of war, and it
is obvious that such
stations would have
,to be in more or less
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Britain.
The new station will work on a wavelength

Start Bay
lorcross

of 285.7 metres, now temporarily in use by
the transmitter at \Vashford, which will in
due course be relieved of its duties towards
the West of England and confine its radiations to Wales. Areas

o re

Maribor

below.

isolated positions, as far away as possible
from the scenes of bombing activity. Start
Point, together with Burghead and Droitwich, are well suited to this purpose and
could, it is estimated, serve the whole of

rston Ferrers
swear

ton

come within the service area of Start
Point. Its isolation
can be gauged from
reference to the map
and the reproduction
of
the headland,

The Start Point building is similar in design
to Stagshaw, near Newcastle. The cut in the
aerial can be seen clearly in this picture of
the new station.

Start P;
Bolt Hci

Pra we Pt

around Bristol and the

1111111111r_rmNIMMImor.---.111Mns

northern

and

western

parts of Somerset which
cannot be covered by
Start Point will be served

Korgr.

by a low -powered station
at Clevedon, Somerset,
which is in approxi-

mately the same stage of
construction as Start
Point. The two stations
will radiate the same pro-

NOM/PANIVONif
.sg.
'

-

gramme and tests

will

probably begin in the
early summer.
Incidentally, Clevedon

is to use Bournemouth's
present wavelength of
metres, so it is
clear that, unless the
203.5

reception of Start Point
in the Bournemouth area

is unsatisfactory, it will
be impracticable to keep
the local transmitter in
operation after the two
new stations have taken
up their duties.
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Philips
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TYPE 753A

A WELL BALANCED PERFORMANCE
SUPPLEMENTED BY AUTOMATIC TUNING
tage is given to the full and clean bass
FEATURES.

Waveranges.- (1)

16.8 - 51 metres. (2) 19,5 - 585 metres.
(3) 708 - 2,000 metres. Circuit.-RF
ampl.- frequency - changer-IF ampl.

(and let AF on gramo.)-2nd det and
AVC reef.-AF ampl.-output valve.

WHEN we took delivery of this
receiver for test we assumed
that the motor -driven automatic tuning mechanism would
provide the central topic for discussion in
The performance of she
our report.
receiver itself is, however, so good that we

propose to deal with this aspect first and
to treat the tuning mechanism as the
finishing touch to a thoroughly efficient
and well-balanced design.
The quality of reproduction is outstand-

ingly good and something of a mystery

Full -wave power rectifier. Cathode ray
tuning indicator. Controls.-(1) Tuning.
(2) Waverange. (3) Volume. (4) Tone.
(5) Selectivity, gramo and on -off switch.
(6) Bass control (speech -music) switch.
(7) Internal loud speaker switch. Price. -

17 guineas. Makers.-Philips Lamps Ltd.,
145, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.

when the small size of the permanent

magnet used in the loud speaker is taken
into account. The diaphragm is, however, 8in. in diameter and the frontal area

of the cabinet

is

greater than in the

average table model, so that every advan-

response from the audio -frequency stages
of the set. Working at an average level
equivalent to about 2 watts there is complete freedom from overloading and negligible harmonic distortion. This, no doubt,

accounts for the very natural pianoforte
tone which is characteristic of this particular set.

A switch is provided at the back of the
set to reduce the bass response if desired,
but we preferred the quality with the full
bass response, even on speech. It is only
when the volume is turned up above the
level of the natural speaking voice that a
bass cut is called for.
The loud speaker is fitted with a high frequency diffusing cone in front of the
diaphragm, and the balance of tone is well

maintained up to wide angles on either
side of the axis.

On the radio side the performance is

unblemished by self -generated whistles on

any of the three wavebands, and second

Special features include negative feed -back with tone correction, variable
selectivity in both RF and IF circuits and the use of a valve with low intrinsic background noise in
the RF stage
Complete circuit diagram.

ill®m
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Nvtutt

channel break -through on the lowest
wavelengths is absent.
The signal-to-

noise ratio is excellent and enables full
advantage to be taken of the high overall
There

sensitivity.

is

no

appreciable

difference between the background noise
on short waves and that on the medium
and long -wave ranges. In the position of
maximum selectivity it is possible to
approach well within one channel on each
side of London Regional at a distance of
fifteen miles,

and on long waves the

Deutschlandsender is received at full
volume with only slight help from the tone
control to reduce sideband interference
from Droitwich to the accepted minimum.

Effective AVC
Excellent reception of American broadcasting was obtained on the 16- and 19 metre bands. Fading was clearly shown
by the sensitive cathode-ray tuning indicator, yet the volume level was held constant.
Incidentally, on the short-wave

range AVC is applied only to the RF
stage.

The valves throughout are chosen from
the recently introduced " E " series. The
RF amplifier stage makes use of the EF8,
which is a pentode specially designed to
combine high efficiency with a low level of
The frequency
inherent valve noise.
changer is an octode, and the IF amplifier

a pentode operating at 47o kc/s.

The

input IF transformer has variable coupling,

and there are three degrees of

selectivity and quality. In the " minimum " (quality) position the primary and
secondary are loosely coupled to give the
highest selectivity, and the coupling circuits between the RF amplifier and the
frequency - changer

are

tion of volts to the AVC diode on weak
Normally the auxiliary diode is
positive, but when a sufficiently strong
signals.

signal arrives it becomes negative and the
by-pass effect of its anode -cathode resistance is removed.

The IF stage operates at maximum

also sharply tuned. In
the " medium " position
is added

resistance

to

damp the RF coupling

circuit, and a section of
the third winding on the
IF transformer is introduced to increase the
coupling a n d broaden
tuning. In the " maxi-

mum" position the
coupling is still further
increased by

including

the whole of the tertiary
winding. Compensation
for changes in overall

sensitivity are made for
each

position

of

Details of the station selector mechanism. A, motor reversing
switch ; B, clamping spring ; C, selector drums.

the

switch in other parts of the circuit, and to
balance the loss of high frequencies in the
position of maximum selectivity the negative feed -back in the output stage is in-

creased in the bass to reduce the output
at low frequencies.

AVC and signal rectification is carried
out by a triple diode, the function of the
third diode being to prevent the applica-

sensitivity under all conditions, and AVC
bias is applied to the frequency -changer
only on the medium- and long -wave
ranges.

The audio -frequency voltage resulting
from rectification is developed across the
volume control potentiometer, with which
is associated a tone compensating network.

The change of low frequency response
associated

with the " speech -music "
switch at the, back of the set is effected by
alteration of the value of the coupling condenser to the grid of the first AF amplifier,

which is a pentode valve connected as a
The variable tone control is also
associated with the input circuit to this

EXTERNAL
EAKER

0 0

triode.
valve.

For the reproduction of gramophone
records the IF amplifier is brought in as
an additional AF stage.

The anode is dis-

connected from the HT supply, and the
valve functions as a triode using the screen
as its anode.

Negative Feed -back
The output valve is a resistance -capacity
coupled pentode. Negative feed -back is
applied in two ways : ( r) by omitting the
by-pass condenser on the cathode by-pass

resistance , (2) by returning a portion of
the volts developed in the secondary of the

loud speaker output transformer to the
,rid -cathode circuit of the preceding stage
through a frequency discriminating potentiometer.
There is provision for an external loud

speaker of 5 ohms impedance, and the
output sockets are connected to a tap-

ping on the loud -speaker transformer
secondary. A switch is provided tor dis-

connecting the internal loud speaker, and

this automatically substitutes a suitable
0

load resistance.

0

AC

MARS

This is a very easy set to handle. All
the controls are smooth mechanically and
the tuning scale, complete with pilot
lamps, tuning indicator, etc., can be
tilted to any convenient angle. The

scales are horizontal and arrows at the

Wilypthoo

92

VOIPIO
drums make several revolutions for the

Philips Type 753A -

right-hand edge show the waveband in
A sharply focused vertical line of
use.
light projected on to the underside of the
scale by a cylindrical lens serves as the
tuning " pointer " and is absolutely free
from parallax errors. The wavelength

1.8o -degree movement of the tuning con-

denser the length of the spiral track is
about 12 inches and the accuracy of setting
is therefore high.
The mechanism is coupled to the electric
motor through a friction drive which auto -

JANUARY 26th, 1939.
the conductor, and because of the conical
shape, the act of screwing it on compresses
the end of the cable.
These connectors are produced mainly in
large sizes for heavy electrical purposes,
but the small types are eminently suitable
for the termination of the heavier leads
used for wireless. The smallest size is made

and station calibration is accurate and on

the crowded 16- and
r9 -metre bands num-

2nd DETECTOR AND AVC RECTIFIER EABI

IF AMPLIFIER EF9
INTERNAL

FREQUENCY CHANGER EK3

markings are
conveniently provided
for noting the positions of stations.
The automatic tuning system makes use
bered

1st AF AMPLIFIER EF6

LS SWITCH

of the existing vari-

able condenser, and
in addition to the

RECTIFIER

pre-set keys for eight

AZI

ends of the keyboard

OUTPUT

stations there are
press buttons at the

for traversing the

EL3

tuning scale in either
direction. It is necessary to operate the
switc Ii
waverange

when changing from

MANUAL

MAINS
VOLTAGE
ADJUSTMENT

TUNING
CONTROL

medium- to long -wave
pre-set stations, but

against this disadvan-

tage may be set the

fact that one is not re -

WAVE RANGE

CONTROL

EXT LS

The tuning scale hinges

down into a recess in
the top of the cabinet.
When the back is re-

A

moved from the set, the
mains are automatically

E

PICK-UP

BASS CONTROL SWITCH

RF AMPLIFIER EF8

disconnected.

stricted as to the proportion of stations
allocated to each range.
The principle of operation is as follows:
A spindle geared to the tuning condenser
carries a number of drums held in position
by friction and capable of being set independently in any desired position. On
the circumference of each drum a spiral
groove is cut with a locating hole in the
centre of the track so formed. The depth
of the groove is greater on one side of the
hole than the other, and when the pushbutton is depressed and the locking pin
descends into the groove the direction in
which

the driving motor rotates will

depend on whether the pin falls on the

high or low level of the spiral. Thus the
direction of rotation is always towards Jr::

central locking hole, and when this is

reached the current to the motor is
switched off.

matically .disengages when the current is
cut off. The same movement also actuates
a silencing switch across the loud speaker.
It is impossible to damage the mechtuning knob is inadvertently
pressed in and turned while a station key

manual

is depressed, it is

but the work of a

moment to recover the correct setting for
that station. Coloured pilot lights at each
end of the keyboard indicate which wave range is in use, and the station name tabs
supplied with the set are coloured to correspond.

The automatic tuning operates silently
and without vibration and appears to us
to be a thoroughly reliable job. It adds
the finishing touch to a really first-rate
design from the point of view of quality of
reproduction, sensitivity, selectivity and
general good manners in performance.

An important advantage of this system

cator with the manual control knob
pressed inwards from its normal position.
This has the effect of rotating the selector

drums with the exception of the one held
by its locking pin. Since the selector

able for 40/36, 70/36, 90/36 and 110/36,
while types can be supplied to take No. x8
and No. i6 SWG solid wire.

anism through mishandling, and if the

is that press buttons can be set up or

station wavelengths changed by the user
All he does is to
without special tools.
press the button in question, wait for the
mechanism to come to rest with the locking pin in the locating hole and then tune
in the desired station on the tuning indi-

for 23 /36 flexible cable, and others are avail-

Hammans Cable Sockets
ANEW
type of cable socket or lug has
been produced by Hammans Industries,
Ltd., of Abford House, Wilton Road, Lonwith which a reliable and
don,
mechanically strong connection can be made
without soldering.
The shank of the lug is slightly conical,
and is internally threaded, and it is fixed
merely by screwing it on the bared end of
the cable. The lug cuts its own thread in

The Wireless Industry
Rider Chanalyst, an interesting and

THE
novel service instrument, is described in

literature available from Holiday and Hemmer-

dinger, 74-78, Hardman Street, Deansgate,
Manchester, 3.

4, 4 -

Manufacturing Co.. Ltd., of
Sutherland Road, Higham Hill, Walthamstow,
Reliance

London, E.17, has issued a new series of

leaflets describing standard potentiometers and
rheostats; full technical data is given.
.e.p.

A new edition of the Bulgin catalogue is now
available. Details of over 1,3oo components

and accessories are given in this extremely

useful 120 -page publication, and a number of
price alterations (almost all reductions) are
shown. New introductions include television
aerials and feeders, " magic eye " holders, suppressors, etc. Copies (price 3d.) are obtainable from A. F. Bulgin and Co., Ltd., Abbey
Road, Barking, Essex.

<> 4 4,.

4,.

A series of transformers for use with home
cinematographs are described in a leaflet just
issued by F. C. Heayberd and Co., 1o, Finsbury
Street, London, E.C.2.

In referring to the Philco hlystery Control, in

last week's issue, the range of control should
have been given as too feet and not as
too yards.
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Power Consumption Meters
WHAT THEY REALLY MEASURE
By "CATHODE RAY"
THE method

of measuring the
consumption of receivers-or

anything else connected to the

mains-by means of the domestic
electricity supply meter, described recently
by M. G. Scroggie in his Radio Laboratory

Handbook, and by " Diallist "

in this

journal, raises some questions in the minds

of readers who are not quite clear about
such things as power factor.

Only last week I picked up a book of
the type that sets out to make electricity
simple for the novice, and read that the
watt is a particular sort of unit of electric
current, and on the same page that the
ampere is another sort of unit of electric
Now that way of making things
" easy " is not only confusing at the time
but is pretty certain to make things much
harder if later on the reader really wants
current.

to know something about how electricity is
measured. It seems to me that electricity
is very definitely something that one ought

to know about correctly or not at all.
To be clear about what the supply meter
actually measures it is necessary to begin
at the beginning and run over things, if
only very briefly. Newspapers,- reporting
a fatality from electric shock, invariably
state that a current of so many thousand

of power, or even any power at all. The
resistance may be so high as to allow only
a mere trickle of current to flow, or perhaps
cut it off altogether. On the other hand,

a large flow of current does not mean a
large amount of power if there is little
pressure behind it. That is the difficulty
about schemes for harnessing the tides.

The volume of water moved is enormous,
but the pressure, or " head," is relatively
small.

The amount of power is reckoned by
multiplying the pressure by the rate of
current. The result of multiplying volts
by amps. is the power in watts. Put
another way, power is the rate at which
work is done. But generally that is not
what people get paid for. If a man has to
do a certain job of work in a day, it is only

when it is very urgent that an employer
will agree to pay him extra for working
twice as quickly and then going home at
lunch-time to have the afternoon off. So
far as electricity is concerned it is the total
work -performing capacity (known technically as energy) that is paid for, and it

A typical kilowatt-hour meter of the type
under discussion in this article.

is up to the consumer to decide whether
he prefers to run a 1,000 -watt heater for
12 hours or a 3,000 -watt heater for 4 hours

What is Power ?
Having distinguished between the flow
of current and the pressure that is necessary to cause it, the next idea to grasp is
Pressure alone is not power.
Power can be obtained from water, but not
if the tap is turned off. So a high voltage
does not necessarily mean a large amount
power.

here to explain in detail the difference

between resistance and reactance. If the
circuit contains only resistance, the whole

of what I have said about power and
energy applies to AC as well as to DC. The

only difference is that the rate at which it

is supplied is not steady, but keeps on

rising from nothing to a peak, then dying
down and reversing to a peak in the opposite direction ; but as it does all this fifty
times every second the variations are too
rapid to matter much, and it is reasonable
to consider only the average.

Complications
But when the circuit includes coils and

condensers the whole process from the
point of view of supplying power is quite

It is true that either a coil or
a condenser allows a certain current to
different.

energy that is supplied. In practice there
is bound to be some resistance, so part is
consumed and part returned. But 'supposing for the sake of simplicity that we
have got a pure (i.e. resistanceless) condenser, the current does not actually pass
through it at all, but just charges it up, in
the same way that a rubber balloon connected to a water or gas tap would allow
a current to flow into it until the back pressure of the balloon balanced the forward pressure from the supply. If the
supply pressure was caused to cease, the
balloon would blow its charge back where
it came from, so the situation would be
precisely as it was originally. Apart from
frictional losses, the net power supplied

pipe ; it is there whether water is flowing or

circuit.

When the supply is DC the foregoing exceedingly simple knowledge is all one
needs. It is with AC that confusion begins.
I am hoping that you read my article " The
Great Ohms Muddle (and the Way Out) "
(June 23rd last) because there is no room

the circuit, a coil or condenser without
resistance returns to the circuit all the

it cannot help giving the impression that
the current is measured in volts, which
pass through the unfortunate person (or
whatever else happens to be in circuit).
Actually, of course, volts are used to indicate the electrical pressure, which may
exist without any current at all. To adopt
the favourite analogy, water is supplied to
our houses under pressure, measured in
pounds per square inch. It is nonsense to
talk of this pressure flowing through the

and also on the resistance (in ohms) of the

zoo hours the consumption is 6 kWh.

flow, and its limiting effect (reactance) is
measured in ohms, the same as resistance.
But whereas a resistance converts all the
electrical energy that is supplied to it into
heat so that it is entirely withdrawn from

volts passed through the deceased. If
only the little word " of " were changed
to " at " it would be correct, but as it is

not. When the tap is turned on the pressure causes water to flow ; and the rate at
which it flows (in gallons per minute) depends on the pressure and on the resistance in the pipes, tap, etc. The electrical
equivalent is that when a circuit path is
provided the voltage causes a current to
flow, and the rate of flow (in amperes, or
amps for short) depends on the pressure

reckoned is too obvious for me to have to
emphasise it. If a 6o -watt lamp is run for

-it costs the same either way, because he
has used 12,000 watt-hours of energy. To
save a lot of noughts, energy is practically
always specified in kilowatt-hours (kWh),
which are also called Board of Trade Units

because they form the legal basis for the
sale of electric energy : 12,000 watt-hours
equals 12 kWh.

So far so good. The way Units are

would have been nil, for what was supplied
to the balloon in the first half of the cycle

was given back to the supply in the

The same argument applies to a
condenser on alternating current. Alternately, the pressure of the supply and the
charging current constitute energy delivered, and the pressure of the condenser
and the discharging current constitute an
equal amount of energy returned. Although there is current it ought not to be
paid for.
The current that flows in an inductive
coil stores the energy in magnetic forth.
During the declining part of the AC cycle,
this magnetic energy generates an electric
second.
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current in the reverse direction, so again

look out for confusion. I can already see
some readers puckering their brows and

gineer is human at the core and can't
expect us to call the thing a volt-amp-

the energy is shuttlecocked to and fro, and
is never permanently delivered.

hear them saying, " You said a little while
ago that the meter ignores all but the true

milliamp - ohm - microfarad - meter

Power Consumption Meters-

The meter should take no account of
any current of this nature, but only of
that which represents energy permanently
removed from the circuit. The propor-

tion of the whole that is so removed is
called the power factor. So to get the

only amount of power that is of practical
interest it is necessary to multiply amps
by volts by power factor to get watts.
Power factor is, of course, always less
than i. The remaining watts, that circulate to and fro, are ignored ; or rather that
is not invariably true, because if large
users of power operate their systems in
such a way as to have a bad (low) power
factor, it is clear that to supply them with
a given amount of power the current must

watts ; yet you used a meter to measure
the current, which was the same for the
two very different power factors." The

trouble there is that in orthodox electrical

engineering a " meter," without prefix,
has come by long custom to be understood to mean an energy meter ; and this
is even officially recognised in the British
Standards Institution list of technical
terms. But up crop we radio people with
no traditions or old school ties, having
very little indeed to say about the
electrical engineer's" meter " (until " Dial list " started a sort of weekly running

commentary on that hitherto unknown
curiosity), and begin using the term for

be far larger than at unity power factor
(power factor= f) ; and the supply com-

our commonly used pointer instruments of
all kinds. Of course, when the electrical
engineer protests we can come back at him

pany has to provide larger mains to carry

and larger machines to generate it.

by asking him to suggest a name that he
could approve, and that we could use, for

Contrary to popular supposition, the cost
of generating the electricity itself is negligible ; most of what you pay is required

the modern service -engineer's instrument.
After all, even an orthodox electrical en -

it

every

time we ask the boy to sling it in our kit.

Various people have shed doubts on
the accuracy of the domestic meter as a
measuring instrument. Apparently, in
certain cases it is possible to take quite an
appreciable amount of power before the

meter starts to move. When this is so
one would not expect the reading to be
very accurate even when it does move.
The lucky owners of such meters are unlikely to complain to the suppliers and are
doubtless content to forgo the use of these
instruments for accurate measurements.
But if such gross errors exist it is no fault
of the legislators, for the law requires that

at any load between 5 per cent. and 125
per cent. of full load the error should- not
exceed + 21 per cent. or - 31 per cent.

And the British Standards Institution
specifies ±2 per cent., and a starting
current not exceeding one -hundredth of
full rated current. My meter starts at one thousandth, so my opportunities for free
juice are very restricted!

for capital cost and maintenance of the
plant and cables. So if people use a large

amount of energy at a needlessly low
power factor it is only fair that they
should be discouraged from this policy by
However, so far as
a heavier bill.

domestic consumers are concerned my
original statement-that the proportion of
energy not

permanently

delivered

apply, because the great majority of

current supplied is for heating, cooking
and lighting, which being a pure resistance load is at unity power factor.

Wattless Current
A transformer connected to the mains
but with its secondary windings discon-

an example of

a low -power

factor load. The majority of the volt amps goes to magnetise the core, and the
only part that counts on the meter is what
is unavoidably lost in heating up the
transformer. I have a large transformer

for testing sets at various voltages and
other jobs, and by putting an AC ammeter

in circuit found that the current on no

load was o.6 amp. As the mains voltage
is 240 that represents 144 volt -amps. But
not 144 watts!
I made up a real 144 watt circuit from some lamps and a regulating resistor, adjusting the current to
o.6 amp again. The meter then made one
revolution in 27 seconds. Supplying the

same current to the transformer it took
180 seconds. So the actual power supplied to the transformer and lost in it is
heat was only 14 4 27 or 21.6 watts.
18 0

By "DIALLIST"

's

ignored by the meter-may be taken to

nected is

Random Radiations

,

27

-i8o,or 0.15, is the power factor of the un-

loaded transformer. The remaining 85
per cent. of the volt -amps is what is often
described as wattless.
In a sphere of work with such ill -chosen
terms as ours, one must always be on the

Dry Battery Receivers
THE new battery valves with low -voltage
filaments are beginning to be used in
radio receivers as well as in deaf aids.
Their great advantage is that they can
derive their filament current if need he
from single dry cells of no great size, which,

of course, makes them exceedingly useful
both for portable sets and for receivers of
other kinds operated in places where there
are difficulties about charging accumulaA recently launched portable contors.
taining four of these valves is stated to
require only 0.25 ampere of LT current at

1.5 volts: The HT current is also small,

being of the order of 9 milliamperes. As
the total voltage required from the HT battery for the plate circuits and for automatic
grid bias is only 90, the load on this battery
works out at o.81 watt. That on the filament battery is 0.375 watt. The set

thus requires but 1.185 watts from both

motors, lamp bulbs, and so on. Switching on
was done by the simple process of tickling an
eel ; the apparatus connected to it then lit up

or revolved as the case might be. In my

mind's eye I couldn't help picturing an eel power wireless receiver for use in outposts

of Empire where eels of the right kind
abound, though mains supplies and accu-

mulator -charging facilities are non-existent.

His day's work done, the exile from home
reclines in his camp chair, whilst with one
hand immersed in the eel tank he gently

tickles -in the Empire programme. Perhaps

even that process could be eliminated by
mounting the loud speaker on the tank, its
vibrations supplying the necessary titillation. The only snag that I can see lies in
the well-known tendency of eels to wind
themselves into coils. I have no data of
the inductance and self -capacity of a coiled
electric eel. Would it upset the tuning or
merely serve a useful purpose by providing
a smoothing choke in the power supply?

its batteries together, an astonishingly low

The figure is,
as a matter of fact, almost exactly the same
as that for a pocket Hash lamp worked by
a three -cell battery. We seem to have progressed a little since the old bright -emitter
figure for a 4 -valve receiver.

days, when each valve needed about

3

watts for filament heating alone.

Eelectricity !

THE other day I was thrilled by an
account

in

my morning paper of

a

demonstration, given, as you might expect,

in America, of the use of electric eels as
generators. Wires were attached by means

of metal clips (that must have taken a bit of
doing !) to various squirmy inhabitants of a

tank of salt water, the other ends-ends of

the wires, of course-being connected to small

Demonstrations
AFRIEND who is keenly interested in
short-wave reception decided recently
that the time had come for him to invest
in a communication receiver. He lives at
some distance from London and it wasn't

possible for him to see any sets of this kind
in his own small town. But after perusing
many catalogues he discovered two sets of
different makes which on paper seemed to

meet his requirements and whose prices
suited his pocket. Both firms announced
that daily demonstrations were given in
He therefore
their London showrooms.
decided to make a special trip-something
over a hundred miles there and back-to
see and hear the receivers put through their
paces. On reaching showroom No. r he was
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enthusiastically received and was

duly
shown the set. Could he hear it at work?
Most certainly ! The demonstrator applied

himself to the controls and in a moment

produced the London Regional. My friend
explained that he didn't need a communication receiver to hear the London Regional ;
might they please go farther afield amongst

the short-wave stations? Sadly it was explained to him that local interference was

too severe for anything but the London

VliteaSta
WOreilt
Some Queer Survivals
I say almost anywhere because there are
still some rather queer kinds of mains current
supply in this country of ours.
Looking

through the latest list available showing the
supplies in different parts of the country, I
find that two London areas have DC at roo
volts, and no fewer than four AC at the same
voltage. In the provinces there are quite a

find voltages of roo, 105, rio, 170 and frequencies of 25, 3o, 40 and roo.
% m's nip

Foiled Again

An Adventure

At showroom No. 2 a further surprise

DID I ever tell you of an adventure that

even shown the set that he had come so
far to see. The demonstrator was exceed-

holiday, and my family, of course, urged
that a suitable wireless set should be taken
as part of the equipment. Turning up the

ingly sorry, but that was just the one model
.that they hadn't in stock. Production had
been delayed ; if my friend would return in
a week or so he would be delighted to let
him examine one and even to operate it
himself. At the moment nothing could be
done about it beyond showing him pictures
and enlarging upon the description con-

tained in the catalogue. A sadder but a
wiser man, my friend journeyed home with
his money still in his pocket ; and there, as

they say, the matter rests for the present.
%

ti

Mains -Battery Sets
THE other week I mentioned that I'd been
using a communication receiver whose
internal arrangements were such that you
could run it either from AC mains through

a power unit or direct from a 6 -volt LT
battery and a large -capacity HTB of 27o

volts. By one and the same post I received
letters from two readers, each of whom tells
me that be has just completed the design
of a. receiver which works either off 23o -volt

mains or off a 6 -volt car accumulator. One
of them is kind enough to send me a circuit
diagram of his set, which is an interesting
piece of work. To change over, from mains
to battery operation, all that you need do is
to turn a knob which operates a five -pole
double -throw switch. In one position this
connects the mains to a conventional transformer supplying a rectifier with one
secondary winding, and the heaters with the

In the battery position the heaters
go straight on to the 6 -volt supply, which
is also taken to a vibrator. The secondary
other.

of the transformer to which the latter is connected is now fed to the aforesaid rectifier.
There is one peculiarity about the circuit on

which its author makes the pencilled comment: " Rectifier cathode 25o volts positive
to heater! But [mentioning a well-known
manufacturing firm] do it, so here's hoping."

Should be Useful
Both these sets are intended to be semi portables for use either in the car or in the
home. The idea strikes me as an excellent
one.

It's not new, of course, but in the

past snags of various kinds seem to have
cropped up. Let's hope that this time there

won't be any snags and that the mains -

battery set will be a great success. Perhaps
someone will go a step farther and give us

a still more flexible set that will work off
either a r2 -volt car battery or AC or DC

mains with a voltage between 200 and 25o.

That would be something really worth
having on a holiday, for you could use it
almost anywhere.

cent., and the output voltage is claimed to

be constant within 2 db. over the whole
frequency range.

There is a continuous control of output

voltage, and a 6 -way switch enables several
different output circuits to be secured. In

one position a six -step attenuator is included, but in the other positions only the
continuous control of output functions.

lot of places with DC at roo, Ho or 115
volts, whilst among those that have AC I

Regional to be tuned in satisfactorily. The
demonstrator was sorry, but that was just
that.

was in store. Again he received an enthusiastic welcome ; but this time he wasn't
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befell me in the little East Anglian town
of Southwold? I was going there for a short

mains supply tables, I found that the current
there was 23o volts AC. I decided to take
a largish 'set, as I'd heard that reception conditions in that part of the world weren't too
good. Arrived at our hotel, one of my off-

spring proceeded to install the set in our

rooms, which formed a kind of annexe to the
main building. Presently he called to me
that, though he'd got everything shipshape,
there wasn't a sound to be obtained from the
set. There was, however, a distinctly nasty
smell, and my first act was to switch off, for

something was undoubtedly near frying

point inside. Something suggested to me
that we'd plugged into DC. I traced out the

electric wiring and found that it emerged
from a little DC meter tucked away in a
corner of the vestibule of the said annexe.

Subsequent enquiries showed that the town
had originally been on 200 volts DC and that

almost all of it had been changed over to
230 volts AC.
Here and there, though,
small DC circuits had been left, and one of
these served just two rooms out of those in
the hotel. Luckily, the set stood up to its
trying ordeal and proved none the worse

The Mullard GM23o4 audio -frequency
oscillator.

Except on this one output, it is important

that the output terminals be connected to

the correct value of impedance and the

values for the other five switch positions
are 2.5, 5, 25o, 500, and L000 ohms. On
the 2.5- and 5 -ohm positions both output
terminals are isolated ; on the other three
the output is balanced to earth, the centre
of the output transformer winding being
earthed.
On test, the oscillator behaved admirably,
and it can confidently be recommended for
all ordinary test and laboratory requirements. It is made by the Mullard Wireless

Service Co., Ltd., of Mallard House, 225,
Tottenham Court Road, London, W.r.

HENRY FARRAD'S SOLUTION

when we connected it later on, by means of

long flex leads, to an AC point in one of
the other rooms. It is a bit disconcerting,
though, to find little DC islands like this
in an AC area!

MULLARD BEAT -FREQUENCY
OSCILLATOR

THIS audio -frequency oscillator is of a

particularly useful type for many purposes since the whole range of audible frequencies can be covered in one swing of a
control. It is of the beat -frequency type ;
that is, the output is obtained by the rectification of the mixture of two RF oscil-

(See page 80)

only terminal that is involved in

THE
resistance readings that change as the
knob is turned is A, which can therefore
be identified as the slider terminal. With

the control at the extreme left, terminals A
and B coincide, as shown by the fact that

resistance A to B is nil and B to C is the
same as A to C, also B to D the same as

A to D. Similarly, A and D coincide when

the knob is turned fully to the right. B

and D are therefore the end terminals of the
resistance element. Resistances from C to
each end add up to equal the total resistance

B to D, regardless of slider position, and

lators. One of these operates at a fixed

frequency, and the other has its frequency
variable by the panel controls. The output is equal to the difference in frequency
between the two oscillators.
One control gives a continuous range of

output frequencies of 0-1,500 c /s and the
other of 0-15,000 c /s. The lower useful
limit of output is r5 c /s.

A

B

C

The equipment is entirely mains -operated
and calibration is effected by comparing the

output at roo c /s with the mains frequency, the comparison being effected by
means of a cathode-ray tuning indicator.
The scales are direct reading in frequency,
and the calibration is remarkably accurate.
A diode rectifier is used followed by an
AF stage and output pentode with negative
The output is 400 milliwatts
feed -back.
for a harmonic content of less than 2 per

are approximately equal to one another.

C

is therefore a centre tap in a nominally

5o,000 -ohm potentiometer, which when so
provided is usually described as a fader.

Without measurements at intermediate

knob settings it is not possible to say whether

the element is linear or tapered.

The required diagram of connections,
with actual measured values, is shown above.
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Letters to the Editor
The Editor does not necessarily endorse the opinions
of his correspondents

Output Transformers
IHAVE read with interest Mr. Partridge's
article on output transformers in your
issue of January 12th, and while his statement that the efficiency is lowered by the
copper losses and iron losses cannot be contradicted, I disagree with his ideas as to the
manner in which these losses (or their
equivalent resistances) enter into the theory
of matching.

In the examples given in the article the
loadings arrived at are admittedly those
which permit the valve (considered by

itself) to operate at its best, i.e., it will give
out its maximum permissible power. But
as some of this power is being dissipated
wastefully in the transformer, it does not

follow that we thus obtain the maximum
possible power dissipated usefully in the
output load, and this is really the object
to be aimed at.
If

a valve could be regarded as an

ordinary AC generator, with pure and constant internal resistance, then it would he

quite easy to evolve a formula to secure
matching with a resistance load through a
transformer having resistance.

The true principle is that the useful
resistance in the load is to be matched
(through the transformer ratio) with the

total wasteful resistance.

It would then be found that the transformer resistance would have to be con-

sidered as part of the internal resistance of
the generator, and the best load resistance
would be higher than with a transformer of
no resistance.
Owing to the peculiarities of a valve, how-

ever, the matter is not so simple, and the
problem would seem to call for a redetermination of the optimum load, using a
new family of curves taken with an appro-

priate external resistance in circuit, with

due allowance for HT voltage loss.
A somewhat superficial consideration of
the matter inclines me to the opinion that
the result would be a load certainly higher

than that given by Mr. Partridge, and

probably slightly higher than that at present
published in valve lists.
Further, the efficiencies with the new

loads would be rather better than those
indicated by Mr, Partridge's figures.
Stratford -on -Avon. P. G. DAVIDSON.

The Author's Reply
MR. DAVIDSON'S letter puts forward a
very interesting

line

of

reasoning,

which is, indeed, based upon sound engineering principles. But it is a pity that so
much thought should have been wasted upon
so trivial a cause. Why encourage the birth
of a new family of curves for the sole purpose of being able to use a third-rate output
transformer?
When designing a power stage, the object

is to feed into the load (speaker, recording
head, etc.) as much undistorted power as is
possible with the particular valves selected.
The first step is to see that the valves operate

in the manner recommended by the manufacturers. This involves regulating the HT

supply so that the full permissible voltage
is applied to the plates. One allows for the
voltage dropped through

the smoothing

chokes, the primary of the output transformer, bias resistor, etc., and therefore a

" due allowance for HT voltage loss " does
not arise. Having got the valves working
under the optimum conditions, the only
means of transferring the maximum power

sharp knock with hand or tool loosens the
base of the suppressor, and engine vibration
does the rest.
The effect of ignition suppressors can
easily be demonstrated by detaching the
centre HT lead from the distributor cap and
holding the wire close to any part of the
cylinder block. If the make and break is
then flipped open with the finger nail, the
ignition switch being on, a spark should
result. With no suppressor fitted a large fat
spark should appear, and the addition of the
suppressor will make the spark much
smaller, but snappier, and more intense.

It should be pointed out that although a

simple choke fitted in the LT lead of a well screened car set will prevent the interference
breaking through into the receiver, it is still
radiating from the ignition system, and will

affect ally other receiver in the vicinity
A. D. MILNE.

to the load is by using an efficient trans-

working on short waves.
Coatbridge.

transformer resistance as a part of the internal resistance of the generator will not
produce more watts. The unavoidable fact
remains that transformer resistance means
loss, and the correct procedure is to reduce

Interference : Voluntary Suppression

former. The mental effort of considering the

the resistance and not to undertake research

to make the best of a bad job.
In order not to appear too harsh, let me
add that I am in complete agreement with
Mr. Davidson.
A transformer can be
matched to a speaker by adjusting the
valve. But, please remember, my article
dealt with the problems of matching a
speaker to a valve by adjusting the transformer.
N. PARTRIDGE.
London, S.W.t.

T ONLY wish some of the suggestions con-

tained in the letter from Mr. Dundas

Bryce, relating to the suppression of igni-

tion interference with television on the
ultra -short waves, could be put into practice
to help the listener to ordinary sound broadcasting to obtain interference -free reception !

Why should not the B.B.C. every now and
then issue an appeal to owners of every kind
of electrical appliance to have them fitted
with suppressors wherever possible?
There is one particular piece of electrical
apparatus in use close to this address. When
it is actually in operation all reception on
the medium waves becomes utterly impossible.

Ignition Interference
AS the last paragraph of. Mr. Dundas
Bryce's letter and your own comment

in your issue of January 12th seem to point
my way, I append some of my own observations on the practical side of this subject.
I have been experimenting continuously

with motor car interference for the past
eighteen nfonths, first on a 5933 Morris Ten,

and latterly on a ro h.p. Ford " Prefect."
Dealing first with the question of easy
starting on cars fitted with suppressors, an
experience I had in Aberdeen last winter
may interest your readers. My hotel was

Local listeners know who is the

culprit, but the latter is impervious alike to
threats and pleas. I do wish The Wireless
World would hammer home this question of
interference on all the wavebands in every
single issue!

As for the " difficulties" of carrying out
the necessary legislation to compel owners
of static -broadcasting appliances to have
them fitted with suppressors, let the legislation be passed first, then ways will be found
In any case, other
for applying it!
countries have done so.
T. I. E. WARBURTON.
St. Leonards-on-Sea.

situated some distance from public garages,
and it was customary to leave cars out all
night in single file at the side of the build-

Indented Sound Track

freezing.

AS the Filmograph " Home -Talkie " unit,

ing, the radiators being drained to avoid

the contributor of the item describing

My car never once failed to burst into life

The Wireless World, December 8th, 1938, I

morning, and was the envy of others with
more modern cars who were forced to use
their starting handles. The secret of success in this connection lies in keeping the
outside of plugs and suppressors clean and
free from dust and oil, particularly in damp
or frosty weather. With dirty suppressors

raised by Mr. Appleby in his letter (December 29th issue) referring to this instrument.

at the first touch of the starter in the . would like to reply briefly to the points

and plugs the current will tend to travel
over the outer surface of the body of the
plug rather than force its way through the
wet and cold plug points.
Regarding the effect of suppressors at

high speeds, I usually travel at 5o m.p.h.
on my longer journeys where road condi-

tions permit, and have occasionally touched
6o for many miles, which is the maximum

top speed of the car, with or without suppressors.

I have had misfiring troubles due to the
suppressors, but have invariably found this

to be due to rough handling by garage
mechanics when working at the engine.

A

First, I must state that I have no infor

mation regarding the sound quality obtain-

able with this device.

However,

I can

answer his query regarding the problem of
eliminating the intermittent film motion
through the picture -gate of the projector.
In this instance (see photographs accom-

panying the item) the film motion is not
intermittent because, contrary to standard

practice, the recorded and
reproduced sound comes before the picture
professional

and from a loop above the continuous or
steady speed sprocket.
For -the benefit of the many persons who

have written to me requesting the source
of supply of these Filmograph units I
-append the required name and address :
The International Film Recording Company,
812, Broadway, New York, N.Y., U.S.A.

D. W. A.
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Recent Inventions
inset a

" thumb -

rough -tuning knob K is fixed to
a hollow cup -shaped member M,
and drives the condenser C
through a hollow shaft S keyed to
the condenser spindle at P. The
fine-tuning thumbwheel Kr protrudes slightly through an opening

in the knob K so that it can conveniently be turned by a finger or
thumb of one hand.

It is mounted on a transverse
spindle K2 which applies a frictional drive to

the edge of a

second cup -shaped member Mr,
and so rotates the condenser
spindle through a shaft Sr. The
slow-motion

drive

is

applied

through a spring -pressed slider B

an incandescent cathode follow

SEPARATING SOUND AND

VISION SIGNALS
TWO closely adjacent wavelengths, such as the sound

and vision signals in a television

receiver, are fed to the control
grid of a pentode valve and are
beterixlyned by the same local
frequency, the sound signals being
taken off from the screening grid

and the picture signals from the
anode of the same valve.
As shown in the figure, both
sets

of

incoming

are

signals

applied. across the terminals T,
Tx to . the control grid of the
pentode V, together with local
oscillations from a source S. If
the picture signals are transmitted
on a carrier of 45 megacycles and
sound on 41.5 megacycles,

a local frequency

of

32

megacycles is used. In the

anode circuit A, of which
the tuning is broadened by
a shunt

resistance

R, a

difference frequency of r3

megacycles (45-32) is pro-

duced and transferred to the

IF stage Al of the picture
channel.

arrangement avoids cross -modula-

Two -speed tuning condenser drive mechanism
with finger-tip control
for fine adjustment.

ber Mr against a nut on the end
of the spindle K2.
The Plessey .Co., Ltd. ; P. H.
Morrison and P. J. Packman.
Application date, June 231h, 1937.
No. 492548.

0000
AVC "ON THE ROAD"

A second tuned circuit B is con-

nected to the screening grid, and
is decoupled by a resistance Rx
and condenser C.

Here the second
difference frequency of 9.5 megacycles (41.5-32) appears and is

passed through a separate amplifier Br to the sound channel. The

the Maxwell law of distribution,

tion and prevents undue attenua-

and show " emergence " velocities

Tomlin. Application date April
24th, 1937. No. 492398.

cannot effectively be controlled or
modulated by signals of the order
of microvolts.

tion of either set of frequencies.
Ferranti, Ltd., and G. M.

varying from o to 4 volts ; these

o000

TELEVISION TRANSMITTERS

TWO or more electron -

multipliers are built into the
glass tube of a cathode-ray tube
of the Icouoscope type so as to
form a unitary structure. They
are arranged symmetrically about

the mosaic -cell screen, as well as
about the window or aperture

through which the picture to be
televised is projected.
The electrons released from the

sensitive electrode by the action
the scanning stream
attracted directly to

of

are

the

multipliers, and are amplified by
them before passing to the signal-

ling circuit. Provision is made to
allow the outputs from the
various multipliers to be suitably
" mixed " ill order to give control of shading and background.
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd. (assignees of L. E. Flory

and G. A. Norton).

which forces the edge of the mem-

Part of the difficulty lies in the
fact that electrons emitted from

will be included in this section.

disc or knob for making the first
rough adjustment, across the face
wheel " used for fine tuning.
As shown iu the figure, the

rents by the feeble signalling
currents available in television.

devices and improvements issued as patents

receiver consists of an ordinary

which is

to control or modulate these cur-

Brief descriptions of the more interesting radio

" FINE" TUNING
TII E control knob of a wireless

of

The British abstracts published here are prepared with the
permission of the Controller of H.M. Stationery Office,
from Specifications obtainable at the Patent Office, 25,
Southampton Buildings, London, W.C.2, price 1;- each.

Convention

date (U.S.A.), January 28th, 1937.
No. 491425.

0000

ELECTRON MULTIPLIERS
possible to obtain practically
IT any
is desired degree of amplification from an electron multiplier,
particularly when the primary

current is small, as is the case
with a photo -electric cell. But it
not so easy to apply the
secondary emission effect to the

Electron multiplier tube designed
for modulation by weak impulses.

According to the invention, the
primary current is produced by a
special

stream having an average velocity
of between 2 and 2.001 volts.
The stream is focused by a Wellnelt cylinder NV, and the magnetic
field from a coil M, on to a series

of target electrodes T. Tx, T3.

Signals of the order of millivolts

will then give " deep " modulation

when applied to the control grid
G. The slope of the multiplier
can be given any desired value,
the amplification being free from

is

distortion.

comparatively large currents

(Germany), March
No. 492698.

emitted from a heated cathode, or

G.

road, particularly in an open car,
depends to some extent upon the
prevailing wind -speed, since this
produces a definite background of
He accordingly proposes to

regulate the output volume automatically, not by the actual speed
of the car, but by the speed of the
air -stream flowing past it.

He does so by using the wellknown Pitot tube. One limb of
the. U-tube faces the front, and the

other the rear of the car. The
difference of pressure so set up

regulates the level of a column of

inside the tube.

The

inside of the latter is coated with
carbon, the effective resistance of
which therefore depends on the
length not short-circuited by the
mercury. This variable resistance

is then made part of the ordinary
or

'' manual "

volume control,

applied to the AF amplifier, and

so introduces the desired automatic
regulation.

E. I. -C. S. St. J. Chesney. Ap-

plication date, February
1937. No. 490598.

13th,

Method of separating sound and
vision signals in a television receiver.

incandescent

electric cathode energised by
monochromatic light may be used.
Either type yields an electron

when receiving programmes on the

mercury

of

thin " monocrystal " coating of
copper. Alternatively a photo-

THE inventor points. out that
the agreeable level of sound

noise.

form

cathode C covered with a very

Weiss.

Convention date
31st, 1936.
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SHORT-WAVE STATIONS OF THE WORLD
Arranged in Order of Frequency and Wavelength (Stations with an Aerial Power of 20 kW and above in heavy type)
Call
Sign.

Station.

Amateurs

...

...

Amateurs

...

1.71

..

2.00
3.50

Calcutta (India)
...
Bombay (India)
...
Madras (India)
...
Delhi (No. 2) (India)

...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...

VUC2

VUB2
VUM2
VUD2
RIA
RNE
CXA2

ZRH
XVO
OLR2A
DJC

RW96
OLR2B
HVJ
W1XAL
YDA
W4XB
GSA

W8XKL
W3XAU

.........Silo
-

.

DJY
DJM
OAX4Z

ZRK
W3XAL

W9XF
GSL

XEUZ
CXA4
W8XK
W2XE
HVJ
HBQ

6.01
6.01
6.01

'

6.11
6.12
6.12

6.14
6.17
6.19
6.67
7.00

to

.

Mexico City (Mexico)
Radio -Nations (Switzerland)

Budapest (Hungary)...

...

Radio -Nations (Switzerland)
Ankara (Turkey)
...
...
Madrid (Spain)
...

Rio de Janeiro (Brazil)
Melbourne (Australia)
...
Bangkok (Siam)
Mexico City (Mexico)

Daventry (Gt. Britain)
.

...
...
...
...
...
...
.°..

...
...
...

...
...
...
...

.

...
Skandebaek (Denmark)
Pretoria (South Africa)
...
...
Calcutta (India)
Schenectady (U.S.A.)
...
.
...
Tokio (Japan)
...
...
..
...
Zeesen (Germany) . .
Podebrady (Prague) (Czechoslovakia)
Paris (Radio -Mondial) ( France) ...
Vatican City (Vatican State)
...
...
Bombay (India)
Schenectady (U.S.A)
...
...
Zeesen (Germany) ...
...
Lima (Peru) ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Millis (U.S.A.)
...
...
Daventry (Gt. Britain)
...
Delhi No. 2 (India) ...
...
Philadelphia (U.S.A.)
...
Sydney (Australia) ...
...
...
Huizen (Holland) ...
...
Moscow (U.S.S.R.) ...
...
Capetown (South Africa) ...
:..
...
...
Rome (Italy) . .
...
Vatican City (Vatican State)
Buenos Aires (Argentine Republic) .
...
Bound Brook (U.S.A.)
...
...
...
Zeesen (Germany) ...
Guatemala City (Guatemala)
...
...
Madrid (Spain)
...
...
Dairen (China)
Lisbon (Portugal) ...
...
...
...
...
Marapicd (Brazil) ...
...
...
Ruysselede (Belgium)
Buenos Aires (Argentine Republic)...
...
...
Kootwijk (Holland) ...
...
...
...
Taihoku (Japan)
...
Lisbon (Portugal) ...
112.11 in-Nstt

to
4.00
4.88
4.90
4.95
4.99
5.85
6.00
6.00

6.02
6.03
6.03
6.03
6.04
6.04
6.04
6.05
6.06
6.06
6.06
6.07
6.08
6.09
6.10
6.10
6.10

in n c /SurilvArlandl

HAT4
HBL
TAP
EAR
PRF5
VK3ME
11S8PJ
XEWW

7.30
7.38
7.80
9.12
9.34
9.46
9.49
9.50
9.50
9.50
9.50

GSB

9.51

RW96

9.52
9.52
9.52
9.53
9.53
0.54
9.54
9.55
9.55

XECR
HBP

Oil?
ZRH
Vt-C2

W2XAF

JZI
DJN
OLR3A
TPB11

HVJ
VUB2
W2XAD
DJA
OAX4T
W1XK
GSC

VUD2
W3XA U
VK2ME
PCJ
RW96

ZRK
12R03
HVJ
LRX
W3XAL
DJX
TGWA
EAQ

JDY
CSW3

PSH
ORK
LSX
PDK

JIB

CSW6

Rfin

0.55
9.55
0.55
9.56
9.56
9.57
9.58
9.59
9.59
9.59
9.59
9.60
9.60
9.63
9.66
9.66
9.67
9.67
9.83
9.86
9.92
9.94
10.22
10.33
10.35
10.42
10.53
11.04
11.40

Metres.

174.43
to
150.00
85.71

to

Moscow (U.S.S.R.) ...
Moscow (U.S.S.R.) ...
.
Montevideo (Uruguay)
...
Pretoria (South Africa)
...
.
Rangoon (Burma) ...
..
...
Podebrady (Prague) (Czechoslovakia)
Zeesen (Germany) ...
...
...
Moscow (U.S.S.R.) ...
...
...
Pod-ebrady (Prague) (Czechoslovakia)
...
Vatican City (Vatican State)
Boston (U.S.A.)
...
...
...
Tandjong Priok (Java)
...
...
Miami (U.S.A.)
...
...
Daventry (Gt. Britain)
...
...
...
Cincinnati (U.S.A.) ...
Philadelphia (U.S.A.)
...
Motala (Sweden)
...
Vienna (Germany) ...
...
Zeesen (Germany)
...
Lima (Peru) ...
...
Capetown (South Africa) ...
...
...
Bound Brook (U.S.A.)
...
...
Chicago (U.S.A.)
...
Daventry (Gt. Britain)
...
...
Mexico City (Mexico)
Montevideo (Uruguay)
...
...
...
Pittsburgh (U.S.A.) ...
...
...
...
Wayne (U.S.A.)
Vatican City (Vatican State)
...
...
Radio -Nations (Switzerland)
Amateurs

Moscow (U.S.S.R.)

Tuning
Positions.

axis.

kW.

-

-

Station.

Call
Sign.

mots.

Warsaw (Poland)
I SPD
Motala (Sweden)
...
...
... SLIP
Moscow (U.S.S.R.) ...
... RIA
...
TPA4
Paris (Radio -Mondial) (France)
Paris (Radio -Mondial) (France)
... TPA6
Huizen (Holland) ...
...
... PHI
W1XAL
Boston (U.S.A.)
HVJ
Vatican City (Vatican State)
GSD
Daventry (Gt. Britain)
Podebrady (Prague) (Czechoslovakia) OLR4B
DJD
Zeesen (Germany)
W1XAL
Boston (U.S.A.)
JZJ
Tokio (Japan)
DJO
Zeesen (Germany)
DJZ
Vienna (Germany)
Rome (Italy)
12R04
Daventry, (Gt. Britain)
GSN
Wayne (U.S.A.)
W2XE
CWS5
Lisbon (Portugal)
Podebrady (Prague) {Czechoslovakia) OLR4A
DJP
Zeesen (Germany)
GSE
Daventry (Gt. Britain)
W8XK
Pittsburgh (U.S.A.)
TPB7
Paris (Radio -Mondial) (France)
TPA3
Paris (Radio -Mondial) (France)

to
75.00
61.48 10
61.00 10
60.61 10
60.06 10
51.24 15
50.00 20
49.96
5
49.94
7
49.94 10
49.94 30
49.83
549.75 100
49.75 30
49.75 25
49.67 20
49.67 10
49.67
5
49.59 10-5
49.50 10
49.50 10
Moscow (U.S.S.R.)
RNE
TFJ
49.46 0.7-12 Reykjavik (Iceland)
SPW
Warsaw (Poland)
49.40 50
49.35
5
Amateurs
'49.24
15
5
49.20
HBJ
49.18 15-36 i Radio -Nations (Switzerland)
RKI
Moscow (U.S.S.R.)
49.18 10
CSW4
49.10 10-50 Lisbon (Portugal)
DJL
Zeeseri (Germany)
49.98 20
Vatican City (Vatican State)
HVJ
5
48.98
TPB6
Paris {Radio -Mondial) (France)
48.83 28
Boston (U.S.A.)
W1XAL
48.62 10
Daventry (Gt. Britain)
GSF
48.47 25
V U D3
Delhi (India)
44.94 20
Guatemala City (Guatemala)
TGWA
42.85
...
Skamleback (Denmark)
... OZH
to
Daventry (Gt. Britain)
... GSO
41.09
Moscow (U.S.S.R.)
40.65 20
RW96
38.48 20
Ankara (Turkey)
TA9
6
Zeesen (Germany)
DJB
32.88
Pittsburgh (U.S.A.)
W8XK
20
32.1
Huizen (Holland)
PCJ2
31.70 20
31.62 10
Podebrady (Prague) (Czechoslovakia) OLRSA
Paris (Radio -Mondial) (France)
TPA2
31.58 12
31.58
5
Boston (U.S.A.)
W1XAL
Daventry (Gt. Britain)
GSI
31.58
5
W2XE
Wayne (U.S.A.)
31.58 10
DJQ
31.55 10-50 Zeesen (Germany)
31.51 100
Buenos Aires (Argentine Republic)...LRU
Daventry (Gt. Britain)
GSP
31.51
6
Schenectady (U.S.A.)
W2XAD
7
31.50
Zeesen (Germany)
DJR
31.48 10
j Budapest (Szekesfehervar) ( Hungary) HAS3
31.48 25
FZE8
Djibouti (Smnaliland)
31.46 50
W2XGB
5-40 Hicksville (U.S.A.)
31.45
31.41 30
Zeesen (Germany)
DJE
Wayne (U.S.A.)
W2XE
31.41 25
PHI
Huizen (Holland)
31.41 25
Bound
Brook
(U.S.A.)
W3XL
31.40 10
GSG
23-25
Daventry
(Gt.
Britain)
31.40
5-40 Daventry (Gt. Britain)
GSV
31.38
12R08
31.37 10
Rome (Italy)
Paris (Radio -Mondial) (France)
TPB3
31.35 10
31.32 10-50 Buenos Aires (Argentine Republic)... LSY3
31.28 10
TAR
Ankara (Turkey)
Radio -Nations (Switzerland)
HBH
31.28 10
HS8PJ
Bangkok (Siam)
31.28 20
Zeesen (Germany)
DJS
31.28 60
31.25 20
Boston (U.S.A.)
W1XAL
Daventry.(Gt. Britain)
31.25
7
GSH
Schenectady (U.S.A.)
W2XAD
31.13 25
W2XE
Wayne (U.S.A.)
31.06 25
Daventry (Gt. Britain)
7
GSJ
31.06
'W8XK
31.02 15-35 Pittsburgh (U.S.A.)
GST
31.02
5-40 Daventry (Gt. Britain)
30.98 10
Amateurs
30.43 20
30.24 10
London Television (Sound)
30.18
5
London Television (Vision)
29.35 12
29.04
9
Amateurs
28.99 12
28.79 80
.
Amateurs
28.48 10
27.17 10
2R.31
2n
,

'

.

.

11.53
11.70
11.71
11.72
11.72
11.73
11.73
11.74
11.75
11.76
11.77
11.79
11.80
11.80
11.80
11.81
11.82
11.83
11.84
11.84
11.85
11.86
11.87
11.88
11.88
12.00
12.23
13.63
14.00

to
14.40
14.53
15.08
15.10
15.11
15.12
15.13
15.13
15.14
15.15
15.17
15.17
15.18
15.18
15.20

15.20
15.21
15.22
15.23
15.24
15.25
15.26
15.27
15.28
15.29
15.31
15.33
15.34
15.37
17.28
17.31
17.76
17.76
17.77
17.78
17.79
17.81
17.81
17.81
18.11
18.30
18.48
19.02

21.45
21.46
21.47
21.50
21.52
21.53
21.54
21.55
28.00

to
30.00
41.50
45.00
. 56.00

to
60.00
11 2.00

to
120.00

Tatting
Positions.

Metres.

kW.

26.01
25.63
25.62
25.60
25.60
25.57
25.57
25.55
25.53
25.51
25.49
25.45
25.42

20

25.42
25.42
25.40
25.38
25.36
25.34
25.34
25.31
25.29
25.26
25.24
25.24
25.00
24.52

22.00
21.42
to
20.83
20.64
19.89
19.87
19.85
19.84
19.83
19.83
19.82
19.80
19.78
19.78
19.76
19.76
19.74
19.74
19.72
19.71
19.70
19.68
19.67
19.66
19.65
19.63
19.62
19.60
19.57
19.56
19.52
17.38
17.33
16.89
16.89
16.88
16.87
16.86
16.84
16.84
16.84
16.56
16.38
16.23
15.77
13.99
14.00
13.97
13.95
13.94

13.93
13.93
13.92
10.71
to
10.00
7.22
6.66
5.35
to
5.00
2.67
to
2_50

0.7-12
15
12
25
25
20
25

,

10-50
30

5-40
20
50

5-40
50
25

10-50
10
10
30

5-40
10-50
24
25
12

20
7.5
10

-

20
25
10

5-40
25
25
20

10-50
10
10
6

10-50
100
20

5-40

18
60
30
12
20

10-50
10

5-40
7

10-50
18

5-40
6
5
10

5-40
10

25

15-35
10-50
10-50
25
25
5
69
20
5

5-40
20

10-50
18
10

10-50
6

-

10-50

3
17

-
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NATIONAL
WIRELESS REGISTER
MINISTRY OF LABOUR is issuing a booklet giving the details of various services which are essential
for the defence of our country, and is asking members of the public to volunteer their services so that the whole
THE
efforts of the country may be rightly directed. Every individual can then be put to that task for which he is

most fitted by previous training. A large percentage of readers of " THE WIRELESS WORLD " possess technical qualifications which in many cases have been acquired from years of training and practical experience. In the event
of a state of emergency arising, the defence services of the country will have a great need of wireless operators, teleprinter
operators, and technical personnel capable of caring for and repairing wireless and light electrical apparatus. During

the Great War the needs of the Services for operators were largely met, especially during the early stages by the
voluntary enlistment of trained Post Office operators, but as Morse is no longer used in the Post Office, this possible
source of supply is rapidly dwindling. It is therefore imperative that all our readers who have at least a good working
knowledge of Morse or have other qualifications such as ability to service and repair wireless and electrical apparatus,
should apply to help fill the vacancies which now exist in the R.N.V.(W.)R., the Royal Corps of Signals, T.A., and
the R.A.F.C.W.R.

Such applications will enable much valuable time to be saved and will facilitate volunteers being in their right
position at the right moment if the necessity arises.
Readers who are not at present in a position to volunteer in the above -mentioned Services are asked to complete
the Questionnaire which is reproduced below, and post it without delay. From the answers to this Questionnaire a
register of wireless experts who are willing to serve their country should an emergency arise will be compiled in conjunction with the Wireless Telegraphy Board. This Register will be regarded as confidential and the information
contained therein will only be made available to the Defence Services.
x.

Name in full (in capitals)

2.

Permanent address

3.

Age

4.

State whether British by
(I) Birth
(2) Naturalised
(If naturalised, state former nationality and date of naturalisation.)

5.

Give particulars of any technical degrees or other recognised qualifications

6.

In which of the following categories would you place your qualifications :-

Research and design of wireless apparatus
Servicing and tracing faults

Construction of apparatus from blueprints and designs
Wireless operating.

State number of words per minute

Teleprinter operating
7.

HaVe you a sound knowledge of wireless theory and the ability to read circuit diagrams

8.

Have you had war experience, if so, give brief details

9.

Are you already liable for service with any Force or Organisation ? (If so, state particulars)

io. Have you any preference for service in either the Navy, Army or Air Force )
ix.

Are you physically fit )

12.

Present occupation

m

m

r0

C -10A

a10.1

TUCK THIS FLAP IN

31:13H

S.W.1.

WHITEHALL,

cjo ADMIRALTY,

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY BOARD,

SECRETARY,

On His Majesty's Service

3N3H
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vgif VE-111S11 NG EQUIPMENT
up -TO -DATE

BRITISH MADE.

The 'AVO' Universal
Panel (available independently of the 'AVO'
Valve Tester) complete

with Instructions and Data Book 3 Gns.

*Tester
If you already use an AVO' Valve
the addition of this Universal
Panel will bring your equipment upto-date for all time.

The 'AVO ' Valve Tester provides facilities available in no other similar
instrument, but with the 'AVO' Universal Panel its scope and value are
increased a hundredfold. Consider the tests shown below! Will your
present equipment do all this ? If not, you cannot adequately cope with
the multiplicity of valve types in use to -day. Bring your equipment in line
with to -day's --and the future's-demands. Own an 'AVO' Valve Tester
and its Universal Panel and you know that whatever valve types the future
may bring, your equipment cannot become obsolete.

The'AVO' Universal Panel

The AVO' Valve Tester

accommodates all Standard English and
American valves. By means of the Multi

reveals the true state of a valve-under actual
operating conditions-by means of character-

Roller Selector Switch illustrated below :-

Any valve holder in the panel can be
instantly set up to accommodate any
combination of electrode connections,

The 'AVO' Valve Tester complete with
Universal Valve Panel, Instructions and
12 Gns.
Data Book
..
DEFERRED TERMS IF DESIRED.

whether standard or otherwise.

The switch

rollers

istic tests as employed by valve 'makers

Measures MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE
direct in mA/v.

'

Indicates Cathode/Heater insulation.

arc numbered to

conform with standard pin numbering, and

each switch is lettered and numbered to
represent separate electrode connections. Thus, for any new valve not included in the
data book, test figures can be easily obtained

from the manufacturers' leaflet.

gi SEPARATE systems of multi -electrode

valves can be tested WITHOUT
NikkNtEMOVAL FROM PANEL.

Measures Emission of Diodes and
Rectifiers.

Indicates filament continuity and
electrode

shorts.'

Additional coloured scale in dicat es
condition of valve as `Good,' `Indifferent''
or

Replace.'

VALVE

TESTER

Write for fully descriptive leaflet.

with
Sole Proprietors & Manufacturers:

UNIVERSAL PANEL

THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO. LTD., Winder House, Douglas St., London, S.W.1

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention,

Phone

VICtoria .3404,7

2
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`JONES IS TAKING THE
CORNER KICK -LOVELY - HE'S PLACED
RIGHT TO HIS CENTRE -JENKIPtS

WS Nis HEAD TO

17
IT
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NEW IMPERIAL
All -Wave Receivers

Comparative tests have shown that our new 1939 Receivers
liave many outstanding advantages over other makes, and incor-

r-

porate features which assure an amazing performance-new
beauty of tone and a new, wealth of power. They are backed

by many years' experience in the production of specialized
radios with the added assurance that every receiver is hand built by a staff of skilled Radio Engineers.

Models range from
Table Consolette at
161- Gns.

to a De Luxe All Wave Radiogram at
70

Gns.

All models have 6
wave bands covering
41 to 2,400 meters.

Write on 'phone for

full details of our

littti&ei 1/4=AtiaiirlftiCIt
.1
.

.

.

range.

and then the set goes DEAD

!DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY'
at our Showrooms

Open 9 a.m.-8 p.m. (Tuesdays 6 p.m)._.

and you say.

MIDWEST RADIO (MFG.) CO. LTD.
16, Old Town, Clapham

London,
Telephone: MACaulay 5005.

S.W.4.

(Near Clapham Common Tube
Station, Morden - Edgware Line.)

`NEXT TIME I'LL FIT

z

Z)e

CONDENSERS
for

AND

RADIO & GENERAL USE

iltY6ex

Receivers, Battery Eliminators,
Smoothing. Circuits, etc., are made in
several different, types to _suit the

B

various uses for which Condensers are
required in 'Connection with Wireless
circuits.
These Condensers are the result of 36

RADIO ACCUMULATORS

years' experience in the manu-

AND DRY BATTERIES'

2,u, F
5 0 0.V.D.C,
WORKINp

It seems to be in the

nature of batteries to go dead just at moments like this. To overcome this natural weakness, Exide has the famous Charge Indicator
-the little hand that gives plain warning that there's not much juice
left. While Exide thus does away with the risk of sudden silences,
Drydex, the long-lived H.T. battery, keeps the programme going,
too. For Drydex is no less famous Than .Exide for. its capacity. to

still keep going when the -rest have stopped
From reparable dealers and Exide Service Staions.'Esside-Seivice.Sdations give service on every

make oJbattery.The Chloride Electrical Storage Company Ltd. (Exide and Drydex Batteries),
ExideWorks, Clifton Junction, near Manchester. Alsosat London, Manchester, Birmingham,
Bristol. Glasgow, and Belfast.

. CONDENSERS for Radio

tr

facture of all kinds of Condensers

from the smallest sizes up to

those weighing more than a tons.

In addition to the Standa'rd
Types, B.I. Condensers can be
supplied in special forms to suit
manufacturers' requirements.

-

The illustration shows Type 212

recommended for use with
eliminators.

BRITISH INSULATED CABLES LTD.
Cable Makers and Electrical Engineers

PRESCOT, LANCS.
Telephone No.: PRESCOT 6571.

London Office: SURREY HOUSE, EMBANKMENT, W.C.2
Telephone No.: Temple Bar 7722

Mention of "The Tireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention;
lb.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted
up to FIRST POST on MONDAY MORNING (previous

NOTICES
THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these
columns is

12 words or less. 3, and 3d. for every
additional word.

Each paragraph is charged separately and name and

address insist be counted.
The proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.

ARMSTRONG

to date of issue) at the Head Offices of "The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Stamford Street, London,
or on SATURDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,

NEW VARIABLE SELECTIVITY

Manchester, 3 ; 26e, Renfield Street, Glasgow, C.2.

payable to
advertisements should be made
ILIFFE &SONS, Ltd., and crossed ...lt----CO'-Notes being

remittances.

RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
TaF.GALLIERS, Ltd: See our advertisement on Inside
Front Cover.

NOTE New Address. -31, Craven Terrace, Lancaster

Gate, W.2. Paddington 2745.
[7934
ARMSTRONG Company Have Nine New Radio Chassis
of Outstanding Merit, from the press -button model

.

.17

&.1

ydlcTEXION P.A. Equipment.
IMITATED, but unequalled.

WE Invite You to a Demonstration.

'

and speaker; £12112.

15-20 WATT Amplifier, clistortionless. 14.7 watts

output, 30-18,000 cycles, independent mike
and gram., inputs and controls, 0.037 volts required to
full load. output for 4, 7.5 and 15 ohms speakers or
to specification, inaudible bum level; 12 -volt car battery
and A.C. mains model, 12 gns.; A.C. only model, 8'/ got,
complete, as tested bi " Wireless World."
VENTILATED Steel Cases for Above; 12/6.

watt amplifier.

MODEL A46-7 at '9 gm. the 12 -watt amplifier..

15
-20
£14.

MODEL A127PX at 12 gns. and the Local Station
Feeder Unit, RF2-4 at 3 gas., are available on re-

.PoortotarbalendARmliefirtr,e in

arse,

35_441 -WATT Output, 616's in negative feed back
electronic mixing of mike and P.C. tone

quest.

control, large output transformer complete; £15.

Camden Town,

Halcyon,

V

8-10 WATT
completenreniAmfierlfr
incase wthnElgcoi microphone

bass and treble " boost" circuits, giving control of the
frequency response at both ends of the audio spectrum it
can be used to compensate either for losses in associated
equipment or for poor acoustical conditions. The price of
the model 46-F.C. is 11 ens. Advance details of the new
amplifier, together with particulars of our standard 6 -

Ever -Ready,

For particulars of Box Number Advertisements
and Deposit System see previous issues.
ti

PUBLIC ADDRESS

£17117.
ARMSTRONG Announce Model 46-F.C. Amplifier. This
arse unit is a 6 -watt push-pull amplifier, having both

Ferguson,

mistakes.

(12-550 continuous, 1000-2000 m.)
with R.F. Pre -Amplifier, 2 I.F. stages with Variable
Selectivity. Manual R.F. gain control and 10
watts R.C. coupled Triode
P.P. Output.

at 17/18/6, to the large -variable selectivity model at

AARyigrNG

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or
printers' errors, although every care is taken to avoid

12-V. 5 -BAND ALL -WAVE

untraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as

no St. Pancras

Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 : 260, Deansgate,

MODEL AW125PP

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for

Guildhall Buildings,

8-10, Corporation Street, Coventry

,/com-

ABOVEgckupModel; clurgplehteoneintreaanssefowanitehr;turlikble, Piero

and

Portadyne,

Spartan, Spencer and other first class makes always
in stock; wholesale only.-Trade enquiries to Leonard Heys.
[0610
36, Henry St., Blackpool.

2(1 -WATT Heavy Duty High Fidelity Model, as fitted
to cinemas, dance halls, etc.; £15.
6/1 -WATT Model, with negative feed. back; £25.

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS

120 -WATT Model, with negative feed back; £40, com-

plete.

Further extracts from

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
STOCKTAKING Sale.

The

"

BRAND New Receiver 1939 Models:-

59 ,

,Lif

Compact, with M.C. speaker 2 -waveband, self-contained aerial.

iLtttniron:,
snnersensitive. works on any mains. anywhere.

Wireless

'i.C. radiogram, very latest
£12/12 -All model,
-wave6 valves, massive cabinet, quality
output. lovely tone; worth £20.
WRITE be Lists of Components and Spares, etc.

lEtAlii,14441GRAPIC, Ltd., 66; Osborne St., Glasgow. (714te411

1'DDYSTONE 2 -valve Short Wave Receiver, never used;

g3.-Write Kearns, 5, Barby Road, Rugby. [7930
BANKRUPT Stock.-Brand new 1938 radio sets in
makers' cartons .with guarantees at less than half
retail prices; sendltAd. stamp for list. bargains.261.3.
[7827
I ichfield. Rd., Aston. Birmingham.

Wanted

'WANTED.-Communication Receiver or Kit-Irwin.2
Sotheby Road,

CAR RADIO
CAR 'Roof Aerials. improved type, chromium plated,
17/6 complete; vertical telescopic type, 12/6; American undercar aerials, single dipole, 9/6; De Luxe twins,
rubber covered, 20/- pair; carriage paid.
WIRELESS SUPPLIES UNLIMITED, Essex House,
Maryland 3191.

[0577

F You Own a Car Radio, it is bound to "go Wrong"
11 some time; be a good friend to it and get it repaired
quickly, and at reasonable cost; all makes overhauled;
free quotations.-Scott-Sessions Co., Car Radio DepartTudor
ment Exchange Works, Muswell Hill, N.10.
[7498

4101-2.

PUBLIC ADDRESS
ARCONI Reisz Mike, ex B.B.C., mounted; 12/10.Nickless, Thaws Heath Rd., Rayleigh, Rues. [7913
VOR Hire of Microphone and Amplification Equipment
Write Harmony House. 116, Cambridge Rd., South-g"
port.

[7873.

P.A. vans for sale or ]tire.
AMPLIFYING
request.-Alexander Black. Ltd., 55,
Booklet on Equipment.
10599
Ebury St., S.W.I. Sloane 6129.
THREE Only! Rothermel portable H.G. 308 amen.
Sees, A.C. 230 volts. mixing
pick -up superimposition. list £16;

system microphone -

complete with

five

valves, £5 each, £14 lot.-Littler, 24. Stanley Rd., Whalley Range, Manchester.

ALL P.A. Accessories in Stock.

TEST REPORT, Jan. 5th, 1939

"... a really
in

a

Broadway,

Wimbledon,
[7372

USED SETS FOR SALE

withithas

British valves and components throughout at an attractive price
without sacrificing anything on the score of efficiency in the first
essentials of performance.
Every detail of the assembly and wiring is neat and workmanlike, the controls are smooth and well graded.
The oscillator tracking is good and the sensitivity is unusually
well maintained throughout the whole range of the receiver.

Wherever one decides to search for stations, whether it be the
13 -metre band at the lower extremity of the range, the. so-called
trawler ' bond or the long waves. one finds the same characteristic vitality which betokens an Rf stage and,two good IF
amplifiers pulling their whole weight.
The three degrees of selectivity give clearly defined increases
.
in band width. They have been well chosen.
The volume control is smooth and the output stage accepts

all that the set will give it without showing distress.'

PHILCO
ONE PO -guinea Philco 7 -valve Radiogramodione, model
222, medium and long wave. A.C. main, £10.A. Reid 31anufacturing Co., Ltd., 17, Hertford .86., W.I.
[7911

SARGENT
1939

DEMONSTRATIONS
Extended hours for convenience of customers.
Engineer in attendance until 5.30 p.m. on
Saturdays and 7.30 p.m. Monday to Friday.

All Models Gladly Demonstrated
All Chassis sent on 7 days' approval, carriage paid

12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE

ARMSTRONG MANFG. CO.
100 ST. PANCRAS WAY, CAMDEN TOWN, N.W.1

Communication

Receiver.

9.5-550
SARGENT
metres. new; offers. -84, Arthur Road, Southampton.

[7929

W.W. SUPER SEVEN
" WIRELESS World

29, Clovelly

N.W.9.

Copy of complete Report FREE upon request.

'Phone; GULliver 3105

2814.

SOUND Amplifier. suitable for conference room. complete
with power supply unit and valves, in oak cabinet,
,includes four suspension type Pentroval microphones. two
single and one double headphone, for 230 volts D.C. supply
and has special mains filter-For further particulars

' othroedocrtrec:

can be

182,

apply in writing to Thames Board Mills, Ltd., Purtleet.
Essex.
[7917

live performance

on all wavelengths "

igesd election acrhiadssriesjecwti:irichof.'
Byoj,oufdeirc,i,ous

-in.,argurlIolWro.ave Speaker, field supply

VONvELIONI,,hoLotdo

World

£4/19 /6.-viate74.C. "IsPeerateetr,

Stratford, E.15.

plete.

2

[7912

NEW MAINS EQUIPMENT
V.

VORTEXION Supreme Transformers.

A LLlo1s
rpShrited,prij
.4.
primaries
screened and
tapped, 200-250v filaments
ANY Model.Fitted 5v. or C.3v. Filaments if Required.
Wave Three,
ii2a4v.e

VOR,T4/1I-;3O01:. S.424 7!specoftdosfofror a
same,Short

TRANSFORMERS for W.W.Q.A.; 32/-.
5000-410021 503477.,4440v.or4ai,402,,5,a;,ao4;.

4v. 2a.,

500

21,

Q

[7926

"Radio Data Charts," A Series of Abgcs Post free 4/10

40.
n... 350 120 in.., 4v. 4a., 4v. 2.5a., 4v, 1-2a., 21/-;
128/

2same price.

4.60 4y7.

with extra 4v. 6a,

25/-.

(This advertisement cotainued on nett page)",

THE WIRELESS WORLD
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NEW MAINS EQUIPMENT

TRANSMITTING APPARATUS

(This adrertisement continued front Previous page.)

T ATEST National

N.C. 100X Crystal Gate 12 -tube
Quality Communications Receiver, with Rola sneaker;

350-0-35°v. 75 ma., 4v. 2.4a., 4v. 1-2a.; 18/-.

..£26.-Meakin, 67, Highlands Heath, Putney, S.W.15.

[7915

250-0-250r., 60 ma., 4v. 2-4a., 4v. 1-2a.; 15/-.

-i2nats,i5,20,2i-.25°,aits

Oat gill

AUTO Transformers,111-1
to 200-240v.; 80 watts,
25/-; 300 watts, 28/-; 500 watts, 47/6; W.fr.Q.A., output transformers 21/-.
in

mIC5NrriI20,N1,,:2;5Transformers,

heavy

id4-

magnetic

01TOKES.-30h. 60 ma., 7/6; 7-13h. 120 zu.a., 12/6;

30h. 150 rma., 15/-; 25h. 150 ma., 21/-.

TRANSFORMERS and Chokes to Any Specification.

CIAR Battery Charger, 6 and 12v.,
'kJ

YEAR

to 2 amperes;

11,,

30/- complete.

MOM

ci_5N1.-The recognised distributors for amateur equipment, National R.M.E., Thordarson, Hammarlund,
McMurdo, Hallicrafters, etc.; send llkd. stamp for catalogne-G5N1 (Birmingham), Ltd., 44, Holloway Head,
Birmingham.
[0531
AC.S.
RADIO, specialists in short-wave apparatus;
communication receivers, including Hallicrafters,

ONE

National and R.M.E. transmitting equipment, valves and
components.-Send for free catalogue to A.C.S. Radio,

TODAY

16,

Baedrt..;'281,V4-imblr7d9o3"g

Three

hundred

sixty-five

and

TAW'izalffrgui ,ViagsnitZ.Taa'rgniji;e1Ppancokl:

days from now-where will you be?

CABINETS

Still struggling along in the same old job at
the same old salary-worried about the

[7263

future-often unable to make both

A CABINET for Every Radio Purpose.

-frittering away precious hours that will
never come again ?

Table, console and loud -speaker cabinets

UNDRILLED
from 3/6.
INSPECTION Invited, photos loaned to country cus-

.

tomers.

refused to be beaten by lack of training.
They found that the I.C.S. offered them

DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.
IL Types of Rotary Converters, electric motors, bat-

Instruction
yet simplified
Manuals prepared by outstanding authorities,
together with personal guidance and expert
understanding tuition.
comprehensive

tery chargers, petrol electric generator sets, etc., in
stock. new and second-hand.
A .C.-D.C. Conversion Units for Operating D.C. it

A
ceivers from A.C. Mains, 100 watts output, £2/10;
150 watts output, £3/10.
London, E.C.4.

That wonderful I.C.S. Service, which has led the

[0518

field in training by post for nearly 50 years,
can do for you what it has done for others.

200;50 cycle, output
55.5,,iltaiepz.

Ali 07 Generator
400 v.

smoothing circuit and screening box, condition as new;
£12.
ALSO Set, input 200 v. A.C., output 420 v. 0.2 amps,
and 10 v. 8 amps, condition as new; £7.
BAILY, GRUNDY and BARRETT, Ltd., 2, St. Mary's

500 watts, complete with smoothing equipment in
steel silence chbinet, worth £40; accept 48/10.-Johnson
Engineering, 86, Great Portland St., W.I. Museum 7852.
[7928

Wanted

Convertors;
R.e,i5,,g.ixnd5.

NATANTED,1.D.

[0595

'

of moving coil speakers, 75, Sussex Rd., South Croydon.

[7867

LOUD -SPEAKERS
SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
VAUXHALL-510kiihi

wl°2hPiMr5..ssaarnkeerr.:,, 652i165;5,5Rilila new.G12

G-;

VAUXHALL.

"""

-Magnavox

VAUOXelrIAI,1°.ennyTILITLESi5.0156e7ise,r,. Strand,

list.
G.12R0R,o,la);:n.b,neinndeT2riiseewd.,

for free
[0601

riTi._5s9h/i6pi,eresn,ert4s,edoor4.7.(r6,-...

tion St., Manchester.

[0606

-

kfors from
3 , 000 S4r,ine
lain,
Speakers, Alma Grove, Copenhagen St.,
,.seP,;eMr

and poeenherf

nd

including-Sinclair

N.1.

[0590

SINCLAIR SPEAKERS,-For conversions of all makes

BAKER Converslons.-Whether your moving coil speaker

has a permanent or electro-magnet and no matter

B

South Croydon.

SEND for Lists .of. -These, and also electrolytic condensers,
line cords, resistances, etc.

Tel.:12.1trnii,,9:%. F. ar-ringdori St., London,

,;_,C4.54

2.

[0609

SPECIAL Offer.-American valves in makers' cartons;
all types, including octals and 6L6, 3/- each.-Metropolitan Radio Service.
AMERICAN Valves, first grade, in all types; trade
supplied.-Metropolitan Radio Service Co., 1021.
Finchley Rd., N.W.11. Speedwell 3000.
[0436
2/9. 2',Z,31f,T,IrZci,Ariii.A7PaYstrNtaytr:L 1%roariereod.

less 50%; new lists free.-Shippers, 18, Corporation St.,

Manchester.

[0607

RADIOGRAPHIC (SERVICE) C.-Complete range of
American tubes, popular glass types, 3/3; octal, 4/-;
full stocks KenRad, Raytheon, etc.; write .for requirements.-Radiograhjc (Service) Co., 117, Station Rd., E.4.
[7860

METERS,. ETC.
Wearite, etc.,

with 2 panels, listed
17 gns, unused: £9/10.
ITENRYS, 72, Wellington Ave., London, N.15. Stamford Hill 2907.
[7907

Please send me free booklet describing I.C.S.

Courses in the subject I have marked X.
assume no obligation.
RADIO .ENGINEERING
RADIO SERVICING
ACCOUNTANCY

ADVERTISING
AERONAUTICAL ENG.
AGRICULTURE
AIR CONDITIONING
ARCHITECTURE
BOOK-KEEPING
BUILDING
BUSINESS TRAINING
CHEMICAL ENG.
COMMERCIAL ART
CIVIL ENGINEERING
DIESEL ENGINEERING
DRAUGHTSMANSHIP
ELECTRICAL ENG.
GENERAL EDUCATION

Technical

.

I

TEST EQUIPMENT
AVO-VALVE Tester, complete

Cathode Ray Oscilloscope, 1690, and Signal
TniPLETT
Generator. 1631, frequency, C.W. 400 cycle module-

A.C. 230 volts, practically unused, list £33/5, for
£26, or offers; would sell separately.-Graham, 30b, Rae burn Place, Edinburgh.
[7921
ALL Kinds ;aitirTetinfroEuipment Wanted.-Box (8742421i

TELEVISION
HORTICULTURE
INSURANCE
JOURNALISM
MECHANICAL ENG.
MOTOR ENGINEERING
PLUMBING
SALESMANSHIP
SANITARY ENG.
SECRETARIAL WORK
SHORT -STORY WRITING
SURVEYING

TEXTILE MANUF'G
WELDING, GAS & ELEC.
WINDOW DRESSING
WOODWORKING
WORKS MANAGEMENT

EXAMINATIONS:
PrWessional : - Civil Service

[0608

Wanted

RADIO

NEW COMPONENTS
ANGLO-AMERICAN RADIO (and MOTORS), Ltd.

MEISSNER 1939 Products.

JUST Arrived.

49 / e.-

New 8 -button pushbutton tuner, can he
/ A-1 affixed to any superhet or T.R.F. receiver, any
make, 2 or 3 -gang mains or battery, only three wire:
to connect to top of gang condensers; the best push-button
tuner the United States have produced; order now for
immediate delivery; full instructions in each carton; ten
minutes to Sc.

signal shifter is completely
.212 /10.-Meissner
assembled, wired and adjusted with one
Matricu:ation

(including Inst. Wireless Tech., P.M.G. Certif. for Wireless
OperatorspCity & Guilds, Radio Comm., and Prov. Certif.
in Radio Telephony and Telegraphy for Aircraft).

Slate your Exam. here
Age

Address

and types; advice given.-Alma Grove, Copenhagen
[0593
St., Ni..
what type or make you possess, you can considerably improve frequency response and quality of reproduction by
having a triple cone assembly fitted, which comprises main
curved cone and dual bakelite and duralumin cones combined, mounted in a 12in. die-cast aluminum frame. The
price is 2916 complete, including free fitting at our works.
AKER'S SELHURST RADIO, 75-77, Sussex Rd..

VV placement Valves for Any British. non -ring, American or Continental type at an appreciably lower price.

Dept. 38, International Buildings,

Name

LOUD - SPEAKER CONVERSIONS

ALL Types of American Tubes in Stock of Impex and
Arcturus makes, at competitive prices.
TATE Can Also Supply' a Full Range of Guaranteed Re-

INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LTD

Also

NEW LOUD - SPEAKERS

RAKERS New Corner Horn Speakers; leaflet free..., Bakers Selhurst Radio. the pioneer manufacturers

for
replacements. ' Stamp with all
ANDERSON,'34, Wadham Avenue, Walthamstow, E.17.
Larkswood 1574.
[7802

Blackpool.

Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
A LL Recording Discs and Materials in Stock; tracker
-forunits,
£4/7/6; recording motors, .23/17/6.-Write
further details, Will Day. Ltd., 19, Lisle .St., W.C.2.

lytic condensers
enquiries.

Avt0,a'deWee.sntociuni rieTsayalonrey.-ItierWilrst;

COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET

fullest

.

VALVES

ALTil,aTdyplutcoAtrierican Valves, first grade -only, Ken.,

attached coupon.

-

G2NK,
[0550

guaranteed,Rcac41"s,"rTsiVanClebs'andllelct5/- each;. alsot rrrlie

Write to us to -day for full information or use the

Passage, Cambridge.
G.E C. Rotary Converter, 200-250 D.C. to 200-250 A.C.

Holborn 9894-5.

W.C.1.

Hnsa-lec,0nTrIteoarn°,5 'r!iriliteryosn, , 31kyVieeomn; rth,ilcva;iv,h4e1-.

There are thousands of successful, prosperous men in every business and industry who
owe much of their success to the InterThey
national Correspondence Schools.

BRAND New Radiogram Cabinets (walnut) at 55/-.
worth 10 ens.; money back guarantee-Cameo Co.,
23, Denmark St., W.C.2. Tem. 5900.
[7933

Holborn 9703.

.

Don't do it, man --don't do it I There's no
greater tragedy than that of the man who
stays sunk in a rut all his life, when with
just a little effort he could get out of it and
advance.

H.L. SMITH and Co.,
o., Ltd., 289, Edgware Rd., ply,525

"WARD, 46, Farringdon St.,

ends

meet ? Still putting off your start to success

CONVERT Your Set into a Radiogram at Minimum
Cost; surplus cabinets from noted makers under cost
of manufacture (undrilled), 30/- upwards; motors at
wholesale price.
"FIT -A -GRAM" Cabinet, 31417x15; 21/-,

A

Gray's Inn Rd.,

Technical Manager..

ANDERSON.

V°11,LELIn?Ns:W.'lg., T:?ephTot

-

Greatest, largest and most famous
of all institutions devoted to sparetinze training by the posted method.
Branches in 3o countries, students
in 50.

[7798

"Foundations of Wireless," Second Edition. 4s. 6d. net.

set of coils and has its own power supply, three provision
switch providing "automatic stand-by, 1' continuous
operation " and " manual stand-by "; in fact, makes your
(1SO's 100%.

.210 /17 /

6--All-wave

tuning unit,

rrIIE Meissner All -wave Tuning Assembly is the ComJ.
Heart of 'the Receiver, consisting of 5 band
coil and switch assembly, 6.8 to 2,140 metres, individual
coils for each band, low loss bakelite forms, align-aire
trimmers, 6 -gang shorting switch, Meissnet quality Precision 3 -gang variable tuning condenser, illuminated oblong
dial, fully calibrated 5 -band scale, complitely mounted
on rigid crackled steel chassis, all components carefully
mounted and including all resistors, by-pass condensers,
coupling condensers and A.V.C. network associated with

the RI% mixer and oscillator circuits; every unit completely aligned and padded and laboratory tested; 2d.
stamp brings complete illustrated lists of Meissner
products by return post from sole distributing agents of
Meissner Manufacturing Company of U.S.A.

ANOLO-AMERICAN RADIO

(and

MOTORS),

Ltd.

Wept. J/23), Albion House New Oxford St., Lon-

don, W.C.1.

Post free 41. lid,

[7643
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-

tion as the leading Mail Order House for surplus radio.

** *

***

DECCA 6 -valve 3 Wave -band Battery Chassis. fitted

complete with Mazda and Osram valves, QPP output; these chassis give a sparkling performance on all
wave -bands, and are the product of a well-known manufacturer; complete with valves. £313 each.

***

A LL -WAVE Tuning Pack. -6 wave -bands with pre H.F.

I/ stage, product of a well-known manufacturer, tuning
range, short wave 1, television mend, short wave 2, 12f,425 metres, short wave 3, 25-50 metres, short wave 4,50-100
metres, medium wave 190-550 metres. long wave band
900-2,000; intermediate frequency of I.F. stage 465 k/c.;
valve combination, H.F. VP4B, frequency changer TH4
or TH4A, or alternatively direct equivalents; supplied as
tuning pack, only less valves, I.F.s and gang, £2/15 each.

** *

Transformer,.

:PLYMVers. 1114 "..:;re.Z.,ns`filmesquare; 1/6 each.

21.ZtZ

RADIO -HEART Tuning Unit, with pre H.F. stage,

3

valves, American types required, £2/12/6 each.

**
*
Tr EN-RAD American Valves, best yet, all types stocked,

glass, glass G and metal, 90 -day guarantee, attrac-

tive prices.
FULL and Comprehensive Range of British Type Valves
Stocked, product of well-known non -ring Continental
manufacturer; battery valves from 2/6 each; mains valves

from 3/9 each; 12 months' guarantee.

AA MERICAN, Valves, special offer, Majestic 625 full wave
. rectifier, 6.3 v. 250- volts, 60 m.a., 9d. each; also

55 and 6D7, 9d. each.

at the

QPlus 4 Plus 4 Plus 4 Mid., 570v. working,. plus 4
mid. 3000 working, mefahcase, size

3/6 each.

for E.M.I.

replacements etc.;

16 Puluesair:fd2/2 47,a0c0i, working, can neutral, common
Plus 12
c2ommfmdoii
cardbward type, win ends,
negative; 2/6 each,
2 4 Arfactdi.i: 450v. working; can type, can negative; 2/-

32 Mfd., ditto; 21- each.
Mfd., 475e. ,working, ditto; 1/6 each.

171:%agrking. can neutral, s'Para'e nega16Plus' 8 Mfd.,
4750. working, can negative; 2/. each.
8 Ptlyii:niluPLues e2ndPsi,uscolm.Moind.,45gOaitrivevv;orliire,ecaaer:nard

8

type,

working,

pluscomm

13

1/6

meraftl:.1}.350,

working,

.8'Mid., 457. sr i4eVral.,aiioot..,egiye.
k ingus 16mf;35Ovurkisg,
can

8 Mfd., 250v. working, cardboard; 10d. each.

pLUIE,Y ohN.Vi;eil;yoneaendh.Voltime Controls, with switch,

wire end type. size 21,12in.xlikin.. 5000.

V working, 600v. surge,

8

BRADLEY Ohm

mid., type " Minor "; 1/6

8 Plus 8 Slid., '4 -lead type "'Minor"; 2/6 (cardboard)..

'C'Z'kni:20,Lgai;!.intrdt:rd4; mid.,

** *

POLAR II:S.F.

25 Mid. 50 -volt; 1/3 each.
25 Mid. 25 -volt; 1/3 each.

50 MM., 12y., wire end tubalars; 9i1. cads.
25 MM., 3 -volt working, tubular, Wire ends; 6d. each.

***
B.I. 25 Mfd., 25 -volt, wire end tubulars; 6d. each.
B.I. 4 Mfd., 200-volt,.wire-einfitubulars; 10d. each.
o.RADIOniC.LEARANCE Bargains Continued in Second

Resistances, all

sizes up to

2

mega

GRA411pe

Short Wave Valveholders
only; 3d, each.
POT Dividers, wire wound on glass, 300 ohms; 3d. each.

50 Mfd. 12 -volt; 1/. each.
50 Mfd. 50 -volt; 1/6 each.
50 Mid. 25 -volt; 1/3. each.

other freqauendeareds;

***

0111...RTzcoPmrinatT:ntafloransalnlje5 tigtifF;iiip'erralrilr.°;r7/9

TUBULAR, wire end,

12 5 skt/o. Quartz Piero Crystals,oirdeLlifot.e.wg-arinedzegterz;
frequency4/

SPECIAL Offer Plessey SlOw Motion Drives.

Q Mfd. Midget Tubular, wire end, 500v. working, 600v.
T.C.C.

Cardboard Wire End, common negative,

TYsMd1tfc1a12,Lvv,zetwooiboaiaLiZ 2/- each. du"'
TYPE 1393, size of dial 41n.x5in., single -speed friction
drive, two bolt fixing; 1/10 each.
TYPE 1510, size of dial 4in.x5in., single speed, two
belt flying; 1/10 each.
TYPE 2077, clock face dial, two -speed, separate indicators, size of dial ffin.x5in., two bolt fixing to
chassis (bout and minute hand .type); 4/6.

450v.

working, 5000. surge.

6

Plus 43Ifd.; 1/6 each.

4

Plus 4 MEd.; 1/6 each.
500v. working, 600,

TC.lM Metal Case.
.

test

* **

8 Pg3,8,11.14:

`---7 surge; 116 each.

each.

per pair,

?...3...inedatry4e1- paper condensers,

zall

sizes up to 0.1;
,n,,,,r:leics.,2ihoelaecilixing, 450v. working,

surge,

pillIgSwoWrIgElei.c:rati?s,un.rtal case, .1 -hole fixing.

TYPE 2806, friction drive, size of dial 8in.x3in., over-

***
HUNTS 10 Mfd., 2500. wkg., cardboard.,;. 6d. each.

TYPE. 1825. single speed friction drim,.two bolt firing,

all height 8in.; 2/. each.

size of dial 51kin.xl%in.; 2/- each.
ALL The Above With Plain Unprinted Scales 0.1Y.

** *

rafcL, 12v.; 1./. each.

* * -xfiat

R.2L.

BB

selection; 11- doz.

PLESSEY Rotary Switches, make and break Yaxley type,
18 contact; 4d. each.
Switches,e. make and break .Yaxley
contact;

WEARITE Mains Transformers, standard for the season
and exclusive to us, made to strict electrical standards,
wire end type, all windings centre tapped, screened
primaries, tapped inputs 200-250 volts, screw adjustment.

TYPE R.C.1 250-0-250, 80 ma., 4 volts 2.5 amp., 4
volts 4.5 amp.; 9/6 each.
TYPE R.C.2 350-0-350, 120 ma., 4 volts 2.5 amp., 4
volts 5 amp.; 11/- each,
TYPE R.C.3 350.0-350, 150 MA., 4 Volts '2.5 amp., 4

volts 2 amp., 4 volts 5 amp.: 12/6.each.
TYPE R.C.4, 500-0-500, 150 m.a., 4 volts 2 amp.. 4
volts 2 amp 4 volts 2.5'amp., 4, volts 5.6 amp.; 19/6

each.

TYPE R.C.I and R.C.2, drop -through_types, capped.

typo

R.C.5.

fully

V, shrouded, input 100.110 volts, output 200-250 0olta.
100 watts; 121- each.

* GE.O.
* * Relays, 3,300 ohms, make and break type; 4/AMERICAN 'Midget Speakers, energised. SIC., 2,500

ohms field, fitted pentode transformers; 4/6 each.
WATT Auto Transformers, 100-250 volts, reversible, wire end type; 7/6.

screened, top trimmers, one section .0005, one 110
k/c, boxed, brand new; 1/- each.
PLESSEY Typo 936 3 -gang Condenser, as above, but
with tvvo .0005 sections, plus oscillator section; 1/3

each.

PLESSEY Type 693 3 -gang Condenser, as .above, but
117 k/o oscillator section; 1/3 each.
Midget, 2 -gang, fully screened, .0005, top trimPROLA
men. -standard model; 4/11 each.

***

.

GRAHAMeachFARISII Max Transformers, parallel feed;

LISSEN 126 k/c LF. Transformers, screened; 6d. each.
in. Third

R ACELCLEAR.ANCU..Bargaion Continued

Radio Laboratory Handbook'

Price

B2;

1/6 each.

ACSG' 4/ 6 each"'
SG 410; 1/.6 each.

***
RADIOHeart. Coil Unit (short, medium .and
bands), with

-chassis and 3 -gang condenser, unwilong
ed,
size of -chassis 1.31/ex10x2%; 22/6 each.
CcilialssiUsnitiv,ux7xir41,, with(6. chassis, less

3' gang,

LimevassER, Quantess ity

v:lev.3-wave bands, battery

ALUMINIUM Faced Ply, approx. size 16x10; 1/,
MAROON Flex, 14/36, S.V.; 2d. yard, 1/9 dozen yards.
PUSH -BACK Connecting Wire; dozen. yards 1/-.
RUBBER Grammets; 3d. dozen.
SOLDERING Tags; 2d. dozen.

TYPE-R.C.3-and 11.0.4, upright mounting types. fully
Transformer.

.

SG V; SG 215, PT 225;. 3/11 each.

,

length, lin. shaft; 2/6 each.
TYPE No. 1575, 4 pole. 4 -way. 3 hank, 64i. overall
length, 1%in. shaftl 2/- each:
TYPE No. 3077, 2 pole, 2 bank, W/C and R/G switch,
4in. overall length, lin. shaft; 1/6 each.
\

shrouded.
-1-XTEARITE Auto

220 A; 3/11 each.

p 220; 2/6 each.

pLtElii,p1E. Y6

***
y AXLEY Type Switch..

Purchase Lissen 'Valves, brand new,. boxed,

L2., H.2; 2/ each.

each.each.

GRAILAM FARISH Mica Condensers, special offer, oar

*

,

.

H1JaGsEf

GRIa'Ll'imor Fie"- '1911°L7he,r13t,12111.711: 2--Y s"'
GRAHAM FARISH Litton .0001 Reaction Condensers;

**
*
PLESSEY Type 824a 2 -gang Piano Type Condenser, fully

Mfd., L50v. working, can type; 1/ -each.

wire wound, with

250,000, 500,000, 100,000; 2/3 each.

100

8 MM., 350, working, can type; 1/5 each.

V ohms,e8dCoen=ls,

CErsliTilteABLOCIrOo.lum5e,00Co"101,000,"5,10,tch,50,b0010g.

T.C.CL Bias Wire End Condeusers.

each.

450s. working,

Mfd., 450v. working. can type; 1/- each.

60

* **
Nowiil

TYPE No. 1587, 2 pole, 5 -way, ,4 bank, .91/gin. overall

** *

1/1:113EowiPnugrcshpealalPlpersisec:.
Mallory
MillorEleetrolytics;

6
6

4631..Telephone

HUNTS Cardboard Electrolytics, oblOng 'type, 1,000

bands, supplied complete as follows: Radio -Heart
tuning unit, dial and escutcheon, 2 pilot lampholders.
2 I.F. transformers (1 variable selectivity), one switch;
Radio -Heart tuning units are aligned at the factory while
operating in an actual set circuit. As above, but less

4'/ein., common' negative;

RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd., 63. High Holborn, W.C.1.
Telephone 'Holborn 4631.

.

FOldVaNeGC.Lr and New Condensers are

***

16

Holborn

each.

pRITISII Belmont 8 -valve Plus Magic, Eye All -wave
A.C. Super het Chassis, 4 wave -bands. two short.
medium and long, fitted latest Milliard octal base Ameri.
can type valves. Brief specification : Short wave 6-18
Metres Movers television sound), short wave 2, 18-50
metres, medium band 200-550 metres, long 900-2,000
metres. Valve combination 6K7, Pre H.F., 6J7 oscillator.
6J7 mixer, 6K7 I.F., 6Q7 (DDT) detection, A.V.C. and
first L.P. two 6F6s parallel output, 5Y3 rectifier, plus
6G5 Magic Eye visual tuning, handsome dial station
names etched on glass; controls 2 -speed tuning, volume and
on/off, combined variable tone control and selectivity
switch wave change pins gramo. switch. Size of chassis.
131hin,x1Oin.x3in.
Supplied complete with valves.
escutcheon, knobs and chassis bolts, but less speaker;
£5/19/6 each.
COMPLETE Receiver in Handsome Walnut Cabinet,
details as above, complete with speaker; £717 each.

-M1
f

:

,

3F**

RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd., 63, High Holborn, W.C.1.
open the New Year with special otters of brand new
receivers and components, etc., maintaining their reputa-

.

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC
RADIO CLEARANCE. Ltd, 63, Higb Holborn, W.C.1.

RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd.
TELEPHONE:

COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND,

COMPONENTS -SECOND-HAND,

SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

5

ADVERTISEMENTS.

RESIN Core Solder; 4d. yard.
fd.Elreisti3lovizattiec.,;:iintgh; 2frtzacv:ire

B' 24

ends,

B. Let.,24;ing./!,000-volt D.C. working (ideal for television.
PLEsSEY 8+0 Mfd., 450 -volt working, cardboard, wire
ends; 1/6 each.
BIJLGIN S.P. S.T. Twist Switches (on -off); 10d. each.

B ULGIN D.P. S.T. Twist Switches;.1/ERLF:lazo.,011;06 etrii:n only,
AB. Midget

L ohms

only,

volume

ttm;0,gontzt.s,

controls,

x-itll switch,

with

500,000

INSULATED Aerial Wire, 100ft. coils; 1/5.

al=rIepe.t:.teM.ete.O
sL`Walue::1-Zs%Tlrt

ALL

orders will be definitely refused for value of less than

5/.; enquiries 110. stamp if reply expected. Hours of
business, week -days 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.; Saturdays 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m. Postal rates as above apply to the United
Kingdom only; orders for Ireland and abroad must
include sufficient postage to cover whatever the value

of same.
RA4,e,loepEoLE....k.RiniaLV.;1.63, High Holborn; W(4.41i

6d. net. Post free 9s,

.6
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

Further exclusive bargains in Modern equipment offered by

M.R. SUPPLIES

-

If you want

COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND,

(The firm with the reputation for reliability and service)
GRAMOPHONE PICKUPS (G.E.C.). Huge purchase enables us to offer
these fine pickups, sensitive armature type, complete with arm, suitable
for any radio, at only 6/6 each. Also ROTHERMEL PIEZO-CRYSTAL
PICKUPS, a revelation in reproduction, Std. model. 23,6. De Luxe
model (finest to -day). 37/8. ROTHERMEL PIEZO-CRYSTAL RE-

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
PREMIER SUPPLY STORES.

236.

SOUTHERN RADIO'S Bargains.
50 /_.-Sunbeam 4 -valve A.C./D.O. superhet receivers,
/
full size set, brand new, complete in attractive
cabinet, moving coil speaker; 50/-.

PLACEMENT HEADS for Collar° or Garrard arms (please state which),
Great CHASSIS bargain!

1939 All -wave COSSOR 6 -valve mperhet for

A.C. 200)250 v. Four bands 13/40, 38/100, 195/550 and 1,000,2.000
metres. Large multi -coloured station and metre dial. Complete with
six Cossor Valves and energised speaker. Ideal radiogram unit-order
with complete confidence -32 only at £6 10s. each.
EDISWAN " Tungar " BATTERY CHARGERS. new or ns new and maker guaranteed. Rare opportunity. Multi -circuit type, 200/250 v. A.C.
MIK. output 5-anips at 30 volts, capacity GO cells. In steel cabinet with
meter. Current list £12 12a. Seven only at £5 103. each nett cash.

SLIDING RHEOSTATS, "Safety First" pattern, totally- enclosed with
bushed cable entry, laminated brush contact, smooth action. Capacity
101bwatts. In following resistances ) 580, 400, 100, 20 or 10 ohms.
Either, 106. Other rating. available-please enquire.
VALVE TESTERS, Avo," made for Plies, brand new. The well-known
.Avo " complete with two separate 20 -socket valve panels for all British
and American types. and two large dealer panels for shop testa. Complete
£17 equipment for £9 17s. 60. nett ca.. Also last few Audcor American

Valve Testers. precision made in portable case, 57/6.
Magnet." To clear, last few of
D.O. GRAMOPHONE MOTORS, G.E.O.
these, on bronze unitplate with 12 -inch turntable and auto -stop, very met
constructed, 19,6.
MICROPHONES, blab -tines makes, all perfect. O.E.O. Reiss type, in
solid bronze case (List 05 10s.), 3216. Blush Crystal Soand Cell model
21 (List £6 108.), 57'6. Celestion Theatre Moving Cot (List 7 ens.),
57'6 (appropriate chrom. collapsible stand 15i-). Velodyne Ribbon
(List 12 gm.). 97 6. Standard Elec. M'Coil model 4017A. 65'-.
MINIATURE P.M. neon, UNITS, 3In. die., 15 -ohms imp., perfect mica
mikes, 9'11. Ideal for intercommunication,
PHOTO -ELECTRIC CELLS. Final offer of brand new £.5 10s. CETRON
CE1 profesaional cells for talkie and all light control, with lull daM and
instructions. 32 6. (Warning-second-hand cells are disappointing.)
suitable

cathode ray
Oil -filled, 12,000 volts 30 m.a., second-hand, perfect, 25/-. Also 9,500
NEON TRANSFORMERS

(Footer).

Also

for

volts, 22,-.
VALVES-VALVES (New-ex-liquIdated Radio Manufacturers). Firm,
offer-splendid opportuntty for wires. Tnngsram VP13B, HL13,
DDT/13, TX21, any one 411. HL4 (Plus). 341. Riven Battery Valves
D,210, DDT/215, VP/215B, 3/11 (any three for 10/81. QE/240, 4/11.

HEAVY DUTY ALL -RATIO OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. exact " W.W."
spec.,11 retina from 12/1 to 75/1 with C.T. for P.P., weight 7!lbs. IJser repot

level reimpose up to 16 ke: Haleusual mice.
Orampian Output
Transformer, multi -ratio, replacement type, 4/11.
H.T. GENERATORS (Mallor,Elkon), operating from 6 or 12 volts (two
models), delivering fully smoothed 200 v. 40 ma. with relay. In metal
case, 7 x 61 x 2)in. Ideal for mobile radio, amplifier, new, 35,-.
SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK MOVEMENTS precision made,
machine cut gears, long -life rotor -bearing, spindles for hours, mine., secs.,

drive up to 15in. hands.

200/250 v. 50 cycles, 16/6.
The following in ateck-othera available from
time to time. E.D.C. (1,000 -watt outpnt) Input 230 v. D.C., output
220 v. 50 cycles, with starter, £9 10s. B.T.H. and Westinghouse
ROTARY CONVERTERS.

(750 -watts output) Input 110 v. D.C., output 110 v. AG., £6 10s.

Crypto(440-watts output) Input 220 v. D.C., output. 220 v. AG., £4170. 60.
M.L. ROTARY TRANSFORMER, 220 v. D.C. to 4110 v. D.C., 150 ma., 32 6.

G.E.C. POWER AMPLIFIER, male! 1568, A.C. mains, 12 -watts output,
complete with all valves (two PX25 output), £8 10s. Also 1564 mike
pre -stage for same, complete, 42'-, or the lot, £10 (1 onlY).
Older any item with complete confidence of satisfaction.

M.R.S U lm P. L.1 E S 68, New Oxford Street,

London, W.C.1.

Said the owl

(Telephone; MUSeum 2958)

that was'

perched ['other night

On the aerial belonging to
White,

=

"From the sound of the
crackle
It's time he should tackle

That wiring of his with
Fluxiter

IN

See that FLUXITE is always by you-in the house

-garage-workshop-wherever speedy soldering

is needed. Used for 30 years in Government works

and by leading engineers and manufacturers. 01

Ironmongers-in tins, 4d., 8d., 1/4 and 2/8.
Ask

to

see

the FLUXITE SMALL -SPACE.

SOLDERING SET-compact but substantial-

Complete with full instructions, 7/6.
Write for FREE BOOK on the art of " SOFT "
SOLDERING -and ask for leaflet on CASE-

HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS
with FLUXITE.
Your wheels will not keep round and
TO CYCLISTS
true unless the spokes are tied with fine wire at the cross-

ings AND SOLDERED. This makes a much stronger
wheel. It's simple-with FLUBITE-but IMPORTANT

THE FLUXITE GUN
Is always ready to pal Fluxite
on the soldering job instantly.
A

little

pressure

places

35/_._i:30;beudttoi,aitphusallutatoceneeeteurleeres, acnorrin peletlet,iespe

asTsd,

with full instructions for attachment to any set, mains
or battery, simple to attach; 35/r.
radio outfit, comprising finest crystal
10 / set, headphones,
aerial and earth equipment, a
complete emergency installation, 10/-; crystal set only,
3/11.
5/_.-Bargain parcels of useful radio components, coils,
transformer resistances, condensers, wire. circuits, etc., value over 20/-; 5/- per parcel.
TELSEN W349 Midget Iron Core Coils, 3/6; dual range
-L coils, 2/6; with aerial series condenser W76, 3/3.
A .C./D.C. Multi -metres, 5 -range, 8/6; Ace "P.O." microphones, 4/-.
2/R.-Ormond loud speaker units, new and boxed;
2/6 each.
VALVES for American Receivers, all types; 5/3 each.
M1SCELLANEOUS Lines of Special Interest th Service Men and Experimenters.
Assorted 1 -watt- Wire -ended Resistances, 5/6; 24
tubular condensers, assorted capacities up to 0.5
mid., 6/-; volume controls, assorted capacities (less
switch), 7/6 dozen; with switch. 11/6 dozen; mica condensers, assorted, 1/9 dozen; Mainsbridge type condensers,
1 mid., 2 mid., 4 mid., 8 mId., 8/- dozen; valve holders,
5 -pin, 7 -pin, 9 -pin, 2/6 dozen; battery leads, multi -way,
6/6 dozen; parcel of assorted servicing components comprising resistances; tubular, mica, variable, electrolytic
and block condensers; wire; sleeving; volume controls:
valve holders, etc., etc., 10/- each; parcel containing at
least 100 articles.
THOUSANDS of Bargains in Sets, potentiometers, electroIytics, gramophone motors. crystals, headphones,
etc., etc.; 2d. stamp brings list of further bargains.
Q011THERN RADIO, 46. Lisle Street, London, W.C.
17 Gerrard 6653.

[7872

MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY.
MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY Offer
Outstanding Bargains, carriage paid, delivery by
return. Telephone Tudor 4046, or call mornings. Stamp
for List 221.
TRANSATLANTIC 1939 4 Waveband Superhet Tuning
Packs, covering 10-30, 30-82, 198-560, 800-2,200
metres, comprising all coils, J.B. bar -gang condenser, full
vision coloured 2 -speed drive, Yaxley switching. 'two 465
k/c. I.F. transformers, etc., completely wired, with A.V.C.
line, aligned, tested, ready to connect, 3 -gang, WE., F.C.
and
65/-; 2 -gang F.C. and LE., 47/6.
AMPLIFIERS, six -watt push-pull, for MI14 and two
PX4's or equivalents. Absolute complete kit of parts;
best tested components, with circuit; 52/6, less valves.
ERIE 1 -watt Colour Coded Unused Resistors, wire ends,
any size 50 ohms to 5 megohms, your selection, 3d.

each, 2/6 dozen; 2 -watt, 6d. each.
CENTRALAB Latest Potentiometers, unused, long
spindle, all sizes, 5,000 ohms -1 megohm, 2/-; with
mains switch, 2/3.
T.C.C. Card 8 mid. 600 -volt Peak Electrolytics, 1/6;
T.C.C., metal, 8 mid., 600 -volt peak, 2/3; T.C.C.,
card, 8x8 mid. 600 -volt peak, 2/9.
4/ ---Famous make ill; guaranteedall American types,
4/-; popular glass Octais, 4/6.

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL- SOLDERING
FLUXITE LTD., Dept. W,W., DRAGON WORKS, BERMONDSEY ST., s.E.1

EARPHONES /
7,,,,

CLIN Unused Chassis v. -holders, 5-, 7-, 9 -pin, 3d. each;
all American sizes, 6d.; best sleeving,
yard.
TUBULAR Condensers, 400 -volt working, wire ends, best

reproduction approaches the near -perfection of Marcon i-Ekco High
Fidelity Earphones. Re-

SPECIFICATION
high sensitivity:

Extremely

Input Im-

pedance 22 ohms; Maxim an

Input 500 milliwatts; Fre-

quency characteristic ± lo dB
from too to 6,000
Weigh/ 6 ozs. earpiece only,
-

-!n2 -,071t 2Irsgiestoodrsiz5ese-iries ends,

FIF.TaYricecNiSL

marked

colour

coded,

2/6 per 50 only.
FERRANTI Twin HP. Choke

MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY,
Muswell Dill Rd., London, N.G. Tudor 4046.
30

tumid.

4-6.

phone with. moulded handle.
£4 4 0.
Write for full details and copy
.of "Wireless World" report lo

ing use; and many uses
are opened up for the

ISTRUM

Electra House, Victoria Embankment, W.C.2

HERRING, SON & DAW
Have excellent LOCK -UP SHOPS available
in good main road positions in :First class parade of shops
BEDDINGTON
with living accommodation over,
Rents £150 p.a.

BROMLEY

shops

thickly

In

populated

district. Shop fronts fitted and
Rents £100 and

EARLS COURT

Modern shop premises close
to Earls Court Exhibition and

large block of luxury flats.
£120 p.a.
at £175 p.a.

I

at

I

HATFIELD ..

2x100,

3d.;

NORTH HARROW

OLD KENT ROAD
SWISS COTTAGE

3d.; satisfaction guaranteed; post paid over 2/6.
BRCereteNp, and WELCH, 371a, Green Lanes,

Modern

shop premises with
living accommodation over, in

3:tnd465k/epete
,aehangeswiser;ll

coils,

developing district.
Rent £150 p.a.
(Opposite Woolworths). In

Multiple position with
accommodation over.
£225 p.a.

living

Rent

Double -fronted shop in densely
populated district close to
NOW Cross Gate. Rent C80 p.a.
Excellent parade of shops

serving densely populated district. Several already let to
Multiple firms. Rent £300 p.a.

Pal.Firi9T

1=,sies',"17:

For full particulars telephone CITy 7068, o.

write to :100C, QUEEN VICTORIA ST., E.C.4

2/6, 600x,
containers,nia

600s.8

8 mid., 1/9; 8 and 8, 3/-.
minimum.

Attractive parade of modern
floors laid.
£120 p.a.

220 timid., 4d.

for free list:

medical, profession.

NI-EKCO
MARCO ENTS
LTD.

[7853

TUBULARS, non -inductive, 300-400 working volts;
C.5 mid.. 401.; 0.1, 0.05, 0.02, 0.006, 0.005, 0.001,

VAUXHALL UTILITIES,

loss in tonal quality; the
earphones are ideal for
engineers' sound monitor-

band. Double earphones with
headband, £9 0 0. Single ear-

ildeAXOLIN Trimmers; 30 tumid., 21/2d.; 100 mmid., 3d.;

.- 2-

this high -quality reproduction are listeners with
defective hearing suffer no

rapidly

Mains Interference
Filters, extraordinarily effective; to clear, 1/-.

VREQUENT1TE Trimmers;
2x140, 2x250, 6d

sponse is of the highest
order over a frequency
range of 50 to 8,000 c.p.s.!
Concrete advantages of

16 oz, doable earpieces with

make, 0.0001-0.05 mid., 4d.; 0.1 mid., 4d.; 0.25, 0.5

mid., Ed.

/ No other method of
sound

te:coourzxeeitstgrede.popular

complete

FLUXIT

HIGH FIDELITY

36

d
VAUXHALL.-T.C.C. dry

ALL MECHANICS W/LL FIAVE,

MARCONI-EKCO

kits metal chassis and all acres.
metres, world-wide reception; complete,

less valves, 22/6; with 3 valves, 34/6.

VA tl1

Price 1/6.

.----7.----lis e_.

_22/6 -5 -band pentode battery kits. Complete 1939
all -wave

VAUXHALL.-r-eGauna:ialiteie4AfiCeipelnt/r..ic clocks, first class

and one charging lasts for ages.

ILUX11116

[0488

AllurYo'iiTills.i"(iN,T:P`n, iTotiral

the

right quantity on the right spot

ISTSIONG

PLEASE See Our Displayed Advertisement on page 7.

sories, 10-2,000

JANUARY 26TH, 1939.

1630,

Strand, W.C.2.

Post paid 2/6 and over;

Ask

canal.

5/-

[0586

eilIVERS Offer Aluminium Chassis, 18 gauge, isi.x

10ii1.x3in.; 6/6; any size constructed to order;
quotations, stamp, please.
mid. 2 -gang, with trimmers. 2/6; 3 -gang,
Polo r.-Olivers,
reeved,
3/6;
676,
Christchurch. Rd., Boscombe, Hants.
[7925

0.0005

"Wireless Direction Finding," Third Edition.

Price 250, net.

A.C.S. RADIO Lfinlec.ar:::Ztetnag

Equipment. National Hall crafters, RME, Howard and Hammaniusd Receivers. Ail Wes of
Tubes by Raytheon. Taylor, RCA, Hytrou, Eimac, National Union, as
waif. all receiving types at lowest prices. Eidson and QM Crystals
and Holders, an Eddystone components and Hamrad " lines.
Microphones by Shure, Amperite and Brush.
Heys. Meters and Transmitting equipment of all kinds.

Send for descriptive catalogue to :-

RADIO (02N K),
A.C.S.
16, Gray's Inn Road, W.C.1.
Post free 25s. 9d.

THE WIRELESS 010

JANUARY 26TH, 1939.

ADITEITIEpIENTg."

COMPONENTSSECOND-HAND,

TERMSService
Radio

cont inuous

DAILY

WHOLE RANGE OF ELEVEN

ARMSTRONG
CHASSIS
Including

-

MODEL AW12.51.1.
- 12 -VALVE
ALL - WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
5,

and <trualmag Advt., p. 3 tAig Paw.

Cash or C.O.D. 17 gns: or -f2 with order and

.8.0

12 monthly payments of

IN.00ntries-n,A

at knockout priers.

post

dozen.

WE CAN NOW OFFER THE

W.IV. TEST REPORT, Intl

offe

small screened twin
gang with top trimmers, 2/9; Plessey midget semi screened twin gang, 2/9; Plessey full size screened with
top trimmers, 3-eang, 2/9; Cossor fully screened 3 -gang
with trimmers, 1/9.
QATOR Volume Controls,
meg. with switch, 10,000
1,-.7
ohm with switch, 10,000 broad base for tone control,
5,000 ohm wire wound less switch, all 1/3 each or 6/6

not call, remember, all chassis and sets are
sold on 7 days' approval.

See

tree.

MODEL AW104PP
- 10V. ALL -WAVE
RADIOGRAM CHASSIS ... Cash 12 Gns or

281- with order and 12 monthly payments of 19 9.
MODEL AWS9 - - - 9V. ALL -WAVE

RADIOGRAM CHASSIS 12-2,000m
. Cash
II Gns or 27/- with order and 12 monthly payments of 18/4.

MODEL AW93PP
- - 9V. ALL -WAVE
RADIOGRAM CHASSIS .. Cash 10 Gns. or
21/ -with order and 12 monthly payments of 17/...

OUR EASY TERMS are also available on
Sou. Sales Quality Amplifiers and Tuners, all
good makes of L.S. Units including Voigt, AVO
Meters, Pickups, Electric Gramo Motors and
accessories generally.
Write, call or phone for quotations.
PhmoNATIonot 6828
Estol -4925

THE

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY
COMPANY..
1-FOAT,LANENOBLE ST -LONDON Etr.

SALE. -Last few sets iron core superhet coils, R.F. of
band pass with coil details, padder values, 5 coils,
including 2 I.F.s; 5/9. Note.-465K.C. 2 -band.
POLAR-N.S.F. 0.15 Tubular Non -inductive Condensers,
350v, working, 1/3 dozen; Solar 0.03 and 0.05 condensers, 1/3 dozen, or this item 4/6 per hall gross.
TUNING Eyes, 4v.
amp.. heater. octal base, 3/6;
K.B. iron core wave traps, very effective on medium
and long, 1/3 each.
SALE. -Brand new 1938 superhets, A.C. 200-2500., 4v.
and rect. Mullards, 3 waveband, ,very good D.S.A.
reception, band pass input, £5, carriage paid; ditto 4
waveband, 13-50, 48-150, 200-550, 1,000-2,000, £6/5.
AMERICAN Type Valves -80, 42, 43, 6a7, 6d6, dc6,
2/3 each; 6138g and 6G5, 3/3 each.
SPECIAL Offer 1 -watt Carbon Resistors, colour coded.
usual type, sizes 7,500 to 150,000 ohms, about 15
sizes at 2/6 per 50; good assortment given.
B.I. ElectrolyticBlocks, 12x85 4x 25x25m1, .450v. -25v.
%kg., 1/9, 15/. per dozen; B.I. 1256x50 3500.-12v.
%kg., 1/3; Ferranti midget 4x4 eleetrolytics, 450v. peak,
size 21&n.x114x 1%, 1/3 each, or 10/- per dozen.
FERRANTI Cardboard Electrolyties, 8x8 mi., 5000.
peak, size 41/in. long, 1Vaiii. high, 11,4in. deep; 1/9
each, or 15/- dozen.
POLAR-N.S.F. Oak Type Loss Loss Switch, air spaced
.

banks, construction otherwise similar to Ya xleys,
4 -bank, 2 -pole. 4 -way (8 4 -way switches), effective length

9in., suitable for lowest wavelengths; 2/9 post free.
T.C.C. and Plessey Electrolytic Blocks, :30x8x 2, 300v.
working, 400v. surge, capacity guaranteed; upright

HERE IT IS! THE UNIVERSAL

TAYLORMETER

70
RANGES

BRITISH
MADE

(1')

SIZE
I 0.x7 -x5"

This precision built `Universal Meter with its

sturdy 4i. Moving Coil movement Wier. D.C.
volts 0.002-2,000 ;

volt

1

Output/v..0.2-2,000.

D.C. Curse. 10uA-20 Amps A.C. Current 10uA
-5 Amps. Resistance 0.1 Ohms -5 Dnegohma

Output -15 to -F60 DB. at the touch of two

GNS.

LOW DEPOSIT

EASY TERMS
AVAILABLE

switches.

Although unusually low I. price the

TA.YLORMETHR is extremely reliable, sensitive
and accurate.
FILL IN AND POST THIS COUPON NOW.

To TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS CO.,
77/77a, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, E.C.4
Please send me full details of the TAYLORMETER.

Name

uses 2 each MH4-MIIL-4-PX25-M1114, cost £45, ten for
sale; X5/10 (less valves).
PYE 1'. 10 H.F. Chassis for Above. Var. select Dr.'s'
12 short, 1 medium 'wave); less valves 59/6.

40 -WATT Rocke Amplifier with all valves; 512.

5 4 -0-545 Mains Trans., 150 ma.

5

less

L.T.'s, weight

el/ 20I6.; 17/6.
SOUND Sales Brand New Trans., 500-0-500.150 ma. (2),
LT.'s at 4v. 2a., 4v. 4a., 4v. 21,,,a.; 16/6.

.w.w 2

Trans,.no,i

make,

?iris

well

pent, P.P.
1.

SIIAPTESBURT Trans. Current Mike, list 55/-; offer'ed
at 21/-, as advt. offer; trans. 6/6.
PRIMMER' Kit tenmost useful spanners, screwdrivers,
etc., in leather wallet, 2,000 already sold; 10/6.
chr. metal

C.C. TisdeennearAe"g's=t1k
T.
lytic 500v. 8 mid., 1/-; 8x8 2/-; 16x8, 3/6.

kig6;

etENTRALAB Vol. Controls,

3,000

in

stock,

1%in.

W-11, 1/11, all sizes. Exaa aeplacements

for Murphy, EMI, Philco, etc.; from 2/3.

CASH with Order or C.O.D.-Shaftesbury Supplies invite
you to call and inspect their stock. No obligation.
LONDON S CENTRAL RADIO STORES.-Buge clearance sale; entire stock of components to be sold under

cost; unlimited bargains for callers.

NON -RING Pentode Universal 35-20, 4/3; IIL1320,
2/9; Dubilier 0.005 mica condo., 6d.; assorted tubular condensers, 5/- per gross; assorted knobs. ex -Philips
and Aerodyne, 41- gross; dealers' parcels of hardware,
condo., V.H.S. resistant., coils, 51b. box 2/6, 1016. 5/ (post extra).
TRIMMERS, S...13(?bo

ACOUSTICALLY DESIGNED.

We

specialise

in

manufacturing Radio and

Radiogram Cabinets to customers requirements:
Special
Send s)d.

Sketches FREE OF CHARGE.

in stamps for details of Standard
Models.

11.00K WOOD CASEWORK MANFG. CO.
65. LOWLANDS ROAD, HARROW, MIDDX.

250x2en mug&

5/..
3IN. Oscilloscopes from 4 Gns.
D.C. Det.,
o.taA.. 1/G each; 3 -gang
D ARIO
0.0005 kOn. spindle, 6d.; 'Ain. spindle, 1/- valve
holders, Id. each, all sizes.
ENTRALAB Volume Controls, 2/-, with switch;

fr..
..11.1.

CAB IINETS

3 radium metal chassis, 1/6; orders over 5/- post
llesinoloil Filled Rolled Foil Condensers. low

loss

stand off insulated soldering lugs, metal cased, tested

at 1,500 volts, 450 volts working D.C., capacity 4 mid..
33'4in.; price 2/9 each.
AS Above, but 0.1 mid., 3,000 volts test, 1,000 volts
working, size 15/sin.xlin.X33yfm; price 1/9 each.
pHILIPS Mains Transformers, 2500.-0.2500., 80 m.a.,
100-250 volts primary, 4v. 2a. 4v. 5a. Cl'.,. with
L.
fixing brackets. 4/3.
SPEAKER Transformers for Triode and Pentode, 2/3
each; special negative feed -back tone control chokes,
with circuit, 2/- each.

DON'T Be Too Late.

'Phone ? BYRon 1818

Ext.l.

8 mf. 500 v., 1 6 each, 8+4 mf. 500 v., 2/3, 8+8 mf.

500 v., 2/6,4+4+4 mf. 500 v., 216, 16+8 mL 500 v., 3/6.
TUBULAR METAL CAN ELECTROLYT1CS byfamous
makers. 4 or 8 mf. dry, 5(10 v. 2 6 each. 8 inf. wet,
450 v., 2/3. 8 mf. 650 v., Peak dry, 4/-.
BIAS CONDENSERS, 6 inf. 50 v., 6d.; 50 mf. 12
1/-; 25 mf. 25 v., l'-; 50 mf. 50 v.,1/9.
TUBULAR CONDENSERS, all values from .0001 to
.5 mf., 6d. each.
U.S.A. VALVE HOLDERS- 4, 5, d and 7 pin, 6i. each.

Octals, 9d.
CERAMIC U.S.A. VALVE HOLDERS, all fittings,1/-each.
BRITISH RADIOPHONE, 2 -Gang .00016 mt. Condensers,
on Steatite base, 2/11 each.
UTILITY Micro Cursor Dials, Direct and 100-1 Ratios, 3/9.
PREMIER Short -Wave Condensers, all -brass construction,

with Trento' insulation. 15 mmf., 1/6 ; 25 mmf., 1/7 ;
40 mmf., 1/9 ; 100 mmf., 2/- ; 160 mud., 2/3 ;
250 mmf., 2/6.

A.C. Will play 8 records 8in., lOna. or 12in. A few
only at £5 19s. 6d. AC/DC model, £7 75.
AMERICAN VALVES. ' We hold the largest stocks of

Octal Base tubes at 6/6 each. 210 and 250, 8/6 each. .
EUROPA MAINS VALVES, 4 v. A.C. Types, A.C./HL.
A.C./S.G., A.C./V.M.S.G., A.C./H.P., A.C./
V.H.P., A.C/P., and I watt D.H. Pentodes, all 416 each.
A.G./Pens.,I.H., .5/6 ; A.C./P.X.4, 6/6 ; Oct. Freq.
; Double Diode Triodes, 7/6 ; Triode H.
Changers,
ex. Freq. Ch.. 8/6 .Tri. Grid Pen., 1016 _; 31 -watt
D.H. Triode, 7/6. 3.50 v. and 500 v. F.W. Rect., 5/6.
13 v. 2 amps. Gen. Purpose Triodes, 5/6 ; H.F. Pens.

and Var.-Mu. H.F. Pens., Double Diode Triodes, Oct.
, Freq. Changers,. 7/6 each.
' Rectifiers, 5/9 each.

3 5 0 _.%135,e0 w1Thm}:ine4rvi.c.4.a..,h4eavi,e2rstaigg:; 10/4, avail-,

C

Address

Enclosed holder and base, 3/-.
CARDBOARD ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, 4 mi. or

12 -15.:eiactLAsrst.ont=veRingiahinFis edgeluity,,imAergysi../tpauctc

range.

224',SoInfotn,esbral:veenaLue 13CaorrnArm.biew Oxford Ali

MODEL SOA.
2,000 Ohms per

BRAIDED METAL SCREENED WIRE for mikes, pickups, etc. Single, 4d. yd.
Twin, 6d. yd.
PREMIER U.S.A. QUARTZ
'
TRANSMITTING CRYSTALS, 7 me and 3.a mc., 10/- each, with certificate.

U.S.A. tubes in this country and are sole British Distributors for TRIAD High-grade American Valves. All
types in stock. Standard types, 5/6 each. All the new

in A.C.-D.C.

Ryan's Radio, see above.
11886'
SAFTMBITRY SUPPLIES. -Clearance of famous Mtgs.
entire stocks. Real opportunity. Call and, see full

0p
,

PREMIER BATTERY CHARGERS.
Westinghous
Rectification. Complete. Ready for use. To charge 2 volts
amp., 10/. ; 6 volts at 4 amp., 16/6 ; 0 volts at 1 amp.,
19/6 ; 12 volts at 1 amp., 21/- ; 6 volts at 2 amps., 32/6.
AUTO TRANSFORMERS. Step up or down A.C. mains
between 100-250 volts. 60 watts, 91- 100 watts 11/6.
Premier Transverse Current Microphone, 20/-. Microphone Transformer, 6/-. Table Mike Stand, 7/6.
at

seta, 1/4 each, or 9/6 per dozen. -

ZZENITHWirewound Insulated Resistances, 550 ohms,
tapped at 350-70.100; ex Ferranti, rating 0.3a., as

used

PHILIPS Trans., 200-250 prim. 6v, 2a. see., for. American heaters, models, etc.; 3/..

I.

1939 RADIO

COIL FORMERS, 4- or 6 -pin low -loss, 1/- each.
LISSEN Power Packs in aluminium cases, 150 v., 25 m.a.,
with 6.3 v. L.T., 100-250 v. mains, 10/6, with Rectifier.
METAL RECTIFIERS, 250 v., 60 m..a. output, 4.6 each.
Special Offer Collars AutoRecord Changers, 100-250 v.,

mounting, 40 ml. for 1/4, or 9/- dozen.

B OLA G.12 Speakers, 750 or 1,000 ohm. fields;
trans. 35 t,

Otte.
rJ
seas

PREMIER

'

VARIABLE Condensers. -Plessey

he oldest
A demonstration is better than a written
description. If you are within easy reach
of the City call and hear (without obligation)
what really good radio is like. If you can-

DEMONSTRATIONS

CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.
RYALL,'SneRwAgDooIa

Premier Short=Wave Kits
Complete to the last detail including all Valves and
coils, as well as theoretical and wiring diagrams and
lucid instructions for Sodding and working. Each Kit
is supplied with a steel Chassis and Panel and uses
plug-in coils to tune from 13 to 170 metres.
1 Valve Short -Wave Receiver or Adaptor Kit ...
1 Valve Short -Wave Superhet Converter Kit
...
1 Val. Short -Wave A.C. Superhet Converter Kit
2 Valve Short -Wave Receiver Kit
3 Valve Short -Wave Screen Grid and Pentode Kit

20/22 6

25/58'6

Premier Mains Transformers
Wire end types.

S.P. 250, 250-250 v. 60 m/A. 4 v. 1-2. a., 4 v. 2-3 a.,
4 v., 3-4 a., all C.T., 10/-.
S.P. 300. 300-300 V. 60 m/A. 4 v. 1.2 a., 4 v., 2-3 a.,
4 v. 3-4 a., all CT., 10/-.
S.P. 351. 350-350 V. 150 in/A. 4 v.1-2 a., 4 v. 2-3 a.,
4 v. 4 a., all CT., 13/-.
S.P. 352. 350-350 v. 150 es/A. 5 v. 2 a., 6-3 v. 2 a.,
62 v. 2 a., al1C.T., 13/6.

The above can be supplied fitted with Panel and Terminals, at 1/6 extra.
S.P. 500. 500-500 v. 150 in/A., 15/,...

150 in/A. 4 v. 2-3 a., 4 v. 2-3 a.,
3-5 a., all CT., 21/-.
150 nt/A. 5 v. 3 a:, 4 v. 2.3 a.,
4 v. 2-3 a.,.4 v. 3.5 a., all C.T., 25/-.
S.P. 503. 500-500 v. 200 in/A. 5 v. 3 a., 6.3 v. 3 a.,
7.5 v. 3 a., or 2.5 V. 5 a., all CT., 25/,
The above can be supplied fitted with Panels and Terminals, at 2/ -extra. Details of complete range available.
Special Transformers wound to order.
S.P. 501.

500-500 v.

4 v.2-3 a., 4
S.P. 502.

V.

500-500 V.

Our City Branch is moving from 165 to 169, Fleet
Street. You are invited to inspect the many BARGAINS at

our CLEARANCE SALE -NOW ON
at 165, Fleet Street, E.C.4. Callers only,

Have you had our 1939 Catalogue, Handbook and Valve
Manual ? -90 pages of Radio Bargains and Interesting
Data. Price 6d.

ALL POST ORDERS TO
Jubilee Works 167, Lower
Clapton Road, London, E.S.
Amherst 4723.
CALLERS to .-Jubilee works,. or 165, Fleet Street,
E.C.4. Centro/ 2833, or 50, High Street, Clapham,S.W.4.
Macaulay 2381.

[7809

Price 55 net.

17/6

Screened primaries 200-250 volts. Fully -guaranteed.

LONDON'S CENTRAL. RADIO STORES -23. Lisle St..
Leicester Sq.. Loudon, W.C.2.
(Gerrard 2969.)

Fireless Servicine Manual," Fourth Edition,

Full -wave and Half -wave

Post free

5s. 544

8

THE WIRELESS WORLD

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ELECTRADIX

TWO CLEAR SCALES WITH

MIRROR ARE ON THE

DIX-ONEMETER
o

The Dix-Oriemeter with only 6 Terminals.
but 50 Ranges, is a valuable Instilment for
laboratory work. It Is of portable size to
go In the pocket, but big enough to'cover
the whole range of D.C. electrical

EL;ErIEstppryrcSehy2eiriol:LoC;irDir)Ori6

In black bake. 1 Oda

Pr. 2.6.

DOWER Packs, 3.000v., with valve, condensers; £3 each;
parts separately
if required.
.
P.M. Speakers, 10 watts;

Him iiTor'
completer.igetlifil

.... and Semi -rotary D.P.C.O.,

10 amps., 12'-; 15 amps., 14,, ati amps., 16 -. 41 ors. 5 rn.a. 01/a
model control.

Relays, 8 6. Venuer 15 -day Time SW -itches,
DEAF AIDS. -Equal to ten guinea sets. Midget earpiece, lapel mike,
etc., 42'-. Popular set with match earpiece, 18'6. Brown. Aund

Box, n scientific sound amplifier for severe cases. £4. For total cases

bone conduction is the only possible way to recurs', radio by the Ossiphone,

no bigger than an earpiece, 20'-.
A.R.P. HELPS. -Portable Field Telephones in leather case. 35'-. Unbreakable cable, 55'- per mile. SIGNAL LAMPS, Lucas day and night
portalile, £3/10,,. Aldis, C.A.V. ditto, £3/5/-. Army type, 4/6
CRYSTAL SETS, 10,-. Headphones,
GENUINE E.D.C. ROTARY CONVERTERS. For LC. Receivers on DAL
230 v A.C. output. All lo silence cabinet, with filter. All aims M stock
from 50 watts to sets for tclevisors of 450 watts.
D.C. MAINS MOTOR GEES. D.C./D.C. 220 v. to 30 v. 10 amps.,
£7/10/-. M.G. Crompton, D.C./D.C.100 vol. to 17 volts S amps.,
£4 7;6. 200 v. to 16 v. 5 amps.; £5; Estro M.G. ditto to 6 volts
45/-. Motor Generators for all outputs up to 00 amps.
MOTORS FOR A.C. MAINS. Midget 220 .volts, 10'6. 1/60 }LP
with pulley, Type 50, 1,500 revs. 18/6. Encl.
Induction 1,90 MP., Motors, 2,500 revs. .
.
Serf -starting I H.P.; 1,425 revs., 49i etc., etc. D.C. Mains Motors. 1/40 H.P.,
r
310 v., 12'6 ; 220 v. series Type K.B.,
3,750 revs. 15/-. Ditto, DEC.,.. 230 v.,
2,000 revs.,
Croydon 1/12 HY., 110

v., 18'-; 220 v. shunt, 1,700 revs., 22/6.

SELENIUM CELLS -Light sensitive resistance, gold grids,
molsture-proof. L to D, nitio A to 1, 5./- each. Mounted in
Bakelite, 7/6. Super Model ill Oxybrass body with window,

SHORT IIorn Moving Coil P.M. Speakers; 44/10 each.
MOVING Coil Microphones, with stand; £4/4 each,
new.

BEAT

CONTROL BY RAYS. -£5 Photo Cells for Talkies, Light

Trots, ThnIng Controls, etc., at bargain prices. Response
to light 50 micro -amts. per lumen, R.C.A., 25'- ; Holders. I,.
Electronic Cells. self -generating on Micro -Ammeter or Micro

Relay, llln. X iln., 21 6. 'Berk ',Isms, 5'6.

rack
Amplifiers, 80
MOBILE. Public Addressturntables,
'pick-ups, 2
Piezo pick-ups,
amplified, two
microphone input. two stage mixer with all valves, including 2 D.A. 100 in push-pull; £50.

M -WATT Amplifier Playing Desk. complete; £9; all above
amplifiers guaranteed perfect,
Oscillograph, with timebase,

CATHODE Ray E.M.I.
brand new, cost £28;- £16.
ROLA G.12 P.M. Speakers, 16 and 9 ohms; £2/10 each.

EDGCUMBE Valve Tester, with mutual con-

ductance and voltage -current meter mounted on main
EVERETT
as
panel, British American valve sockets incorporated,
new; £10.
B.T.H. I/h.p. A.C. Motors: as new; £2/15 cads.

RADIO House, 60, Watling St., Radlett, Herts. '

RAY AMPLIFIERS. -First stage Battery model, oak' case.
25;-. A.C. Midns model, steel case, 60'-.

ELEC'rRAD IX RADIOS
Teleohanz

Central 4611.

GUIDE TO SUCCESS

e

TIEADPHONES, reconditioned, guaranteed, Brown typo

(Founded 1917

[7920

ham.

RA- " A," adjustable reed, 4,000 ohms, 20/- pair; Tel.
funken, adjustable, 4,000 ohms, 7/6 pair, postage 6d.,
other Makes from 2/6; Brown type " A " single earpiece,
2,000 .olims, on handle with volume control, made for
" Ardente,"' I2/6. -Post Radio, 2, Copenhagen St., Lon[7897

don, N.S.

Wanted
Modern Second-hand

WE Buy for Cash All Types of
Radio Sets and Accessories, test meters, parts, etc.;
We pay more than any other dealer; part exchanges;
82,

bring, send, or will call -University Radio, Ltd.,
Hampstead Rd., London, N.W.1. 'Phone Euston 3810.

[7787

ELECTRIC DRY SHAVERS

[7708

.

MISCELLANEOUS

208, Temple Bar House, London, E.C.4

CHtAreTeLryintgs-.1j080,0BbuialZ,trirhy6.; sample fa7-6.

HIGH Fidelity Comfort with One Knob Control. -Try
the infra -red ultra -short waves for a real tht'ill this

B.I.E.T, (Dept. 574), 17-19, Stratford Place, London, W.I.
(7812

EXCHANGE
T BUY, sell, exchange

Apply to the Com/Nam/wit:

PS., .;
AIR
SERVICE TRAINING
LTD.
SOUTHAMPTON.
HAMBLE.
315

ALL
HIGH QUALITY SETS,
OUR NEW PERFECTED
WHISTLE EJECTOR,
OUR DE-LUXE'SCRATCH
TO

HARTLEY TURNER RADIO LTD.
(Receiver A. C. Bright)

CLEARANCE OFFER
I only M.A.12 with Power Pack and
Valves

FILTER for Pickup Circuit.
Special for

quality receiver's, accessories; components; H.P. facilities, promtness, effiW.mtbourne Terrace, S.E.23. Forest
cienm.-Bostock,
(0529
Hill 2236.

I

I

3

Prices, yours for 2d. stamp.
POSTLETRWIJTE BROS.. Einem; STAFFS

M.A. Type
I 2 -watt without valves
..
only
Standard
P.M.
Loud
Speakers (to clear)
.. .. each
240 D.C. 250 A.C. 500 -watt
E.D.C.C. Rotary Converter ..

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY Co. (Established 1925)
Supply, on convenient terms, components, accessories
and sets, any make, 10% down, balance over 12 months;
send for list of requirements. -11, Oat Lane, London,
[0337

TUITION
1%;.11Mrigirmeiallrgiel,

is.. 6d. net,

£4.10
£3. 10

£7.10

£3. 0

Write for Lists

A. C. BRIGHT,

Chartered Accountant,
DOME BUILDINGS, RICHMOND, SURREY
Phone: Richmond 4464

OR CALLERS ONLY AT

,Pendennis," Thornbury Rd., Isieworth, Middx.

girialmaares!
ARE Y0_11 EARNING

LEO'
THAN LIO PER WEEK?
If so, you cannot afford to carry on without reading our
career. Among other things it explains the Services of
our unique Appointments Department; outlines Home Study Courses in all branches of Civil, Mechanical,

Electrical, Motor, Aero, Wireless, " Talkie," Engineering,

Building, Govt. Employment, etc., and gives details of
B.Sc., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.E.E., A. M.LMech.E., A .M.I.A.E.,
A,M.I.W.T.,
AM.I.R.E.,
G.P.O.,

1

1

1

mmukdai.g.;",7,ehmtebe.
an old hand Or a budding apprentice get

this

fi

book to -day. -FREE and POST FREE.
INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING

lsLfeej. BRITISH

(0580

1939.

£5. 0

Turner products now available at greatly reduced prices

Diploma;

training;
GIIAgANTEED Posts. -Complete
ship and shore services. Televisio. Day, evening
and postal. Boarders taken. Prosp. free. -W., London
Radio College, Grove Park Rd., W.4. (Chiswick 3244.1

The Wireless World Diary for

Pack

£5. 0

The book explains clearly and
definitely many ways of carving out a successful

wireless

Compreheterhe details 0. FM., Gray,.

I

only Power

£17 . 10

268 -page Handbook.

EXTENDED PAYMENTS

RADIO Training. -P.M

..

only D.C. Beat Oscillator ..
only 7 -watt B Type Negative
Feed Back Amplifier ..

good

E.C.2.

20,000 Successes.)

All Mains Transformers, Chokes and special Hartley

[7817
-Leaflet from Warrnglow Co., Leigh -on -Sea. 3.
/No experience required.)
G.P.O. Engineering Dept.
Commencing £3/13 per week. Age, 18-23. Excellent prospects. -Free details of entrance exam. from

THE A.S.T. COURSE INCLUDES
OVER 10 HOURS FLYING

INSTITUTE

I only Ohm Meter by White ..

winter; £3 buys a tall, size Warm -Glow electric blanket.

Good pay and Prospects

TECHNOLOGICAL

OF GREAT BRITAIN

I

REMINGTON. SIMvemaster, Packiird, iRabaldo and
Hanley. -Trade enquiries to, Leonard Heys, 36, Henryi,
St., Blackpool:,
ELECTRIC -Dry Shavers, A.C./D.C., 200/50 volts,

St.. 2907.

It is a career with

T:

The T.I.G.B. for a well -paid post. Contains the widest
choice of engineering courses in the world -covering all
branches -including TELEVISION, RADIO, SOUND
REPRODUCTION, etc. -alone gives the Regulations
for Qualifications such as A.M.LE.E., A.M.LW.T.
A.M.1.R.E., A.M.I.T.E.. C. & G., G.P.O., etc. contains remarkable tributes from Engineering Institutions and eminent technical men to the successful tuition
methods of the T.I.G.B.-and details latest successes of
T.I.G.B. students in all fields. Training until successful
guaranteed for the one fee. Write for Free copy TO -DAY.'

.

FACILITIESforTRAVEL

INDISPENSABLE

This Great Guide shows how to study at home- with

THE

complete With leatherette case, One year's guarantee; tend
for details; trade supplied.
HENRY'S, 72, Wellington Av., Stamford Bill, 5.15.

RADIM OFFICER
. on an AIM LINER?

WHISTLE
VP/iR1. OL'

[7936

-"Minute Man," list price £2/10; our -price £1/10,

t

'tkiNV4

ENGINEER'S

used fortnight,
DYE T.70 Battey Receiver,' cost £5/5,
kit, £6/6,
new H.T., £2/15; W.W. Quality amplifier
£3/3 Piezo
valves
£7/7;
Rothermel
or with non -ring
pick-up, soiled, £1/11/6; also experimental amplifier,
etc.; list for stamp. -Write 48, Wakegreen Rd., Birm

Send for. Electrical, Mechanical, and Scientific
1939 Buff List "W" Free.

-

cycles;

range 50-8,000

Oscillator,

10/-.

-

Corr'..s l

.

.

pantoamplified,

LIGHT DUTY SWITCHES for Wavn

Why

complete

GRAMPIAN 10 -watt Universal Portable Grano Amplifier, complete with moving coil mike, gismo motor,
pick-up, with built-in battery anode converter with Moving coil projection type speaker cost £40; £22/10; new.
CATHODE Ray Tubes, brand new, 7in., £4; 9in., £6.

R.A.F. Switch Boxes for 3 circuits,
rocker t Pe. 113. 6 -way Rocker -toggle.
8 -way ditto, 3/6. Easier
and Re Ware -change, D.P., 3 -way. roller contact, new, 1 3. Bulgin
3 -point Wave -change. 9d. Tunewell S.P. on -off isembrotary, 8d.
MAGNETIC SWITCHES. -Automatic, 2 to 4 arnia, 7/6 6 amps., 10/-

la

2Cti//5,00,,

multi -range meter for service on AA'. or
No projecting terminals.
DA'. jobs.
THREE ranges of volts: 0-7.5, 0-1500-300.
Used for MILLIAMPS, reads 12) m.e.

and 75 ma.

Free!

10- or 12 -in. records, model R.C4A; £515,' sealed
. cartons, carriage paid. .

with leatherette case, one year's guarantee; send 'for
details; trade supplied.
ii-Erri.pii.72,9,y7.ellington Av., London, N.15.

ease. Measures only 2)in. by 211n.
RELAYS.-For tiny currents from light cells or for tuned circuit cells.
Moving Coil pivoted, work on 50 nderoamps. Half usual price, 4) OM
Lightweight type D, 2,000 ohms, 11 m.a.. 15 other models, single and
multiple contacts (see Relay leaflet). Tilting Mercury Tidies, porcelain
lined, for mains relays, 5 amps., 5". 10 amps., 7/6. Heavier current
Relays for Transmitters, American. 7/6. Sounder tr., 15/-.
Creed polarised 2 -way Relics, 30/-. Ship magnetic Key Relay.
Relay operated. 8
AUTOMATIC SWITCI-TES.
rms, 25 w5rs each, platinum contacts, go nil,
10/-.
SWITCH DIALS. -10 'mint
Finger'Switch Dial, as thus.,
used on G.P.O. Automatic
Telephones. These have spring
drive, govern,, clutch and cortacts
inside.

COMPONENTS -SECOND-HAND,
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS,' ETC..
GARRARD A.C. 20050 Record Changer, plays eight

measurements, 50 mleroamps. to cc/.
20 an,. and 20 millivolts to 0-N-1,,
2,000 volts.
DIX-MIPANTA VEST POCKET TESTER.
A wonderfully versatile moving -Iron

The DI X-021' E METER 551-

JANUARY 26TH, 1939.

Post free Is. 7d.

337.

TECHNOLOGY.

.hakes pews House, v.? Araaord
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

REPAIRS." AND SERVICE
SERVICE with a Smile."
AMERICAN Valv;s; spares, linec.orcls, rewinds; tenairers
of all types of American and British receivers.F.R.I.. Ltd.. 22, Howland St., W.1. Museum 5675. [0434
METROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE. - Guaranteed
-1.8. repairs to American (Midget and Standard) and
British receivers.

Depot -I.F. and mains transMAJESTIC
formers Service
rewound.. American valves and parts; trade

anPfilied.-Metropolitan Radio Service Co., 1,021, Finch ley' Rd., London, N.W.11. Speedwell 3000.
[0435
Repairs, British, American, inn
LOUD
-SPEAKER
make, 24 -hour service; moderato prices.-Sinclair
[0590
Speakers, Alms Grove, Copenhagen St, N.1.
. EPOCH Speaker Replacements, transformers, radio service, American components, cone assemblies supplied
.

.

from 4/-.-N.R.T.S., 126, Elthorne Rd., N.19.
1319.

Archway
[7914

CLUARANTEED Repairs Any transformels, choke,.
Motor armature, converter, dynamo, etc.; keenest
prices, immediate- quotation, prompt dependable service,
-See below.
S.P. ,(LONDON TRANSFORMER PRODUCTS, Ltd.),
Willesden, N.W.10.
Willesden 6486 (3 lines.)'

L

AINS

Transformer

Service,

Repairs,

1.192
or

rewinds,

construction to specification of any type, competitive prices and prompt service.-Sturdy Electric Co., Dip [0516

ton, Newcastle -on -Tyne.

SCOTT -SESSIONS REPAIR SERVICE-All tyres

of

receivers overhauled; rebuilt, repaired, including
American communication sets, W.W. Monodials, All -wave
Super -Seven.

Viriable-Selectivity IV, etc.

SCOTT -SESSIONS REPAIR SERVICE, popular for 15

years from Land's End to John-o'Groats; vari collection London area; immediate, courteous and skilled
attention to every instruction.
REPAIR
SCOTT
-SESSIONS
Works, Muswel Hill, N.10.

SERVICE, Exchange
[7497
Tudor 4101-2.

,e1RAHAAIS Rewinding Service, 24 hours' service guar l -8 anteed, loud speakers, LE and output transformers,
chokes and mains transformers; conversions a speciality;
quotations given; trade specially invited.
CIRAHATilS SERVICES, Dept. W., 194, Tolworth Rise,
[7810
Kingston By-pass, Surrey. Derwent 2060.
AKER'S.-Take advantage of 15 years' experience and
send your next loud speaker repair, any make,
British or American, to the pioneer manufacturers,
Baker's Selhurst Radio, 75, Sussex Rd., South Croydon,

B

'

178613

-REPAIRS -to_Moving Coil Speakers, a Speciality; cones
and ootfs IfitacT -aids alteYed;
eliminators, quoted; loud speakers, 4/-; L.F. and output
transformers, 4/, post free; guaranteed satisfaction; trade
invited, estimates free; prompt service.-Loud-Speaker
Repair Works, 5, Balham Grove, London. Battersea 1321.
[0394

PATENTS.

a

.

" PRACTICAL Hints on Patents,"' free on apPlicatikin.
-The Imperial'Patent Service, First Avenue House,
High Holborn, W.C.1. Preliminary consultation free,
[0481

of Patents Nos. 4609g4. and 461073 for

Coil Loud Speaker EmbodYing Improveinents
in the Assembly Thereof in Combination with a BaMe-like

System, wish to meet all demands for the patented apparatus and invite enquiries from manufacturers and others
in Great Britain prepared to assist in the commercial
exploitation of this invention. Address in first instance
Messrs. Dicker, Pollak. Mercer, Tench and Meyer, Chartered Patent Agents, 20-23, Holborn, London, E.C.1. [7910

Alit

SITUATIONS VACANT
MINISTRY.

D/RECTORATE of Signals.
are Invited

for

Appointments as

APPLICATIONS
Assistant Signals Officers in the Civil Aviation
Signals Service, in the United Kingdom and in Egypt.
CANDIDATES, who should not have reached their 45th
birthday, must have had a good general education
and possess a thorough knowledge of modern theory and
practice of Wfleless and electricity and its application to
navigation; preference will be .given to those who hold
a degree or diploma. in electrical or radio engineering;
administrative experience,' including 'the planning 'and
supervision of all types of communications systems, a
knowledge of aviation wireless requirements, and experience in the development of radio equipfuent-especially
aeronautical equipment-will be an advantage.
Salary will be £350 a year, rising. by annual increments of £10 for approved service to £500 a year.
SELECTED Candidates will Normally be Appointed at
the Minimum of the Scale, but candidates with exceptional qualifications may be considered for appointments
at salaries above the minimum.

Issued be The Imperial Tobacco Company (of Great Britain and Ireland), Ltd. C.C.630.11

Q

' .'.
Az(Jost
,..

11114

vlos) . ''

Service Allo7fansec%icein

(As specifiedb.y.7he Wireless

i
lb

in

rate -

-

of £290 a year for a married man and £170 a year for

UNIT (.r

a

F

35 CRYSTAL,
without holder

.

posts on the permanent -'establishment when vacancies
arise.

REQUESTS, by postcard, for forms of application should
reach the Under -Secretary of State .(S_Le), Air
Ministry, Adastral House, Kingsway, W.0.2, not later
than the 30th January, 1939, and the completed forms
returned by the 4th February, 1939.
[7931

World.")

Ground to within 5kc. of your

specified frequency in the 7Mc.
amateur 'band, and supplied
com/lete.PRICES.
h official calibraLI lion certificate le an accuracy
-

ncIdgyonpt toat satlhaerys

single man.
IRST Class Passages will be provided ..for the officer
and his family to Egypt, and removal expenses
(within, .the limits prescribed for appointments of .this
grads) will be paid from the port of embarkation.
QUBJECT to a Period .of Satisfactory Probation, selected
1,3
candidates will be eligible for consideration for

C . Type S5

CONTROL UNITS

TE

;A Fore

"

FREQUENCY

'I

s.,..

r,

s sr ..

MASEBOARD MOUNT for the 1 el

' type 53 tmtt

1 i s.s

,tend lid. slakup for our full irlire
N.
1,
of quo., erYrUar and

of ..,,.

radio transmission mnponcrts.

THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL.. CO. LTD., Kingston Road, NEW
MALDEN, Surrey.
'Phone : Malden 0334.
'
'

.FOUNDATIONS of

WIRE -LESS

An Elementary Text Book on Wireless Receivers.

ILIFFE

& SONS LTD., DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD ST

LONDON

I

SEI

PRICE

4/6 net
By post. 4/11
W.W. 45

"Handbook of Technical Instruction for ',Viceless Telegraphists." Price M. net: Post fref. ars'. 945.

1
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SITUATIONS VACANT,

AIR

AERONAUTICAL Inspection Directorate.
the

/SITUATIONS VACANT

iDADIOMART

Ministry.

G5NI

W/T and Instrument

in
TACANCIES
the A.I.D. for Unestablished Appoint.
Branches ofExist
ments as:-

EXAMINER. -Salary scale £246-£12-£337, subject to
deduction of £12 for each year of age below 24.
CANDIDATES Suitably Qualified for Examiner Posts
will, on appointment, be required to undergo a course
of training in aeronautical inspection of np to a period
of three months. Until satisfactory completion of training course they will be graded and paid as Assistant
Examiner (see below) but during the training course a
subsistence allowance will be payable to married men who
normally reside outside the area of. the training centre.
Examiners are required to accept liability to serve at any
A.I.D. station in the United Kingdom.
CANDIDATES Who, on interview, fail to qualify for
the Examiner Grade, may be considered for :ASSISTANT Examiner. -Salary scale £184-£10-£246.
;ASSISTANT Examiners do not Undergo Training but
are Appointed Direct to an A.I.D. Station. They
may later be eligible for promotion to Examiner on attaining the requisite standard of efficiency providing they are
willing to serve in any part of the United Kingdom.
Subsistence allowance is issuable only in respect of service
on training courses.
QUALIFICATIONS Required of Examiners.
'APPLICANTS for Vacancies in Instrument Branch must
have Good General Education, theoretical knowledge
in physics, optics, mathematics, training in light esgineering or instrument making. Candidates must be able to
read working drawings and specifications and use micrometer and other types of measuring instruments. Preference
will be given to candidates having a good knowledge of
thermometry, precision pressure measuring instruments as
used on an aircraft, and of materials from which they are
manufactured.
;APPLICANTS for Vacancies in W/T Branch Having the
Following Qualifications will Receive Preference r Good general education, sound technical knowledge of high

equal to City and Guilds final
examination in Radio Communications, practical knowledge of modern methods of production and testing of
W/T transmitters receivers, wavemeters and associated
frequency engineering

isPiosm)

LTD.

THE SHORT-WAVE SPECIALISTS
SPECIAL OFFER ! !
. Fully shrouded Transformers by America's largest manufacturer. While they last.
All 230 v. primary and fully impregnated.
!

17260-4001400 v. 150 mIA., 6.3VCT. 4A. 5V3A
T7236-3751375 v: 120 MIA., 6.3VCT. 4A. 5V3A
T7326-3501350 v. 100 m1A., 6.3VCT. 3A. 5V3A
T7307-3501350 v. 80 m/A., 6.3VCT. 3A. 5V3A
17000-3201320 v. 80 mIA., 6.3V4A. 5V3A
T464919-10V4A Primary Tapped 110-250V.

12/6
1016
816
716

716

...
516
Chokes interleaved and impregnated : 20 Hy. 500 ohms (00

;
15 Hy. 250 ohms 60 mIA., 1111.
HEAVY DUTY Mains Transformer, worth 45/, 350-350, 150 m/A.
4 v., 0.5 a, CT, 4 r., 6 a., Cr, 2/6 ; 300.300 v.; 80 m/A., 4 v., 3 a.,
Cr, 4 v., 2 a., CT, 6/6. Moving Coil Speech Transformers. irn.
GANG CONDENSERS with Airplane Dial, 8 and 80.1. Cost 35/-; few
only, 4/11 ; 2 -gang with Airplane dial, 3/11. Utility, 7/6. Micro dials, 3/9.

mIA., 4111

W.B. 8in. PERMANENT MAGNET: SPEAKERS AT ONE-THIRD COST.
Extension Type (no Transformer). 7 6. Standard Type (with Transformer),

12 6. Energised 8", 1,200 ohms. with Transformer, 65.1. L.T. Rectifiers,
4.5 v., 3 a., 4/6.
9d.

Besln-cored Bolder, Oft.,

Pu-sent:,;:de'Ftd.d:;;WV-6P.V, twin, 9d.
Tags, 65.. packet. Ihundhrners, 6d. each.

yd.

Assorted Solder

Centralab pots, as sixes. 1/6, witched,
; tubular glass fuses, 21. ;
Milllanime.m. 0-25 ma., upwards. 5/9; Soper. 6,9.

OUR NEW 66 PAGE MANUAL, packed full of valuable
information. Post Free, lid.
THE NEW RAYMART CATALOGUE shows dozens of
New Short-wave Components and Is yours for lid. post free.

are now able to offer a complete range of replacements.
VALVES.
showing-We
a saving of over 50 per cent. Quotations on receipt of types
required. Quantity Discounts to Service Engineers.

RAOIOMART
G5NI (Birmingham) Ltd.

3254.

44, HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRMINGHAM

equipment; also electrical equipment such as generators,
transformers, and of materials from which they are manufactured.
Candidates must be able to read working
drawings and specifications and' to use micrometers and
:other measuring instruments.
,NORMAL Age Limits. 21-50 years. Candidates between
50.55 years will be considered if they have had inspection experience.
PPLICATION Must be Made on Form 786, copies of
X..A which can be obtained on application by postcard
to: -The Under -Secretary of State, Air Ministry, I.G. 28,
Kingsway W.C.2.
,TNDIVIDUALS Who Do Not Possess All the Qualifieslions Set Out Above, or who have been previously
[7909
rejected, should not apply.

.

BUILD THE

ROYAL AIR FORCE
Expert instructors will teach you
a skilled trade in the R.A.F.
Men of good education are now
required for enlistment and training as WIRELESS OPERATORS
and ARMOURERS. Age limits

Complete Kits, including Valves - 12 gns.
Send for detailed lists of this and the new TROUTUL
INSULATION in various forms.

SITUATIONS WANTED
VALVE Engineer, American, 27 unmarried, 5 years'
T
experience with American valve manufacturers, desires similar position outside United States -Box 8279.
c/o The Wireless World.

(7919

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.
AMERICAN Valve Data. -The new 200 -page Raytheon
Valve Data Book gives full characteristics and applications of all types of American 'valves; invaluable to all
servicemen; post free 2/3; abroad 3/.. -Leonard Heys, 36,
Henry St., Blackpool.
[0594
" VOUNDATIONS of Wireless." By A. L. M. Sowerbr,
M.S. Second edition. An elementary textbook
on receivers. Deals fully with the construction of wireless sets, valves, and the process of detection. Price 4/6
net. By post 4/11. from Mite and Sons Ltd., Dorset
House, Stamford Street, London. S.E.1.
.ELfelgaAyES.Y iryrPrinciples
I aci Boat ngWu 1.71 essReTveilseetrabp by() wild
Third edition .11930).
standaryd text:
book for wireless students and beginners. Deals with
the whole subject of wireless telegraphy and telephony.
avoiding too technical a treatment of the problems involved. Well Illustrated. Pace 7/6. net. By post 8/-s
from Iliffe and Sous Ltd., Dorset House. Stamford St..
London, S.E.1.
Brown B.Sc.

-RADIO Data Cnbartd :Liol.3.7

STe.riBes oeatftyA

fog most of the essential data required in receiver design
and enabling problems to be solved without having recourse to complicated mathematical formnIte. Price 4/6
net. By post 4/10, from Iliffe and Sons Ltd., Dorset
House. Stamford St.. London, S.E.1.
'

pages of circuit diagrams of receivers, amplifiers and units.

-By post 1/7 from Rafe & Sons, Ltd., Dorset House,
Stamford St., London, S.E.1.

Pamphonic

Apply for Free Booklet," A Life for Men,"
Victory House,
Recruiting Depot,
Kingsway, W.C.2, or to any R.A.F.
Recruiting Depot or Post Office.

See ',Wireless World," 1st Dec., 1938.

17916

THE Wireless World" Diary for 1939 contains 77
A. pages of facts, formulas and general information of
the kind that is always wanted but is difficult to follow.
Also a list of the most important European Broadcasting.
Stations and short-wave stations of the world. Twelve

l71-35.

U.H.F. SUPERHET. 5-65 Mc.

WIRELESS Engineer, experienced construction installation, marine direction finders, radiotelephony
transmitters. -Matheson, Fishmarket, Aberdeen.
(7924
SERVICE Engineers Wanted, car essential. -Application
by letter only, stating age, experience, and salary
required, ERB, B. T., Ltd., Worsley Bridge Rd., S.E.26.

FOR PERFECTION
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See "The Wireless World'.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

Make a Note of it-Now!
Be, sure

to get your copy of

Wireless

World

DIARY FOR 1939
Every wireless enthusiast should have this handy little diary. In

addition to the usual daily spaces-one week at an opening-it

contains 77 pages of facts, formulae and general information of

the kind that is always wanted but is difficult to memorise.
There is a list of -the most important European 'Broadcasting
Stations and Short -Wave Stations of the World. In addition
invaluable sections contain all the recognised codes relating to

Size 31 by 41 inches, 192

components, as well as useful tables of resistance ratings.
There are also sixteen pages of base connections of British and
American valves.

pages. Bound leather cloth,
back loop- with pencil.

Twelve pages of circuit diagrams of receivers, amplifiers and

PRICE 1/6 net

.

such units as whistle suppressors, tone controls and AVC
systems are included, together with data for winding coils.
Valuable information is given on the prevention of mains
interference as well as on amateur transmissions.
ILIFFE

:,8c

SONS

LTD.,

DORSET . HOUSE,

By post 1/7
From bookstalls and stationers or direct from,
the publishers.

STAMFORD

STREET, LONDON,

S.E.1

-Third Edition of

WIRELESS DIRECTION FINDING
BY R. KEEN, B.Eng.,
A BOOK OF INSTRUCTION AND REFERENCE FOR ENGINEERS, TECHNICIANS, TELEGRAPHISTS AND -OTHERS ENGAGED
OR INTERESTED IN THE USE OF DIRECTIVE WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY FOR THE NAVIGATION OF SHIPS AND AIRCRAFT

The third edition of this well-known book 'deals with the principles of Wireless
Direction Finding and gives an account of the circuits and apparatus used in its
application to navigation. The Adcock Aerial has a Separate chapter covering
its principles together with much information on its installation 'and performance.
Further chapters are included on Shore, Ship and Aircraft installations as well as
a special section on the choice of a suitable site for the Aircraft Ground
D.F., with Adcock Aerials.
-Engineering students and research engineers will find useful references to a selected

list of , some 6.00 of the more important contributions to the literature of D.F.

550 illustrations

800 pages

PRICE 25/- net

By post 25/9

From leading Booksellers or direct from the Publishers

ILIFFE

oc

SONS

LTD.,

DORSET

HOUSE,

STAMFORD

STREET,

,Mention of "The Wireless World,' when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attentions

LONDON,

S.E.1
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SIXTH EDITION -RE VISED AND ENLARGED

IIANIBOOK of
UTECHNIQAM INSTRUCT :MN
f0

'WIRELESS TELEGRAPHISTS
by H. M. DOWSETT
(M.I.E.E., F.Inst.P., M.Inst.R.E.)

This standard handbook, completely revised and enlarged, is planned
primarily for the use of wireless operators, whether prospective or
actual. It is virtually a complete theoretical course for students wishing

to qualify for, the Postmaster - General's Certificate of Proficiency. _

-

.

- -CONTENTS INCLUDE:
The Electric Charge and the Condenser-The Condenser in Practice-Direct
Current and Ohm's Law-Scalar and Vector Quantities and Curve PlottingPrimary Batteries-Accumulators-Magnetism-Electro Magnetism-Self-Induction-Dynamo Electric Machines. --Measuring Instruments-Switchboards
and ' Switchgear-Alternating Current' Effects, and Vector DiagramsAlternating, Current Fundamental Formulae-Alternating Current Generators,
Alternating Current Motors and Transformers-Damped Oscillations-Commercial Types' of Spark Transmitter-Aerials and Radiation-Simple Receiver
Circuit and Crystal Detector-Thermionics and the Various Applications of the
Valve-Depth Sounding-Valve, Transmitters-Wavemeter and Transmitter
Adjuitment-LTheory otrialve Receiver Circuits-Valve Receivers-Short WaVe
Aerials and Apparatus-Marine Direction.Finders-Marine-Audio,Relay\Service
-Distress Call Apparatus-Lifeboat and Emergency Outfits-Trawler Apparatus-Maintenance of Marine Radio Installations and Possible Faults.
618 ,ages, including Comprehensive

Index and 578 Illustrations.

NOW ON. SALE
PRICE 21/-

By post 21/9

Foreign 'Postage 22/-.
Obtainable from leading booksellers or direct from The Publishes:
-

1LIFF;E. &: SONS LTp.,-DoRsgT_AppsE,: STAMFORD- STREET, LONDON, S.E.1

